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ABSTRACT

THESIS

OF

This thesis considers the state of trade and society in ISalawi
and eastern Zambia in the

early years of the nineteenth century with

special reference to tlio organisation of long distance trade, and the
involvement of different peoples with it.
of the

trades

and ivory

in slaves

the difficulties

It considers the mechanics

which were at that tine, owing to

the only two important commodities which

of transport,

could ho carried fr.n the far interior and
«te»

f.r the

»aw

and later guns,
it

c

res

torn

.

ad eastern

exchanged at the coast 'Am

goods, such as cloths and heeds,

for which I-here was an undoubted demand.

unsiaarc

the impact on British pub die

opin;

•.Avingstano*s descriptions of the effects of Boo east

,n
.

of Bavid

frioau slave

trade, and of the consequences of the attacks by the Yao and Sgoni
the

on

It considers the in, act of the Great

people of fiala-ui.

Jcaressiau, an. the combination of con .orci. 1 and religious actives
which led
of

a

the

despatch in the years following Livingstone *s death

number of missionary

then the
wan

to

expeditions to the .ofrican interior, among

divings tonic. Bission of the Eree Church of hootlnad which

established at the south end of

halse l-Ialawi*

with tho foundation by the ley supporters of

ncvingctenia

Centra,! Africa.

It is concerned

that diss ion of the

Company, later the ...frioan hakes Company,

which u:-o intended to cany on

the trading end trans ert sice of the

mission, ecu/to put into effect hivingotono *s theory that the slave
trade ©v

a

-a

awu'erminec if i?

war

made

possible for she people to

satisfy their arterial wants by the production for the world market
O—

ooojQodi cieo

oucn

as

go

....

a

.

inu

s

ugar.

ft considers the efforts by tho first managers of the Company,
John and Breuericic

Boir, to put these ideas into practice, acid the

diglorn tio, political,
to.deal.
o

It attempts

off, and steamer::,

...

nd corcaercial

.

rob la.as with which they cad

bo explain why the limitations of their capital,
ad

well

as

the teaJaieosc::

.,£ their uilpomatic and

political position, made it impossible for thorn to succeed in their
first

objective, and led them to cuaceatr; to their efforts

hunting of elephants
of crops

ruch

of value

to

c

no lucre

s

.

.ad the buying cf ivory, and m

coffe:

•

...

;.c:

,

:.,cc, .,i..e

the

'.he cultivation

...f their relatively high ratio

weight, ••ere more li.eeiy to bo

the Com any

on

i

rofi lubly e;cpcrte&,

'u relations with the people with whom it

It
oame

.

in contact alone the

line of communications which

was

"between the Indian Ocean and the couth end of Lake

their efforts to obtain the declaration of
over

the

in order to forestall

area

It considers
the

the

a

opened

up

Tanganyika, end

British protector, tc

the claims of

Portugal and Germany.

origins, course and effects of the war which

Company f ught at the north end of Lake Malawi between 1GO7 end

I8G9 with Arab traders
the commercial

Company to the
Rhodes®

ad

who had. attacked the Hgonde people.

diplomatic consequences of this

Company, and which, by arousing public

Britain, finally secured the protectorate which the

Company had 1

sought.

ng

It considers

the way

in which the establishment of Harry

Johns ton's Administration in
of the

IG9I ended the independent political rolo

Company, and it contrasts the aggressive policy which ho pursued

with the
in his

which led the

of bankruptcy, into a complex involvement with

verge

British Jouth Africa

interest in

war

It analyses

policies which might have been pursued if the Heirs had been

position,and points to the damage whioh was done to the

interests of the people by the premature attempt to raise direct

taxation, and by the Administr tion's involveraont

ith labour

recruiting.
It considers

the great

increase in the scale of the Company's

trading and transport operations which was made possible by the
existence of the

,

drainistratiou, and the increased business which it
way

competition of

transport companies made possible a reduction in the

cost and

an

new

in which this

increased business, and the

generated, and the

improvement in the efficiency of the steamer service.
l\ GlU

It

attempts to show the competition for labour between the transport
companies and tho planting interest, and the proven inadequacy of head-

porterage, together with the gradual fall in the water level of the
dhire and the Zambesi led to

railway.

the

campaign for the building of

The completion of the first section of this line in 1908

marked the

beginning of the end of the Company

and of

era oi

the

a

the

as a

transport business,

steamer, and water communication as agents of

economic and social ch age in central Africa,.
The

thesis concludes

since the f undine of the
nature of

trade and

that there had been in the

thirty years

Company in 1878 revolutionary changes in the

society in the area,, but that for a variety of

roaoonc

development h. d not propresood in .the nay that Livinp.otone,

the promote*© of tho Coo; up9 or tho ii.-.irc hed
to

a

lar^o extent tho problem uhioh they f

people o£

the

<rer

to pcy

occ,

intended* and that
of h.-v to

en.

bio the

for imports thr aLh tho produce of their

labour, xiithoat leaving thoir horaco* rear-ine to be oolved#

o

of going out to Africa first*•» I had a course
life work to fix upon*
I thought it a
good field for enterprise, as well as a good field for
missionary work* And it seemed a place where a
merchant might he most useful, so we came.*
John I3oir to Bessie Tod, 14th June, 1880*

•When I thought
to choose.

A

-oooOooo-

•A more rotten commercial concern which contrives to
make a hig noise and oackle in the world I have never
seen.
It has heon on the verge of an utter breakdown
it is

little better than

and

creaking piece of
machinery without fuel to drive the engines.
Cn all hands
within and without there is one bitter outcry against it.
From no person have I heard a good thing said in its
favour-beyond that it is recognised that its intentions
have been good... that so much has been accomplished under
even

now

the circumstances is

a

a

marvel.'

Joseph Thomson to Cecil Rhodes,

l8th August, IU90.

-000O000-

*fho

long reaches which were like one and the same
reach, monotonous bonds that were exactly alike, slipped
past the steamer*.• this grimy fragment of another
world, the fore-runner of change, of conquest, of trade,
of massacres, of blessings.1
Joseph Conrad, The Heart of Barlaiess, 1898
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CHAPTER I

THE AFRICAN BACKGROUND

The

object of the founders of the African Lakes Company was to

change the nature of trade and society in central Africa by the
substitution of what

known

was

trade in slaves which

was

as

'legitimate commerce' for the
Before consider¬

thought to be prevalent.

ing the impact of the Company it is therefore

to examine

necessary

the state of trade end society in the area before the arrival of the

Company and the .Missions with which it
The
to

sphere of operations of the Company
the whole of what is

cover

Mozambique and Tanzania.
bounded
on

the south

on

end of Lake

Malawi and

an

across

Zambesi,

the south end of Lake
on

a

line

line drawn

Tanganyika to the north

the east by the eastern shores of Lake

line south from there

forms neither

area

but it doss have
latter years of

including Lake Shirwa and the

a

geographical

feature which gave

one

which

nor a
a

fleeting unity in the

It is the

up

area

which,

the Zambesi and Shire

along Lakes Malawi and Tanganyika.
was

political unit,

railways, was most easily and

painlessly accessible by the water route
rivers and

it

the nineteenth century.

before the construction of roads and

Lakes

the north by

on

a

Highlands.
This

area

approximate rectangle

the wast by the Luapula river and

on

Malawi, and
a

Malawi, and parts of Zambia,

It formed

drawn from its source to the

from Lake Btweru

now

eventually extended

was

by the river Zambesi flowing down to its delta

the Indian Ocean,

Shire

associated.

was

It

first opened up to vjestern commerce

was

therefore the

by the African

Company and the steamers which

were

its technological base.

Physically and climatically the

area

is

very

varied.

The most

significant feature is Lake Malawi which is drained by the Shire and
the Zambesi from

a

height of 1,500 feet south to the

varies from 3ea-level
the summit of Mount

on

the Zambesi delta to almost

ITlanje, and to almost as great

a

sea.

Altitude

10,000 foet at

height

on

the

Nyika plateau north-west of the lake, and in the Livingstone Mountains
on

the north-east.

Away to the west of the lake, and of the present

Malawi-Zambia "border, stretches the great plateau of Zambia *like a
succession of

enormous

waves*^

Kafue flowing south to the

intersected by the Luangwa and the

and the Luapula flowing north

Zambesi;

through Lake Mweru to the Congo.
and falls

abruptly from 5,000 feet to Lake Tanganyika at 2,500 feet,

Rainfall and

fertility

ecological factors played
ution of

population.

later

on

were

ition

over

or

in

rare

altitude.

as

These

reality struggles for territory, arising from compet¬

scarce

such

resources

as

fertile and easily worked soils,

Figures for population density at

and unreliable.

little evidence of

The populations
over

2,000,000 for the

nineteenth century by comparison
This would indicate

an

with

a

any

then."^
area

are

there is

It is reasonable

at the end of the

population of 8,000,000 now.

average density of eight to the square

300,000 square miles.

time

of Malawi and Zambia

four times since 1900;

population growth before

to guess a population of

Malawi would have contained

disproportionate half of this population in about

one

mile

a

tenth of the

the present southern region of Malawi would have been the most

area;

densely populated part of the
population.
most

2

major part in determining the distrib¬

a

thought to have multiplied

over

varied

are as

Many of the political struggles referred to

perennial streams.

are

In the north the plateau breaks

with about

a

quarter of tho total

Livingstone thought the south end of the lake to be the

thickly settled
Some

area

area

which he had

seen

anywhere in

Africa.^

generalisations must be made at the outset about the state

Livingstone, Last Journals, ed. H. Waller, London, 1874,
Vol.1, pl72.
This work is fefcer referred to by the abbreviation,

1.

D,

2.

E.g. J.G. Pike and G.T. Rimmington, Malawi. a Geographical
Study. London, 1965.
According to the Malawi Population Census. 1966, Zomba, p iv,
the population of Malawi in 1901 was 737*153* this is almost
certainly an underestimate and the figure of 1,000,000 given
by The Central African Times. 21st June, 1902, is probably
more nearly oorrect.
The population in 1966 was said to be

'L.J.'

3.

4*305,583.

At the then rate of increase it is likely that
in the region of 5*000,000.
See also
R.R, Kucsynski, Demographic Survey of the British Colonial
Empire. Vol.11, London, 1949, PP 522-639.
David and Charles Livingstone, narrative of an Jkcpedition to the
Zambesi and its Tributaries. London, I865, P 510.
This work
is later referred to by the abbreviation, *S.E.*
the pop'alation is now

4.

of
not

uniform,

In general

on

the other hand they

the people

absence of tsetse
of

Methods of cultivation

agriculture and technology.

a

Cassava

the Igonde, bananas.

among

Caserabe's Lunda, and
crop

Sweet potatoes, yams,
Rice

eaten.

was

cultivators, and where the

age

They tended to have

done

most popular in the north

was

least vulnerable to Ngoni raids.

pumpkins, and ground-nuts

were

unknovra.

were

widely grown and

introduced in the middle of the nineteenth century

by hoes of iron

the wheel

or

wood.

All cultivation

The plough, draught animals, and

Shifting cultivation

the general rule,

was

villages moved frequently, though they did not usually
The 'citeraene*

or

slash and burn system was

Ngonde rotated their
There

was

a

or

the lake-side Tonga where it came

among

which

was

at Nkhota Khota by the Arabs who settled there.
was

one

maise, cassava, finger-millet, sorghum,

among

the

certainly

not spectacularly varied.

permitted, pastoralists.

variety of staples:

to be grown as

iron

were

were

were

prevalent;

move very

far.

only the

crops."'"

division of labour between

men

and

women.

Men

generally built houses, made fishing nets and baskets, grain stores,
game

traps, and bark and cotton cloths;

down

trees, helped with hoeing and harvesting, hunted, and were ready

to defend their families.

and cultivated tobacco, cut

Women tended

children, cooked, did house¬

work, hoed the gardens, collected fire wood, drew water, brewed beer,
2

and made pots.

In

so

far

as

people tended to produce most of what they consumed

and consumed mo3t of what

they produced these were, and have to

large extent remained, subsistence economies.
be very

1.

It would, however,

misleading to imply by this that there x*as

labour outside the home.

There

were

a

a

no

division of

number of fields in which

Mar.v Tew, (now Professor Mary Douglas.) Peonies of the Lake
Nvasa Region. Ethnographic Survey of Africa, last Central

Africa, Part I, ed. Daryll Forde, The International African
Institute, London, 1950*
This provides an excellent intro¬
duction to the history and anthropology of the area, and has
a very comprehensive bibliography of early periodical sources.
For agricultural practices see:
pp 7-9» 33-40, 56-8, 76-9.
See also, H, Allan, The African Husbandman. Edinburgh, 1965*
pp

2.

Tew,

38-136.
op.

cit.,

p

9»

-

4

-

specialised production was common or necessary.

working

carried

was

Cewa and the
and others.

on

Iron smelting and

by all the Malawi peoples, the Manganja, the

Turabuka.1

It

was

also practised by the

Yao, the Marabwe

Because of the occult magical powers which were

commonly thought to be necessary for the production of iron it

was

usually made by specialist craftsmen who often lived in separate

villages and formed
among

the Beraba,

times traded

long distances
on

for their skill in
became

a

exclusive sect.

as

Some people were noted

maiding mats, baskets or nets.

Fishing often

specialised activity, giving rise to trade as in dried fish

and distant
which was,

Salt

owing to natural deficiencies in
as

at

Other commodities which
as

Highlands, or between Lake Mweru

parts of the Lunda Empire.

commercial ba3is

cloths

Pottery was some¬

between the Ngonde and the

the east of Lake Malawi.

between Lake Shirwa and the Shire

a

Copper wire drawing, as

another specialised craft.

was

over

people who lived

an

was

some

another commodity
places, produced on

Mponda's at the south end of Lake Malawi.
were

often traded locally were home-woven

manufactured in the Shire

Highlands, bark cloths,

produced by the Bisa, and tobacco often used as snuff.

as

2

Specialisation implies trade, one cannot exist without the other.
The moment the division of labour is extended beyond the home some
sort of commercial transactions become necessary.

it has been

commonly thought that

principles

were

economies,

or

was

even

Until recently

the most elementary economic

unknown in the predominantly subsistence pre-colonial

in the rural

areas

of contemporary Africa."1

This view

largely due to the absence of the cash transactions which seemed

to western eyes to

be

a necessary

fact the prevalence of these small-scale local trades ensured
almost everyone must have had some

The conduct of

market.
ticated

1.

3.

bargaining

as any

a

In

part of commercial activity.

that

knowledge of the working of the

barter trade

can

call for quite as sophis¬

cash transactions.

Where exchanges of

Tew, op, cit. pp 8, 38.
2.
Ibid pp 8, 39.
a critique of these views see:
¥.0. Jones, * Economic man
in Africa', Food Research Institute studies. Stanford, i960,
Vol.1.
For a modern study of farmers in Malawi, see: E. Dean,

For

The Supply Responses of African Farmers,
in Malawi. Amsterdam, 1966.

ment

Theory and Measure¬

several commodities

concerned it "becomes if

are

anything

The tendency to underestimate the amount of economic
carried

on

in these societies led also to the

complex.

more

activity

widespread belief that

something to which most of Africa had "been

the world economy was

suddenly introduced in the colonial

For centuries large

era.

quantities of goods, cloths, "beads, glass and pottery, and later guns
end gun

Commensurate

powder had "been imported into the region.

quantities of ivory, slaves, gold and copper were exported.
were,

There

it is true, no reliable trade statistics but that did not make

the trade any

less real.

v?ould have had

It

may

be thought that the world price

difficulty in penetrating to 'darkest Africa' in

advance of the mo3t

intrepid explorers, but it can be shown that the

Yao, for instance, in the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries altered the destination of their

oaravans

between the

Portuguese and Arab coasts according to the quantity, quality and

variety of goods which were offered.

2

While the local trades could be carried

on

as

a

part-time

activity, the long distance trade which brought goods from the west
or

the east to the interior called for

All goods had to be carried on someone's head,

professional porters.
and

journeys to the coast

often

longer.

often for

likely to take at least six months and

x«rere

Caravans called for

defence;

political leaders.

seems

Yao;

necessary

2,

as

a

was

commercial

much

political and

almost

as

one.

The long distance trade

a

by.a few peoples, in particular the Bisa

the absence from home of

many men

for long periods made

adjustments in the societies similar to those which

later caused

1.

high degree of organisation and

Owing to the need to negotiate with political

to have been carried on

and the

a

they consequently tended to be organised by

authorities, trade of this type
diplomatic activity

specialisation and for

were

by labour migration.

E.g. 3.H. Frankel, Capital Investment in Africa, Its Course
and Effects. London, 1938* Chapter 5 entitled 'Africa Joins
the World Economy', pp 149-420,
The best account of the long distance trade in this area in the
17th and lSth centuries is given in!
E.A. Alper3, The Role
of the Yao in the Development of Trade in East-Central Africa,

1698- el850, London University. Ph.D. thesis, 1966.
pp I-58 and passim.

See

«-

The fact that
distances in the

some

people

6

—

prepared to travel such large

were

pursuit of trade is

of the demand for the
A further indication

to sell each other in

some

indication of the strength

goods which could he obtained at the coast.
is, perhaps, the fact that people were prepared

exchange for these goods.

he pointed out that the status of slavery was an

of the societies in this

every one

slavery

freeman had the
and death over

was

accepted norm in

It did not

area.

people to question whether this was right
of domestic

It should however

or wrong.

occur

to most

While the status

accepted, it was equally accepted that a

right to sell his slaves and had the power of life

thera,^

Little research has been done into the way is which social

organisation and the differing goals of different societies influenced
their reaction

or

response

to trading opportunities in the pre-

colonial era, though clearly there was a
attitudes to trade which
for

considerable variety in the
When considering demand

imported goods, and consequently participation in trade, the way

in whioh
was

prevalent,

were

prestige was acquired, and the directions in which ambition

channelled

are

useful indicators.

It is also useful to consider

the attitude of societies to ostentation as this must have influenced
the demand for two of the most
and beads.

It is necessary to try and explain the apparent craving

of most of the

the

widely imported of trade goods, cloth

coarse

its warmth

peoples in this

grey

area

for oloth, especially for tacrikani',

calico which is noted neither for its decorative

nor

producing qualities, but which was for the first twentyp

five years of the Lakes Company * s existence.the cash of the country.
Evidence for the economy of this part of Africa in the first

three-quarters of the nineteenth century is scanty.
the rest of this chapter to

It is hoped in

give some account of the state of trade,

and the economic attitudes of the people in the earlier years of the

century, and then to give
1.

Tew,

op,

an

impression of the complex economic and

eit., pn 9, 44, 60, 84.

See also below* on IT.qoni .and

Yao,
2.

1Merlkani1

» American sheeting,
grey calico of coarse almost
texture.
There is a useful note on beads in demand
in East Africa by H. Waller in Livingstone^ Last Journals.

canvas

London, 1874, Vol.I, p 180-1.
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political changes which occurred in the middle
and

years

of the century

largely determined the character of the situation with which the

Company had to deal.

~

In the

ii

—

early years of the nineteenth century the Malawi peoples

do not appear to have played a very

active part in the long distance

trades;

caravans

passed through their territories but they did not

initiate

caravans

to the coast

themselves.^

contrast to their historical role

as

sixteenth cent my there had grown up a

Empire which

The leaders of this

based

was

Empire

were

on

known

on

the coast early in the

confederation

the

now

known

as

the trades in ivory and gold.
as

wealthy potentates who

able to entertain visitors with considerable style.
of the seventeenth

in marked

was

enterprising travellers.

Following the arrival of the Portuguese

the Maravi

This

In the

were

course

century the trades changed their direction from

Portuguese coast in Mosambitjue to the Arab coast at Kxlwa.

change which

was

due to

a

decline in Portuguese enterprise seems to

have led to the=dominant position in the trade

passing to the Tao

people who lived to the east of Lake Malawi

the Ruvuma and

Lujenda rivers and who
north and east.
caused

or

This

were

in

a

on

position to control the trade to the

The decline of the Maravi Empire may also have been

accompanied by internal political differences.
the descendants of their powerful

Whatever

the

cause

and

recognised in the nineteenth century, though they had virtually

no

wealth

or

between the collapse of the Maravi Empire and the

trading pattern, this

2.

still knox-m

2

period under discussion

F. de

were

power.

In the years

1.

chiefs

a new

was an

element had been introduced into the

international demand for slaves from the

Lacerda, The Lends of Cazefflbe. ed. R, Burton, London,
R.G.5, 1873, p37» A.P. Gammitto, King ICasembe. ed. I. Cunnison,
Lisbon, I960, Vol.I, p 56.
E.A. Alpers, op. cit., pp 1-58For the survival of the
traditional 'Maravi1 chiefs see:
H, RoxfLey, The History of
the Universities Mission to Central Africa. London, I865,
pp 113-115;
k'.H.J. Rangely, »The Mafcololo', E.J. Vol.XII, p 67.

-

east coast.

There had

8

-

probably always been

societies in east Africa but it

was

a

trade in slaves "between

not until the middle of the

eighteenth century that the sale of slaves at the coast became
of

moans
were

acquiring trade goods from the rest of the world.

three

a

There

Arabia and the Persian

major destinations for this trades

Gulf, the French islands of Reunion and Bourbon where plantations
x«?ere

being developed at this time, and Brazil, then

a

Portuguese

Figures for this trade are notoriously hard to find and

colony.

unreliable.

It

seems

likely, however, that it had expanded by the

early years of the nineteenth century to a point where it had become
more

By 1820 it is thought

profitable than the trade in ivory.

that at least

10,000 slaves were being exported annually from

Mozambique.

For the 1820*s and 1830*s

reasonable.

Probably about 10,000

same

time from Kilwa which

figure of 15,000 is thought

a

a year were

being exported at the

supplied from the

was

same

catchment

area.

By the 1840*s the Portuguese part of the trade had moved its centre
from

Mozambique to Quelimane and Ibo which

Those figures should not be

thought of as precise though they do

perhaps indicate the direction of
trade

with the trade.

grew up

a

The east coast slave

trend.

probably reached its peak in the decade from 1850 to
But the Malawi peoples did

i860."*"

not, according to the accounts of the

Portuguese travellers who passed through their country in 1798 s&d

1831-2, play

a

leading part in either this

trade conducted at the time.

'mlrandus*

or

They

were

or any

other long distance

notorious for the constant

disputes which they engineered in order, so it was said,

Ho raulcit the trader in cloth to the great injury of commerce.*
Their

porters

they load

a

were

thought to be unreliable especially

tendency to abscond with their loads.

noted for its lack of central

The

near

home when

area was

alss

authority, for its large number of inde¬

pendent headmen and small chiefs, and for their inclination towards

feuds, especially over succession questions.

T.

2

86 , 93* 137» 162," 178 , 254-289?
Graham, Great Britain in the Indian Ocean, lolC—1650?
London, pp 114, 122, 127-9, 148* H. 0*06111, Mozambique and
the Nyassa Slave Trade, London, IS85?
oral communication from
Mrs. C." tFichollc, St, Antony's College, Oxford, author of

E.A. Alpers, op. clt., pp
G„

thesis not

available,but to be published

the trade of Zanzibar to

2.

Lacerda,

op.

cit.,

pp

IO5O.

61-68.

on

the development- of

^

mm

They were, however, also noted for their industry.
smelting and smithing

were very

gold smiths were also

seen,

the

widespread.

latter

Portuguese settlement of Tete.
cloths

were

Ivory turners and

in the vicinity of the

Cotton

widely grown and

was

were

said to have

a

these could only he worn
was

said that when

would put

it in

a

commoner

got hold of

a

a

It

piece of red cloth he

night.^

There

was

function in terms of prestige.,

prestige could not be obtained through the possession of cloth
Those who had attained prestige through birth or the social

alone.
prooesses

of founding

a

permitted to use cloth
men

p

publicly by chiefs and their families.

pot and only wear it at

a

(cotton cloth).

special love of imported red cloths, hut

clearly demand for cloth which had
but

coarse

The usual dress of the people, among the southern

made.

Malawi peoples at least, was a skin, or machila

They

Iron

were

village
as an

those who had large

or

breeding

here

in any sense
as

none

of the societies discussed

prestige and status

the fact that attempts were made to preserve the
a

prescription

observed,

was

the incentive to engage

Ambition

was

were common,

as

but

social hierarchy by

* sumptuary* law is significantj

what amounted to

Wealthy

Conspicuous consumption and

egalitarian.

indication of

an

were

families, not those who had large ward¬

It should be remembered that

ostentation

large family

expression of their status.

robes,^
were

a

so

long as the

it seems at this stage to have been,

in long distance trade must have been reduced.

directed towards the

acquisition of family and followers,

it is probable that it was this that caused the frequent succession

disputes
The
four

on

which Gammitto commented.

long distance trade in the

area was

mainly in the hands of

peoples, the Tao, the Bisa, the Lunda, and to

the Portuguese,
Mweru

was

trade to

of great

Cazerabe's Lunda kingdom
importance

as an

on

a

lesser extent

the shores of Lake

entrepot between the east coast

Zanzibar, Kilwa, and Quelimane, and the trade to the west

coast which passed through the territory of the Mwata Yamvo, the
senior chief of the Lunda.

in the

1.

3.
5,

The first Cazerabe had been sent there

early years of the eighteenth century for the specific purpose

Gammitto, op. ext. Vol.1, pp 55» 81-4
Ibid pp 43, 91.
Ibid pp 6>70.

2.
4.

Ibid
Ibid

pp 81-4.
p 89.

—

of

10

making contact with the east

Lraida

subjects, aotea

(which

The trade in the

the link between the Katanga copper mines

hands of the Bisa, while the

most of the trade between there and the coast.

on

Bisa went direct to the coast at Kilwa and
north of Laics Malawi.
this time

vxas

one

of

have made the whole
is

unlikely that

coast.

Yamvo), and the east,

region between Cazembe's arid the south end of Lake

to have been mainly in the

seems

Yao carried

Cazembe himself, and his

controlled by his 'father' the Mwata

were

Malawi

as

coast.'1'

several times.

Lindi, passing to the

The pattern of the long distance trade at

Certainly no trader would

overlapping spheres.

journey from west to east

many

Goods such

or

east to west.

ivory reached the coast after changing hands

as

Similarly cloth

or

beads would reach Cazembe's
a

as

a

seen

Cazembe's town in 1798 they

were

On the

frequently

carrying ivory, copper and malachite on x-Jhat was described

well-trodden road.

At this date

some

of the Bisa. appear to

have been clients of Cazembe while others were

independent."'

the later 1820*s they came under pressure from the invading
and many

tended to become

area

Bexaba

in the northern province of Zambia have

merged with the

Bemba.4

Perhaps for this reason

they have remained something of a mysterious phenomenon.
necessary

5

It is

to explain why this small people whose home area seems to

have been noted

I.

In

moved east into Senga and Cewa country while those who

remained in their home

1.

especially for its poverty should have become one of

Cunnison,

'Kazembe and the Portuguese, 1798-1832', J.A.H.,
and The Luapula Peoples of ITorthem Rhodesia

1961, Vol.IIj

Custom and History in Tribal
2.

3.
4.

5.

or
2

number of transactions.

The role of the Bisa in this pattern was important.
eastern approaches to

It

made the whole journey from Cazembe's to either

anywhere else in the far interior after

to be

Some

-

Politics, Manchester, 1959®

Lacerda, op. citj, pp 35-40p 'ST.
Ibid pp 89-95.
Garamitto, op. cit., Vol.1, pp 151-165, Vol,II, p I69.
The
Bemba attack on the Bisa began in 1826.
The Bemba were said
to be jealous of the wealth of the Bisa.
The Bisa have not
been completely overwhelmed by the Bemba but they have no
strong chiefs,
P.M. Thomas, Historical Botes on the Bisa Tribe. Rhodes-Livingstone
Communications, No.8, Lusak3>, 1958, adds nothing to knowledge
of the economic role of the Biaa.

-li¬

active, successful and well known trading groups in the area

the most

in the first two thirds of the nineteenth

the poverty of their country

stone all
and

close to

came

It

century.

may

he that

in which Lacerda, Gammitto and Living¬

starvation, and which

was

said to lack salt,

iron, had compelled them to trade in the first place, possibly

even

for

food, and that proximity to Casembe♦s led them into involve¬

ment with the

long distance

In their social
the first

trades."*'

organisation the Bisa show what must he one of

examples of the effects of large scale labour migration.

They were said to he divided into two classes, cultivators and traders.
The cultivators

were

did not trade.

the old men, women

The traders

were

and children and those who

usually on the move hut tended to

he at home for three months from December to February at the height
of the rains and the
even

planting season, hut sometimes they were away

2

then,

Their attitude to cloth is curious.
on

what cloths

which they

they should

wear

continued to make in spite of the fact that

seldom wore,
were

were no

restrictions

hut they generally wore hark cloth

they always had Indian and European

They

There

cloths.'5

as

merchants

These they apparently

and were of little use for barter in their country.

however interested in

and acumen it is

beads.^

Famed for their astuteness

possible that they considered it extravagant to

wear

cloths which

used

part of their profits for the purchase of necessities such

salt and

were

their stock ir, trade.

hoes, and preferred to use

heads for ornament after
venture.

able to

not

1,
2.

4,

easy

They had
to delude,*

a

sound grasp of the principles of

a

It

was

said that they

were

tusk in Sanzibar prices by volume and

scales hut they were

so

skilful that they were

Lacerda, op. cit., p 93?
Gamraitto, op. cit., Vol,II, pp 167-85
D. Livingstone, *L«J.*, Vol.1., p 182.
Gamraitto, op, cit. Vol,I,
pp 203-6.
3,
Ibid,
Lacerda had noted the frugality of the Bisa;
his porters
worked in the evenings to make bark cloths which they exchanged
for food.

5.

no
5

as

surplus for the purchase of

buying cheap and selling dear.

judge the value of

quality.

he that they

allowing enough cloth to finance the next

Clearly they had

commerce,

any

It may

Gamraitto,

op.

Op. cit. p 71? PP

cit., Vol.1.,

pp

88-9.
204-5*

-

The Bisa
the

Yao, who they

The Yao

thought of

were

Ruvuma and the

-

as

being in

a

trading partnership with

said to meet at the south end of Lake Malawi,

were

at this time

were

12

living to the east of the lake between the
Owing to their having maintained their

Lujenda.

political independence, much more is known about them than about the
less

numerous

Recorded oral tradition explains the develop¬

Bisa.

ment of the Yao involvement in

first, local trade in which the Wacbisi,

stagesi

peddled their

within the Yao community;

wares

of white calico and the

it with
in

long distance trade in terms of four
a

sect of smiths

second, the 'discovary'

organisation of caravans to the coast to buy-

third, the beginning of the trade

hoes, skins and tobacco;

ivory and slaves owing to demand at the coast for these commodities;

fourth, the arrival in the interior of Arab traders from the coast
iiho gave
and

better prices, had

'opened
This

our eyes

state of

and sharpened

our

wits.*'*'

but it does attempt to show how the Yao had moved from

near

autarky and had become

a

people of traders and entre¬

The decisive factor had been the discovery and introduction

preneurs,

of calico.

people to

It

was

go on

the demand which
the

better selection of cloths and beads,

account, recorded by Yohann«-Abdullah, is closer to myth

than history
a

a

the desire for these goods

The Yao had to satisfy

long journeys to the coast.
was

passed

on

goods that they desired.

which had encouraged

to them there if they were to acquire

They, in turn, passed on this demand

to the interior.

Abdullah also has something to say on the effects of trade on
To have been

the social values of the Yao.

For carrying

prestige.
received

a

a

on

a

journey conferred

truss of oalico from the coast

length of cloth and

a

He would tie

yard of red calico.

this round, his waist and go home preening himself and
"I have been to the coast and look how

Travelling

was

1.

2.

Yohann bin

sayings

wealthy I 013."

the great topic of conversation

stay-at-horaes could not join.

a man

among

the

men

2

in which

A Yao song compared the traveller's

Abdullah, The History of the Yaos, type-script in the
library of The School of Oriental and African Studies, London,
translated by Meredith Sanderson, 1919» PP 2-16.
Ibid, p 12.
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child dressed in calico and the
1

cloth.

There

stay-at-home's child dressed in bark

social pressure on

was

Cloth gave prestige, but its use was not

to venture in trade.

Abdullah

entirely unregulated.
2

Only the

twenty-five diffei'ent cloths

names

regularly imported, of these seven
and their families.

were

reserved for the use of chiefs

folk of chiefs were permitted

women

to decorate themselves with brass wire.
certain that the

to go on journeys and

a man

Yao,

From other

less than the Earavi

no

in the

their

acquisition of

neighbours.

Slavery

was very

No doubt success in business was an advantage

following.

a

The Yao

leaders *}ho could be described

more

it is

Cewa, set great

or

store by the accumulation of a large household.

significant in this,

sources

Their

more

as

3eem

self-made

to have produced
than most of

men

active roles, first as traders, and
u

then

as

pirates, called for more ability in their leaders than was
the

necessary among

pacific Malawi peoples.

more

In the south of the

hands of the

region the long distance trade was in the

Portuguese settlers

on

the Zambesi at Tete and Senna.

Their sphere of influence did not extend for beyond the river valleys
of the
some

Zambesi, the lower Luangwa and the lower Shire but they had

dealings with the Yao, the Bisa and the Malawi

peoples.^

Portuguese of the rivers can be directly compared with
the
over

peoples in the region
the rest of the

for their

as

they enjoyed

other of

technological advantages

population, were dependent on=the local people

survival, and used the same agricultural techniques,

of the old established praso

It has been shown that

valley such

as

Portuguese leaders of this

centres for the

ivory and slave trades;

particularly well known
Abdullah,

3-

Lacerda,

4.

Ibid,

reoognisably African style.
'tribes'

of the Zambesi

the Chicunda and the Macanga came into existence as

the followers of

1.

a

of the so-called

some

Many

holding families had become through

inter-marriage and isolation chiefs in

were

no

any

The

opl

as

type.^

Tete and Senna

the Chioundas were

energetic slave traders, making expeditions

cit. p 13.

2*1

Ibid

p

l£>.

cit,, passim; Gamraitto, op. cit., passim;
M.R.D. Newitt, 'The Portuguese on the Zambesi from the 17th
to the 19th centuries'.
Race, 1968, Vol.IX, p 476-98.
p

op.

481.

-

in the middle yeans

14

of the century towards the Shire Highlands, and

coming into conflict with the Makololo as will he recorded below.
The

Portuguese and their associates do not appear to have developed

the

same

as

level of

did the Bisa

organisation of large

or

the Yao.

Tills

was

caravans over

long distances

presumably because they

survived

only in small numbers, could use the rivers for transport,

and

occupied with plantations and small-scale mining operations.

were

Of the northern Malawi
and of the

1

peoples, the Cewa, the Tumbuka and Tonga,

people at the north end of Lake Malawi, the TTgonde and the

Hyakusa, little can be said with certainty before the arrival of the
missions and the Company in the
were

1870's.

It

in contact with the coast trade but

slaves rather than

seems

suppliers of ivory and

as

active entreprenetirs.

as

evidence that the Cewa under Mwase

Kasungu

likely that they

There is
may

little

a

have been becoming

involved

directly with the ivory trade in the early 1830's and that

they

have been brought into active participation as

may

a

result of

the influence of

Bisa who had been forced to flee by the advancing

2
Bemba. "

not however until the

It

was

Khota's ferry across the lake in the

staging post

on an

opening of the Jumbe of Mchota

1840*s that ICasungu became

important route between Cazembe's and the

The historian of the Tumbuka

thought that they had first

a

coast.^
come

into contact with the world economy at the close of the eighteenth

century when there arrived in the country from
traders who were able within

from

a

a

short time to

across

use

the lake two

the profits made

cheap buyer's market for ivory to establish centralised chief¬

taincies in place of the previously scattered and
of clans.

Zanzibar.

By 1350 the
It

seems

name

of

one

acephalous

groups

of these, ITlcaraanga, was known at

probable that the most powerful of the two chiefs,

Chikulamayembe, levied tribute from his people in the form of iron
hoes which he may

then have used in the furtherance of his

own

trade,

perhaps exchanging them for cloth with Yao or Bisa or buying ivory
with them.

It is not thought that the slave trade had reached the

Tumbuka before the

1830's;

its arrival coincided with the introduction

p.481.

1.

M.R.D. Hewitt, op. eit.,

2.

Gamraitto, op. cit., Vol.I, pp 117-118, 142-4.

^

See later in chapter.
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of

,5x1ns.1

Cewa

This trade

said to get his

clan

were

to the south through

on

close to good elephant grounds;

Kasungu in 1863 guarded his route to the north from where he

Mwase
was

probably carried

was

The Tumbuka

country.

-

gives

a

supplies of ivory.

had previously used

for pots beside the fire

had been

A history of

a

Turabuka

revealing account of the realisation by the people that

tusks of ivory which they
props

2

were

as

door posts and as

in fact valuable and that they

selling them cheap to the first of the traders.Owing

to the fact that the Turabuka

were

shattered by

Ngoni in the 1850*s it is not possible to

say

the arrival of the
how the beginning of

trade affected their social structure.
To the east of the Tumbuka and

along the western shore of the

lake between the Bua and the south Rukuru rivers the Tonga
are

even

appear

more

to be

of

a

mystery.

a cross

that

they

can

Ethnically and linguistically they

between the Turabuka and the Cewa.

clear to which they have a

people

stronger affinity.

be said to have existed

as a

It is not

It is not

even

certain

separate entity before the

invasions.^

Ngoni

To the north of the Tumbuka across the north Rukuru river and
south of the

Songwe there were and still are the Ngonde.

To the west

they had influence in the foot hills of the Tanganyika plateau, but
their

largest concentration was in the fertile plains at the mouths

of the rivers which enter the lake opposite the

ains and towards the north end.

Linging3tone mount-

To the north of them across the

Songwe and spreading east round the head of the lake
the

Nyakusa.

Ethnically and linguistically these peoples

distinct from any of
The

1.
2.

3.

4.

were

their cousins,
wore

qxiite

their neighbours.

Ngonde were the only people in this area who seem to have

T.C. Young, Notes on the History of the Tumbuka-Kaaanga

Peonies,

London,1932, pp 27-37, 82-4.
Z.E., op. cit,, pp 526-7.
Young, op. cit., pp 167-8;
E.H* Lane Poole, The ITative Tribes
of the Eastern Province of Northern Rhodesia, Lusaka, 1949,
p 24.
He gives a very similar account of the introduction
to trade of the Senga people who lived to the west of the Tumbuka.
J. Van Yelsen, 'Notes on the History of the Lake-side Tonga*,
African Studies, 1959, Vol.XVII, pp 105-117;
T.C. Young, op.cit.,
'The Tonga - Cewa Memorandum', by Yuraya C. Chirwa, pp 90-108.

—

been almost completely unmoved
also the

of the
an

people who

came

'noble savage*.

Arcadia,^
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by the lure of cloth.

They

were

closest to the European traveller's ideal

Joseph Thomson described their country

as

and Consul Elton thought their country 'the finest tract

of Africa I have yet

seen.*

He commented

on

their intensive cultiv¬

ation, their cattle and their scattered hamlets:
"They want nothing, their houses and fences are well built,
their paths good.
They go naked or barely covered.
Cloth they appreciate, but, unused to labour for hire,
estimate it below its value and grudge to give work for

it, though ready to sell produce.,.,"
He had

great difficulty in getting porters for the people 'being in

want of nothing are disinclined to render any service whatever to

strangers.
The

2

Hgonde country contained in the l870*s and early l880's the

largest reserves of elephants known.

The people were said to be

grateful for their extermination by Herbert Rhodes (brother of Cecil

Rhodes) and by hunters working for the Lakes Company.There
no

evidence that they had

sold much ivory themselves.

was

It has,

however, been suggested that they had earlier been involved with the
trade but that they had been cut
which closed the route to the
to deny

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

this.

Whether

or

off from it by the Bgoni invasion

south.^

Their oral tradition

seems

not they had ever been involved with trade

Thomson, Journal of the Society's East African Expedition,
P.R.G.S.f H.S., Vol.11, pp 729—30.
He commented:
'The clean
and ornamental villages would have adorned the neighbourhood
of any nobleman's park.*
J.F. Elton, The Lakes and Mountains of Eastern and Central
Africa, ed. H.B. Cotterill, London, 1879, PP 319-332.
J.F. Elton, op. cit., p 331?
F.O. 84/1688, Foot to Anderson,
3rd April, 1884}
F. loir, After Livingstone. London, 1923, p90.
G. Wilson, The Constitution ox Hgonde. Rhodes-Livingstone Papers,
Ho. 3, 1939, passim.
Wilson's interpretation of Hgonde history
is almost impossible to reconcile with either the impressions
of early travellers or other recorded oral traditiofa.
He
stresses the importance of trade and cloth in the development
of the Hgonde political system.
The only explanation of his
view must be that the Hgonde had been engaged in trade, but that
their commercial contacts had been broken by the Hgoni Invasions.
T.C, Young, op. cit., 'The Hkonde point of view*.
A reply by
the Rev. Amon Mwakasungula, the Rev. Patrick Mwamlima and others
to Young's account of their history which they considered to
3how a bias towards the Tumbuka peoples.

J.

-

they
was

certainly

were

-

slow to be drawn into wage labour.

It

difficult to persuade them to carry loads for more than a few

miles.

Porters

from among the
and

very

17

on

the Stevenson road

people living

were

almost invariably drawn

the plateau, the Mambwe, Pyamwanga

on

Lungu, also from the Tonga who came up from the south.

1

The

Ngonde were said to regard cloth and clothes as •immaterial to

prestige' and
want'.

It

of clothes

They

saw

was
was

were

'nothing but folly in working for what they do not

claimed that part of the resistance to the

wearing

due to the fear that they would he bewitched.

2

industrious cultivators ana cattle raisers, and were

remarkable for the number of different crops that they produced;

wealth

was

measured, and to some extent still is, in terras of the

number of wives that
all the

mad'

,

people in the

area

hat{

on

and the number of his cattle.

society provided quite sufficient

own

the pursuit of ambition and prestige without having to

such things

imported cloth.

as

-

iii

-

The thirty years which separate Garamitto's journey
western section of this

between 1859 and

1867

area

There

the most decisive in the whole of
are

which stand out most clearly as new.

four features of the situation
One is the growth in, and the

destructive effects of, the slave trade;

duction of the gun,

second is the intro¬

coinciding with the penetration into the interior

for the first, time of
is the

through the

1831 and Livingstone's journeys

in

were among

the nineteenth century.

very

Of

the Hgonde come closest to being 'cattle-

and it may be that their

scope for

rely

man

a

large numbers of Arabs and coast

men;

third

eruption of the Yao from their traditional home in what is

the middle north of

the Shire

Highlands;

the three

or

Mozambique to the south end of Lake Malawi and

fourth is the

four hordes of

even more

shattering impact of

Hgoni who passed through in the early

I840*s, and returned to settle

more

permanently in the 1850's estab¬

lishing themselves to the east of the lake at Songea, and to the
1.

See

now

below, Chapter V,
2, B.R. Mackenzie, The Spirit-Ridden
Kendo, London, 1925» PP 27-29»

-

west in Tu&buka cotmtry,
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and among the Cewa.

It should be useful to examine the impressions of Livingstone
in

detail because his

some

of the state of the

xjritings give the best published account

at this

area

date, and because they x«jere largely

available to the founders of the missions to central Africa end to

the promoters of what was
Afrioa

Company.

No-one

•informed opinion1

on

originally lenown as the Livingstone Central
was more

influential in the creation of

Africa in the 1870*b than Livingstone.

He visited the Shire

Highlands for the first time in 1859»

almost

simultaneously with the arrival of the first of the invading

Yao.

He

was

most impressed with the

ative healthiness of the area,

people.
nunerotie-

of

beauty, fertility and

compar¬

and by the industriousness of the

He noted the wide variety of crops under cultivation, the
iron smelters and smiths.

It

is, however, the impression

continuity, of people living and working in

had apparently lived for centuries that is

Livingstone's account.

He met

one man

place where they

a

most striking about

who

was

thought to be ninety

and who had never moved far from his home in his

life.

2

This is in

contrast to the accounts of people who visited the area for the first
time in the
that its

1870*s from whom it would be possible to get the impression

history had been

one

violent change was already

Livingstone's stay.

of almost perpetual anarchy.

The Sianganja admitted that they sold their own

crimes.'^

who have committed
Yao traders offered

women'.

and tended to be

It

course

beginning to occur during the period of

people into slavery but claimed!

young

Of

'We do not sell

many

and only those

The temptation to sell was great;

the

cloth, brass rings, pottery and even 'handsome

was

noted that the Manganja had no natural cohesion

glad when their neighbours

This picture of the weakness of the

were

discomfited.^

Manganja confirms Lacerda

and Gararaitto's accounts of the Marsvi peoples and is

confirmed by

Henry Rowley of the Universities'

longer and closer

Mission, who had

a

2.

See below, Ghapter II.
David and Charles Livingstone, Narrative of an Expedition to the
Zambesi and its Tributaries, London, I865, p 119.

3.

Z,E., op. cit., p 125.

1.

4.

Ibid,

p

263.
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connection with the

authority
seem
a

was more

Manganja people at this
of

a memory

to have "been able to

village basis.

a

reality.

organise themselves

The Tanganja do not
on

Tengani

stopped Livingstone

on

was

a

anything more than

chief on the lower Shire below the

Ms way up river in his steamer, the

Tla Robert, with five hundred armed followers..
as

Centralised

There were two exceptions to this statement, both

in the Shire valley.
Ruo and

than

time.''"

He

said to act

was

barrier against the Portuguese slave traders.

He,

his

or

predecessor in the name, was the leader of a 'Innganja colonisation
movement which had settled south from 'Tbowe between 1010 and

This may

have necessitated

in the

highlands.

bases,

one on

active leadership than

a more

1840.

2

was common

The second exception was Chibisa who had two

Ds-Jteanoraoio island in the Shire,

near present

day

Cbikwawa, and the other at the confluence of the Shire and the
Sambesi.

Ho held

no

position in the traditional hierarchy and was

said to have started life
of the

area

as

a

The traditional ruler

slave at Tete.

north of the Ktio and of much of the Shire

Highlands

was

Kankokwe, heir through KapLwiti of the former paramount Undo, but he
admitted that he had very

little

In Rowley* s words:

power.

* Hankokwe

might be the Rondo (chief) but Chibisa was the hero* and 'the great
men

of this

for

disarming guns.

came

part of Africa,1

He was said to have

powerful medicine

Refugees from early Yao raids in the highlands

down to enlist his support in order that he might

Yao guns.

It is probable that he owed his wealth and

involvement with the Tete slave trade.
met his

It was

bewitch the
power

to an

through this that he

cn&,^

There

were

no

such leaders in the .'hire

Highlands.

rise from obscurity illustrates two phenomena
all Malawi peoples at

structures provided no

welded into

a

unit.

this time.

which

Chibisa's

were common

to

Though the traditional political

cohesion, the people could in
They were equally

prey

to

emergency

any more

organised group that had the will to subject them.
1,

a

be

strongly

In the first

2,

op. cit., passim.
H.' ,R, Duly, 'The Lower Shire District, notes on land tenure
and individual rights,'
H.J., 1949, VoJ.,11, pp 11—44.

3,

Rowley,

Rowley,

op.

cit.,

pp

113-115,

P

351»

'•»£.» op.cit., p 419.

—

In the first

able to

was

—

category 'haras© at Kasungu, with Arab or Bisa support,

organise his Cowa people against the Ngoni,

Junibe of Hkhota Khota.
a
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focus for the

as was

the

The Universities "fission at lagoraoro formed

Maagaaja resistance to the lao, and the Hafcololo in

the lower Shire were

finally able to organise the subjects of dankokwe,

Chibisa and Tengani against the Portuguese threat from the south
and the

Hgoni from the north.

In the case of both the Jumbo and the

Uakololo, the provision of leadership and protection itself involved
forceful subordination and to

accepted that the Makololo provided
culture remained

remarkably

enslavement, but it is

extent

some

an

umbrella beneath which danganja

unchanged.*

In the second category are the Yao and the Tlgoni.
not to lead but to subordinate.

was

object

was

manpower?

now

Their aim

For the Ifgoni the supreme

to increase the power of their fighting machine by adding
for the Yao

an

increase in dependents

was one

important

goal, but the satisfaction of the coast demand for slaves and their
demand for material

own

in

a

commercial

as

a

goods led them to view the Manganja as much

political light.

The Kakololo provide an example of the way in which a few wellarmed and

organised men could achieve political end economic supremacy

vital

strategic area in

short time.

They consisted

over

a

of

remnant of sixteen men left behind on the lower

a

accompanying Livingstone

on

a very

Shire, after

several of Ms journeys.

Sekelctu's ICalolo kingdom in what is now Barotseland.
Ranakukan and Holoka, were true Kalolo;

the rest

peoples who had been subordinated to them.

came

They came from
Only two,
from various

Rather than return to

their homes where the Kalolo Kingdom was on the point of collapse

they decided to remain on the Shire and to seek their fortunes there.
They had several advantages over the indigenous population.
had the will to
gave

dominate, they had

a

They

connection with the English which

them prestige and wealth, but more important tbey had

guns.

During the life of the Universities Mission they had made themselves
useful

as

market

gardeners, selling their produce to the 'Tie si on.

1.'

Rangely, "The Ikkololo*, op.

2.

S.E. op. cit,, pp 281-2.

3.

Rowley,

op.

cit., p 371♦

2

cit'.,

p

89.

—
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In order to acquire good plots for cultivation they had to displace
the

"fangonja.

The moment that the missionaries turned their "backs,

they began to operate 'as free-booters... -..nothing more, nothing
less,'

1

They made

war on

the Chicundaa;

they released their

captives and took the plunder,
"the

women thus released they took as wives, the men and
boys they took as slaves.....as in their own country
the possession of cattle by a neighbour is regarded as
a good casus belli, they were prepared to make war on
the Jfanganja for their flocks on$ corn if they did not
yield them without resistance."

Rowley regretted that Livingstone had loft them on the Shire un¬
provided with anything but

arms.J

Stewart lamented:

"They call themselves the English and cause the English
name to stink in the nostrils of the people who cannot
distinguish between white English and black,"
Mankokwe threatened to drive them out but Rowley feared that they
would have driven out five times the number of
could

Hanganja that he

muster, and that among such as the langanja:

"they would never be less than paramount..,.they will, I
have no doubt, inaugurate a more masculine state of
things in the valley above and below Chibisa's than
that which existed under '"angers.ja rule."
After the withdrawal of the Zambesi Expedition

mission had left Ghibisa's in
first

1862) they proceeded to do just that,

driving out Mankokwe and talcing over his village;

then with

Tbewe.

Tengani

Manganja assistance, driving out Ltandu, chief at
and Chibisa had been earlier dealt with

of Tete.
and

After the death of

by the Portuguese slavers

"ioioka, Raraakukaa emerged as Paramount

organised sub-chieftainoies

on

the Shire from the confluence of

the Ruo to the head of the Ptxrchison cataracts.

had

an

in 1864» (the

He

seems

to have

understanding with his Yao neighbours in the Highlands, they

had assisted the Hakololo to establish their position and
raid into their sphere

of influence.

did not

During the 1870*s Raraakukan

organised the defence of the Highlands against the Hgoni in the west
1.
2.

3.
4.
5»

James Stewart, Zambesi Journal, ed.

1952, P 92.
Rowley, op. cit., p 235,
Ibid., p 331.
J. Stewart, op, cit,, p 92,
Rangely, 'The lakololo,'op. oit.

J,P,8, Hallis, London,

pp

82-5,
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ensuring that the few fords
south the Makololo formed

the Shire

on

an

-

In the

garrisoned.

were

effective barrier against Portuguese

expansion and, although the Makololo themselves kept domestic slaves,

they did not permit slave raiding

or

selling in their

The nature of the Yao incursion into the Shire
very

different.

Although their languages

ligable, the Yao and the Manganja

were

were not

dominions.^

Highlands was
mutually intel-

culturally very similar peoples,

being both raatrilineal, uxorilocal, sharing clan names and certain
common

beliefs about

sorcery

and disease.

2

They entered the Shire

Highlands from the late 1850's in large numbers;
Makololo they came not as
and

village groups

in contrast to the

individual free-booters, but as families

(usually the

thing) seeking

same

a new

home.

They

•]r

were

the

refugees, but unlike most refugees they had an advantage over
indigenous population, they had guns and gun-powder which enabled

them to dominate.
to

They

saw

the Manganja firstly as an impediment

settlement and secondly as a source

for them

number of functions.

a

increased the prestige

They

of their

a man

quickly realisable and moveable asset.
coast and

exchanged for cloth at

the payment

who

were

'domestic'

traded, but

any

time in both of these

useful

had;

and they provided

or

they could be used for

A distinction is usually

slaves, who lived in the family, and slaves
slave was almost certain to have spent some

categories.

Slave xi?ives were particularly

village of their father, and would not

of his wife's brother.

A man

wives, but they remained

a

were

might be reluctant to sell his slave

slaves;

There

was no

1.
2.

3.

doubt

the penalty for attempted

death.^

The Yao themselves had been victims of the slave trade.

the

tied

to the village

move away

saleable commodity.

about the inferior status of
escape was

a

They could be sent to the

desirable for the raatrilineal Yao in that their children
to the

they

as manpower,

wealth tended to be judged

time,

any

of fines and indemnities.

drawn between

were

oxmer as

by the number of dependents that

Slaves fulfilled

of slaves.

1840's and 1850's thousands of Yao

'were

During

said to arrive annually

Rangely, op. cit., pp 87-90.
Rowley, op. cit., p 264.
J.C. Mitchell, The Yao Village. Manchester,

195^»

P

41.

—

at Zanzibar.
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Prom their homes on the Ruvuma and

Lujenda they

by the Malcua (or Alolo) who had the initial advantage

driven

thera of

possessing

guns."'"

Like the Manganja they lacked a central¬

ised political system, the most

able to

some

over

Other contributory factors were famine

and internal dissensions,

Chiefs did have

were

important units were the villages.

economic significance in that only they were

organise and defend the

caravans

to the coast

on

which the

people depended for the satisfaction of their comparatively sophis¬
ticated wants,

but the chiefly hierarchy does not

seem

to have been

fixed,^
Because of their close connection with long
because certain

qualities of leadership and enterprise, and at times,

military ability

were necessary

to the coast,

caravans

distance trade, and

for the successful organisation of

leaders tended to

the Yao in

emerge among

Several of

which was not ooraraon among neighbouring peoples.

way

the most important of the chiefs built up their own following,

successful soldier and

a

and the

slave-otnxer.^

larger his 3took of ammunition, the
*A

attract.

man

of

some

But

a

on an

leader's following was always

could and did 'vote with their feet'

cessful

they did not,

is certain that

in

1,
2.

3,
4,

5.
6.

on

5

large numbers,'

number of
is

now

more

more

slaves he owned,

dependants he would
up

his stock

expedition into foreign parts.'

uncertain, his free dependents
and leave

an

unpopular or unsuc¬

man,s"

The claim that the Yao
while

The

military ability could build

fairly rapidly and then set out

for

A successful trader tended also to

instance, Mponda and Malcanjila.
be

a

sections,

Malawi

W.P.
J.C.

came

may

were

be merely

driven out by Makua who had guns,
an excuse

for military defeat.

their arrival in the 3hire

The Yao in their home
or

sub-tribes.^

from two

Highlands they had

area were

divided into

It
guns
a

Most of those who entered what

sections, the Mangoche and Maehinga.

Johnson, Nyasa, The Great Water, London, 1922, p 100.
Mitchell, op, cit., pp 31-7.
J.C. Mitchell, 'Outline of the social structure of "Talemia
area', N.J., Vol.IV, p 21 et seq.
Gee also, B. MacDonald, Africana or the Heart of Heathen Africa.
London, 1881, Vol.1, pp 147-57.
W»P. Johnson, op. cit., pp 92-3.
J.C. Mitchell, The Yao Village, op.cit., p 24.
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Although
hesion

more

vigorous, these groups were quite as lacking in co¬

The history of the Shire Highlands in

the Manganja.

as

the period

from i860 to 1880 is, so far

reconstructed at

of Yao, often from the

mainly passive role.

by drought and partly by war.

Shirwa,

must have been sold into

of the Shire

1862, which

others, mainly

slavery

Highlands?

witnesses in the early

women

partly
or

to

and children

at the present time the only substantial
Manganja population are at Liwonde's,

Kawinga*s area.

analyse.

2

The process

Livingstone and Rowley were

stages, and Bishop Mackenzie of the U.M.C.A.,

trying to establish itself at the same time, attempted for

short time to play an active military and

the

was caused

much

The Yao succeeded in talcing over virtually the whole

of occupation is difficult to

a

were

a

incorporated into Yao families

or

and to the north of lake Shirwa in

was

played

Others fled to the valley

many

historical concentrations of

which

section but

It is probable that their numbers

reduced in the disastrous famine of

the shores of lake

same

In this struggle the Manganja

under different leaders.

villages.

it can at present "be

all, the story of the competition for territory

between different groups

and

as

political role, defending

It soon became

under-dog Manganja against the invading Yao.

clear, however, that the situation was extremely complex and right
was

not

exclusive to

one

side.

Persuaded to launch expeditions

against the invaders, the missionaries found that these became

Manganja slave raiding ventures, the raided became with European
support the

Magomero

raiders."5

A visit to

a

Yao

camp

(August l86l) revealed that these Yao (probably Kumpama*s

of the

Ilangoebe section) had been settled for

living

on

friendly terms with the Manganja.

place between them, there was no evidence of
The first of the Yao to
of the

move

3.

time and had been

Marriages had taken
war.

Highlands

were

Mangoche section, the furthest south in their home area.

All these

2.

some

into the Shire

these the most significant were Kumpama,

1.

ten miles west of

were

' Rowley,

ext., p "366. "
cit., pp 14-17*
Rowley, op. cit., pp 152-70.
op.

Of

Eapeni. Mlomba and Matapwiri.

driven south by the later arrival of the

op.

Mitchell,

all

Machinga

-

section with whom

the

a

more

slave

and the

were

Two Mangoche,

driven west of the lake.

The Machinga

war-like group and were also more actively

involved in

trade, hut although more assertive, they were not much
if present day figures are any guide.

numerous

more

-

they had previously fought.

Mperaba and Tambala,
were

25

Machinga*s descendants

The Mangoche

almost equal in numbers.

are

2

Rowley,

writing of the Mangoche, felt that they fell into two categories,
those who like Kuiaparaa i*ere tired of war and wanted to settle peace¬

fully, to build and to plant;
who

were

tired of

never

of the first of the
area.

Rowley

and

never

planted, so that they had to

This Hunkajowa allied himself with Eawinga, one

plunder to live.

the Zomba

war

and those like *Nunkajowa*, 'a devil1,

Machinga, and together they organised raids in

3

was

convinced that

a

good deal of the raiding was being

instigated by Portuguese slave traders from Tete who were able to
profit from the anarchic situation in the

highlands.^

He was

certain that they were supplying guns and ammunition to the Tao,
were

receiving in exchange slaves

with the

a

who^they traded inland for ivory

'Banyai', elephant hunters, who had themselves lost

and children

as

a

and

result of Hdebele raids.

He had

women

at Chikala

seen

*barracoonf, capable of holding 300 slaves, in which * according

to the

testimony of those who

sold to the

were

Portuguese slavers.*

released, Hunkajowa kept those he
On the slave trade in general he

commented!
"It is a mistake to suppose that the natives,...were hostile
to the slavers,»tbey (the slavers) themselves rarely

took slaves by force though they inoited others to
violence in order to get the market supplied.
They
entered

place quietly, offered their cloth, brass
beads for people....headmen sold those they
had made captive or who were objectionable to them." 5

rings,
By early

a

or

1862, according to Rowley, the Manganja

were gone,

the

people *on the hills* had died out, leaving their crops planted but
unreaped.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

The Shire

was

'literally the river of death,*

*The Amaoinga Tao*, H.J. Vol.XY,
Mitchell, op. cit., p 25.
Rowley, op. cit., pp 129, 219.
Ibid., p 112.
Ibid., pp 218, 352.
Ibid., pp 367, 404.

W.H.J. Rangely,

p

6

42.

The
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population had certainly been much reduced and the
the Yao to settle and make the

area

their own,

way was

open

to

something which they

had done

by the time of the establishment of the Blantyre Mission in

I876. '

To detail the feuds and movements of the various Yao

sections in the

intervening

and from the economic

would be difficult and tedious,

years

point of view irrelevant, hut the journal of

Livingstone's last passage through the area in 1866 is informative
about the state of trade.

-

iv

—

Livingstone travelled to Lake Malawi in 1866 along the Buvuraa
route from

fCLlwa, passing through the traditional homeland of the Yao.
clLe_

He found much evidence of
and the result

cause
area

similar depopulation.

Various

reasons

were

Highlands.

uninhabited for fifty

was

An

miles,

From seventy

miles south west of Mtaka's there was

Mtaka himself had recently moved from the

inconclusive four day

an

presumably both the

much evidence of recent habitation.

was

miles north east to thirty

after

was

of the movement into the Shire

to the north east of Mwerabe

though there

west

population which

/V'

battle with the Songea Ifgoni.

suggested for these movements, Makua and llgoni

raids, internal dissensions and famine.

2

To the south oast of the lake he noted the devastation which
had hit what

is

now

the victims were
caused

known

as

the Fort

Manganja, not Yao.

Maguire promontory.

Here

Depopulation here had been

by Yao 'of the Masaninga tribe* which means almost certainly

Makanjila* s people who occupy the site to the present day.

Living—

stone believed that the main suppliers of the slave trade on

this

route were Mkata
source

was

the

(Zarafi), Kabinga (Kawinga) and Mponda,

*Maravi country* to the west of the lake where the

inhabitants, impoverished by Hgoni
other,
He

The

spoke to

Their

raids; were reduced to selling each

Hgoni almost certainly profited from the trade also.

Hkata(at his base three hours south of the lake in the

mountains about the slave trade.

1.

D.

2*

L.J., op.

Mkata asked:

MacDonald, Africana, cp. eit., passim.
cit., Vol.1, pp 61-88.

* What would

we

do

27

without Arab

cloth?', Livingstone replied!

the Arabs came into the
of

country'.

you

did before

He feared that at the then rate

depopulation the whole country would

Mponda's, already established

'Do what

near

be

soon

a

desert."

At

his present site, he was impressed

by the standard of agriculture, but saw eighty-five slaves in
and spoke to six

a pen

Arabs from Zanzibar who complained that after feed¬

ing their slaves and allowing for losses on the route they made
little profit,
made in Arabia,

Livingstone suspected that the main profit would be
2

Although Arabs

were

known at Casembe's in the l830*s they

not commonly seen around the lake until the

penetration inland was
for

a consequence

slaves, and then for ivory,"1

l840*s.

Their

of increased demand at the coast

The coast Arabs played

an

ingly active part in the slave trade from about 1830, acting
suppliers of arras and as 'agents provocateurs'.
to point to the years from

seems

were

I83O to i860

the import of guns i» concerned.

as

increas¬
as

All the evidence
being decisive

so

far

as

not

have guns when they came under pressure from the Makua, but they

did have them in the

early 1860*s.

The Yao claim that they did

The Bisa and Cewa lacked guns

1830's but had them in the 1860's.

in the

It cannot be coincidence

that the first people to acquire guns were those whose contacts x-jith
the coast Arabs

were

closest.

Reference to Arabs poses a definitional problem.

'Arabs*

and should

divided

'Arabs'

"...the
the

T.
2,

3.

they be so called?

Who

were

the

Low "lonteith Fotheringham

in central Africa into three categories;

Muscat, or white Arab, who is the true species,.,
Iswahili, or coast Arab, who is black, but is

L.J,, op, cit., Vol,I, pp 97-104.
~~
Ibid., p 104.
E.g. J. Duffy, Portuguese Africa, London, 1959* P 146-8.
For the ivory trade, see R,; . Beachey
'The East African
Ivory Trade in the 19th Century' * J.A.TI., Vol. VIII, p 269.
The movement of Arabs into the- interior at this date was
related to the development of Zanzibar as a commercial

centre, and to the provision of capital to traders by
British Indian merchants there,
See also:
P.L, Siraruonds,
'Ivory and the teeth of commerce,' J,R,'3,A., December 1856.
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strictly Mohammedan in religion.,.and third,
upcouhtry native who adopts the
of the Moslem...'

manners

any

and customs

1

Most of the Arabs referred to here would he

more

correctly called

Swahilis, hut it is usually impossible to distinguish, and it would
he pedantic to insist on this.
The most

successful of the Arabs in this

were

the Jumbes of Hkhota

self

on

1840's. "

Their wealth

genius, the founding of
and Losewa on the

dhows for
slaves
in

use

across

1863."^

on

was

a

founded

on

at
an

some

east coast.

They
There

the lake.

the lake when

entrepreneurial stroke of

were

were

at least two in

use

ferrying

Livingstone first visited the Jumbe'3 torn

Katanga to the Portuguese coast which

round the south end of the lake, it was
The route

have been used via the north end of the lake had al¬

most

certainly been closed by the llgoni by this

also

a

date.^

route which went due east from Caserabe's to

route does not seem to have been very
5

time,

the west coast

the first people to build

competitive with the northern routes to Kilwa.

which may once

well-known

There

was

Bagamoyo, but this

or
^

much used at this

To the west of Kkhota Khota the route clira^d the escarpment,

crossed the
area

It then

1.

on

The advantage of this was that it considerably shortened

would otherwise have to go

the

time around the mid

ferry between their base

the routes from Caaembe's and

also

in this period

Khota, the first of whom established him¬

the western side of Lake Malawi
2

area

Bua, passed through Mwase Kasungu's and to the north of

settled

by Mpeaeni's Igoni at

some

time in the early l860's.

joined the route to Caaembe's which had been used by Lacerda

L.M. Fotheringham, Adventures in Evassaland, op.

cit., p 12.
similar definition:
"The so-called 'Arab'
may be divided into three classes:the true Arab, the
Mswahtli, and lastly any wild up country native 'who may have
willingly, or unwillingly, joined the Moslem caravan, part¬
icularly if he can sport a garment and tie a dirty bit of
calico around his head by way of turban."
F. Moir, 'English¬

Fred Moir gave a

2.

3.
4.

and Arabs in East

Africa', Murray's Magazine. London,
Ifovember, 1888, p 627.
G. Shepperson, 'The Jumbes of Kota Kota', in Islam in Tropical
Africa, ed. I. Lewis, London, 1966, p 196.
3»E.. op. cit., p 511, and see also L.J.. op. cit., p 91.
E»E.. op. ext., p I25.
5*
L>J.« op. cit. Vol.1., p l80•
men

—

and Gamraltto*

At

—

1

The Junbe's
power.

23

nn

sueooss

in trade had also

"brought him political

early stage he had succeeded in subordinating 'falonga

Obanai, the traditional Cewa ruler,

?

Livingstone felt that his

influence had increased between their first meeting in
rivor Xoombe some distance to the north of

first visit to the Jumbo's town in
bad

1861

on

the

Hkhota <&ot& and his

1863 when he estimated that he

1,500 followers, and that ♦there were tens of thousands of

people in the vicinity who had fled thither for protection.1

Livingstone attributed bis influence to the power of guns and gun¬

powder?

hie following had been undoubtedly swelled by refugees from
•J

the

Bgonl who wore beginning to raid in the district,

himself was

an

assiduous slaver, and Livingstone feared that the

place would soon be depopulated,
to engage

4

The Jumbos certainly continued

in and to profit from the slave trade but they were

shrewder than to decimate the
on

The Junbe

2$y 1888 it

them.

was

population which

estimated that there

was

directly dependent

was a

8,000 to 10,000 within their stockade and that there
surrounding it 'as far as the eye could see. *

population of
were

villages

Ho this day Hkbota

Khota claims to bo the 'largest traditional town in southern Africa.

<m

V

*»

If the Jumbe of llkhota Khota hod established
a

colony which, though on a small scale, was reoognisably

in the western sense,

being m attempt to establish

Sultanate of Ssnsibar, not
1»
2.

3«

4.
5«

6,

or was

i

op,

eit»,

p

far

away a very

an

establishing
a

colony

outpost of the

different form of imperial-

516,

Oral communication from the present Ifelcmga

Chens!, 21st
November, 1968,
t<»S., op. cit,, p 5Hf« D. Livingston© to Sir R. 'furchison,
4th Becombor, 1863, J.B.Q.n.. 1864, Vol.XXXI?, p 246.
L.J., op, cit., Vol.i, pp 90-91.
"1,3,7906, press cutting from unknown paper, January 1889»
account by *3*, probably an employee of the African Lakes Com¬
pany, of a visit to Kkhota Khot* in 1088,
Promotional literature of the Malawi Tourist Board.
The claim
©ay well be dubious in view of the sir-© of such towns as
Gerowe, but it must be one of the largest in southern Africa.
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ism

colonialism

or

-

being perpetrated

was

on

the until recently

independent Cewa, Tonga and Turabuka peoples.
The history of the

1821 and
of

Ngoni kingdoms begins in Zululand between

1825 with the flight from the wrath of Chaka of

a group

people, thought to be not more than a thousand strong, under the

leadership of Zwangendaba.

They

crossing the Zambesi at the time of
20th November

1835.

1

known to have travelled north

are
an

eclipse of the sun on the

They passed along the western borders of

Malawi reaching the shores of Lake Tanganyika

1842.

ciroa

followers

It

were

was

broke away and

not until the early 1850's that most of his

united in the Tumbuka country where some of them

leadership of Mbeiwa.

live under the

still

where Zwangendaba died

settled

among

Some, under Mpeseni,

the Cewa near Chipata in present day

Another section under Zulu Gama had split

Zambia.

off in about

1845 and moved round the south end of Lake Malawi where they joined
the laseko

Ngoni, themselves

a

break

away

from Mcilikase's Ndebele,

Later these split again and a mixed group of Zulu

Ngoni settled
the

near

Ngoni in this

Ncheu where they form the third major section of
under Gomani.

area

to the east of the lake

known

the Gwangwara.

as

Of

Gama*3 and Maseko

was

The remnant whom they left

the nucleus of the Songea

Ngoni, also

3

greater relevance to this enquiry, though, is their organ¬

isation, the goals of their society, and their impact on the people
whom they defeated in war.
son

with the Yao.

of individual
There

was

The

Here they make an illuminating compari¬

object of Ngoni raids

Ngoni but the increase of the

little

room

power

not the enrichment
of the Ngoni

Captured cattle became the property

paramount chief who might 5lend* them to his subjects.

Captives similarly became the property of the nation.
structure composed of

1.

J.A.

3.
4.

The political

agnatic lineages, regiments, and age sets,

a Changing
Jameson Ngoni. London,

Barnes, Politics in

Society, a Political History
1554? P 3.
N.H.J. Rangely, *Mtwaro', N.J., Vol.V, p 55.
J.A, Barnes, op. cit., p 17J
T.C. Young, op. cit,, p 109.
J.A* Barnes, op. cit., pp 30? 67, and especially Chapter II,
'The snowball state', pp 29-63, on which most of this section
of the Fort

2.

state.^

for individual enterprise other than heroism

which brought its own rewards.
of the

was

is based.

-

provided

a

31

framework into which

and children could he fitted.

permanently subservient but
raid with the array.
in the

the

schools for

of each of the

case

an

infinite amber of men, women

Those additions

were

were

not kept

expected to become Ngoni, and to

They could and did rise to important positions

military hierarchy.

efficient

-

The regiments seem to have been very

instilling Jfgoni virtues and

In the

mores.

SJgoai kingdoms the language of the majority of

incorporated people eventually became dominant, but in terms of

drees, goals, marriage customs, and culture in general the impact
of the

ftgoni, who must always have been

a very

small minority, was

reraarkable.
Because of the all-pervading nature of the ITgoni state,
was

channeled towards

ambition

military success and office within the state

-which followed from it.

Status acquired in this way

and children who also conferred prestige,

Cattle

brought wives

were

highly prised,

but they were eaten much more frequently than was common in 'cattlemad'

societies.

little
too

Cloth and beads

were

sought after but there

opportunity for the individual to venture in trade, and these

were

more

likely to go to those who had achieved status in other

The IJgoni tended to be contemptuous of the 'Tower' muskets

ways.

which

were

generally used by their opponents, if they bad

because these would not penetrate their shields.
later

was

came

guns

at all,

Such guns as they

to possess themselves they used mainly for their sound

effect.
The existence of the

ITgoni state demanded

very

great concentrat-

ions of population and consequently very intensive agriculture.
This necessitated frequent movement.
social and political organisation was
essential to the working of this

the llgoni kingdoms was an

As the whole basis of the

military, and

system, it

that there should be fresh fields of

2

was

conquest

as

raiding was

equally necessary

open

to it.

Each of

unusually dense centre of population from

1.

Barnes, op. cit„, p 59*

2,

Ibid.,

pp 30j 67.
The ITgoni wore not themselves keen agric¬
ulturists and tended to rely on subject peoples for cultiv¬
ation.
There is a proverb among iipezeni*s Wgoni:
spear
is my hoe,'
They not infrequently raided for food.
E.g.
R. Laws, 'Journey along part of the western shore of Lake

Kyassa in 1870»®

P.R.G.Q.. N.3., Vol.1,

p

313*

-
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which there radiated in all directions warrior hands.
the boundaries of the

Ngoni state there was considerable security,
The states tended to be surrounded by

end little fear of attack.
a

Within

depopulated 'no-man's land*, and beyond that were the people who

were

the object of intermittent raiding.

J.A. Barnes has written:

"The Ngoni did not trade with their neighbours, or send
araba.ssa.dors to them, or enter into alliances with

them}
This is not
dicted in

an

they merely killed

or

historical statement

fact, but it is perhaps,

captured them."
as

a

each point could

statement of

'Ngoni should not trade with their neighbours
thera...*

It is

1

or

an

be contra¬

Ngoni ideal.

send ambassadors to

probably most true of the period until the later

l860's by which time they were becoming established on the sites that

they continue to

occupy

to the present day.

Certainly during the

early and middle 1860*3 when Livingstone was passing through the
the

Ngoni

were

tended to pass

avoided by traders and by trade routes.

of the

Travellers

through the outer rim of the circle which surrounded

their settlements and
without

area

saw

the

disruption which their raids caused

seeing the states from which the raiders had

Ngoni kingdoms

was

visited by

a

corae.

None

European traveller until I878.

By that time there had been changes in the nature of the Ngoni.
the

As

founding fathers became old and died the 'snowball' states, as

they have been called, lost momentum, raids continued but the head¬

quarters remained static.
feel threatened

by their subject peoples not all of whom had been

properly assimilated.
successful Tonga
TumbuKa and

The surviving Ngoni families began to

Mbelwa's kingdom, for instance, suffered

revolt in 1875» and feared similar

Henga peoples.

3

moves

a

by the

From this time the Ngoni chiefs, feeling

1.

Barnes, op. cit,, p 41*

2.

James Stewart and Robert Laws visited Chikusi (Goiaani) for the
first time in August 1878.
J. Stewart, C.E. to Br. James

Stewart, 23rd August 1878, Salisbury, unsorted; E.U.L.,
Laws' diary, 19th August, I878.
Robert Laws, Fred Moir
and William Koyi visited Mbelwa for the first time in Jan¬
uary 1879.
F. Moir, After Livingstone, op. cit., pp 20-29}
W.P, Livingstone, Laws of Livingstonia, London,1921, pp 159163; J.W. Jack, Daybreak at Livingstonia. London, 1901, pp 1489.
Mpezeni was not visited by a European traveller until
1886, Barnes, op. cit., p 3.
T.C. Young, op. cit,, p 120.
R.

3.

-

for the first time their
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weakness,

to have begun to enter into

seem

commercial and diplomatic relationships.
appear

had

to have begun to see captives in

previously been the

Simultaneously the Ngoni
a more mercenary

Ey the later 1870's Chikuse was in

case.

regular commercial contact with Mponda's slave trading
evidence that Mbelwa and Mpezeni

There is
traders.

2

light than,

Mbelwa had also entered into

caravans.^

also had contact with
some

kind of diplomatic

understanding with Mwase Kasungu the Gewa chief, whose assistance he
■5

sent for at the time of

a

Some of the Cewa and
ful in

rebellion in

1879»

Tonga peoples seem to have been more success¬

organising their defence against the Ngoni than

were

the

Maaganja against the Mwase Kasungu, who was the only Gewa chief to
maintain his independence
owed his

success

to

his

throughout this period almost certainly

strategic position

important trade route,

on an

and to his links with Arab and Eisa traders from whom he obtained guns
and

gun—powder, and who

stone in 1866 recorded

trees.'
a

a

rumour

Kasungu.'"

by the Ngoni at
and found it

have helped him in his defence.

may

surrounded

by

that forty-four Arabs had been killed

In September 1863 he had visited Mwase's
a

The place seemed to

stockade and 'embowered in euphorbia
him to have been inhabited for at least

There were said to be

generation.

Living¬

many

other stockades

'lingas'

or
£

soattered

1.

over

Mwase's domain, which extended to the Luangwa.

Hawes to Salisbury, 7th July, 1886.
P.O.
discussion following a paper by *i.M. Kerr
acts of Chiku.se with Arab traders.

1886,

p

84/l751j

John Moir in
described the cont¬
P.E.G.S., U.S. Vol.VIII,

86.
clt., p 124-5*

2.

T.C. Young,

3.

ribelwa claimed that he did not sell slaves but admitted that some
of his Tumbuka people sold them to the Arabs for guns and powder.

op.

afraid that the Tumbuka would use the guns obtained in
this way against him and said that he tried to discourage slave
traders from passing through .his country by levying heavy fines
on them.
Goodrich to Granville, 24th April, 1385, P.O. 84/1702.
•3* in 'A visit to an African slaving chief, press cutting from
unknown paper, January I889, in MS 7906, described the arrival
He was

of

embassy from Mpezeni at llkhota Khota to see the Jumbe in
The present Maienga Chansi who is about 80 years old,
one of whose wives is a daughter- of the present Mpezeni,

an

1088,
and

said that

his

father, who met Livingstone, had been a friend of
Mpezeni.
He was certain that there had been much trade in
ivory end slaves between Mpezeni and tbe Jumbe, though on one
occasion the Jnmbe had led

Mpezeni.
4«

L,J.. op.

an

unsuccessful

expedition against

Oral communication, 21st November,
cit., Vol.1, p 114.
5.
2jE., op.

1968.
cit., p 55^-
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Among the Tonga

-

the lake shore he found that Morenga and

on

Mankambira had "built stockades and had "been able to hold out,

although to the north of Hanakarabira's all the Tonga villages had
been destroyed*
a

It

probable that trading contacts had played

seems

part in preserving those people also,

cone

to

buy

slaves?*^

Bisa allies.
a

3,000 people were thought to be living in

single stockade in this

2
area.

of the unpredictable nature of Hgoni raiding, the long
The Arabs end the Bisa who continued to

distance trade continued.
be among
in the

A chief, Chinsaraba, had

Bgoni attack with the help of the guns of his

an

As many as

In spite

*IIave you

Further south near the Linthipe river he

found many people living in stockades.

recently driven off

Harenga asked:

the most active promoters of the trade had

a

strong interest

keeping open of their major routes and it is not therefore

surprising to find that they were among the leading organisers of
resist once to the

Livingstone found rauoh evidence of the

Hgoni.

activities of the Bisa whose earlier history
Ho met

who

some

were

who

has been considered above.

trading in copper bars from Katanga, end others

were

dealing in tobacco and

slaves,^

He noted that the south

end of Lake Malawi marked the limit of the fete trade.
not compete with the Bisa who were said to pay twenty
and

some

gun-powder for

fathoms.

a

tusk which the fete traders would

bye-word at "aasibor.

eitijsons welcome them

an

caravan

ivory.

T.
2.

3.
4.

pay

ten

as

According to Burton 'the

they ©ell their stores

more

(Yao) who have become adept in coast arts,'

distinguishable by their filed teeth and bark

1849

fathoms of cloth

The Bisa continued to be well known far from their homes.

*Bisha' ivory was

"ahiao

a

They could

cheaply than the
They

cloths.^

In January

American merchant at Saasibar reported the arrival of
at Rllwa with

easily

were

a

Bisa

3,000 frasilahs, or over 100,000 lbs. weight of

He had despatched 110,000 dollars of goods for the purchase

(1861), p 555. (1863).
oit., Vol.1, pp 138-42.
S.S.. op. cit., pp 498-9, 508, 547-8, 554-6;
L.J., op, cit.,
Vol.1, pp 114, 116, 119.
R, Burton, *The lake regions of central equatorial Africa*,
J.R.O.S. 1859, Vol.XXIX, pp 443-4;
end, The Central African
Lakes, London, i860, Vol.11, p 150.
op.

Ibid.,

p

Pit.,

500;

p

377,

L.J..

op.

-
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of this immense

quantity which represented about 2,000 man loads.

Their home

through which Livingstone passed in 1866 had by this

area

2
time fallen under Beraba influence. '
at the moment be

the I860*s

are

For

explained, the Bisa who

some

were

reason,

which cannot

evidently so active in

rarely met with in the literature of the later l870fs

and 1880*s.

The
were

Ngoni

were

remarkable for the distances

prepared to raid.

Luangwa where

the river

from the northern

and in

Beraba chief had

of their

some

said to have been ferried

were

came

ITgoni and that the Turabuka people at this date re¬

identity, though the fact that they went raiding

together shows that the
were

a

by the 'Atomboka' which indicates that they

tained their separate

They

They

decorating his stockade.

across

which they

Livingstone found evidence of their raids

far to the west of the
heads

over

process

begun.^

of assimilation had already

also raiding the Lungu at the south end of Lake Tanganyika

July 1867 came very close to Casembets town where the Arabs

combined with Cazembe to turn them
be very poor

This Caserabe

was

said to

but his town remained impressively large and well provided

with food and fish.

Kilwa in the east

The trade routes to

seem

as

before in copper

of

Nyamwezi, and

evidence.

away.^

men

to have been well

Katanga in the west and to
used, the main trades being

bars, malachite, ivory and slaves.
from Garenganze

Large numbers

(Katanga) and Zanzibar

were

in

Livingstone was impressed by the comparatively humane way

in which these Zanzibari

traders, especially Tipoo Tib, conducted the

5
slave trade."
He makes it

conducted

as

rather than

a

a3

clear that the

long distance trade continued to be

series of exchanges
a

from

one

commodity to another,

simple exchange of one commodity for another.

One

trader, for instance, was going from Casembe's to Katanga to buy copper,
probably with cloth and ivory, he would then go to Uvira, west of
Lake

Tanganyika, to exchange the copper for ivory which could be

bought

more

4.

6,

there.^

Traders might spend years travelling,

,cu

_

1.
2.

cheaply

II. H.
L.J.

Bennett, and G.E. Brooks, Hew England Merchants in Africa. p437«
00, cit»5 Vol. I, p 182.
3.
Ibid., p 199.
Ibid,, p 330; Vol,II, p 207.
5. Ibid,, Vol.1, p 260.
Ibid,, p 297.
*
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exchanging commodities and gradually, if they were successful,
Some of those that Livingstone met had

increasing their stock.
been able to anass very

large quantities of goods.

One

5,250 lbs. of ivory and 10,500 lbs, of copper which he
ing to

move

was

were(and continued to be(the

greatest impedimenta to the development of trade in this

were

slaves

copper and

attempt¬

coast.^

to the

The limitations of head porterage

Ivory,

had

man

were

area.

practically the only commodities which

valuable enough to be taken to the coast with hope of profit.

Slaves had the advantage from this point of view that they did not
have to be carried
be U3ed sometimes

though they did have to be fed.

available that the
than the rule.

use

There

very

as

from the evidence

were

various
was

for

reasons
women

the exception rather

for this;

the greatest

and children who could not

Even men slaves would be likely to be

porters.

much less efficient than professionals such as the Nyamwezi,

the Yao

worked
very

useful

seem

of slaves as porters was

demand in the slave markets
be very

It would

porters.

a3

They could also

and the Bisa.
as

It is

a

slave, who

Some Arab traders who

for sale.

porters, as

merchants

some

domestic slaves

porters on repeated journeys, but their status would be

different from that of

of free

probable that

a

were

Yao chief could,

was

being taken to the coast

unable to command the services
or as

the richer Zanzibar

could, certainly did raid for slaves in order to transport

their accumulated stock to the coast.
volume of goods

being carried by free

But when compared with the
men

their contribution

was

probably small.
It became

an

article of

in Britain that most

ivory was carried to the coast by slave porters

and that the slave and

Livingstone

was

faith, however, in anti-slavery circles

ivory trades

were

consequently interdependent.

probably most responsible for the propagation of this

L.J.. op. cit.,

Vol.I,

p

199-

-
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view, though his writing contains evidence to support "both sides.
The view

an

oversimplification.

It led people in Europe to

underestimate the extent to which the people as a whole were
in the
was

trade, and had

a

provided.

If it

carried by presumably unwilling

slaves, it was easy to imagine that the trade could have
power

involved

vested interest in its continuance.

assumed that all trade goods were

staying

It

"being simple and comprehensive made good propaganda.

however,

was,

very

little

if the alternative of 'legitimate commerce' could be

Missionaries ,and traders working with them,were sometimes

surprised in their first

years

in Africa that the people showed little

gratitude for their efforts to change the nature of the trade.
were

also surprised at the strength of the

For most of the Yao, the
Ilkhota Khota and other

life.

would affect not

The

They

existing commercial system.

Bisa, Mwase's Cewa, the Lunda, the Jumbe of

Arabs, for the Tonga, the Ilgoni and the Bemba

the slave trade was an accepted
in it

1

,

part of the system, and any changes

just the pattern of trade, but their way of

strength of the system lay in the number of people who

were

involved with it.

1.

On the

one hand he argued that a steamer on Lake Hyaesa buying
ivory and giving the same as coast prices would cut out the
slave trade 'for it is only by the ivory being carried by the
slaves that the latter do not eat up all the profits of a
trip.'
S.B.« op. cit., p 128—9.
On the other hand he later
observed that professional Ilyamwezi porters did most of the
carrying of goods to the east coast.
L.J., op. cit., Vol.II,
p 180.
There was of course a great deal of variety in the
organisation of porterage to the coast, and there could be no
comprehensive theory to cover all methods.
But the notion
that 'white ivory' (tusks) was invariably carried to the coast
by 'black ivory' (slaves), came to be widely believed.
Another improbable statement of Livingstone's which had great
propaganda impact was his view that for every slave who
reached the coast ten died on the way.
As he believed that
19,000 slaves from the Malawi region passed through Zanzibar
per annum, a figure which he had obtained from Consul Kigby

and which was not itself improbable, it .would be logical on
his estimate to assume that 190,000 people either died in the

region

every year as a result
towards the coast,
As it is
of the

area

incredible.

than

of slave raiding or were removed
unlikely that the total population

2,000,000 his e3tiraato would be
See, Z.B.. op. cit., pp 391-2.

was

more

-

It

can

-

be concluded that both local and

long distance trades

central features of the life of most of the people in this area

were

in the first three
was
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much

as

quarters of the nineteenth century;

part of the world economy in 1800

a

the nature of that

not have been

a

daily

area

in 1900,though

as

had changed in the interim.

economy

commercial transactions may
average man,

that the

Although
for the

occurrence

and although he would not be familiar with the

use

of

all-purpose money, he wotxld be familiar with the principles of barter,
and could be expected to maximise his profit.

Different peoples

responded in different ways to the commercial opportunities put before

them, and some of this variety can be attributed to the goals and
norms

of their respective societies.

The commodities most commonly
and those most

commonly imported

imported goods

was

significant

new

a

had far

were

were

ivory and slaves,

cloth and beads.

function of knowledge of them.

demand in this period

become popular in the years
of guns marked

exported

was

The most

for guns which

between 1830 aid i860.

the beginning of

Demand for

seem

to have

The introduction

teohnolofgical revolution which

a

reaching political implications, but predated the arrival of

Europeans.
Because of the nature of the trades, the need for man-power,
for

defence, it was impossible to separate the commercial sphere from

the political and diplomatic.
a

and

man's political

to maintain
Before

Between
distinct

an

Success in trade was likely to increase

following and influence.while it would be difficult

inherited position without participation in it.

I84O the

had enjoyed a period of comparative stability.

exes,

1840 and i860 this
sources.

They

ended by imperialist thrust3 from four

was

were

all imperialist in that they aimed to

subject the indigenous popxxlation and exploit their economic resources
of land and man-power.
on

The Yao

land previously occupied

domestic

as

in large numbers and settled

by the Morganja who they absorbed as

The Kgoni came in smaller

slaves, drove out, or sold.

numbers, and imposed themselves
them

came

far

as

possible their

traders aimed at commercial

the inhabitants, inculcating into

on

own mores

success

political situations to their

own

and philosophy of life.

Arab

above all, but sought to exploit

profit, and in some cases established

-

colonies of
with them

thrust

a

They introduced the gun, and "brought

western type,
of the great

one
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world religions, Islam,

The fourth

at this time the least successful, that of British missions

was

represented "by the attempt to establish the Universities* Mission in
the Shire

Highlands,

Its objects were in its own terms philan¬

thropic in that it aimed to improve the standard of life in central
Africa by e&xication and the substitution of legitimate commerce for

It found that the forces of 'evil*

the slave trade.
for it

and had to withdraw after

between the
African

having become involved in

Manganja and the Yao.

too strong
wars

Ironically the Makololo, its

servants(proved more successful, ruthlessly subjecting a

section of the

most

xtfere

Manganja population, and organising their defence.

It

was

on

his travels,

the ravages of the slave trade which impressed Livingstone

and led him to oall down blessings

on any man

American, English or Turk who would heal 'this open sore of the world*.
It

was

his belief that the slave trade

in the interior for imported

maintained by the demand

goods which led him to examine ways in

which this demand could be satisfied

ies.

was

by the export of .other commodit¬

The sight of cotton being grown, spun and woven in the Shire

Highlands led him to hope that this
United States

as

the

might come to replace the

major supplier of the raw material to the manu-

2
facturers of Lancashire. "

which he

area

Commerce and Christianity were the weapons

thought should be used to combat the slave trade.

next chapter

In the

the formation of the body of opinion in Britain which

aimed to put his dreams into practice

will be considered.

This

chapter should have shown that the commercial system which they wished
to

change, of which the slave trade formed only

a

part, was

a

system

which worked,

which had deep roots, and which involved most of the

population.

By continuing to function in spite of the far-reaching

political changes of the middle years of the century it had shown con¬
siderable

strength and resilience.

Christianity
1,

were

David

on

commerce

and

to perform was not an easy one.

Livingstone to the Editor, The New York Herald, 1st May,
op. oit,, Vol.11, p 182.
D. Livingston©, Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa.
London, 1857, P 6755 Z.E., op. cit., pp 128-9.

1972, b.J..

2.

dalled

The task which

CHAPTER II

THE EUROPEAH BACKGROUND

When Lacerda set out for Cazembe's in

primarily interested in tropical Africa
the West

Indian sugar plantations.

pedition

was

covetous eyes on

station

It is true that Lacerda's

saw

the

Cape

anything:

as

then

a

pre-occupation with the route to India together with

same

tropical

slave-trade, which
the west, was

zone

temporary involvement with Egypt,

a

the only lasting interests were

was

a

few trading

The east coast

at this time much less significant than that

in the hands of Portuguese, French, Brazilian and

Indian merchants.
In the

vital refresh¬

At the opposite end of the con¬

the route to India.

on

more

posts in the Gulf of Guinea and the Bight of Benin.

on

ex¬

the lands to the north, hut it is unlikely that

Napoleon's imperial dreams led to
hut in the

of slaves for

of the Cape of Good Hope would lead her to cast

British officials

tinent the

as a source

was

at least partly inspired "by the fear that Britain's

recent occupation

ment

1798 Great Britain

Britain

course

was

not directly

of the nineteenth

involved.

century British attitudes to

tropical Africa underwent major changes, hut by 1870 the area was
almost certainly less important

commercially than it had been at the

beginning of the century, and Britain
involved in

a

colonial

or

imperial

sense.

the Empire in India had been extended and

no more

and possibly less

In the intervening years

consolidated}

Canada,

Australia, and New Zealand had been effectively colonised;

the Cape

Colony had been expanded to the east and was beginning to be extended
to the

north;

and in addition Britain had become deeply involved in

the economies of

China, the United States and of Latin America.

Africa remained for the most

1.

2.

part the Bark Continent.

M.

But

2

Jackson Height, The European Powers and South East Africa.
1796-l8b6. London, 196?, new edition; G. Graham, Great
Britain in the Indian Ocean, op. cit., passim.
Tills was less true of some parts of the continent than of others,
see P. Curtin, The Ima^e of Africa. British Ideas and Action.
I7SO-I85O, London, 1965» hut it was certainly still true of
the part of east Africa with which this 3tudy is concerned.
-

I
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British interest in Africa in the nineteenth century can he
divided into

a

number of constituent parts which varied in their

importance from

person

important of these

to person, and from year to year.

The most

the scientific and geographical?

the phil¬

were

anthropic and the religious

evangelical?

or

and the commercial and

imperial,
For people with an interest in
fulfilled much the
interior

by

very

role

same

science, African exploration

lunar

as

The

exploration does today.

unknown and unmapped, its penetration was accompanied

was

real risks to health and by less serious, but more romantic,

In

dangers from the local inhabitants.
frontier of

far

so

Africa was

as

geographical knowledge the parallel is exact.

Where it

breaks down is in the response of the non-participant public.
the first place the public was a very
who

regularly bought books

the second
seems

small

one

greater than

can now

he aroused.

due to the individualist character of African

Niger in 1841,
it

or

was

This

was

perhaps

exploration, and to iis

to the Zambesi,
the work of

a

1859-1865)

were

notoriously unsuc¬

few individuals which did most to solve

problems of African geography, and to stimulate popular interest.

There
the

in

Great Exploratory expeditions (e.g. to the

gladiatorial appeal.

the

confined to those

place the degree of enthusiasm engendered in this public

to have been

cessful?

In

read newspapers and periodicals?

or

the

on

can

be little doubt

as

book-buying middle and

to the degree

upper

of this interest among
from the time of James

classes?

Bruce of Kinnaird until the end of the nineteenth

century any travel¬

ler in tropical Africa who cared to publish his reminiscences was

assured of

a

market.

While India

mercially and attracted
later the

Empire, it

many more

was

imagination and became

a

was

vastly

more

important com¬

to the service of the Company, and

Africa which had

a

greater appeal to the

breeding ground for heroes, lungo Park,

Clapperton, the Landers, Moffat, Livingstone, Stanley, Gordon, Spelce,
1.

E.g. Gwendolen Harleth in George Eliot's Daniel Deronda.
first published in 1876, (Penguin edition, 1967, P 171)'
•We women can't go in search of adventures - to find out the
North West Passage or the source of the Nile, or to hunt
tigers in the east,'

-3-

Burton, Grant and others.
If the scientific interest in Africa

exploits of

a

was

satisfied

by the

few adventurers who became at least temporarily heroes,

the philanthropic and religious interest was more complicated in its

workings.
of the

liven Dr. Eric Williams,

a

by

no moans

uncritical historian

anti-slavery campaign, has admitted that it was

brilliant propaganda exercises of all time.
movement has

never

1

of the most

one

The genesis of this

been satisfactorily explained.

The fact that it

coincided with the decline of the relative importance of the
to the British

ment must

economy

surely be

its roots in the

is not in itself an explanation.

seen as a

genuinely philanthropic

The

one

'Enlightenment* and which drew heavily

contemporary influence of the Evangelicals.

of these two movements were very

The

son

case

Prise at
and to

Slavery which

Africa.^

the innate

won

right to

inferiority of the Negro.

British soil;

he was responsp

Judgement. '

Thomas Clark-

the Chancellor's Latin Essay

an

men were

equal share in the soil
on

He condemned colonial slavery

'contrary to justice, nature, the principles of law and government,

voice of God.'

He

was

religion, and the revealed

also corvineed that the slave-trade

guided in purely economic terms.

3.

Granville Sharp

He refuted all justifications of slavery based

the whole doctrine in short of natural

2.

were

Echoing Rousseau he maintained that all

and its produce.

1.

The personnel

Cambridge in 1785 turned Ms attention to the West Indies,

born free and that they had a

as

on

that led to Mansfield's

in his essay on

came

Sharp's attentions had been devoted to demon¬

strating the illegality of slavery
ible for the

of

on a sense

similar.

prophets of the anti-slavery movement

and Thomas Clarks on.

move¬

which had

guilt in that section of the middle and upper classes which
under the

trade

He

was

was

mis¬

certain that an 'inexhaust-

Capitalism and Slavery. London, 1944, P 38, and passim.
In 1773,
See G. Sharp, A Representation of the Injustice and
Dangerous Tendency of tolerating Slavery;
or of Admitting
the Least Claim of Private Property in the Persons of Men in
in England. London. 1769.

An Essav on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species.
particularly the African.

Dublin, 1786.

-4-

ible mine of wealth is

neglected in Africa, for the prosecution of

this impious traffic.*
in slaves

place.

was

1

given

Greater profits would bo made if the trade

and

up

a

legitimate trade substituted in its

Adam Smith, whose most influential work, The Wealth of

Nations, had been published in
On the

1776,supplied support for this view.

inefficiency of slave labour he remarked:

"A person who can have no property can have no other
interest but to eat as much and to labour as little
as

possible...the work done by slaves is in the end
2

the dearest of any."
He felt that

only the

sugar

and tobacco industries whose profits

very high could afford the luxury of slave labour.
William Wilberforce

was

were

3

encouraged by William Pitt to introduce

legislation for the abolition of the slave-trade, which he did for
the first time in

1789.

In. all the discussions

on

abolition,whioh

columns of the Parliamentary Reports and the news¬

filled

numerous

papers

between then and the passing of the Act in 1807, the emphasis

was

ests

not

unnaturally

and which

were

It

of the slaves.

on

the West Indies in which many had vested inter¬

generally better known than the African
was

should in the debate

on

source

consequently remarkable that William Pitt
the Abolition Bill of 1792 have direoted the

attention of the House to Africa, and in doing so, have foreshadowed
some

of the arguments

that

were

to be widely canvassed in the course

of the ensuing century:
"But now, Sir, I come to Africa.
That is the ground on
which I rest..
Bo you think nothing of the ruin and
the miseries in which so many individuals in Africa
are involved in carrying off so many myriads of people?
Do you

think nothing of the families left behind?

What do you know of the internal state of Africa?"
He

compared the barbarism of Africa with the barbarism of Britain in

Roman times and went

on...

"I trust that we shall not think ourselves too liberal,
if by abolishing the slave trade, we give them the

1.
2.

on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species.
particularly the African, on. cit.. pp 56. 185-228. on256 and ix
The Wealth of Nations, ed. J.R. McCulloch, London, 1828, Vol.11,

3.

Ibid., Vol.11,

An Essav

pp

I87-8.
pp

495-7, and Vol.Ill,

p

155.

chance of civilisation with other parts
world, and that we shall now allow to Africa
the opportunity, the hope, the prospect of attain¬
ing to the same blessings which we ourselves..-at
a much more early period have been permitted to
enjoy...we may live to behold the natives of Africa
engaged in the calm occupation of industry, in the
pursuits of a just and legitimate commerce.
We may
behold the beams of science and philosophy breaking
in upon their land which at some happy period in
still later times may blase with full lustrej
and
joining their influence to that of pure religion,
may illumine and invigorate the most distent extrem¬
ities of that immense continent.
Then may we hope
that even Africa, though last of all the quarters of
the globe, shall enjoy at length, in the evening of
her days, those blessings which have descended so
plentifully upon us in a much earlier period of the
world,
Then also will Europe, participating in her
improvement and prosperity, receive an ample recompense
for the tardy kindness (if kindness it can be called)
of no longer hindering that continent from extricating
herself out of the darkness which, in other more fort¬
unate regions, has been so .much more speedily dispelled.1*
same

common

of the

It is the whole of Africa of which he is thinking»
"The great and happy change to be expected in
her inhabitants is, of all the various and

the state of
important
benefits of the abolition, in ray estimation incomparably
the most extensive and important."
1

The

and

anti-slavery movement

was

secondly, for its longevity,

remarkable firstly for its success,

The biter could be attributed at

least in part to its initial promotion by an inter-related coterie
of Quaker and

Evangelical families, the most outstanding of whom were

the Filberforees <and Buxtons.
effective

sense

As

an

1833 at

a

cost of £20,000,000,

insured that through relentless diplomatic

through the provision of naval squadrons
against the slave-trade

of the nineteenth

the continent

was

was

on

continued.

as

pressure

end

the coasts of Africa, the

Significantly, for most

century, the Foreign Office had

to the affairs of Africa

1.

highly placed and

As well as achieving the emancipation

of slaves in the British dominions in

war

a

of pressure groups it must be without equal in the

history of British politics.

this group

example of

no

department devoted

such, but almost all business concerning

directed to the Slave-Trade department.

uoted by Sir Robert Birley, "The Discovery of Africa1, Address to
the Anti-Slavery Society, 8th July, 1968, London, 1968, pp 7-10.

*+5~

It is not possible to estimate the extent to which this move—
meat had

popular support,

The refusal of Lancashire workers to

Southern—grown cotton at the time of the American Civil War is

use

some

indication of how deep-rooted the movement had become at that date.
It

was

need for

a

as

a

consequence

naval blockade of the east coast that Britain first became

permanently involved in that
of the

of the anti—slavery movement end of the

area.

It is true that the protection

increasing British Indian trade

argument for

on

the coast

naval presence, but the memoirs of men

a

also an

was
on

the coast

squadron make it clear that their primary concern was with attempts
to control the slave-trade.

After Emancipation in
st

activities
led to

a

were

turned

1

1833 the attentions of the anti-slavery
again to the slave-trade itself.

once

renewed interest in Africa.
the publication in

This

Among the first fruits of this

I840 of Sir Thomas Powell Buxton's

interest

was

two part

work, "The African Slave Trade end its RemedyThis

elaborated suggestions earlier made by James laeQueen

2

who had argued
■x

that

'it is .Africa herself that is the root of the evil.'

Following

this line Buxton argued that increased naval and diplomatic pressure
could not be the
not

remedy# they might reduce the evil but they could

eradicate it.*'

The true remedy lay in Africa which possessed

'within herself vast,
resources

must be

though

mobilised?

as

yet undeveloped, resources.iJ

the people must be taught that 'the

wealth to be obtained from peaceful

rapine*.^

and precarious profits of

These

industry, surpasses the slender
The importance of Africa

as a

vast field for European commerce had not been fully realised.

"Legitimate commerce would put down the slave-trade by
demonstrating the superior value of man as a labourer
on the soil, to man as an object of merchandise."
7
The

merchant, the philanthropist, the patriot and the Christian should

unite to pursue this

8

goal.

Initially there would be

a

need for large

1.

E.g., Lyon3 KcLeod, Travels in Eastern Africa;

2.

of Residence in Mogjamhicme. 2 Vols.. London, i860.
& C-oorrauhiopl and Commercial View of Northern Central Africa.

3.

Quoted by G.E. Metcalfe in the introduction to T»F,

with

a

Narrative

London, 1821.

4.

7.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

p

299.

5.

p

306.

8.

Ibid,, p 301.
Ibid,, p 341.

Buxton's

London, 1968.
6, Ibid., p 302.

The African Slave Trade and its Remedy.

b

investment without the hope of an immediate return,
disclaimed

'any disposition to create

guiding principles
were

were

Empire in Africa.'

to he Free Trade and Free Labour,

2

The
There

tearning millions of customers in Africa who could he taught to

grow raw materials for

factures.
or

a new

Buxton entirely

British industry in return for British manu¬

It c§nnot he said that

realistic.

The

Buxton's schemes

were

Niger expedition of 1841, x*hich was

a

practical

government-

sponsored attempt to put his ideas into practice ended in disaster.
Of

a

total complement of one hundred and forty five

Europeans, fortyThe exped¬

eight had died within two months of entering the river.
ition
a

withdrawn in 1842 and Buxton himself died three years later,

was

broken

man.'

The failure of this expedition set

hack interest in the

cial exploitation of Africa for a decade.

expedition of 1853
health much

more

was on a

MacGregor Laird's Niger

much smaller scale and

successful^ of twelve

commer¬

was

in terms of

Europeans?none died.

Buxton

had under-estimated the malarial harrier to the exploration or

exploitation of the interior}
were

only with the regular U3e of quinine

the losses reduced to tolerable

proportions, though even then

they continued to he heavy throughout the century, so much

so

that

travel in tropical Africa tended to he undertaken only by those of

great dedication, desperation or strong religious conviction.
One

man

influenced

who had heard Buxton speak and who had been much

by his ideas

was

David Livingstone.

the African traveller of the Victorian age

greatest impact

on

Livingstone

was

xfhose personality had the

his contemporaries, and he is of fundamental

importance to this history

as

being the direct inspiration behind

the

missionary and commercial enterprise with xi?hioh it is concerned.

The

reason

for his

enormous

appeal

can

be at least partly explained

by the fact that he united in himself the varied strands which inter¬
ested British opinion in Africa,

1.
3.
4.

5.

A missionary by vocation, he sax*

Buxton, op. cit,, p 453.
2.
Ibid., pp 441-2.
Ibid., p 454.
Ibid., p xxii? and S. Gxiyane, Mun/?o Park, London, 1933, p 249*
Buxton, op. cit., p xxii.
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it as his

destiny that he should "blase the trail for future workers

rather than settle and work

patiently in

one

place.

But in all his

travelling he remained conscious that "the end of the geographical
feat is the beginning of the missionary

enterprise.*"*"

Apart from

his

geographical work his greatest achievement was to make known to

the

European world the effects

slave-trade, information
bis

the interior of the east coast

which was almost totally lacking before

In all his writing

journeys.

that it can

on

on

on

the slave-trade he emphasises

only be effectively combatted by the substitution of

a

legitimate commerce.
He

expressed his

views quite clearly in

own

a

Secretary of the London Missionary Society in 1855'

letter to the
2

"Commerce has the effect of speedily letting the tribes
see their mutual dependence.
It breaks up the sullen
isolation of heathenism.
It is so far so good.
But

Christianity alone reaches the

very centre of the wants
of Africa and of the world...I appreciate the effects
of commerce much, but of Christianity much more."

Elsewhere he wrote that he
Influence of

commerce

hoped that he might live to

see

the *double

and Christianity employed to stay the

bitter

■2

fountain of African
referred to

misery.'

commerce

and

In his first Cambridge lecture he

Christianity

as

these 'two pioneers of

civilisation'

Throughotit his writings this interdependence and the necessity
that the missionary and the trader should work

together is repeated.

His practical experience of mission trork among

the Tswanm and the

lakololo had taught him that the material wants of a people
be ministered to quite as much as the
the material want was the most

cases

had to

spiritual, and that in
pressing.

many

His first great

journey across Africa itfas prompted by the desire to gain access to
the western market for Makololo
traders to

to pay

1.
2.
3.
4.

come

up

ivory.

He had encouraged European

from the Cape, but the prices that they could afford

after the long journey by waggon were not high.

He hoped that

To A. Tidman. 2nd March. 1856. in I. Schapera. Livingstone's
Missionary Correspondence. London, 1961, p 303.
To A. Tidman, 12th October, I856, ibid pp 30-32.

Ibid., 8th October, 1853* pp 256-7.
Br. Livingstone's Cambridge Leotures. ed. W. Monk, Cambridge,

1858,

p

21.

/
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the stimulation of

legitimate commerce amongst the Makololo would

discourage them from dealing with the Mamhari who traded in slaves
the Zambesi from Tete.

up

I

Hi3 Makololo companions

were

certainly

impressed "by the prices which they obtained for ivory at Luanda and
the west coast trade

on

way

route, but whether his journey opened the

to further trade is unknown,
He

applied the lessons drawn from this experience to his analysis

of the role of the

missionary in Africa.

exploration of the continent

was

based

made known would

was

to the interior.

While he regarded the

an

essential

His concentration on the

on

when the continent

as

2

it seems unlikely.

the conviction that only

legitimate commerce penetrate
introduction of Christianity

prerequisite for the moral advance of

regarded Christian commerce

as

people he

a

essential to their material progress.

Born himself into the very worst conditions of the

industrial revol¬

ution, he was acutely conscious of the suffering engendered by mater¬
ial poverty;

He had faith in capital as an

it.
as

but he did not react against this system.

he spoke of it

agent for good;

making the world one, and finding its own level.

He accepted

3

He

trader and believed that while trade within Afrioa would

was a

free

by causing

interdependence breed trust, the same would be true on the world scale.
If Britain became dependent on Africa for raw materials and for markets
she

would(as an inevitable consequenceftake an interest in the pros¬

perity and well-being of the African population.

strongly attacked Lancashire*s dependence
as

the oondonement

on

Conversely he

Southern-grown cotton

slavery.^

of

Livingstone believed in Progress under divine providence.
believed that things
and

commerce

not be

would improve and that Christian enlightenment

would be the agents

judged as an economist.

unoriginal.
legitimate

He

of this improvement.

His economic ideas

were

He should

naive and

He believed that good trade would drive out bad,
commerce

would undercut the slaver.

His faith here

was

2.

To A. Tidman, 17th October, 1851, in D. Chamberlin, Some letters
from Livingstone. 1840-1872. London, 1940, p 155*
Missionary Travels, op. cit., p 373.
For a good analysis of

3.
4.

Livingstone's thought and writing see H.A.C. Cairns, Prelude
London, 1S&5, pp 192-9.
L.J.. op. cit., Vol.11, p 215.
Cambridge Lectures, op. cit., 13th February, 1858, p xxvi.

1.

to Imperialism.

49-

stronger than his
His

He was first and foremost a propagandist.

reason.

goal in secular terms

he believed that

which he

saw

was

only such

an

to involve Europe with Africa because
involvement could solve the problems

His enthusiasm prompted

confronting the continent.

him to give an often misleading account of immediate prospects.
There

was no

which he

acute observer of the details of the country

more

through

passed, but when it came to generalisation he could be

His own immense strength of body and

dangerously optimistic.

character led Mm to underestimate the barriers in the way of African

development.
One can suspect that he realised full well that the situation
was

not

quite as simple as he sometimes made it out to be.

realise that trade

was

He did

not inevitably beneficial in its consequences.

1

When exasperated by the difficulties which he had suffered in Bisa

country where he had found it almost impossible to obtain food, he
wrote:

fIf this is the enlargement of mind produced by commerce,

commend

me

p

to the

tmtrading African,*

But when it was

a

matter of

winning recruits or money for Africa, ho took a less gloomy view.
At least

one

of his

disciples, Br. James Stewart, was reduced to

despondency by the contrast between the hopes inspired by Livingstone's
"5

writings and the reality.
humour, that he

was

Such was Livingstone*a own faith, and

incapable of sustained gloom,

His reception in Britain on his return from

his crossing of

Africa and the discovery of ?fosi-oar-tuny a, the Victoria Falls, was

phenomenal.^
one

Few

can

have caused such

thinks of Garibaldi and,

a near

perhaps, Kossuth.

unknown

missionary could overnight become

and

only be explained by

can

a

a

hysterical response;

That

a

hitherto

national hero is surprising

previously unsatisfied need.

The comw

bination of

missionary, explorer, philanthropist, struck

many

cprds

in the

emergent Victorian character.

1.

Tidrnan, 12th December, 1855, in Schapera, op, cit., pp 30fThe Arabs are great in commerce, but few would say that
they are as atniable as the uncivilised natives in consequence,'

To A.

32t

2.

LsJ., Vol.1, p 182.

3.

James Stewart*o ganbesi Journal, ed. J.F.R, Mallis, London, 1952,
p 190.
W.G. Blaikie, The Personal Life of David Livingstone, London,

4.

1880,

pp

198-240.

So
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All

the

over

country lie addressed enraptured audiences.

the pressure of the powerful Manchester cotton

lobby he

Through
was

appointed

H.I. Consul to Queliraane, and the government was persuaded to finance
an

expedition to the Zambesi under his leadership.

the

English Universities, acting in response to his Cambridge appeal,

organised

attempt to establish

an

which he had selected

the

as

a

most

mission in the Shire Highlands,

a

promising site from which to begin

evangelisation of Central Africa,

mission
on

Simultaneously

ill-fated.

were

to the lake

steamers

was

the

on

a

An attempt to put

failure.

Zambesi.1

There

were

a

steamer, the Lady Hyassa.

difficulties with the

The mission had the misfortune to coincide

with the invasion of the Yao and the
death of its

Both the expedition and the

collapse of the Manganja.

The

leader, Bishop Maokensle, led to its recall first to

Mount Morambala and then to Zanzibar.
For

Livingstone this

was a

bitter personal defeat.

He had been

responsible for the establishment of the mission and he had hoped
that it would be the
Like many men

beginning of

a

forward movement into the interior.

of immense physical strength and moral courage he was

unsympathetic to the less well-endowed.
Toser and the U.M.C.A.

his

schemes.

He never forgave Bishop

for what he thought to be their betrayal of

2

The exploration of Africa continued.

After Speke end Grant's

discovery of the source of the White Bile in

1862, the mapping of the

great lakes and the tracing of the Congo remained to be completed.

Livingstone returned to Africa in 1866 and went
until his death in

May 1873.

It

was

on

travellihg alone

this event at CMtarabo's,

together with the romantic story of the carrying of his remains from
the shores of Lake

Bangweolo to the east coast by Ms faithful

servants, followed by hi3 funeral in Westminster Abbey, that gave
the
come

impetus to African evangelisation which was required to over¬

new

the

discouragement of the previous failure.

In the next three years seven

I*

■

PP

missionary expeditions were

84, 352, 408, 423> 458 et

seq.

ctilties with his steamers foreshadowed

Livingstone's diffisome

of the later

ex¬

periences of the managers of the African Lakes Company who
were similarly troubled by rust and perished plates.
2.

Z.E..

op.

cit,, pp 585-95»
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despatched from Great Britain to the African interior;
Lake Malawi;

1

two to the Congo;

Tanganyika."^

2

one

to Uganda and

Two "bore Livingstone's name, two

missions with whom he had been

were

closely involved.

three to

one

to Lake

despatched "by

All owed their

inspiration to his work and their occasion to the event of his death.

-

If
a

Livingstone's death

ii

can

-

be seen as the signal which led to

missionary scramble towards the interior of Africa, it must be

remembered that behind each of the missions there

had subscribed between

Livingstone himself

£10,000 and £20,000 for their

insistent

was so

on

as

continent in the

a

and eoonomic

Zambesi Expedition and the
had not

changed.

had not been

significantly increased.

to

a

The

these missions and

the withdrawal of the

Universities Mission, conditions in Africa

was any more

advances had been made in the

fever.

see

Knowledge of the Lake Malawi region, for instance,

political situation

the

support.^

light of the contemporary commercial

In the ten years since

scene.

laymen who

the commercial role of

missionary enterprise that it is essential to
Africa

were

There was no indication that
stable than it had been.

No

understanding or control of malarial

inauguration of these missions could only be attributed

change of mobd.

This could partly be explained by

a

wish to

S

commemorate

a

great

Christian hero and martyr, but there, were economic

factors that made the

opening

materials

seem

pressing need than it had done

earlier;

and these factors

the pious

hopes expressed

a more

on

up

may

of new markets and sources of raw

have played

a

a

few years

part in insuring that

Livihgstone's death were translated into

action.
The years from

1.

1850-73

were years

of prosperity.

The

years

2.

The Universities Mission to Central Africa;
The Livingstonia
Mission of the Free Church of Scotland;
The Blantyre Mission
of the Established Church of Scotland.
,
The Baptist Missionary Society;
and the Livingstone Inland Mission

3.

The Church Missionary Society;

4.

It is

and the Tendon Missionary Society.

well to remember that the purchasing power of money in
the 1870's and for moot of the period considered in this study

was

as

about ten times its present face value.

T 2L

Or-

from 1868

were years

of boom.

This began with the railway building

mania and the reoovery of the raw cotton

supply from the Southern

states which followed the end of the American Civil War.

increased by a simultaneous railway
and

It

tfas

building enthusiasm in Russia,

by large orders for steaa-3hips which followed the opening of the

I869.

Sues Canal in

It

was

the Franco-Prussian War of

further increased by replenishment after

I87O and the stimulus to world trade which

provided by the payment of the French indemnity which had been

was

raised

on

dented

levels,

increases and
nrach

so

By 1872-3 prices had reached unprece¬

the London market.
a

state of full employment

followed by

was

wage

improvements in the hours and conditions of work;
later commented that

that The Economist

less work took the

so

'more expenditure and

place of frugality and diligence.*

l873f the Araerioan railway mania

Retribution

followed.

In September

to

The fall in prices and decline in world trade which then

panic.

began continued until the autumn of 1879.
wide and affected all classes of

which from Britain

to

overseas

The recession

Exports

were

to

large extent financed

a

was

investment and

the beginning of the Great
a3

but there

was

from

The collapse of the railway boom shattered con-

overseas

described

and

a

'rayth*.^

a

Depression;

nothing mythical about its impact

1873-9.

It

was

decline in world trade.

it has recently been

on

the manufacturing

all too real.

good impression of this

can

be gleaned from the Economist and

Of 1875 The Economist observed?

Economist, 'General results of the Commercial and Financial
1875.% reprinted in the Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society. I876, Vol.XXXIX, p 381,
A.K. Caimcro3s, Home and Foreign Investment. 1870-1913. London,
1953, PP 189-96; W.W. Rostow, The British Economy of the
nineteenth Century. Oxford, 1948, p 90.
S.B. Saul, The Myth of the Great Depression. London, 1969.
The

History of the Tear,

3.

caused

In the long view of history this may be so,

Statist reviews of the year.

2.

so

investing public in Britain in its first and most violent phase

A

1.

American railways

provide work for British industry and be financed by

British capital.

This

world¬

investment, the level of

by simultaneous exports of capital from Britain.

fidence in

was

closely related to the quantity of exports and

was

prosperity in general.

would both

gave way

2

5~z e

"The commercial

difficulties, failures and fall of prices
1874, have been still more severe in 1875«
It has been, almost without exception, a bad year in
every trade and for every interest...all over Europe in

which marked

north, and south America."

1

Failed companies had liabilities of £40-50»000,000j

the list was

'one of the longest and darkest ever compiled for a single year.'

Confidence in

investment

overseas

was

fiirther shaken by the repud¬

iation of the Turkish debt and fears for the Egyptian one.
cotton

industry had been hit by 'an unprecedented succession of

failures.'

1876
It

was

The

Reduced production had failed to remedy
was

stagnation.

2

the 'third year in the cycle of reaction and adjustment.'

characterised

by

"dull and limited

trade, restricted confidence, vigorous
application of reduction and economies, lessened wages,
failure of numberless commercial and manufacturing con¬
cerns, unable by the capital, credit and skill at their
command to bear the pressure of adverse times."

The cotton

industry had

'extreme adversity and
levels of

1868, but it

less unsatisfactory

a

depression.'^

was

Wages had returned to the

worse year

5

commercially than I876'.

It had been

'a longer and more severe depression was required to cure

shown that
the evils

'a

but iron suffered

thought that it would be necessary to

was

restore the old hours of work too.

1877

year

consequent on the extravagant heights' to which costs of

production had soared in

1871-3.^

The

year

had been notable for

political instability in France, famine in south India which adversely
affected the cotton trade, the failure of railway companies in America,
the Balkan situation which threatened

fourth bad harvest in Britain.

a

European war, and the third or

The iron

industry, already badly hit

by the shrinking demand for rails, was beginning to feel the effects
of

competition from steel.

7

The coal industry had also been affected.

T.

J.R.S.S., Vol.XXXIX,

3.
4.

The Economist. Review, J.R.S.S.,

6.
7.

The Economist.

op.

cit.,

p

381.
2. Ibid., p 385.
1877, Vol.XL, p 297.

5. Ibid., p 305.
Review, J.R.S.S., 1878, Vol.XLI, p
The Economist. Review, op. cit., 1877, Vol.XL, pp
Ibid.,

p

300.

348.
353^-7.

1878

was a year

of

"disappointed hopes, shrinking trade, of falling prices,
of lowered wages, and of financial disasters ending,,
in serious distress among a portion of the population,"
At the

beginning of the year things seemed to have reached

a

1

point

beyond which they could not go,
"Enterprise was suspended, for no-one knew what turn
events might take.
There was scarce any demand
for money, which accumulated in the deposit banks,"
Bank rate

scrisis

reduced to

was

more

A

second wage

at the end of the year.
in

1872.

The

3

The cotton industry had reached

reduction of

Iron prices

Only ship—builders had

greatest disaster of the

were

any

year came on

alarm, its shares stood almost
This failure 'gave

and breadth of the

as
a

high

10$

was

pushed through

half what they had been

confidence in the future.

City of Glasgow Bank closed its doors.

England,

a

than has been known to the present generation of

severe

manufacturers,1

2$.

the 1st October when the

There had been
as

no

previous

those of the Bank of

shock to credit throughout the length

land.1^

The bank's liabilities amounted to

£12,000,000 and four

large banks were brought down with it.

more

Bank rate was raised for

2$ to Gfc,

It was not until the autumn of 1879 that the first signs

of recovery

began to relieve the gloom.

orders from the United

from famine.

1881

was

1880

was

States?

5

This was attributed to new

and to the recovery of southern India

not sensational but comparatively

better than the previous year and the

prosperous.0

Clyde ship-building

tV<U

n

beat the production record that had
This then

was

been set

up

in 1874-

the commercial and industrial

seventies, the years in which the first tentative
1,

3,

56.

background to the
moves were

made

The Statist. Review, for I878,
J.R.S.S.. 1879» Vol.XLII, p 297#
This and the earlier Economist reviews were compiled by Robert

Giffen, who was, on the death of Walter Bagebot, the leading
economic journalist of the day.
He was asst. editor (to Bageho
of The Economist from 1868 to 1876, founded The Statist. I878.
Prom 1876 he was Chief of the Statistical Department of the
Board of Trade, simultaneously continuing his journalistic work.
J»R.3»S.„ 1878, op. cit., p 280,
Ibid., p 282,
4.
Ibid., p 279.
The Statist, Review, J.R.S.S., 1880, Vol.XLIII, p 95Ibid.. 1881, Vol. LXIV, p 75.
7. Ibid., 1882, Vol.SUE.

-

;
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towards the foundation of

a

the years in

as

region as
goods.

which Europe

British Empire in tropical Africa, and
a

whole began to think seriously of this

of raw materials and as

a source

Investment is

always

Africa?1

question of confidence in the future, and

a

pre-condition of this is the expectation that

worst, be constant, but preferably improve,
times it
an

market for manufactured

What evidence is there to link the depression, just described,

with the awakening of interest in

a

a

was

not unreasonable to argue

all-time peak in

stagnation.

a

situation will, at

In those pre-Keynsian

that prosperity had reached

1873 and that the future could only be

Some French economists argued that there

one

was a

of

finite

length of railway that could be built in Europe, and that this total

having been achieved, decline in that sector of the economy was inevitable.

2

Others feared that

foreign competition, especially import

substitution by the French, Belgian, German and American iron and
steel

industries, was dooming the British industry to contraction.

There

was

already emerging the danger of

the United States owing to

their

more

more

rapid mechanisation in

expensive

labour."^

The cotton

industry seemed to be threatened by the great multiplication of
spindles that had occurred in the boom years.

Steam mills

were

beginning to be established in India and China, which took over
third of all Lancashire's

a

production, and it seemed possible that,

through industrialisation, they might recapture those markets that
1.

There

can

be

no

doubt

as

to the seriousness of the situation.

prices of 22 commodities fell between 1873 and
1879 By 24$.
Scotch pig iron fell by 66$ and raw eotton by
46$.
See R, Giffen, 'On the Fall of Prices of Commodities in
Recent Years', 21st January, 1879, J.R.S.S.. Vol.XLII, p 39Between I872 and 1878 there was a fall of 42$ in the total value
of all classes of exportsj
ibid., pp 71-3*
Unemployment of
unionised labour had increased from 1.2$ in 1873 to 10.7$ in
I8791 Rostow, op. cit., p 80.
It is true that wages probably
did not fall as rapidly as prices and so those working people
who were still in employment may have become better off, but
this was no consolation to the investing classes.
The average

2.

A.J.
and

3.

MundellJ" 'What

are

the conditions in which the commercial

manufacturing supremacy of Great Britain depend, and is
there any reason to think that they have been, or nay be en¬
dangered?' , J.R.S.S.. Vol.XLI, p 88.
Ibid., p 94.
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had been the basis of Hanchester*s prosperity.
cultivation of cotton all

over

the

She increased

world, which had been stimulated

by the •famine*, had reduced the price of the raw material, but also
the sise of the manufacturers* profit margin.
the Empire of India in
market

might be in

1874 cotild not disguise fears that
the beginning of

saw

uncertainty, and self-questioning
inessmen.

The first serious

a

period of great doubt,

the part of economists and bus¬

on

concern

fear that the national wealth was
over

preserved

a

danger.^

from 1873

The years

The declaration of

about the balance of trade, the

being drained by

an excess

of imports

exports, investigation of the role of invisible exports and an

attempt to calculate their value, together with the value of income
from
One

overseas

seems

investments

to be

-

all these

were

symptoms of anxiety.

witnessing in the I870*s the birth of

a

national

neurosis whioh has survived in much the same terms for most of

a

century.
Stephen Bourne, a civil servant in the statistical department
of the

Customs, started the controversy

He warned of Britain*0

the fact that

over

the balance of trade.

2

increasing dependence on imported food and of

*the products of our industry are becoming less necessary'

to the countries from which food

was

imported."^

He warned that 'our

labourers must learn that...the costs of production must be limited....
Britain stands tottering on the eminence which she has attained.
He

and

argued that the country was being drained of wealth by

growing trade gap.

His views gained wide

currency.

a

persistent

Robert

Giffen, in The Economist, thought thera exaggerated and argued that
no

1.

true

picture of the trade balance could be obtained without

See The Statist. Review. 1878.

largest single export.
2.

of exports.
*The progress of our foreign trade.

oit.. cotton goods
were more

were

the

than half

Imports and exports over
year3», J.R.S.S.. 1875 » Vol.XXXVIII, p 288; *The
preponderance of imports over exports in the foreign and col¬
onial trade of the United Kingdom*, J.R.S.3.. 1877, Vol.XL,
delivered on 19th December, 1876;
*0n the decay in the export
trade of the United Kingdom*, British Association for the
Advancement of Science. Report of Proceedings. 1879» P 470.
J.R.S.S.. 1877, op. cit., p 33.
Ibid,, pp 33-4.
the last 20

3.
4.

on.

In 1876 textiles

more

3

SL

AS—

information

the

versy

invisible

on

1877—3

year

2

distinguished,"

In

earnings.

1

As

result of this contro¬

a

was the first in which income from abroad was

attempt to refute Bourne*s suggestions, and

an

those who favoured the re-introduction of protection under the slogan

'fair trade*, William Newmarch, a leading economist, produced a
massive paper on

*The Progress of the Foreign Trade of the United

1856.*"^

Kingdom since

He could not demonstrate that there

trade deficit and could
on

only assert that it

was

was no

paid for by

a

surplus

invisible account.
This

concern

xd.th the trade balance led to detailed

It

the direction of trade.

was

analysis of

discovered that with the decline in

exports to Europe and the United States, the relative importance of
?!

India and the Colonies had been increased.'1

While in

1869 the three

largest importers of British goods had been the United States, Germany
and

India, by I876 India

replaced the United States
colonies bad taken

40%

the largest market and Australia had

was
as

the second largest.

In I876 the British

exports than in I869, but exports to the

more

United States had fallen from

£41,000,000 in 1872 to £17,000,000 in

1876.5
The increase in the importance of the

also in capital exports.
an

for

century as
after

a

Sir Alec

whole, notes

1875, especially

a

was

reflected

Reoent writers have noticed that there was

increase in interest in the later

investment.^

Empire in trade

a

I870*s in the Snpire

as a

field

Cairaoross, discussing the nineteenth
difference in the character of investment

tendency

away

from Europe and loans to foreign

governments, and towards private investment or loans to Colonial
governments which were guaranteed by the Treasury.
So far

as

investment

was

concerned, the consequence of the Great

Depression was to shaken confidence in the classes of investment which
had been popular for several decades.

1.
2.

J.R.S.S.. 1877. op. cit,. pp 359-60.
S.B, Saul, Studies in British Overseas Trade,

1870-1914. Liverpool
200.
J.R.S.S., Vol.XLI, 1878,
J. Forbes Watson, lThe character of the Colonial and Indian trade
of England contrasted with her foreign trade*, 26th February,
I878, Journal of the Royal Colonial Institute. Vol.IX, p 108.
*.R,S.3.
1876- op. citop 114-116.
Saul, 19o0, op. oit., pp 98-9, end Cairnoross, op. cit., pp 189-96

I960,

3.
4.

5.

The oollapse of American rail-

p

">>

'■

IP

-

companies and the repudiation of national debts by foreign

way

governmenta9 together with the evidence of the advantages of trade
and investment within the

Empire made people look on it

likely place for safe investment in the future.
not confined to

ency were

a

as

the moat

Gloom and despond¬

At the

lunatic fringe of Jeremiahs,

beginning of 1879 Robert Stiffen folt that the decline of prices and
the

1.

depression of trade might prove to be of

unless fsonte great change

permanent character

in the conditions of business should occur

2

at an

by

a

early date,*"
Given that these

some

feelings of doubt and uncertainty

shared

were

of those professional economists who should have boon most
>vv t

V—-

Competent to judge, it is not cur prising that business .^should
looked for
so

have

markets to replace those whose future appeared to

new

doubtful.

At

a

mooting of the Royal Colonial Institute, Stephen

Bourno ©poke of the colonies as the best

the best market for

be

field for investment and

manufactures, and of Colonisation

as a

as

duty.

Then he turned his attention to Africa!

it

"A

continent opens to us in Africa, teeming with sources
of wealth and lands with large populations who only want

new

portion of our capital, our products and our
to go forth and make them adjuncts to our own,
of food for our support, the purchasers of the
'which we should create for then,w
2

strength
the raisers
manufactures

a

Propagandists habitually compared Africa to India and spoke of
as

a

market of potentially Indian proportions.

Company was
open up

prise.

seen as a

model for

a new

The old East India

chartered company which would

the Bark Continent to the forces of European capital and enter¬
There were at least four proposals which made

use

H»M» Stanley proposed *an Bast African Company similar

comparison.

to the old East Indian

Company.*

The British Empire,in his opinion,

•had not yet begun to demonstrate what it was capable df.

once

of

reached

of this

Karagwe,,, they would

soon annex

6,000,000

If they

square

mile©

*5

territory.*

Vemey Lovett Cameron, fresh from his walk across

Africa, had made the same proposal at the Royal Colonial Institute,

2.

3.

j".a,lX7

Vol.sm. 1879,

*Oa the Pall of Price.; of Commodities

Years*, p 36,
Forbes Watson, op. cit., pp 153-4*
At a meeting of the E.G.3., 25th Torch 1878, in P.8.C.3., 1873,
p 251.
in Recent

<T8
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He

the colonisation of Africa not in the

saw

hut in the Roman

sense

to he the instrument

will

some

of administration

of this,
1

day he British,*

Africa

emigration,

mass

-

a

chartered company was

was

a

'country which. I hope

He later made the

to the British Association,

of

sense

same

recommendation

'Africa*, he believed, 'had been

purpose¬

ly kept in this condition until this present time in order to supply
the

growing wants of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.*

William Mackinnon's scheme for
and
to

a

concession from the Sultan of Zanzibar

East African chartered company was the one

an

fruition,^

p

which

came closest

Mackinnon's friend, the Rev, Horace Waller, described

General Gordon's reaction to this scheme which had *as its historical

type the East India Company of old.
and said it

He

expressed exactly all he

(Gordon) jumped at the word

felt.'^'

all the schemes and proposals mooted at

The most grandiose of

this time for the exploitation of East Africa was that of James Brad-

shaw,

Lancashire cotton manufacturer and spokesman for the Manchester

a

5

cotton

lobby.J

Speaking at the low point of the depression, he had

little if any knowledge of the practical side of the
he

alarmed at the prospects before the cotton

was

recalled that
a nearer

was

industry.

He

Livingstone had prophesied that Africa 'would become

India to

England.'

He reckoned that Africa's population

between two hundred and four hundred millions and that its 'trade

would

ensure

head of the

although
a

the future of

English industries for at least

a

hundred

Exports of cotton cloth to India averaged five yards

years.'

in

question, but

population, and this

many

was

only half of Indian consumption,

went naked and working men wore

pocket handkerchief.*

as

much cloth 'as is

In Africa where there

from local manufacturers the

per

was no

potential market must be

competition

enormous,

Englishman, be he peer

or

me.*M

'commercially invade the country' by steamers

He proposed to

peasant, can

say,

'Africa does not

*No

concern

1.
2.

'The Colonisation of Africa*, R.C.I. Vol.VII, 13th June lQj6tp 27
B.A., Plymouth, 1877» Transactions of the sections, *0n Proposed
Stations in Central Affica as Bases for Future Exploration,'

3.

See M. de Kiewiet Hemphill, The History of the

4.

London, Ph.d. thesis, 1955» and below.
H. Waller to W. laclcinnon, 14th January 1877*
Mackinnon papers,
S.O.A.S.
Quoted in P.A. Roeykens, Leopold II et L'Afrique,

5-

J.S.S.A. Vol. XXVII, 21st March

East Africa Company,

1855-80, Brussells, 1958,

p

369.
1879.

Imperial British

9°l
f

r-

A-

the

on

Congo, the Niger and the Sarahesi, and by railway to Lake

Victoria.

There

of the East India

was

to he

Company, with

a

first call of

a

whole continent from

£2,000,000.

a

nominal capital of £10,000,000 and

This was not too great

darkness;

to hundreds of thousands of
In the end

African Corporation with the powers

an

our

a sura

to provide employment for

working

'to rescue
a

century

men...*'*'

nothing came of this scheme, it was still under

discussion later in the year

when the first signs of

a recovery

in

the commercial situation may have damped the ardour of the prime-mover.
The remarkable

thing about the proposal is that it

was

not

it

one

which could have been made in

1880.
the
an

It

made at all.

proposal that could have been made before 1874, nor was

It

a

was

was

a

precisely the

terms after

product of the business mood at the lowest point of

However unrealistic the scheme

depression.

same

may

have been it was

attempt to do something to end the depression by almost Keynsian
?

Capital

means.

to the British

recovery

to be

were
urers

was to

who

be expended to create

new

markets to bring

The two largest exporting interests

economy.

concerned, the cotton manufacturers, and the iron manufact¬
were

to be called upon to

supply hundreds of miles of railway

line, as well as plates for steamers.
There could be

no

dotibt

as

3

to Bradshaw's motivation.

In the

opinion of the Manchester Exchange, xdiich 'could be taken as reflecting
the

feeling of the whole country' commercial England was:
"moribund with the

lethagy of despair.
Why this despair?
nothing pays and it is tacitly felt present and
prospective loss, ending in penury are inevitable...The
pinch of decreasing incomes is intensifying..and absolute
Because

T.
2.

J.R.S.A. 1879. Vol.XXVII. p 371.
Very similar arguments were used by J.H. Thomas, when introducing
the Colonial Development Fund Bill in the Commons in 1929.
He
admitted that its main purpose was to provide unemployment
relief in Britain.
He had first looked to see 'what works
could be done at home' and then 'looking at the problem broadly,
I concluded that not only could much be done for the development
of the colonies but that by doing it now and generally speeding

much useful work could be done for the people in this count¬
12th July, 1929, Hansard, 5^ Series, Vol.CXXIX, col.1225.
See J.R.S.A. 1879> Vol.XXVII, p 471» et seq.
J.B. Fell and J.C.
Morell went into some detail on the advantages of light railways
up,
ry.

3.

'

in Africa.

(ol
£3-

intent

on

making

An exception to this generalisation is

fortune.

a

King Leopold of the Belgians, but his dreams of Empire must at the
outset have obscured his business sense.

he did make
For the

a

more

fortune in Africa

was

The iact that in the end

due more to luck than judgement.

rational investor, it was clear

that much unremunerative

spade work had to be done in the way of exploration and what was termed

'civilisations
turn,

1

before there could be much hope of

In modern

only then could

a

reasonable re¬

jargon aa infra—structure had to be created first,

any

real development of a commercial or industrial

type take place.
This

being the case, almost the only investment made in Africa

during these years was made by missionary societies.

It

may

be

argued that to talk of missionary work in such materialist terras is
to belittle the

religious motives of the promoters.

intention, and to do

so

That is not the

would be quite unjust and unhistorical,

Livingstone, when he spoke of Christianity and commerce,
at pains to stress the
hia

use

of

subordination the two were

was

significant,

seen m

But in spite of this

inseparable,

explicit about this,
a

one was

to be the agent

Honey spent on the establishment of missions could be

expected to bring an eventual financial reward,

and

always

subordination of the latter to the former and

capital letters

of the other.

was

2

Horace Waller,

a

Livingstone

was

quite

supporter of the U,M,C»A,,

friend of the other missions to Malawi, clearly thought

in this

One of his strongest arguments against allowing the Portuguese

way.

claims to Lake Malawi
invested in the

area.

was

In

the amount of British capital which had been

calculating this he added

up

all the money

spent by the three missions end added to it the investment made by the
African Lakes
He raado

no

missions;
a

1.

2.

3.

Company and the Buchanan brothers, planters at

Zomba.^

distinction between overtly commercial organisations

both

were seen as

claim to territory.

Of

and

British capital investments which gave

course

there was

a

difference in the nature

J, Stevenson, The Civilisation of Past Africa. Glasgow, 1377•
The word civilisation is clearly intended here In the active
rather than the passive mood.
Missionary Travels, op, cit., p 33.

25.g. The Title-Deeds of Harassa-Land, London, 1887, pp 27—32;
the same point was frequently made in period from 1886—1890.
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want of the necessaries of life is now

being

exper¬

ienced in the homes of working men, while capital
and labour, in the struggle for existence, present
the sad spectacle of

destroying each other."

Various panaceas had been suggested:

change of government, emigra¬

tion, protection, lowering wages, curtailing production, and return
to

a

simpler style of living, but what was wanted was a new continent

to trade with.

While

some

of the Africanists present at

the meeting were scepti¬

cal of the immediate prospects of such a company, none
his

analysis of the economic
Sir Thomas Powell

that there had been

a

situation."1"

Buxton, the Chairman of the meeting, observed
change in the character of interest in Africa.

While previously it had been felt that Europe owed a
and that
reason

crux.

quarrelled with

debt to Africa

something should be done to atone for the slave-trade,

was now

It

being found *in our own condition.*

This

was

a new

the

1873 and 1879 that businessmen

in the years between

was

2

first began to think seriously about Africa as a source of

talk than aotion.

but there

was

had great

potential, but so little was known about the interior that

more

it did not make

1.

2.

an

attractive

area

It

wealth,

was

thought that Africa

for investment for anyone who was

H.B. Cotterill: son of the Bishop of
Edinburgh, went with the second Livingstonia expedition in I876,
returned from the north end of Malawi to the east coa3t in 1878
with Consul J,P. Elton who died on the journey, and Herbert
Rhodes who returned to the Lake in 1879 and died at Ramakukan*s
in September of that year.
He was a brother of Cecil Rhodesj
Captain Foot, then of H.M.S. London, on the east coast slavetrade patrol, appointed Consul to Nyassa in October, 1883, died
at Blantyre in August, 1884?
James Stevenson, bom 1822, died
1903» a chemical manufacturer, partner in the firm of Stevenson
and Carlile, of Glasgow, founding Convenor of the Glasgow
Livingstonia Committee, and founding Chairman of the Livingston¬
ia Central Africa Company, later the Afrioan Lakes Company;
and Horace Waller, born 1833» died 1896, lay member of the
U.M.C.A. at Magomero, 1861-2, Rector of Twywell, Thrapston,
Ilorthants from 1874» leading organiser of the U.M.C.A. and antislavery propagandist.
J.R.S.A.. op. cit., p 36;
Sir Thomas Powell Buxton, the 3rd
Baronet, grandson of the 1st Baronet, who was author of The
Afrioan Slave-Trade and, its Remedy, and promoter of the Niger
Expedition.
The 3rd Baronet was later a founding Director of
the Imperial British East Africa Company, and a share-holder in
the African Lakes Company from 1887.
Among those present were:

it
24
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of these two classes of investment.

outright gift from which there

an

invested in

money

ual dividend.

commercial

a

As

a

Money given to

a

mission

prospect of

a

direct return,

was no

company was

expected to "bring

was

event¬

an

general rule it can he said that missions

were

despatched in the 1870*s to those parts of the interior of Africa
where

commercial enterprise could have been undertaken with a real

no

In what

prospect of reward.
and the

Congo, missionaries went first and traders followed.

In the

accessible coastal regions of east and west Africa the opposite

more
was

Malawi, Uganda, Tanganyka, Zambia

are now

the

But

case.

although there

commercial success,

expectation of

a

were

was

a

work which should be shared by religious

agenciesj the
were

also

men

v?ho

were

responsible for the first

responsible for the African Lakes Company

Imperial British East Africa Company.

very

or

return in the long run.

missions to Malawi
and the

little prospect of immediate

it does not follow that there was no hope

•Civilisation1
and commercial

was

These two companies

different in their conception and mode of operation, but

they had behind them the same faith in the role that could be played
by legitimate commerce in the development of Africa.
now

to

appreciate the deep religious conviction and the faith in the

capitalist system
men

like William

as an

instrument of improvement that

was

was

shared by

Mackinnon, James Stevenson, John Stephen, James

Stewart, Horace feller, and Sir Thomas Powell Buxton.
point

It is difficult

that they knew of no alternative to this

The crucial

system,1

The missions sent into the interior of central Africa in the

later seventies should be

seen

as

invasion* which James Bradshaw had

a

preliminary to that 'commercial

planned, and as

a

the economic development of underdeveloped countries.
not been followed up

'enterprise'

was

'Philanthropy* might do the work

unable to do but it

was

would follow where the path had been biased.
a

1.

slow

one

but there

If they had

by commercial ventures their promoters would have

considered them to be failures.

that

first essay in

can

expected that enterprise
The process might be

be little doubt about the desired end.

Karl Marx had published the first volume of Kapital in 1867, but
it is unlikely that any of these capitalists had read his work,
and it may be doubted whether they would ever have heard of hira.

Janes Stewart of Lovedale sunned the position up admirably.

menting

on

Cameron's scheme for African development he wrote:

"(Cameron)
of
one

Com¬

a

thirties little else is needed but the expenditure

certain amount of capital moderately estimated at
or two million pounds - and the short space of three

years

to connect Central Africa with the rest of the world.

It has

justly enough been remarked that his views are not
visionary but premature.
Instead of three years we may
safely speak of thirty years as an early date, and as for
capital, that will flow into Central Africa when it becomes
a safe field for investments.
The characteristics of cap¬
ital are three-fold.
It is first oautious, second greedy,
third never sentimental.
The second characteristic some¬
times overmasters the first, and hence with all its caution
it takes Turkish stocks, and Honduras loahs, and worlced-out

mines, but it is never led astray by sentimentality or phil¬
anthropy.
Therefore we can not say we see much hope for
Central Africa in this direction.
slow steady perseverance, and the

The work will be

one

of

workers -will not attract
notice in the eyes of the world...the two millions required
for connecting the lakes and for the establishment of
extensive inland water communications are not likely to be
^
got at present.
The proposed Lake Hyassa Trading Company
with the capital of £50,000 is more likely to be set afloat,
but in both cases the effort is premature.
The money in
both may be immediately spent, but we can be sure that in
neither will the gains be immediately reaped.
Africa is
not the country for great commercial coups of this sort.
The people are not ready for such gigantic processes of
improvement,
The products of the country can not yet be
massed together at given points in sufficient quantities to
fill large numbers of ships;
some little time and patience
end intervening labour are necessary,..Africa is proverbially
a slow country.
The wants of the people and their power to
produce articles of commerce must both grow, they can not be
made in a day,
2

-

At the funeral of Bavid

iii

Livingstone in Westminster Abbey

on

18th

April 1874, there met together four men who had been present twelve
years

earlier at the funeral of Mrs, Livingstone at Shppanga

on

the

1,

This must be a reference to a proposal which was made in connectio:
with the sending out of II.B, Cotterill as a trader with the
fir3t Livingstonia partyf this will be considered lat1' in this

2*

The Christian Express. Lovedale, 1st larch, IO7S,
is not signed but judging by the date, style and

chapter,

must be

by James Stev/art.

The article
content, it

£ £t

—<*m

Zambesi.
John

They were James Stewart of Lovedale," Horace Waller,
2

Kirk,

these four

and Edward Young, R.H,
men

of African

3

It

was

in conversation "between

experience that the subject of a Memorial

mooted.^

Mission to the region of Lake Malawi was first
afterwards at the

It

was soon

Glasgow home, Shield Hall, of James Stewart's

brother-in-law, John Stephen, that the name Livingstonia was first

'He

uttered.

was

sitting

side of the fire and I

on one

on

the other,

K

and it

somewhat late

was

The Free Church of

as

usualJ'

Scotland, already committed in South Africa

with its missions to the Pingoes,

was

contemplating

extension of its activities in Africa and had under consideration

an
a

Xhosa and Zulu,

plan for the establishment of

a

mission to the Somalia.

Stewart, at the General Assembly in May 1874, made

strong plea for

'Plant the Mission at Hyassa,' he

the diversion of this mission:

said, 'and call it Livingstonia.'
"of

a

James

He proposed the establishment

institution at once industrial and educational,
to teach the natives of the country;
which shall
be placed on a carefully selected and commanding
an

spot in Central Africa, where...it might grow into
a

town and afterwards

a

city, and become a great
Christianity.

centre of commerce, civilisation, and
And this I would call LIVINGSTONIA."
This

had

not James Stewart's first attempt to persuade his

was

church to do

6

something in Africa along the lines that Livingstone
He had first begun to canvass the scheme in i860,

suggested.

shortly after Livingstone's departure on the Zambesi Expedition.
that date the

1.

At

Foreign Missions Committee could not see their way to

James Stewart, born

1831, died 1905* on "the Zambesi and in the
Highlands, 1862-3, at Lovedale Institution, from 1867,
Principal, 1870-90, at Livingstonia 1876-7, founded East
African Mission, 1891.
John Kirk, born 1832, died 1922, naturalist on the Zambesi
Expedition, 1858—63, at Zanzibar from 1866-88.
Director of
Shire

2.

I.B.E.A.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Haval officer, on east coast slave-trade patrol, led Livingstone
Search Expedition, 1866, leader of the Livingstonia Mission
Expedition, 1875-6.
James Stewart, Livingstonia, its Origins, privately printed,
Edinburgh, 1894, p 44.
J. Stewart to Mina Stephen, (his sister,) 17th August, 1876,
Salisbury.
J.W. Jack, op. cit., pp 25-6.

C5T

finance such,

Livingstone

a

project, hut suggested that Stewart communicate with
the subject.

on

which, without waiting for

Meanwhile Stewart organised
a

Committee

a

reply, despatched him to make an on the

spot reconnaissance, and to interview the great man in person.
arrival he
in Africa

warmly welcomed by the Doctor, but he found his stay

was

On the 1st February

sadly disillusioning experience.

a

I863 he became

so

dejected that he hurled his

'Missionary Travels'
that is false in
that the time

On

me

was

copy

of Livingstone's

into the Zambesi with the cry:
and in others,'

1

Stewart

was

not ripe for the mission which

not far to

'So perish all
compelled to report

Livingstone had

The invasion by the

proposed.

The

Yao and the

resulting and simultaneous famine made the work of the

reasons were

see.

Universities Mission impossible and the prospects weve poor.

Even

He wrote

Livingstone seems to have been almost convinced of this.
to Stewarti

wIt is a desert and dead bodies lie everywhere,
that your friends may find, in the deaths and
reason

be done

for declining all share in the

The death of

work, but it will

by those who are to do it, and the devil's reign

cease."

must

I fear
disorders,

2

Bishop Mackenzie had marked in Stewart's words the 'ebb

in the tide of popular enthusiasm which for the seven previous years
had

steadily supported and encouraged schemes directed to Central
•3

Africa.'

There

was

a

'the enthusiasm for the
as

distinct
new

falling off in public interest;

continent which had suddenly biased up

suddenly biased down.'
Ho—one felt this

more

deeply than Livingstone.

He particularly

regretted that Scotch 'perseverance and energy* had not taken
work after the withdrawal of the

U.M.C.A,^

the

After Stewart's return

to Scotland his committee was dissolved and in 1866 he

take

up

v;as

sent to

charge of the Lovedale Insitution which was to become synonomous

with his

His plans for Central Africa were thus
5

name.

'baffled* but

they

were

1,
2,
3,
4*

James Stewart's Zambesi Journal, op. cit., p 190, and passim.
J.W. Jack, op. cit., quoted p. 22.
J. Stewart, op. cit., pp 38-42.
2«S.. op. cit., p 414»

5.

Stewart,

not abandoned.

op.

cit., p 38.
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When the time

■

question again in 1874* he met

to raise the

came

enthusiastic response.

The change can only be explained by

a

more

a

change in mood, nothing in Africa had altered, except that Living¬

stone had died.

had

brought the east coast of Africa

inauguration in 1872 of
east

the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869

One factor,

coast

a

little nearer, as had the

regular service to Aden, Zanzibar and the

by the British India Steam Navigation Company.

service had been recommended

by Sir Bartle Frere

investigation of the Slave Trade;

annum."''

a

it had

a

as a

result of his

subsidy of £10,000 per

Apart from this quite small step there was nothing that

could make the establishment of
had been in

a

mission in

1074

any

easier than it

1863.

Thai the mission

came

to be founded at all

tions of James Stewart and to the

was

due to the

streak of nationalism

distinct

Central Africa.

underlying the Scottish missions in

as a

member of

intention of the promoters of the
been the creation of

a

Stevenson offered

country,^
a

group

an

Anglo-American race, but the

two Scottish missions

distinctly Scottish colony.

£1,000 for

a newspaper

a

3

campaign and raised support all over the

of powerful businessmen and adherents of the Free Church.
launching of the

M. de Eiewiet, Hemphill, op. cit,
Much evidence could be cited to support this view though there
was at the same time a surprising tendency for Scotsmen to refer

'Englishmen',
The first volume of the Scott¬
published by the Royal Scottish Geo¬
graphical Society in 1885, included a map of 'The Scottish
Colony on the Shire Highlands,•
Stewart, op. cit., pp 45-8,
E.g., The Glasgow Herald, 10th June 1874as

ish. Geographical Magazine,

3.

to have

The financial base of the movement lay in Glasgow with

to themselves

4,

seems

2

fund to finance the mission.

Those who played the most prominent part in the

1.
2,

There is a

Livingstone himself was singularly free of this,

thinking of himself

began

exer¬

great impact of the example of

Livingstone's life and death, especially in Scotland,

Stewart

This

—-

mission

were

James Stevenson,

Jamen White of Overtoun,
-e_jp

5
John Cowan of Beeslack."

James

—

1

U

John Stephen,

Kelly,"1 William Mackinnon, and hie brothar Peter,

James Young of

November

1

At

a

and

private meeting in Glasgow on 3rd

1874, at which moot of these

were present,

together with

Stewart, and other leaders of the Church, the finances of the

mission

were

must be

raised, in addition to the recurrent expenditure that would

be involved.

It was decided that

discussed.

a

minimum of £10,000

At the public meeting in Glasgow which officially

launched the mission
were

2

on

the 8th January

1875, subscriptions of £5,000

annoxinced, almost all given by the above.

After well attended

meetings in Edinburgh, Aberdeen, mid Dundee the required sura was raised
independently, and without appealing to the church as a whole.
khile the Scotland of the mid—nineteenth century has always been

thought of
by
1,

2,

as

marked by

an even more

a

high degree of religiosity, this was marred

remarkable fiasiparous tendency,

The initiative for

manufacturer, died 1884? his son
died 1908, was Convener of Abbe
Livingstonia 'lisoion Committee from 1884 until his death,'febe
largest share-holder in the African Lakes Company, though never a
Director.
Was a supporter of the Liberal party, created Lord
Overtoua, 1893, for philanthropic and political work.
Was att¬
acked by Keir Hardie for the poor conditions of work in his

James White of Overtoun, chemical
John Campbell libit e, born 1843,

factories.
John Stephen, bora 1835, died 1917» ship-builder, partner in the
firm of Alexander Stephen end 3on3, Liathouae, Chairman, 1899-191
Ilis sister, Hina, was married to Janes Stewart of Lovedale.
He

founding member of the Glasgow Livingstonia Committee, was
leading supporter of the Lovedale Institution, and was a found¬
ing Director of the Livingstonia Central Africa Company, later
the African Lakes Company.
He was executive Chairman of the
Company from 1379, and Chairman of the African Lakes Corporation
waa

a

a

3

from 1903-1916.
James Youhg of Kelly, bora

1811, died 1883, friend and College

con¬

temporary of Livingstone, paid for Ms steamer the Lady Eyassa,
chemist, founder of the shale* oil industry, patented paraffin,
known by Livingstone as 'Sir Paraffin Young,'
1873, found
ing share-holder in the L.C.A. Co.
See Jamoa Youn?. Jcottieh
Industrialist and Phi 1 anthrouist. by J. Butt, Glasgow, Ph.d.
thesis', 1905, PP 458—91 4.

5.

William Hackiaaoa, 1st Baronet, born 1023, died 1893, founded the
British India At earn Navigation Company, 136 A:, founded I.B.A .A .

1.888,
Pounding member of the Glasgow Livingstonia TEnsion Commi
John Cowan, of Beeslack, lot Baronet, born 1814, died 1900, paper

manufacturer, Liberal, Chairman Gladstone's Midlothian election
Committee.
Founding share-holder in the L.C,
Co.

the establishment of the
the most

Nyassa mission was taken "by the Free Church,

dynamic of the post-disruption fragments of the old Church

of Scotland,

The other sections, the Established Church, the Reformed

Presbyterian Church, and the United Presbyterian Church
be outdone.
the U.P.C.

The latter two

providing

on

were

not to

merged their effort with the Free Church,

long loon, Robert Laws, who was to become

after the departure of Stewart the prime-mover of the mission.

not possible to arrange for a

was

the Established Churches but it

It

combined mission from the Free and

was

agreed that their two missions,

though separate, should not be so far apart as to be unable to render
each other assistance in case of emergency.

unable to organise an

was

expedition in time for the departure of the

Livingstonia party and sent instead as

Henderson,

a

The Established Church

a

scout to select

layman with ranching experience in Australia.

led, much to the chagrin of James Stewart, who

was

Robert Laws

oonoealing disappointment, by !.D. Young.

ordained missionary or doctor in the party of eight
five

artisans,

ist and
was

a

carpenter,

seaman.

a

a

of the Zambesi

the Hurchison

on

They were provided with

October.

Stewart,

A year
a

a

was

the only

which included

engineer,

an

incapable of

an

agricultural¬

steamer, the Ilala. which

The party reached the Eongone mouth

23rd July 1875» sn<i after sailing to the foot of

Cataracts, dismantling the steamer, and having it carried

to the upper Shire

river, they sailed onto Lake Malawi on the 12th

later this party was joined at Cape MacLear by Dr.

medical missionary, Dr. Black, three artisans and four
At the same time the Established

evangelists from Lovedale,

Church party consisting of Dr.
establish their mission
2
ected for them.

on

both of the missions,

Maoklin and five artisans arrived to

the Blantyre site which Henderson had sel-

This is not the place to
or

blacksmith,

to be placed on Lake Malawi.

African

site, Henry

Livingstonia expedition, which left London on 21st May 1875»

The
was

a

give

account of the history of either

although, inevitably,

1.

J.W, Jack, op. oit., pp 37-41.

2.

Ibid.,

p

an

53 and pp 84-6.

an

outline of their

mind."*"

history must he "borne in

James Stewart had spoken of

'educational and industrial mission.*

an

The preponderance of artisans

in both parties was evidence that his intentions were to "be put into
effect.
aot

as

Self-supporting colonies were to be established which would
magnets and examples to the local population.

that there was

no

It

was

point in going to Africa to stand under

declaim the Gospel.

A more practical approach

was

a

agreed

tree and

to be adopted.

In the words of Laws:

"the

who

implants the ideas of a straight line and
right angle in the native's mind has caused a great

man

a

stride to be made towards civilisation."
The

original members of the Livingstonia Mission

equipped to
the

carry on

fottr sides of the mission work:

educational, the medical and the industrial;

element of

to come;

of the

were

well

the evangelical,

but there was

they

other'}

are

a

missionary lives traders

are

mutually dependent, and each aids the work

there was still some doubt as to the propriety of

missionaries themselves talcing part in commercial operations.
stone had

one

Livingstone's scheme that had been left out, the commercial.

Although he had written: 'Whereever
sure

2

Living¬

recognised that 'experience shows that the two employments

can

not very

the

existing system of missions rendered it inexpedient for time to be

well be combined in the

spent in this way.
to the

He

saw no reason

spiritual welfare of

advantage from 'upright'

a

same

why

person,* but felt that only

a man

who devoted his time

people should not also derive temporal

commerce.

But the promoters of Livingstonia,

though almost all successful businessmen and merchants, were not so
advanced in their notions

the
an

he had been.

They did not contemplate

sending out of traders as missionaries but they did consider from
early date various schemes for trade to be carried

of the

1.

as

on

independently

mission, though in co-operation with it.

For histories of the individual missions, see:
K.J, MoCracken,
Livinastonia and the Evolution of Malawi, 1875-1939. Cambridge,
Ph.D. thesis, 1966, shortly to be published;
and A.C. Ross,
The Origins and Development of the Church of Scotland Mission
at Blantvre. H.vasaland, 1676-1926. Edinburgh Ph.D. thesis, I968.

2.

3.

J.W. Jack, op. cit., p 123.
Missionary Travels, op. cit., p 33.

There were,

however, considerable difficulties in the way of

these schemes which

were

political in their nature and stemmed from

the

position of the Portuguese.

awi

as

sible

a

by

field for missionary

work lay in the fact that it was acces¬

With the exception of the porterage of

river route.

a

The greatest advantage of Lake Mal¬

between thirty-five and sixty miles around the Murchison
the

Cataracts,

1

journey from the Indian Ocean to the north end of the lake could

be made

This reduced the time spent by

by steamer.

the journey

passengers on

through the most malarial areas, and the dangers of

fatigue and illness consequent on walking long distances in these con¬
ditions.

The

to establish

a

example of the London Missionary Society*s attempts
mission

on

Lake Tanganyika after a walk from the coast

of six hundred miles showed the inestimable

route,

2

advantages of the river

which also made the carriage of goods much quicker, easier

and cheaper.

But these advantages appeared at the outset to be

threatened by the commercial policies of the Portuguese.

They levied

a

tariff of

30$

on

all goods imported into Mozambique

I%r special dispensation Livingstone's Zambesi Expedition were allowed
in

duty-free,4

and the same exemption

was

granted to the Livingstonia

expedition through the application of William Mackinnon to the Portuguese

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

ambassador in London, Viscount Duprat.

5

But this

was

only an

This road was longer if it went via Blantyre.
James Stevenson,
with a parsimony which would have delighted H,H, Johnston, was
said to grudge the fact that the road was diverted to suit the
Established Church who should, in his opinion, have been left
to 'sink or swim by their own exertions.*
J. Stephen to J.

Stewart, 6th November 1877» Salisbury.
In practice there was
a second short porterage from the Kwakwa to the Zambesi, but
this was only made necessary because there was no Customs post
at the Kongone mouth of the Zambesi and ocean going ships did
not call there but at Quelimane.
See E.C, Here, Tanganyika. Eleven Years in Central Africa. London
1891, passim,
R.B.D, Morier to Lord Derby, 17th April, 1877, P.O. 541/21.
R» Coupland, Kirk on the Zambesi. Oxford, 1928, pp 90-94.
Morier to Derby, 27th February, 1877» F.O. 541/21, quotes Baron
Corvo, the Colonial Minister speaking in the Cortes, 16th Feb¬
ruary 1877?
Duprat to Lisbon, 25th January 1875 5 reports Mao—
kinnon's request 'x^hether if an expedition were fitted out for
Lake Nyassa it would receive assistance and support from the
Portuguese government.'

exception;

a

further dispensation

allowed in 1SJ6

ins

account

on

goods which were to be taken in by H.B. Cotterill, but

of the trade

his request was only

granted after months of negotiations at the high¬

est level which fill

a

thick volume of the Foreign Office records.

Sadly, these protracted negotiations
for

exemption

an

on

were

his goods either did not reach

or were

charged 25'/' ad valorem

stood at Quelirnane end he was

Morier, the British Minister at Lisbon,
was

ineffective, the instructions

was

on

misunder¬

them all.

convinced that there

bad faith in the matter and attributed the confusion to

no

antic

a

•ped¬

attempt to circumvent the letter of the law, which forbad ex?

eruptions to existing duties.'
who

were

was

convinced that

The members of the Livingstonia party

affected did not take such

a

charitable view.

'no permanent good can be effected

Cottorill

until the region
■i

of Lake

Myassa is placed under British jurisdiction.'

'did not know how to speak of them

B.D. Young

(the Portuguese) in sufficiently

strong language, but when he came home he would show them tip in their
proper

light.Dr. Kirk strongly advised Cotterill 'to attempt the

land route from

evaded,

Zanzibar, by which the Portuguese exactions might be

q

The point at issue was not simply one of tariff rates;
cerned the extent of Portuguese

question of whether

an

import

to the lake
If it

was

allowed then

was

not,

a

an

con¬

sovereignty in east Africa, and the

or a

goods destined for Lake Malawi,

it

transit duty should be charged on

If the implicit Portuguese claim
import duty would clearly be justified.

transit duty would be in order, but if that was

accepted, where was the boundary of Portuguese influence to be fixed,
and where xtfere the transit duties to be collected?

Government

was

not anxious to

the interior frontier of the
that

even

the

bring to
Portuguese

84/1468

P.O.

2.

Morier to

3.
4.

5.
6.

head 'the vexed question of

dominions.'^

The fear

was

slightest diplomatic pressure could endanger the prec¬

ariously balanced Portuguese Monarchy.
1.

a

The British

This sensitivity complicated

is devoted to this application.
Derby, 31st December 1876, F.O. 541/21, and Morier to
Salisbury, 14th May 1873, F.O. 541/22.
Cotterill to Derby, 30th October I876, F.O. 541/21.
Quoted in Morier to Salisbury, 14th May I878, F.O, 541/22,
Cotterill to Derby, 28th February 1877» F.O. 541/22.
Morier to Salisbury, 28th April I878, F.O. 54l/22.
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and

—

lengthened negotiations aimed at the rationalisation of the

position, "but the manoeuvres provide
diplomatic shadow-boxing with
sarcastic despatches

an

an

entertaining display of

amusing commentary by Morier whose

doubtless earned hira promotion to St. Petersburg,

Colonial questions loomed large in Portuguese politics at this date
and the need for delicate

handling was emphasised when

a

bellicose

speech at Cape Town by E,D» Young caused the resignation of an anglophile Colonial Minister, endangered a government and imperilled

negotiations.^

Morier*s
"red

The Syaesa settlements had become the

flag of Portuguese Colonial politics, sure to excite

the blatant rhetoric

of Cortes orators and newspaper

writers, the only people in this country who still re¬
tain the power of exertion,"
2
In spite of such hazards the British ambassador was
able to

strangle the claim to sovereignty over the whole course of

the Shire and the Zambesi to the

lake;

May 1878, no serious clEiim to the lake;
to it

eventually

either, it had become

free to operate.

a

there

was

there was

in his opinion, by
no

British claim

no-man*f3 land in 'which the missions were

He succeeded in persuading the government that the

only hope for the development of the Portuguese possessions
east coast

was

the development of the interior

and that the transit
level

so

opening

not to

as

up

of

an

on

the

by British capital;

duty should be levied at the lowest possible

discourage this development or to encourage the

overland route from Zanzibar, where the transit duty

■5

was

only 5>>»

A commission

was

Tariff, it eventually recommended

set up to enquire into the Mozambique
a

transit duty of 3$ and average

import duties of from 6 to lO^o in place of the previous 26 to
The

report held that the tariff should be seen as

T.

Morier to

2.

Ibid.

3.

See Morier to Corvo,

an

30"p.^

instrument for

Salisbury, 14th May 18?8, P.O. 541/22.

28th February 1877, P.O. 541/21.

Morier

that a higher tariff at Quelimane than at Zanzibar 'would
doom the Zambesi route to an early death,*
This statementwas hardly true but was used to put pressure 011 Portugal.
See
also Morier to Salisbury, 14th May 1878, P.O. 541/22.
warns

4.

Morier to Derby, 27th April,

1877, P.O. 541/22.

-73-

jjj«r the

development of the
of revenue,

source

hut it

became effective.
was

resources

was some

of the colony rather than as

time before these recommendations

The transit duty could not be levied until there

customs post in the interior to collect it.

a

a

It was not until

September 1878 that Morier was able to report that instructions

21st

had been sent out for the establishment of

a

customs post for this
1

at the confluence of the Shire and the Zambesi rivers.

purpose

As

Morier had remarked 'those who know the spiritless and desultory
methods which characterise all

public business in this country* would

that 'exceptional alacrity* had been shown in this

agree

But there had been

further barrier in the way of any

a

a

projected

In October 1875* the month

commercial enterprise on the Zambesi.
in which the first

2
cause.

Livingstonia expedition had reached Lake Malawi,

monopoly for thirty years of the steam navigation of the Shire and

the Slambesi bad been

Messrs.

granted to two merohants of mysterious origins,

Anahory and Zagury.

The

monopoly

was

to be taken

up

within two years, at least

£20,000 capital was to be raised and twelve annual voyages were to
3

be made

on

for the

implementation of the monopoly

August

the Zambesi and the Shire.

1878.^

In August
was

Clearly if this monopoly

clude the establishment of any

British

1877 the time limit

extended by

was

a year

to 2nd

sustained it would

company

to operate

rivers and could force the missions to choose between

on

pre¬

these

patronising

a

monopolistic and possibly unreliable steamer service, relying on
canoes
a

at

great risk to the health of the missionaries, or seeking

land route to the lake which would

Morier devoted
the

a

by-pass Portuguese territory.

great deal of time and energy to

Portuguese that such

a

effort to persuade

monopoly would be against the free trade

principles which alone could develop Mozambique.

T.

an

An element of farce

2.

Morier to Salisbury, 21st September 1878.
Quotes Corvo to Morier,
30th August 1878, F.O. 541/22,
Morier to Salisbury, 14th May 1673, P.O. 541/22.
There is an
account of some of these negotiations in A.J. Hanna,
aland
and North Eastern Rhodesia, Oxford, 1955> PP 110-114.

3.

Quotation from Diario do Govexuao, 9th October
to

4.

1875» in Vignoles

Pauncefoote, 5"th April 1877» P.O. 541/21.
Gould to Derby, 12th August, 1877> P.O. 541/21.
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had been introduced into the

negotiations wlien it was discovered

that the concession had "been

acquired "by

Liverpool capitalist,

Vignoies, M.I.C.E. who sought British government support for

Hutton
the

a

monopoly while lorier

clear what interests

1

was

working hard to end it."

It is not

Vignolea represented though Morier assured Derby
o

that he

'could vouch for the capitalists behind him.'

At one point

Derby admitted that he had encouraged Vignoles because he thought
that -the concession was

binding and that it would be

a

gain to have

y

it in British

hands.J

'would

nothing, but it was not until September 1878 that he

was

come

to

1877 he predicted that the concession

In April

able to report its final demise.

Shire

were

So at last the Zambesi and

opened to steam-ships of all nations.

-

From the first
until the end of

v

-

inception of the Livingstonia Mission in 1874

IO78 there

was

then doubt and uncertainty as to the

Portuguese claims to sovereignty in the region of Lake Malawi, the
tariff which they could

levy, and their right to restrict the free

navigation of the Zambesi and Shire,
discussion of the form which any
with the mission should

take, and

all of these discussions the
consideration.
was

The most

undertaking of

commercial enterprise in association
as

In

to where it should operate.

position of the Portuguese was

a

primary

significant consequence of this uncertainty

the diversion of energy

eventual

During this time there was much

a

and resources into the investigation and

land route to Lake Malawi through the

territory nominally under the suzerainty of the Sultan of Zanzibar,
who

thanks to the presence of Dr.

Kirk, and of

a

British naval squadron,

■tUe.
was

more

amenable to British pressure than m touchy Portuguese.

The people

who

were

those who had given most
These

were

William

most closely involved with these schemes

were

generously to the Lirvingstonia Mission itself.

Mackirmon, James Stevenson, John Stephen, and James

1.

Vignoles to Derby, 27th February, 1877, and further correspondence

2.

Morier to

3.
4.

Derby to Morier, 10th May, 1877, ibid.
Morier to Derby, 12th April, I877, P.O.
1878, P.O. 541/22.

in P.O.

541/21.
Derby, 21st April, 1877, ibid.

541/21, and 21st September

Young of Kelly,

The first two

the prime-movers and acted on

were

the advice of three who had direct African

John Kirk and Horace Waller,

All

experience, James Stewart,

agreed that the principles

were

that underlay any venture with which they were associated must he the
substitution of legitimate commerce for the slave-trade,

opening

of new markets and sources of

up

raw

and the

materials.

They agreed

too that their schemes should be 'free from all that is Quixotic and

impracticable.'"*■
However, their notions of what was practicable sometimes differed,
and were often unrealistic.
as

Even Horace

stock-broker, and who had been

a

a

Waller, who had started life

member of the ill-fated Univers¬

ities Mission could commit himself to the

prediction that after the

establishment of trading stations at each end of the lake,
is their

apprehension that not

an

Arab will resort to Hyassa with any

idea of slaving after the first twelve

ivory and slave-trades

were

'so intense

months.'

2

In his opinion the

mutually dependent, 'without the slave-

trade, the ivory trade, as far as Arabs are concerned must come to
a

stop.*

Christian
was
on

even

the

A vacuum would thus be created which should be filled by
commerce.
more

lake, with

a

Young, who

was

present at the same meeting,

He was certain that 'half

sanguine.

(slave) trade.'-5
was

E.D.

On the

same

occasion Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, tiho

with William Mackinnon in the scheme for

road from Dar-es-Salaam to Lake

trader

that the slave-trade was doomed

appeared on the scene.

This view

Livingstonia and anti-slavery circles;
based

1.

on

3.
4.

was an

side.The

as

soon

as an

honest

article of faith in

it cannot be said to have been

If the record of the Universities

Consul Elton, of Mozambique, to Lord Derby, 1st March

1877» in
describing the Mackinnon road plan and almost
certainly quoting Kirk.
'Livingstone's Discoveries in connection with the resources of
East Africa,' 12th March, 1875, J.R.S.A., Vol.XXIII, p 362.
Ibid., pp 364-5.
P.O.

2.

empirical evidence.

any

a

Malawi, asserted that 'legitimate

trade and the slave—trade could not exist side by
was

dozen Englishmen

good boat, would be sufficient to put down the

later to co-operate

implication

a

Ibid.,

541/22,

p

367.
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Mission and the Zambesi Expedition were remembered and analysed

impartially, it must have been clear that there was
about this view and much

good evidenoe to the contrary.

presumed that public pronouncements such
propaganda rather than
those

men

who

were

almost

they

came

well

these

as

were

certainty
It must be
intended

as

statements of fact, but they were made by

best informed

were

as

as

no

the

on

informed, and

subject to audiences which

cannot help suspecting that

one

to believe their own propaganda, for some of the time, at

least.
In

private Horace Waller showed that he

realistic view.

He warned

Kirk had just secured the banning of overland
or

returning to Zanzibar.

Waller believed that Kirk,s action had caused

'just

a

total loss

the lake with

two very

consequence.*

It

was

*just the moment to

appear

a

handful of

men

to appear on the

direct slave-path

1

Although he recognised that
from those who had suffered
so

big caravans, and he suspected that

goods in exchange for lawful produce,* but it was

'not the time for
from the coast.*

on

Makanjila and Matalca

bitter feeling is being carried back into the country

now a very

from the coast in
on

a more

Kongone mouth of the Zambesi as the

slave-trading caravans setting out from

to make

able to take

against the adoption of the land route

to the interior and advocated the

best point of entry.

was

a

an

overland party might meet hostility

loss owing to European

influence, and

by implication admitted that legitimate trade might not have all

its

own

had

come

way,

he wrote simultaneously to James Stewart that the time

"when honest traders will fill up

just the vacuum which
caused and so enable the natives to procure
the goods which they want for their omi products."
2

(Kirk) has
Here

again is the notion that

a-vacuum

has been created by the dis¬

comfiture of the slave-traders into which legitimate trade must be put.

Examples could be quoted almost ad nauseam to demonstrate that this
way of

T.
2.

thinking

was very

widespread.

H, Waller to Dr. Mitchell, 17th October 1876, MS 7872.
H. Waller to J. Stewart, 24jrh October 1876, in custody of Mrs.
S. Brock.
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James Stewart's view that Africa

was

not ripe for large-scale

development, that progress must "be gradual. and "beginnings small,has
already been quoted.
this group.
not be

an

They

excuse

His view was probably shared by the rest of
also convinced that "philanthropy* should

were

for the

encouragement of unsound projects.

Kirk

summed this up:

"My doctrine always has been that no philanthropic
scheme can do good to Africa or to ourselves
unless it has in it the elements of commercial
success."
1
He had earlier expressed
2

Philanthropy.'

the view that 'Africa has been cursed with

James Stevenson was cautious about the prospects

of James Bradshaw's scheme for the investment of

he commented to James Stewart!

£10,000,000 in Africa,

'The Manchester people seem to be

going wild about development.'

James Young, of Kelly, remarked of

it that

large piece of Africa, * and feared

that
to

'ten millions would buy a

'their scheme will end in

talk,'^"

James

Stevenson, referring

£150 that he had advanced to H.B. Cotterill to buy trade goods,

complained that he did not

see

how

any

light could be thrown

upon

'the

question of trading unless the little capital was to be dealt

with

as

keen to

a

sum

that

was

to be

5

reproductive.Kirk was especially

emphasise the necessity for practicality and realism.

While

lamenting the difficulty of finding any export other than ivory that
could stand the cost of
criticise

freight to the coast he was not afraid to

Idvingstone himself for talking 'wildly of cotton and sugar,'

"Ecee!" he

exclaimed,

"The thousand

things that we have known and spoken of long
and the sugar mill, cotton press etc. that we went
dropping along the Sambesi as monuments that will some
day come to be looked on and kept as relics of a prim¬
itive age."
6
ago

1.
2.

J. Kirk to W. Mackinnon, 17th January, 1888, S.O.A.S.
Kirk to Mackinnon, 25th November, 1884.
He later wrote of I.B.E.A
of which he was, a director;
"There is too much philanthropy
and imperialism and far too little regard for finance in that

company.*
Kirk to G. Cawston, 16th December, 1891, Cawston
Vol,IV, Rhodes House.
J. Stevenson to J, Stewart, 14th January, 1879, Salisbury.
Quoted in G. Waller to Mackinnon, 7th June, 1879, S.O.A.S.
J. Stevenson to H.B. Cotterill, 28th August 1877, (copy) Salisbury.
Kirk to Stewart, 7th end 13th May, 1877, Salisbury.
papers,

3.
4.

5.
6.
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James Stewart repeated his view of what was required:
"while it would be of

great benefit to have

a

small store here I hope that none of rayfriends will have anything to do with big

trading schemes for Lake ITyassa at present».
little by little and a large
expenditure at first means certainly a large

trade must grow

loss."

1

It is clear that the

prevailing view

was

in favour of small-scale,

gradual development as opposed to the 'big push1 theories of some
of the Africanists who have been

deeds of these promoters fulfil
as

quoted above.

But how far did the

their stated opinions?

realistic in their approach as they evidently

Were they

thought that they

should be?
The first

specifically trading venture associated with the

Livingstonia Mission was that of H.B, Cotterill.
Livingstonia in October 1875
He

on

He applied to

the recommendation of Horace- Waller.

contemplated 'the introduction of

a

legitimate trade which may

to extend and secure connections with the natives and

serve

towards the

Committee
him to

suppression of the slave—trade.*

help them

The Livingstonia

prepared to attach him to their expedition, but left

were

organise his own finances.

He found at first general sympathy

but little in particular for his plans which ware considered 'too
ardous.,, .not
io

only

project.'

There

was

as a

mercantile enterprise but even as

question of founding

some

James Stevenson

everything depended

on

decided that

a

than

a

more

scheme

was

T.
2.

3.
4.

company

at

a

trading company to work along

was

very

keen to do this but

the attitude of the Portuguese, and it was

should be set

transit

shelved?

would make it

philanthrop-

He hoped, however to get support in Leeds and Liverpool."

side the mission.

no

a

haz¬

duty.^

one

up

provided that they charged

This hope

was

premature, and the

point it was feared that the Portuguese

impossible for Cotterill to go by the Zambesi route saskd

White, 28th February, 1377, MS 7872.
Mitchell, 18th October, 1875, Stewart papers,
Salisbury, and H.B. Cottorill to Mitchell, and Bishop Cotterill
to J. Stewart, 27th February, 1875* Stewart papers, Salisbury.
H.B. Cotterill to Mitchell, 17th December 1875» MS
J, Stephen to James Stewart, 23rd February, 1876, Salisbury.
J, Stewart to J.
H. Mailer to Br.
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and. be spoke of

going inland by Zanzibar.

1

However

an

exemption

eventually secured and Cotterill set off with the second Living¬

was

party in I876,

ston! a

He had £500 worth of Manchester goods provided

by James Stevenson, William Mackinnon, and James Young of Kelly,
venture was to be

managed

regarded as an experimental one and x-ras to be * so

to indicate what course to pursue in conducting the trade

as

in future.*

2

It

also honed that he would

was

investigate the relat¬

ive merits of the Zambesi and the Zanzibar routes.
with

steel

a

to

a

venture

on

But Stextfart

was

Writing from Livingstonia
reckoned Cottorill's

his

sure

slow and cautious
was

bound to fail.

(which he had reached in October I876), he

expenses

at £2,500 including the cost of the boat,

Stewart* s figures are suspect J

he felt

a

certain that Gotterill

and that he would need to collect

on

he

8,000 lbs. of ivory to
xiras

making out

the mission in preference to
would always have

an

a ease

pay

his way.

for

a

store

independent trader who

larger overheads and charge more for

goods to the detriment of the mission and the African

His real

provided

this scale would appeal

those, like James Stewart, xiho counselled

dependent

was

master.

a

might be thought that

approach.

He

boat, the Herga, worth £400, by the boys of Harrox*

School xfhere he had been
It

The

population.^

objection to Cotterill was that he spent most of his time

travelling on the lake, visiting chiefs, and making attempts to buy
ivory.
x-jere

He did little

faced xri-th

a

or

nothing for the needs of the mission.

serious rations

problem, they could not, in his

opinion, continue to subsist on native food?
1.

Jack,

op.

cit., p 86?

They

they had run out of

also H.B. Cotterill, *0n the Nyassa

see

Journey from the Worth End to Zanzibar*, P.R.G.S., 1878,
p 233?
also articles on the same subject in J.R.S.A., 1878,
Vol.XXVI, p 678, and Vol.XXVII, 1879, P 246? and J.P. Elton,
and

a

Travels and Researches
and Central Africa, ed,

2.

on

the Lakes and Mountains of Eastern
In fulfillment of his

H.B. Cotterill.

undertaking to investigate the Zanzibar route he retxzrned from
the north end by the overland route to the east coast,
J, Stevenson to H.B. Cotterill, 16th March, 1876, (copy) Stexirart

Salisbury. p 86.
J. Stewart to Dr. Mitchell, 4th December, 1876, MS 7^72?
J. Stewart to J. White, 28th February, 1877? MS ^Q^2.
papers,

3.
4.

Jack,

op.

cit.,

and
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ground-mit oil and had

no

petroleum.

also in need of oalico to pay native labour.

were

seemed to

All this
Stewart

They

alternative hut to send to Quelimane for

highlight the need for

suggested that twenty men put

up

a

store on the mission site.

£100 each for this purpose.

They could he assured of 10—12$ return on their investment.
certain that there would he many

objections and

a

He was

great deal of

squeamishness felt about this proposal, but he pointed that there
was

a

great deal of difference between

a

missionary trading on his own account.

mission doing this and
'The latter is

an

a

offence

1

and

a

scandal and is

simply professional suicide.1

His arguments for a store were
he

was

various, but it seems certain that

mainly concerned with supplying the missionaries themselves.

journey to Quelinane was long and time-consuming and it

The

fore necessary

that the mission's supply should be undertaken

full—time basis.

He also argued

with the Arabs who he
If the

was

sure

Glasgow merchants who

benefit

a

was

that it

'were

were

was necessary

there¬

on a

to compete
p

doing all they

can

against us.*

supporting Cotterill wanted to

large number of human beings and 'literally clothe the naked*,

they could not do better than support his scheme.

£2-3,000 capital

would be sufficient.

that independent

traders

might establish themselves, securing a monopoly, putting up

the price of

labour, and introducing the sale of gun-powder and spirits.

On 6th December

Stewart sat
of

on

a

'inordinate

germ

The danger to be avoided was

1876, at Mpimbe above the Murchison cataracts,

rook, while Laws went off to hunt, and wrote

length and detail' which he himself regarded

from which the African Lakes Company sprang.

to James

was

the

It was addressed

clearly intended for publication.

difficulties under which it

2,

as

letter

White, of Overtoun, Chairman of the Glasgow Livingstonia

Committee and

1.

a

was

composed, it is both

In spite of the
a

long and

an

J. Stewart to Dr. Mitchell, 4th November, 1876, MS 7876.
He
referred doubters to Bishop Patteson* s Life, by Charlotte M.

Yonge, London, 1874, Vol.I, p 174, for a justification of mis¬
sionary trading.
The convention on trading was generally ad¬
hered to, vis.:
H. Waller to J. Stewart, 24th October 1876,
(in custody of Mrs. S. Brock) 'acquit me of mixing religion and
business.,.on principle?
nothing can be more contrary to my
taste, but this I always protest is a special and peculiar case.'
J. Stewart to Dr. Mitchell, 4th December 1876, MS 7876.
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elocfuent exposition of Livingstone*s themes.
of the district would he accelerated

of

The Christianising

by the provision of

"No

a

variety

*A good store.,

agencies other than preaching and school work.

would be

a

great civiliser,':

sermons

or

daily lectures

on

and tho sin of idleness would

the benefits of industry

accomplish

one

twentieth

part of the good that would be achieved by a single
depot of goods, here where people oould get what they
want in return for what they have.,.the Natives here
are mad for calico, and miserable for the want of it;
as most other people would be with nothing to wear, but
a rough piece of bark fraying their Ions from one year*s
end to the other.
What is the use of talking to a man
in this state about things utterly beyond his comprehen¬
sion at first?
and assuring him that you are his friend,
and that yon seek his good, when you can not supply him
with the very simplest means of raising him above the
sta-te in which you find him?
If a man is naked the best
thing you can do to convince him that you are his friend
is to clothe him - to give him calico and not words.
If
he wants to cultivate to induce hira to buy tools.
If he
wants to build a house...to give him in return for his
labour or for anything he has already produced, a suitable
weapon, that will give him heart and result in the success
of his

Like

struggle."

Livingstone, he

in the

saw

the essential role of legitimate

commerce

struggle against the slave trade:

"The natives say

*We can get anything from the Arabs we want.
get nothing from you.
They are out friends even > i
they sometimes take away our people*.....if Arab influence,
with its devastating effects has become dominant on the
Lake by means of bales of calico, hatchets, knives, and
looking-glasses, common-sense and philanthropy would say:
make Christian civilisation dominant by the same means,"
1
We car.

This appeal reached

Glasgow in April 1877» and brought

a sense

of

added urgency to

various plans that

Meanwhile it

replied that the Committee approved the establishment

of

a

was

store to be

kept by

a weaver

were

already under discussion.

who had been sent out for the mission

but who had not had any opportunity to ply his craft.
out

goods to stock the store.

must not
as
•u

trade and

They also sent

But they insisted that the missionaries

they promised that something would be done

possible to *send out staff and goods to put the trade

as soon

on a proper

•

basis.

1.
2,

J.

Stewart, Dawn in the Dark Continent. 1903? Edinburgh, pp 217-8.

Ibid.
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Something had already been done hut the efforts of the promoters
had been directed to the north and the territories of Zanzibar.
John

Kirk,
of

owner

as

a

II.M, Consul at Zanzibar and William Mackinnon, as the

company

service to the

which for some years had been running

island, had

an

was
on

chipping

interest in its commercial prospects

long before the Livingatonia Mission
est in the

a

was

thought of, but their inter¬

Sultanate, and especially in its Claims on the mainland,

increased by the apparently negative attitude of the Portuguese
the Zambesi.

The major argument in

port on the mainland and
he xtfanted

a

concession

the north end of

a

was

Mackinnon*s view, for the

road from it into the interior, for which
'if

that

Myassa to KLlwa

a

or a

good highway could be made from

port

near

there, it would take

all the trade of the lake basin to the Zanzibar territory instead of

(pass) through Portuguese

having it as it is at present
The

genesis of this scheme is obsctire.

serious consideration had been

bility of

a

given

as

According to James Stevenson,
long ago as 1874 to the possi-

land route from Lake Malawi to Cape Belgado.

memorandum *0n Commercial Enterprise in East

importance of

a

second

access

2

In

a

Central Africa*, he wrote

that in view of the position of the Portuguese on
"the

territory.'"'*

the Zambesi,

to Lake Myassa from

Zanzibar...had presented itself at an early period.,
and the

several friends of the Mission

contemplated

survey viith. a view to a waggon road being established
if it should be found practicable between the coast and
a

the head of Lake

In the
Central

same

ITyassa."

month he outlined

Africa*, which

was

'other friends of Africa*.

a

3

plan for

a

*Commercial Adventure in

to be supported by Mackinnon, Young, and
It would be conducted

on

'strict business principles;
would be in connection with
no particular church and would be in no degree eccles¬

iastical;
as a first step they were getting a correct
survey of the territory over which they proposed to
operate; and were making enquiries as to the best point
1.
2.

Ifeckinnon to Kirk, 9th January,: 1877* 3.0.A.3.
The Civilisation of Bast Central Africa, op. cit., pp 29-30.
Includes the substance of an address delivered to the British
Association at Glasgow, September, 1876.

3.

Livingstonia Minutes, 16th October, I876, MS 7872.
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the eastern sea-hoard at which to

"begin their
traffic}
and as to the "best means of
keeping it open permanently and economically," 1
on

line of

So there

was

in existence in September

Stevenson, Mackinnon and Young for
to

a

1876

a

plan agreed between

road to the lake and

a company

support it.
By coincidence King Leopold II of the Belgians, who had been

thwarted in
over

an

attempt to buy the Philipines, and whose bid to take

the Transvaal had been

Africa.

2

His motives

civilisation of Africa
on

were

rejected, turned his attention to tropical

mixed}

on

the

one

hand he regarded the

*une croisade digne de cet siecle de progres®,

as

the other hand he wanted to secure for

Belgium in spite of the
A

apathy of most Belgians *une part de ce magnifique gateau africaine.'
His

"Geographical® Conference

was

held in Brussells in September 1876

at the end of which an International African Association for the

exploration of the continent and the suppression of the slave-trade
was

set up under his presidency.

conference

were

Sir Bartle

Afiiong the British delegates to the

Prere, the explorers Cameron and Grant,

Sir Thomas Powell Buxton and William Mackinnon.

From Brussells

Mackinnon wrote to Kirk making serious proposals on a
5
to the lake.
Presumably he was already thinking of

Livingstonia road scheme
so,

addressed

the

a

making the

part of the Association's work.

he cannot have consulted Stevenson

they had not been

on

a

port and road

informed.^

or

Young of Kelly}

But, if
"by October

In November, however, Sir Bartle Prere

meeting in the hall of the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce

subject of the proposed Association and the King of the

Belgian's plans.

A resolution i*as passed calling

on

the Foreign

Secretary to oommunicate with the Scottish missions and Dr. Kirk with
1.
2.

Livingstonia Minutes, 17th October, IS76, minutes of an address
to the Foreign Missions Committee of the
F^ee^Church, MS 7872.
P.A. Roeykens, L'Initiative Africaine
opinion publicrue Beige.
Brussels, 1963. Vol.1, pp 18-28; Leopold II et L'Africrue. 165580. Brussells, 1908, pp 55-6;
see also, Le dessein africaine
de Leopold II. Brussells, 1956, and Leopold II et la Conference
geographique de Bruxelles.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Brussells,

195^.

Quoted by M. de Kiewiet Hemphill, op. clt., p 14.

Roeykens, 1963, op. cit., p 43 and p 396.
This letter does not exist, but is acknowledged in Kirk to Mac¬
kinnon, 17th October, I876, S.O.A.S,
There was no mention of any such plan at the meeting of the
Foreign Missions Committee referred to above.

a

view
as to the practicability of
road from the north end of hake Nyassa

"especially.-

making a
to the
south end of Lake Tanganyika, also from the north
end of Lake Nyassa to the sea coast, at a point
north of Cape Delgado.."

The motion

proposed by Mr, John Ramsay M»P. and seconded by

was

James Stevenson,

The road between the two lakes, later to be known

the Stevenson

as

Road, was his speciality and had been proposed in

his address to the British Association two months earlier,

Mackinnon who
assured the

Missionary

was

present at the meeting did not speak.

Stevenson

gathering that he had heard (from Dr. Price of the London

Society), that

good road to the coast 'suitable for

a

Scotch carts* could be made for
should be

William

a

small

very

enough and that was not 'too great

sum

indeed.

a sum

£20,000

to be aimed at

by the second city of the ©apire, assisted by the whole of Scotland.*
A

large committee

formed to supervise this project!

was

represent the Scottish section of the International
So

a

assumed

an

scheme which had

the

same

al* umbrella offered

an

to be free from

of

2

never

a

Scott¬

received

It may be that the 'internation¬

opportunity for

enterprise to flourish, while a

was

importantly

degree of support in England, in 3pite of the advocacy of

Sir Bartle Frere and Horace Waller.

ation

Association.1

The International Association

one.

to

was

originated with the Free Church of Scotland

international guise, and perhaps more

ish and national

it

a

distinctively Scottish

'British' organisation

English influence.

But

so

was

far as British particip¬

concerned, and so far a3 the Association ever had

being anything

more

unlikely

a

chance

than Leopold's poodle, it was killed by the

legal counsel at the Foreign Office who oould not permit the Prince
of Wales to be President.

establishment in March

The only offioial consequence was the

1877 by the Royal Geographical Society of the

African Exploration Fund which sent
as

his

Keith Johnston, and Joseph Thomson

assistant, to survey the road to the north end of Lake Malawi

and to discover its

position relative to Lake Tanganyika.

187£).

1.

Meeting. 10th November.
November 1876.

2.

See The Times. 18th November, 1876.
Roeykens, 1958? op* cit., pp 346-51.

3.

report in the Glasgow Herald,

11th
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There

then only a

was

Livingstonia but it
that Mackinnon,

projected road.

was

brief flirtation between Leopold and

probably as

a consequence

of this flirtation

Stevenson and Burton took steps to implement the long
1

For Mackinnon the road had become only

though the most important part, of
application for

exercise the Sultan's

jurisdiction

part,

wider scheme which involved tko

a

concession to farm the

a

a

on

revenues

of Zanzibar and to

the mainland.

He -wrote to

Kirk that together x-rith Buxton and some others he had got together

£3»000 for the purpose and hoped to send out

a

couple of pioneers

o

'by the next mail*.
the

In promoting the road, he had not forgotten

'other and larger schemes* of which they had spoken.

He still

thought that they might be useful 'to Africa and the world.'
Bartle Frere

there would be

£200,000

—

interested,

was
no

as was

Sir

the Duke of Sutherland, he thought

difficulty in finding tx^enty men to subscribe

£250,000 'a

sum

which with good and energetic

its expenditure would do a

great work in Africa.*

The

men
news

Sultan welcomed the idea of the road and that Colonel Gordon

prepared to take command of

a

Company led to the drafting of

scheme modelled
a

on

to direct

that the
was

the East India

formal application for

a

concession,

plans to raise £400,000 for its development, and the despatch of
Gerald Waller
3
the Sultan.

(Horace Waller's brother) to Zansibar to negotiate with
Nothing came of this venture.

concession idea

was

shelved, to be revived ten

In the next year the
later with the

years

foundation of Mackinnon and Buxton of I»B,E,A.
It has been said that the scheme
who considered it

essor,

Lord Derby,

decisive factor
To say,

premature,^

was

was

sabotaged by Lord Salisbury

Certainly neither he

enthusiastic, but it is

was
the

more

nor

his predec¬

likely that the

uncertainty of the commercial prospects.

though, in this context that 'in commercial as in political

terms there

was

still

no

impulse towards expansion

5

xn

east Africa,'"^

1877» Salisbury.

1.

J,

2.

Mackinnon to Kirk,

3.

1876, F.O. 84/1454;
Mackinnon, 14th January, 1877? S.O.A.S,
de Kiewiet Hemphill, op. eit,, pp 43-4*
R. Robinson and J. Gallagher, Africa and the Victorians. London,
1961, p 49.

Stevenson to J. Stewart, 27th August,
Stevenson subscribed for the road.

H.

4.

5.

9th January, 1877) S.O.A.S,

Sultan Bargbash to Derby, 13th December,
Waller to

-86-
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It is true that what impulse there was in this direction

is false.
was

felt only within a

by 1888.

widened

-

small circle, "but that circle had not much

The major subscribers to I.B.E.A, were the same

people who would have subscribed in 1873.
these two years was not one of

The difference between

inclination, but of information.

It has already been noticed that this group of Africanists

prided themselves above all

on

their practicality and were scornful

of what they considered to be Quixotic or
could he

It

visionary schemes.

argued that in talcing up the road and concession plans they

had fallen into the

error

which they had condemned in others.

position is curious in this context.

Kirk*s

He was vociferous in his con¬

demnation of philanthropic and unrealistic ventures and yet he

encouraged Hackinnon and was almost his only informant.
to have been

something of

a

There seems

split between his public and private

As Consul Kirk he could write that

personas.

"it is very evident that the promoters of the company
possess

ofxly the most imperfect information

actual conditions here and
As Dr,

the coast."

on

Kirk he had been the purveyor

approval of

a

He may

road scheme too

He advised him in February 1877 that there was no known

route from Kilwa to the north end of
caravans

the

of that information.

have felt that Mackinnon had taken his

seriously.

on

1

Nyassa, that all the present

reached the lake around the middle and the south end;

that any expedition would have to

exploration of

an

unknown land.

talce the form of

and

geographical

a

He felt that if it

were

not for the

Portuguese duties, a land route wo "aid never compete with the Zambesi.
He concluded:

"A road to Hyassa

by the Zanzibar line will do more to
develop trade and stop slavery than anything else but
if I were to invest money in a scheme that aimed at
doing good and making money it would be to open a road
to the Victoria Hyanza at the south end facing Zanzibar." 2

In

spite of this frank statement he

about the whole venture;

in

one

seems to

have remained ambivalent

letter he said both that he was

against the land route to Liwingstonia and that he
1.

2,

was

"

Kirk to Derby, 10th April, 1877, F.O, 84/1485•
Kirk to lackinnon, 5"fch February, 1877» S.O.A.S.

expecting

-8749—*

Mackinnon's road party soon who
1

practicable undertaking. *'

'may make the land route...a really

He said the same to James Stewart,

2

hut then pointed out that the road could he used as an argument against

Portuguese claims and to show that their interests
Ills attitude had become
he says

even

more

obscure

threatened."^

by the 3rd May 1879 where

that he has warned the Sultan to get

will lose all the

were

on

with the road

he

or

Nyassa trade to the Portuguese.

Whatever his doubts about the

project, Kirk did not dissuade

Mackinnon from attempting it;

work began in June 1877 from the main¬

land opposite Dar-es-Salaam,

By August the road had progressed

eleven milesone of the

party of four Europeans, Edmund Buxton

(brother of Sir. T.P, Buxton), had been invalided, and Kirk

was press¬

ing the Sultan to go ahead with it as he could make it pay, the road

•passing all the
commerce.*

way

through lands known to be rich in articles of

When Mackinnon heard that the road had started from Dar¬

es-Salaam he cabled that it should
the

superintendent resigned and left for home.

Dar-es-Salaam

as

had already

Zansibar.^

a

delusion.*'

But Kirk

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

was

talcing the Katanga

that he conceded that

2.

earlier in

'if the promoters think they have

as

trade.'''0
a

a

apparently still hopeful and spoke of the

route to

It was not until February 1881
Hya*sa the road would never be

1877, MS 7872.
May, 1877, Salisbury.
Kirk to Mackinnon, 3rd Hay, 1879* S.O.A.S.
Ibid,, 24th August, 1877•
H. Waller to J. Stewart, l?th October, 1877, in custody of Mrs.
Kirk to Mitchell, 18th May,
Kirlc to Stewart, 13th

S. Brock.
Kirk to Mackinnon,

18th September, 1877* S.O.A.S.
1877* ibid.
Sultan Barghasb, 30th May, 1879, P.O. 541/22,
Salisbury, cruotes H. O'Neill, 18th February "flS79* P.O.

0. Waller to Mackinnon, 11th December,
Kirk to

Kirk to

541/22.
10.

any

By the end of 1877 £1,500

immediately suitable for wheeled traffic they are under
9

T:

Portugal in

(50,000 rupees) had been spent;0

laic

the year it had been reported that

road

Kirk favoured

been spent, exclusive of European salaries and expenses.

By May 1879 half

road

5

he feared that Kilwa would fall to

division of the coast with

a

begin at Kilwa, at which stage

Kirlc to Mackinnon,

25th May, 1879* S.O.A.S.

7

Q Q
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of much

use.

After forty

Macfcinnon and Buxton

owing to tsetse fly.
on

miles it "became impassable to

their effort "but their hopes of

failure,*"*"

He did not

road to Macklnnon until

announce

were

oxen

to "be congratulated

reaching Hyarsa were 'doomed to

the abandonment of this

July 1881.

It

seems

line of

difficult to explain

how the practical Kirk could have continued to encourage Mackinnon
to invest money in a

schema about which he must have had considerable

doubts from the start,

It may be that Kirk and Mackinnon were

agreed that it was -worth keeping the road project going for political
reasons,

it could be used as 1a foot in the door1 and as an

as

argument against the granting of

a

concession on the mainland to some

other party.
The

It

was

episode of the Mackinnon road is not without significance.

the first essay in direct African development since the

Higer

Expedition, and as such, it proved to be an object lesson in how not
If the objects of the promoters were 'to

to

develop the continent.

do

good and to make money', this
no

which he

was

at least

best to the water route it is

was

visited the project for

was

certain that the road

amusing that he can

was

ever

was

second

a

have been

so

never

said what

The road was to be suitable for ox-carts,
was

to be carried in the carts.

his exertions the slave-trade to Zanzibar was
He

Although he had experience

to the chances of any road over long distances through

virgin bush at this date.
but it

ever

responsible.^"

partly

of travel in central Africa and

as

not the way to set about it.

evidence that Kirk himself

There is

sanguine

was

able to tell Mackinnon that

coming to

Due to

5

an

end.-'

'all the ivory that passes from

Jfyarawezi is carried by free men, and the goods used in barter taken
up

by free labour.'

He must have known that the only export from

the interior to Zanzibar was

1.

2.

3.

ivory and that its carriage was highly

February7"l80'l,

Kirk to Granville, 28th
P.O.* 541/49*
Kirk to Mackinnon, 2nd July, 1881, S.0.A.8,
There is a hint of this in Kirk to Sultan Barghash, 30th lay,

1879, op. cit.,
Mackinnon appears to have offered to give the
road to Livingstonia Mission In December, 1S80.
The Mission
Committee resolved to decline his offer of the road 'as of
,
13th December, 1880, MS 7912.
E.g. he. quotes O'Meill on it, February 1379» see above.
Kirk to Mackinnon, 11th Hovember 1879» S.O.A.S.
'Slave-trade

use

4.
5.

to the mission.'

almost at

an

end.'

no

organised,

on a

professional "basis.

He cannot have expected that

ox-carts would have been able to compete in the ivory trade in the

unlikely event of

very

the work.

a

sufficient number of

oxen

He cannot have expected that the mere existence of a road

would of itself stimulate the

production of

some

in

large enough quantities to make the upkeep of

if

completed have been

or

commercial
such

some

more

proposition}

view."*"

♦legitimate* export
a

road, which would

than five hundred miles long, an economic
and yet it seems probable that he did have

It is difficult to

fied Mackinnon*s expenditure.
was

surviving to do

see

how else he

can

have justi¬

But if he did believe that the plan

feasible, he is guilty of

and

an error,

a very

surprising one.

He

simply cannot have thought out what the road entailed.

of

£5*0°° "to £10,000 ftas to be spent on African development it would

.have been

more

plantation of

usefully directed towards the establishment of
some

commodity in demand in Europe at

and convenient for export

coast

sounded

very

excuse

for such

a

a waggon

But for the

view.

Janes

a sum

a

place near the
To the

route to the great African

grand, and given that they had

experience, very feasible.
little

a

by Mackinnon*s steamers.

promoters in Britain the notion of
Lakes may have

If

man on

no

African

the spot there was

Stewart, when he heard the

report of the Glasgow meeting at which the resolution on the road was

passed, wrote from Livingstonia that he hoped that the Scottish
section would not

*pledge itself to

a

six hundred mile road to Ujiji,

but begin cautiously with a sixty mile road

-

vil

here.*1

-

Although Kirk and Mackinnon persisted with the road for four
years, two of the

pioneers who Maokinnon had sent out lasted only six

months, they

John and Frederick Moir, the sons of an eminent

were

Edinburgh doctor and member of the Free Church Foreign Missions Commit2

tee."

1.
2.

They had been recruited in December 1876 by James Stevenson,
See Kirk to Mackinnon, 24th August, 1877» op. cit.
Of the other two pioneers one lasted two months and
three months, see Kirk to Mackinnon, 24th August,

the other

1877»

op.

cit., and H. Waller to J. Stewart, 19th October, 1877» i» the
custody of Mrs. S. Brock*
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1877» and "began work in June,"

loft Britain in April

% October

they were alone and in charge of the work but they soon afterwards
decided that to continue the road would be futile*
ficulties with the
and

workers;

miles

sections

they suffered from fever, dysentery,

already becoming overgrown.
n

2

They finally abandoned

n

January I87B and returned to Britain.

that to think in terras of waggon
unrealistic.

3

This was their

pioneering work and it had taught them above all

first experience of

was

dif¬

they found that with the coming of the rains the earlier

were

the work in

were

and after they had token the road for twenty-

shortage of food;

seven

There

communication in Africa at this date

They had learned the hard

water communication.

The

sane

point

17as

way

the advantages of

made by the deaths of Consul

Elton, and of Keith Johnston in attempts to open up
to the north end of Lake

a

route from and

Malawi, and by the disastrous record of the

attempts of the London Missionary Society to establish itself

on

Lake

Tanganyika.
The

point

was

taken by James Stevenson who had joined with

Mackinnon and Buxton in the road project.
been

His'interest had always

primarily in the Zambesi approach, but he had hoped that

from the coast would

a

road

not certain whether

they

persuade the Portuguese

"that their continuous obstructive courses will throw
trade into the direction of Zanzibar."
4
At the time of the Moirs recruitment it
were

to go

was

to survey the land route, or to go to the Zambesi.

John

loir suggested that a legal opinion should be obtained
"as to the character of the Portuguese

rights on the east

coast..(and)

occupation and
how far their claims

Moir'

3.

to J, Stevenson, 9th December, I876, (copy), University
Johannesburg Library,
Kirk to Derby, 12th December, 1877» F»0. 541/22.
Soe MBS diary of John Moirf April, 1877» to January, 1878, formerly
in the possession
o^ Miss L.M. Moir of Edinburgh, and recently
given by her to Edinburgh University Library.
There is also
a fragment of a diary kept by the Moir brothers in the Maokinnon

4.

J. Stevenson to J. Stewart, 27th August, 1077> Salisbury.

1.

J.

of

2.

papers,

S.O.A.S,
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to hinder the free navigation of the Zambesi "by
duties and other restrictions are supported by
international law."

1

Although Stevenson co-operated with Mackinnon

over

the road, he seems

to have continued to make plans independently for a
to operate on the

Zambesi.

the Union Steamship

2

trading

company

He became involved in negotiations with

Company who sent

an envoy

(Mr. Hoste) to invest•i

igate the commercial possibilities of central Africa.
have been

considering the running of

though it is

more

likely that there

a

They

may

steamer service on the Zambesi,

was a

possibility of Union Company

ships calling at Quelimane, or the Zambesi mouth.
A

sense

of urgency was added

to the search for

a

solution by the

impassioned appeals from Livingstonia of James Stewart.
was

pleased with reports from Cotterill that he had been able to buy

enough ivory to

diplomatic

his expenses, and by the signs of progress on the

pay

front.^

Missions Committee
was

He read
on

remitted to the

(composed of members

a paper

in August 1877 to the Foreign

communications and trade in central

1877«

of the F.M.C, and the old Glasgow Livingstonia
on or

before the 20th November

At this meeting it was felt that until

arrived at between the British and

Zambesi

Africa, this

newly formed Livingstonia Mission Sub-committee

Committee) which had its first meeting

any

Stevenson

an

understanding was

Portuguese governments

on

the Shire-

navigation, it would be 'nnlikely and perhaps undesirable that

considerable outlay of British capital in permanent work should

take

place;*

1.

J. Moir to J.

2.

E.g. R. Howie to J. Steitfart, 2nd April, 1877, Salisbury.
*1 saw
Mr. Stevenson today and he is full of enthusiasm about the pro¬
posed trading company and he assures me that there will be no
difficulty so far as obtaining funds is concerned.
The real
difficulty will be with the Portuguese Governments who.,..are
negotiating with some French Company, (a reference to the
Zagury concession).
Mr. Stevenson through Mr. Waller and
otherwise is seeking to influence our own government.'

3.

J. Stevenson to Dr. Mitchell, 28th August, 1877, MS 7872.
Hoste
accompanied Cotterill and Elton on their journey from the north

4.

J.

however there were signs of

a

softening in the Portuguese

Stevenson, 9th December, 1876, op. cit., Johannesburg.
He enclosed a table of duties which might help in det¬
ermining which route was to be preferred.
He had also written
to Br. Zagury, the Zambesi monopolist, but had heard nothing as
he

was

in Africa.

end to the coast.

Stephen to J. Stewart, 7th and 20th November, 1877, Salisbury.

-92-
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view, agreement had been reached in principle on transit duties,
and it was

hoped that when the question of the route had been settled

'the mission would be relieved of trade and

the whole supply.'

would take up

one

of the Hatal houses

If this could not be arranged, the

Mission would have to fend for itself, and Stevenson explained that

according to Cotterill 'there was every likelihood of prosperous trade

being opened

up

with the interior.

The Committee
on

of

sufficiently aptimistic about the prospects

was

the Zambesi to appoint
2

Kelly, John Muir,

shallow

John Stephen, James Stevenson, James Young

and Br. Moir to see to the ordering of a

draught paddle-steamer to ply between Mazaro at the head of

the KwaKwa and the Murchison cataracts on the Shire.

John Stephen

reported to his brother-in-law, Janes Stewart that two offers for
suitable vessels of about 70 ft.

length and £1,000 cost

considered, and that James Stevenson thought that
be

got up at

a company

being
should

with £5»000 or more capital, and that 'either or both

once

the Moirs who

were

tired of

are

road-making would make good

merchants.'^

the 4th December he was able to report that he had heard from Br.

that his

sons

(then at Bar-es-Salaam)

trade and to supply the

Yarrow's

a

by 30th May

capitalIt

were
was

prepared to carry

on

On

Moir

the

then resolved to order from

steamer, of 60 ft. by 10 ft. 6 ins, which was to be ready

I878.5

The Moirs returned to Scotland and were reported to be anxious
to

start at

once

'under countenance of the Mission though distinctly
6

On the 19th March Stevenson wrote to the Foreign

separate from it.'
Office

asking for

a

clarification of the position with regard to the

Mozambique Tariff and the Anahory-Zagury concession,

T,
2.

November,
John Muir, born

l877i

MS 7912.

7

On the 12th

'

1828, 1st Baronet, 1892, Lord Provost of Glasgow,

1890-92, partner and later Chairman of the firm of James Finlay
and Co., merchants.
He was also one of the founders of the
Clan Line which was established in I87O, and in which the
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Stephen family had an interest.
J. Stephen to J. Stewart, 20th IToveraber, 1877» Salisbury.

L.M.M., 4th December, 1877» MS 7912.
Ibid.

Ibid., 12th March, I878.
J. Stevenson to Salisbury.

April it

was

learned that the Hoirs

were

anxious not to be left alone

in their efforts to open up trade in the Nya*sa district,

they should be assisted 'by
in the

success

some

but thi3

was

them from

not

company

'with suoh

work

and would have

own

in such an undertaking, but they would be happy to

gentlemen as would afford us much liberty of action
a

higher aim than

object of forming

the necessary funds would

approved and it

They were concerned to preserve

they would not be prepared to work in

Stevenson told the Committee that
with the

savings which amounted to £2,000

risk,"''

taking the entire

general

They had originally intended to

readily available, and their father had dissuaded

their independence of action,
a

gentlemen in this country interested

of the Mission.'

provide the capital from their

but that

was

a

a pure

speculation.'

'he had prepared

limited

company and

be forthcoming.'

a

2

Accordingly

draft prospectus

had little doubt that

This plan was heartily

recommended that the same privileges which had

been promised to the Moire should be

given to the Company, 'care

being taken that the Mission should receive their goods on the most
tl

advantageous terms.'
Lord

Salisbury

Stevenson's

sufficiently encouraging in his reply to

was

enquiries

on

the Zambesi navigation for preparations to

continued'

The Memorandum and Articles of Association of the

company were

signed

poration

granted

was

on
on

the 21st June 1878, and the Article of Incor¬
the 2nd July.

It

was

that the company should be known simply as the

but this

was

renamed the
was

a

new

originally intended
Central Africa Company,

rejected by the Companies Registrar and the Company was
Livingstonia Central Africa Company,

The Memorandum

remarkably comprehensive and indeed imaginative piece of work,

covering

Company

every

was

possible eventuality.

The primary object of the

3aid to be:

"The

navigation of the Rivers and Lake 3 of Central Africa,
especially of those rivers and lakes which commun¬
icate with the Zambesi, and of the river Zambesi itself,
with a view to develop the trade and the resources of the
country, and to encourage legitimate traffic among^Natives."
and

tUg

1.
2.

iTfc.

J. and P. Moir to J. Stevenson, 11th April, 1878,
Ibid.
L.M.M. 12th and 18th March, 12th April, IO78.

5

(copy) Johannesbui

L.C.A.C. file in the Companies Registry, George Street, Ediburgh,
Mo. 833.

Provision

was

also made for the

'building, purchasing,

chartering, leasing, sailing, managing, reselling, etc.* of ships of
every

description}

for the construction of 'Houses, Mills, Manufact¬

ories, Machines, Plant, Wharves, Stages, Warehouses, Sheds, Stores
or

other

dealing

premises';

for the acquisition and selling of land}

merchants 'in every species of manufacture and produce*;

as

for the introduction and cultivation of
for the rearing and

trees, grains, shrubs, plants;

importing of domesticated animals;

arrangement of defence against hostile attack;
activities.

initial subscribers

and

having similar

James

were

White, of Ovortoun;

Stevenson;

had taken two shares of

Bee3lack;

The seven

John Stephen;

October

£250 each.

These

pioneering iron manufacturing family;
of

objects.^

James Young;

Dr. Hugh Miller and Robert Soss, about whom

engineering firm;

urer

and numerous other

James S. Hapier, of the Clydeside ship-buildii

little information is available.

the

for the

Significant for the future was provision for amalgam¬

ation with any other company

James

for

I878 five

were

more

subscribers

Walter Neilson, of

John Cowan, paper manufact¬

It is

and the three Moirs, father and two sons.

perhaps surprising that William Mackinnon was not a subscriber.
share issue
formation

was

seems

not

The

advertised, the only notice of the company*s

to have appeared in

the initial subscribers

were

"the Anti-Slavery Reporter.

drawn from the small circle of

2

All

Livingstonia

supporters, most of whom were members of the Foreign Missions Committee
of the Free Church,
company

A clause in the Articles of Association of the

allowed its directors to veto the transfer of shares, thus

preventing the subversion of the company by those who were more willing
to

1.
2,

serve

Mammon than Cod.

L.C.A.C. file in the Companies Registry, op. eit.,
The Anti-Slavery Reporter.

July, 1878.
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from

Store

at
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C. Stevenson

near

Store at

near

A. Overland
•

to

the 2cu

tween the

Each.

Square 100 .Miles

J. b anlioLaunv,

JWirf

Mandate i.> the present

location <»l the lhiti.sh Consulate. Mails leave London unce a fortnight for dniiliimare.
London to Lhiillimanc occupies about 46 days.
Letters for up country should, be n< h in -d
or "via llrindtei," care of the African Lakes
Company, Limited, Quillimane, Last Africa,
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f 600 Kc-is if they belong to other nationalities.
1000 Rcis is ccjual to about 4s. tj*i.

i he passage from
"via 1 Mvinuiuvh"

i'a:

r

-

I'on ii:T ue.-'e

A iv7.C'\r"

every
li

other

with the monthly mail from England on its arrival at Ouillimane.
monthly mail from Matopc to Livingstonia, Ilandawc, and Chitesis, and,
second month, to Mbawipa and Knrongas.
is mienocd thai during the dry reason a caravan should leave K a
Tongas for Lake Tanganyika, returning in

"/

•

■

racta.

'

.

r

lime Li' the

other

ne.M

or

;earner

summer connects

ranics the

smith steamer.

,

CHAPTER III

Commercial Operations of the Company,

Hie

Section

John and Frederick

Company
a

of

were

l678-87«

i

Moir, the first managers of the newly formed

horn in 1851 and 1852 respectively.

Their father

was

distinguished physician and one time President of the Royal College
An uncle, Sir Frederick Maitland, had

Physicians of Edinburgh.

received the surrender of Napoleon on his
The Moirs

might have chosen to make their careers in

services, but felt that commerce provided
in peace

ship, the Bellerephon.

land and Germany,

of the

promising opening

a more

After leaving school they spent two

time.

one

years

in Switzer¬

learning languages before returning to the Univers¬

ity of Edinburgh where they took classes in Botany and Natural History,
but did not take degrees.
in

2

Chartered Accountant's

a

in Leith.

They then underwent

a

time in businesses

John then proceeded to London and took

a

job in the Union

Canton, and Fred worked for

India merchant's before

at the ages of

a

starting what he described

cycle agency in the city of London, and later

a

were

time in
as

twenty-five and twenty-six, they gave

primarily religious.

The

an

East

the first large

factory.

to Africa to work on the Mackinnon road.

decision

business training

office, and v?orked for

Insurance Society of

to go

a

up

In 1877,

these ventures

reasons

for this

Both brothers, hut especially

John, had been affected by the evangelical movement of Moody and Ssnkey
which had had

a

profound impact within the Free Church.

with the effect of the death of
would have been sufficient to

probable that there

were

This, together

Livingstone, and love of adventure

explain their decision, however it seems

also commercial

reasons.

The brothers were

undoubtedly ambitious and the extremely depressed and depressing
1.

2.

1809, his father, a naval surgeon,
having been wrecked on the French coast was kept a prisoner
on parole in Verdun and was there joined by his wife.
F. Moir, After Livingstone, and African Trade Romance. London,
1923«
John Moir obtained a 2nd Class merit certificate in
'Commercial and Political Economy and Mercantile Law' in 1872,
He had been born in France in

Edinburgh University Calendar,

qr

1872-3,

P

178-
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comraeroial situation of the

1870's

to look overseas

for

volvement in the

cycle industry

be

one

new

may

fields to conquer.
was

shrewd

a

the business suffered severely in the

in

still

was

it.^

Fred Moir's early in¬
move

into what

was

to

rapidly expanding industries of the 1880's, but

of the most

1882 he

have helped to persuade them

depression of the ' 70' s and in

trying to extricate the £2,000 which he had invested

While both the brothers were, by any standard, deeply

religious men, it seems that John was the more passionately committed
as

a

missionary, and that Fred was
of the enterprise.

success

more

concerned with the commercial

John was, however, the acknowledged
2

leader, and Fred on his own admission took second place. "
brothers there

was°undeniable

mixture of motive.

This

was

In both
nowhere

rV

more

frankly stated than by John in

a

letter to the girl whom he

married in 1882:-

"...when I thought of going out to Africa first (<and please
don't think it was 'burning love to my saviour' that was
the solo motive power that induced me to go) I wish it had
It did help.
But I had a course to choose.
A
life work to fix upon.
I thought it a good field for

been.

enterprise,
And it

ful,

as well as a good field for missionary work.
seemed a place where a merchant might be most use¬

so we came."

3

Fred's philosophy was summed up in a

letter of 1879:-

"Fortunes are not easily made nowadays either by Co's or
individuals:
and we have not made fortunes yet, or I

paid

But Home was not built in
shall in a year or so make
ends meet and benefit the country into the bargain."
4
suppose,

a

It has been

it

was

no

none

3.

5.

of the early shaie-holders in the

Company

con

have

cit., pp 1-3, F. Moir to Messrs. Ilutchin and Sickling,
September, 1882, and F.S. to H. Tod, 2nd September, 1882.

Both in L.B.

4.

the inauguration of the Company

Moir op.
1st

2.

on

5

evidence of this in the Memorandum or Articles of Association

It is true that

F.

suggested that

we

stated that any profit would be paid to the Livingstonia [•fission,

there is

1.

our expenses.

day...and I hope that

(l).

Moir op. cit,, p 3»
J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 14th June, i860, Sheppcrson collection.
F. Moir to Mr. Findlay, 1st October, 1879, L.B. (l).
F.

E.g. I, Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa, London,
1952, p 38, note (1).

expected

that after
end.

immediate return

an

At

come
an

years

on

their investment, but all hoped

the Company would provide

reasonable divid¬

a

early meeting of the Directors it was resolved that:-

"While the

object in view is the civilisation of Africa,
by doing business on
principles strictly commercial, which there is every
reason to be believed can be accomplished with a good
pecuniary result." 1
end is to be promoted

that

The
those

Livingstonia Central Africa Company

not to be one of

♦Quixotic* ventures which Kirk, Stewart, Waller and Stevenson

had earlier condemned.
their

was

Company

was a

The promoters may have liked to think that

philanthropic organisation, but they felt that

commercial activity should be embarked upon in which

no

not the most

was

able that money

It

interest.
to make

could be well spent without yielding
was

not until

2

make the

The Hoirs themselves had two good
Company profitable:

among

good rate of

a

were not

reasons

based

on

this

for seeking to

in the first place they and their father

and in the second place their

the first share-holders;

contract was

It was unthink¬

1940 that the British Government began

provision for development schemes which

premise.

were

significant criterion of success.

profitability

linked to the profit which was

raade.^

The fact that

both the Managers and the Directors of the Company were intent on

making
is of
way

a

profit from the

very

profound importance.

commencement of the Company's activities
It had

of

1.
2.

3.

significant influence

in which the always slender resources of the Company

As has been shown elsewhere the

the

a

Company and of the missions

higher
were

or

on

ire re

the

employed.

philanthropic objects of

not based

upon any

great degree

knowledge of the situation on the ground, nor were they especially

L.C.A.C. Minutes, 20th Hey, 1879*
Commonwealth Development and Welfare Act, 1940.
L.C.A.C. and A.L.C. file in Companies Register House, George Street,

Edinburgh, Ho. 833.

In October 1878 Dr. Moir, J. Moir and

F, Moir each held two shares of £250, of which £150 on each share
had been called.

4.

They later increased their holding.
be employed for five years at a salary of £200 each
and an additional 10$ each of the net profit.
The contract was
to be reviewed if at the end of the third year this profit did
not amount to £100 each.
As the profit had not reached the re¬
quired level by 1882 the contracts were broken and the Moire were
re-employed at the rate of £-300 p.a. and the first £100 each of
net profit, in addition to 10$ each of any further profit.
Contract dated 23rd June I878 in L.C.A.C. minutes,
A.L.C. minute
15th November 1882.

They

were to

<?a

—4-

It is

realistic in economic -terms.

Company which had devoted all its
to put these

extremely unlikely that

resources

to the finding of

a way

ideals into practice could have "been said to he running

its affairs

according to •sound "business principles.*

Company

a

was

a

Although the

missionary trading venture, and as such is not easily

comparable with the average trading company* it should not be thought
of

as

a

powder,
from

a

charitable

alchohol

or

In refusing to trade in

organisation.

guns, gun¬

principle, it did voluntarily cut itself off

on

possibly lucrative

source

of profit.

But in

other

every

respect it sought to maximise its return from the operations which
it carried
the

'Philanthropy at 5/ ' would have admirably summarised

on.

hopes, if not the expectations, of the promoters.
Before proceeding to investigate the activities of the

in Africa

some

idea of its capital structure end financial history

should be given.
into
to

on

a

nominal capital of £20,000 divided

the 18th March 1880.

hundred shares of
to

Founded with

eighty shares of £250 each, the nominal capital

£100,0 >0

This

was

In June 1881 the capital

£'"50 each.

increased

divided into four

was

was

altered

This made possible the purchase of shares

2,000 shares of £50*

The structure then

by those with less funds at their disposal.
remained unaltered until the
in

Company

liquidation of the African Lake.:Company

1893.
The issue of shares and the expenditure of capital con

be seen

from the following table

Issue

Date

25th Oct.

'78

13th March *80
21st Dec.

*82

23rd Nov,

*83

24 shares
35
rt
254
it
25
ti
264
25
No change
340 shares
tt
25
N
375
!*

9th Jan. '85
4th March *86

5th Jan.
23rd Aug.

6th Nov.

*87

*87
*88

60

tl

492

tt

100

II

513
108

X.

If
t*

Called at

£150
150

30)
50)
30'

Total

3,600
5,250

8,870
9,170

50

45)
50)
45)
50)

15,425

19,875
27,140

(including £1,312

45)
50)

calle^0b|^ ^unpaid)

These figures are derived from the annual returns in the L.C.A.C.A.L.C. file in the Companies Registry op. cit.

<?<!

These figures
raised for the
account
and

give

set

sums,

aside for

various

sums

such

as

profits re-invested in the Company,

Company's stocks,

no

nor

do they take into

raised from the bank as overdrafts.

siderations made it possible for the
its

They do not take any

depreciation and insurance, which were used

for the expansion of the
account

accurate account of the capital which was

Company from share-holders.

of various

sums

an

These

con¬

Company to expand the scale of

operations, for instance, between 1882 and 1886 when there

was

significant increase in the amount of capital employed in the bus¬
But the figures do

iness.

Company which

was

available to the

a

make plain the basic weakness of the

shortage of capital.

At

period of its existence, to provide

first

same

time it

2$$*^

answer

may emerge

have

led to

It is

a

was never

of

range
on a

shoe¬

able, in the

wholly satisfactory service.

should be pointed out that in only one of its

fifteen years was it

meagre

a

the capital

was

The Company was run

string, and it is largely due to this that it

At the

time

Managers sufficient to finance the full

operations which they had in mind.

first

no

able to

dividend, and that

was

of

question, to which it is hoped that

an open

below, whether

better return

pay a

or

to

a

an

higher capital investment would

a
a

greater loss.

In the

course

of

the

chapter various factors will be noted which impeded investment in

the

Company and

so

made the job of the Managers more difficult.

John and Frederick Hoir

were

asked to do the impossible.

It is only necessary to compare the

with the

resources

declared objects of the Company

available to them in order to prove this contention.

'■ben the "loirs landed at Quelimsne on the east coast of Africa near
the delta of the

parts of
Scots

a

Zambesi in September

small flat-bottomed 3teamer with paddle wheels?

artisans;

and £1,500 worth of Manchester goods.

to their contract they were to

luelimane

on

was

2.

three

According

superintend the line of navigation from

at that

time situated

peninsula at the south end of Lake Malawi.

hundred miles from the coast.

1.

2

the Indian Ocean coast to Livingstonia, the Free Church

of Scotland Mission which
a

1878 they had with them the

This

on

was

Cape Maclear,

about four

In addition they were to organise a

A.L.C. Minutes, Annual report, I887.
L.C.A.C. Minutes, 9th July I878.

( o
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service to Tete,

the

Zambesi;

service

on

Portuguese settlement some three hundred miles

a

and to

the lake

rim

the

They

so

steamer

convenient points in connection vrith this

also to assist in the geographical exploration of

were

region in

a

to carry on trade with the people and

itself;

to establish depots at

trade.

in co-operation with the mission

up

Sir as this was thought to be conducive to the

Company's interests,
In

justice to the Directors it should be said that throughout

the first

few years of the Company's

negotiations with various
ing

groups

existence they were engaged in

with

of east and central Africa with

up

similar interest in the open¬

a
a

view to co-operation with

the expansion of the Company's activities;

them;

ening of its financial position.

and the strength¬

The people to whom they looked for

support were mainly the lay supporters of the other British missions
interested in the

They

area.

were

especially anxious to gain the

co-operation of the promoters of the Established Church of Scotland's

Blantyre Mission, and, if possible to prevent the establishment of
an

Established Church Company in competition with the Livingston!a

Company

on

the

same

route.

2

Both the Directors and the Managers

felt, not without reason, that the missions did not provide enough
business to employ two
have the

same

The Established Church did not

body of active, commercially-minded lay supporters as

did the Free Church,
cane

companies.

It

was

probably for this

of the scheme for on independent

reason

enterprise.

that nothing

Significantly the

great majority of the Livingstonia Committee were laymen while the
majority of the Established Church's Foreign Mission Committee were
ministers.

Though relations between the Established Church and the

Company

strained by the Blantyre Scandal of

were

ent Established Church

of the

a

promin¬

layman, John Cuthbertson, did join the board

Company in the latter

entative of his

1880-31,^

Church.^

year

and served

The Directors

were

as

an

unofficial

also anxious to

repres¬
secure

1.

L.C.A.C, Minutes, 9th July, 1878.

2.

F. Moir to parents, 20th October, 1879, 22nd April, 1880, L.B.(l)5
and L.C, _.C. Minutes, l6th September, 14th November, 1879.
Bee below, Chapter IF.
A.L.C. Minutes, 8th June, 1881.
Sir John Keilson Cuthbertson,
born 1829, died 1905, Knighted 1887, chemical aud produce

3.
4.

broker, Governor, The Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical
College.

I o (
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the co-operation

of the

of Manchester businessmen who, led

group

by James Bradshaw, produced the grandiose scheme for African
James Stevenson felt that the basis

development referred to above.
of their scheme

and vent, with the consent of

erroneous

was

Directors, to Manchester to tell them

objecting to their plans for
bar to the interior;
that if it

a

the other

He had two reasons for

so.

tramway from the coast opposite Zanzi¬

firstly that it

impracticable, and secondly,

was

successful it would compete with the lake and river

was

route that the

Company

pioneering.

was

He hoped either that they

cotxld be dissuaded from their scheme and induced to

join with the

Company in the extension of its operations towards Lake Tanganyika,
they would * start trade in the C.M.S. country to the north

or

that

of

Tanganyika.*
Stevenson

to

2
was

Tanganyika.

of water

He had for
land

over

anxious to extend the operations of the Company

very

some

time been convinced of the superiority

routes, and he also felt that the bridging of the

•isthmus* betv?een Malawi and Tanganyika by a road for the carrying
of

'legitimate traffic* would both strike

and facilitate

this

a

blow at the slave-trade

by missionaries to the interior.

access

3

It

with

was

object in mind that the Directors devoted much time in 1879 and

1880 to the finding of new subscribers to the Company.

Meetings

held with supporters of the London Missionary Society, who were

ing to found

a

mission

lished and United

Tanganyika;

and

with supporters of the Estab¬

London.^

1th other prospective share)—holders in
B7 September 1879 they had sufficient

fidence in the response from
of the nominal

attempt¬

Presbyterian Churches in Scotland; with the Church

Missionary Society;
Manchester and

on

were

these various

sources

con¬

to plan the increase

capital to £100,000 and the issuing of £19,000 of shires

which would bring the total subscribed capital up to £25,000, four
times the then total.

A prospectus was issued giving an optimistic

1.
2.

L.C.A.C. Minutes, 24th February, 1379.
L.K.M,, 17th larch 1879, quotes James Stevenson to J. Stewart,

3.

J.

4.

C.E., 25th February, 1879, MS 7912Stevenson, The Civilisation of .S. Africa, op. cii., pp .9-30
and p 44.
L.C.A.C. Minutes, 16th September, 1879•

5.

Ibid.

( oh
P.

It

of the Company and of the future "before it.

of the progress

account

..

pointed out that the Company had facilities

ivas

"for conducting an extensive trade with the natives,

who
rapidly "becoming alive to the advantages of a
system of trade based upon sound principles.
A bus¬
are

now

iness

so

conducted cannot fail to promote the civilis¬

ation of the

among whom it is carried on - assist¬
ing to a groat extent in the suppression of the slave
trade, and materially furthering the efforts now being
races

made to open up

There

'every expectation of its being

was

It
would

was

'if the collapse in

bean

pecuniary success.'"

in spite

Missionary Society in Uganda,

Egypt should render the Nile route

more

difficult.'

of this optimism and of the preparations that had

made, the share issue

of the

a

thought that the Company and its route to the interior
be of use to the Church

even

But

the continent of Africa.'

expected £19,000

was

was

not

subscribed,

this failure to the publication in
cession which had been

a success.
2

Only £2,000 instead

James Stevenson attributed

England of the details of

a con¬

granted by the Portuguese government to

a

Military Attache in Paris, Captain J.C. Paiva d'Andrada.

former

granted

a

This

monopoly of minerals, coal and woods, together with 100,000

hectares of

land, in

which appeared to include Blantyre and

an area

p

the southern shire

Highlands.

According to Stevenson:

"Other information confirmed the impression

Portuguese
of

our

were

that the
inclined to appropriate the results

labours.'

The

Company would if its position

the

country, hut before issuing £20,000 of new shares to 'influential

mercantile
it

was

men

were

secured be well able to develop

interested in the Missions both in England and

Scotland',

thought desirable to ascertain the true state of affairs.

Lord

Salisbury, to whom Stevenson

1.

L.C.A.C. prospectus in MS

2.

See L.C.A.C.

3.

J.

was

writing, had been aware of the

8021.
It is not dated but was probably
printed in November, 1879>
See L.C.A.C. Minutes, 28th November
1879«
This copy bears an unsigned note by Br. Moir,:~
'Hy¬
sons write home that they expect the Co. to he successful and
say they wish to have their holdings doubled if the Co. is to
be

enlarged.'
file,

op.

cit,., Companies Registry.

tevenson to Lord Salisbury, 25th September, 1379* P.O. 84/1557?
encloses a copy of an unsigned article on the concession in
"F'ngineeriri,-:. April, 1879-

i 03
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concession since

promulgation

so

February and had expressed his regret at its

after the demise of the Anahory-'Sagury concession. *

soon

According to Forier d'Andrada was an enthusiast who was confident of

raising £50,000,000 once he had been out to Africa and could show the
In October

value of his concession. "
stories that he had

1879 Fred Moir

hearing

was

2,000 English supporters, and was to be made

Governor of the whole district up to

In December O'Neill

the lake.

reported from Mozambique that d'Andrada had been forced to abandon
his

preliminary

of his

companions.^

letter until
time limit

on

of the territory owing to fever and the death

survey

The Foreign Office did not answer Stevenson's

March i860 and then
the

taking

were

not

very

of the concession

up

was extended

i860 and &'Andrs.da himself returned to Africa in
unable to find the

lapsed in 1883.

The

informative.

in July

1881, but he

was

£20,000 starting capital needed and the concession
His claims

revived in 1884 in the

were

name

of an

Anglo-Portuguese 'Companha Africana* in which Sir Donald Currie and
Sir hiHiam Mackinnon

letter

were

interested,^

suggested that it was the d'Andrada concession which had

vented the full realisation of the
his fellow Directors do not
As

late

as

pay off

1.

2.

3.
4-

5.
6.

7.
8.

seem

pre¬

Company's plan for development,

to have given up hope so soon.

7

March 1880 John Stephen wrote that in two or three weeks

time the Company was
holders

Although Stevenson in his

were

to be extended to £100,000;

already booked;

the overdraft.

that come new share¬

and tot it would then be possible to

8

January, 1879, F.O. 541/47» enclosure (2)
Lis«bon, 28th December, 1878, and Salis¬
bury, 22nd February 1879» ibid.
Morier to Salisbury, 27th January, 1879?
cit.
F. Moir to parents, 20th October, 1879»
(l).
H. O'Neill to Salisbury, 14th December, 1884, F.O. 541/47.
MS 7912,
9th March, 1880.
Petre to Lord Granville, 17th December, I884, F.O. 84/1669;
W.
Mackinnon to Granville, 3rd January, 1885, F.O. 84/1731}
see
also below, Chapter IV".
L.C.A.C. Minutes, 28th November, 1879» and note 1. on preceding page
J. Stephen to J. Stewart, 2nd March, 1880, Salisbury.
Morier to Salisbury, 27th
from Diario do Governo,

i

It

o

<+

not until the 18th 'larch

was

nominal capital was

formally

registered.*

Stevenson's remarks may have "been,

uncertainty
of the

that

However, premature though

he was probably right that it was

to the Portuguese position, and fear that the operations

as

Company could be seriously interfered with

stopped altogether,

or

discouraged potential investors.
Co

long as the cjue.stion of sovereignty

land remained

unanswered,

risk added to the
It is very
son

1880 that the increase in the

as

over

the Portuguese hinter¬

it did until 1890, there

was

az-ea.

significant that the Mackinnon brothers, with whom ;5teven-

had collaborated

ackinnon

serious

already abundant hazards of investment in the

on

the

Tanganyika Road,

were among

approached to support the Company, hut they declined.
i

a

never

was

were

William

share-holder and Peter Mackinnon waited until

a

November 1888 before

those who

investing £1,000 in the Company,

2

They evident¬

ly preferred to operate through Portuguese companies and contributed

largely to d'Andrada's Companha Africans.
■-allium Mackinnon
and noted

tribute

was

a

a

remembers that

very

surprising that he did not

con¬

£1,000 which he could well have afforded to lose.

He may have felt that
had invested

one

contemporary millionaire, Free Church mail,

philanthropist it is

even

If

so

the Company competed with the road in which he

much, but his willingness to invest in

a very

hollow

sounding Portuguese concession, which if successful, would almost
certainly have made it impossible for the Company to continue in

business, suggests that he had
position.

no

confidence in the security of its

It may also cast a slight shadow over his philanthropic

motives.

If the Saokinnons
that the

required.
icant,
group

reluctant to invest it is not

were

surprising

Company found it difficult to raise the capital that it
Until 1886 the increase was, as the table shows, insignif¬
The few

new

share-holders

were

almost all members of the

of Free Church supporters who had founded the Livingstonia

Mission and the Company.

They included members of the Stevenson

1.

L.C.A.C. file, op, oit,

2.

Ibid.
W, Maelcinnon certainly considered subscribing.
F. Moir
welcomed the news that he was 'thinking of taking a share in
the Co.'P.M. to A. Ilart, 12th January, i860, L.B.(l).

3.

See above and below, Chapter IV.

(0?
■Al¬

and Cowan families,

Beveridge,

a

referred to

Henry Tod, W.S.,

a

cousin of the Moirs, Srskine

Dunfermline textile manufacturer, and John Cuthbertson,
above.

The expansion of

1887, which followed the

Company*s first, and la3t, dividend, brought in

declaration of the

nearly eighty new share—holders bringing the total up to one hundred
This expansion was

and ten.

required to finance the purchase of the

new

large steamers for the Zambesi and for Lake Malawi.

who

subscribed at

in-law;"''

this time

Gilbert

were

Alexander Mitchell, who became

Among those

Beith, Fred Moir's fathera

Director;

Sir Thomas

Powell Buxton and eight others of that great abolitionist clan who
subscribed between them
and

Director of William

a

founder of
and

A.L. Bruce, son—in—law of Livingstone

£1,500;

I.B.E.A., and

Younger*s Brewery, who
from 1889

was

a

was

like Buxton,

Director of the Lakes Company;

George Cadbury and two Reckitts of the Quaker and Anti-Slavery

Society connection.
shown that

the

investment

almost

It

only at this stage after it had been

was

Company could with

sufficiently to

pay a

very

limited

small dividend that there

from outside

Scotland, and

even

resources prosper
was

any

significant

then the subscribers

ii

-

While the Directors in Scotland

were

thus engaged in an

attempt to widen the basis of the Company in preparation for
extension of its
the brothers Moir

Company

on

abortive
an

activities, especially in the direction of Tanganyika,
were

attempting to establish themselves and the

the coast and in the interior of Africa.

ments for their activities had been made with the

2.

were
2

all drawn from wealthy missionary and philanthropic circles.

-

1.

a

Certain

arrange¬

Livingstonia Mission

Gilbert Beith, born 1827, Liberal M.P. Glasgow (Central)
and Inverness Burghs, 1892-5.
Partner in the firm of

1885-6,

Beith,
Stevenson, and Co., export merchants, Glasgow and Manchester.
John Hay Beith, the novelist 'Ian Hay' who contributed a fore¬
word to Fred Moir's book, After Livingstone, was a close
relation, possibly a grand-son.
All the information in this paragraph is drawn from the lists
of share-holders annually filed at the Companies Registry in
Edinburgh.
L.C.A.C. and A.L.C. file Ho.833.

before their departure.

The Company was to purchase from the mission

shallow-draft, flat-bottomed, side-wheel steamer for use on the

the

1877The

Shire and Zambesi which they had ordered at the end of

of the steamer that

steamer was named the Lady byaasa in memory

Livingstone had tried but failed to put
the Zambesi

Expedition.

of the mission
for not

As

more

on

the lake at the time of

An arrangement was also made for the use

steamer, the Hula,

on

the upper Shire and Lake Malawi

than six months in the year at

a

rent of £45 per month.

general principle it was laid down that the

a

'Mission and the

Company shall given every facility to the operation of each other as
working in different forms towards the
first presumed that the

ston! a,
of the

then

object.'

2

It was at

Company would melee its headquarters at Living¬

Maclean.^

The Blantyre Mission

were

notified

Company's inaguration .and sent instructions to their agents

they

that

Cape

on

same

were

to assist the Company and to order goods as for as

possible through it,rather than through the Army and Navy Co—operative
Society which had hitherto been their major

supplier.^

James

Stevenson drew up a detailed programme of exploration which they were
to undertake.
for

a

was

to

arrange

with James Stewart C.E.

5

journey across the Tanganyika plateau to the south end of that
Stewart

lake.
one

One of the Moirs

was

of the Moirs

to be in command and to

survey

the route while

investigated the trading possibilities.

They were

also to purchase land and make a station for the IIa.la at the Kambwe
inlet

(three

miles north of present-day

Karonga) and

to visit the

Mbashe river at the north end of the lake which had earlier been
visited

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

by Dr. James Stew,art;

to investigate the coal seam which

L.C.A.C, Minutes, 15th July,

1878.
March, I878, H3 7912.
J.7-, to Kiss E. Tod, 16th January, 1881, Shepperson collection.
J. EcLagan to D. MacDonald, 23rd,October, I878, MS 7543.
James Stewart, Civil Engineer, cousin of Or. James Stewart, born
1845.
Employed in the I.C.S.
Came to Livingston!a on fur¬
lough in 1877*
Laid out Blantyre Mission.
Engineered the
road between Katanga's on the lower -Shire and Metope on the
upper Shire, via Blantyre.
Resigned from I.C.S. and took up
full time employment with the Livingstonia Mission, as from
18th September, 1879. (L.K.M., MS 7912).
Responsible for the
early work on the Stevenson road, but died before its completion
in August 1883.
Buried at Karonga.
See L.M.M., 8th January
12th

1884."

( o>
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Bay;"*"

Herbert Rhodes had discovered at Florence

(the Songea Ngoni

Gwangwaras,

develop trade
establish

Meanwhile the other Moir

was

to

the Shire with the help of the Lady Ilvassa. and to

on

store

a

lake) who

the east coast of the

on

thought to be keen traders.

were

and to visit the

at

Blantyre.

When these projects

accomplished

were

they could turn their attention to the country to the west of
Livingstonia, to the

upper

Zambesi and the Kafue.

The Koirs arrived at Quelimane in

problem

built and launched
Zambesi which

was

on

September 1878.

How

simple but difficult.

was

?

the Zambesi;

2

they to get their steamer

were

There

known to be navigable,

Their first

only

was

this

mouth of the

one

the Kongone whose

was

dangerous bar made it unsuitable for regular use by ocean going vessels.
There

was

no

service and

steamer

therefore necessary to land

was

no

Portuguese Customs House,

the parts of the steamer at Kiuelimane

together with the goods which had been brought with it,
was

situated

the

XwaKwa, which had

1878

was

some

miles in from the
once

been

a

sea

on

Quelimane

fast-flowing tidal river,

a

mouth of the Zambesi, but v/hich by

only joined to the Zambesi by the Balarabwanda channel at the

highest point of the annual floods in March

-

fall there

was

was

no

connection.

The steamer

in

of low rain¬

years

launched

October and had steam up for the first time on the l^th
The next

toasts

.uelimane, during which dinner
were

drunk.

steamer round to the

^

The alternatives

Kongone bar which

owing to the unsuitability of
or

to

sail

it up the

mile proterage to

the time in the

3-

a

was

was

served

now

were

November.

rebellion

to

or

vicinity of Fiasaro.

F. Siton,

board and

3ci.il the

shallow draft steamer for

KwaKwa, dismantle it,

a

011

thought to be too dangerous

carry

the Zambesi, and rebuild it.

impossible owing to

1.
2.

the 28th

on

day it made its maiden voyage for the benefit of the Portuguese

population of
seven

It

it

across

ocean

going;

the three

This proved to be

civil

war

which

It

was

thought too dangerous

was

going

on

at

Mouth Eastern Africa, op. cit,
in L.C.A.C. Minutes, 24th February, 1879*
F. Moir to father, 22nd September 1878, and 30th October, 16th
November I878.
F. Moir to A. Hart, Secretary, L.C.A.C., 4th
July, 1879.
L.B.(l).
The Moirs were total abstainers.
J.

Mtevenson*s programme

Sr.

ITunes drank champagne.

I OS
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to risk

14

losing parts of tlie steamer, as the loss of one oase could

make the vessel unusable.

In addition the Portuguese

officials

would not take any responsibility for life or property if they made
1
the attempt.
It was not until the middle of March 1879 that John

Moir

able to get the Lady Byassa on to the Zambesi by the flooded

was

Balarabwanda channel.

p

With the water level

normal he had to contend with
of

finding the

had not had
of fuel

as

proper

than 15 ft.

more

above

floating islands, and the difficulty

channels in

a

vast

If he

of water.

expanse

plentiful supply of ooal on board he would have run out

a

it

was

impossible to cut wood.

Meanwhile Fred loir had

begun the work of exploration.

Leaving

Quelimane in early December he had made his way by oanoe and boat up
the Zambesi and Shire to Blantyre which ho

1879-

The country

in

viae

lib', and it seemed that 'all

on

Hew Year's Day

disturbed state, many villages had

a very

At lasaro the soldiers

been deserted and burnt.

'ad

reached

up

were

plundering

the river one set of

been beaten and in turn attacked another set

have

men

higher up.*

Where

possible he introduced himself to the local people,and made arrange¬
ments for the provision

Portuguese settlers

on

of cut wood for the steamer.

the

ITegro who controlled the

way up,

area

led

were

and Matakenya, the Goan-Portuguese-

below the confluence of the Shire and

the Ruo which marked the furthest

Beyond him

He met various

limit of tenuous Portuguese

the first of the Makololo villages which were control¬

by the most southerly of their Chiefs, Chipatuia.

village

same

At Katunga's

miles below the first of the Murchison cataracts be found

what he described
the steam

influence,

as

a

natural dock at what

was

to be the terminus of

navigation of the lower Shire and the beginning of the road

which, passing through Blantyre, linked the two navigable sections
A

of the river. f

The northern section of this road which

was

laid out

by James Stewart, C.E,, was completed by the beginning of July 1878;
John Buchanan with two hundred and sixty men was
ern

section in that

the south¬

F. Moir to A. Hart, 4th

July, 1879* L. jxrr.
18795 also, After Livingstone,

F.Moir to father, 29th March,

3.

F. Moir to father,

cit., pp 30-31.

18th December, 1879, i& letter of 4th January,

1879, L.B.(l).
4.

on

month, it was almost certainly completed by the

1.
21

op.

working

Ibid., 30th Beeenbor, 1879«

i
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beginning of the rains of that
included the most difficult
on

the

The southern section

part, the steep climb from Katunga's

Shire, less than 100 ft. above sea-level to

in the Shire
six

.year.'''

Highlands;

miles of the river.

ments for the

most of the ascent was accomplished within

and for the

use

3,000 ft,

2

Fred Moir took up to Blantyre a
for the missions

over

large quantity of goods both

Company.

While there he made

by the Company of the Blantyre store and for the

supervision of goods left there by artisan members of the
He went

via

on

to Livingstonia.

On the

he called at the

way

village which Herbert Rhodes had established

on

the upper Shire, and

Ramakukan, the most powerful Makololo chief' who was hunting ele¬
He also called

phants in the vicinity.

chief at the point where the
he was

laid out
James

a

row

Mponda, the wealthy Yao

ohire leaves the lake.

set back 100 yards from the

in the shape of two Union Jacks.

At Livingstonia

shore, and gravel walks
This

was

the work of

Stewart, C.E. who he found at Marenga's, the experimental

station later known
There

on

agreeably surprised to find fifteen •substantial looking'

houses in

as

mission.^

Matope, the terminus of the junction road, where he

boarded the Ilala.

met

arrange¬

and at

as

Bandawe, two hundred miles

Kaningina, fifteen miles inland,

part of the search for

would be

more

fertile,

a

more

up

the lake.

surveys were

4

being made

site for the Livingstonia mission which

healthy, and

more

populous than the Cape

Uaclear site which had been chosen for its nautical advantages
rather than for it3
miles

suitability

from the nearest

as a

5

village.*

mission station.

It

was

The selection of the two experimental

1

J.

2.

20th July, I878, and 18th February 1879, Salisbury
The present road from Chikwawa to Blantyre follows almost

Stewart, C.E. to Br. J. Stewart, 20th May 1878, 3rd July, 1878,

exactly
Stewart, C.E.
The present Katunga's
village is on the opposite side of the river to the old one;
owing to the changing course of the river there.
F. Moir to father, 17th February, 1879, L.B.(l);
H. O'Neill to
Granville, 8th November, i860, encloses affidavit by J. Moir,
13th October, 1880, and copy of agreement between the Blantyre
Mission and the L.C.A.C. dated 16th July, 1879, and signed by
both the Moirs and Duff MacDonald, P.O. 84/1565*
lpth January, 1879, in F«H. to father, 17th February, 1379, L.B.(l).
M. Black to Dr. <3. Smith, 3rd March, 1877,
7876.
the line chosen by Janes

3.

4.

5.

five
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stations had been the rosuli of detailed exploration of the western
aide of the lake

by Br. Laws and J. Stewart, C.E., between August and

1878."

November

Fred Moir travelled north from

Bandawe with Laws
went

on

himself, and it

the first visit

of the norther;.

previously.

2

Blantyre to Livingston*a and
in company with him that he

was

by Europeans to libel wa, the Paramount Chief

Ilgoni, who had requested

a

Laws introduced Moir *as

one

visit from Laws

who

was

some

months

ready to trade

and who loved God as we did.'"'

with them if they desired to do so;

They also met Mtwaio, the rival of Mbelwa, and the leader of the
hard-line Ugoni who opposed close contact with the

attempted to buy ivory at OTbelwa's but

as

mission.^

he did not have the preferred

pattern of cloth he was unable to induce the people to sell.
was

Fred

This

lesson in the first principle of barter that to have cloth or

a

heads is not enough, they must be of the locally popular style and
5
colour.
He planned s journey to Bisa country,
but hearing that

Mpemha,
a

a

Yao chief further south

on

the

lake(bad recently received

large stock of ivory, he took the Herga, the sailing boat brought

by CotterilX, and went in search of him.

out

contact with his
sons

of

sons

but Mperaba himself refused to be seen and the

would not trade.

Arabs, who

Moir suspected that he was under the influence

in the

were

area,^

the Jurabe of Nkhota Khota who had

On the way north they had visited
ivory for sale, but demanded coast

prices which obviously could not be paid.
with

a

He was .able to make

He had been much talc en

painted teapot, but not enough to make him come to terms,

7

Moir had returned to Quelimane by the middle of March, having
travelled about

1,000 miles in three months.

in the nature of
see

a

The journey had been

reconnaissance during which he had been able to

much of the country

in which the Company

was

to operate and he

had met a selection of the chiefs who had control of the

1.

ivory trade.

P,R,G»S. Hew Series, Vol.1, 1079» R. Laws, 'Journey along part
of the western shore of Lake Hyassa in 1878*, p 305.

Livingstone, Laws of Livin,Estonia, n.d. pp 159-62.

2.

W.P.

3.
4.

R. Laws to T. Main, February, 1879» MS 7876.
F. Moir to father, 17th February, 1879» L.B,(l).

5.
6.

Ibid.

7.

Ibid., 18th January, 1879*

Ibid., 8th

-

9th February, 1879•

in

—vt—

He had also been able to make

arrangements with

some

a

view to the

organisation of the transport and supply service for the missions
which

the first priority.

was

The inauguration of this service

was

delayed first by the difficulty of getting the steamer on to the Zambesi
and then by her state when
in March

they had managed to get her there.

they took her with the flood stream down to the Kongone mouth

where they

beached her

two assistants

working

island and spent the whole of April with

on an

on

repairs.^

went down to Quoliraane to organise
the

Late

At the end of that month Fred

boats and

canoes on

the KwaKwa fur

carriage of mails and cargoes to the head of the river.whence
he also arranged for

they had to be carried across to the Zambesi?
the us© of

a

store at Maruru where they could be left while waiting
2

for the steamer to return from the up-river voyage. "

service
from

on

the KwaKwa

was

to be

Blantyre and who were paid

Lady Nyassa was taken up to

John Moir

in charge,

v?ao

run

a

by

men

The boat

who had been brought down
i

monthly wage for the work.

The

Katunga's for the first time in May;

and went on himself to Blantyre.

After

Vv**.

formalising relations between the Mission and the Company by
ment of the 16th June he went

on

an agree¬

to the lake to do his share of the

exploratory work.
His travels fell into two parts, the first was a pioneering

journey west from Hkata Bay towards the Luangwa in the Senga country;
and the second was

towards Lake

a

journey in company with James Stewart, C.E.,

Tanganyika, according to James Stevenson's instructions.

Little is known of this first

journey.

Leaving Hkata Bay early in

July, he travelled west by-passing Mbelwa's and reached Tembwe,
Senga chief,
he

was

a

on

the 20th of the month.

peaceable

man

a

This chief complained that

caught between two lions, Mbelwa and Karaborabo.

William Koyi, the evangelist from Lovedale, told Tembwe
'of the English nation and its greatness;
the Word of God;
and of our coming to
teach.'
Tenibwe offered
it

was

a

7 ft. tusk for the Bible.

not the Bible that

was

1.

F.Moir to parents, 10th

2.

Ibid., 11th May, 18?9.

3.

Ibid.

of its cause

-

his nation to

Moir pointed out that

the medicine but the truths in it.

May, 1079.

L.B.(1).

(II-

They passed
nan,

to

on

16

-

Kamborabo:who*they found to he an airaiable old

hut they did not 3tay long:, there was

a

large party of Arahs in

the

vicinity who had raised prices 'to ridiculous heights.*'

was

another

It

twenty years before the Senga country was visitod hy
?

members of the
met James

Livingstonia Mission.

Stewart, G.E., at Ukata Bay and they went

Karonga,

climbing Mount Mailer

Tanganyika

on

at

On his return to the lake he

on

the

on

overland to

The:? left there for

way.

the 14th October, hut after climbing to Mwenlwanda*s

3,900 ft., the beginning of the plateau, Moir had to abandon the

journey owing to an abeess
for three weeks.

on

his foot which confined him to his tent

Stewart went

on

with Koyi to the south end of Lake

Tanganyika where he met Joseph Thomson, the youthful Scots survivor
of Keith Johnson's Royal
reached

Geographical Society Expedition.

Tanganyika in seventeen days which

was

mapped journey of almost two hundred and fifty
Thomson between them
needed to

were

able to supply the

Stewart

remarkable for

miles.^

an un¬

He and

missing data which was

plot the relative positions of the two lakes, and although

these proved to be somexihat further apart than had been hoped the

feasibility of what

Africa'was

came to

demonstrated.

yika he had travelled
1.

IS

over

be known as the 'Lakes route to Central

Although John Moir had not reached Tangan¬
four hundred miles, many of them over

7906, Diary of Join Gunn, agriculturist at Livingstonia
Mission, cutting from the Horthern Ensign. Wick, reports the
arrival of J.II. at Livingstonia, 23rd June, and at Hkata Bay*
5th July, 1879,
An account of the journey taken from J,M.'s

letters to his parents was printed in The Family Treasury and
Christian Monthly, and reprinted in the Christian Stress.

2.

3.
4.

Lovedale, June, i860.
The quotations are taken from that
article.
Donald Eraser visited them in 1898, and found they remembered
J.M.'s visit well.
Agnes Eraser, Donald Praser of hivinpstonia.

London, 1934, PP 55~63»
M.P. Livingstone, Laws of Livingotonia. op. cit., p 168.
James Stewart, C.B., 'The Western Side of ITyassa and the Tanganyika
Hyassa route.® read by James Stevenson to the E.G.3., 18th
February, 1880, in P.R.G.3., (IJ.S.) i860, Vol.11, p 420? J.
Stewart, C.E., 'Lake ITyassa and the Water Route to the Lake
Regions of Central Afrift^', P.R.G.S. (U.S.) Vol.111, 1881, p 257.
He left Karonga for Tanganyika on 14th October1, and returned on
3rd December, 1879* his account of his journey was read in London
on the 18th February, 1880.
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snapped country, he had paid the first visit by a member of the
Company to the north end area which

was

to he so important to its

later development and had sent down to B1antyre 450 lbs, of ivory
1
that he had bought on route.
He probably returned to the south
in

lute¬

December, 1879.
Meanwhile Fred Moir had been engaged in the organisation of the

store at

B1antyre;

of the steamer service

on

the Shire;

and of

porters for the carriage of goods between the two sections of the
o

river.'"

He also had to

see

left in the hands of Jose

Vice-Consul, but not
made

to the Quelimane business which had been

Hunes,

a man

of great commercial efficiency.

on

his return in

he

was

up

river

August became serioiisly ill with fever and jaundice,

nursed back to health
on

by Br, Laws who

the steamer at the time."'

sufficiently to make
the scene of the

a

fortunately travelling

By October he had recovered

tragic death of Herbert Rhodes at

remained until March or April

area,

was

thirty mile overnight cross-country dash to

the end of November he had returned once

there and

Fred

uelimane at the end of July 1879* and

quick journey down to

one

friend of Livingstone and British

a

Chirala.^

By

again to Queliiaane where he

18805 clearing

up

the Company's accounts

investigating the trading possibilities of the lower Zambe3i

especially the Kongone mouth which he re-visited.
In

April 1880 the two brothers

were

reunited at Blantyre,

They

got on very well with Duff MaoDonald and hie wife, and had their meals
with them while

Prod Moir

was

staying in

one

of the houses

left in charge of the

on

the Mission Square.

Mission School when MacDonald and

Fenwick went to investigate thefts thought to have
men

between

Blantyre and Zoraba,

6

5

been made by Mitocbe's

The brothers wanted to make

a

permanent establishment and store at Blantyre which was the obvious
depot for goods in transit between the upper and lower rivers.

How¬

ever

MacDonald pointed out that ho had instructions from the Hobo

1.
2.

F, Moir to James Stewart, 30th September, 1879,
F» Moir to mother, 6th July, 1879* L,B,(l),

3.
4.

R. Laws to James Stewart, 22nd September, 1879, Salisbury.
F.Meir to father, 8th September, 1879, L.B.(l);
F.ri. to parents

5.
6.

20th-88th October, 1879, ibid,
F.M, to mother, 24-26 July, 1879, ibid,
Duff MacDonald, Africans, op. cit., Vol#II, P

Salisbury.

162.

\\Ur
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c
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*

Committee that the Company was not to he permitted to make a perm¬
anent establishment

on

of their plans for an
was

mission property.

This was probably because

Established Church Trading Company which it

hoped? according to MacDonald, would »manage all civil affairs.

Fred Hoir

hoped, as the Directors did, that the foundation of this
He felt that two Companies would out each

Company would be checked.

others* throats, and that a situation similar to that on the west
coast would arise where firms
He also

hoped that

pressure

paid

a

2-tf dividend

or

made

a

loss.

2

could be exerted at home to persuade the

mission to allow them to set up at
3
look for a site a few miles away.

Blantyre rather than be forced to
Eothing came of this request and

by the time it reached Scotland relations between the Company and the
mission

wore

strained

by the reaction to the

news

of incidents concern¬

ing civil jurisdiction in which the Company was indirectly involved.
These will be considered in the next chapter.

remained cordial but the
of its

otrn.^

they had got

Relations in Africa

Company nevertheless had to look for

On the 22nd April John Molr reported that they
a very

the stream from

pretty place *on

Blantyre.

a

forest covered ridge just

upon

might extend for as much

cover

6

7^000 acres

able to walk for five raiiea
was

1.

as

Fred

thirty miles depend¬

the course of the streams, the Itudi and the Mapori, which

determined its boundaries.
found to

over

bought from Kapeni, the Yao

Chief from whom the Blantyre estate had earlier been bought.

ing

thought

5

Early in May, 1880, an estate was

Moir reported that it

home

a

confirmed

by

a

lie
or

was

over-optimistic

as

it

was

later

John was however

eleven square miles?
7

*through

our own

land.*

The purchase

deed of 15th July 1885, and finally ratified by

Vol.11., p 168.
1879® L.B.(l).

2.

Duff MacDonald, Africana. op. cit,
F. Moir to A. Hart, 7th September,

3.
4.

Ibid.
F. Moir to father, 16th January,

5.

J.loir to Miss E. Tod, 22nd April, i860, Shopperson collection.
F. Moir to father, 14th May, 1880, L.B,(l).
J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 14th June, 1880, Shepperson collection.

6.
7.

1881, L.B.(l).

(It
—a-

Harry Johnston in 1893®

i

The brothers; who had been kept busy with

accounts, mails and store-keeping, now set to work on pi ens for
their house and store,

and experimented with brick end tile malting.

They also began to clear the bush for the site and to prepare timbers
for the verandahs of the two-storey house and for internal beams.
The doors and windows

were

2
ordered ready-made from the United States."

Both the loirs left Blantyre in June when the work was supervised by
John Buchanan.

Fred went north to Karonga and the Ifbashe to shoot

elephant and, if possible to catch

a young

elephant to be brought

down south for experiments in domestication in which William Mackinnon
and

King Leopold of the Belgians were interested.

south but had returned to .Blantyre by

the 3rd August when the first

sod for what was intended to be called

*Mudi House*

in the month he passed through Livingstonia on
his brother in the

hunting field.

John loir went

his

was

way

cut.^

Later

north to join

He returned to the south in

September, and was followed by Fred early in November\

they worked

hard at brick-laying in an attempt to finish their house before the

rains.

1.

5

Certificate of Claim, number 23,
an affidavit by John Buchanan,

Blantyre Land Registry.
See also
dated 11th April, 1892, witnessed
by Alfred Sharps, in A.L.C. papers at Mandala, Blantyre,
Buch¬
anan declares that he was a witness when the loirs on behalf of
the A.L.C. entered into negotiations with Kapeni,5acquiring by

purchase from Kapeni the said estate for

2.

3.

4.

5.

calico, of 96 yds. and

one

pieco^wbite,and

one

of 98 yds. respectively, in
consideration of, and as payment for the said land.1
J. Molr to lias E. Tod, 15th January, 1881, Shepperson collection.
F. loir to parents, 3rd October, 1880, L.B.(l);
see also corres¬
pondence on the subject in the Maclcinnoa papers, 3.0 A.S.
F.M.
arrived at the north end late in June or early in July, he
succeeded in capturing 4 young elephants but 3 of them died.
R. Laws to Br, J. Stewart, 14th October, 1880, Salisbury,
Life and Work in British Central Africa. July, 1905, J. HeIIwain
reminiscences on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of his
arrival at Blantyre; he came out as a Carpenter fox- the Company,
in i860 and joined the Mission in 1884®
R, Laws to Dr. J. Stewart, 14th October, i860, Salisbury.
J.M.
had. gone north with Robert Laws arriving at the Ibashe on 24th
August.
He went south again with a young elephant on the
steamer in mid-September, arriving at Blantyre in time to give
evidence to the Established Church Commissioners, Br. J. Rankin
and A. Pringle, Esq., which he did on the 13th October, 18GO;
see J.M. to Br. J. Stewart, 25tb October, 1880, Salisbury.
of blue
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Because of the shortage of trained
made of

were

all day to

exceptional size in order to reduce the labour of

an

1

construction,.

brick-layers the "bricks

John loir described how

on one

occasion he worked

finish the walls, and was just about to eat his dinner

'with supreme satisfaction' when he heard a roar, turned round and
saw

that the walls had collapsed,

the

enormous

weight and had given way,'

the foundation had got

broken.

was

away

the rubble and started again

1881, Fred loir wrote the first letter headed 'Modi House

by then completed except for some internal fittings,

Earlier in the
new

Some of the bricks near

badly wet in the rains which had by then

Nothing daunted he cleared

On June 27th
which

'Something had been too weak for

store at

month the Directors had written asking that the

same

Blaatyre should be given

a

'distinctive name';

2nd October Fred referred for the first time to 'Mandela®.
not

a

choice but

a

3

on

the

This

was

recognition of the usage of the local people who,

according to John Mcllwain, had refused to call the building anything
but

Maadala, the nick-name of John

the effect of

loir,^

It was the word used for

sunlight on his spectacles, and has continued to this

day to be the usual name both for the African Lakes Corporation, and
for spectacles.

The house still stands as

a

monument to the energy

and, despite set-backs, the skill of the brothers loir, and of John
Mel 1wain and John Buchanan who also played a part

It is the oldest building in Malawi or

Zambia;

of the verandahs are made of

hard

a

wood

only to white ants but to nails,
ine how

so

as

in its construction.

the upright supports
to be resistant not

Experts find it difficult to imag¬

they were hewn.

The selection of

a

site and the

headquarters had token up only
and time,

a

building of the Company's first

small part of the Managers' energy

While at the north end of the lake in October 1880 Fred

Moir had made

an

exploratory journey in the mountainous country due

north of the i'fbashe.

Tills took him close to what

are now

Tulcuyu and

.'"beya, and at 7»500 ft. to the headquarters of the Sangu Chief, Merere
1.
2.

3.
4.

After Livingstone, op. cit.. pp 46-53.
J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 4th January, 1881,

Shepperson collection.

F. Joir to Directors, 27th June, 1881, L.B.(l),
L.C.A.C. Minutes, 2nd June, 1881} J. Mcllwain in L.N.B.C.A.,

1905,

op.

cit.;

P.M. to parents, 2nd October, 1881,

L.B.(l).

(/?

who had been visited three years earlier on his ill-fated journey to
1
the coast by Consul Elton®
There were a large number of Arabs at

Merero's court, and as was usual this made business difficult.
spent several days in negotiations but was only able to buy

Prod
few

a

tusks at reasonable prices after he had packed his tent and was about
to

?

depart/'

The brothers

at the turn of the year,
the 22nd

the

the coast by

the accounts for the first eighteen months of

They also began the establishment of the
take over the business which had been

agency there to

y

expensively and inefficiently done by Jose ITunes.
In April,

on

They remained there until they had completed

Company*a existence.

Company's first

Blantyre together for three months

but had reached Quelimane

February, 1881.

the work of making up

were at

1881, Fred Moir took

a

3

trip to Lourenceo Marques for

the salee of his health which had suffered as a result of

down the
the

a

journey

Shire, Zambesi, and Kx-JaKwa in open boats at the height of

rains,^

It

was

expected that John would leave for Britain in

May to report on the progress of the Company, and to
Directors to raise

Mozambique to buy

more

a

Capital.

encourage

the

In fact he went in that month to

small steamer which had been left there by

King Leopold's International Association expeditions.

one

of

This purchase

had been made necessary by the sinking of the Lad.v ITvassa and the loss
of her hull.
up river

The next month found him back at Man&ala.

he had done his best to prevent

with Matakenya from
who

were

a war

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

quarrel

with the Portuguese

The river

was

olosed for

a

time but

by October John

back at Quelimane and was about to return up river to Masaro to
7

attempt to launch the newly repaired Lady Hvassa.
1.

a

prepared to take the opportunity of his attack to move against
<5

the Makololo.
was

becoming involved in

Chipatula,wbo had

On his way

He left for

1880, L.B. (D.
*
Ibid., 20th October, i860.
Ibid., 22nd February, 1881.
J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 17th Say, 1881, Shopporson collection.
Ibid., 6th July, 1881.
The new steamer was renamed Livingstone,
J.l. spent some time repairing it and sucoeeded in getting it
to work but it does not appear to have been much used after
the re-launching of the Lady Hyassa.
D. MacDonald, Africans, op. cit., Vol.11, pp 291-6.
See also
below Chapter IV.
J. Moir to Miss E, Tod, 11th October, 1881, Shepperson collection.

F. Moir to parents, 7th December,

(12

Britain in November,

1881, and did not return to Quelinane until

July, 1882, "bringing with him his "bride, Bessie Tod,
a

daughter of

a

neighbour of Br. loir's in Castle Street, Edinburgh.

■Throughout this period Fred Moir

was

in sole charge in Africa,

returning to Maadala in June 1881, he reached the north end late in
2

July."

He spent the next months in the

trading.

area,

He reported to his father that he had injured his

when the stock of his two bore broke when

this did not prevent
weeks of his
the

shooting elephant and

stay.

nose

firing 9# oa. shot, but

him from shooting nine elephant in the first few
At the end of the

year

he had to break off from

hunting field to go to the assistance of James Stewart, C.E., who

had lost nineteen of his workers as

Chief, Hemvera, within

a
£

be the Stevenson road. •
he became seriously

over

a

year,

result of

a

raid by a

short time of beginning work

on

Ilyamwanga

what was to

Fred returned to Mandala in February where

ill and

was

forbidden to proceed to Queliraaae.

He had however reached the coast

for

a

by 21st 'larch, he was to remain there

establishing the Company's office, and running the

15
lower river steamer service from below."

-

iii

-

It seemed necessary to give this detail of the movements of the
managers

in the early years in order to demonstrate their energy and

the scale of the operation -which they were
ever

no

the limitations of

narrow

capital, manpower or resources.

view of the functions of the

asked to do the

determined to found what¬

impossible, but they

Companyj

were

they

may

in response to the

was

they set out.

1.

part.

They

be accused of dissipating their energies in too many directions,

but this

the

have been

determined that failure

should not be attributable to want of initiative on their

may

They took

Company

was

brief which they had been given before

It is probable that the service to the missions which
intended to provide suffered as

a consequence

of the

4.

Diary of F.J. Morrison, A.L.C, engineer, in E.U.L., 11th August,
1882.
F. Moir to father, 29th July, 1881, l»»B. (l).
P.M. to Miss E. Tod, 14th August, 1881, ibid.
P.M. to W. Swing, 10th February, 1882, ibid.

5.

Ibid., 24th March, 1882.

2.

3.

((9
or

of the Managers* activities, "but they regarded this service

vide range
as

only

a

part of the job which they were to do in Africa,

three years

travelled
to

In the

that John Moir spent in the area before going on leave ho

over

5,000 miles, including two return journeys from "landala

Xaroaga and three from Qnelimaae to Sandals,

fhis total makes

provision for distance covered on short journeys from Han&ala

Of his time less than

hunting expeditions.
Mandala and loss than
on

on

year at

or on

spent at

a year was

Quelimaae, the remainder

spent

was

Fred loir had boon in Africa for eix years when ho

the move,

wont

a

leave for the first time in September

1834.

During this

period he had made long journeys totalling over 10,000 miles.
had made four return

Mandela.*

Tanganyika and

He had spent

a

less than

no

Tanganyika, and twenty-two months at Quelimane.

spent at the north end

was

was

Over half Ms time

usual.

of the

up

the way

no

estimate

made, though twenty miles

a

day

spent in travel,and for sin months

period that he was static Ma inactivity V7duo to bis being

too ill to

keep

was

on

All the time

passed in hunting for which

of the distance he travelled can be

from

seven

total of fourteen months at

Kandala, sixteen months at the north end of the lake and
to

He

journeys from 'Jandala to the north end, two from

there to the south end of hake

Quelicisne to

no

It was, of course, only possible for the 'loirs to

move.

these enormous distances year after year by the

transport

on

the Zambesi, Shire and the lake.

distance covered

use

Probably 75

long journeys was travelled by steamer

on

of water
of the
or

boat.

This made it possible to average 30-50 miles a day for long periods?

going on foot with
average as

muck

be covered for

t

as
a

a caravan

of porters it

ten miles

a

day, though greater distances could

a

time.

few

days at

was

almost impossible to

f! (

She lower river steamer tended to average 40 miles a day, or
less, up stream, and 50 miles, or more down stream.
The lake
steamer generally averaged 50 miles a day but its speed couH
be halved by adverse winds, and it was occasionally stopped by

storms.
to arrive.

Travellers often had to wait weeks for the steamers
The Moirs had the advantage of knowing more accur¬

ately than most when they

were

due, and

so

spent less time waitin

This incessant

of the

area

which

travelling did enable the Managers to
"by the water route;

made open

was

see most

though they

may

not have had the depth of acquaintance with small areas which

was

acquired by

Laws, they did get
which the others
Duff MacDonald

Scott

a

superficial knowledge of the region

never

never

did.

ever

like Duff MacDonaid, Clement Scott, and Robert

men

the lake and it is unlikely that

The loirs

were

whole

It is, for instance, certain that

acquired.

saw

as a

Clement

attempting to satisfy the certainly

pre-existing demand for western products, especially cloth and beads,
on

assumption that if these demands could be satisfied through

the

the sale of other
necessary

between

oiid

so

commodities, the 3ale of slaves would be made ion-

redundant.

As the slave-trade acted as

societies, and was not confined to

they should seels to make contact with as
area

possible.

as

which this theory

simple.^"

a

many

link

few, it was natural that
of the people in the

As has been pointed out above, the premises on

of commercial change was based

were

naive and

over-

Nevertheless the loirs had gone to Africa with the intention

of putting it into practice,

and

great deal of their time and

a

thought at this stage was devoted to an attempt to
be done.

Tiro further

see

how it could

assumptions underlay the analysis of the sit¬

uation that the Moirs made
of the

a

these

s

were

that two of the known demands

population, those for guns, and for alcoholic spirits, where

they had been introduced, should not be satisfied by the Company;
and that the trade must be
could be

no

run

on

a

profit-halting basis.

question of the Company offering

an

There

artificially high

price in order to grab trade from the established trading powers.
Given these assumptions their
cost of

major preoccupation was with the

transport, and with ease of access to the interior.

For

a

long time the only two exports of any significance from this

area

had

been ivory and

were

the

slaves;

the reason for this being that these

only two commodities which could be carried to the coast with hope
of profit.
and

In order to make the export of other commodities possible

profitable the first necessity

ton from the interior to the

I.

See above

Chapter II.

xros

to reduce the freight rate por

coast, and from there to London, or, in

(2-1

the

ease

of

There

products, to South Africa.

some

were

at the out¬

set various barriers to the achievement of this reduction.

In the first place there was the problem of acooss to the
Zambesi which had caused the brothers so muoh difficulty at the very

beginning when they had to wait months to get the Lady byas3a
the river.
years

Quelimane had developed

of the century when it was

as a

on a

on

to

town of sorts in the earlier

mouth of the Zambesi;

by the

1970's it had ceased to be this, but the Customs House and adminis¬
tration was situated there and many merchants and officials had a ves¬

ted interest in its continued importance.
Zambesi

was

navigable though difficult;

The Eongone mouth of the
if it could be opened to

ooean-going vessels, sad if a Customs House could be established,
there would be

an

immediate

improvement in the accessibility of the

Zambesi and

a

It would

longer be necessary to carry all goods and passengers up

or

no

consequent reduction in the cost of freight to the coast.

down the difficult KwaEwa river, or to store goods at

Maruru at

the head of that river where it came nearest to the Zambesi.
on

the EwaKwa

was

never

a

pleasant experience;

Travel

because of the com¬

bination of tide and current which caused the water level to fluctuate
between 8-10 ft. below the banks at low tide and the level of the

branches of trees at high

tide,'*'

the river was very slow;

progress on

it usually took five to six days, and sometimes longer, to cover the

seventy miles between Queliraane and Maruru.
suitable for steamers the journey
of half

a

dozen

in the stern.

As the river was not

had to be made in boats with

a

team

paddlers, the passengers lay in grass covered shelters
The down journey

could be made much more rapidly, but

the limited capacity of the boats made the export of a bulky commodity

by this route impracticable.
an

early date.

J.

was

clear about this from

In May 1879 he wrotes

"All developments

i:'"

Fred Moir

depend

on

the questions

are we

to have

Buchanan. The' Shire Highlands.' Edinburgh. 1888. t>i> 7. 78-77.
At low tide there was mud two feet deep between the boats end
the bank making it almost impossible to disembark, as the bank
was in any case very difficult to climb.
The porterage between
the KwaKwa and the Zambesi was usually from 4-5 miles long.
In the rainy season two of these were under water and had to
be waded through.

free communication with the sea at the
We are most anxious on this point*"
He pointed to the
route and to the

which had

Kongoae?

length, expense„ and uncertainty of the KwaKwa

difficulty of arranging for the security of the goods

Iaruru.i

inevitably to he left at

A few months later he

wrote to his father that

"Until it is settled that

ship to the Kongone
it is hardly worth
having a store for the natives.
There is so little
to he had, merely food for daily wants and in small
quantities."
we

can

(from the interior,

)

—

clearly no point in encouraging people to grow

There was

which he intended to
could not

cash crop,

a

do, if the crop could not he exported, and it

long as the sole exit from the country was via the Kwa-

so

Kwa.
"So

he went

as

soon
were

in

we are

a

position to buy things if they

brought,®

on

"we shall

try and make their mouths water for umbrellas,
goods, musical boxes etc, etc.®

tin

There was
There

was

no

additional problem connected with the Kongone.

an

regular steamer connection with it and the world, and

long as the official port continued to be Queliraane it was unlikely

so

that there would be.
case

The steamer service to Queliaane was in any

quite bad enough.

The monthly service by the Castle line to

Durban and the Cape ports which had
the

course

of

begun in 187? came to

1879 because the liners being used

Moaaiabique from that date

were too

end in

the route to

large to enter the Quelimane

The only service from then on was the

Company's small steamer to the

on

an

north.^

river."5

British India Steam Navigation

In order to overcome this

difficulty Fred loir suggested that the Company could buy and operate
a

small steamer of

300-400 tons which could call at the Kongone, and

collect produce from up river.

The alternative to this would bo to

persuade the British India line to allow their steamer to call at the

Kongone.
the

1.

2.

3.
4.

owner

As it was thought likely at this date that William Maoklnnon,
of the

line, xvas about to become

a

share-holder in the Company,

24th May, 1879, b.B.(l).
September, lS79» ibid.
F.M. to Dr. James Stewart, 7th May, 1879, ibid.
F.M. to A, Hart, 4th July, 18?9» ibid.
F. Hoir to A. Hart,
F.M. to father, 8th

It n

this did not

impossible.1

to "be

seem

priorities should he to get Ifeckinnon to

the Directors that the two

start

service to the

a

la any case he stressed to

ICongone, and to get the Portuguese to open

a

Customs House there.

It would, he thought, "be worthwhile for one

of the Directors to go

to Lisbon to press this point.

If the

Company failed to achieve either of these objectives, then the
Company's

own

steamer, or schooner, could he used to collect goods

from the ICongone and take them to
certain that

was

in

a

Queliraane to he cleared.

1

He

profitable trade from the Kongohe could he done

rice, oil-seeds and groundnuts, and possibly in other products

such

as

sugar

and maise.'"

Remembering the importance of immediate profitability, and bear¬
ing in mind that the production of cash crops in the Livingstonia-

HLaatyre area was not likely for some years, Moir made some detailed
investigations of the state of the lower river trade,

'There were

already fairly large export trades from Quelimane in groundnuts, and
there was also

copra|

export trade in oil-seeds from Senna and

an

*>

Tete.These trades

companies}

in the hands of

were

one

Dutch and two French

Fred Moir thought that the Company should go into these

trades at least until exports from the interior could
He

be developed.

presumably also thought that pfofits from this sort: of trade could

be used to finance

developments in the interior and, perhaps more

important, to subsidise freight rates on down-going goods from
He pointed out that the French
crushed them at

Marseilles}

crusher it could not

only

cheaper labour available
of rice at the

could be

Durban

Kbagone

House, which exported groundnuts,

raid that if the Company brought out

save
on

the coast.

was one

He had found that the price

quarter the price at Quelimane;
a

about £9 a ton, there must be scope for profit.
one

He sug¬

sent out as

draw-back to the trade was the time spent and damage done

2,

F. Moir to father, 14th January, 1800,
F.M, to A. Hart, 24th Hay, 1879* ibid.

3.
4.

F.M. to Directors, 1st May, 1881, ibid.
F.M. to A. Hart, 24th May, 1879, ibid.

1,

it

ton, the price at

gested that rice cleaners should be investigated and
the only

a

much freight but benefit from the

bought there at the equivalent of £3

was

there.^

L.B.(1),

I L<+

in hand cleaning.

1

He was also certain that there

great

were

possibilities for the cultivation of sugar at the Kongone and on
the

Zambesi, he noticed that as it grow almost wild the soil must be
lie suggested a mill on

suitable.
spot

or a

stationary water-mill;

should not be developed

though

a

ho

boat to process the cane
saw no reason

why

a

on

the

large trade

<J:

small mill would probably be able

a

to crush more than could bo collected.

In
ities

proposing that the Company should begin its trading activ¬

near

to the coast and work

inwards, at least

so

far

as

bulky

agricultural products were concerned, Fred Moir was basing his argu¬
ment

sound business

on

sense.

At the then

prevailing prices for
1

these
on

commodities, the largest item in the cost of getting

to the London market from East Africa was

freight.

a

product

In all his

calculations he assumed that the cost of carrying goods from the
coast to London would be £4 a ton.

Even with barges capable of

carrying much larger quantities than the steamer, the cost of freight
from the lower Shire or the Shire

higher than that.

If

lower river or at the
the business

a

Highlands, to the ooast would be

profitable business could be built

up on

the

Kongono itself it would bo possible to extend

inland, using the profit

the low-freight coastal

on

produce to pay the overheads on the upkeep of

and, if necessary, the running of
subsidise the upper rix'or

an

a

store at the Kongone,

ocean-going steamer;

and to

While he argued that

freights.

able business could be run 4a the coast

a

profit¬

through the purchase of

products which were already available, he went on to suggest that
more

could bo made by the

inauguration of

itself where produce could be loaded
vessels.

a

plantation at the Kongone

directly into ocean-going

Pith this end in view he selected

an

island between the

Kongone channel and the Zambesi about ten miles in from the seaj
it

wan

about 50 square

He

was

confident that eoooannts could be grown there with great hope

of profit.

miles in

area

and apparently almost uninhabited.

He made enquiries with the Portuguese Governor of

Hueliraano and discovered that the whole island could be bought for

£500

or

rented for £25

per annum.

He calculated that if cocoanuts

yielded half the quantity produced by trees at Mozambique
1.

P.

Moir to A.

Hart, 4th July,l879,

L,lC(1).

a

plantation

( A S"

of

640

would after six years yield

acres

£8,000

per annua.

He

thought that cotton, rice, groundnuts, and possibly even coffee
could be cultivated there also.

1

Hoir

prepared to take the

was

island in his

own

name

Blantyre, who

was

said not to be happy there, was willing to join

the

Company and
p

as

a

speculation and Henry Henderson of

the plantation;

manage

he had farming experience in

It is difficult at this point in time to estimate how

Australia.

realistic this particular scheme was;
nut plantations on the

there

Mozambique coast, and

that the trees would have grown,

arc now enormous cocoaso

it

can

be presumed

and it is probable that his

assess¬

ment of their

profitability

not face very

squarely was that of finding the labour to work the

plantation.

He

to

was

correct.

The problem which he did

to have thought that it would be practicable

seems

bring labourers down from the Shire Highlands,

that he emphasised the
mouth in the

It is likely

possibilities of cultivation at the Kongone

hope that it would stimulate the Directors to seek

a

solution to the inter-related problems of the steamer and the Customs
House,

Continuing along the route to the interior, the third problem
after

freights and access to the Zambesi was the question of

ocean

the river steamer and

freights,

Quite apart from the structural

weaknesses of the steamer which will be considered

later, it became

apparent very soon that the Lady Nvassa was too small and under¬
powered to be able to cope with a worth-while export trade from the
interior.

She was intended to carry

the up-river journey on
of wood to

this left

six tons of cargo, in fact on

the Shire she had to carry two or throe tons

guarantee getting from one wooding station to another;
room

for only four to five tons of cargo.

stream she did not require so much wood

maximum possible number of journeys
two

a

month

which was,

-

as

but

even

Coming down

if she made the

between Katunga's and Maruru

she could not carry down more

than 144 tons in

Prod Moir, remarked, not onough to load

a very

a year

small

1.
2.

F. Moir to A. Hart, 3rd and 6th December, 1879.
L,B,(1).
F.M. to father, 13th January, 8th February, 1880, Salisbury.

3.

F.M. to A, Hart,

6th December, 1879* L.B.(l).

-

/ L6
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sailing vessel.

1

If she had been able to tow barges the situation

would not have been

quite so bad but going upstream it was necessary

to put the

dinghy

the import

requirements of the missions end the Company, let alone

with

a

on

board;

she was not large enough to deal with

large-scale export trade.

2

What was needed

tug-steamer capable of pulling two 14 ton barges against

long

So

current.

Hyaasa and

on

as

the Company was compelled to rely

paddled boats there was

no

strong

was a
a

5 knot

on

the Lady

possibility of starting the

export of cash crops from the Shire Highlands, but on the assumption
that the
of

Company had the powerful tug that he hoped for, and

a

fleet

barges which were in common use on the Zambesi, Fred was prepared

to make estimates for the

profitability of certain exports from the

Highlands.
He

reckoned, for instance, that groundnuts could be bought at

Blantyre for twenty-five shillings a ton

(at the standard

rate of 4d.

a

yard for calico in the Shire Highlands at this date this would be

a

price of 75 yards of calico per

from

a

Blantyre to Katanga*a for 2 yards
ton;

per

a

load of 56 lbs., or £1 6s. 8&.

per

If rice

ton.

nuts in the

was

so

with

a

same

price

higher margin of profit.

exporting maiae, but in spite of

21

yards

ton, the going price was £14

on

the most favourable

an

He considered the possibility
estimated purchase price of

3.
4.

market.^

a

profit at Hatal which

All these calculations

the assumption that the prices of products for
no

market in the Shire

P. Iloir to A. Hart,

14th March, 1883,
2.

price as ground¬

ton the figures that he produced show that it was very

the time almost

1.

same

groundnuts in London,

as

unlikely that this could have been sold with
was

ton of groundnuts on

Highlands, the cost of carriage would be saved and it

of

a

a

a

bought on the river for the

could be sold in Hatal for the
and

Allowing for extra charges

ton.

thought that it would be possible to get

to the London market for less than £10
a

that they could be carried

that they could with barges be taken down river for 19s. 4d.
and shipped to London for £4

ton;

he

ton);

were

based

which there was at

Highlands, such as groundnuts

24th May, 1879, nad F.H. to Directors, A.L.C.,

L.B.(l).

14th March, 1883, ibid.
P.M. to Directors, 24th May, 1879,
also, 11th February, 1882.
F.M. to A. Ilart, 4th July, 1879, L.B.(l).
F.M. to Directors,

i -lj
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would remain constant

once

market had been provided."

a

question he did not ask was whether the demand for

The

^oods would be

sufficiently strong to induce people to plant and tend crops solely
for sale.

Meanwhile he

already noticing the effects of a

was

probable falling away in the demand for cloth.
That

is, at any rate, the most likely explanation of the dif¬

ficulty of finding carriers from Katunga* s to Blantyre which he re¬
's

marked upon in
is

July 1879. "

To speak of

a

fall in demand for cloth
it would be

perhaps to put the position the wrong way rounds
true to say that there

more

had been

a

fall in the actual want of, or

need for,cloth which made the Makololo less inclined to do the carr¬

iage for the two yards which they had been paid since I876.
later date there

was

strike of porters which was

stage but there was

the work.

organised by the

there does not seem to be any evidence of.strike

chief, Katunga;
at this

a

At a

noticeable reluctance to volunteer for

a

This had made it impossible for James Stewart to get up

a new

boiler for the Ilala which had lain at

There

was

Katanga*o for

some

months.

the additional factor in this case that the people were

afraid of the boiler which

was

reputed to be

an oven

for cooking

human flesh which many believed to be a specially favoured delicacy
among

white

In

men.

any

event Fred Moir rightly concluded that head

porterage would not be adequate to support
As well as the

of

large export trade.

difficulty of getting carriers, there was the problem

controlling them when they had been mustered,
Fred Moir felt that the

to import a traction
the

a

answer

problem of porterage

was

engine oapable of pulling three to five tons up

Katunga's road where there

tinued for two miles.
road would make it

to the

gradient of 1 in 10 which con¬

He believed that

usable,

and the road altered in

was a

some

some

on

the

strong bridges would have to be built,

places|

and be fitted with very strong

few months work

a

the engine should burn wood,

brakes which would enable it to teal

much larger loads down the hill than it brought up thus providing for
bull: exports.

unga's

or

It could be maintained by

a

Hatope, and they might take it in turns to

2.

F. loir to father, 8th September, 1879,
F.M. to A. Hart, 4th July, 1879, ibid.

3.

See below Chapter IV.

1.

steamer engineer at Kat-

L.I3,(l).

run,

making

a

I IS

-j^ll—■

healthy change from the lake or river»
an

engine could he got out an ox cart and

from Dr.

Stewart of

arrive and

It

For the interim period before

were

Lovedale;

did not prove

after several reminders these did

before

years

was

a

traction engine was imported, it

more

gentle Matope road, even on

doubtfully economic, but this should not detract from

the faot that Fred loir had identified at
to be the

-

and had made

it could be found
was

at

a

very early

date what was

greatest single impediment to the development of agricult¬

ural exports from the area

porterage

1

oapable of negotiating the Katunga's hill and could

only be used successfully on the
this it

donkey cart were ordered

used, though they did not provide the final solution.

nearly twenty

was

a

—

the inadequacy of 'tenga-tenga*, head

suggestion which had to be tried before

a

?

wanting. "

It was not the traction engine which

fault, but the road, which at places on the Katunga's hill looks

remarkably similar to-day to pictures of James Stewart's prototype.
If the

ft

problem of porterage could have been solved it would havo made
development of cash-cropping by peasant farmers which

much easier the
the Moirs

clearly envisaged as being the best

demand for western

means

of satisfying the

goods which undoubtedly existed, and which they

felt to be at the basis of the slave-trade.

Because the cost of

porterage and river freights remained high it proved impossible to

buy in the Shire Highlands for export
were

crops

such

as

groundnuts which

the first agricultural export from the

already grown;

to be coffee which because of the

area was

high capital input and specialised

tending required for its successful cultivation had in the first
instance to be
and for
a

a

plantation

'tenga-tenga*

men

crop.

The demand for plantation workers,

to carry the crop to the river then set up

conflict between the interests of peasant farmers and

plantation

owners

which

1.

F.

January, i860} J."loir to Dr. J
Stewart, 10th April, 1880; J,I, to Dr, J.S, 25th October,
1880; all in Salisbury; F.M. to Directors, 11th February,

2.

The first traction engine was introduced into the Shire Highlands
in I898;
it was able to manage the run to Matope but not that
to Katunga's, see Central African Times. 19th November, 1898.

might never have arisen if the problem of transport had

Moir to Dr.

J.

Stewart. 14th

1882, L.B.(l).

(t°i

"been solved 'before the plantations "became established.
After

river

dealing with the problems of ocean freights, access,

freights, and road transport the next

lake.

There

was

no

was

that of trade

on

the

question of it being possible to start exporting

anything from the lake except the most valuable commodity in terns
of

weight, price and volume

river

freights nothing else could be carried down from the lake with

hope of profit;
'worth

was

the lake

rubber was the only agricultural product which it

attempting to cultivate, there was not much to be had on

growing wild, though Fred Moir did manage to start

trade from
His

Even with improvements in the

ivory.

-

Bandawe, half

ton

a

was

small

a

exported from there in 1801,

1

quick reconnaissance of the region in 1879 had been enough to

impress

him the difficulty of breaking into the monopoly or

on

near

monopoly of the ivory trade 'which the Tao and Arabs, had acquired.
Part of the difficulty was that the
guns

and powder was cutting itself off from

another

of the

lake;

a

large part of the trade,

problem was that the small sise of the Ilala and the demands

Livingatonia Mission which still controlled the steamer re¬

duced the

quantity of goods which the Company could get

and they had to compete with

traders with

a

detailed

political situation.
as

Company by refusing to trade in

a

on

to the

large number of professional

knowledge of the local market and of the
Moir proposed that 'as

many

trustworthy natives'

possible should be employed to travel along the lake coast and into

the interior to
lished at

pre-empt the

of supply.

A store

was

estab¬

Kaningina behind Bandawe and it was hoped that this would

demonstrate whether
the trader had to go

It

sources

can

people would bring ivory to the store or whether
to them.

2

fairly be said that within

a

short time of his arrival

in Africa Fred Moir had isolated most of the major

barriers to the

development of export trade from the Shire Highlands and had made

proposals for their solution which, if implemented, might have had
a

1,
2,

profound impact not only

on

the activities of the Company but also

24th May, 1879 and F.M. to Directors, 11th
February, 1882, L.B.(l).
P.M. to A. Hart, 24th May, 1879, ibid.
F. Moir to A. Hart,

l!>c>
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on

the economic

of

carriage and freight is the

economic
for the

development of what is

Malawi.

I

The problem

factor which has dominated the

history of the country until the present day.

The campaign

building of the railway, the problem of paying for it when

it had been

built, the extension of the road system, the opening up

of the Central

question of how

Region, all these are faoets of the fundamental
a

country situated

wealth other than her

no

one

now

to market.

some

agriculture,

distance from the coast, with

can get

her products profitably

His proposals were however premature;

James Stewart had

1078 that?

warned the Moirs in December

"The state of matters commercial at home is about as bad
as it is possible for them to be - as applied to the

operations of the L«C. this might be kept in mind.
It appears

in two ways*
it is a good time to buy but
it is not advisable to make more calls than
is absolutely necessary...1 should be dis¬

i)
ii)

posed to hold in."

2

It is true that Horace

Waller, the former stock-broker, was able to

write less than

later that

a

year

"the revival of trade in the last two months is almost

magical, and this is much felt at Glasgow.
One
lives in hope that your Missions will reap the bene¬
fit of the improved state of things..."
3
but

a3

has been shorn capital was not

-

Uothing
was

not

came

a

1.

2.

3.

-

of the ''loirs' schemes;

bought, though

but not much used;

iv

forthcoming.

a

the island at the Kongone

3mall plot was, and

a

store was built there,

the Portuguese were not persuaded to establish

Customs House there, nor did the British India line start a regular
The fact that almost all the references in this section are to
letters from Fred Moir is due to ..Historical accident that
some of his letters of this period have survived while none
of John Heir's to the Directors at this date have.
It does
not follow that John Moir had no ideas of his own on the future
activities of the Company, or the development of the area.
J. Stewart to J. and F. Moir, 18th December, 1878, in Jamea
Stewart's letter-book for 1878, Salisbury.

H. Waller to R. Laws, 11th November,

1879» MS 7902.

f 11

^h

stesmer

service, although Consul Foot later took soundings and

proved that the mouth could with bouys fee navigated fey ships of 12 ft.
draft.
a

planter

points

writing in 1885, when he had been working

John Buchanan

as

his

on

own

as

account for four years, made precisely the same

loir had done;

(with the sea
produce other than what is
high in value and small in hulk can fee made to pay."

"Without

more

direct communication

it is difficult to see how

He felt that with direct

freight there was no reason why maize end

beans should not fee exported to South Africa at times of high prices.
Until there

was

and Shire'could

direct communication to the

only fee spasmodic.*

sea

trade

the Sambeal

on

2

In principle the Directors were favourably disposed to plans
3
for development,
in practice they were cautious.
James White, an

important share-holder, thought that it was imprudent to spend much
money on
was

schemes until additional capital was

in favour of the

secure."^

John Stephen

Hongone island scheme, hut was afraid that it

might bring the Company too much into the power of the Portuguese,
He consulted James

Stewart, his brother-in-law, who was against the

purchase of land "but thought that a lease would fee acceptable.

5

Because of the uncertainty about finance the Directors were slow to
answer

the "loirs'

letters and gave no

conclusive

frustrated fey the apparent neglect of the
that

one

of the

answers.

Fred Moir,

Directors, and fey a proposal

Managers should return to Scotland to manage the

Glasgow side of the business, summed

up

his views on their positions

"Give two men at hone a small steam launch, not of strong¬
est make with a single engineer in it, let thorn have one
more assistant in the shape of a weaver and a choice of
black sen who know how to steal and get drunk better
than most things, give them a district larger than G.B.
with one port of exit - tell thera to manage the trade of
the country.
Ask them to do it on £200 p.a, with pros¬
- add the dangers of life, from men and
fever, climate, mosquitoes, and it may help us (you,
to realise our position here."
6

pect of increase

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Foot to Granville,

18th January, 1884,

P.O." 541/21•

)

Oil seeds

brought down from the Tete and Senna districts were exported
from there by the Dutch end French Houses,
J. Buchanan, The Shire Highlands, op. cit., pp 75-*?.
J. Stephen to J. Stewart, 8th February, i860, Salisbury.
L.C.a.C. Minutes, 23rd February, 1880,
Ibid., 29th June, 1880.
p.m. to a. Hart, 12th January, i860, L,B.(l),

I w

-3S-*

John Stephen commented that Fred iloir's last letter seemed to "be

"rather "bad temper1 and that nothing could be done while

written in
ih©

Company

was

overdrawn.*

£2,000

As something of a reprimand

the Secretary wrote to inform thea

"of the financial position of the

Company end. of its
inability to undertake extensive outlays, such as
maintaining a vessel, conducting a large export trade
and erecting heavy machinery for the purpose of manu¬
factures and suggesting to loirs to confine themselves
to planting stations around the Lake and to employ in
the meantime the

The Directors

means

of transit."

approved this letter * considering the proposals premature.1'

The Moire

naturally disappointed at the check that their

were

Fred had told his father 'we want to be

plans had received.
Co.

existing

and to occupy a

largo field.

There is

large

a

trying to do this

no use

•3

without expense.1
decided against
that with
the

He

he said, disgusted that the Company had

going in for the lower river trade, as ho was sure

little seal it could be mad© to

a

Company don't intend to push trade

He could do better
that the

that it

They

was

on

our own

book.1

capital of the Company

we

Ho felt that fIf

had better stop altogether.

They had been led to believe

about to be increased, the news

not forced them to reconsider their whole line of policy.

was

were

was

5

pay/'

told that they were not to enter the probably profitable

lower river trade;

the lack of transport facilities made it imposs¬

ible to start the export of produce from the Shire
were

Highlandsj

they

confined to the transport business for the missions and the

exploitation of the ivory trade from the lake.
this to be

a

Fred Moir considered

dying trade and they would not have prosecuted it

vigorously if they had been able to do anything else in the
trade and if they
end for

had not been compelled to rely

on

way

so

of

it for profit,

generating the flow of each back to Glasgow that the Directors

repeatedly demanded in order to reduce the Company's overdraft which
had grown to

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

J.

£2,400 by September 1880 in spite of

a

subscription of

Stephen to J. Stewart, 2ndHarch, i860, Salisbury.

L.C.A.C. Minutes, 15th March, 1880.
F. Moir to father, 14th January, 1880, L.13.(1).
P.M. to A. Hart, 12th January, 1880, ibid.
F.M. to mother, 29th December, 1879, ibid.

I ^3
•30

a

similar

sum

earlier in the year.

Even with these limited

the

Managers

,

were

I

objectives, the resources available to

inadequate to the job in hand.

Fred Moir in his

protest referred to above, did not greatly exaggerate the difficulty
of their

two

position.

The shortage of capital deprived them of the

things which they most needed to run an effective river service,

and without which it
a

was

impossible to contemplate any expansion;

and men to run it.

good steamer for the lower river;

Hyassa

was no

more

fortunate than her ill-fated predecessor on the

Zambesi Expedition.
was

put

on

and power,

The Lady

In addition to the difficulty with which she

to the river, and her inadequacy with regard to capacity

she was also structurally weak.

Like Livingstone's

steamers the Pioneer, and the Ma Robert, her plates proved
stand up to the

unable to

battering that she sustained from frequently running

aground and into submerged snags, rocks, and branches, first on the
KwaKwa and then
be

on

the Zambesi and Shire.

2

There appeared also to

something about the water of the rivers which corroded the paint7

work and then the thin metal
to the
and

When she

was

first taken down

Kongone in April 1879 and docked there,hundreds of her rivets

plates had to be

that ohe

was

replaced.^

unfit for

more

Laws reported that she had

1.

plates.J

trips,

In April i860 the engineer wrote
5

but it was not until October that

'sunk at last' in the Morambala Marsh.

(5

23rd September, 19th October, 1880.
Demands
were frequently made, i.e. L.C.A.C.
Minutes, 25th March, 29th June, i860; 10th March, 1881.
A
telegram received in Glasgow before the 5th April, 1881, in¬
formed the Directors that there were stocks of goods including
ivory in Africa valued at £3,000.
P.M. to parents, 10th May, 1879» L.B.(l);
P.M. to Dr. J. Stewart,
8th May, 1879» ibid;
P.M. to A. Hart, 24th May, 1879s ibid;
R. Henderson (L.C.A.C. engineer) to Dr. J. Stewart, 4th January,
L.C.A.C. Minutes,

for accounts and remittances

2.

1880, Salisbury.
3.
4.

J, Stephen to J. Stewart, 2nd March, 1880, Salisbury.
R. Henderson to Dr. J. Stewart, 8th January, 1880, Salisbury;
Henderson was then working on the Lady at Katunga's 'after nearly

losing her by so many leaks breaking out ail over, and working
end night to keep her afloat.'
P.M. fo A. Hart, 22nd April, 1880, L,B.(l).
R. Laws to Dr. J. Stewart, 14th October, i860, Salisbury.
James
Stewart, C.E., was said to have been on board at the time of
all day

5.
6.

the accident.

The hull

was

said to have "been lost

leaving only £600 for the engines which were salvaged,

off her value

it

was

completely, £1,360 was written

later decided that the damage was not quite so

feared and she
at this stage

was

sheathed in wood as

a

on

the up-journey

which

was

able to run

a

of sixteen to eighteen days for

an average

each way*

was

She had to be docked again in

journey from liar urn to Katunga's

two hundred miles

She

precaution against rust which

February 1882, but from the middle of that year
regular service talcing

bad been

as

relaunched at Maaaro in October 1881,

had previously ruined her hull*

the return

had

-

a

distance of about

She tended to take

and four to five on the

way

seven

to eight days

down, barring accidents

frequent owing to the unreliable state of the river, its

were

shifting sand-banks, variable current and increasing tendency to beGome

too shallow for

In 1884 she

navigation*

was

sunk at Mbewe

during the disturbances which followed the murder of Chipatula, and
owing to this and to the Machinjiri rising she paid only one visit
to

Katanga1s between February and

of commission for

some

September,^

In 1883 she

months owing to Fred Moir's

out

having taken her

down to Quelimane across the Balarabwanda channel at the

exceptional flood.

was

height of

He claimed to have left laruru at 7

a.m.

an

and to

have reached Quelimane at 9 a.m. which for a distance usually reckoned
as

seventy miles is difficult to

believe,^'

When the flood had sub¬

sided, which it did with great rapidity, he was left in the situation
in which the brothers had found themselves in

1878, with

way

of getting the steamer baek on to the Zambesi.

was

taken

by

sea,

been returning

an

obvious

In the end she

to the Kongone in very calm conditions.

from

no

5

He had

exploratory journey up the Zambesi to Tete.
e.

This

was

lT

J. Moir to father, 12th March

only the second visit by

a

steamer to Tete, Livingston's
K

2.

1881, and J.M* to Miss E. Tod,
October, 1881, Shepperson collection,
Morrison diaries, op. eit„, 1882-7, passim;
A. Carson, 'Journal
of a Journey from tuelinaao to Kiamkolo, 28th March to 4th July,
1886,' Jth April, L.M.S, Archives, Central Africa, Journals,

3.
4.

Morrison diaries, op. cit., 4th July, 1884, and see below, Chapter I?
This letter is not easily legible, he may have written or intended

5.

F.'I, to W. Swing, 14th larch,

11th

Box

to

3/35/.

write, 9 p.si*

1883, L.B.(l).

(!>$"

—4i-

Ma Robert had "been the fir at}
and

the journey involved tiie difficult

dangerous passage of the Lupata gorge.
When Fred

Morrison, the Company's most efficient engineer,

went down river to repair her holler in

engines in

August 1385, he found the

terrible mess and remarked that he would have been

a

ashamed to take the Lady down river in her then condition.A
London Missionary Society engineer travelling to Lake Tanganyika in

1886, commented

on

the 'wretched state of her engines* and her 'very

delapidated appearance from want of repair,'
weeks to

come

She had taken five

down river owing to the Moronbala Marsh

being blocked

by floating islands, and took thirteen days to get up for similar

though Carson attributed part of the delay to the state of

reasons,
the

engines and to the fact that there was

no-one on

The Company was, he said, aware of this

competent to repairfeest.

deficiency but was unable to obtain the services of

Morrison, who

was

board who 'was

usually employed

on

a

suitable man.

the lake steamer came down to

repair the engines after this trip but his occasional attentions wore
not

substitute for constant maintenance.

a

The L.M.S.

2

engineer had pin-pointed a major weakness of the

Company in its earlier years

a

-

shortage of man-power.

But even

with ample man-power •• it would have been impossible for the Company
to have

Nyassa

run

as

a

satisfactory service on the lower river with the Lady

the only steamer.

Because of its small capacity and its

inability to tow barges it Could not cope with all the freight which
was

The quantity to be transported in¬

consigned to the interior.

creased year

stonia

by year with the expansion of the Blantyre and Living-

Missiohs?

diversion of

route?

the opening of the U.K.C.A. on Lake Ifalawi?

the

goods for the L„M.S# on Lake Tanganyika to the Zambesi

the establishment of the British Government's Lakes Consulate?

and the expansion of the scope of
until late in
the steamer

on

1887 there
the lower

was no

river;^

77Morrison diaries,

op.

2.

A.Carson, L.M.S.,

op.

3.

At this date the
into service.

new

the Company's own trade.

But

increase in the carrying capacity of
during the long periods between

cit., 7th August, 1885.
ext., 9th - 25th April, 1886.
large steamer, the James Stevenson,

came

1879 and 1882 when there

waa no

steamer running at all the Company

had. to rely on

canoes

propelled by paddlers5

"boats and

the steamer was

even

running it had to be supplemented by these

when

means,

This did not prevent delays on the river, and large accumulations
of

goods naturally incensed the expectant recipients?

occasion the Universities Mission sent down
2
bring up their goods by any means.
one

a man

on

at least

to Saruru to

The small pay—load of the steamer also made it impossible for
the river service to be
nature of the route it

at

run

a

profit.

necessary for the

was

not only the cost of the maintenance and
also

a

on

the

KwaKwa?

involved the permanent

freight charge to cover

running of the steamer but

share of the expenses of an office at

of boats

the

Because of the broken-up

Queliraane;

the provision

the cost of the short porterage there, which
posting of

a

Company agent?

and the cost of

Katunga porterage, end the keeping of an agent there,

The

Company was prevented from charging an economic rate for this service
because there

was

always the possibility that the missions might con¬

sider it worth their while to organise their own service with boats.
It

was

originally intended that the charge for freight from Quelimane

to Mandala should be

£15

to have paid this rate.
pay

£12

ton, and the Livingston!a Mission appear

a

However the Blantyre Mission arranged to

ton from the date of their agreement in 1879 which was

a

negotiated between John Moir end Buff MacBonald.
refused to

contemplate

that £20

ton would be

out

a

an
a

In 1883 they

increase to £15 though James Stewart held
reasonable rate,

3

They

were

still holding

against an increase in I887 when Livingston!a and the L.M.S, had

agreed to increased
demand

a

rates.^

They were of course quite right to

better service than the

one

which they generally got, but

they do not appear to have given much thought to the difficulties
1.
2.

3.

4.

Carson, L.M.S,, op, cit», ff 87-80.
Hart, 29th March, 1381, L.B,(l)5 J. Moir to
Directors, 5th Hovember, 1883, ibid; in this letter he com¬
plains that the Company could carry ten times her capacity in
freight,
J. Moir to Br. J. Stewart, 24th August, 1883, Salisbury;
J. Jtclagan to B.C. Scott, 1st February, 24th August, 1383I MS7546.
J. Sfolagaa to B.C. Scott, 13th April, 1887, MS 7548.
A,

P. Moir to A.

Ill

of the 'loirs

or

to the fact that the

carriage of their goods was

subsidised by the other missions and the

Company subsidised all lower river

The extent to which the

frxeghts

can

Company itself.

be seen from the profit and loss accounts.

accounts to 1880 there was

heavy loss which

a

almost entirely

was

attributable to the depreciation of the sterner;

1881, but

accounts extant for
this year

The

a

there

are no

the steamer hardly ran at all in

there was almost certainly

in which the sterner ran

year

as

In the

a

In 1382 the first

loss.

full year there was

a

2

loss of £400.

figure for 1883 is obscure but large losses were made in every

subsequent

year

until 1888 which

was

the first full

year

in which

a

the

larger steamer, the Janes Stevenson, was operating.

losses

were

they

er;

These

almost entirely due to the uneconomic slse of the steam¬

increased by exceptional events like the burning of

were

the Morambala store in

1884 and the stoppage of that

year,

and in

I887 by delays due to the shortage of water.
The fact that

a

profit was made for the first time on the river

freights when the larger steamer

was

brought into service is ample

confirmation of Trod !3olr*s original contention that with increased

capital expenditure the Company could be made to pay.
sise of the

The small

original steamer meant that the heavy overheads bad to

be divided into

an

inadequate tonnage, and energy and resources had

to be diverted into the

organisation of

a

supplementary boat service

which should

never

there

improvement of the service and the possibility of

was

an.

have been necessary.

reduction in the cost per ton of

boats and

;

canoes no

longer

a

freight<

real danger.

With the larger steamer
a

This made competition from
In the early 1880*s John

Buchanan and George Fenwick had both been able 0x1 occasions to bring
up

goods more cheaply then the Company could, though Buchanan had

more

his

often relied upon the

book.^

Company's service and recommended it in

The existence of this alternative should, in theory,

have helped to

keep the Company on its toes, and did, as has been

shown, help to keep the rates down to
J.

an

unprofitable level.

1.
2.

J.M. to directors, 24th August,

3
4«

t- 5a vwt *«. 0^ I o w e. y uljiv v < tt, U £ * , 1^5? ~L , £ df <i c , | tf 7*
I* Buchanan* The Shire Highlands, op* cit*

v

f.Toir to

The

father, 12th March, 1881, Shepperson collection.
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limitations of the steamer
could have

were

such that

no

amount of competition

improved the service, and there was a real danger that

it would lead to there

being

no

-

If the failure of the
to put an end to the
the

*

Company

to

on

loirs®

v

service at all.

-

Company to raise capital in 1880 appeared
own

schemes for expansion and for putting

profitable footing, it did not damp the enthus¬

a

iasm of one of the Directors for a scheme upon

If the

heart.

would have gone

which he had set his

Company had been successful in its share issue it
ahead to build the toad between Lakes Malawi and

Tanganyika which James Stevenson had for long had in mind, and would
have

placed

a

steamer

the latter lake.

on

to reconsider the means of

James Stevenson

Early in 1879 it had been

anticipated that the London Missionary Society who

their

on

Lake

Tanganyika would

were

move

to set

up."*"

Stevenson

likely to bo quicker and
overland route from

the centre of

more

was

Company and the Livingstonia Mission
convinced that the water route was

healthy than the eight hundred mile

Zanzibar, and his conviction

the reports which he received from James
successful

journey to Tanganyika,

was

reinforced by

Stewart, C.E., after his

There was nothing in Stewart's

opinion, to hinder the mission and the Company putting
the lake.

2

He

was

could be done than

by opening up this

Stevenson proposed that
and the London

2.

3.

a

steamer

on

certain that the mission possessed the best water

route into the heart of Africa and that

IT

attempting

operations to the south end of the lake in order to benefit

from the communications which the
were

forced

attaining his objective but did not alia?

this set-back to deflect him from the end.

to establish themselves

was

'Ho better service to Africa

route...'^

In July 1880

he, the Livingotonia Mission, the Company,

Missionary Society should each contribute £250 towards

L.M.M., l?th January, 1879, MS 7912.
Ste\«art, C.E., 'The Western Side of Hyassa and the JJyassaTanganyika Route,* P.R.G.S. (U.S.) Vol.II, 1880, pp 428—30.
Report from R.CqS. East African Expedition, J. Stewart quoted
at meeting, 6th November, 1880, P.R.G.S. (U.S.) Vol.11, 1880,
P 740.

J.

I 3 1

4§-

the "building of
and

so

the L.M.S, declined

the road "between the lakes;

the matter

was

Jaraeo Stewart, C.E. returned to

dropped.

Britain later in the year and Stevenson then promised to contribute

£4*000, which Stewart reckoned to "be the cost of the road, if suitable
1

arrangements could be made with the two missions and the Company.

Stevenson wrote to the various interested parties giving his condit¬
ions which

were

that the L.M.S,

should give an undertaking to use

the IJyas*a route for the carriage of the steamer and for all

subse¬

quent shipments of goods, and should malts their headquarters at the
south end of the

lish

a

lake$

that the Livingstonia Mission should estab¬

st'tion at Mweniwanda's on the eastern

edge of the Tanganyika

and that the Company should extend its operations to Tang-

plateau;

p

acyika and maintain the road.

Of the £4,000 to be spent, £1,000

was

to be for the salaries of Stewart himself for

two

European assistants for two years;

to be in the form of

which

a

£2,000 was to be for the

development of wheeled traffic

built.J

Company's interests it

the

'Livingstonia African Lakes Company.
was

was

to be given

a

on

the

a

'neutral* name such

as

still nominally the Chairman of the Company

but he had ceased to attend meetings in

health;

and £1,000

As an Indication of the extension of

the

James Stevenson

and of

subscription for shares in the Company

to be used in the

was

road when it had been

November 1879* pleading ill-

cousin William Stevenson was appointed to the Board as his

representative but from then
of the business was John

T.

year,

of the labour employed in the building of the road;

wages
was

one

on

the effective Chairman and supervisor

Stephen.

5

The other Directors were at

3.

1880, MS 7912; J. Stewart, C.E., to Dr. James
Stewart, 7th May, 1881, Salisbury.
Robert Arthington, an
eccentric millionaire, Quaker recluse had promised £5,000 to
pay for a steamer for Lake Tanganyika.
L.M.I!., 15th February, 1881* quotes letters from J. Stevenson
to the Livingstonia Mission, the L.C.A.C., and the L.M.S.,
MS 7912,
J. Stewart, C.E., to Dr. J. Stewart, 7th May, 1881, Salisbury.

4.

Note 2 above,

5.

L.C.A.C, Minutes,

2.

22nd July,

I <ir

O

--46—
'keep

first disposed to

and push ahead rather than to change

again,' but later decided thatin the event of

and start

name

name

satis¬

a

factory arrangement for the use of the steamer being made with the
L.M.S, they would agree to the plan.
in favour and.

route}

on

were

only stumbling block romained the L.M.S.

They

reluctant to commit themselves to total dependence on the Malawi

were

son

the

so

The Livingstonia Mission

Finally Steven¬

at one stage the deal appeared to be off

agreed to give the money without the guarantee he had demanded

this

point, and the L.M.S. agreed to send their steamer at

of €125 a ton

June 1881

an

2

if the road was ready within two years, "

a

rate

On the 2nd

extraordinary meeting of the Livingstonia Central

Africa Company was called at which it was agreed to change its name
to

'The African Lakes

of the 'now*

Company'.^

Company took place

The expansion in the

The first meeting of the Directors
on

the 8th June

1881.^

sphere of operations of the Company implied

by the change of name was not matched by an extension of the oapital
and

resources

available to the Managers in Africa.

Stevenson's

€1,000 subscribed for the road could do little to meet the deficiencies
of the steamer

on

the

Zambesi,

or

the chronic shortage of staff.

James Stewart and his two assistants who left for Africa in May
were

not

directly employed by the Company but by the Livingstonia

Mission}

however they relied for their supplies and equipment on the

Company, and in
they

1881

were

so

far

as

the road was to be maintained, by the Company

its employees in fact, if not in name.

direct the surveying and

Stewart was to

building of the road, and the carriage of

the L.M.S.

steamer, but this was to be the responsibility of the

Company.

The "loirs

were

not consulted

as

to this arrangement or the
K

change of

name

been consulted

which they heard of first in October.

If they had

they might have insisted that the conditions of the

river

transport should be improved before taking on greatly extended
6
responsibilities.

l"«
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

L.C.A.C. Minutes, 21st February, 14th April, 20th April, 1881.
L.M.M., 26th April, 1881, MS* 7912, and note 3 above.
L.C.A.C, Minutes, 2nd June, 1881.
A.L.C. Minutes, 8th June, 1881,
F. loir to A. Hart, October, 1881, L.B.(l).
F.M. to father, 27th March, 1881, ibid.

It*\
-m-

Stewart had decided that the "best route from Lake Malawi
the

plateau

was from the

Songwe river.

He was probably influenced in his decision by the

and

base for their ivory

1881;

a

hunting

sheltered

Work began from this point in the latter

the path up the escarpment was found to be difficult

rocky and Stewart decided to move the base of his operations on

to the
He

a

the Mbashe river which also provided

on

harbour for the steamer.
half of

to

erfcremo north end along the line of the

fact that the Moirs had established

expeditions

on

plateau.at Chiwinda*s village about ninety miles from the lake.

employed Tonga labour from Bandawe for the road-making and as

porters between his base and the lalce, they made frequent journeys

usually under the supervision of protection of an armed European.
Late in November

a

party which included

some

of Chiwinda's

men was

travelling to the lake unaccompanied when it was attacked by
of

men

belonging to

a

a

chief of unspecified origins, Mwerabera,

either killed

party

Nine¬

teen

men

were

four

men

from Chiwinda's.

must

help him against Mwembera or he would attack Stewart himself;

an

expedition

of the

was

leading

of Mwembera who

captured including eleven Tonga and

This chief insisted that either Stewart

organised with the help of Fred Moir and the support

(NyaJcusa) chief at the Mbashe, and they went in pursuit
they

were

Relations with Chiwinda
necessary

or

relieved to find had left his villages.

were

not however restored and it became

to abandon this line of rated;

and made preparations to

2

Stewart withdrew to the lalce

begin again from Karonga.

In April 1882,

after completing his survey of the eastern side of the lake, he went
to

Karonga, explained his intentions to KwaKasungula, then the Regent

1.

Jack, Daybreak at Livingstonia.

2.

Quotation from letter of J. Stewart, C.E., 2nd January, 1082,
printed in the Ediburgh Gourant. 2nd May, 1882, cutting in MS

7906.
account.
was from

op.

cit.,

pp

229-3Q.

J.W. Jack, op. cit., p 230, gives a slightly different

According to him, of the nineteen murdered men one
Blantyre, one from Bandawe, eight from Cape Maclear,
eight from Chiwinda's, and one from Ifasaro on the lower Saabesi
If his account is correct it gives a striking example of the
way in which the activities of the Company brought together,
probably for the first time, people from widely scattered areas
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for the young

and built the house and store which was

Kyitngu;

the nucleus of the Company
up

-

Tonga worker© came

station and fort.

from Bandawe, and Hgonde were recruited by the 'exhibition of

fancy prints';

road work began on 1st June.

the Rukuru river

1

The new line followed

along the south side until the end of the plains,

and then crossed to the north for the ascent up

onto the plateau near
ficult

Kweniwanda's.

This

was

the escarpment, and
by far the most dif¬

part of the whole undertaking, .-Involving a climb of 3,000 ft.

through extremely rocky and mountainous terrain.
follows Stewart's route very

throughout the rainy season.

closely, but is closed to most vehicles
Stewart began his work with

hundred labourers and continued until the
in 1882.

He

practicable proposition.
a

2

Karoaga.

This raises the issue of whether

them

breaking of the rains late

the first load of the parts of the L.M.S. steamer,

the Good Hews, had arrived at

had given

over one

began again in the next season, but before he can have

made much progress

a

The road of today

or

not

a

road of this sort

was

The loirs' own experience in Tanganyika

vivid impression of the difficulties of road work.

This was reflected in

a

letter of Fred Moir to his father in March

1881 in which he said that he did not think that the Company should
go

in for road-making 'to any great extent.'

in his

.All that

was necessary,

opinion, was that the

"best direction and the best passes over the hills should
be settled.

l&r clearing such

a

path and levelling

a

little we would have all the advantages of a large road
and keeping it clear would cost much less.*
3
When

a

telegram from John Holr saying 'Send the steamer' reached

Glasgow in January 1883, only fifteen miles of what came to be known
as

the Stevenson road had been completed.

Almost the whole of the

steamer with the exception of the boiler came in parts which were

suitable for carriage

1.
2.

2.

by tenga-tenga, and so, provided that

a

path could

18$2, Salisbury.
Stewart, C.E. to James Stevenson, 2nd July, 1883, printed in
P.R.O.S., (N.S.), Vol.V, 1883, P 752; J. Roxburgh to Secret¬
ary, L.M.S., 16th June, 1883, L.M.S., C.A. 5/2/B.
The first
consignment of the Good Hews reached Karonga on 24th May, 1883.
F. Moir to father, 27th March, 1881.
J. Stewart, C.E., to Br. J. Stewart, 1st July,

J.

-
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be cleared for the "boiler and porters
no

need for the elaborate

first season's work.

It

could be recruited there,, was

cuttings which Stewart had made in his
was

doubtful,

a3

Stewart himself had pointed

out, whether there was anything other than ivory which could be
profitably exported from the region until
been done to develop cash
time and money

spent

James Stevenson had

on

crops.'''

great deal of work had

It is difficult to justify the

this road in economic or commercial terms.

higher motive;

a

a

he

gave

the money for the road

as

"a contribution to the civilisation of south east

Africa,
believing that the accomplishment of the whole scheme
will be for the glory of God and for the good of the

natives of these countries,"

James

2

He believed that

Stewart, C.E., doubtless shared this ideal.

the construction alone would act

as

a

'powerful civilising agency

-

It will accustom the people to the use of calico and other European
It is not fanciful to

articles.'
out both

man

who had laid

Slartyre and Livingstonia in the pattern of the Union Jack

have had

may

suggest that the

some

notion that the road would stake out

a

claim to

a

part of the African interior which appeared in the age of steam to
be of crucial strategic
became the boundary
in east

ence

importance.

In so fan

as

the Stevenson road

between the British and German spheres of influ¬

Africa, now the boundary between Zambia, Malawi and

Tanzania, it did serve

a

strategic role even in its uncompleted state.

In the period under consideration in this chapter the Stevenson road
became

never
more

a

road in any

accepted sense of that word.

accurately he described

as a

route, and might with more justice

have been named after James Stewart who pioneered it,
on

the 30th

He

was

has

T.
2.

3.
4.

and who died

August 1883 at Marranrarra, fifteen miles from Karonga.

bussed under

now

It would

been covered

a

baobab tree at Karonga, the site of his grave

by the

lake.^

Stewart had completed twenty-six

Stewart, C.E.~ P.R.G.S.(H.S.), Yol.II, p 430.
15th February, 1881, MS 7912.
P.R.G.3, (fl.S.), Vol.Ill, 1881, J. Stewart, C.E., p 270.
J, Roxburgh to Secretary,
31st August, I883, L.M.S,, C.A.

J.

5/2/B;

J.M, to Dr. J. Steitfart, 7th November, I8S3, Salisbury;
L.M.M,, 8th January, 1884, MS 7912; Jack, op. cit., p 231.

The Fathers of the Freo Churoh found

an epitaph for Stewart in
Chapter of Isaiah:
'Prepare ye the way of the people;
cast up the highway;
gather out the stones;
lift up a standard
for the people,'

the 62nd

-

miles of the road?

the work was continued by

twenty-one

a

year

and died there

the way to

on

24th May

the plateau.

1885 after adding

a

further seventeen miles

When the last of the assistants withdrew
/

afterwards the whole of this section had been completed.

soon

old

engineer, William McEwen, who reached Karonga in August 1884

civil

on
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1

Meanwhile the whole responsibility of getting the seventeen tons,
or

2

eight hundred loads of the steamer to Tanganyika had fallen to the

loirs and their already

Company.
and

overworked and under-capitalised African Ldkes

If the conception of the Stevenson road

religious

was more

strategic than commercial, the problems of getting this large

quantity of material to the south end of Lake Tanganyika were strictly
practical.
which

The journey entailed a distance of about 1,000 miles of
hundred

seven

were

ages, totalling about
or

by water.

It involved three separate porter¬

twenty-five stages.

unloaded from steamers and boats

the river steamer
the -whole

was

such that if

seven
no

All loads had to bo loaded
times.

The capacity of

other goods wore carried at all

consignment could be carried in five trips.

In preparation for the

carriage of the Good Mews the Company
■a

took

By

over

from the

Livingstonia Mission the lake steamer, the Ilala.

agreement of June 1882 she was sold to the Company for £400;

an

arrangements
necessary?

were

to be made for the mission to have

mission passengers and

in
was

of her when

the expenses of running and maintenance were to be shared

between the mission and the

screw,

use

Company,^

freight

on

The Company

this basis.

were

The Ilala.

light draft steamer built of steel and something

length suffered from the
too small.

same

deficiency

This had two effects:

as

to carry all
a

single

over

50 ft,

the Lady Nyassa

-

she

she could be extremely

alarming in the storms which periodically roused the lake, and she
1.

Jack,
soon

2.

J. Roxburgh to

3.

4.

Secretary, L.K.S,, 12th May, 1883, L»M«S»,C.A.

27th December, 1881, 7th February, 1882, 11th April,
MS

5.

op. cit., p 231, McEwen is also buried at Karonga.
He
after a pioneering expedition to the Luangwa valley.

died

5/l/A«
1882,

7912? A.L.C, Minutes, 17th November, 1881, 12th January,
1882, 10th April, 1882, 8th May, 1882.
L.M.M,, 19th June, 1882, MS 7912.
J. Stephen to R. Whitehouse, (L.M.S.) 2nd March, i860, MS 7872?
A. Carson, (L.M.S.), op. cit., 6th May, 1886.
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could not adequately deal with the demands of the Livingston!a Mission,

U.M.C.A. let alone the

the Company and the

There

was

according to John Moir *& distinct current of opinion against her

carrying

carried about

hundred and fifty loads or just under four tons.

one

She could carry as

much

as one

hundred and seventy loads

distances when she did not have to carry
she

in fact she usually

than three tons of cargo'5

more

on

short

the forty loads of wood which

required for twenty-four hours steaming.

2

The problems posed by the broken—up nature of the route and the

incapacity of the steamers
staff and then

besi.

In

were

exacerbated first by shortages of

by political disturbances

on

July 1883 while taking the second load of parts to Karonga

the

Captain of the Ilala died, the steamer

and

was

was away

for eight weeks

only brought back to the south end of the lake by James Stew¬

art, C.E., himself.
across

the lower Shire and Zam¬

the

He, who should have supervised the porterage

plateau, died at the end of the next month.

who had been

hunting and trading at the north end for

reached the south end of

Fred Moir
some

months,

Tanganyika late in September with the first

consignment of fifty-four loads of the steamer, just under six months
after their arrival at

laid at Liendwe

on

who had accompanied

Quelimane.^

was

22nd October by the I*.M.S. engineer James Roxburgh
5

the parts from the coast,

to

Tanganyika in February 1884 with

on

his return to

in six

The first part of the keel

a

Pred Moir returned

'very good selection of parts' ?

Karonga he had walked 1,000 miles between the lakes

months, and had spent half of that time

ment of the steamer

hunting,^

The move¬

through its various stages had meanwhile been

interrupted by the threat of war on the lower Shire between Chipatula
1.
2.

3.

Morrison

diaries, op. cit., 31st March, 1883.

Ibid., 9th March, 1886,
J. Roxburgh to Secretary, L.M.S., 25th July, 1883, L.H.S., C.A.

5/2/C;
J.
P

4.

5.
6.

3rd August, 1883, ibid., 5/2/®; J. Stewart, C.E., to
Stevenson, 1st August, 1883, in P.R.G.S.(M.S.), ¥ol.?, 1883,

692.

23rd September, 1883,
ibid., 14th October, 1883«
E„C. Hore, ibid., 11th Hovember, 1883.
J. Roxburgh to Secretary, L.M.S., 10th March, 1884, L.M.S., C.A.

J, Roxburgh to Secretary,
C.A, 5/3/A;
E.C. Ilore,

5/4/B.
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and the

-

Portuguese and "by disturbances "between the Portuguese and

Machingiri in the latter months of 1883.

the

the almost total

blockage

the lower river between February and

on

September 1884 and the related attack
some

of the

parts

were

This was followed by

stolen

or

on

the store at Hatope whore

damaged.

Two further consign¬

ments of the steamer reached

Tanganyika in October and December 1884,

and the boat

the 3rd

designed as
the

was

a

launched

on

sailing boat end

so

March, 1885*

could be used without the engines,

parts of which had not yet arrived.

her to Kavala

She had been

Hbre and Roxburgh sailed

island, the then headquarters of the L.H.S,,

-

Roxburgh

■j

died there

on

the 25th

by August 1885* and the last caravan which arrived

their destination
in

The bulk of the parts had reached

May,

September 1886 consisted of replacements for parts which had

either been lost

or

damaged

on

routed

It

was

only on the 12th

September, I887 that the Good Mows made her maiden voyage under steam
from Kavala island to Eigoma.
the non-arrival of

some

The final delay had been caused by

missing parts which had been despatched at

Hore's insistence overland from Zanzibar.
The combination of war,

shortage of steamer space, illness,

death and paucity of staff had caused the
to complete their contract.

5

Company to take three

years

The effort of getting the Good Hews to

Tanganyika had severely strained the already overtaxed resources of
the

1.

Company and had caused long delays to all tho others who depended

Roxburgh, 24th April, I884, ibid., C.A. 5/4/C? J. Roxburgh,
I884, ibid., C.A. 5/5/A.
J. Roxburgh, 4th October, 1884, ibid., C.A. 5/5/®?
ibid., 31st
October, C.A. 5/5/C? ibid., 4th January, 1885, C.A. 6/l/A;
ibid, 6th March, 1885? ibid., A.J. Swarm to Secretary, L.M.5,
7th March, IS85.
B.C. More to Secretary, L.M.S., 23rd Hay. I885, L.H.S., C.A,
J.

12th August,

2.

3.

6/l/C.
4.

I885, C.A. 6/2/A;
November, 1885? ibid., C.A. 6/2/B5 13th October, 1886,
ibid,, C.A. 6/4/C.
A. Carson to Secretary, L.H.S,, 5th January, IC87, C.A. 7/1/A;
E.G. Ilore to same, 6th January, 1887, ibid.;
A. Carson to
same, 4th April, 1887, C.A. 7/l/C;
E.C. Hore, 30th June, 28th
July, 1387, C.A, 7/2/Ai A, Car son to same, lfth September,
B.C. Sore to Secretary, L.H.S., 15th August,
11th

5.

C.A.

7/2/C.
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on

It for their supplies.

time for the

had

1

-

Janes Stewart had estimated a minimum

delivery of the steamer

lived, the burden

on

as

eighteen months;

2

if he

the Company's staff would not have been

go

great and progress would have been more rapid, but oven so the

Company

was never

task.

E.C.

in

a

state to deal adequately with this added

Hore of the L.H.S, was convinced that he could have

transported the steamer overland with much greater success.
in

1883 carried the parts of

a

He had

three ton steel boat, the Morning Star,

from the coastwhether he could have dealt with seventeen tons is

questionable.

The delay of

a year

in the completion of the steamer

due to the non-arrival of Charles Stokes with

boiler tubes

was

a

steam guage

and some

evidence that the Zambesi route did not have

a mono-

A

Hore, who was the only one of the original L.M.S.

poly of snags. '

party to survive in Africa, was a strong believer in the comparative
healthiness of the land route, and insisted in
wife and
He was,
after

son

1888

on

talcing his

back to the coast that way in spite of all advice.

5

however, the only member of the mission to use this route

I884 from which date all other L.M.S, members went by the

Company route from Quelimane.

Their doctor who reported

on

his

journey of 1886-7 was convinced of the superiority of the river route.

According to him 8
nyou are landed at the north end...without the slight¬
est anxiety or over-exertion and the march from
Karonga's to I'liamkolo is enough to set anyone up.n
1.

Kor'e

Secretary, L.M.S,, 25th August, 1G84, L.M.S., C.A.
In the same letter Hore had some strong words on the
A.L.2. staff, some of whom were in his opinion 'unfit to be en¬
trusted with care, comfort or safety of missionaries.*
Some,
he said, had been dismissed from missions for immoral conduct,
others from ships at Queliaane, 'as incorrigible ruffiens.'
He accused them of 'vulgar rudeness and neglect' and added that
unless the loirs themselves assisted passengers the route was
fit only for 'some tough able-bodied young fellow who delights
in roughing it.*
These charges were exaggerated, see below.
J. Roxburgh to L.M.S., 5th August, 1803, L.M.S., C.A. 5/2/C.
E.C. Hore, Tanganyika, Eleven Years in Central Africa. London,
1892, pp 205-20.
E.C. Hore to L.M.S., 6th Januaiy, 1887* C.A. l(\/k\
A. Carson,
4th April, 1887, C.A. 7/l/C5
Ibid., 30th June, 1087, C.A. yt/h.
E.c. Hore, Tanganyika, op. cit., pp 271-287;
Dr. Tomory to L.M.S.
30th May, 1887, c.A. 7/2/a.
B.C.

5/5/a.

2.

3.
4.

5.

to
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route could not protect traeellers from the inevitable

The Hyaaa

attacks of malaria but its
same

-

physical demands.

advantage was that it did not make the

There were only twenty days walking

opposed to the average of over ninety on the other routo.

as

As a

doctor, Tomory protested against the Zansibar route, and against
Hore*s

it."*"

of

use

When the river and lake bottle-necks had been eased in the

by the provision of
standard

means

of

more steamers

access

1890's

the Stevenson route became the

for passengers

and goods to the eastern

Congo, northern Zambia and western Tansania, and continued to be this
until the

Late in 1886 there was

building of competitive railways.

possibility that the Company might undertake the transport of the

a

Sain Relief

Expedition to Lake Albert, but the tender which the

Company put in of £5»000 to £7,000 for two tons suggests that they
not

were

them to

seriously interested except at
2

employ many extra staff.*

been accepted

a

The Stevenson route had by 188?

by almost all European travellers and by the Directors

of the L.I.S. as superior to the overland
that its

count

was

rate which would have enabled

route?

it cannot be said

superiority for goods had been proved but its failure
due to the inherent weaknesses of the African Lakes

on

this

Company

rather than to the limitations of the route itself.

-

vi

-

These weaknesses have already been made
the

Company to exert the diplomatic

clear?

the failure of

pressure necessary

to

open

the

its failure to find the capital required for the im¬

Kongone mouth?

provement of its river and lake steamer services, and their consequent

inadequacy.

A further weakness which has been alluded to but not

considered in detail

was

the inadequacy of the 3taff.

serious problem but was a secondary one.

This was

a

If the Company had been

v

supplied with
1.

2.

a

large body of perfectly fit and able men, and with

Tomory to L.I.S., 30th December, 1886, C.A. 6/4/d? Tomory, 30th
May, I887, C.A. 7/2/A.
It should be pointed out that in the
period from I878-I887 only two passengers of the A.L.C. died
in circumstances in any way connected with their journey.
A.L.C. Minutes, 21st December, 1886, 30th December, 1886.
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Managers of administrative genius, they could not have run
factory service with the facilities that
In fact the
and

Managers

they certainly

gives

an

probably not

were

never

had

The following table

impression of the staff situation between 18J8 and 1887.

The information in it is derived from
the A.L.C,

a

variety of sources, especially

Minutes, $he Moir Letter-books and the Morrison Diaries.

It is not perfect but is

YEAR

of administrative genius

adequate staff.

an

satis¬

available to them.

were

men

a

RECRUITS

INVALIDED

probably accurate to within 10%.

DISMISSED

LEAVE

RESIGNED

DIED

TOTAL

(at 31st
Dec.

approx.)
1878

3

1879

2

1880

2

1881

3

1882

10

1883

5

1884

1

1

1885

9

2

1886

7

1887

10

*

5

3
1

4
1

5

2

1

5

1

1

13

2

1

1

14

1

1

1

11

1

17

2

(1)

2

(2)

20

(1)

1

25*

leftjuncertain for what reason.

These figures exclude the Moire

themselves, ivory hunters employed

on

contract, and the four men who were employed between 1881 and 1885

on

the Stevenson road who could be included

though they
gave

were

as

Company employees

paid through the Livingstonia Mission.

the total employed at 1st January, 1884 as seventeen, this must

have included

himself, his brother, and an ivory hunter.

fifty-two

recruited by the Company in these

were

men

five year con¬

John Stephen the active Chairman of the Company was respons2

ible for finding and interviewing most of them.

2.

on

Of these

all but eight

years

recruited in Scotland and sent out to Africa

tracts.

1.

John Moir

A large proportion

J.Moir to Captain Foot, 5th March, 1884, L.B.(1).
E.g. A.L.C, Minutes, 20th March, 1882.

15 o

-

were

drawn from among

the engineering and other apprentices of the

Clyde side ship—building firms,
who made Scotsman and

They

came from

engineer synonomous in the steam-ships of the

world in the lato nineteenth century.

Christians and it

Low lonteith

They were expected to be

preferred that they should be total abstainers;

was

most of them had had

the claQS of people

some

contact with the Free Church in Scotland.

Fothcringham, one of the most outstanding of them had
1

been President of the Govan branch of the Y.l.C.A.
had passed through Govan

at some time and were known to each other

before their arrival in Africa.
themselves
became

as

Many of them would have thought of

missionaries, and several of them had either been or
Fred Morrison's diary was that of

missionary artisans.

deeply religious man;
Both he and

Many of them

his religion

was

of

a

simple evangelical type,

Fotheringham combined missionary and Company work.

least two of the

the

2

At

Company's employees left to become full-time mission¬

aries, and another would have done if he had not been
One of

a

invalided.^

these, John McIIwain, after four years with the Company joined

Blantyre Mission and served it as

a

much—loved carpenter and

A

teacher for
ure

over

Morrison's diary describes the depart¬

forty years.

of himself and three others for the

Company from Glasgow in 1882,

it is typical of any missionary send-off of the period with hymn-

singing

on

In London they stayed at Exeter Hall before

the platform.

boarding the ship at Tilbury.
They

were

paid

on a

At the foundation of the
for
were

5

similar scale to that of missionary artisans.
Gonpany there

wero

two grades:

from £90-£120

engineer and from £80-90 for a sailor.
Most of the employees
#
on the former scale.
From 1883 they were paid an additional

an

£30 in liou of rations which had previously been supplied;
cost of local food

was

very

low and

as

there

was no

as

the

charge for rent

the main expenditure of most employees was on imported tinned food.

1.

Testimonial

2.

Court of Free St. Mary's
See below, Chapter If.

on

¥£

the death of L.H. Fotheringbam by tho Deaoon's

Church, Govan.

In author's possession,

4.

J. Smith, 1882;
J. Mellwain, 1884.
A.C. Ross, The Origins and Development of the Church of ,>cotland

5.

Mission. Blantyre, op. cii», pp 122-3.
Morrison diaries, op, oit., 16th April, 1882.

3.

6.
(of,

Morrison diaries, op. cit., 30th June, 1883.

-

Fred Morrison
Tliere was
these
men

able to

was

apparently
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save money

to send back to his mother.

difficulty in recruiting

no

men

in Scotland at

and from the fact that there were in 1891 twenty-five

rates,

the staff with combined service avarageing more than five years

on

it must be assumed that the pay and conditions were not very much
than could be obtained

worse

they were 'not such
There

was

a

as

elsewhere, though Fred Moir admitted that

to' lay by fortunes on.*

2

considerable variety in the guality of men who were

recruited.In 1882, for instance,.two cam© over from the Livingstonia
Mission with the llala, of these, one,

aged man who died in the next year of
to Morrison he
The

was

in the habit of

Captain Gowans,
a

liver complaint

drinking

a

was a

middle-

according

-

bottle of brandy

day.

a

other, Harlcess, supervised the old Livingstonia Mission at Cape

Haclear find would probably have re—joined the mission's staff if he

1885.^

had not been invalided in

Mother, J. Smith, came out from

Scotland for the Company as a trader but immediately joined the
5

Livingstonia Mission as

best

sen

ever

invalided in

to

a

teacher.

Fred'Morrison

was one

of the

join the Company's service and was, until he was

I89O, their most efficient engineer.

He built the lal.ce

steamer, the Pomira. helped with the construction of the U.M.C.A.
steamer, the Charles Janson.maintained both the llala and the Lady
Hyassa. raising the latter after it had been totally submerged in the
Morarnbala Marsh,
coffee and did

Bandawe.

He also made parts of the Matope road, planted

part-time mission work at landala, Livings!onia and

His diary shows Mm to have been a man without much

education but with great
teith

defence of

3.
5.
7.
8.

Low Mon-

considerable trade at the north end, organised the

Karonga and stayed eight

He became Manager of

4.

formal

Fotheringham was another of the Company's outstanding recruits

who built up a

1.
2.

practical ability and integrity.

6

years

in Africa without leave.
n

the Company in 1891 and died at Chinde in 1895 •

Stewart," 13th July, 180^, Salisbury.
Ibid., and article by J, Moir in the British Central Africa
Gasette. August, 1896.
Morrison diaries, 31st July, 1883.
L.M.M., 7th October, 1884, MS 7912.
Ibid., 10th October, 1882.
Morrison diaries, passim.
L.K. Fotheringhan, Adventures in Byaasaland. London, 1891.
B.C.A.G., June, lo95»
Tribute by H.H. Johnston,

F.

7

Moir to Dr. J.

S

3

-
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A.C, Simpson was a member of the first Livingstonia Mission party;
he

the

was

not very

Zambesi

Company's agent at Masaro throughout this period;
at the most

area

he was able to

run

he also worked

as

to Fatal in

Company until 1889

doubtfully efficient,

the lower river steamer but not to maintain it,
2
carpenter at Mandala.
Colledge was employed as

he, in the words of John Moir, 'went off

in Quelimane and ran the Quelimane business

left in 1886

was

panic about his heart* in 1883.

a

1887.^

or

stations.*"

unhealthy of all the Company's

clerk at Quelimane until

He had replaced

been recruited in Scotland to
was

was

efficient but he hid the capacity to survive in the lower

Gouk who stayed with the

a

he

run

a

Shearer

recruited

was

successfully until he

shipping Manager who had

the British India Agency

but who

said to have developed delirium tremens within a week of the Moirs
'

.V

leaving him to
probably

a

run

c

v-'

the business at Quelimane in

fair sample of the staff of this period.

outstanding failures of whom the most notable
he

was

1881.5

recruited

short of staff.

was

was a

hunter until he

George Fenwick;

the

desperately

teacher at Blantyre.
was

his

way

later married A. Hetherwick of the Blantyre
Fenwick

dismissed from the

was

employed as

a

Company early in 1883 after

having threatened to shoot John Moir and Robert Laws.
a

was

was on

1

up as

were some

He had been dismissed from the Blantyre Mission

His wife, who

Mission,

There

by Fred Moir in 1881 when the Company

together with Buff MacDonald and John Buchanan and
home.

This is

6

He then set

free-lance trader, in competition with the Company, importing

spirits that the Company refused to handle, and was killed in

1884 after he had himself shot and killed the Makololo chief, Chipatula.
This had unfortunate

political repercussions for the Company which

will be considered in the next chapter.
who also

joined the

In contrast J.L. Hicholl

Company after he had been dismissed by the

1."

E.g. J. Moir to Directors, 21st January, 1884, L.B.(l).

2.
3.
4.

Ibid,,

5.
6.

Ibid.
F» Moir to Ewing,

16th September, 1882, L.B,(l),
L.C.A.C. Minutes, 29th December, i860; A.L.C. Minutes, 12th
January, 1882; P,M, to Directors, 1st April, 1882, L.B.(l).
F.M. to G. Fenwick, 7th June, 1881, L.B.(l);
Morrison diaries
24th December, 1882, 1st February, 1883;
John Buchanan diaries,
22nd February, 1884, private collection, England.
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Blantyr-e Mission in I8S3 was

joined the Administration.
It

was

not until

staff needed to

yika.
a

diminished

-was

it

was

almost

servioe;

of the Company's best men and later

the minimum

the river and lake and to

on

were not

even

enough staff to

-run

Tangan¬

anything

more

at times, for instance in I884, the staff

by death, illness and resignation to a level at which
impossible to do

even

and the Ilala

the Lady Nyasaas

run

one

1

the service

run

skeleton

-

I887 that the Cbapany had

Until then there

than

153

John Moir himself had in

that.
was

run

by

one

white

man

which was

thought to be dangerous owing to the frequency of storms on the lake.
In circumstances such

as

these the loirs

at Queliraane who would not have

some

men

John

Stephen in

Glasgow.

were

2

compelled to recruit

passed the tests applied by

Morrison complained that

one

of them

would not allow him to hold services on the Lady byassa for the crew
and that another

type
in

were

was

recruited}

'destitute of grace'.

Only five men of this

one of them was a useful book-keeper who

died

1884 while running the Ilala. another died at Queliraane in 1885,

after

leaving the
The loirs

Company,and the rest stayed only

were

visory capacity.

-

£50

he may

per annum

few months.

3

anxious to employ educated Africans in a super¬

They wrote repeatedly to Br, James Stewart asking

him to send them Lovedale

£40

a

graduates.^

They

with board in addition;

have thought that the salary offered

were

prepared to pay them

Stewart never sent any;
was

insufficient as William

Koyi and the other Lovedale men employed by the Livingstonia Mission
were

paid at the same rate as the Company's white employees.

I884 the Company employed four 'English speaking
1.

3.
4.

5.
6.

In
there

1st November, 1883* L.B.(l); Morrison
December, 1883? 1».M. Potheringham, Adventures
in Nyassaland, op. cit., passim.
Morrison diaries, 14th January, I885.
Ibid., 30th June, 1882, 21st August, 1882, 29th February, 1884,
19th April, I885.
P. Moir to Dr. J. Stewart, 29th September, 1879, L.B.(l);
P.M.
to parents, 20th October, 1879* ibid;
F.I. to Dr. J. Stewart,
14th January, 1880, Salisbury;
J.I, to Dr. J. Stewart, 10th
April, 1880, ibid.
26th June, 1883, MS 7912.
J.M. to Consul Foot, 24tb March, I884, L.B.(l).
African employ¬
ment will be considered more fully in
Chapter I?, below.
J. loir to J.L. Hichol1,

diaries, 9th

2.

natives;1^

5
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also about

were

Company

sixty local Africans in regular employment with the

semi—skilled carpenters and steamer assistants.

as

1

problems caused by the shortage of staff were increased by

The
the very

high sickness rate that

was

prevalent.

No-one who went to

tropical Africa from Europe at this date escaped intermittent
attacks of malarial
and

fever, these were often accompanied by dysentery

Peter Moore after fifteen months in the country

jaundice.

congratulated himself on not having had an attack of fever for five

previously he had at least

'weeks;
In

one

attack

every

fortnight.

2

May 1883 Mrs, Laws told Firs. John Moir that Br, Laws had generally

two and sometimes three distinct attacks of fever

a

day.Fred

Morrison's diary records numerous attacks of fever though after he
had been in the oountry for some time they seem to
much of

a

matter of

course

have become

so

that he does not record the details

so

first.^

carefully as he did at

John and Fred loir

were

both

excep¬

tionally tough and lived to the ages of eighty-nine and eighty-seven

respectively(but Fred was seriously ill for about six months of his
six years in Africa (

first

and John Moir was very ill for most of the

period from 1887-9 when the Arab war was in progress,,

and he was

travelling thousands of miles between Quelimane and Karonga in pursuit
Those who have experienced an attack of malarial fever with

of it.

the benefit

of modern

prophyllactics and remedies can

guess

at the

depressing and debilitating effects of recurrent fever relieved only
by uncertain doses of quinine.
ness

which is

of Central

so

Much of the bad temper and bitter¬

in the letters of all the European residents

common

Africa, missionaries no less than laymen, can be attributed

to this cause.

The African Lakes Company cane in for more than its

fair share of the venting
of the various

of the literally enlarged spleens of members

missions, and the Moirs had to endure the slings of

their employees as

well.

A fine example of the genre is a letter

of Robert Henderson to Br.

Henderson had suffered
"I cannot say

a

James Stewart written early in

1880 after

prolonged attack of fever,

but I like the Moirs well enough and

to' Consul' Foot,- 2$th' March, 1884, fc.B.(l),

1.'' "

J, Moir

2.
3.
4.

4
u.ov, ,
t*«« ■ N• ?. ihj,^
Mrs. J. Moir to Miss J. Tod, 4th May, 1883, Shepperson collection,
Morrison diaries, passim.
J.M, to Directors, 4th February, 1889, 24th May, 1889> 5tb June,

5.

1889, L.B,(2).
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really wish them well - "but the idea of thera suc¬
ceeding in doing anything I have no hopes for,
How soon for my own health's sake I am clear of them
I don't care.,,I can imagine you say that fellow
Henderson is not a suitable one for this country,
indeed I am not, I am not twenty-five yet and..,I
a

well
have

pain in my right shoulder, the result of a long un¬
stay down here, hard work, little food,

necessary

roasting and drowning.

From enquiries

you

should

make which I hope you will, you will find that Mr.

loir's

dogs are "better attended to than Ms engineer, of course
engineers are plenty...For a long time after coming here
1 was weak in health and at the same time had a good deal
of depression in spirits but I trust both are on the way
of healthy recovery.
The climate I think and living
alone

were

the causes,*

1

The loirs' side of this picture was
out to the

come

Katunga'sf

one

had deserted from Maruru and

of the Company's two other employees

two

were

was

trading at Xaningina in the hills behind Bandawe and the other

was

working on the Ilala which was not then officially in the Company's

service.

ill at

Company in 1870-9

that of the four engineers who had

2

In fact the effective staff had. been reduced to nil.

Similar situations often

in the later years

arose

though

as

of the staff increased they were never

quite so desperate.

the added difficulties was that

were

that

someone

them.

one

else who

was

people

often

so

the number
One of

dangerously ill

fit had to spend their whole time attending

In this way illness could have a double effect on the avail¬

ability of

man-power.

For instance at Blantyre-Mandala in December

1883 Dr. Pod en and He ther1wick

seriously ill at Blantyre with

were

Clement Scott and John Buchanan talcing turns to sit
while at Ilandala John Mellwain

with them,

mean¬

delirious and John Moir relieved

was
•s

Morrison at his bed—side at 2
Moir

was

In April of that year Mrs. John

ill for three weeks and when she had recovered John Moir and

the Doctor had to spend
was

a.m.

delirious.^

most of the day with the L.M.S. engineer who

June 1883

was

a

catastrophic month

even

by Central

African standards with the death in child-birth of Mrs. Hioho11 who

1880, Salisbury.
Hart, 29th September, 1879, b.B,(l).
Morrison diaries, 1st December, 1883.•
Mrs. j„ Hoir to Miss J. Tod, 28th April, 30th April, 1883»
Shepperson collection.

1.

R. Henderson to Dr. J. Stewart, 4th January,

2.

F.

3.
4.

Moir to A.
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bad just arrived in the country,

the death of the wife of the Bian-

tyro gardener, and the hirth of a still-born child to Mrs. Clement
Scott.

Scott himself

was

too lame to leave the

house.'""

The impact

of all this

on

the

mainly young employees of the Company

imagined.

It

was

reinforced in July hy the death of Captain Gowano

of the Ilala.

and in

he

can

August hy the death of the much younger James

o

Stewart, C.E. "

It would he tedious to catalogue much further the

history of the ailments of the Company*s employees hut in case it he

thought that 1883

was an

exceptionally had

year,

February 1884 saw

the death of Qftedahl who had "been taken off the steamer at
and the death of Fenwick in circumstances to he described.

Mrs. Moir'a life

was

daughter, hut she
Foot, died.

5

Bandawe,

3

In May

despaired of after she had given hirth to a

lived.^

In August the British Consul, Captain

The list could he extended indefinitely.

In these circumstances it is remarkable that

so

many

people

were

prepared to risk their lives in Africa for very insignificant gain.
It is also not in the least surprising that there were a minority who
broke down

mentally, morally as well as physically.

of those who

spent long periods at places such as Kanonga, Maruru or

Katanga's, often with

very

language, must have been

little knowledge at first of

very

have been dismissed for what

women;^

and

drinking.1

The loneliness

one

If

mentally ill.

great.
wore

an

Only two employees

regarded

as

African
appear

offences with native

died of and another was dismissed for exoessive
one excludes Fenwick only one seems to have become

In addition to these about 10$ were invalided and

% died, about half of those who resigned probably did

about

health

reasons.

to

By comparison with

any

so

for

other group of Europeans in

tropical Africa at this date the sickness rate for Company employees
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Mrs. J. Moir" to Miss J. Tod,
Morrison diaries, 31at July,

12th June, 24th June, 1883.
1883, and above.
Ibid., 29th February, I884.
In the same month Captain Berry,
employed by the Company as an elephant hunter was seised by a
crocodile in the Mbashe river at the north end, and was never
seen again.
J.M. to R. Laws, 8th February, 1884, L.B.(l).
Morrison diaries, 15th June, 1084.
Ibid., 16th August, 1884.
R. Bent, J.M, to J. Runes, 6th September, 1879* L.B,(1)5
A.C.
Miller, Morrison diaries, 19th October, I884.
Captain Gowaas, referred to above, and Donaldson, agent at Quelimane, 1881-2, dismissed 1st April, 1882, F.M. to A. Hart, L.B.(l).
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Lake

in fact

Of the twenty-four men who went to

remarkably good.

society between 1878 and

Tanganyika for the London Missionary

1890 ten died, ten

invalided and only four were able to continue

were

Africa**

their work in

Of thirty-one people who were employed by the

Livingstonia Mission between I878 and 1887, (including South Afrioan
Africans but

excluding people who were also employed by the

ten died and nine were invalided.
the Afrioan Lakes
who died
who

was

on

Company does exclude two and possibly three people

seised by a orocodile at the 7-Ibashe in

by the

Company^

5

But

even

so

a

hunter

1884 but who had not

and also the deaths of the two engin¬

the Stevenson road who were

stonia Mission.

Company)

The figure of three deaths for

accidentally shortly after leaving the service,

been recruited
eers

2

officially employed by the Living-

the record is certainly muoh better
t

than that of the

missionary societies.

This must presumably be

explained by the fact that the staff were drawn mainly from young and
able-bodied
men

men

who

were

used to hard manual labour.

who had been recruited

in this

directly by the

None of the

Company in Glasgow died

period.

-

This

was

vii

-

not much consolation to the loirs who found

constantly short-handed.

themselves

This was explained primarily by the Company*s

shortage of capital and only secondarily by the ravages of disease;
the health factor made

a

If the table for the

with the

one

bad situation

worse.

growth of the Company*s capital is compared

for the increase in

staff, it will be seen that there

I887.

is little

or

necessary

to explain how the development of the Company in terms of

a

no

correlation at least until

four fold increase in the number of Europeans

been

possible without

1.
2.

E.G. Bore,

3.
4.

5.

any

It is therefore

employed

equivalent increase in capital.

Tanganyika, op. cit., passim.

Jack, Daybreak at Livingston!a. op. cit.,
Colledge, Fenwick and Miller.
Captain Berry, see above.
J. Stewart, C.E., and D. MoEwen, C.E.

pp

357-9.

can

have

It will

-
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be remembered that the lower river

1888, and although there
that

no

freights

were run

a

loss until

precise figures it can be assumed

are no

great profit could be made on the lake freights as the Ilala

Unfortunately figures

quite as inadequate as the Lady Nyassa.

was

at

for profit and

loss, and for the value of stocks and assets for this
The figures that do exist are only

period

are

a

rough Indication of the actual situation, and are difficult

very

few and far between.

to interpret

because it is often uncertain
For instance in making

compiled.

the result depends not

only

the

on

on

what criteria they

were

assessment of profit and loss

an
sua

of liabilities, but also on

the valuation of assets wbioh in the context of central Africa in the

1880*s

were

almost

impossible to estimate

ing out what the value of land, of
ductive coffee estate really was.

a

as

thero

was no way

cf find¬

store or of a planted but unpro¬

Furthermore it is usually difficult

to work out how much

profit has been retained in the business in the

form of depreciation

of steamers etc.

The following are some of the

available figures for what they are worths-

1883

net

1884

profit in Africa

profit

=

£863

«

£209

Less

Managers® salaries and
Glasgow expenses of £1,130

for the year I884 =
net loss for 1883 and
combined of
net loss for IS84 of

1885

net

1886

gross

net

profit

profit

»

=

£553

«

£899*

profit

(l)

£346

£2,266

»

1884
£58
£921

Less salaries and home expenses
of £1,713

net profit
for 1885 and

1886 combined

"L-

*0n the basis of this figure a dividend of t% was declared
the payment to shareholders
carried forward to the next

The accounts for

1387

are

obscured by the outbreak of the Arab War.

The accounts for the period

1.
2.

involving

of £433*
The balance of £,464 was
year's accounts. 2

1887-89 eventually showed

a

loss of over

Minutes, 25th February, 3.886, abstract balance sheet far I884.
Ibid., 9th August, 1887, abstract balance sheet for 1886.

A.L.C.

-
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The figures for 1878-82 are also obscure though it was

£10,000.

thought that for the period from September 1878 to June 1880 there
would be

loss of between £800 and

a

the Lady Mvassa of

£1,360*

to the steamer there

This suggests that but for the damage

might have been

between £300 and £600.
The assets of the
follows

£1,000 owing to depreciation on

a

profit for this period of

2

Company

as

at 31st December 1884

were as

S-

Stock of goods in Africa

Steamers

£7,653
1,723

(this would include cost
of freight.)

(The

Lady Nffassa and the

3

Ilala«

Sandala and Matope property

presumably valued at cost

1,345

of work.

Coffee plantation at Mandala

Quelimane

m

329

»«

41

Accounts receivable in Africa
at home

4,615
2,341
Liabilities 1884

Cash in Africa

200

at home

15

Sundry items

196

18,581

Capital issued
Overdraft
Bills payable

923

2,484

Accounts due
in Africa

Less loss

£12,680

£58

1,844

at home

590
£18.821

Assets at

31st December 1886

Goods in Africa

9,931

Steamers

5,275

(including the James
Stevenson under
struction about

17

con¬

£4,000.)

2.

Memorandum, 19th August, 1892, in British South Africa Company
papers, Salisbury, CT/l/ll/5/1.
P. Moir to father, 12th larch, 1881, (wrongly dated, 1880),

3.

A.L.C,

Shepperson collection.
Minutes, abstract account for IS84.

(3
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Liabilities

Property8

Bills

44

Queliraane
Coffee estate

60

Maruru

96

Katunga*s

55

1,341

payable

3,401
700

at home

4,100

898

Balance profit

100

Katunga's

£20,360

Accounts due
in Africa

443

Karonga

Hoad to

Capital issued

£1,430

Mandaia, Matope etc,

1886

16

others
Accounts receivable
in Africa

£2,208,
1,176

at home
Cash in

82

hand, Africa

4

home

1,808

Bills receivable

528

Cash in "bank
Sundries

31

Ivory in Africa and

3,408

in transit

£26.701

As has been

pointed out above the interpretation of these figures is

difficult.

However, taken together with information available

the loss of the lower river

on

freights, on the issue of capital and

on

growth in the number of those employed by the Company it is

the

possible to draw
in

was
on

£26.701

1885

a

the year of

some

conclusions.

If it is remembered that there

loss of £1,716 on river freights and yet

a

net profit

£346 it is clear that there must have been

a

substan¬

tial profit on some side of the business which enabled it to remain
so

nearly solvent.

lake

It Is not likely that this

was

made up from the

freights and it is also not conceivable that it could have been

made up

from the commission

on

goods imported for the missions.

The

balancing factor was ivory.
1.

A.L.C. Minutes, abstract account for

1886.

The figures are

given to the nearest pound, for this reason they do not cross¬
check.
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Owing to the terms of their original contract the Moirs had
interest in ensuring

.an

depended

the necessary

a

profit?

their salary

When it became clear in the course of 1880 that

it.

on

that the Company made

capital

not going to he raised to enable them to

was

put the Company on to a reasonable financial basi3, to allow the

development of agricultural exports from the lower river and Shire

Highlands, and to enable the transport business for the missions to
be

run

profitably, they turned their attention to the

profit that

to therm.

was open

It

was

above all necessary to

generate what would in modern jargon be called

1879 and the end of I885 they exported

of

one source

over

between

cash flow;

a

40,000 lbs, weight of

ivory, this would have been worth at the then market price about
£20,000

or

to that

date.1

the same

the total capital raised by the Company

aura as

Fred Moir

on

his first reconnaissance trip to the

1879 had found that breaking into the ivory trade

north in

was

not

going to be

an easy

Company

its conscientious refusal to sell guns and powder which

was

were

usually expected

does

also

as

part of the payment for ivory.

to have been in the first

place

an

There

attempt to price

Company out of the market in the interior by demanding coast

the

For these reasons it

prices.
on

seem

The main difficulty confronting the

matter.

the

was necessary

at the outset to rely

shooting of elephants by Company employees for the greater part

of^ the ivory obtained.
Company

was

The be3t source of ivory so far as the

concerned was in the Elephant Marsh to the north of

Karonga and towards the JTbashe river where Herbert Rhodes had done
a

good deal of shooting up to 1879

north end base until 1882.
sent

home of which

2

where the Company made their

January 1880 at least 4,500 lbs. had

1,500 had been shot and 3,000 lbs. had been bought.

In the later months of 1881

3,360 lbs,

bought at the north end and

on

the

were

shot and 900 lbs, were

lake.^

Prom 1884 the volume of ivory shot by the Company1s employees
declined

as

the most

easily tapped

sources were

level of the trade increased with the

1.
2.

3.
4.

shot out and

as

the

Company's greater knowledge and

A.L.C. Minutes, Prospectus, February, 1886.
J. Moir to A. Cunningham, 8th November, 1898, L.B.(3).
F. Moir to A. Hart, 12th January, 1880, I..B,(l).
F.l. to A. Hart, 12th February, 1882, ibid.

3

—

experience of the market#
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The

which either of the Moirs spent

season

of 1883-4 was the last in

ranch time devoted exclusively to

hunting though even this was disturbed by the necessity for Fred to
supervise two caravans of Good Hews parts for Tanganyika.

1883 and 1886 Low Monteith Fotheringhara built
with Arab traders at

extensive trade

up an

Ifcr 1886 the Ilala

Karonga.

Between

was

taking full

loads of ivory down from there at every trip and the only restraint
on

the trade

the limited

was

north while at the

carry

Mwase

time meeting its obligations to the

same

1885 the Company had made its first contacts with

In

missions.

quantity of goods that the Company could

Kasungu who provided another major source of ivory? and the

trade with HIchota IChota had been

had

begun to show more interest in the Company's

of the trade

can

of 1886 about
or

gradually built

be estimated

Mponda, too,

wares.^

The level

by the fact that there were at the end

7,000 lbs. weight of ivory either in store in Africa

in transit to Britain."

was

that its very

ton

—

The great advantage of ivory for export

high ratio of value to weight

meant that the oost of

freight made

ortion of its eventual prioe.

in the

3
up.

up

—

only

about £1,000 to a
a very

small

prop¬

While the cost of freight was charged

Company's books at the standard rate, any charge for down

freight

was

in fact

a

bonus because the rates for

up

freight had to

be

adjusted in the first place on the assumption that there would be

no

down

return

freights, and that imports would have to bear the cost of
journey.

the loss

on

Any exports thus tended towards the reduction of

the steamer service.

It is difficult to estimate the

profitability of the ivory trade but the few figures that there
indicate that

a

a

profit of about

are

60f of the prioe in Europe could be

expected from the average cost of ivory which had been shot or bought.
Tiie average

price of ivory bought from the Jumbe of HIchota IChota and

Chapter IV, for consideration of the ivory trade,
Carson, L.M.S., op. cit., May, 1886,
Bandawe diary, 31st August, 1885, MS 7911.
Morrison diaries, 23rd February, 1885.
A.L.C. Minutes, Abstract balance sheet, 1886.

1.

See below,

2.

A.

3.
4.

5»
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from the Makololo in the

*"

early 1880*s was about two shillings per lb.

1

The cost of ivory shot by hunters on contract came to a similar
P

figure.

So long

as

ivory

was

plentiful hunting was the most

profitable way in which the staff could spend their time.

In

addition to the book profit made on the ivory in Britain it should
be remembered that all cash

generated by sales over and above the

cost of purchase in Africa and of ocean
the

freights was beneficial to

Company's finances in that it reduced the loss

on

It

steamers which would otherwise have been made.

salaries and

seems

probable

that it was ivory sales alone which enabled the Company to
more

remain

less solvent in this period and to increase its staff

or

of the loss on the

transport business and the lack of

Given that the

Company could make

no

profit

on

new

in spite

capital.

the transport

business, it is understandable that they should have concentrated on
the side of the business in which there

was,

however,

one

as

has been shown

able to the

Company

period have run
in the
who

hope of profit.

This

of the reasons -which contributed to strained

relations with the missions which the
In fact

was

an

above, the

were so

Company was intended to
resources

for transport avail¬

inadequate that it could

efficient service}

3
serve.

never

in this

there were bound to be delays

carriage of goods from the coast, and the experience of those

attempted to run

Company.

a

rival service was

no

better than that of the

At the root of the trouble was the fact that the Company

attempted to

run a

service with the implications of punctuality and

reliability which that word entails in circumstances in which there
were

always far too

any chance

many

unknowns and imponderables for there to be

of its living up to the expectations which it had aroused.

It paid a penalty for the ambitions of its founders who hoped to

provide for the Zambesi and Shire the same type of steamer service
1.
2.

Note by P.M. on ivory bought at Hkhota Khota, 25th-26th August, 1880}
F.N. to A. Hart, 12th February, 1882, L.B.(l).
J.M. to Captain Berry, 3rd October, 1883, L.B.(l).
The price paid
for ivory increased later in the decade to as much as

3.

5/-

lb.

The price in Europe remained fairly constant around 10/~ per lb.
cf.
A. Riddel to R. Laws, 20th October, 1883, Shepperson coll¬
ection.
He found that carriers were more concerned to carry the

Company*3 ivory than his baggage and oomplainedj
experience
the Company serve themselves and then if they can con¬
veniently do anything for you they may do it charging you for it
and letting you do it all yourself.*
is that
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carried John

as

Stephen across the Clyde

Govan.1

Bomira, to his ship-building yard at

attractive, "but it was over-ambitious.
heaped

was

on

every

day from his house,

The notion was

Pact of the obloquy which

the Company may be explained by the fact that it

was

institution, almost the only institution in Central Africa at

an

this

date;

it became the British Railways of Central Africa,receiv¬

ing little praise when it did arrive
blame when it failed.
African Lakes

There is

time, and disproportionate

danger that the historian of the

Company will be induced by the often

nature of the criticism of the

lightly

a

on

over some

very

unreasonable

Company to over-react and to

pass

too

of the deficiencies which, after making all due

allowance for the handicaps under

which the Managers laboured, were

culpable.
The most strained relations of all

were

under B.C. Scott and Alexander Hetherwick.

with the KLsr.tyre Mission

Relations with Buff Mac-

Donald appear always to have been cordial in spite of the tension
which developed in Scotland between the Committees of the
and

Blantyre Missions largely

as a

result of Br. Rankin of Mutbil's
2

attempts to tar Livingston!a with the Blantyre brush,"
relations with the
well except on

Scotts, Mrs. John Moir wrote that they got on quite

too.'^

no

was

disagreements

important of these
was

There

number of issues

on

which there

was

the question of freight rates.

The mission

the steamer

somewhat

J.L.
p.

a

rate which

carriage of goods by boats would have

but this concession made it impossible for the Company to

for the losses

1.

a

certainly quite right to insist that they did not pay

entailed;

a

were

from the point of view of the Company the most

would have been more than the

run

Of their

business, "then be and Jack always get at loggerheads

and

wonder

Livingston!a

profitably, and they
on

appear

to have tried to make up

the standard rates for passengers

and freights by

grasping addition of extra charges and by an inflexible

Carvel, Stephen of Linthouse, 1750-1950* Glasgow, 1951»
105.

1881, MS 7912.

2.

L.M.M. 10th March,

3.

Mrs. J. Moir to John Tod, 18th May,

1883, Shepperson collection.

-

approach to their accounts.
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This led to disagreement about the soma

by the Mission to the Company some of which had to he resolved

in Scotland "between the Directorate of the

Company and the Foreign

Passions Committee of the Church of Scotland,

2

The damage to the

Lady llyassa referred to above had got the Company off to a had start
in that the mission's passengers

"boats

had to make do for

some

time with

hy the Company rather than the steamer servioe for which

run

A typical complaint was that of Br» Peden, who was

they had paid.

said to have been charged the same rate for the down' journey as

and who had had to sleep 'on "boxes

the up,

It

was'not

felt that the charge

was

or

for

anywhere he could.5"'

commensurate with the service

rendered,'

constantly recurring complaint voiced hy all the clients

Another
of the

Company

that boxes frequently arrived showing evidence of

was

having "been opened, and that many did not contain all that they should
It

have done.
of loss for

warehouses

was

not realistic to blame the Company for this sort

pilfering
on

on

goods which may have lain in a variety of

their journey.

at Quelimane and could not
not been

have been

ly

as

Boxes

were

usually opened "by the Customs

always he re-sealed, and even if they had

pilfered before they came into the Company*® custody it would

impossible to keep them under constant supervision, especial¬

tenga-tenga

several days,

men

tended to make their journeys, often lasting

with only general surveillance from

a

capitao,^

The

acting British Consul in 1884 said that it was irresponsible for the

Company to allow
1,

caravans

to proceed without the presence of

u

white

The Company achieved a great reputation for Scots parsimony.
W.P. Johnson recorded that he had been ivited by the captain
of the Ilala for a short trip, and was surprised to be sent a
bill for £5.
*lv African Reminiscences, 1875-98. London, 1924,
p.

92,

D.J. Rankin claimed that the engineer

Ilvassa measured the volume of
it in the

on

the Laxly

bunch of bananas and included

passengers* baggage allowance.
28th June, 1883; J. McLagan to B,C. Scott, 4th
1883, 1st February, 1883, ^ 7546,
to if. Swing, 30th December, 1882, ibid.
op. cit., 19th February, 1886, on Portuguese
W, Bellingham to Penney, quotes J. loir, July, 1886,

2,

A.L.C. Minutes,

3,

J. Melagan

4,

A.

January,

a

Carson,
Customs;
U.M.C.A., A/l/VI.

—

man."*"
been
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With the staff available to the Company this would have

quite impossible and it can be doubted whether either of the

Moirs would have approved of the treatment of Africans as people
who could not in any
of

complaints

the

on

points such

as

these ensured that relations between

Company and the Blantyre Mission

not help

an

mission and the

was a

Company which

history of Scotland in the nine¬

the position of his church in the

have felt

some

a

rather exclusive atti¬

Shire Highlands and may

hostility towards the presence of
There

he did not have control.

his dissatisfaction with the

were

one or

Company became

to have blamed John Moir personally for

1883*^

This

was

an agency over

two occasions
2

venomous.

on

which

which

He appears

the death of Mrs, J.L. Uicfc-

totally unjust, their ship had been two

weeks late at Quelimane and as a consequence
some

One can

reflection of the bitterness

B.C. Scott tended towards

teenth century#

oll in

always strained.

element of jealousy between the

which surrounded the ecclesiastical

on

were

surmising that Consul liawes may have been right when he

suggested that there was also

tude

The accumulation

circumstances be trusted,

weeks for the river steamer,

they had to wait for

Mrs, Hicfcoll arrived in the Shire

Highlands nine months pregnant and died of. fover in child-birth|
she should
was

in

no

never

way

have been

responsible for the delay in her

death of his wife Hickoll
was

travelling in that condition and John Moir

was

journey,^

After the

dismissed from the mission because it
5

thought that she had been pregnant before their marriage,

Moir gave Hicholl a

John

job, and Mrs, Moir looked after the child which

had survived before it
of the Moires1 servants,

was

6

sent back to Britain in the care of one

John Moir wrote at the time that he was

1.
2.

L. Goodrich to Lord

3.

J. Mclagan to B&Scbtt, 13th October,
J. Mclagan to W. Ewirig, 13th October,

Granville, 20th December, 1884, P.O. 84/1662.
E.g. B.C. Scott to Rev, James Robertson, 10th May, 1889,
'^he
Myassa Defence Fund is simply the Lakes Company transmogrified,
not for Africa, but for money.
You would be astonished if you
knew some of the itera3 of their moral and political account.'
U L

4.

L.B.(l); Mrs. J. Moir to E. Tod,
1883.
Morrison diaries, 9ih December, 1883.
J.M. to J.L. Uickoll, 4th January, 1884, L,B.(l){
Mrs. J. Moir
to Br. J, Stewart, 23rd May, I889, Salisbury.
ectors, 24th August, 1883,

12th—24th June,

5.
6.

I883, K5 7546.
1883, ibid? J.M, to Dir¬
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disgusted with the mission and that be
nothing to do with them for

a

while.'

was

'becoming prepared to have

He blamed Henry Henderson for

the poor relations with the mission and hoped that the fact that he

by the Company's agent at Quelimane

and listherwick had been taken in

after Nunes had refused to have Henderson in his house

might do some-

1

There were further allegations

thing to restore the situation.

against the Company in connection with the death at ¥iccnti on the

1887 of Mrs. Mellwain, the wife of

Zambesi in

a

Blantyre Mission

employee who had also been employed by the Company.

She had been

tu-

delayed by the accidental sinking of the steamer,. James Stevenson.

2

Relations between Blantyre and Mandala wore never good at this period
and in the

light of their obvious disagreement it is easy to see why

John Moir did not confide in Hetherwidc the nature of the treaties

which he made in
of

were

suspicious

them, and did their best to have them shelved.
2?he mission

acquiring
an

1885, and why Hetberwiek and Scott

a

always anxious to prevent the Company from

were

monopoly position, and to this end encouraged the Buchan¬

brothers to

run a

rival river service, but they were generally too

pre-occupied with planting at Zomba to do more than occasional trips
down

river.^

The mission also refused until

pelled to for the lack of

Company did there.

of the adventurer

alternative, to .allow the Company to

<5

Later on they encouraged the establishment

Eugene Starrer who did eventually provide some com¬

petition to the Company but at
at

may

large.

was com¬

fjueXiraaae business or to pay anything for the work which

manage their
the

any

1886, when it

In fact

no

a

questionable cost to the community

competitor did arise at this time but the Moirs

be forgiven for resenting the attempts of the Blantyrc Mission

to make their

position yet

more

untenable.

It

was

not until the

1890's with the threat of the British South Africa, Company and the
development of plantations in the Shire Highlands that Clement Scott

began to realise that the Lakes Company had
ciple which

1.""
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

more

some

advantages of prin¬

than compensated for its practical failings.

J.M. to Directors, 24th August, 1883, L.B, (1).
J. Mclagan to B.C. Scott, 22nd November, 1887, MS
See below, Chapter I¥.

7549'

J. Mclagan to B.C. Scott, 1st February, 1883, MS 7546.
J. Mclagan to A. Hetherwick, 4th August, 1883, MS 7543'*
See below, Chapters ¥ and ?I.
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Relations "between the Livingstonia Mission and the Company were

The loirs' personal

quite so strained as those with Blantyre.

never

relations with Dr.

Laws appear always to have "been cordial though

they had frequent disputes about accounts, and about deliveries of
goods.

1

The Company and the mission shared virtually the same

Directorate and

so

there

was

never

any

serious question of one side

John Stephen,as

feeling that it was being cheated by the other.
active Chairman of the

Company, and

a

leading member of the Livingstonia

Committee,could arrange for the mission to pay more reasonable freight
rates without difficulty.

There were however protracted negotiations

in Africa between Laws and the loirs
of the I laic?,,

and

Their

the sharing of the expenses

the settlement of the accounts of individual

Laws devoted nraCh of his time to the mission's accounts

missionaries.
and had little

on

on

difficulty in picking hole3 in those of the Company.

book-keeper

natch for him and it was only when the Moirs

was no

were

able to find time to do all the accounts themselves that they

were

able to keep

p

their end

all their clients, the

up.

This

was

probably the

Company does not appear to have had

keeper in this period who could be relied

upon to

accurate accounts without constant supervision.

worked into the small hours
seems

to have taken

delay payment

case
a

with

book¬

produce totally
The Moire frequently

attempting to get things

straight."^

Laws

advantage of the imperfection of the accounts to

even on

agreed

sums

almost indefinitely.

This

not

was

helpful to the Company's solvency, and Fred Moir complained with some
justification that it would be reasonable to accept the accounts
an

estimate and to settle the balance later.

seems

4

as

Laws' usual practice

to have been to send occasional bills for the suns that he

thought that the mission owed and to leave the Company to fight for
the rest.

The 1886 Ilala expenses were still unpaid in

1890 and

were

only settled in the end after the matter had been referred to Scot1.

MS 7914 in the National Library of Scotland includes a large
amount of correspondence between the A.L.C, and the Living-

2.

3.

Ibid., P.M. to J. Stephen, 17th October, 1888.
Mrs. J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 12th May, 1883* Shepperson collections
Dr. Bowie, Blantyre Mission to J.M., 5th June, 1889* (copy)

4.

F.M. to R. Laws, 3rd August, I887, MS 7914*

stonia Mission

on

accounts.

L.B.(2).

-

land.

1
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The Company's accounts seem to have been in

I887 before the Arab War broke out;
was

the war

1893 that the accounts for I89O

not until

was

a

"bad way in

the last straw, it
settled.

were

In spite of the observations of E.C. Hore of the London Mission¬
ary

Society

the Company and its employees, which have already been

on

Society and the Company were comparat¬

quoted, relations between the

It is true that their engineer, J. Roxburgh, did write

ively good.

at the time of the transport of the

Good Hews that

„•

"If the A.L.C. intend to bring them (parts of the steamer)
here in anything like a reasonable time, they must put
more spirit and energy into the carrying department of
the trade and very much less into the elephant hunting

department."

2

The Universities Mission appear also to have maintained
relations with the

Company.

Their pioneer W.P. Johnson was the most

saintly of the early Malawi missionaries and
said

harsh word about anyone,

a

could emulate.

they

were

a

appears never

record which none of the others

hold them personally responsible for deficiencies

powerless to overcome.

inadequate he pressed his mission to buy
which rendered them independent

Realising that the Ilala
a

was

of

and enabled them to help out the

65 ft. length and 30 tons weight

was

built at

R.

by the

chartered

Matopej

launched in September 1885,

and was steaming on

Laws, to J.I., 4th February, 1890, MS 7914; G. Smith to
Laws, 19th December, 1888, MS 7898.
A.J. Swarm to Secretary, L.M.S., 28th October, I884, compared
L.M. Fotheringham favourably to Joto Moir 'the Manager (socalled)', L.M.S. C.A. 5/5/0f J. Roxburgh to Secretary L.M.S.,
Kovember, 1883, L.M.S. C.A. 5/3/A.
Central Africa, (the journal of the U.M.C.A.), August, 1883, Vol.1.,
p. 166;
April, I884, Vol.11, pp 56-8,
R.

3*

a

up

early in 1885, and was with the help of the Company's engineers

steamer

2.

The steamer

carried

Company from Tengani's where it had been deposited by

1.

was

steamer, the Charles Janson.

Company and the Livingstonia Mission in time of need."'
which

to have

He understood the problems which the Moirs had to

face and he did not
which

quite cordial

-

the lake in

from the

April, 1886.

one

-

The Universities Mission

delays in the carriage of goods

the other clients of the
at
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stage

mission employee

a

collect goods

Company.

of the KwaKwa.

2

river which afflicted all

up

Those certainly caused annoyance,

was

which had "been held

not immune

was

up

sent down river to attempt to
for months at Maruru at the head

G.H. Swiaaey complained that the

"terrible

incapacity of the A.L.C. paralyses all out
They simply don't
perhaps they oarft;.
Perhaps they won't because they take care first of No.l.M
efforts to get on with our work.
forward our good3 up the river -

Following

up

3

this complaint Horace Waller, who was usually friendly,
A

had

some

strong word3 to say on the loirs1 incapacity.

It is extraordinarily difficult to come to any conclusions on
the

degree to which the Moirs were personally responsible for the

generally bad press that they have received.

This is partly because

it is usually possible to find a contradictory compliment to the
kindness

or

solicitude of the loirs to counter-balance the

condemnation from the
a

same

pen or

month.

strongest

Fred Morrison's diary is

good example of thi3, for every expression of indignation at the

departure of the mail without warning there is record of the kindness
of the Moirs in

at Mandala.

sending Mm cakes on the steamer or giving him dinner

It should be said that it

was

John Jfoir who

was

the

subject of most of the emotional outbursts directed against the Com¬
pany and its

Managers.

Fred Moir seems to have been

versial character and was in the

body to depend on.'

The

same

a

less contro¬

opinion of Robert Henderson *a some¬

witness described John Moir as 'head¬

strong and untamable* and 'a continual source...of amusement at all
1.

Prospectus for the Charles Janson anneal. May.

A/3/lV/§l)p

2.

.

3.
4.

18845

J.H. to

1885, U.K.C.A.
Bellinghara, The Diary of a Working Man in
Central Africa, ed. J. Cooke-Yarborough, London, M.D., pp 11-70.
This gives an unusually favourable account of the activities of
the A.L.C.
Bellingbam was himself an artisan missionary and
was well able to appreciate the Company's difficulties.
See
also F.J. Morrison to F.D. Lugard, 29tb September, 1888, Lugard
Papers, Rhodes House, Oxford, MS Brit. Smp. s 71.
A. Carson, L.M.S., op. oit., f 88, 1886;
Central Africa. Vol.Ill,
1885, p 139.
G.H. Swinney, to W. Penney, 19th November, IO85, U.M.C.A. A/l/VI.
H. Waller to W» Penney, n.d., A/4/lV/(l).
Captain Callaghan, 25$h February, 30th April,

-
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gatherings of white and black people.'"

With the possible exception

of Clement Scott no—one soeras to have accused him of

malice, but it

is clear that ho was capable of acting in a somewhat erratic and un¬

W.P. Johnson, of the U.M.C./u, seems to have got

predictable way.
on

well with both the Moirs but tells two stories of John loir which

might well have antagonised

a man

of less saintly disposition.

One

paragraph is worth quoting in fulli"Mr„ John Moir paid me a visit too on the same vessel and
that

was a delight?
and when he came back a month
afterwards and said he was sorry that he had forgotten
to give me my mail, I could easily forgive Mm, as I
had the pleasure of reading my letters still before me."

2

Johnson could not help being amused one day when John Moir after

lunching with ira
"I

on

bis

forgot to tell

way

you

down the lake called out while rowing away:

that I have borrowed your new

oars

to go down with."
These

were

the oars,

continued Johnson, 'which the boat he was travel¬

ling in ought to have delivered to us on her trip

upl'"^

Others may well have found such treatment intolerable.

P.D.

Lugard, who served with John Moir at Karonga, observed that
"He

whom it

impossible not to like,
I
who showed such an absolute
disregard of danger.
It was different from pluck,
it amounted to a physical characteristic.
Unselfish
was

a man

was

have rarely met anyone

to

a degree, he would invariably leave his own person¬
al comfort entirely out of consideration...His charac¬
ter was one of the most extraordinary I have ever met

with in my life:

for with all these admirable charac¬
teristics, he seemed to blend most of their opposites,
and acting on the impulse of the moment he would lose
sight of previous promises." 4
A3 will be seen below

Moires

Lugard, like

many

others, tended to blame the

personally for failings that they could not fairly be held

res¬

ponsible for*
The Moirs1 relations with the Directors of the

warmth.

At one point Fred

Company Varied in

Moir, frustrated by the Directors' unwill-

1.
2.

R. Henderson to Dr. J. Stewart, 4th January, 1880, Salisbury.
W.P. Johnson, My African Reminiscences, op. cit., p 92.

3.

Ibid, p 160.
F.D. Lugard, The Rise of Our East African Empire,

4.

p.

67.

1893, Vol.1.

-
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inability to approve his plans for development, contem-

plated leaving the Company and going into business on his own account.
The Directors

passed

themselves, as

a

result of criticism of the Moirs,

1884,

second reading in January,

on a

Managers 'to

motion calling

a

Mr. Montelth (Fotheringham)

engage

officer to take special

or

In April 1885,

lake, rivers and roads.5"

the division of the operations of the

a

Stevenson

the

on

plan was drawn up for

Company into titfo spheres, one

Mandala, and the other at Chirengi, (Mweni—wanda)

based at

the

on

other competent

charge of the details of the traffic
?

1

on

the

road, but shortage of staff made it impossible to put this

into effect.

8

James Stevenson felt that the Arab War might not have

broken out if this plan had been iranleaented,

ably being that if

one of

the implication

the loirs had been resident at Karonga the

Arabs would not have attacked the

Ngofc&e.

3

It would be absurd to claim that John Moir
of business.

It

seems

presum¬

v?as

a

dependable

certain that he would not have been

a

man

satis-

*

factory manager of

a

municipal bus company.

Although he worked

tremely hard he probably did not have the meticulous
that is
John

required of

Moir, and to

selves

a3

a

someone

eye

who is first and foremost

an

ex¬

for detail
administrator.

lesser extent Fred, would have thought of them¬

Missionaries, Merchants and Adventurers, and certainly as

gentlemen.

They may have neglected the routine and hum-drum, but

they thought of themselves as having

a

higher

purpose

than the satis¬

faction of the demands of their fellow-missionaries.

The African

Lakes

a

it

Company should not be judged by the standards of

bus company*

pioneering in just the same way that the missions in the

was

area

pioneering.
While it would not be fair to judge thera by the
4 LU «»V/ tflAvitu f j( i (z
( A wofc Ve fo.lv/
^
(r U -a- i*. C_ va U.V pv u u
extent to whioh it kept to a time-table.
Much injustice has been

were
W

uivW

^

done to the Moirs
What had the
in November

1887?

enter

and

a

new

by people who did judge them by this standard.
Company achieved by the outbreak of the Arab War

more

After nine years work it appeared
successful

phase.

to^about

The declaration of

a

2.

Mrs. J. loir to Miss E. Tod, n.d., probably August, 1882,
A.L.C. Minutes, 24th December, 1883, 27th January, 1884.

3.
4.

Ibid., 6th April, I885.
Ibid., 7th llovember, 1888.

1.

to
small

E,U.L.
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dividend and the increase of the issued

capital to

over

£27,000,

allowing; for the launching on the Zambesi of the James Stevenson,
stem-wheel steamer said to he
for the

ordering of

a new

to indicate that the

capable of carrying 30 tons cargo, and

steamer for the lake, the Doraira. seemed

Company

was

entering

a new

era,3"

that the now steamers would enable the transport
on

a

proper

General

a

basis for the first time.

It

hoped

was

business to be

run

As had been said at the Annual

Meeting in 1886s

"the complaints on all sides of delay in

forwarding

provisions as well as the inability of the Man¬
agers to purchase ivory offered for want of means
of transporting trade goods have now reached a
climax."
The James Btevenson was the answer and
the

planted in 1881 and which

was

by

now

coming

maturity, in addition to the produce from the larger plantation

of the Buchanan brothers at Zoraba.

the

expected to put an end to

complaints, and to enable the Company to begin the export of the

coffee which had been first
to

was

Company to

cope more

2

The Bomira

was

expected to allow

effectively with the demands of the Living-

etonia and London Missions and to develop the north end trade with
the Arabs which could be
ution of

seen

as

a

practical example of the substit¬

legitimate for illegitimate commerce.

The carriage of the

ivory to the coast by the Company and Its exchange only for trade
goods selected by the Company was

a

part fulfillment of the hope of

the founders that the

Company would be able to take

from the Arabs.

more

The

sanguine hopes of

some

over

the trade

enthusiasts that

the Arabs would be driven from the trade for ever had not been realised

but something
at

had been achieved in the penetration of the trade both

Karonga and at Nkhota Khota.

much difficulty

The Company had also succeeded after

in establishing at Queliraane

an

effective agency which

dealt with the

ocean

shipping lines, and with the Portuguese Customs

authorities.

There

was

1.
2.

a

staff of three employed there from

1882

'Prospectus, 1886} Annual Report for 188£>, 9th
August, 1887.
J.M. to J, Tod, 3rd November, 1883, Shepperson collection?
J.M.
to Directors, 24th August, 1883, L.B.(l)?
J.M, to J. Stevenson,
24th August, 1883, ibid;
J.M. to W. Ewing, 19th October, 1883»
ibid; P.M. to Dr. J. Stewart, 13th July, 1886, Salisbury.
A.L.C. Minutes,
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onwards and the

waiting for
"feudala

a

agent's house

a

rest-house for passengers

connection with the river or ocean steamer.

1

At

variety of houses and stores had heen built, end regular

a

employment was given to
two mile

used as

was

an

increasing number of local people.

irrigation canal served the coffee plantation, and

variety of other crops were under experimental cultivation.
of communication had been

opened

Ocean to Lake

as

Tanganyika,

out.^

Fred Moir pointed

up over

a

2

A

large

3

A line

1,000 miles from the Indian

far as from Glasgow to Marseilles, as

Stations, stores and staging posts had been

established along this line of route, men were

beginning to make

journeys over five hundred miles to seek work and cloth in the Shire
Highlands under the Company's auspices.v

Ho other agency

or

polit¬

ical power came into contact with so many of the inhabitants of what
is

now

Malawi and Zambia*

ment on the
to

some

were

landala, the

of John Moir, the settle¬

Mudi, and of the Company itself, was one which was 'mown

from Queliraane to Kituta.

being

name

woven

had made in most

in the creation of
cases

of peoples and was

In

a

a new

tenuous way the first strands

The Company

nationality.

peaceful and amicable contact with

a

variety

unwittingly training the first staff of what

to become the British Gentral African Administration.

nine years it had been able to do little more than
have seemed in the later months of

was

In its first

crawl;

it must

1887 that at last it might be

beginning to walk.

1.

1883, L.B.(l); a! Carson, L.M.S.,
cit., 19th February, 1886.
J.M, to Consul Foot, 24th March, 1884, L.B.(l).
A.L.C. Minutes, 9th August, 1887.

F.M. to.w. Ewing, 13th April,
op.

2.

3.
4.

5.

I

F.M. After Livingstone,

op. cit., p 17.
A, Car3on, op. cit., and see below, Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV

The African Lakes Company and its Relations
"""lld'th "the African People 1878—1667

In the last chapter an attempt was made to
the commerical activities of the
as

give some account of

Company, and to estimate its

European enterprise and as an investment of capital.

a

Company

not however working in

was

volved co-operation with
of the
a new

a vacuum;

the local people.

success

The

all its activities in¬
The comparative wealth

Company meant that from the date of its inauguration it became
political force to be reckoned with.

The presence of the

Company and the missions in the country altered the balance of power
and Introduced

people who

factor into the

political considerations of the

The initial contact between

already in the area.

were

the two sides

new

a

was

complicated by the ignorance of each about the in¬

tentions, the strength and the habits of the other.

The Company in

its contacts with the population must be considered under a number
of different

headings, as

land-owner,

as

a

of

goods, as

as

an

group

a

as an

a

missionary enterprise, as an employer,

administrator,

ivory trader and importer

as an

commercial competitor, as

a

potential ally,

agent of technological innovation, and as part of

a pressure

with influence in Europe.
It is right to consider the missionary impact of the

first

as

both the promoters and the managers

commercial activities
work at this

as

a means

to

accountant *

s

analysis.

and

thought of their strictly

higher end.

The missionary

it does not lend itself to

Only after the establishment of the

tration did the orthodox missions
labours in

a

Company

period is, however, the most difficult part of the

Company's operations to evaluate;

an

or enemy,

begin to

large-scale conversions.

reap

an

Itdrainis-

reward for their

The role of the Company was

as

auxiliary to the missions, supplying essential transport services,

according to the interests of individual employees, helping in

the preliminary

stages of evangelisation.

John Moir, who was

a

deeply religious man, summed up his reflections on mission work after
-

I75-

-

-

-

two years experience in a letter to bis fiancee in June

1880:-

"I would

just like to say that I don't think it i$ in
to have any love to black people
to fit one for doing work among them,
I for myself
any way necessary

have n't that and never had,
their need was great and have

X had

some

idea that

that more deeply now,
I found particular comfort in the promise 'Ethiopia
shall

soon

stretch out her hands to thee*

say I like them better than
had the same eager yearning

-

I dare

at first; but I never
gifter them that X have had

woaen^

for many young men and
who seemed so near the
kingdom, kept back by one thing lacking perhaps,
I
am X think beginning to have this more nearly now for
the two boys now with me, Kall-nwana and Vigerona.
I do sincerely hope that God has called you to come out
here that you obeying him, may come out here and be

biassed while doing his work,"

1

It is important to note that the tone and vocabulary of this letter
is

distinctly Evangelical, the emphasis being on individual salvation.

This approach was common to

Morrison and Fotheringham among the Company

employees who undertook mission work and was shared by most of the
missionaries of the Free Church,

they had begun to have

a

2

John reported from Quelisane that

chi-IJyanja service nightly with their men,

commenting that while previously he and Fred had sung, read and prayed

together, 'it is right that

we

have worship also

When Fred Morrison arrived at Quelisane in June

lly an j a prayers led by Fred Moir
of the
was

men

-wore

trousers.^

At

-

as a

household,'

1882 he attended chi¬

he was surprised to notice that

none

Blantyre and Mandala the day's work

begun and ended with prayers and

a

A Sunday service was

hymn.

also started at Mandala for the residents on the estate who found it
too far to go

may

to Blantyre.

This was Morrison's explanation but it

be that the Mandala villagers showed little inclination to go to

Church.

6

It

was

later noted that the children of the Mandala villagers

rarely turned out to the school and in
to attend

1.
2.

a

npraber of children

were

an

effort to

engaged

on

encourage

them

Company work in the

J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 16th June, 1880, Shepperson collection.
K.J. McCracken, 'Livingstonia as an industrial mission, 1875-1900:
a

study in Commerce and Christianity in Kyasaland,' in Religion

in Africa. Edinburgh University,
seminar papers, 1964, P 79*

3.
4.

J. Moir to Miss E. Tod, 20th March,
Morrison diaries, 3rd June, 1882,

5.
6.

F. Moir to Miss S. Moir, 18th May,
Morrison

Centre of African Studies,

i860, Shepperson collection.

1880, L.B.(l).
diaries, 27th December, I885.
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For this they

rooming and sent to school in the afternoon.

paid at the rate of two or three yards of calico a month.

were

This

system was not entirely satisfactory as on reoetvlng their pay at
the end of the month they tended to cease
were

replaced hy another lot.

Of about

children who had attended school at

some

"both work and school and
one

hundred and fifty

stage in the year of 1888-9

only about twelve had stayed for the whole of the ten and
In the session of

course.

and

one

hundred and

fifty

1889-90

one

a

hundred and forty nine boys

girls attended the Mandala school but

one

the average

daily attendance

hundred and

fifty six children had attended village schools

Mandala estate.

half month

was

only seventy.

A further one
on

the

The poor level of attendance could be seen from a

comparison with the B1antyre school which during the same session
had been attended
with

an

average

encourage

by

a

total of two hundred and thirty eight children

attendance of 154*9.

2

John loir had attempted to

attendance by speaking to the headmen of villages on the

estate, and by appointing the largest boy as

whipper-in who, it

a

3
was

3aid, was regularly to visit the absentees.
The loirs* efforts to encourage education were not, of course,

entirely disinterested.

There

was a

shortage of skilled labour and

they needed men to work on the steamers, for carpentry work at Man¬

dala, for the supervision of their developing estates, and for train¬
store-keepers and accountants.

ing

as

Dr.

James Stewart to send them

men

Their attempts to persuade

from Lovedale had failed and

they had to rely oh the products of the looal
is of the education 'which was

schools.^

so

The emphas¬

provided by the Livingstonia and the

1.

Life and 3>rk in British Central Africa. The Blant.vre Mission
Supplement. July. 1889.

2.

L.W.B.C.A., July, 1890.

The difference can be explained by the
B1antyre had a large boarding section.
L.W.B.C.A., August, September, I889.
Mrs. J. loir to Br. James Stewart, Salisbury;
Mrs. J. loir to
Miss J. Tod, 23rd May* 1889.
One of John loir's house,servants,
who had taken a young child back to Britain, was probably sent
to Lovedale for higher education, and was post-roaster at
tflanje in the early l890*s.
fact that

3.
4.

1?8

-

BXantyre missions

industrial, meaning that pupils

was

trained to do useful

-

were to

he

.jobs, and were not to he taught academic sub-

jects alone which would fit them for teaching work.

1

They

to

were

he trained to play a part in the economic and commercial developments
which it

hoped would he made possible by the provision of

was

of trained

or

a

supply

It will be remembered that James

trainable labour.

Stewart, C.E., saw the building of the Stevenson road

as an

education¬

al exercise which would accustom the population to work for wages.
Laws made

a

special point of paying his teaohers with British

because he felt it
use.
as

2

an

In the

educational

and that

as

way

the loirs regarded service with the Company

experience, feeling that 'work' was in itself good,

many as

benefit of it.

important that they should be educated in its

was

same

money

possible of the local people should be given the

There

was

tendency to regard 9work* as

a

a

European

phenomenon and something to which the people had to be introduced.
Complaints of idleness

were

based

on

understand the seasonal pattern of
of

the failure to observe

agricultural work.

European work lay in the notions of signing on for

period of time;

the payment of

by kin

Fred

or

regular wage;

The novelty
a

specific

the adherence to

a

traditional politioal ties,

Morrison, the Company9s chief engineer, regarded his steamer

under

of training.

He

crews

as

their

moral, spiritual and material welfare.

a

course

of the crews of the lake steamer

Mclear;

to

and working for someone to whom one was not related

daily time-table;
either

a

or

came

was

deeply concerned with

from Old

Many of the members
Livingstonia at Cape

Morrison inherited from William Harkess, his predecessor in

charge of this steamer, an interest in the people of Cape
He felt that it

was

wrong

Maclear.^

of the mission to have abandoned their first

station, and that they should have left at least one missionary in
charge

there,^

He tried to spend the Sabbath there

as

often as

1.

See K.J, McCracken, op.
the Blaniyre Mission,

2.

3.

W.P, Livingstone, Laws of Livingstonia. op. cit., p 166.
Harkess was going to have taken over at Livingstonia, but was

A,

invalided.
Morrison diaries,

seq.

for discussion

cit., and A.C. Ross, 9The foundation of
Hyasaland.1 in the same volume, p 97 et

on

this point.

22nd November, 1882, and 18th October, I884.
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possible to give his crews a chance to see their families, and to
evangelical work by holding services,

carry on

who had been left in

drunk, and at
Church.

2

one

charge by the mission

was

1

Cbimlolo, the

nan

said to be always

stage had told all his people to stop going to

Morrison became unofficial missionary to the people of

Cape Maclear and built

strong following

up a

ly called in to settle 'ntiraadus*

among

(disputes).^

them, being frequent¬

His diary inoludes
<L

a

touching description of his last meeting there bfore going

on

leave

188?.4

in

He
and in

seems

to have been successful in his

making steamer work

a

training of the Crews,

sought—after occupation.

VJ.P. Johnson

of the U»M»G»A, wrote that

"All the natives like work

on board the Lakes Company* a
steamer, and will go to work on it at half the rate
of wages which they demand as caravan porters,"

Johnson too believed in the educational value of steamer
that

working with Europeans helped to remove misconceptions about

them, and pointing emi that
function,
his

-work, noting

5

a

mission steamer would fulfill the

same

Alexander Carson, the L.M.S. engineer, was impressed by

journey in the Xlala and remarked that it was
"very encouraging to rae.. to

see a

native orgw

so

atten¬

tive and efficient at their work as that of the Ilala
and especially to see that natives could be left alone
in the engine room.
In the Ilala a3 in the Lady Ifyassa,
a native managed the engines and boilers so well that
during the voyages..,I did not once see the natives being
interfered with by the Master,"
6

Within
a

a

few months of his arrival in the country Morrison reported

record—breaking journey up river in the Lady Ilvassa which had been

accomplished *no thanks to me as I was scarcely able to go on deck
the whole

way* owing to illness,

7

steamers could be left to the crews,

The day to day running of the
the engineers being needed for

frequent repairs, navigation in bad weather on the lake, and the
1,

W. Sellixigham, 'The l)iary of a 1'orking Man in
op. cit., p 76,

§.
3.

Morrison diaries, 23rd January, 1883.
Ibid,, e.g. 16th September, 1883, 15th November,
Ibid., 22nd March, 1887.
Central Africa. Vol.II., 1884, PP 56-8.
L.M.3,, A, Carson, op. cit., f 40,
Morrison diaries, 22nd July, 1882,

4.

5*
6,
7.

Central Africa,

1885.

—

—

Morrison

management of the catgo.
on
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never

used corporal punishment

his mens and was so shocked by the naval

recalcitrant porters

lashings meted out to

by Consul O'Neill when travelling with him

during the emergency of 1884, that he

was

forced to protest that he

oox.itd not allot? such behaviour in a caravan of which he was a

Morrison

was

part.

proud of his crews and could

"not speak too highly of my Livingston!a

boys, they are
willing and interest themselves in this work.
My
Atongas are lasy and careless but my other boys make
them keep up.
I work them all very hard but I never
hear a grumble.
I never ask them to do what 1 would
not do myself."
2

In addition to his work at Livingstonia and on the steamers,
where he hold prayers

with his crews daily, Morrison frequently

preached in chi-Byanja at Katanga's, Matope, Bandawe, Blantyre and
■i

The impact of much of the preaching at this date can be

Mandela.

She main obstacle

doubted.
an

account of Dr. Cross

arrival in Afrioa.
This
on

was

as

that of

language.

preaching at Livingstonia

He spoke of

translated
4

her hands.'

was

a

Morrison gives
soon

after his

fcieb lady with gloves

on

her hands.

'a lady with great pendulous breasts and skin

It is worth quoting in full his account of a sermon

which he preached to a congregation of two hundred in a village near
Bandawo in

1885#

"After

singing, offering a prayer and reading the ten
commandments, I addressed them, and in it tiyed to
show them their high position as human bein ?s over
and about (abovo) the brute creation, wherein they
and the brutes had things in common but wherein men
excelled them in that he had a soul and would have
for ever, that its future depended on our present eonduct.
That oixr redemption depended on our acceptance
of Christ as our saviour the sent of God."
5

Without belittling either

Morrison's sincerity

of his hearers it is reasonable to

been understood.

1.

Morrison

or

the intelligences

question how much of this can have

Evangelical work is, however, inevitably alow5

diaries, 19th May, 1884,
carriers

had he not thrashed my

2. Ibid., 18th March, I885.
3. Ibid., passim.
4. Ibid., 15th November, 1884.
5. Ibid,, 14th December, I885.

*1
as

can not help thinking that
he did I might have had them

—

eleven years

sen

like

«"•

separated the foimdiag of Band-owe station and the

first conversion there,
of

l8l.

The part—time preaching sad the example

Morrison, A,C, Simpson at Manara

?

the lower &ambesi, *

on

•a

L.K. Fethertnghara and J.L. Kieholl at the north end of the lake,
and the loirs at Mandaia must have contributed

establishment of Christianity in Malawi.
that he

was

a

little to the

Morrison certainly hoped

preparing the way in order that the 'work for eternity
J!

be

can

begun.'1
-

Hie discussion of the

ii

-

specifically missionary impact of the

Company has led inevitably to consideration of the Company
employer of labour,
trial

This is

so

because

on

the

one

philosophy underlying the Scottish Missions

of the

'Gospel of work*

as one

which could be made to the
other hand the

as an

hand the indus¬

saw

the preaching

of the most important contributions

'civilisation* of the people;

and

on

the

people themselves in the words of Duff MacDonald,

'at first value Mission settlements chiefly for the employment that
c

is

given, and the calico that is paid.The sane point was made

more

sardonically by Robert Laws who referred to 'converts to calico'.

George Williams,

a

Lovedale evangelist woriding among the northern

Hgonl at Mbolwa's in 1887, complained that the people there thought

only of immediate gain s-

H..„you will perhaps be speaking to a man about the ad¬
vantage of education and asking him to send one of his
children to school, he will acquiesce to what you soy
and send the child for a week and then com© round on
the Saturday morning and expect you to give bin four
you will begin to expostulate and try
advantage is to b© looked for in the
future, as you told him last week his children or his
grand-children will reap the benefit.
He turns round
and tells you that the future is for his children but-as
the child is his, he will rather take Ms share now.
Because they look upon cloth and beads, cattle etc. as

yards of cloth;

to show him the

I,

v2»
3,
4.

5.
6,

"teCraoken, op. ext., p 90, quotes Prop Church Misalon Record.
August, 1889» P 838.

Morrison diaries, lot July, 9th July, 1882.

L.M. Pothoringham, op. cit., p 26.
Morrison diaries, 13th October, I8O5.
Duff MacDonald, op. cit,, Vol.II., p 239.
W.P. LiMngstone, op. cit., p 190.
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good things in this world find they think that
the things that education is to bring forth
in the future.
They think that a man is only great
end good in proportion to what he possesses, if he has
nothing he is nobody." 1
the only
these

are

minister of the Church of Central Africa Presbyterian at

The present

Bandawe explained the initial success of the mission there in terms of
the uniform

lengths of cloth which

were

given to those who attended

school, and the envy of those who had not been given the cloth for those
who had.
wa3

2

For most people the most significant fact about the missions

that they

provided

a new scuroe

of wealth.

Some idea of the volume of goods introduced into the region as a
result of the establishment of the missions can be had from the cal¬

culation that the Livingstonia
its work betwreen

Mission had distributed in the

1875 and 1883, 500,000 yards of calico;

beads;

and 7 tons of soap."'

Company

on

Imports

up

course

of

25 tons of

the Shire in 1883 by the

behalf of itself, the Livingstonia Mission, the Blantyre

?-Iission and the Buchanan brothers at Zomba
As this ,was a

declaration for customs it would be

would not include the cost of

in the Shire

valued at

were

an

carriage and freight.

£7,500.^

underestimate and
Its retail value

Highlands could be estimated at twice that amount.

the detailed declaration for

able to guess

1884-6 which survives it would be

that about half the imports

were

cloth goods.

From
reason¬

In these

the value of imports by the Company was running at an average of

years

£7,000

5
a year.

At British prices this would have bought about

1.

0. Williams to Dr. J.

2.

Henry Chirwa, Minister of the C.C.A.P. at Bandawe in conversation

3,

Quoted by J. van Velsen, *The Missionary factor among the Lake-side
Tonga of Nyasaland,* E,L,J., Vol.XXVI, i960, p 7, note 2.

4,

J. loir to Consul

with the author, 23rd

Stewart, 25th August, 1887, Salisbury.

November, 1968.

Foot, 5th March, I884, quoting customs returns

compiled by J. Nunes at Quelimane,

5-

L.B.(l),

1887, F.O. 84/IS62, claiming
£1,230 in excess duties paid between 8th September, I884 and 10th
December, 1886,
The sum claimed represents the difference bet¬
ween the approved transit duty of 3$ and the Quelimane duty which
was levied on all goods for the interior after the destruction of
the Customs post at the Shire-Zambesi confluence in September,I884.
As a result of a complicated calculation it appears that imports
between 8th September, I884, and 27th May, 1886, were valued at
£10,563, and between 27th May, 1886 and 10th December, 1886, at
£3,351 making a total of £13»914#
(Figures to the nearest £). This
claim includes a fairly detailed break-down of the goods imported.

W. Ewing to Lord Salisbury, 11th May,
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It is therefore likely that over 300,000

700,000 yards of calico.
yards of cloth

"being imported into the

wore

Company during the mid 1880*s.
would have been

enough to

standard wage of

required

into the Shire

pay

four yards

at the usual rate of
have

one

-

a

something

Translated into local terms this
six thousand

month,
over

or

men

for

at the

a year

to buy over 40 tons of ivory

two shillings

Highlands from the lower river in
one

thousand

lb.

per

It would

approximate figures but they do give

in the Shire Highlands.
These imports of

single caravan,

These

are

only

indication of the economic

some

impact in material terms of the European

a

eight hundred porters to

out the equivalent local value of ivory.

carry

"by the

thousand five hundred porters to carry the cloth

and it would have taken about

presence on

Lake Malawi and

1

cloth, and other barter goods such

as

beads,

needles, wire, etc. were exchanged with the local peoples for

soap,
a

area every year

variety of other goods and for services.

Apart from the small

quantities of British currency which had been introduced by Laws for
educational purposes, and the Xnidan rupees which were later imported

by Consul Hawes,
1.

A

2

there was no all-purpose money in circulation and

yard of grey calico, 'merikanl*, was generally assumed to be
worth 4d„ in Africa.
This was about twice the value in Britain,
It is reasonable to assume that £1 Sterling in Britain would
have bought 100 yards of grey calico.
So £3,000 would have

bought 300,000 yards of

2.

grey calico,
A man load equalled 50 lbs.
weight o.r 200 yards approximately of calico.
Probably § of all
imports wore of barter goods.
It can therefore be suggested
that anhual imports by the Company were worth the equivalent of
450,000 yards.
See for examples A.L.C. invoice to Livingstonia
Mission, 27th August, 1888, and L.I1. to A.L.C., 17th January,1889,
in MS 7914.
Fred Moir writing to Robert Laws, 6th September,
I887, ibid., indicates that the L.M. were entitled to | share of
all cloth that was imported at that date, a proportion which pre¬
sumably corresponded to their share of the total expenditure.
Hawes to Salisbury, 2nd July, 1887, P.O.84/1829,
W.P. Livingstone,
op.cit., p 226, Laws® experiment was not a great success.
In
1886 he still had a bag of pounds in coppers which he had never
touched.
As early as September, 1879, Fred Moir refers to the
giving of credit notes for labour payment because of a shortage
of cloth.
At the north end of Lake Malawi in October i860 he
paid 'promissory notes® for inches of calico.
P.M. to A. Ilart,
8th September, 1879, F.M, to parents, 3rd October, 1880, L.B.(l).
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all business bad to "bo transacted

For the average man the most
way

of acquiring it labour,

was

the moot

common

in rial awl from the

through the exchange of commodities.

sought after good

was

cloth, and his only

She reiatioaehip of employer and employee

form of inter-action between European and African

beginning*

As the largest and most wide-spread

employer at this period the Company bad the largest number of deal¬

la the area until the

ings with the local population of

any

number of children in aohools

greatly expanded in the 1890*o.

In the first place the
for
a

was

agency

missions and the Company required labour

Men who did this work were known

porterage*

word derived from the verb

meaning take

or

as

piok

"tonga-tonga4
Among the Yao,

up.

the Bioa and the Hyamwesi in particular tonga-tonga work was common
and the

organisation of caravans to the coast

social life.
of the

I

was an

accepted part of

Among the "lakololo and the laagss^a who provided most

porters for the Company in the early years

route between the lower and the upper

Shire there

on

the sixty mile

was so

tradition of

professional porterage,

She Company and the missions had to develop

their

As

own

organisation.

a

general rule it

was

found that men

would not carry loads of more than 50 lbs, weight and so all consign¬
ments had to be broken up into packages of this sise.

There was

competition among the porters for the most convenient shapes of load,
and awkward loads
mento
was
,

were

were

made for

often left for weeks unless special arraage2

their carriage."

After some experiment

a

system

devised whereby every load was recorded before its departure on

'ulondo4

or

-Journey notes in triplicate?

the despatching

agent, one

was carried

one copy was retained

by

with the load, and the third
■5

was

sent

on

to the destination independently•

She tonga-tonga were

allowed to make their journi#® in their own time under the general

supervision of

a

capitao or foreman who carried

ible for the arrival of the group of sen,

twenty or thirty, who were in his party.
1.
2.

3.

a gun

probably not

and was respons¬
more

than

Tenga-tenga did not usually

According to Laws Ilkhota Khota porters were paid 4 yards for a
week's journey, Diary, 17th September, 1878, S.U.L.
Mra. J. Moir, to Miss S. Tod, 12th October, 1882.
'The diary and letters of Poter Moore,4 M.J., Vol.XI, p 28, 28th
February, 1888,
In this diary which is unfortunately lost,
he dosoribes his work as the agent at Katanga's supervising
tonga-tonga.

-

travel

than fifteen miles in

more

important except for those
a

a

afternoon,''"

The first
were

or

part of

a

was

not

machila team, that

forty miles in

a

on
2

poles.

These

day."

large quantity of goods which had to he carried on
Xlala which were taken

the parts of the

thousand porters supplied

September 1875«"

chiefs in

were

Speed

European passengers in hammocks slung

frequently covered thirty

this route

who

men

dry, they would start at dmsi,

of eight men, or if great speed was required, sixteen men

group

who carried

one

-

till aid-day and rest in the

go on

is
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for the completed

hy

over

"by Ranakukaa and the other Makololo
The

journey.^

up

men were

It

seems
5

directly but through their chiefs."

paid six yards of calico

likely that they

were

not paid

Almost all witnesses in the

early years commented on the large number of volunteers, men, women
and

children, who presented themselves for work of

any

The

kind.

abundant supply of labour, which in the first place exceeded the
demand for

It, led to

a

reduction In the

triction of the number of
to

ensure

ing.

6

that

as many

on

possible

which
were

a man

offered and to

a res¬

could work in an attempt

given the opportunity of earn-

For tenga-tenga work the standard rate for the journey from

Katanga's to Blantyre
tipper

or

Mandala, and from there to Matope

on
7

the

river, settled to two yards per load for each section.'

is four

That

yards for the whole distance as opposed to the six yards which

had been

1»

as

days

wages

8

paid for about half the distance,in 1875•"

% the time the

Oral evidence from

T,Cfihibesakunda, Kasaraa, Zambia, 18th December
1968, he had done tenga-tenga work for Mandala on the Stevenson

road before the First World War,

On the comparatively short

journeys between Katanga's and Blantyre
there

was

no

set routine.

Each

man

or Blantyre and
made his own time.

Matope

Machila is

7.

a word meaning cloth.
The first aachilas were simply
lengths of cloth,
J,W. Jack, op, cit,, p 51*
Livingston!a diary, 12th September, 1875»
7907*
F.l, to father, ©2nd April, 1880, £,B,(l),
See also B, MaoDonald,
op, oit,, Vol,II, p 140.
The wage at Blantyre was then 1 ft,
0. day for a man,
and 9 inches for a woman,
Dr. J, Stewart to his wife, 23rd Ifovember, 1870, Salisbury.
J* Roxburgh to Secretary, L.M.S,, 12th May, 1883, L,M,S. C.A.

8.

The parts of the

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

5 A/V*

Hal a were carried round the 'lurchi son cataracts
by the shortest possible route, and not via Blantyre which was
not established until 1876,
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Company "began to operate regularly

this route in 1879 there wa3

on

increasing dissatiofaction with this rate which had "by then been
constant for about throe years.
loads
were

the road and it
1

on

There

were a

number of thefts of

stispected that the Makololo chiefs

was

It became increasingly difficult to get enough

implicated.

porters from the Makololo to cope with the volume of imports.
A fundamental

individuals to

point about lbs provision of opportunities for

earn

wages was

that this alternative

source

of wealth

challenged the authority of the chief whose power was dependent
his

The Makololo chiefs

comparative wealth.

obtained their position

'the Makololo not caring to act as

faot that

'Young paid twice
pocketed

as

carriers'

Fred loir
was

due to the

much as we do, and gave it to the
We pay the carriers and the chiefs

proportion.

a

strong men who had

through military superiority.

felt that

chiefs who

were

on

p

It would not be surprising if the chiefs may have

get loss.'
resented

being by-pas3ed in this way.

ualism was,
of western

of course,

an

inevitable consequence of the introduction

religious and economic idea3 and

the loirs and other missionaries

they

seem

The encouragement of individ¬

as

was

doubtless

of benefit to the

seen

by

people, but

to have been insensitive to the position of the chiefs.

With the exception of what they may
Duff MacDonald it is

organisation.

have learned in conversation with

unlikely that the Moirs knew much of local social

Morrison recorded

village in this connection.

He

Katunga, Mulilima and Mvita and

a

revealing incident at Katanga's

was

visited by the Malcololo chiefs

was

"much struck with the kindness of

one

of my

boys to

one

of the chiefs, he asked me to give the chaff a present
a3 he was his chief, a3 I would not do so he asked for
his vrages, I gave him them, he banded all over to him,

(his chief).
even

T.

seen

F.IJ. to A.

to

They were taken quite cooly, he did not
recognise it." 3

Hart, 4th July, 1879;

P.M. to mother, 24th July, 1879,

L.B.(l).
22nd April, 1880,

L.B.(l).

2.

F.M. to father,

3»

Morrison diaries, 27th July, 1882.
Duff MacDonald refers to
tho payment of wages earned by slaves to their masters:
'Ah.I
my master is poor today, I must givo him some cloth.'
MacDonald,

op.cit., Vol.1,,

p

167.

-
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spito of tbe payment of wages directly to bis people Katunga

In

seems

to have "been able to retain

authority

over

then, and to forbid

In Hay 1883 it

them from working for tbe Company*
be bad not allowed his men to carry

was noted

for tbe Company for

some

that

months.^

Porters had to be sent down from Mandela to carry the parts of the
L. >3,

steamer up, hut those porters too were dissatisfied with their

The L.H.S. engineer remarked that

wages.

'the natives make
for

more

loads.4

a

on

receiving their pay

great noise, consequently they will not go hack

Tbe calico being distributed at the time was said
p

to be of poor

quality.

thrashed

some

men

this

followed by a complete stop in the transport service.

was

The chiefs were

The crisis was reached when Katanga's son

who had been sent down from

demanding

a

landalo for loads?
3

minimum of four yards for

a

journey,

tbe

Company refused to give it because they said that if they

way

to this demand they would bo at the mercy of future demands.

John Moir went down river and saw

Katunga?

the difficulty

have been settled without an increase

being granted.

work went

an

on

but this was

undoubtedly

contributed to the worsening in
came

to

a

was

period of service

3.
4.

5.

to

Tenga-tenga

important issue which con-

building, forest clearing and

This differed from tenga—tonga in that
was

generally required.

J. Roxburgh to 3ecrotary, L, *. S,,

flat"

IIMlo

a

a

longer

return journey

May, 1803,

/5/1/V.
2.

seems

relations with the Makololo which

also required for road

plantation work.

" '

gave

head in the nest year.

Labour

1.

tj

4

L.'l.S.C.A.

Ibid., 12th Hay, 1883.
Ibid,, 21st ftay, 1883.
Hrs. J. loir, n.d., fragment, quotes,letter from agent at Katunga's, E.U.L,
J. Roxburgh to Secretary, L.M.3.J op. oit., 21st May, 1883, and
3rd July, 18G3.
He commented that relations were still poor
though loads were coming up, and added: 'It seems to be a kind
of strike.'
In March, 1884, the oarriero for Matipo refused
to go saying that the calico promised was not enough, Morrison
diaries, 24th March, 1884.
in March 1885 the Tonga carriers
at Bandawe struck for an extra fathom for tho journey to and
from the hills, Bandawe diary, 12th March, 1885.
After the
successful raising of the steel boat, the Iiorf;o. under the
direction of Morrison at Bandawe where it hod been sunk five
years

earlier, Chimbano,

a

headman, attempted to organise a

strike among the -or for higher wages,

ibid., 5th January, 1087.

-
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in the Shire Highlands rarely took more than three or four days,

employers wished to encourage other workers to work for as long as

possible.

In the first

season

of the Livingstonia Mission at Cape
i

In June 1876 the

Mac1ear workers stayed only for short periods.

first worker to stay for a whole month was paid sixteen yards of "blue

calico,
'which

late

princely wage "by comparison with the four yards
the average wage
p

wa3

1870's»"

stonia

be

a

month

for agricultural and station work by the

While there

was

always

a

shortage of labour at Living-

owing to the sparseness of the population, there continued to

more

workers than there

Large numbers of
roads to
on

a

and

men

was

work at

women were

Blantyre for

Employed

on

some years.

the building of the

Matope and Katanga's during 1878, and many more wero employed

laying out the grounds at Blantyre, and on building work thero and

later at Mandala.

Blantyre School began to produce graduates who

must have formed the

majority of the sixty

men

who

were

in permanent

monthly employment in skilled and semi-skilled jobs with the Company
"3

early in 1884.

Most of these

the small chiefs such
the

as

men wero

Mangoche Yao, followers of

Kapeni and Ifurataja who had been resident in

Ndiraade,-Soche district before the arrival of the

mission.^'

The Company always found it difficult to recruit the people resident
on

its estate for paid work.

meet their material need3

there

were

2.

3.
4.

was

probably because they could

through the sale of produce to the Company?

according to John Moir 3,000 acres of the Mandala estate

under cultivation

1.

This

by the people in I864 in additon to the fifty

acres

Livingstonia diary, November, December, 1873, passim, MS 7907*
Ibid,, 19th June, I876.
J»'M, to Consul Foot, 5th March, I884, L.B.(l).
'The Yao in the Shire Highlands,* by 'M.T.K.* in the Ilvassa News.
May, 1894«
Fred Moir answered criticism by Lawrence Goodrich
that men working for the Company had left their chiefs without
permission in a memorandum enclosed with J. Stevenson to Sal¬
isbury, 3rd March, 1885, P.O. 84/1734.
'Many of the Yao are
practically free to move about as they like.
We have a good
many trained Mafcololo with the express permission of the ohiefs.
Svery man before settling was required to give full information
on his former abode and reason for leaving.
Very many men
were allowed to settle only after being taught as carpenters,
builders, agriculturists etc,1

-
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of coffee thai: had been planted

"by the Company and the vegetable

gardens which it maintained.

Undoubtedly market gardening had

developed to meet the demand created by the European settlement, a
demand which must have been inoreased from

I885 when the Company

began to introduce contract labour to the Shire Highlands for the
first time.
The

greatest problem that the Company faced in its efforts to

maintain
of

a

constant flow of goods by tenga<-teng& was the difficulty

maintaining

a

constant supply of labour.

This

was

partly due to

the seasonal demand for labour in the villages at seed-time and
2
harvest,
but probably more due to the phenomenon which came later
to be called

'target working,'

John Buchanan when asking for

addition to the contracted price for
that in his efforts to get

the Samba Residency complained

the building finished before the rains he

had been forced to pay extra wages
on

an

which had

an

unfortunate effect

the labour market for

"When the native becomes

possessed of

a

few yards of

calico he is consequently disinclined to do any
further work and all through the work we have had
a sad experience of this fact,"
3
The

problem

that the demands of the people for imported goods

was

not yet sufficiently

were

time.

This

was

groat for them to be willing to work full-

the fact trhich led to accusations of

the protectorate and to
in southern. Africa.

demands for taxation in Malawi and elsewhere

Duff MacDonald with sympathetic insight pointed

out thats

'Their circumstances

ations

many

are

'idleness* under

are

not because their gratific¬

easy

but because their wants

are

few,Unlike

a

colonial

government the Company could not compel!, directly or indirectly,
people to work for it if they
ent

17

on

voluntary labour and

were

was

unwilling.

not able to back

It was entirely depend¬
up a

request for

2.

1884, L.B, (1).
E.g. J. Roxburgh to Secretary, L.T.3., 12th May, 1883, L.M.S.

3.

Hawes to Salisbury, 17th May,

J.M, to Consul Foot, 5"th March,
C.A.

/5/l/A.

29th April,
4.

>

1887, encloses J, Buchanan to Hawos,
1387, E.O. 84/1829.

D, MacDonald, op. cit., Vol.1, p 39.
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labour with

The

1

a

show of force."

difficulty of getting long-terra workers in the locality

encouraged the Company, in co-operation with the Livingstonia Mission,
to recruit

Tonga labour from Bandawe, four hundred railes to the north,

for work in the Shire

1885 and

south in

down and

came

were

Highlands.
recruited

were

returned

on

The first Tonga seem to have
2

on

the Ilala.

whose goods were carried up from

They

six months contracts. "
3

The L.M.S.

corae

engineer,

Katunga's by Toiiga porters in April

1886, pointed out that the advantage of the Tonga

was that

their

services could be commanded at any time for

"being

away frora home they are quite dependent upon their
masters - while the Manganja and Yao work only to get

little calico which they live on in idleness until
is finished when they will again carry a few loads."
a

Carson, the engineer,
in the natives and

was

it

convinced that 'fostering habits of industry

encouraging trade

among

them is the great

moans

A

by which Europeans can educate them.1 '
home and
pany,

this
was

on

contract made thera

so

dependent

it should be remembered that they
was

not the first venture of

Directors',"'

were

on

away

from

and useful to the Com¬

all volunteers and that

Tonga abroad for work, though it

the furthest afield up to that date.

T. "J.!!:

While their being

J

5

to
A.L.C, 29th August,
asion in 1888 J.If, did say that he was

What

were

the factors which

1888, L.B,(2).

On one occ¬
'compelling* Mandala vill¬
agers to go down for loads of the lake steamer, the Boraira, which
had been refused by all other labourers because of their sise.
He
cited an agreement with them which presumably bound them to do
some work for the Company as a condition of their tenancy.
But
this

2.

seems

4.

5.

an

isolated

case.

I885, He picked up 25 Tonga deck
at Matope who were returning to Bandawe.
They had prob¬
ably gone south in May, I885.
Ibid,, e.g. March, 1886, 33 Tonga going south; 29th November, 1886,
25 going south; 8th Becember, 1886, 24 going south;
11th January,
1887, 18 going south.
J. McCracken, 1964, op.cit., p 88, quotes
Bandawe Journal, MS 7911» 29th November, 1886 as the date of depart¬
ure of the first party, so does J. van Velsen, 1959» op.cit., pl4»
following W.P. Livinstone, op.cit., p 226.
A. Carson, L.M.S,, op.cit., 24th~25th April, 1886, he left Matunga's
with 30 Tonga porters,
Many Tonga had gone to work on the Stevenson road between 1881 and
1885. In April, I885, 150 men left Bandawe to work at the north end
they were to pass through Ngoniland in company with Munro, the
engineer.
Bandawe Journal, 6th April, I885, MS 7911.
In 1888 190
Tonga want under Alfred Sharpe to fight as levies in the Arab War.
Fotheringhara, op.cit., p 182.
passengers

3.

to be

Morrison diaries, 12th November,
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made the Tonga so

-

conspicuously forward in their

response

to the

lure of the European economy?
The most important factor was the establishment of a Hiscion

Observation Post at Bandawe in
of the

Ltvingstonia Hi scion.

opening of
a

a

short time

The response of the Tonga to the

school at Baadawe was remarkable and there
a

number of

people with

It is unlikely that they would
if the Livingotonia
Dr.

1878, and the transfer there in 1881

1

have

a

was

south to work at this stage

gone

'fission bad not encouraged them to do

to

a

a

maximum of

a year,

a

so,

and if

labour agency.

nothing haphasard about this recruitmentS

provided contracts were in writing and for
up

within

rudimentary primary education.

Laws himself had not run what amounted to

There

woro

transport was

specific term of months

and care was taken to ensure that people
ty

did return at

the end of their time,'

The Livingstonia "fission

Journal, the Aurora, later attributed the success of the scheme to
there being at

the

one

end, Ban&awe

"the missionary standing security for the proper treat¬
ment of the natives (to whom: it was a great under¬

taking in those days to go oo far from home,) and at
the other, Mr, "loir, whose personal interest in them,
and desire for their good, by his Christian
tinued the influence of the fission.««"
3
A

Tonga language Sunday school was hold for them at

the solicitude of the mission and the

2.

But

Two further factors should

For detailed analysis of Tonga history in this period, seel
Ifcrmon Long, 'Bsztdnwe Mission at .tion and local politics,

1878—
1886,* R.L.J., ?ol#XXSlI, pi,, and J. van Vclstea, 1959* op.cit.
J. Lindsay (Kandala) to R. Laws, 8th February, 1887» (papers at
bivingstonia Mission, expresses gladness that the now contracts
for

A.Carson,

cit«, said contracts were in
"loir, 13th May, 1887, MS
7914, Chikoko asks for his mas to be sent back as hie time is
more than expired.
"Esnjo, a man of Msrenga*s, wants me to
write to you to enlist him as an elephant tenter...can, not bo
trusted without European supervision„,.I have prepared, him for
your negative.*
Aurora. April, 1900.
L.'UB.C.A,, December, 1891.
are

a

year.

1806 for six months.

3.
4.

Blantyre/'

Company would in itself have

been unlikely to make them travel so far.
1.

work con¬

E.

op,

Laws to F.

—

b© citedt

the lack of
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opportunity, even for cultivation, at home

where Kgoni raids continued to be a threatened and actual danger
until the lato

coastal

1880*o, and whore the Tonga

belt, said to stockaded villages;

confined to

were

a narrow

and the strongly individ¬

ualist and competitive character of the Tonga people which has been
CSL,

©spavined in terms of their social structure, and which was, together
with the education provided

by the mission, to lead them to fill a

disproportionately largo number of 'good* jobs throughout southern
1

Africa in the ensuing decades. '
She

Tonga

were

not the only people to be drawn at an early date

under the influence of the Company

established.

and of the labour market which it

In addition to the educated Malawiana who had been

repatriated under the aegis of the missions, men such as Fred

Zarakuti, and S&a Sarabaai who kept the Ko'r-arahala store for the Company

1884, other individuals emerged into positions of responsibility.

until

Carson noted

Too foreman at landala who was respected by

a

"black and white alike for his intelligence and good

behaviour, he is said to bo
thoroughly trustworthy."
The store at Old
oare

of

a

Livingston!a

sincere Christian, and

at the same date said to be In the

much trusted 'black man*.

head of the

The depots at Tfarendinny at the

KwaKwa, at HLgunbe below the 'tersabaia Marsh, and at

'tbame between Mandela and
as was

was

-

2

Katun-go's

were also kept, by

the steamer dock end store at Metope*

native capitaos,

The outside work on
VI

the etearner

woe

the responsibility of Morrison's

oapitao, George,

he tended to find more reliable than some of his white assistants.
On

returning from Mandala tc find the Xlain'*3 engines untouched.he

the

lies

reason

on

why{and was asked in returns

his bed all

All along the
and the south

1.

2.

3.
4.

G.

'can work be done by one who

day?*^
Company's line of communications between Quelimane

end of Lake

Tanganyika people came under the influence

Shepperson, 'External Factors in the Development of African
nationalism, with particular reference to B.C.A,*, papers of
the Leverbulrae History Conference, Salisbury, I960* PP 3S3-5*
Carson, op, eit,, f 26,
Ibid., >d to 25th April, 1886,
Morrison diaries, 15th August, 1885.

3

of the

Company oven if they wer© not formally employed "by it.

St

various places on the river and the lake villages earned cash by

On the lower river there

cutting wood for the use of the steamer.
was

a

standard rate of payment for this

work, tho wood was 6ut into

lengths of 18" rand stacked 18 M high, it was then bought for the

length of calico of the pile.

At Baa&awe salt was the most popular

barter commodity and twenty four hours

the price may have been raised because in 1885

bought for 18 Ibs.j
the cutters want

on

strike for

p

tho cypress purpose of cutting

A group of Tonga wore

more pay.

established at Banna Bay by the Company

when tho

steos&ng of wood could be (

^aud under its protection,for

wood, but this experiment was ended

population of this sanctuary increased

go

feared that the wood supply would be exhausted.

was

rapidly that it
3

Above the

Morarabala lajrsb tho steamer stopped at several villages a day to do
a

small trade in

tobacco.*^

At

'fowls, maise, millet,
Katanga's

buying produce from 11

on one

a.m.

dried fish, skins and

wax,

occasion Morrison was engaged in

to 3.30 p.m. and had finished his stock
.■***»

of beads before

Bandawe he

C

'the demands of the people were ctaisfied.At

bought

a

fowl for

musket*

6

a newspaper

which

Fired loir had started

was

to bo used for

small trade in rub¬

wadding for

a

ber

at first be bought by the half ounce, but in 1881 he

there;

a

managed to buy 1,200 Ibo. and hod bought 200 lbs. in the first week
7

of

1082, though that rate

there

was

developed

a

was

not maintained.

On the lower river

trade in oil seeds, especially with the Hakol-

olo, this was limited not by the supply but by the capacity of the

steamer.®
1.

op. cit., 18th April, 1806.
There appears to have been
increase in the price of cut wood oh the lower river since
1882 when Morrison paid one yard of calico for a cubic yard of

Carson,
an

wood, Morrison diaries, 20th June, 1882,

1884, and iRth February, 1885.

2.

Morrison diaries, 5th December,

3.

Ibid., 27th March, 18th April, 1083.

Aftor the A.L.C. cutters

had bocntmoved the other settlers rapidly
attack mSJumbo of ITkhota Khota*

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

left for fear of

&. Carson, op. cit., 10th April ,1886.
Morrison diaries, 2?nd Juno, 1882.
Ibid., 3rd October, 1884.
F.H. to Directors, A.L.C., 11th February, 1882, L.B.(l).
Morrison diaries, 15th July, 5th September, 1884.
'The Co, are
losing much money every year through the steamer being 00 small•
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At first the demand of the people was mainly for calico which
in the words of Duff "lacDonald
1
of the Bonk of England would he.1

was

"black?

'sore valuable than all the coins

Initially the calico was dyed

tho display of the fancy prints which had induced case of

the Uganda to work on the Stevenson road led to a more
and

was

accompanied "by

a

greatly increased demand for

not "been found necessary so
p

•meri&anl••

Beads

were

ult and specialised market
different

varied demand,
soap

which had

long as people were oontent with common

always in greet demand and were a diffic¬

owing to the different preferences of

people and the total unacceptabillty of anything hut the

'right* head.

Salt, which was much in demand in those places

where there was

a

natural deficiency, was

bought by the Company from

fponda* s at the south end of the lake and exchanged for labour
goods further north at

a

considerable

Fred "loir had hoped that
various

consumer

or

profit«^

*hy making their mouths water 'for

goods he would be able to induce the people as

a

whole to produce for the market rather than rely on the sale of ivory
5
and slaves for the satisfaction of the demand for imported goods.
He was not able to achieve this

the deficiencies of transport
and because for most

reason

which made exports almost impossible,

people in the area trade was still the monopoly

of the chiefs and could

latter

objective in this period owing to

only be conducted through them.

For the

it is not possible to separate the commercial and the

political relations of the Company with tho people through whose
lands its business

was

carried

relations with tho

Company have just been described were members of

on.

Almost all the people whose

small communities without strong control authorities, the small and
weak

"kmgoohc Yao around Blantyr© and "Tandala, the refugee Tonga

TI

D. MacDoftald, op.

2,

Ibid., 7ol.II, p 96; Horrison diaries, 12th February, 1886,
J.'i. to W. Swing, 20th January, 1890, L.B, (2);
see also Corson
op. cit,, 4th April, 1886, on the lower Sambos! 4 ft. of cal¬

3,

dii., "Vol.I.,

p

170.

ico was worth 2 os. of beads.

4,

Harrison diaries, passim.

9.

Ibid,, 2nd "larch, 1888, 4th "larch, 1883*
According to Korrison
the Tonga at Bandawe did not put salt in their porridge and
wore 'sorely troubled with ulcers.*
A nan would t?ork for two
weeks for 2 lbs, of salt.
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near

Bandawe,

lake,"*"

the

as

It

well as the Ugon&e and Ifyafcuaa at the north end of

was

people from those societies who

to enter into the individual

wogo

-

moot free

relationships with the Company which

earning, and even small trading, implied.

tended to look to the

were

Company

Those people in turn

substitute for the strong author¬

as a

The Company*3 agents found themselves,

ity which they did not have.

willy nilly, called in to arbitrate in oases of dispute and were
on

for defence in time of need.

some

Thus the Company began to undertake

administrative functions, and to acquire a

political

as

well

as

looked

'clientele* in the

the commercial sense,

—

Reference has already

iii

-

been made to the tension which

arose

between the Company mid the Ihkololo chiefs partly as a consequence
of tho employment of their
ation of tho

of

tenga?-t©nga work.

Company*s relations with the ttakololo sheds

It illuminates

some

An examin¬
a

groat deal

of the problems that the Company faced

attempting to establish trade, the inevitability with which it

became involved in pro-existing

dependence
in

on

light on the complexity of its impact in economic and political

terms.
in

people

on

rivalries, and its almost total

the good-will of the political authorities for success

trade, for the provision of labour, and for maintenance of its

lino of communications with the coast.

Before tho

British Administration the Company was, of course,
its

own

dipbmooy and for its

that the

Company

enormous

sums

was

own

defence,

setting

up

of the

responsible for

When it is remembered,

constantly engaged in the transport of relatively

of money

(cloth and beads) through

a country

whore the

majority of the people were extremely poor, and where tho political
authority was often uncertain or disputed, it is remarkable that it
was

This

able to do this with virtually no formal police or defence force.
was

due, in the first place, to the mystique which surrounded

Europeans in Malawi at this date, and to the fear that they were
stronger than they really were.
1,

See below, Chapter V.

The story of the Company's relations
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I87B and 1884 shows how close the Company

with the Makololo "between
to

came

having its "bluff called*

The Makololo chiefs

occupied

crucial strategic position along

a

the banks of the Shire from below the confluence with the Efuo to

Matope above the Murobison cataracts.
the passage

They

were

of both the Company's steamers*

thus able to control

They also formed the

only barrier against Portuguese expansion up the Shire;
their southern neighbour just

Jiatakenya,

above the Morarabala Marsh,was the most

northerly chief whom the Portuguese could claim to have under their
susereinty.

The Makololo chiefs thought of themselves

atives of the

'English* and had resisted the extension of Portuguese

influence, being involved in
1
from Senna and Tete."

a

as

represent¬

succession of wars with slave-traders

On the arrival of the

Livingstonia expedition

1875 they had provided porters for the carriage of the Ilala. and

in

had agreed to send

their children to school,first at Livingstonia, and

later at Blantyre*

They had also agreed to the opening of schools

in the valley

none were

though

opened at this stage.

On the establishment of the
moves

was

village

to

some

buy

one

plot of land and to build

Blantyre,^

Within

a

from Blantyre.
on

store at Katunga's

a

At the

the road.

It

sane
"was

near

short time difficulty

recruiting porters from the lakololo and

loads

of the Moirs' first

miles below the first of the cataracts and

of the road to
in

a

Company

2

time there

were

men
a

the foot

was

found

had to be sent down

number of thefts of

assumed, and there seems to be little

doubt, that Raraakukan, the most powerful of the chiefs, either instig¬
ated the thefts
the
a

or

a

share of them,

Fred

up

Ramakukan

was

anxious that the steamer should

to his village above Katanga'3;

till the stolen

goods were returned*

Moir refused to allow this
He said that he did not

Raraakukan of instigating the thefts but that
thieves and must find them out.*

1.

2.

3*

Moir, conscious of

vulnerability of the Company, went down to Ramakukan's and mad®

strong protest.

come

took

'he

was

accuse

the chief of the

He reminded Ramakukan of the bene-

April, 18771 Salisbury.
1876, 10th October, 1876,
Salisbury; and Livingstonia diary, September, October, I875.
P.M. to A. Hart, 29th
November, 1879, L.B.(l).
H, Henderson to Br. J. Stewart, 29th
Br* J.* Stewart to wife, 1st October,

-

fits which would
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from increased trade and asked him what his

come

'old English friends* would think of him when they heard that he was

permitting theft.

They would ask if the lakololo wanted

Some of the stolen trusses of calico
his

3t.rong language

was

were

thus justified.

1

war.

returned and Sfoir felt that

Relations with Ramakukan

apparently remained cordial end Moir had heen expecting him to dinner
at Blantyre with Herbert Rhodes on the
may

day that Rhodes died.

2

"be that the implied threat contained in Fred Main's words

It
was

unwise in view of the actual weakness of the

Company's position.

Both the loirs seem,

on

however, to have worked

concessions would be interpreted as
to

repeated and excessive demands.

ition where

the assumption that

signs of weakness and would lead

3

Given that they

were

in

a pos¬

they could be held to ransom, there may have been some

justification for their view.
In their attempts to
other Makololo chiefs

establish trade with Eamakukan and the

they met with

a

number of difficulties,

most important of these was their conscientious
of guns,
was

gun-powder, and alcohol.

The

objection to the sale

The chiefs' major source of wealth

ivory which they obtained through their own hunters or through

their right to the ground tusk of every elephant killed in their
In order to
some

get more ivory it was reasonable that they should expect

powder

or guns as

Both Ramakukan and

a

point

spirits,"'

part of the payment for any that they sold.

Chipatula, his rival,who controlled the southern

part of the Makololo
Marsh to

areas.^

some

area

from below the Ruo through the Elephant

miles below Katanga's, had developed

a

taste for

Between the late 1870*s and 1x884 they entertained between

1.

F.M. to A. Hart, 4th July, 1879* and P.M. to mother, 24th July,

2.

F.M. to parents, 20th

3.

E.g. J.M. to W» Ewing, 19th October, 1883, ibid.

1879, h.3»(l).
For a similar
Buchanan, The Shire Highlands, op. cit., p 199*
Foot to Sir Percy Anderson, (private,) 3rd April, 1384, F.0,84/1688.
Hawes to F.O., 7th November, 1885, F»0, 84/1702.
Encloses
proclamation binding British hunters to respect oustomary law
on this point,
For map of spheres of Ramakukan and Chipatula, see, Foot to
Granville, 20th February, 1884, F.O. 84/1702.
view

4.

5.

October, 1879, ibid.

see

J,

0

-
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them at least four European, traders who

supplied them with this

commodity, three of whoa died in tragic circumstances."*
the

rights

could he

or wrongs

of the Company's stands on these issues, there

doubt that they constituted an impediment to the develop¬

no

ment of commercial

relations, and prevented Fred Moir from achieving

Ms ambition to 'clear the Ilakololo out of
to

2

ivory.' "

get some ivory from Ramakukan hut it called for

work,

Mrs.

John Moir described

a

They did manage
great deal of

a

fruitless day*3 bargainings

(John Moir) gives what they ask, and they just ask

"He

more

till It is ridiculous.

send the ivory with slaves

There

Whatever

were

that Ramakuksn

rumours

1-Ie thinks they want to
to the coast." 3

was

involved with the slave trade.

It cannot be proved that he was directly involved, but he did send
caravans

to the

Portuguese coast in company with men from some of the

most active Tao traders.

The main

object of these

caravans was

to

get powder which became increasingly difficult to obtain at Quoliraaa®
as

a

result of pressure

akukan* s

from the Moirs

among

others.^

returning from Chiaanga after

caravans

stayed at Zoraba in March 1881.

a

ten month journey

One of its leaders

servant of John Buchanan and told him that it was

One of Ram¬

was

a

former

carrying sixteen

new

flint-locks, nine kegs of powder, as well as trusses of calico.

The

caravan

it

1.

was

had been accompanied by some of Kawinga's

sold that

no

slaves had been

seen

on the road.

people, but
5

Katraiga

Some time in the late 1870's a Frenchman died in an esplo3ion
at Ramakukan's.
J. Buchanan diary, 25th May, 1804.
Herbert

Rhodes, elder brother of Cecil, was burnt to death by the ex¬
plosion of a demi-john of rum from which he had been drinking
with Sa&akukan at ITchirala.
He was buried id.thin the stock¬
ade of the village,
P.M. to father, 22nd October, 1879*
was killed on the 19th-20th February, 1884;
he was said to have been drinking with CMpatula for some days.

George Fenwiok

A Frenchman, who was at Mb ewe at the same
the intervention of Ramakukan.
Uorrisoh

time was saved through
diary, 4th June, 1884.

1079* L.B.(l),

2.

P.M. to mother, 24th July,

3.

Ftrs. J, Moir to Miss J. Tod, 12th October,

1882, Shepperson

collection.

4.

5.

80.
P.M. to A.
Hart, 12th January, i860, L.B.(l), be complains of the diffic¬
ulty of competition.
'He have as yet sold no powder to friend
or foe, does the Co, wish it should continue so?*
He suggests
that the Company should sell powder until the prohibition at
Ouclimane is properly enforced.
J. Buchanan diary, 3rd March, 1881.

J. Buchanan, The Shire Highlands, op. cit., p

-

carried

on
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trade in ivory with

The Moirs found

enterprising.

2

-

Malemia,

Chipatula

sore

1

Yao chief near Zomba.

a

amenable, and thought him

It seems likely that he felt that he had

gain from placating the Company.

He was in

a more

more

more

to

vulnerable

strategic position than Ramakukan, occupying the territory 'which
would fall first to any Portuguese move
to sucoeod to

or

the Makololo.

take

over

northj

and he had ambitions

Ramakukan's position as most powerful of

He looked to John Moir for advice

on

his often stormy

dealings with his southern neighbour, Matakenya, and for intercession
Portuguese in 1883 when there was

with the

invasion.

3

a

serious threat of

His people did a regular trade in oil-seeds with the
a

Company, and he himself became

a

regular supplier of ivory. ''

It is

possible that the Moirs were induced to relax their embargo on arms
5

dealing in his favour."'
the

They

may

have felt that arms used against

Portuguese would be in the defence of their own position.

Mrs.

John Moir commented:

"Chipatula is a very clever young man though very wild
when drunk, but he seems to want to keep in with
Jack who wishes ditto."

6

The Company did

not, howdver, have anything approaching a monopoly

of his trade.

He was said to obtain arms from the

Portuguese and
7

certainly obtained spirits from free-lance European traders.'
8
While the Company got on

'well enough'

with Chipatula, relations

27th August, 1880, 9th

April, 1881.

1.

J. Buchanan diary,

2.

F.M. to father, 22nd April, 1880.
Chipatula was thought to be
the only chief who could be nersuaded to buy an oil-press.
F.M. to J.M., 7th June, 1881, L.B.(l)? F.M. to Consul O'Neill,

3.

15th September, 1882, ibid., (also enclosed with O'Neill to
Granville, 30th November, 1882, F.O. 541/25.)
O'Neill to Gran¬
ville, 18th May, 1883» encloses J. Nunes to O'Neill, 14th May,
l883» and J. Buchanan to J. Nunes, n.d,, and F.M. to Hunes,
3rd May, 1083.
See also Mrs. J. Moir to Miss J. Tod, May, 1883,
Sbepperson collection, and D. HacBonald, op. eit., Vol.11, pp2894.

95.
E.g. Morrison diaries, 15th July,

1884, 5th September, 1884,

Tod, 24th January, 1883.
F.M. to J.M., 7th June, 1881, L.B.(l); Morrison diares, 21st
August, 1882.
Mrs. J. Moir to Miss J. Tod, 24th January, 1883, Shepperson col¬
Mrs. J. Moir to Miss J.

5.
6.

lection.

7.

J. Nunes to J, Kirk, 3rd September,

8.

16th September, 1883, F.O. 541/25.
F.M. to CPHeill, 15th November, 1882,

1883, with Kirk to Granville

L.B.(l).

—
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1883*

with Raraakukan soca to'have become strained early in
wore

two

crease

ukan
be

major pointo at issue;

in the number of thefts

1

John Hoir woe concerned at
on

responsible, and Baoafcukon

Sbere
an

the road for which he held Ranak-

was angry

at what he considered to

poaching of ivory by tbo Company from off bio preserves.

effort to increase the exports of

in—

ivory

on

In

an

which the solvency of the

Company depended men had boon supplied with guns and ammunition on
the

understanding that of all tbo elephants that they shot they would
o

give one tusk to the Company and sell the other to it.

Consul Foot

characterised the people employed on this work as •renegade

boys end nativo loafers.*"^

Blontyro, and Bismarck,
far Ronokukon was
as

most of the

an

They included Keataja,

employee of tho Blantyro

tusk;
"loir

an

headman from

Mission,^

How

justified in his complaint of poaching is uncertain

shooting was done in tho Elephant Marsh which was un¬

inhabited but in Chipatulo*s sphere.

1883

a

Mission

However in February or March

elephant was shot in Ranuikukan*s area;

he demanded the ground

the man who shot it was alarmed and gave both tusks to John
wishing to have

tho tusk and John

no more

to do with them.

Roaakukan demanded

'loir, while admitting Baraakukan*o claim, refused

to hand it over until

several trusses thought to have boon stolon

with the connivance of Ramolcukan

were

returned.

According to -loir:

♦'Had I given Mm tho value of the tusk leas the value of
the trusses, ho would have boon quite satisfied;
but
I had just had word that two trusses stolen near Hatope had boon certainly taken by his men, and one bod
gone down to the Chief (Romakukon) who had accepted it.
X told him all this straight out and ho could only make
a lame denial.
I also taxed him with receiving several
boxes stolen a long time ago on tho Haiope road and he
could not even deny that.
So I refused to give him the
value of the tusk until all bad been returned.
'The six
trusses exceeded the tusk.
He went away saying I hod
stolen from him in open day.
He would do tho same.
I
warned him of the serious consequences and made some hints

1.'
2.

3.
4»

1CI34, L.li. (1), this dates the
beginning of tho dispute to February or March I883.
fbts practice was started by the Blantyro Mission under Dr. Haoklin.
Christian -Exnress. Juno, 16*79, quotes letter of Hoofclin, 4th
January, 1S79«
Foot to Anderson, 3rd April, I884, P.O. 84/I6CG.
j«M, to R. haws, 11th December, I883, L#B. (1).

" J.*!, to Consul Foot, 17th March,
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which rather frightened him,
went

I told Mm we did not

of any lei ad bat he must insist on punishing

war

his people

who stole} end 1 told Ma ho know how glad
Chipatula would, he to fight with Ma.
Ho called and
dined with rae after this.
But when X wanted to oome
dot® with ovor half a ton of ivory X could get no
eg they
road to take it.

carriers,

said Raraakufcan was waiting on the
It is a difficulty bat had I weakly

paid Ma there would faavo "boon no ho undo to the thefts.
Hr. Scott agreed with ne in this and I think the natives
generally think X have acted miito fairly.
Even he
himself, X heliove, sees the full justice - it is in ac¬

1

cordance with native law.w
The question of carriers was

complicated by the long-standing

dispute with Satunga ovor their pay.
at issue hut

as

Hatunga was one of Earaaloilcan* a men they tended to

become confused.

Moir

was

the British Consul who had
and hoforc the

There were two different points

anzious to settle the *olrondtt* before

recently been appointed to JTyasa arrived

departure for Britain of Br, Laws who also had a dis¬

pute with Eaafcu&asn about people who it was claimed had loft Roaakukan
to settle at Idvingstoaia.
tense

Chipatula sent

2

Rhllo relations with Kamakukaa

up a caravan

and ivory for sale at Mandela,

of

over one

hundred

men

were a>

with salt

loir arranged with one of Chipatula*o

headmen for carriers to be sent up to talc© over the transport to the
river for which he had been forced to send men down from Ms own throe

villages
a

on

the Handala ©state.

large caravan at

a

not to carry for the

tine when Ramakukaa

a

serious

ordering all his people

CMpatula*s possible intervention in

one."*

intended to broach the
on

was

Company indicates that the threat that loir had

made to Ramakukan about
fare -was

The fact that Chipatula scat suoh

any -war¬

There is evidence that Itoir had at least

subject with Chipatula in October when he was

his way down river to

Qaelimane.^

T.

J.?!, to W, Swing, 19th October, 1883, ibid., at this date J.3.
had ooon Roraakukan three times about the dispute.

2.

Note

4, p 200 above and 3 •*>!« to RamakuJcan, 21st Deo ember, 1883,
This letter is dated 21st October, but from its
position in the letter-book and its content it must have been

L.B.(X).

written in "December.

3.
4.

J.H. to R. Laws, 11th Beoember, 1803,
Morrison diaries, 3th October, 1883,

L»B.(l).
*Ioir intends to

atula and ask for Ms assistance in case of

against us.*

war

sec

Chip¬

by Ramakukan
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Ifcy seeking to exploit the bitter animosity which existed between
Raraakukan and hi 3 former * slave*
on

though it

dangerous course;

a

relaxation in tension.

a

may

be that he

temporarily

was

I%r the $ifidle of February 1884 there appeared to have

successful.
been

Chipatula, John Moir had embarked

despatched

Late in December Morrison had safely

large quantity of ivory from Katunga's and had

a

conversation with the chief over tea about the significance
British

Consul."''

of Mandala

On the 13th

down to

men

February 1884 Morrison took

a

long

of the
a

party

Katunga's in order to break the strike which

had been resumed and to show that

'we

p

are

not dependent.'"

The

point at issue at this stage, he makes clear, was the demand for an
increase in the rate of payment to

the

four yards

per

question of the tusk.
Within

seen,

a

week

an

event occurred which could not have been fore¬

and which totally altered the balance of power.

was

killed at Mbewe

and

Company employee, who had set himself up as

returned from
was

a

struggle for

was

fled."^

himself speared

an

as

from all the Makololo

The

something
from the

own

position,

Chipatula's sphere, and to obtain recognition

headmen, and the British Consul, of his right
At the
own

same

time he

was

able

advantage, and to secure

regular subsidy by the Company.

community at Blantyre and Mandala were first warned that
was wrong

Blantyre

by the sudden departure of Chipatula's children

School.^

This was soon followed by

a rumour,

diaries, 26th December, 1883.
Ibid., 13th February, 1884.
J.M. to Fredericks, the agent at Katunga's, 23rd February,

and

Morrison

L,B.(1).
4.

Ramakukan used

opportunity to consolidate his

to settle his rarrandu with Moir to his
a

the island in

Chipatula's death triggered off

to be considered the Paramount Chief.

payment of

on

between the Sakololo factions.

to assume influence over

3.

There

It is not clear who fired first but Fenwick

outright and

power

his rival's death

2.

trader and had

dispute about the payment due for the cargo of cil seeds which

the Shire to which he had

1.

a

Queliraane with goods and spirits for Chipatula.

killed Chipatula

the

Chipatula

by George Fenwick, the former Blantyre Mission

Fenwick had taken down.

a

journey rather than

Morrison diaries, 20th February»

I884.

1384,

then confirmation of the two
were

deaths, and the nex>rs 'that the natives

going to make war on the English,'

that the Company's agent at

people as

body were

a

a

false

rumour

Katanga's had been killed and that 'the

their way to fight

us.'"'"

Chipatula's

Chi&usi, who had been expelled from Blantyre School for

eldest son,

'disorderly conduct',
determined to avenge
commissioned

2

as

I

the leader of the war faction.

xxras

his father's death which it

by John Moir.

this view for

Chipatula,

on

Then came

3

There

Moir said *1

was

always

on

was

can

always

was

thought had been

have been little
on

He was

reason

behind

the best of terms with

the worst of terms with Fenwick,• who

had in 1883 threatened to shoot loir and had begun his last letter
to him with the words:

'Go to belliMorrison

thought that the

hostility was due not just to Fenwick but 'to envy of our supposed
5

riches,'-^

The desire to take

the largest

bank in central Africa, and one of the objects of a later

rising in Malawi,

6

over

the Mandala

store, equivalent to

must have been uppermost in the minds of the

most hostile of Ramakukaxt's headmen who can have had no reason to

love

Chipatula.

7

Chegaru, the headman at Matope who had been

responsible for various thefts

on

the Matope road, and who had
O

recently been raiding villages on Ildiraade near Blaiityre,

1.'
2.

3.
4.

Morrison dinribs,
Foot to Granville,

'21st-23rd

Fenwick*s

over

February,

8th March, 1884, F.O. 84/1662.
J.M. to Fredericks, 22nd February, I884, L.B.(l).
Ibid., and J. Buchanan diary, 22nd February, 1884,
on

took

Commenting

'not untimely end,..and who would have expected

anything else?,,,he went around often like a very fiend.
Ifo
could oppose hiftu,.without being challenged to fight him

man

with revolvers.'

5.
6.
7.

8.

Morrison diaries, 26th February, I884.
G, Shepperson and T, Price, Independent African. Edinburgh, 1958,
pp 279-82, p 298, and pp 409-10.
O'Heill to Granville, 13th Spril, I884, F.O, 84/1671.
He com¬
ments on the dispute for primacy between Ramakukan supported
by Kaiunga, Masea, Muli^iraa, Mlauri, and Mvita, against Chip¬
atula.
One of the suggested causes of the argument between
Chipatula and Fenwick was that Chipatula wished to kill some
of Masea's men who had brought Fenwick's goods up in canoes.
There was a' bitter enmity between them,
J.M. to Fredericks,
23rd February, I884, Ii.B.(l),
J.M. to $Er Laws, 11th December, 1883, L.B?(l).
John Buchanan who
did not always agree with John Ifoir had no doubt that Chegaru
had caused the Company considerable loss and troube, and was
certain that Ramakukan shared

'any spoil taken by Chegaru,'
diary, 1st March, 18th March, 1384.
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Company's store at Matope and removed property "belonging to the

Company* the L,:i.S. and the U.M.C.A.
one

of the

"be handed

1

He also sent

a message

"by

Company's capitaos there demanding that Mrs, Fenwick should
to him

over

together with all Fenwick's goods,

2

The Com¬

pany's agent at Katanga's, on the other hand, wan allowed to retire
to Mandala.

John Moir wrote to

Katunga asking him to look after

the

Company's goods there, and they remained untouched throughout

the

disturbances,^
Meanwhile the Company had to take the threat of attack on Mandala

seriously.
was

All the goods were removed to the two storey house which

barricaded with

packing cases.

determined to sell their

with slug

According to Morrison they

position dearly,

4

forty guns

were

were

loaded

shot in addition to Winchesters and Martini-Henrys,
difference of opinion with the 111 an. tyre Mission.

There

B.C. Scott

was

some

was

ready to withdraw to Zomba if

are

doing right in defending ourselves, but they can not see the force

war

broke out.

'They

of

helping us.*

is

clear, therefore we can believe the Lord is on our side.•

Fortunately this
if they

that we

say

In Morrison's view 'our house is strong, our duty

was

5

The combined Makololo,

not put to the test.

could have sunk their differences, were thought to be able

to muster

1,500 guns, almost all flint—looks,

attack is open to

doubt.

6

The outcome of

an

Early in March messages from Ramakukan to

Consul Foot made it clear that there

was

no

immediate danger of this,

but that the situation would be unsafe for any European until the

period of mourning was

over

and until Ramakulcan had taken over Chip-

atula's villages and quelled the headmen who wanted to kill the

It is clear that throughout he acted as

Europeans,
influence

on

the

more

3.

Secretary, L»M.S,

Chegaru to Mandala, translated from chi-Nyanja and enclosed with
Foot to Consul, 8th March, I884.
J.M. to Katunga, (in chi-Nyanja,) 23rd February, I884, L,B,(l)?
Mrs, J. loir to Miss J, Tod, 17th March, I884, Shepperson col¬
lection.

I884.

4.

Morrison diaries, 23rd February,

5.

Ibid., 24th February, I884.
Foot to Granville, 28th April, I884, F.O.
Ibid.,

6.

7.

restraining

passionate of his followers,'

1.Foot to Granville, 8th larch, 1884?
J. Roxburgh to
12th August, 1884, L»M»S,C.A», 5/5/A^.
2.

a

7

84/I662.

-
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Apart from the possibility of

an

attack

Mandala the greatest

on

danger that the Company faced was that of the capture of one or
other of the steamers.

Ilala if it reached

Chegaru had threatened to take

both these events

the emergency.
an

obvious.3,

were

On the 19th March Consul Foot

ment of the mrrandu with Moir
on

Sy the despatch of

avoided during the first stage of

agreement by messenger with Raraakukan

insist

the removal of

over

on

2
the tusk. "

up

a

pay

river safely.

condition of the

the- value of the
He was also to pay

subsidy in consideration for the keeping open of the river.

annual

Moir wrote

on

the

up.

3

day to Goulc, the steamer captain, saying that

same

if Raraakukan allowed the message
come

to have reached

Moir attempted to

Chegaru from Matopc as

tusk, when the Lady Ilvassa came

to

seems

the terms of the settlo-

agreement, but be was persuaded to promise to

an

the

Matope, and the danger to the Lady t'fyassa if it

reached Chipatula's country was
messengers

over

through it would probably be safe

But he warnedi

"Seep constant watch,
Have plenty wood before entering
Makololo territory,,
Keep guns right and ready.
Do
not stop for anyone but Xasisi (Raraakukan)himself,
He is acknowledged Chief
Chikusi is his * slave*.

of all that country now,
All along he had been friendly
but his chiefs have been crying out for war.
He has
apparently done his best, and very well too, to keep
peace...Guerilla warfare is what I dreaded, not attack
on

Mandala.'

4

It is not cettain that this letter got

clear that Chikusi and his advisors
messages
was

wbioh were passing because

were

a

It is, however,

through.

informed of the tenor of the

Blantyre school-boy, Philip,

able to compose and write a letter to Gouk

up(which Gouk took to be genuineiand acted

telling him to come

upon.

He fell into

trap which had been set by Chikusi in defiance of Raraakukan,
steamer

1.
2.

3.

4.

was

captured.

Chikusi wanted to kill Gouk but

I884V

Morrison diaries, 26th February,
Foot to Granville, 19th March,1884, P.O.

84/1662.

was

a

The

dissuaded

Ibid,, and J.M. to Foot, l?th March, 19th March, 1884, L.B.(l).
The tusk in question weighed 68fe lbs.
J.M. was to pay its
full value, £34 5e» Od., J.M. to Foot, l?tb March, 1884, L.3.(l).
The amount of the annual subsidy to be paid is unknown.
J.M, to Gouk, 19th March, 1884, L.B.(l),
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from

doing

so

-

lay one of Ramakukan's headmen, Mlauri.

1

Gouk was

stripped of his clothes, given a surely symbolic bark cloth, and
sent to Mandala with the message

to Moir that until all flint-locks,

flints, percussion guns, caps, powder and calico in the Mandala store
handed over,

were

would

together with Mrs. ffonwick to be killed, they

keep the steamer.

If the demands

the steamer would be broken up;

be

the

were

same

not met immediately

quantity of goods was to

paid every two years if they wished to continue running the

steamer

the river.

on

Fenwick would
Mb ewe

2

Foot commented that the surrender of Mrs.

death and the exhibition of her head on a pole at
3
where her husband's was already in position.
In answer to
mean

Foot's enquiries Karaakukan denied having any connection with the cap¬
ture of the
and he was

steamer; he

prepared to

Jgad given Ilauri
go

instructions to let it pass,

to war with Chiknsi and Mlauri over the

matter.4
%• this date the position of the Europeans at Mandala and Blantyre was becoming acute owing to a shortage of supplies.
or

mails had

come

up

river for over two months.

Fred Morrison and L.M,

Two Company employees,

Fotheringham, and later John Buchanan, .and th®

Consul's Secretary, Lawrence
river

Ho goods

Goodrich set out overland to the lower
5

by-passing Jlakololo country."

differing degrees of success.

They went separately and had

Morrison met Consul O'Heill of

Mozambique who had succeeded in preventing a Portuguese attack on the

Makololo, supposedly in aid of the Europeans, but in the event of
which Chikusi had

promised to kill them
24th May, 1884.

all.°

It was almost the

1.

Morrison diaries,
Morrison.

2.

Ibid,, 13th April, 24th May, 1884$ J»M. to Foot, 19th April,
with Foot to Granville, 28th April, 1884, F.O. 84/1662.
D,J.
Rankin in The Zambesi Basin and Hyadaland. London, 1893, says
Gouk came up wearing a palm leaf.
Morrison is more likely

3.
4.
5.

J.M. to Foot, 19th April,

Story

as

told, by Gouk to

to be correct.

6.

1884*

Ibid,, 30th April, I884.
Morrison diaries, 29th March, 4th April, 1884, et seq.
L.M.
Fother-ingham, Adventures in Uvassaland. op^cit., pp 10-12;
J. Buchanan,'The Shire Hi/Elands, op. Bit., PP
Foot to Granville, 9th June, 1884, F.O. 84/1662;
O'Heill to
Granville, 13th April, 25th April, 1st September, 3rd October,
1884, F.O, 84/1671.
Morrison diaries, April,May, 1884, passim.
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end of

May before Raraakukan sent

to

men

Mb ewe,

-

up word

that it would be safe for

down to salvage the Lady 'brassa which had been taken to

come

Chipatula's capital, and sunk there, *

Foot, and

3-

party

including Morrison, Rankin and Gouk met Ramakukan for the first time
,

since February on the 4th June at Katunga's.
reached Mbewe.

The steamer

was

Haraakukan aiding the first move.
on

the way down

was

2

On the 5th June they

re-floated after two hours

The affair

was

baling,

not quite over?

the river for the first time since February the steamer

almost stopped

again by hundreds of armed men on the banks of the

■5

Chikusi then collected five hundred

river at Chiromo.

with

and 1,000 men with bows and arrows and they went to find Ramak-

guns

lie refused to

hkan.

see

Chikusi until he had sent away the men and

threatened to kill Chikusi if he did not.

•because the English did not pay him

why he wished to let it pass.1

•Chipatula

xfas my

slave and

be chief but you never

weeping.

and it

When the

men

load been

Chikusi said that he wanted to catch the steamer again

sent away

out

men

was

.von

shall.*

anything, and asked Ramakukan

Ramakukaa reminded Chikusi that
Chikusi are his son.

You wish to

Chikusi was said to have been sent

John Moir came down to see Raaakukan about the miraadu

eventually agreed that Cliikusi should be paid

sua

to that which Ramakufcan had received for his tusk,

was

open

4

similar

a

She river

and the Company had no more difficulty with Chikusi5

Rasiakukan, however, continued to find him

a

threat to his authority

and seised the opportunity of the murder of an Austrian at Chiromo

two years later to wage a war in which Chikusi was disposed of once
and for

all, and his

From the way

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Morrison

own

position was finally consolidated.

5

in which comparatively small payments of goods satis-

diaries, 24th May, IS84.
Ibid., 4th-5th June, I884.
B.J. Rankin, op, ext., pp 55~6.
At Mbewe they saw Feawick*s bead on a pole, and Chipatula*s
house in which he had been buried}
the house was swathed
with yards of Fenwiok's, Buchanan*s and Company cloth.
Ibid., 8th July, 1834.
Ibid,, 5th September, iS84»
Account from eye witnesses.
O'Neill
to Granville, 3rd October, 1884, quotes J.I. to O'Neill, 6th
August, 1384, F,0» 34/1671.
Moir had paid Chikusi £32 7s. Od.
Hawes to Iddsleigh, 28th August, 1886, 24th September, 1886,
F.O. 84/1751.
See A.J. Ilanna, op. cit,, pp 68-9.
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fied both Raraakukan and Cbikusi it seems

likely that

of the most

one

important factors leading to this crisis was the feeling that they
were

not

getting as large

a

share of the wealth brought into the

country by the Company as they felt entitled to.
made occasional

presents to both chiefs but they had not entered into

formal agreements

with them, and made no regular payments.

without John Moir's tactless
murder of
over

The Company had

Chipatula, it

the question

With

or

handling of the ivory qruestion, or the

seems

likely that

of carriers.

a

crisis was about to break

Both these issues involved

a

clash

between the interests of the chiefs and the encouragement of individ¬

ual enterprise which
impact.

was an

integral part of the Company's policy and

One of the points which emerges is the amount of authority

which the Makololo possessed.
Ramakukan's

men

stolen from the

At the height of the crisis one of

arrived at Mandala to return

agent's house at Katunga's,

a

1

blanket which had been

This adds weight to

Moir's view that the chiefs could and must be held responsible for
the actions of their

bellicose headmen,
he chose to do

so

Ramakukan was able to control his more

people,

The fact that

and eventually, those of Chipatula,
in the interests of peace,

and of the Company, msgr

have been in part due to the firm stand that John Moir had taken.
There is at least

as

much

that the crisis would

one

Moir's tactlessness,

weight in this argument as in the contrary
never

have occurred had it not been for

Moir himself commentedJ

"Ramakukan has been able to manage

his headmen wonder¬
fully to his own advantage, pretty clear that he can
keep peace and will now wish to do so,w 2

In another letter he pointed out that the affair had 'given Xasisi

(Ramakukan)

a

,

However it is possible

tremendous handle against us.
■5

that

even more

stability may come out of it.'

Certainly Moir's

dangerous attempt to play off Ghipatula against Ramakukan had rebounded
on

him and it might not

have been so easy to salvage the wreck if it

had not been for the presence of the British Consul as an
Even this condensed account

of the events of

ation of the complex way in which the

Company by its

Morrison

2.

J.IS. to (Joule, 19th March, 1884,
J«®. to Br. Scott, Bandawe, 24th

some

indic¬

very existence

diaries, 1st March, I884.

1.

3.

1884 gives

intermediary.

March, 1884, ibid.
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"became involved in
and

use

used by

was

A further

-

long-standing rivalries, and both attempted to
tbe chiefs,

significant aspect of this crisis is the evidently

prominent part played in the
School graduates or former

luring of the steamer

up

to the efficacy of the

faction at Chikusi•s of Blantyre

war

pupils including Cbilcusi himself.

river by the forged letter is

some

The
testimony

teaching, but Morrison was

(Chiromo) numbers of
fellows who were well—dressed in good shirts talcing
a most active part in the disturbance and asking my boys
who they were, was told their names and that they were boys
who had been under teaching at Blantyre for some time.
It
is a strange fact that some of the most accomplished thieves
and black-guards have had a school training at the Mission."

•♦very sorry to notice when at the Ruo,
young

The attack

that

a

on

the Company was not

large payment should be made every two years in future for

the right to run the steamer on
showed
the

the river, Chikusi and his headmen

appreciation of the benefits which could be obtained from

an

Company's existence and

benefits.

a

desire for

a

greater share of those

They did not aim at the extermination of the Europeans

but sought to exploit them.

It seems likely, however, that if it

had not been for Raraakulcan's
the

by demanding

totally reactionary!

restraining influence the position of

Company could easily have become untenable.

that he had

more

to

He must have

seen

gain in the long run from the assertion of firm

authority which would strengthen his position than from allowing the
initiative to pass out of his hands into
enemy.

those of the

of his old

If he had been fully aware of the vulnerability of the

Company would he have shown such restraint?
is

son

*ITo* then the loirs'' bluff had worked.

mu3t have had reasons of
led him to welcome its

were

a

If the

answer

answer

to this

is 'Yes1 he

sentiment, expediency or calculation which

continued existence.

-

There

If tbe

iv

-

number of special factors wbich ensured that the

Company's relations with the Makololo chiefs should be more intimate
1,

Morrison diaries,

8th July, 1884.

1
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than those with any

other local

Livingstone, of which they
alien over-lords among

most

Their connection with

powers.

were very

conscious, their position as

the .Mangonja population of the valley, and

important, their control of the hanks of the Shire from the

Morambala Marsh to Matope, all
a

-

special relationship.

contributed to the establishment of

But these factors tending towards co¬

operation did not, as has been shown,,do much to simplify political
relations with the
ieve

a

Company, nor did they enable the Company to ach¬
With the other powerful political

monopoly of their trade.

forces in the area the

without the

Company

advantage of

a

was

faced with the

historical connection,

same

or

difficulties

the necessity

either side of close contact.

on

Mhile the Makololo welcomed the return of the

•English* whom

Livingstone had told them to expect, and for whom they had consciously
resisted
the

Portuguese expansion, there could be no such welcome from

great Yao chiefs who knew the English,if at all,as dedioated

opponents of the slave trade.
with the Makololo
and guns?

the

restricted

was

by its reluctance to deal in spirits

with the Yao, the Swahili and Arabs in the interior, and

Ilgoni, there

additional and greater handicap, the preval¬

was an

of the slave trade.

ence

The Company had found that its trade

It would take too long to catalogue

examples of the slave trade in action around Lake Malawi in the period
under

consideration.1

The Yao chiefs, great and small,

ipated in the trade and had
chiefs Mbelwa at least had

trade
era

being carried

on

o

on

scruples about it.

scruples but

k

no

allowed.^

2

Chikusi.of the south-

such doubts and regularly welcomed Yao

The Tonga

in spite of their beleaguered situation

the western shore of the lake carried

opportunity

Of the ITgoni

unable to prevent the

was

by his subordinates.

Ilgoni,seems to have

and Arab traders.

no

all partic¬

on

the trade whenever

The Jumbe of Hkbota Khota, probably the most

1.

See H. 0*Neill, Mozambique and the ITyassa Slave Trade. London,
British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, I885, pp 1-22.

2.

E.g. W. Koyi to Dr. J. Stewart, 19th February, IS84, Salisbury.
Christian Express, August, 18?9»
J. Stewart, C.E., remarked
that Mponda*s people bad not been allowed to enter Ugoniland
that year for trade and implied that this was contrary to the
usual practice.
Oral communication, Hanock Mg*oma, teacher and historian, Bandawe,

3.

4.

Malawi, 27th November, 1968.
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wealthy

man oil

-

the lake, was deeply involved in the trade though it

only one source of his wealth and probably not the most im¬

formed

one."''

portant

The Company, totally lacking in military power

as

it

could not interfere with this trade, and if it wanted to trade

was,

at all it had to compete with those traders who dealt in all commod¬

ities.

begin to compete commercially it had to

Before it could even

obtain the co-operation of the potentates who controlled the supply
of ivory.

Because this was virtually their monopoly the trade was
C-. t

as

much

a

loirs had discovered this

1879•

£

l

U

diplomatic and political

\

t

as a

their first

on

commercial

one.

The

journeys up to the lake in

Days of negotiation were generally required before trading

could

Sffbelwa in January 1879 kept Fred loir waiting three

begin.

days before beginning to talk about trade,

When William Koyi, the

evangelist at Mbelwa's, heard that John Moir was likely to come up
to

trade,he wrote asking that he should bring his own interpreter as

he did not look forward to

'twelve days of talking*.

2

At the Sangu

chief,Herere*s,in 1880 Fred had had to wait for most of two weeks
before

being allowed to buy

a

few tusks after his tents had been

•1

Sore often there

packed.

1879 Fred Moir made

a

was a

complete lack of response.

visit to Iperaba,

a

small Yao chief at the south

west end of the lake who was said to have received
ment of

when he did arrive he did not want to
sons

Fred called

turned up

not
on

large consign¬

their

noses

surprised."

them.

see

at our presents of cloth

though some of it was very good,
iced all along, and the presence
were

a

They were told that chief would be coining 'manana'j

ivory.

"His

from what we had not¬
of Arabs around, we

4

Mponda the important Yao at the south end of the lake

early in November 1880 but *oould make nothing of him at
Earlier in the year John
musical box for him

1.
2.

In

so

all.*-?

Moir had reported the arrival of

there may

have been

some more

G.

a

useful contact.

6

Shepperson, 'The Jurabes of Kota Kota', in Islam in Africa, op.cit.
Koyi to R. Laws, n.d., ciroa l882-3» Shepperson collection.
F.M. to parents, 20th October, 1880, L»B.(l),
W.

3.
4.

F.M. to parents, 9th February,

5.
6.

F.M. to mother, 7th December, 1880, ibid.
J.M. to R. Henderson, April, 1880, ibid.

1879, ibid.
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Whether trad© could he
whin

"begun or not often depended entirely on the

caprice of the chief in question.

or

Once

trading had "been allowed to "begin the problem was that of
At Mbelwa's in 1079

satisfying the local taste in barter goods.
Fred had been able to make
1
of cloth.
Mpemba's sons

no

progress

had wanted axes and saws.

natter of market research the Moirs
in

because he had the

were

at

a

2

wrong

kind

In this

distinct disadvantage

competition with Arabs who had long experience of local fashions.

'/Illen

sending off

a very

large order for cloth and beads John Moir

pointed out that he had *spared

no

pains in making up this order,

and have had the assistance of Arabs from

ing them.*

great distances in select¬

He summed up his experience of barter

"The secret of

ivory buying I believe to consist in
having the particular things that a native chiefly
desires.
One may see a particularly beautiful
cloth or blanket and at once secretly male© up his
mind to have that and eventually sell Ms ivory in
consequence, xd.tb another it may be an iron pot,
another of some education, may set Ms affections
on a lamp.
But my desire has always been to have
if possible what will chain the man to our stores
till we can get his ivory."
3

It

was

some

time before the

the market to be able to

Company oould

compete

on

Fort
an

enough knowledge of

anything like equal terms.

The demand for spirits tended to
from the Portuguese sphere.

amass

diminish as

one

moved further

When Morrison visited 'lakanjira on the

Magulre promontory in I885 the chief begged for brandy for half
Morrison presumed that he had been given it by the acting

hourj

British

Consul, Lawrenee Goodrich, who had been taken there by the

steamer earlier in the
east of

Mianje

on

his

year.^

way

When he had been travelling south

to the lower river during the emergency of

the previous year,

Morrison had visited an unknown chief who had offered

to share with him

a

who

1.

was

a

bottle of finest old Glenlivet
5
tee-totaller. declined.
In general the

3.
4.
5.

Morrisara

,

Company* s refusal

l879»*-ibid. | B, Laws, to T. Main,
1879* Salisbury.
F.M. to parents, 9th February, 1879* L,B.(l).
J.M, to Directors, A.L.C., 28th January, 1890, L.B,(2),
Morrison diaries, 7th, 8th and 23rd March, I885,
Ibid., 10th April, I884, at Mangasanja*s.
F.M, to parents, 9th February,

31st March,

2.

Whisky.
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to sell spirits itfas not so much of a
among

sources

great

the lake

on

Hgonl, to whom

as on

guns were

powerful Tao chiefs

the river.

it

was

were

With the exception of the

militarily unimportant, all the people on
if they could.

quite well-armed

Morrison commented

on

a3

traders;

guns

When he visited Mponda in 1883

These included

a

boasted that

'now he had

many guns as

resistance which the Yao

as

wars

show.

guns as a

2

toy

,the chief who

the coast,put on a

was some

number of Enfield rifles -mni. Mponda

the whiteraan.' "'*

The stiff

chiefs, Makanjira, Kawinga, Zaragfi and Mponda

able to make to attacks

which had

the Tonga

which he had bought there for defence against

the Ngoni.

early 1890*s

even

accounts of their small civil

had just returned from a sis months journey to

display of the

The followers of the

Mponda's people that they 'use

dolls.*^

girls do

1

almost invariably armed with flint-locks,

as were the followers of itinerant Arab

were

as

and gun—powder was, on the other hand, quite

the lake wished to get guns

as

the laic©

of supply.

The demand for guns

were

on

the Malcololo on the river who were within quite easy reach of

Portuguese

as

handicap

by the British administration in the

testimony to the sheer quantity of fire-power

by then been accumulated from the profits of the ivory and

the slave trades.
While the demand for guns

made the purchase of ivory difficult,

the trade in slaves made the Company's agents

dealings

were

going

on.

less than welcome when

The opposition of the 'English* to the slave

trade was, of course, well-known at the coast end the Company never

attempted to disguise its committment.

Henry 0'ITeill the Consul at

Mozambique, described the situation succinctly and with only slight
exaggeration:
"slaves

their chief stock in trade:

these they can
English; powder and guns they require
large quantities; these the English do not sell." 6
are

not sell to the

in

1.
2.

See

3.

Morrison diaries, 2nd larch,
Ibid.

above, Chapter I,
E.g. B. Kerr Cross, letter dated 13th March, 1886, in Christian
Express.

4.
5.

6.

October, 1886.

1883.

Hanna, op. cit., pp 188-204.
H, O'Neill to Granville, 20th February, 1884, F.O*

541/26.
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Given these drawbacks in addition to smaller problems such as the

finding of carriers to take trade goods
which separated hostile
for coast

Company

peoples, or the tendency for vendors to ask

prices in the interior, it is perhaps surprising that the

was

able to build

There

Ifgoni.

the no-man's land

across

were,

up any

it is true,

trade at all with Arabs, Yao and
some very

important ohiefs

on

the

periphery of the area with whom the Company had virtually no dealings.
These included

Makanjira, Matapwirt, Kawinga, Sarafi,

and Chikusi and

among

the Yao,

Mpeseni among the TTgoni*

For all of these the existence of the Company can have made
little if any difference in this period.
those with whom the Company did manage
tact

were

the

The most important of

to establish some regular con¬

Yao, Mponda, the Arab Jumbe of Hkhota Kbota, the Ugoni,

Mbelwa, and slightly later the Cewa, Mwase Kasungu, and the north
end Arabs of whom the most

had in

common

so

entering

to pass

or

Mlozi.
on

were

Mponda and the Jumbe
the direct route of

they could be visited by it xdthout the necessity

sending staff who

When

was

the fact that their towns

the steamer and
of

important

were

always in short supply on

a

special mission.

leaving the upper Shire and the lake the Ilala had

Mponda's villages.

The people

in the habit of turning

were

out to watch it pass,

and did

Company does not

to have done much trade in ivory with the Mponda

seem

some

trade in salt and skins,.

The

who died in

1885, wad whose mother had entertained Livingstone,but its

agents

to have established

sees

Morrison had taken him for
1

understanding with him.

fun in the steamer which

wife, and two men 'for free as

a

Scott.

his passage

truss for the doctor.

a

apparently

friend' to Bandawe

could consult Dr.

and

Mponda had offered

going by bis people owing to the threat of

a

1.
2.

3.

son

2

a

He was prevented from
combined attack by Mak-

year,^

and some of his party

diaries, 2nd March, 1883.
Ibid., 4th February, 23rd February, 1885.
Ibid., 5th March, 2nd August, I885.

Morrison

that he

truss of calico for

anjira and the Hgoni, Chifisi, and died in July of that

Mponda's

so

He also wanted to take a

large party of men with cloth to buy ivory.

October Morrison gave

In 1883

In February 1885 he arranged to take Mponda,

pleased Mm greatly.
one

a

an

a

In

lift in
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the steamer from Hkhota Kfeota to his home.
for

1

ivory, and probably slaves, at Ban&awe,

He had been trading
2

-The new Mponda ex¬

pressed his friendship for the ♦English* and sent a present of two
small tusks to Fred 'loir for which he asked

3

powder which was given.

a

return

present of

The political situation at Mponda*s never

regained stability after the death of the old Mponda and there does
to have been much commercial

not

seem

one

whose position was not

1877•

5

to have been the

of cloth which the

was

The major limitation

on

regular and

a

the trade

carrying capacity of the steamer and the supply

Company could get to IBehota Khota while attempting

obligations to the missions.

Morrison

was

able to buy

only the small ivory and the Juabe *aaid that should I oome
a

steamer load of cloth he could

the J limb e traded with the

him

a

any

noticeable impact

provide ivory to buy it.*

on

his slaving activities.

dhow

a

was
•~o

nose

6.

7.

u_>

you

wait?

board.

"

The
8

Bo you want war?* as they passed,
a

on one

Ov 3

on

postscript to

Morrison diaries, 2nd, 3rd
Bandawe Journal. 12th May,

a

crew

shouted

As late as

letter to John Moir 'If you

October,' I885.

14th, 15th September, I8S5, MS 79H»
they had also been to the north end.
Morrison diaries, 2nd, 12th February, 1386.
J»M, to Directors, A.L.C., 21st October, I889, L,B,(2).
H.B, Cotterill, *Qg the Myaasa and a journey from the North End
to Zansibar,' P.R.G.S., (M.S.) Vol,I, June, 1877*
Note by F.M., 25th-26th August, 1880}
F.M. to Directors, 7th
December, 1880, L.B.(l).
Morrison diaries, 9th February, 18th
September, 1st October, 30th October, 17th November, 8th Dec¬
ember, etc,
Ibid., 19th September, IS85, 18th February, 1886.
In February
1886 he produced a 77 !"&• tusk in payment of a 50 lb. debt.and,
as there was no cloth on board to settle the account, was in
credit vdth the Company.

8.

WMle

loaded with slaves and sailed away under

of the st earner. wWbfc John Moir

1888 the Juabs added

5.

U

1

'Why do

3.

with

He tended to keep

occasion in 1882

4.

up

satisfactory price for his goods, this involvement did not have

sight when the steamer was at hand but

1.
2.

7

Company presumably because they could give

slave dhows out of

the

the third

From August i860 when Fred

328 lbs, of ivory from him the Company did

fairly large trade with him.

to meet its

contact with the new

Company dealt at this time

and had succeeded his brother in

seems

social

secure.^

The Jtimbe with whom the

Moir bought

or

Morrison diaries, 23rd November,

1883.

-

wish

me
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to desist from the slave

Jumbe, like Mponda,
first embarkation

trade, I shall not be .your

by the steamer though he found his

was fascinated

on

it

2

Late in 1885 he wanted to hire

alarming, '

it to go up to Bandawe to settle a

in 1886 he wanted to take

orjf his there.

friends

these

a

trip

friend,*^

dispute he had there, and early
to the north end to visit some

up

It is not clear whether he made either of

journeys, he probably did not.
Contact with the northern

1879?

%oni had first been made early in

a

store of goods was left at Kaniagina in the hope that ivory-

would be

brought to it for sale, it seems unlikely that this had any

success,4

and it was not until late in 1883 that the Company was

able to send

a

man

into the coxmtry of

He must have been successful

June
to

as

a

Mbelwa

as a

party of carriers

full-time
was

trader,^

required in

I884 to bring the ivory which had been bought in Mgoniland down

Bandawe,^

It

was

in September

I885 that agents of the Company

first reached Mwase Itasungu who was said to have a hundred tusks for
7

sale,'

In December of that year the

Company built its first inde-

pendtent store at Bandawe, it had previously shared with the mission
and had its business there looked after

aries,0

by

one

of the artisan mission¬

Trading to the west of Bandawe in ?Jbelwa*s and Mwase*3
in January I887 Morrison loaded

country proved to be very successful?
ohe hundred and

ninety three tusks at Bandawe which had been collected
q

lay Stuart and Stevens on in these parts,'

Tr~J.M."to' Directors, 21st ITove'mber, 1888, L.B.(2),
2.
Morrison diaries, 23rd November, 1882.
3.
4.

5«

6,
7,

Ibid,, 18th February, 1886,
F.M. to parents, 9th February,

1879, L.B,(1).

J.M. to J, Smith, 13th December, 1883; J«M» to Directors, 21st
January, I884* J«M« to J, Hicoll, 4th Februarys 1884? J,M,
to J. Smith, 24th March, 1884, ibid,
Bandawe Journal, 19th June, 1884, MS 7911.
L* Goodrich to Granville, 1st June, I885, F,0, 84/1702,
Mwase
was anxious for the Company to send traders, he was at war with
the Juabe of Mkhota Khota and

so

few Arab traders reached him,

Bandawe

Journal, 31st August, 1885» Stevenson set out from
on a trading and treaty
making expedition,
Bandawe Journal, MS 7911, 11th December, I885.
Morrison diaries, 10th January, 1887.
Bandawe for Kasungu for the Company

8,

9,
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The most sticcessful of all the

ships

was

Company*s ivory trading relation¬

with the Arabs who had settled at the north end of the lake

during the early 1880's.

Beginning in 1883 the trade

until 1886 when the steamer

was

was

built

up

being sent south at regular intervals

with full cargoes of ivory, and Karonga becarao the most profitable
of the

Company's stations.

next chapter.

In terms of the Company's objects the development

of this sort of trade

egitimate*

This topic will be considered in the

was

commerce.

is doubtful whether the

the substitution of

'legitimate* for 'ill¬

kith the exception of the north end trade it

Company's intervention in the trade did much

to alter the nature of trade in the region of Lake Malawi in this

period.

Even the

sold to it

powers

with whom the Company did

a

regular trade

only what they wanted to and when it was convenient to

them, they continued to send caravans to the coast, and to deal in
slaves and. guns,

Most of the Tao chiefs continued their old trading

pattern regardless of the Company's existence, and for those who did
choose to sell to

it,and to take advantage of its transport to the

coast, its significance can only have been marginal.
been most useful to those like the
caravans to

It must have

ITgoni who did not send their

the coast, and the travelling .Arab merchants who had

little man-power at their disposal and to whom a journey
was

expensive end time-consuming.

have reduced the necessity
crux

of the

own

to the coast

In their case the Company may

to obtain slaves for tonga-tonga.

The

problem had been stated by James Stewart, C.E., and was

recognised by Fred Moir
"The

ivory trade is not capable of development, though
from the Arabs to English hands.
done it will never do the
country much good, as it diverts the attention of mer¬
chants from other articles, the production of which would
be more beneficial to the country." .1
it way be transferred
Even though that were

It

was

only in the Shire Highlands that the logistics of freight

permitted practical attempts to cultivate other articles.

The

example of John Buchanan's coffee plantation at Zpmba which

was

in

1.

begun

1879 showed that social change could be brought about through the
JStewart, P.R.G.S. (U.S.) Vol.11, 1880, p 430. " The" same point
was made by Consul Foot to H, Mailer, 13th February,,I884, Waller
papers, Rhodes House, Vol.III.
*1 don't believe ivory hunting
does much good - when it is a fact that ivory is scarce or ob¬
solete

so

much the better for Africa.*
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provision of

-

of wealth trhich competed with the existing

a source

system and attracted people from it.
Yao chiefs Halend a and
traders

organising

1

was

no

were

active slave

to the coast, had been to work

on

the

% I8S9 Buchanan was able to

plantations at Zonba and Elantyre,
tell Hitoohe that It

Hundreds of men from the

"dtoche, both of whom

caravans

v

longer reasonable for chiefs to plead

*the necessity of slave dealing in order to secure cloth for them¬
selves end their
to take

who

subjects1

there

as

were

almost unlimited supply of

an

Europeans who

labour,

as

well

prepared

were
as

merchants

prepared to purchase almost "any marketable commodity.*

were

Buchanan established

a

him at the Consulate at

firm

friendship with Maleraia who

came

p

to visit

when he died in December I8Q9 Buchan¬

Zorabaj

an's brother, David, made a coffin for the chief and seat a keg of

powder to be fired off at the funeral.
an

end to the slave

Those plantations

had(put

trade, the chiefs in question remained quite inde¬

pendent and free to organise their people as they wished, but the
lure of the

European econonjy was becoming stronger than that of the

traditional

one.

raider,

impressed at Maleraia's prosperity as

was

with Europeans.
own

Ity 1891

He

still had "bark

saw

oven

chief Kawinga,

dedicated trader and
a

result of contact

that Maleiaia's people had cloth while his

garments*, and

might be better clad,*

a

Reasons such

duced him to make contact with

* .anxious for work that they

were
as

these

wore

said to have in¬

Europeans for the first time in that

year.4*
In these

cases

also the

impact of legitimate commerce as envis¬

aged in Britain could only be said to be marginal#
that it

was

the political rather than the commercial impact of the

missions and the
Even the

Company that

was more

significant at this time.

strongest and most independent of the looal

forced to take them into account.

tage of

e

powers were

Here the Europeans had the advan¬

certain mystique and supposed magical power which led them

to be treated with more respect

than their actual military

2.

J. Buchanan, The Shire Highlands, op,
J, Buchanan to Salisbury, 27th larch,

3.
4.

A. Hetherwick to D.C. Scott,

1.

It is probable

power

p p 4%~>e>.
1889, P.O, 84/1942.

cit.,

Ibid., 1st June, 1889, 27th Hay.

23th June, 1892, MS 7534.

warranted..*

At

settlements
who

he

time in this period were Company or mission

no

people under their protection attacked.

or

nearest to

came

direct attack

a

coincidence that these

a

ience of Europeans and

the

Makololo, aftd it cannot

the people who had had most exper¬

who had at the date of the crisis had most

opportunity for education.

Ngoni

were

were

2

No official raids

were

made by Mbelwa's

the Tonga in the vicinity of Bandawe after Dr. Law,s1 visit

on

to them in

1879 and the establishment of the mission

raids

made

were

between

The people

by Chi3cusi,s southern Ngoni

I878 when they

on

there.^

the Blantyre

No
area

first visited by Dr. Laws and James

were

Stewart, C.E., and 1884 x*hen they came beyond

Soraba.^

According to

John Moir they were

emboldened to this attack 'by observation and by

Penwick's unavenged

death.*-

back

turned

cross

g

the Shire,dissuaded by the number of Eur¬

at Matope and, allegedly, by *the presence at Mandala of Mr.

Fred Moir who

was

known to have beaten back

of the

Machinjire.*

attack

on

the

D.C.
to

7

In the same

some

form of

vastly superior force

the Jumbe was dissuaded from

lake chief who

against his enemies.

a

dispute and over

susereinty,by the members of the mission.

Scott to W. Robertson,
a

year

a

Tonga at Bandawe.with whom he had

whom he claimed

2.

were

,though they took all others that they could find.

I885 they did not

opeans

1.

On this occasion they

by D.C, Scott and carefully refrained from talcing John Buchanan*s

cattle at Zoraba
In

5

December, 1881, E.U.L.

33e refers
magic for use
See also Il.A.C. Cairns, Prelude to

sent tusks to Blantyre to buy

Imperialism, op. cit., pp 46—51*
D.C. Scott told Robertson in the same letter of December, 1881
*that Walker and Penwick in their intercourse with Chipatula
and the other Makololo chiefs have lowered immensely their

respect for the English.*
3.

E.g. W.A. Elmsjle, Among the Wild Ngoni. Edinburgh, 1899» PP 93-7
W.P. Livingstone, Laws of Livingstonia. op. cit., pp 194-204,

4.

J. Stewart, C.E., to Dr. J.S.,

214-226.

28th August, I878, Salisbury;
Livingstone, op. cit., pp 146-51.
Printed Memorandum by J. Moir to the Directors of the ALL.C. en¬
closed with J.M. to Sir Percy Anderson, 22nd April, 1886, P.O.
W.P.

5.

84/1784*
6.

O'Neill to Granville, 3rd October, I884, with enclosures
D.C. Scott, H. Henderson and J. Moir, P.O. 84/1671.

7.
8.

As note 5 above.
Bandawe

from

Journal, 28th October, - 5"tb November, 1885, MS 79H*
brought with him 3,000 men(of whom 1,000 had guns.

The Jumbe
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The most

active Yao

whose presence

-

slave traders avoided contact with the

thus afforded

some

Europeans

protectionito their neighbours.

However hard the missions and the

Company tried to remain im¬

partial and uninvolved in the political conflicts which surrounded
them

they could not succeed.

balance of

power.

Their

very

existence altered the

Kapeni at Blantyre welcomed the mission in 1876

because he hoped for protection against the Ngoni,

Malemia hoped

that they would settle with him because he wanted protection from
2
Kawinga, his powerful enemy and neighbour.
The Company became in¬

volved,

as

Control

over

a

has been shown, in the domestic politics of the Malcololo.
the mission and the wealth that it

central issue in the domestic

used in the

struggle for

power

brought with it became

politics of the northern Ngoni being

between libelwa and his brother

Mtwalo.""*

The mission found it difficult to keep clear of Tonga rivalries and
was

at the centre of the conflict between them and the

Ngoni.^

Early in 1886 Chifisi, brother and enemy of Chikusi of the southern

Ngoni sent messengers with two tusks to the steamer store at Cape
Maclear.
collect

It

was

said that he wished to hire the steamer to go and

Ilakanjtra and his

give 'many

men

to attack Mponda.

tusks' to prevent this.

more

Mponda offered to

Morrison replied that if

Mponda wanted to hire the steamer himself he would refuse 'as
work here
peace

was

a

our

work of peace and we were only happy when we were at
5

with all the chiefs.'^

-

While the
in the Shire
nature and

-

Company's relations with the large and: powerful chiefs

Highlands and
between

as

v

on

the lake

were

diplomatic in their

equals, its relations with the weaker peoples

2.

Granville, 8th
November, 1880, P.O. 84/1565.
A.C. Ross, Origins and Development of the Blantyre Mission, op.

3.
4.

W.A. Elmslie, op. cit., pp 237-47*
E.g. D.IC. Cross, 13th March, 1886, Christian Express. October,

5.

Morrison diaries, 20th March, 1886,

1.

Evidence of Bismarck enclosed with O'Neill to

cx t

*,

1886j

p

60.
MS 7911, 11th May, 1084.
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who looked to it for support
close to

"being

•chief of

Bulantaya*,

stonia missionaries

Company

against

administrative.
'

1

more

came

as

and the Jumbe came to recognise the Living-

ai'Bandawe,

'chief' at Cape Maclear.

as

powerful enemies

Matakenya regarded Duff MacDonald

'chiefs'

as

-

2

Kponda recognised the

The Moirs and other Company

agents were frequently called on to mediate in disputes on the

Company's estate at Kandala,
and the

4

at Livingstonia,

Nyakusa at the north end of the lake.

Fred Moir

investigated

a

stonia and sentenced the

5

g

and among the Hgonde
In 1882 for instance

theft of powder from the store at Living¬
found

man

guilty to be transported

(by

*7

steamer) to work
unusual
civil

which the

interested third
of

men

from

the Stevenson road for

Company's agents

parties.

Other cases,

The

play.

men

same

management.
in

as

to the

charge for
came

a

5.
6.
7.
8.
9v.

party

dispute which they

were

g

between rival headmen.

political role which their missions

as

settlements

Until I878 both the

shortage of staff at Blantyre, under the

James Stewart, C.E. of the Livingstonia Mission
some

of the time at Blantyre and told the owners

to reclaim their

gain their freedom at Blantyre.•

3.
4.

dis¬

Forgetting the experience of the Universities Mission

were,owing to

of slaves who

1.
2.

a

a

as

paid their fares with pieces of wood.

refugees and escaped slaves attractive.

stations

was

invited to hear

Magomero, they found the notion of mission stations

for

was an

of both the Livingstonia and the Blantyre Missions

had been less than clear

at

This

On one occasion Morrison took

especially at the north end,

The promoters

to

were

Livingstonia to Mponda's to settle

had with the chief.

were

a year.

involving the Company directly, the great majority were

case

cases

on

B. MacDonald, op.
Bandawe Journal,

9

'property' 'plainly that slaves

The reception of refugees of thid

cit., Vol.11, p 295•
30th October, I885, MS 7911*
Morrison diaries, 2nd February, 1886.
E.g. F.M, to parents, 27th June, 1881, 'much time spent in hear¬
ing mirandus,* L.B.(l).
F.M. to mother, 20th October, i860, ibid;
Morrison diaries,
e.g. 15th September, 16th November, I885.
Ibid., 27th May, 1885.
Ibid., 11th December, 1882.
Ibid,, 19th-22nd January, 1887.
J. Stextfart, C.E., to Dr. J.S., 20th May, 1878, Salisbury.

-
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type at the stations antagonised their former

and posed

owners,

problems of administration and the maintenance of law and order
people for whom the missions had become •chief' de facto if

among
not

de

James Stewart, C.E. thought it impossible to avoid

jure.

•assuming

powers

•the mission

of life and death.*

Robert Laws

occupying more the position of

was

alarmed at

colony* than had been

a

intended, and spolce of the necessity of ruling the people who settled
near

them with

brought to
some

a

*an iron hand.*

2

The

>-

problem of administation

head by the publication in 1880 of

allegations about brutal floggings, and

a

a

was

pamphlet which made

particularly inept

execution, which had been carried out at Blantyre during 1878 and

1879 under the supervision of Fenwiok and Buchanan, $nd after the
arrival of Buff MacDonald

allegations

were

as

head of the

true although by the time of their

mission had given up any attempt
solved that

Moire,

nor

expulsion

was

ence

was

one man was

were

inquiries which

exposure

the

sanction.^'

Neither the

directly involved in any of the

flogged for having stolen beads which

later discovered had been removed

to the

Most of the

to administer justice and had re¬

the most suitable

the Company1s agents

atrocities, though
it

mission.^

were

by John Moir who

gave

evid¬

instigated by the British Consul at

Mozambique and by the Established Churoh of Scotland.

5

They

were,

however, concerned about the defence of their property and of the
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Stewart, C.E. to Dr. J. Stewart, 20th May, I878, Salisbury.
Laws to Dr. J, Stewart, 20th July, 1878, Salisbury.
A. Chimside, The Blantyre Missionaries. Discreditable Disclosures.
London, i860;
A. Riddell, *A reply' to the above, Edinburgh, 1880.
K.J. McCracken, in Religion in Africa, op. cit., pp S3-—4;
A.C,
Ross, *The African *a child or a man*", in The Zambesian Past,
ed. E. Stokes & R, Erown, Manchester, 1966$
A.J. Hanna, op.cit.,
PP 23-36.
O'Neill to Granville, 10th November, 1800, F.O, 84/1565* encloses"
affidavit given by J.Moir to J.Dunes at Blantyre, 13th October,
1880.
He also encloses a copy of an agreement on the relations
of the Mission and the Company made by Duff MacDonald and the
Moirs on the 16th June, 1879.
Also O'Neill to Granville, 28th
April, 1880, encloses D. MacDonald to O'Neill, 22nd March, 1880,
P.O. 84/1564.
See also Renort and Evidence of the Established
Church Commissioners, Dr. James Rankin of Mutkil and Alexander
Pringle, W.S,, given in to the General Assembly of the Established
Church of Scotland by the Rev. J.C. Herdman, March, 1881.
J.
R.

-
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large quantities of goods which they had to send through the country.
Fred Moir

x*as

sympathetic towards the Blantyre missionaries,

OTiting to his father:
"You must not be too hard

on

the

in

a

on

before the Mission came.

very

Blantyre folk.

We

are

here

troublesome district, x-fars were constantly going
The land

in

was

one

way-

granted chiefly to make it a sort of barrier between the
Ajawa (Yao), who gave it, and the Mangone whom they fear.
The whole of the surrounding tribes are on very friendlyrelations with
the

cause

Blantijre.. .the receiving of slaves has been

of all the troubles and where you come to solid

facts the runaways are often

bad characters, who are trying
justice...Of course I do not approve of some of
the things done here but on the whole natives are well
treated and like the place."
1
to

He

played

escape

no

to have been
road to
no

part in the skirmish with Mitoche,

a

Yao chief presumed

responsible for the theft of trusses of calico

Zomba, during which several people

doubt that he favoured

continued his thefts

strong action.

were

2

on

the

killed, but there is

He felt that if Mitoche

they would

"have to burn him out and make him

move

elsewhere.

His

neighbouring chiefs would take our side...there must be
some sort of law kept in the country and strong measures
are sometimes necessary in uncivilised countries, motives
for gentle action are usually misinterpreted."
3
Fred Moir

well

thought that the

armed men,

allies from

could be kept 'with twenty

peace

and drilled.

friendly chiefs.'

In

a

big affair

we

He felt that such

or

thirty

could get plenty
a

force could

bring commercial return, it being in the interests of the chiefs to
be

friendly, 'we might

of the

country.*^

ion from the

one

with them for purchase of the produce

stage he even suggested getting

a concess¬

Portuguese for the country above the Ilorambala Marsh for

the purpose of

1.

At

arrange

"keeping the

peace,

having magistrates to settle native

F.M. to father,

22nd April, 1880, and 27th February, 1879; P.M.
mother, 24th July, 1$79» and F.M. to parents, 29th September
1879, L.B.(l).
John Buchanan agreed.
See diary, 23rd September, 1879.
'Prob¬
to

2.

ably the best thing that can be done with Mitoche is to lead
a number of the Machinga Yao,
his enemies,and polish him off

in

once

3.
4.

for all.'

F.M. to A. Hart, 29th September, 1879> L.B.(l).
F.M. to Consul O'Heill, 1st December, 1879;
F.M, to A. Hart,
1st

December, 1879*

L.B.(l).
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disputes, in fact governing the country,The Moirs
not

averse

talk of

to the idea of

talcing

Rajah Brooke, and

to their

imaginations.

Such schemes

a

position such

a

the Civil

ment.'

his would have appealed

seriously though

'in the event of the L.C.A.C, placing

at Bandawe and taking

solution of the

as

over a

large tract of country

problem might be found in the Company undertddng

jurisdiction reserving the Mission.,.a voice in the govern¬
The drawback to this plan was that

into the hands of
with the mission

of

men

no

'the Company ijight fall

Christian priciple who having

might do it

harm.'^

which

might take

over

heard of these ideas;

sympathy

no

Duff MacDonald was under the

impression that the Established Church was planning
own

was

2

Robert Laws did suggest that
its headquarters

probably

the administration, there

over

not have been taken very

can

were

administrative

a

functions.^

Gbinpany of its

Mo more was

the effect of the Blantyre Scandal was to

clarify the legal position of the missions.

According to the eminent

legal authority consulted by the Free Church they had no legal stand¬

ing, and even
with

cases

a

British Consul, if there were one, could deal only

involving British subjects.

5

A joint meeting of the

Livingstonia and Blantyre Committees voted against the Blantyre view
of the missions
of

as

the nuclei of

states, and there followed

policy at both centres towards

as

The Foreign Office

the only

were

led for

bring

reminded them that

conceded by local chiefs, and cal—

great caution in the treatment of

The missions combined to

change

little involvement as possible

in administrative matters.

rights that they had

a

run-away

pressure on

slaves.

7

the British Government

Hart, 29th November, 1879* ibid.
Stewart, C.E., 27th February, 1880, ibid.
'I shall
try and find Rajah Brooke and Shakespeare and send them up.'
Fred Moir sub-titled his book, After Livingstone. 'An African

1.

P.M.

to A.

2.

P.M.

to J.

3.

L.M.M., 5th April, 1880, MS 7912, quotes letters of 3rd Februajry,
and 18th March, 1880.
a. MacDonald, op. cit., Vol.IX., p 168.
Refers to September,1879•
L.H.M., 3i"d September,1879* quotes the considered opinion of

Tra.de Romance,*

4.

5.

Sir Arthur Gordon.

6.
7.

Ibid,, 6th February, 1880.
Ibid., 28th June, 1831, considering letter from Lord Granville
of 11th May, 1881.
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to appoint a

Consul to the Malawi region?

had asked for this
to he

be

long

as

ago

C.E.^

the Livingstonia Mission

18?6 when they wanted E.D. Young

as

given consular authority;

Stewart,

-

their candidate in 1880

The Company's role in this pressure

James

group cannot

distinguished at this time from that of the Livingstonia Mission

whose directorate it
pressure

shared.

2

it

that Lord Granville appointed Captain Foot, a naval officer

of the African

Hyassa.•

at least partly due to this

was

with experience of the east coast, to

lie

be 'Consul in the territories

Kings and Chiefs in the districts adjacent to Lake
was

appointed in October 1883 and arrived in the shire

Highlands in January, 1884, having been carried
He

was

was

able to be of considerable assistance in the settling of the

Chipatula-Fenwick affair, though he
power,

in the Lady I-yassa. ^

up

xvas

and asked Sir Percy Anderson in

fifty 'blue-jackets'

frustrated by his lack of
a

private letter for forty

(sailors) with whoBe help he

could make lasting-

lake.*^'

agreements and 'put

an

August 1884 and

succeeded by acting-Consul Goodrich and Consul

was

end to slavery on the

He died in

Hawes,: who had been seconded from the Japanese Consular Service.
These Consuls could do little

settled neither the
described

as

'the

more

than

report, and

problem of administration

question of whose country

011

the

wevare

cast coast had been avoided in the

preceded the founding of the Company.
1.

3.

presence

situated in.*

6

Portuguese dom¬

negotiations which

A Portuguese Customs post had

Sir Charles Hi'lice was said to have
principle*, 2nd May, 1879.
But by 30th
June, i860, Dilke had told Dr. G. Smitth that there was little

L.M.K.',

5th April, 1880,

conceded

2.

tiieir

5

what Fred Moir

nor

The definition of the interior frontier of the

inions

or

a

Consul

'in

hope.
L.M.M., 4th April, 1881, 28th June, 1881, IS 7912;

L.C.A.C.
Minutes, 16th September, 14th November, 1879» 15th March, i860;
A.L.C. Minutes, $th March, 1883, 9"th November, I883.
Lister to Foot, (draft), 1st October, 1883, F.O, 541/25;
Foot
to Granville, 18th January, 1884, F.O. 84/1662.
There is a
fanciful account of the journey up river in D.J. Rankin, The
Zambesi Basin and K.vaasaland. op. cit.

5.

3rd April, I884, F.O. 84/1688.
This is an
important private letter which has been filed separately from
Foot's despatches.
Foreigh Office List. 1S86.
3ee A.J. Hanna, op. cit., for an

6.

F.M. to

4.

Foot to Anderson,

account of the activities of these Consuls.

J.Kirk, Zanzibar, 3rd December, 1879» L,B.(l).

been established at the confluence of the Shire and the Zambesi for
the collection of
missions in the
dom of

yf- transit duty but the status of the British

a

highlands and

the lake

on

navigation of the Zambesi

was

was

dot declared.or incorporated in

treaty.

The missions and the Company

were

this period

that the Portuguese might at

any

a

over

them.

They

feared that their

not clear and the free¬

conscious throughout
time assert sovereignty

apprehensive about this both because they

were

religious liberty might be endangered, and because

they had experience of Portuguese incompetence and
There could be

no

certainty that either the missions

would he allowed to continue in

of the most important
Fred Moir's

question

operation;

was

the latter

the Company

this uncertainty

was one

not finally answered until 1890 or I89I;

was

played out

rarified atmosphere of the Chancellories of
malarial vapotirs of

or

factors inhibiting investment in the Company.

until then the diplomatic game was

It

mal-administration."*"

on

two levels, in the

Europe, and amidst the

the flood plains of the Zambesi and the Shire.

venue

which

the African Lakes Company

was

more

familiar to the promoters of

though they did make occasional forays into

2
the former.'
This antithesis

between Portuguese
was

at best

is not

a

were

Communication

literary conceit.

diplomatic circles and their officials in the field

slow and at worst

asions actions

mere

almost non-existent,

On

several

initiated by officials in Africa which caused the

Company great alarm, but were later repudiated in Lisbon.
of

occ¬

The

area

greatest sensitivity so far as the Company was concerned.v/3.s the

region between the confluence of the Shire and Zambesi, and the con¬
fluence of the Shire and the Ruo.
ern

The latter point marked the south¬

boundary of the sphere of influence of Chipatula

lived, and later of Ramakukan.

so

long

as

he

The former marked the boundary of

Portuguese 'effective occupation,' at lea3t until

1882.^

The area

1.

For the Portuguese threat see for instance J.

2.

The best and clearest account of the diplomatic background is
in R.J. Hammond, Portugal and Africa. 1818-1910. Stanford, 1966,

ville, 3rd March, 1885. P.O.

3.

Stevenson to Gran¬

84/1734.

PP 97, 132.
'Effective occupation* was a phrase which acquired significance
at the Berlin Conference, 1884-5* see Hammond, op. cit., PP97-99.
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in between these two points was under the

xdio died in that year.
"blocked the Shire for

Chipatula annexed

influence of Matakenya,

A war "between Chipatula and Matakenya

during 1881, and as

time

some

Following Matakenya's

part of Matakenya's area.

a

result of it

a

death the Portuguese asserted sovereignty over his country, known
as

the

Machinjiri praso, by

a

proclamation in September 1882.

It

was

feared at this date that the Governor of Quelimane

his

journey up river to Blantyre, and that he might declare Portugu-

ese

sovereignty

might extend

1

it

over

as

Chipatula's occupation of
for

attack

an

on

well.
some

It

thought that he might

was

use

of Matakenya's country as an excuse

him, and that in this event it would 'rest

Chip¬

on

atula holding his own whether the Portuguese come up to Blantyre or

not.'

2

The Moirs

at

were

no

as

part in such

a war,

and

he chose, while at the same time advising him to

action which might provoke the Portuguese.

of annexing Blantyre was denied in

Maohinjiri praso
the

no

pains to point out that they had no influence to prevent

Chipatula acting
take

determined to have

were

was

The intention

Lisbon, and the annexation of the

assumed to have been made

on

the initiative of

Governor, acting under the influence of the 'Colonialist party
"5

in

Portugal.*
There

was

to attack the

a

further alarm in May

Portuguese to settle

a

1883 when Chipatula
dispute about

wife who

a

anfcious

was

was

supposed to have either fled to(or been removed to Portuguese terri¬

tory, and to recover

some guns

and powder which had been sent to him

from Mazaro in exchange for oil seeds and. had been confiscated
-

Portuguese official.
the Governor

was

It is not clear if there

said to have sent

Chipatula wanted 'war
guese

iv

or

peace.'

a

It

letter
was

was

involved,

The

fighting but

feared that if the Portu¬
go

to his aid and

Company to avoid becoming

Portuguese alleged that Chipatula

-was

the tool of the

missions, and accused the Company of supplying him with arms;

T.

3.

both

J.H., 7th June, 1881, P.M. to O'Neill, 15th September,
O'Neill to Granville, 30th November, 1882,
refers to his despatches of 5 th November and 25th January, 1882,
on the threat of a Portuguese advance.
The Act of Possession
of the Machinjiri Prazo was dated 9th September, 1882, F,0.541/25*
P.M. to O'Neill, 15th September, 1882, L.B.(l).
O'Neill to Granville, 30th November, 1882, P.O. 541/25.
P.M. to

1882, L.E,(l).

2.

a

demanding to know if

did attack him the rest of the Makololo would

that it would then be diffioult for the

any

by
"

-

charges
one

were

were
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denied although it would not "be surprising if the latter

true,'*'

In September 1883 Kirk at Zanzibar

was

able to

report the conclusion of the 'imaginary war between Chipatula and
the

Portuguese,*

2

There

further alarm in April I884 when the

was a

Portuguese Governor of Quelimane appeared to be about to attack the
Makololo

following the murder of Chipa^tula.

ance

o&ly averted by the intervention of O'Neill.

'was

Four months later the

people of the Machinjiri

protest against the levying of
ulation

including,

Chironji
of the

was

This unwanted assist¬

a

tax in oil seeds

on

it was said, unborn children.

so

prazo rose

the whole

in
pop¬

The fort at

attacked where the officers in command and all but three

garrison

killed.

were

Goods worth £2,500 belonging to the

Company had been stored there during the stoppage on the fciver which
followed

Chipatula*s death}

these

The

Company*® store at Morambala

Sam

Sambani, made his

taking

a

was

either looted or burned.

also destroyed, the agent there,

after throwing away his trousers and

loin cloth in order to avoid confusion with the Portuguese,

The Customs posts
the Zambesi

trading

escape

were

were

oompany

at Shamvo and at the confluence of the Shire end
also

at the

down river with the

destroyed, and
place.

same

a

store belonging to

a

French

The successful rebellion moved

Portuguese troops retreating ahead of

it.^

Fred

Jloir had passed down river on his way home for his first leave for

six years in the middle of July;
heard of the attack

1.

2.

3.

4.

on

the

after he had reached Quelimane he

Company's stores and returned

up

river to

Mrs. J. Moir to Kiss J.
O'Neill to Granville,

Tod, n.d., May, 1883, Shepperson collecion;
18th May, 1883, encloses J. Nunes to
O'Neill, 14th May, 1883, J. Buchanan to Nunes, n.d., and F.M.
to Nunes, 3rd May, 1883, F.O. 541/25.
O'Neill to Granville
12th February, I884, F.O. 541/26.
Kirk to Granville, 16th September, 1883, encloses Nunes to Kirk,
3rd September, I883, F.O. 541/26.
O'Neill to Granville, 13th April, 1884, 25th April, I884, F.O.
84/1671*
Morrison diaries, 18th April, I884, et seq.
O'Neill to Granville, 1st September, 1884, 15th September, 1884,
F.M. to O'Neill, 27tb September, 1884, (written on board the
Steamer, Dunkeld. on his way home,) enclosed with O'Neill to

Granville, 3rd October, I884, F.O. 84/1671.
F.M. After Living¬
stone, op. cit., pp 119-126.
Morrison diaries, 17th July-15th
September, 1884.
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organise

fifteen

a

man

reached Mopea on the

Opium Factory which

-

*Volunteer Force of Foreigners' which

11th August in time to raise the seige of the
was

"being defended against several thousand

attackers "by the manager,

Robert Henderson,

a

former Lakes Company

engineer, and his Portuguese and Indian assistants.
of these people were

about
It

was

apparently saved by Moir's intervention, though

hundred of the people

one

attacking the factory

were

killed.

2

thought that if Mopea had fallen Quelimane would have been in

danger.

It

ironical that Moir's intervention which had been

was

intended for the defence of the
of the steamer traffic

ance

The lives

on

Company's property, for the mainten¬
the rivers which had

closed for most of the year owing to the Chipatula

already been

troubles, for

the defence of

a

ten miles from

Mopea, and the relief of his former employee, Hender¬

party of missionaries who

should have had the effect of preserving Portuguese influence/

son,

the extension of which to the Shire

Highlandstwas anathema to him.

Moir returned up river and made an apparently
with the people who had taken the goods from
on

whom the

taken part
the

stranded at Maruru

were

crew

L.If.S.

Company

was

dependent for wood.

amicable settlement
the Chironji store and

Morrison, who had

in the action at Mopea, and who was one of the members of

of the Lady ITyassa who were,

'very anxious to

stories told of

pop

off

a

Portuguese rule.

Portuguese rule while the

poor

according to E.C. Hore of the

few niggers',

He wrote:

3
was

moved by the

'We gain nothing hy

natives know it to be all loss to

them.

1.
2.

Morrison diaries, l"?th July - 15th September, 1884.
O'leill to Granville, 1st September, 1884, F.O. 84/1671;
Harris to Secretary, L.M.S., August, 1884, L.M.S.C.A.,

according to Harris there
Mopea of whom 100
saved

4.

3»000

men

in the attack

on

Henderson was said to have
bullet for himself and did not know whether 'to greet
were

killed.

laugh' on the arrival of the relief force, Morrison diaries,
11th August, I884.
E.C. Hore to Secretary, L.M.S., 25th August, I884, L.M.S.C.A.
/5/5/A/.
Hore probably exaggerated thogh such entries as
•Rebels close at band, had pleasant games at croquet,' (5th
August, I884) suggest that Morrison, then only 24»
have
been more excited than alarmed at the prospect of action.
Morrison diaries, 16th August, I884.
or

3.

a

were

J.

/5/5/s,
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Whether

not Moir*s intervention

or

the lives which
element in the
a

job which

ation

was

had been

saved, there

organisation of

was a

distinctly chauvinistic

exclusively foreign force to do

an

the responsibility of the Portuguese.

was

made

were

justified in terms of

was

more

complicated by

instigated by

a

rumours

that the attack

unburned.^

feared that the three thousand troops who had been
the:

on

It

was

assembled after

suppression of the rebellion might be used in an attack

Makololo;

at the

same

Mopea

leading Portuguese prazo—holder, and by a

store remained mysteriously

merchant whose

The situ¬

on

the

time Consul 0*Neill reported the arrival at

Mozambique of Serpa Pinto who
expedition towards the lake.

was

2

presumed to be about to lead

an

Attempts made during the year to com—

pell residents in the Shire Highlands to obtain residence permits
for

Mozambique, and

all

pointed to the likelihood of

an

attempt to tax John Moir's private income

the collection of transit duties

ction in July

annexation.^
was

not

The Customs post for

re-opened after its destru¬

1884 and from that date all goods imported by the Cora*

pany

had to

pay

the full Mozambique tariff.

-

vi

-

Meanwhile in Europe some attempt had been made at the
level to

clarify the situation.

higher

A projected bi—lateral Anglo-

Portuguese treaty would have guaranteed freedom of navigation
Zambesi and set the western frontier of
of the Shire and the Ruo.

1.

3.
4.

the

Mozambique at the junction

These conditions of the treaty were only

Morrison diaries, 14th August, 15th

September. Fingwe, a leader
claimed that he had been bribed by
M.D.D, Uewitt in *The Massingire
Rising of 1884,' J.A.H., Vol.II, 1970, P 87, has some useful
information from Portuguese sources on the background to the
rising but there is no evidence to support his conclusion on
the relations between the Machinjiri and the Lakes Company.
O'Meill to Grgnville, 20th September, I884, F.O. 84/1671.
A.J. Hanna, op. cit., p 126;
O'Heill to Granville, 24th January,
1885, F.O. 84/1709.
W. Swing (for A.L.C.) to Salibbury, 11th May, 1887» F.O. 84/1862.
This gives details of goods imported between September, I884,
and December, 1886.
of the Machlnjiri rebellion
Ferrao to attack the fort.

2.
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subsidiary to its primary purpose^- the recognition of Portuguese

sovereignty

on

the lower Congo, and of free trade

in the interior.
an

on

the river and

Publication of the terms of the treaty provoked

outcry from British commercial and missionary groups with inter¬

ests

on

the

and French
the

Congo, from King Leopold of the Belgians and the German
The treaty

governments.

was never

ratified, but led to

calling of the Berlin Conference,the major pre-occupation of which

was,

again, the Congo and its ♦conventional* basin which was

once

deemed to extend to the watershed of Lake Malawi but

it."*"

The

did not include

Company would have been satisfied with the terras of the

original treaty which while leaving the Malawi region
land* would at least have removed the
move

by the Portuguese into the area.

ference

it did

and of the

more

was

in

*no-man's

constant threat of

a

sudden

The proceedings of the Con¬

important negotiations which went

nothing to solve the

This

ever

2

a

on

outside

Coiapany*s problems.

spite of strenuous lobbying in Berlin itself.

Fred

Moir, Robert Latfs and William Swing, the Company's secretary, made
tx^o visits to Berlin at the

ostensible purpose was to
of

end of

bring

1884 and early in IGO5.

pressure

Their

to bear to prevent the import

spirits into the interior, their more serious motive was to press

for

some

guarantee of their position in Malawi.

with Sir Edward

They had interviews

Malet, the British ambassador in Berlin, Sir Percy

Anderson, head of the Africa Department at the Foreign Office, and
with

It

King Leopold of the Belgians and officials of his

seems

Association.^

probable that; they discussed the possibility of the region

being included in the International Association though James Stevenson
was

doubtful of support in the

Company, and the Foreign Office

was

Is,

Hammond, op. cit., pp 97-99•
Hcrtslet, Hue Map of .Africa
by Treaty. 3rd edition, London, 1909* Vol.II, no. 28, p 468,

2.

23rd February, 1886;
J. Stevenson
Granville, 3rd March, I885.
J.W, Jack, Daybreak at Livine-stonia. op. cit., p 203, 222, 270,
pp 289—90*
There is no trace in the Foreign Office records
relative to the Berlin Conference of these meetings.

The General Act of the Conference of Berlin,

A.L.C. Minutes, Prospectus,
to

3.
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also
way
to

dubious."'"

They

came away

-

with the impression that the only

to forestall the Portuguese was 'to get the British Government
assumethe protectorater of

tion from the

the district.'

2

A combined delega¬

Company, the Free Church, the Universities Mission,

and the Anti-Slavery Society met Lord Edward Fitsraaurice at the

Foreign Office in London towards the end of February to discuss this

point,^

They felt that the 'Under-Secretaries

received

as

a

result of the

meeting

a

were

favourable,' and

letter which stated that:

"Her

Majesty's Government would be glad to know the exact
position which is occupied by them with regard to the
native chiefs and in what way they propose that H.M.G.
should grant them further protection." 4

William

Ewing had already, as a result of his earlier conversations

1.

Smith to R.

G.

Laws, 10th December, 1884, telegram, quotes J.

Stevenson to VI. Swing in lirussells, 'Interview very well but doubtful of support of Company,'
See also J. Stephen to
W. Ewing, 18th. December, 1884, H. Waller to R. Laws, 16th Dec¬
2.

3.

ember, 1885, quotes H. O'Neill.
Mclagan, (Secretary, l.C.F.M.C.) to B.C. Scott, 18th February,
I885, MS 7547, reports conversations with 3. Ewing, F. Moir
and Livingstonia representatives in which he was given an
account of the proceedings at Berlin.
The deputation was arranged at shbbt notice through the influence
of John Cowan of Beeslack, Gladstone's Midlothian campaign
manager.
He wrote to Edward Hamilton, Gladstone's private
secretary, on the 14th February, 1885, requesting an interview
'because of our dread of the Portuguese we anxiously desire
the protection of our country.'
The deputation saw Lord
Edward Fitzraaurice on the 20th February, and presented a Mem¬
orial pressing for the declaration of a protectorate and praying
'H.M.G. to authorise the A.L.C. to hoist the British flag at
their stations in £bat district and that they be supported by
formal Consular jurisdiction.*
The A.L.C, were said to have
trealies and titles to land and to be 'in a position to make
provision for the maintenance of authority in that district
extending say from Blantyre and the neighbourhood northwards
to the south end of Lake Tanganyika, westward to the headwaters
of the Luangwa and eastward to the sources of the Rovuma.'
P.O.
84/1733.
Sir Percy Anderson wrote in a memorandum before the
J,

reception of this deputation that 'it is rather difficult to
say what our position is in the Nyassa district.
We have no
territorial authority there and have a Consul accredited, if
one

can

use

the term in the

of the district.'

4.

circumstances, to the native chiefs

19th February, ibid.

J. Mclagan to Dr. J. Rankin, 26th February, I885. MS 7547.
V.
Lister to Secretary Free Church F.M.C., (draft), 27th February,

1885, F.0, 84/1734.

L.M?M.,

15th March, I885.

-

in
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Berlin,suggested to the Directors of the Company that3
"The managers in Africa should he asked
of possession for the Company's land

to secure titles
and property in
Africa, and cession of rights of sovereignty over as many
of the native chiefs ad possible with a view to handing
over the said sovereign rights to the British Crown."
1

At

meeting of the Livingstonia Committee on the 15th March Ewing

a

explained the position and read the 'form of title to land which it
was

required to obtain.*

the mission should take

Dr. Laws recommended that the

Company and

joint action in order to avoid confusion in

Africa, and it was resolved that Dr. Laws should 'see that

our

agents
~

o

in Africa

got titles and to assist the A.L.C. in obtaining them*.

The Established Church and the

Blantyre Mission had not been

represented at the meeting at the Foreign Office, but this was not
owing to lack of consultation.
the

Ewing had invited them to join in

delegation but they felt bound by orders of the General Assembly

•preventing

our

mixing ourselves up xri.th questions of trade and

Cora¬

's

merce,*

They

to their

were

however impressed "by the need to get title deeds

land, consulted

a

lawyer on the subject/and sent instructions

to D.C. Scott to take appropriate
this clear because at
been

no

a

action,^'

It is important to make

later date they maintained that there had

consultation, and that the Company had acted quite independ¬

ently.

Owing to the fact that little record has survived of negotiations
which

1.
2.

3.

were

almost all verbal it is difficult to pin down the Foreign

A.L.C. Minutes, 18th February, 1885.
L.M.M., 15th March, 1885, MS 7912.
J. Molagan to D.C. Scott, 18th February, I885,
7547.
In view
of the 'danger attending possible Portuguese annexation' they
decided to recommend their Foreign Missions Committee to join
in 'memorialising* the Government.
The Committee must have
decided either to remain aloof
ision.

4.

or

was

slow in

coming to

a

dec¬

J» Mclagan to J. Matteles, W.S., 14th February, I885, asks him to
draft a title deed for Blantyre,
J. Mclagan to A. Hetherwick,
7th July, I885, ibid,, regrets that he has not yet sent title
deeds for Blantyre from Kapeni.
J. Molagan to A. Hetherwick,
4th June, 1886, MS 7548, thanks him for sending the Blantyro
title deeds.

-

Office view
"be

on

the question.

little committed

as
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evidence to form

a

as

-

It doubtless found it convenient to

possible.

There is however sufficient

The philosphy which underlay the

general view.

attitude toxrards expansion in Africa of the influential civil servants
at the

Foreign Office was that the interests of British missionaries

and traders should be protected so far as possible without direct

involvement which would be expensive and have to be justified to what
Lord

Salisbury later described

Treasury.*

the 'Gladstonian garrison of the

During the 1880*s the most favoured instrument for

achieving these objects

the chartered company through which it

was

possible to stake out

was

as

a

British claim mthout, it was hoped, the

government having to pay the bills for defence and administration.
This point can be illustrated

given to

was

a

by the serious consideration which

tentative scheme of Sir William Maclcinnon and Sir Don¬

ald Currie for the conversion of the
were

involved with Paiva
2

Company for Mosarabique,
had invested at least
as

his

worry

d*Andrada, into

an

Anglo-Portuguese Chartered

In spite of the fact that Maclcinnon, who

£6,000 in it,

no

was disposed to cut

his losses

so very

unsat¬

possible profit would compensate for the perpetual

and annoyance...*, the scheme was referred to the Colonial

Committee of the Cabinet,
"a

Anderson's opinion was that

Company under such men as Sir D. Currie and Mr. Maokinnon with a large English capital and under a charter
if one would be granted by H.M.G. and Portugal would be
quite
seems

a different thing from a Portuguese monopoly and
worthy of every encouragement." 3

Villiers Lister
a

Cbmpanha Afrioaaa, in which they

'experience of Portuguese officials...has been

isfactory that

1

agreed, adding the proviso that it should not involve

'recognition of Portuguese jurisdiction which

we

have already

refused,* and that 'the benefit of the company to British interests
would

1.

2.

3.
4.

probably be much increased by its joining with the A.L.C,

1881, Royal Biger Company, 1886,
Imperial British East Afrioa Company, 1888, and the British
South Africa Company, 1889.
Petre to Granville, 17th Decembef, 1884, F.O. 84/1669.
Minute on
by Clement Hill.
Se also Chapter III for earlier reference to
Andrada concession.
K. Mackinnon to Granville, 3rd January,
1885, F.O, 84/1731.
Anderson, minute 011 the above, January, I885.
Lister, minute on above, January, l8op.
British JTortb Borneo Company,
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The scheme was understands

hut Lister

-

hly rejected by the Colonial Committee

in favour of Maoklxmon going ahead

was

without,

charter,

a

stating in the same minute hi3 theory of the role of the Chartered

Company?
"Our

object on the Niger is to give the Niger Africa
Company as much power and as strong a position as
possible in order that it may relieve
of the
responsibilities undertaken at Berlin*
The object
of encouraging Mr, Mackinnon and Sir D. Currle to
take up the Andrada concession would be to infuse
into it a strong British element for the protection
of British interests against a Portuguese monopoly
without incurring any responsibilities,"
1

•Power without responsibility* would be a not altogether unjust

of their aspirations.

summary
Lakes

Company had been able

next few years,

There is ample evidence that if the

or

willing at this time,

or

during the

to produce the capital necessary to bad

a

oharter

the Foreign Office would have welcomed their offer and worked to ach¬
ieve it.

They would have had, of course, to settle the Portuguese

question, but if tbo capital which could be provided by 'such men*
as

Cutrle, Mackinnon, Ooldie, or later by Cecil Rhodes, had been

immediately available to the Lakes
have found

a

Company, the Foreign Office would

of the difficulty.

way out

Their ambassador in Lisbon

February I885 that the simplest solution of the

had recommended in

problem of the Scottish missions in Malawi would be to declare

Brit-

a

p

isb

protectorate rather than 'protest

was

the solution which

Rhodes'

was

on

matters of detail*.

This

eventually adopted late in I889 after

British South Africa

Company had appeared

on

the

scene

to

pay

■1

some

of the bills.
Anderson and Lister looked

candidate for

a

charter.

on

the Lakes

Company from 1885

Anderson Terete of the Company!

as a

'This is

A

another prospect
do not

1.

2.

3.
4.

seem

of

a

to be very

Chartered Co.',

and regretted that the 'A.L.C.

active and if they are to occupy such

a

position

Lister, minute, 24th January, 1085,
See also minutes by Lord
KLmberley, 14th January, I885, R.W. Herbert, 24th January, I8O5,
and E. Forster, ditto.
All in F.O. 84/1731.
Petre to Granville, 20th February, 1835, F.O. 84/1708,
See below, Chapter V.
Anderson, minute on above, 13th January, 1836, F.O. 84/1779.

-
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the
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Royal Niger Co. they should bestir

assumption

seems

should take

themselves,**

The

to have been that it was desirable that the Company

Charter since this would relieve the government of the

a

necessity of financing a protectorate in order to satisfy the demands
of the

the

missionary lobby.

It was

Company 'which is neither rich

the task* "

and that

cause
nor

for regret, therefore, that

powerful would be unequal to

'all the recent reports seem to show that the

A.L.C. is not sufficiently strong to undertake the administration of
o

the country.'J
While the Foreign Office hoped that the Company
to take

over

the

might be induced

responsibility of paying for a protectorate, the

Company itself hoped that the government could be persuaded to do the
same.

Its directors had at this time

administration}

they

were

no

ambition to take

over

the

concerned to clarify the problem of sover¬

eignty in Malawi in order to remove the uncertainty which had inhibited

investment, and they

were

anxious that the British government should

give its Hyasa Consul sufficient power to protect their commercial
interests.

The Company made no formal application for a charter,

though they did make

a

formed, application for

a

protectorate,^

They

desired the

"establishment of

a

British Protectorate in the district

extending from the lower Shire to the south end of
Lake Tanganyika under the jurisdiction of a Consul as
British resident."
5

1." ' Anderson, minute,
2.

3.
4.

5.

on Hawes to Iddsleigh, 3rd June,
Anderson, minute, 30th July, 1886, ibid,

1386,' P.O.84/1751•

Anderson, minute, 22nd January, 1886, F.O. 84/1707.
J. Stevenson to Granville, 3rd,13th March, 1885, the latter con¬
tains a formal request for a protectorate.
According to Hanna
op. cit., p 126, the Company made an application at this time
for 'authority to establish a protectorate.'
He does not give
a reference to such an application and there is no evidence
that there was an. application for this or for a charter, though
there certainly was one for a protectorate with Consular juris¬
diction to be established by the government, and the Lakes
Company expressed a willingness to help in the provision of a
police force if this were done.
J. Stevenson to Granville, 13tb March, 1885, F.O. 84/1734.
Stev¬
enson added that *A.L.C. are having formal titles presently
executed in Africa, in proof of cession of land with right of
sovereignty.
These villi be sent home as soon as completed.1

-
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James Stevenson pointed out that J
"Had there been any permanent

settlement such as the
Congo treaty would have secured, the company would
have at once taken a very different development.
Capital would have "been employed in greatly improved
means of transport and in plantations...But I may be
allowed to point out that neither on the Kile, the Congo
the Zambesi have British traders ventured in advance
of political settlement so far as the A.L.C. have ventur—
©d in the lakes district.
The caution of the company is

nor

1

.justified by the constant aggression of the Portuguese."
The assumption of a protoctorate would

'secure

a

route into Central
2

Africa which is

by

some

erson's comment

on

this is revealing:

thought not inferior to the Congo.'"

And¬

"The

explanation of the weakness of the Lakes Co. is prac¬
tically an admission of the faetj but it is pleaded
that strength will be given by capital, that capital
will follow in security, and that security can only be
attained by protection against Portuguese aggression.
This comes round to the old
British flag,'
3

This

was

the substance of the

which the Ifoirs made in Africa
pressure to

They

were

bear

on

ground, the request for the

Company's request.

during 1885

were

a

2.

3.
4.

a-

protectorate.

form approved by the Foreign Office's

international lawyers as part of a propaganda

1.

intended to bring

the British government to declare

devised in Europe in

The treaties

exercise.^

The treaties

J. Stevenson to Granville, 3rd March, 1885, P.O. 04/1734.
Encloses memorandum by Fred Moir of the same date in which he
answers criticism of the Company sent to the Foreign Office by
the Acting Consul for Byaesa, L. Goodrich, (Goodrich to Gran¬
ville, 20th December, 1884, F.O. 84/1662.)
Moir pointed out
that 'the A.L.C, have always been working under the great dis¬
advantage of insecurity,...so long as it seemed probable that
the Portuguese would soon try to annex the country, the direct¬
ors have thought it inadvisable to expend much capital in push¬
ing the enterprise...to those who have spent some years in the
country the increase of prosperity and tranquility of several
districts is very remarkable.*
J. Stevenson, 3rd March, IS85,
Anderson, minute on above, 5th March, I885.
See also Waller to Laws, 16th December, I885, Shoppereon collec¬
tion.
He quotes Consul O'lleill as saying that the treaties
made by the Company were in a form approved by 'Travers and
*Twi3a* of the Foreign Office,
Waller regretted that the For¬
eign Office 'encourage this sorb of treaty but offer no prot¬

ection, *

-
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consisted of two partsJ

(i)

a

petition to Queen Victoria requesting the declaration
of a protectorate, and

(ii)

a

treaty ceding sovereign powers to the Company in the
©vent of the Queen declining the initial petitions.
1

There could he

no

question of the second category being effective

unless the protectorate had been

only

as a

la3t ditch attempt by the Company to prevent the occupation

of the lands in

question by another power,

that the directors of the

of

a

charter at this

be able to

refused, and it could then be seen

There is

no

evidence

Company oeriouoly considered the assumption

date, though they did suggest that they might

help provide

a

police force for the support of

Ebese treaties achieved

a

certain notoriety at- the time which has

a

satiable territorial ambitions and that the administration
to be handed

unable to
of

over

to the Moirs

the heads of

as

It could reasonably be argued that
run

a

an

a

going

unreoonstituted

Company which

These fears

were

understanding of the intentions of the Company which
of secrecy

was

was

reliable transport service would be even less capable

assuming administrative powers.

aura

2

This was dur to the fear that the Company harboured in¬

persisted.

Company.

Consul.

which surrounded the treaties, and

munication both in Africa and Britain between the

based
was

a

on a

mis¬

due to the

failure of com¬

Company and the

Blantyre Mission, and between the Foreign Office and their

acting

Consul at Ilyasa.

Fundamental to these misunderstandings was the
ude of the

1.

ambivalent attit¬

Foreign Office, their hope that the Company would relieve

Printed copies of treaties,

with J. Moir to Anderson, 22nd April,

1336, F.Q. 84/1734.
2.

J,

Sfelagan to B.C. Scott, 18th February, 1885, MS 7547»
There
also no question of the Cbmpaay taking over administration
in Africa of any type without the consent of the Foreign Office.

was

3.

J. Moir mads this clear in Ms explanations to the chiefs.
J. Mc lagan to A. Hetherwick, 23rd December, 1885» MS 7547.
H.
Waller to R» Laws, 16th Deoember,1885, Sbepperson collection.
These letters describe the same meeting of B.C. Scott with the
U.K.C.A.
A, Hetherwick to ilawes, 13th March, 1886, with Hawes
to

Iddsleigh, 30th March, 1886, F.$.

attack

on

84/1751.

the Company was written after the

repudiated in Britain,

This very strong
treaties had been

-

them of
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responsibility, and the Company's hope that they could be

persuaded with the help of the treaties to declare the protectorate.
On the
a

hand Anderson implied that a 'strong' company, moaning

one

rich company,

Company;

could assume powers similar to those of the Niger

the other hand he could reply to

on

tectorate from his Consul in Malawi

a

request for

a pro¬

arguing

"the

difficulty of a protectorate which could only be
approached through the territory of another European
state to whom the protectorate would probably be dis¬
tasteful,
H.M.G, cannot at present accept the pro¬
tectorate and they cannot delegate to a Company powers
which they do not possess,"
1

At the

same

time he suggested that

considering whether he {Consul Hawes)
might not negotiate with the Makololo chiefs binding the
latter not to cede their territory to any other power

"the time is ripe for

without the assent of H,M.G»

This would form

a

barrier

against the much dreaded Portuguese advance up the Shire
Hyassa without entailing the responsibility which
would be dangerous considering the geographical position," 2
to Lake

He dismissed the

because it had
take up a

delegation of

powers

to the Company at this date

by then become clear that it had not the resources to

charter, and because it had been obliged to abandon its

treaty claims through the opposition of the other missionary bodies.
The

question of access

was a

convenient bogey which proved no imped¬

iment when the money for a chartered company was
ance

was

arrange a

the real issue.

not anxious to

1.
2.

Anderson

assume

one

Fin¬

Foreign Office would be glad to

protectorate if it could be obtained on the cheap;

were

3.

The

available.^

if they

they

had to pay.

to" Hawes, '(draft), 24th July, 1886, F.O. 84/l751«

Anderson, minute, 12th July, 1886, on Hawes to Iddsleigh, 26th
April, 1886, F.O. 84/1751.
Access to the Zambesi was made easier by the 'discovery' of the
Chinde mouth early in 1889 by D.J. Rankin, but this was only
a small factor in making possible the declaration of the pro¬
tectorate,

Consul Foot had entered the Zambesi via the Kon-

gone where he was met by the Lady Nyassa in December, 1883,
and the lower river steamer the James Stevenson was built under

the direction of Fred Moir at the

Kongone between November,
The parts of the lake steamer, the
also brought in via the Kongone mouth.

1886 and July,
Domlra.

were

I887.

It

was

-
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-
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-

important to make clear tlie objects of the Moir treaties

because there has "been

so

which have been hinted

at, and which should become clearer, they were

much confusion about them.

For reasons

repudiated before they could play the part which had been intended
for them.

Even the

invalid and

were

tions the

petitions for the protectorate

never

officially responded to.

were

With

few

excep¬

agreements made with chiefs in the area became null and

void, and their value in diplomatic terms in Europe was
Some consideration
were

a

treated as

negligible.^

must, however, be given to the way in which they

made,and to their political repercussions in Africa.
It may be said at the outset that all treaties of this kind at

this date in East Africa
had written in

suspect.

were

Consul O'Neill of Mozambique

1879 that he could have little faith in treaties made

with chiefs for the suppression of the slave trade
"when I know they may

generally be completed for a few
pounds of powder and lead, and when no material ad¬
vantages offer themselves but on the contrary self
interest points to their evasion without risk,"
2

Similar
made

objections could be made to the type of treaties which

were

by the Moirs and by Harry Johnston and John Buchanan in Malawi

in the 1880's.

W.P. Johnson

was

amused that Buchanan had asked to

translate into Yao for the benefit of the chief

lakanjira

a

sentence

including the words, 'there will be strained relations with the

Foreign
son

Office*.^

with the

Tills was

a

comparatively

explanation of the terms of

Harry Johnston

was

a

later to heap sarcastic

easy

matter by compari¬

fully fledged treaty.
scorn on

the loir treaties

but they differed very little from those he distributed himself, 3ome
1.

The treaties made with the north end chiefs at

Karonga, and Iwaya

repudiated by the signatories and were the basis
of the B.S.C. Company's North Nyasa estato.
Nor were the

were

never

treaties made with the Stevenson road chiefs, nor those made
with Mwase Kasungu, which formed the basis of mineral claims

2.

3.

eventually transferred to the B.S.I. Company.
H.H. Johnston,
Report on Land Settlement, 13th October, 1893, F.0, 2/55.
O'Neill to Salisbury, 13th December, 1879> F.0. 541/48.
W.P. Johnson, lv African Seminisoences. op. oit. p 149-

-

of which were,
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ironically, interpreted and witnessed by John

The greatest difficulty was to explain that the
treaties could not
enemies of the

the way in which

Makololo,

petitions and

give immediate protection against the particular

signatories and that it was necessary to wait for the

which would

answer

Hair.*

come

from Britain.

John Moir gave an account of

he had attempted to explain the situation to the

He told Masea that

"The Queen might decline to grant the Petition, "because
of her already enormous territories, and because the

Portuguese held the gates to the interior, but that in
that case, we ourselves would endeavour to give them the
same advantagesj
that it would be illegal for us to do
so without the permission of our Government, but that I
would go to England, and if the Queen herself would not
consent to become general Sovereign of the district
would try to make some other satisfactory arrangement
with out Government."
Moir spent four days

with Ramakukan before that chief signed the first

of two treaties which
had

2

were

made with him.

During this time they

frequent conversations on the subject.

itions from Yao chiefs in the Shire

The treaties and pet¬

Highlands

signed at

were

a

meet¬

ing of headmen at Mandala in August 1885, the same explanation being

given,^

Fred Morrison accompanied Moir on his visits to the various

lake chiefs who
efforts

people

were

on

signed treaties?

it is clear from his account that

made to explain the terms to them.

To

a group

of

the east coast who asked for help against the Songea Mgoni,

they replied that they could do nothing Hill our Queen give you her
answer

whether she will have your country or not.*

signing of the treaties by two headmen
arbitration in
a

a

was

clearly

more

was rather a hard job getting him to understand
how to make the mark of his name,*
7

Salisbury, 26th August, I889, F.O.
Report
F.O.

5.
6.
7.

cruid pro cruo for

interesting to the signatory than

1.E.g. treaty with Katunga, 14th August,

3.
4.

a

explanation of the termsOf another Morrison commented!
"It

2.

made

At Karonga the

dispute with their chiefs, and on another occasion

present of cloth

the

was

5

on

I889, with Johnston to

84/l96§.

treaties with J.H. to Anderson, 22nd April,

84/1784.

Ibid,
Ibid.
Morrison diaries, 21ot July, 1885.
Ibid., 18th July, I885.
Ibid.

1886,
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Nevertheless the treaties with the

Tonga were clearly explained to

public meetings with the help of the mission, and tho same was true
of the

Ngoni.

1

When it is remembered that John Buchanan, had to

make the mark himself
the protectorate was

on

one

of his

I889 Maltololo treaties,

on

which

based, owing to the alleged 'superstitious

fear* of the chief which inhibited him from putting pen to paper,
there does not appear
2
Moir'e treaties.

It

to be anything especially fraudulent about

must, however, be admitted that in convolving the idea of the

treaties

as

a

method of

influencing the Foreign Office in London,

apparently on their recommendation, little if any thought was given
to the

political repercussions in Africa of treaty negotiations of

sort.^

this

Horace Mailer reasonably deprecated:

"'Treaties* with such natives as could not...understand
what they are, and pointed out that they naturally

anticipated protection from their enemies,if they
signed themselves away to the organisers of a prot¬
ectorate."
For

reasons

which should be clear from the earlier part of this chapter

C ompany was

the

4

only in

a

position to make treaties with the weaker

peoples along the route which it followed.
nor

the Jumbe

were

in much need of

Neither Mponda, Makanjira

'protection.*

It

difficult to convince the smaller Yao of the Shire

they

were

was

not so

Highlands that

in need of protection from the Mgoni, or the

Tonga, the

Ngonde, the Hyafcuoa and some of the groups on the Stevenson road that
they would benefit.The bulk of treaties were rndde with the almost
defenceless.

1.

The distinction for them between

petition sont 'over

a

Bandawe

2.

Journal, July to August, 1885» MS 7911? W. Elraslie to
Laws, 1st September, 12th October, 1885, Shepperson collection.
J. Buchanan to Salisbury, 25th September, 1.389, F.0» 84/1889#

3.

J» loir also witnessed the treaty.
J.A. Smith to R, Laws, 14th Deoember,

1885, Shepperson collection,

•The good people who arc at the bottom of
little know I am afrMd what it means.*

4.
5.

this treaty business

H. Waller to R. Laws, 16th December, 1885, ibid.
For a list of most of tho treaties see Report by J.H. with J.M.
to Anderson 22nd

April, 1886, F.O.

84/1784.
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1

the sea* for

answer,

an

their immediate

and

a

—

treaty guaranteeing protection against

eneaeies;was academic.

of treaties with

Following the negotiation

Tongs chiefs at Bandawe and Chinteche these demanded

assistance against the Ngoni saying that they were no longer

hut

'aManftala*, the people of the Company*

They

were

*afonga*

not pleased

by the mission's restatement of the situation* that they had asked
the Queen for

protection* and failing her Blaa&ala, hut that they

must wait for

an

It

answer.

said that 5

was

"lost ridiculous stories are "being circulated about war
medicine that is "being secretly distributed over the

country by the white man in order to kill the Angoni
when they come to fight."
2
The Makololo were the

treaties.

They

uctions of
guese

wore

only powerful chiefs who signed the

motivated partly by their memory of the instr¬

Livingstone* but

more

forcefully by their fear of Portu¬

©sponsion, and by their knowledge, accpoired from John Moir, that

•a large

Portuguese expedition had left the Mozambique coast for the
Ramakukan

interior,*

was

said to acknowledge that

King (of Portugal) in Europe* though he
afr&ed of the Governor of Queliraane.M 3

"he feared the
was

The

not

Portuguese posed

a

real threat to the security of the missions

and the Company at this time}
reached the lake late in
under

Makanjird,^

lands, the
pany

move

part of Major Serpa Pinto*a expedition

1885 and concluded

a

treaty with

a

headman

Although this party had by-passed the Shire High¬

towards the lake was especially worrying to the Com¬

and the Livingstonia Mission.

Through the mediation of Br. William Scott, at Bandawe, and of
Dr. Elmsli© at

Mbelwa*s, the Company

came very

close to getting the

petitions and treaties signed by this section of the northern Hgoni.
1,

Morrison diaries, 23rd

October, 1835, Morrison was speaking to
deputation who asked about the result of their appeal to
Queen Victoria at Ruarwe.

a

2,

3.
4.

Journal, 12th October, 1885, MS 7912.
the treaties by J.M., op. cit,
Hawes to F.O., 13th
February, 1886, 28th February, 1886,
E« Axelson, Portugal and the Scramble for Africa. Johannesburg,
1967, PP 169-70.
Bandawe

Report

on

It

was

thought tactically wise to announce the possibility of the

protectorate to the Hgoni before telling the Tonga, since no diffic¬

ulty was anticipated in getting the Tonga to sign, but great appre¬
hension

felt at the likely reaction of the ffgoni to the news that

was

treaties had been signed
and former ^slaves,'

without their knowledge with their enemies

The initial response of

Mbelwa, and of his

council, including his general Hgonomo, was favourable.

Good hopes

were

entertained of their signing the treaties though it was feared

that

'something

more

1

propensities.*

will be necessary to restrain their warlike

The fact that there

to

sign was in part

in

a

state which

was

some

of whom had

already had

p
to the north."

treaties

was

a

was

this initial willingness

reflection of the weakness of the true Ilgoni

becoming increasingly doMnated by the Tunbuka,
a

successful rebellion and moved

The fact that they

away

did not in the end sign the

attributed to the poor impression created by the repres¬

entatives of the Company who were sent to do the final negotiation.
John Moir had

by this time left the lake and

was on

his

way

back to

Britain with the first batch of treaties, and Fred Moir was detained

Elmsli© claimed that he had found it impossible to con¬

at Mandala.
vince the
same

Ngoni that the Company employees in question were of the

tigibe

Sabbath.

as

the missionaries owing to their lack of respect for the

Elmslie commented that

one

of them

"was...of the

Fenwick kind who believes himself equal to
or one hundred natives but whom a small
boy can despatch as in Fenwick's case." 3
ten whitemen

Owing to the eventual repudiation of the treaties by the Company the
non-signing of thorn by Ifbclwa's Kgoni had no lasting significance
though it could clearly have endangered the mission's always delicate
position poised between them and the Tonga.

-

vlii

—

Because of the impossibility of

1."
2.

3.

E^mslie

maintaining the distinction

to Laws, 1st September, 1385, Shepperson collection.
Ibid., and T.C. Young, History of the Tuabuka. op. cit., pp 66,
118-122; W. Elmslie, Among the Wild Ugoni. op. cit., p 93.
The Tonga rebellion took place in about 1075 and the Henga re¬
bellion circa 1879*
Elmslxe to Laws, 1st September, 1885, Shepperson collection.
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"between the request for

-

protection and the guarantee of protection,

the

concept of the petitions and the treaties

was

likely to involve the Company in claims for defence which it

could not meet.
and

was

dangerous as it

Supposing that the petitions had "been presented

declined, the Company would presumably have sought

second

as a

best from its point of view a charter and would have attempted to
find financial

backing &r it.

John loir had made clear to the

Makololc that tboy could not do anything for their defence without
the consent of the

Queen.^

the situation in Africa

was

It

was

probably fortunate

concerned that the treaties

so

far as

were

repudi¬

ated, since the chances of the Company being able to meet the oblig¬
ations to which it

might have seemed to be committed were remote.

On the other hand if the petitions and

treaties

are seen

in the

European context in wbioh they were devised, it could be argued that
it

wa8

unfortunate that they were

repudiated before they had been

presented, thus allowing the Foreign Office to avoid

a

decision on

the status of the missions in Malawi.
Their

repudiation

was

due partly to the animosity towards the

Company of Lawrence Goodrich, who became acting Consul on Foot * s

death, and partly to the hostility of the Blantyre fftission who dis¬
trusted what

they considered to be the ambitions of the Company, and

who felt that its involvement with administration would be
to their

missionary work

as

they claimed that

no

damaging

distinction was made
2

by the people between mission and Company employees.*
Goodrich, is

a

somewhat shadowy figure.

he would not become Consul

Mrs. J. Moir hoped that

as

"he does n*t sympathise with missions, says his first
work would be to put up cross trees for whipping

posts;

also stocks...and
3

a

prison to he kept by the

Zanaibari boys.'5
1.
2.

J. Moir, Report on the treaties, op, oit.
H, Waller to Laws, 16th December, 1885, quoting

3.

Shepperson collection.
A. HetherMok to Hawes, 17th March,
1886, in Hawes to Salisbury, 30th March, 1886, F.O. 84/1671.
Mrs. J. Moir to Miss J. Tod, n.d., after August, I884, E.U.L.

D.C. Scott,
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Sir Percy Anderson

regretted that

"he had not

got on with the
with the missions,

worse

of him."

Lakes Co.'a people and still
the U,M„ complain grievously

1

Owing to the Foreign Office not having told him that the Company

was

collecting petitions and treaties, and owing to the secrecy of John
loir

on

the

subject, he got the impression that Moir bad been making

treaties in the
sent.

2

This

name

was

of Her

Majesty*a Government and without her

not the casef

con-

but he felt it his duty to tell the

Makololo

chiefs, when they inquired

had been

acting entirely without authority and that if they wanted

to petition the Queen

on

the subject, that John loir

they should do so through him."

It was not

surprising in the circumstances that the chiefs in question should
then feel some

indignation and repudiate the treaties, the complicated

terms of which they were

unlikely to have grasped completely.

The

Makololo repeated their repudiation of the treaties to Consul Hawes
who replaced Goodrich in November

that he had been prejudiced

Goodrich,

5

1885.^

After Hawes had admitted

against the Company and the treaties by

and had come to the conclusion that

tectorate, or failing that protection from
was

necessary

treaties

were

and the Shire

a

a

request for

a pro¬

reconstituted Company,

in order to guard against Portuguese expansion, the
temporarily revived and re-aoknowledged by the Makololo
Highlands lao in larch 1886.

(5

The Makololo said thaft

they would not * submit to be under the authority of the present man¬
agers or

of the

servants of the Company* but they would accept the authority

Company if

power was

delegated to it by Her Majesty's Govem-

7

raent.

1.

' Anderson, minute, 20th October, 1D$5» P.O. u4/1702.

H. Scott
Laws, 13th October, 1885» Shepperson collection.
Goodrich's
♦antipathy to the Company overbalances any good points he has.*
He was said to be doing all in Ms power to make people believe

to

2.

that the Iwase treaties were a hoax.
Goodrich to Salisbury, 2th August, 1885, 29th August, encloses
J.M. to Goodrich, 27th August, I885, P.O. 84/1702.
loir stated
that he had

given the Makololo no cause to tMnk that he had
authority of

been acting under the

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Ibid.

1885» F*0, 84/1702.
Hawes to Rosebery, 25th, 26th April, 1886, P.O. 84/1751♦
Hawes to Salisbury, 1st December,
Ibid.

Ibid.
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By this time the treaties
otherwise I *

1

owing to the

news

~

were

'beyond treatment medical or

of their initial repudiation "by the

Makololo having reached Europe, and to the heavy fire to which they
had "been

subjected by the representatives of the Blantyre Mission,

especially B.C. Scott, who
of the

was on

Blantyre missionaries

were

leave in Britain.
based

on

The objections

both general and particular

On the death of Consul Foot, and in tho absence of Good¬

grounds.

rich, D.C. Scott had commented
"away from

on

the taking

(of) the closer pressing politic Which caused

us

much trial.
We shall not, I trust, ever see them
as near to us again, however necessary it was that we
should learn the lesson so rauoh emphasised by their close

us

so

contact...although we can hardly expect to have the Shire
Highlands hedged in like a private garden, we may dis¬
courage as long as we can the introduction of elements
hostile to religion and to the real good of the natives."
Scott felt that these

objections applied

e\Ten more

forcefully to the

Company under the direction of the ffoirs in whom he had

no

confidence.

Waller, after hearing him speak, felt that he was somewhat

Horace

hard

2

on

the

Company

"instituted as it is and retaining at its head men like the
loirs and in its heart the aspirations of men like John
Cowan and John Stephen and a host of others..."
3
It
the

was

unfortunate that the Established Church had held aloof from

meetings which preceded the collection of the treaties and that

they do"not
was

a

seem

to have appreciated their true purpose.

division in the pressure group

The result

which made it impossible for the

missions to speak to the Foreign Office with one voioe.

This was

1.
2.

H. Waller to R. Laws, 22nd March, 1886, Shepperson collection.
B.C. Scott to W. Robertson, 5th January, 1085» E.B.L.

3.

Waller to Laws,

16th December, 1885, Shepperson collection.

Waller referred to Scott's

having spoken to

a

meeting of the

U.M.C.A. *in the very highest tone of spirituality,' and add¬
ed that he had himself feared to step 'on such a sacred ground.
Scott seems to have thought it possible to maintain a virtual
theocracy in the Shire Highlands,
This was somewhat impract¬
icable and he soon became conscious of the danger of the Port¬
uguese}
e.g. B.C. Scott to Robertson, 20th February, 1888,

11th July,

1888, 19th October, 1888, September, 1889.

It was
Company's
charter being extended to include the ITyasa district that he
began to appreciate that the Lakes Company might have some ad¬
vantages.
Scott to Robertson, 17th March, 18th August, 1890,
not until the threat of the British South Afrioa

E.U.L,
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to

-

part a reflection of ecclesiastical rivalries to Scotland*

was

X

It

unfortunate, too, that John Moir had provided a particular ground
part of the Blantyr© end Universities* Missions

for concern on the

by including in

a

treaty with Romakukan

Company1*3 sovereignty
to levy a

toll

on

over

the Katanga*s

clause recognising the

-

Ilatop© road, and its right

It is raoot improbable that ho had intended

it.

this to be the basic of
The consequence was
of the Company and

a

a

monopoly, but it did

that

a

2

cause alarm.*

combined mooting of representatives

the Idvihgstonia and Blantyr© 'lis:'ions, the

Universities* Mission and the Buchanan brothers

on

2nd February,

1086

•2

agreed that the treaties should bo hold to be * inoperative*

The

copies of the treaties did not reach the Foreign Office until April
1886 when there

was no

Sho directors of the

question of action being taken on

thorn.^

Company had already told their shareholders that

they
"had hoped that the government might be induced to take
the responsibility of administering the country, and
the necessary treaties wore mode between the Company
and the Motive Chiefs..* "but sow.••*it seems hopeless
to

expect the establishment of

Sir Percy Anderson noted that

a

British protectorate,**

there had been requests for

orate but that the interests involved were not
wthe traders doubt their

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

own

power over

a

5

protect¬

agreed as

the natives;

fVq., 6th Jantiary, 18M,' ose'looes' B.C. Scott' to
1-IoHartrie, 22nd Beoembor, 1885, P.0.84/1779. J. ilcuurtrie to
Anderson, 5th February, 1806, Br. J. Rankin to Sir B. Carrie,
forwarded to Salisbury, P.0,84/1781,
Anderson, minute, 15th_
February, 1886, *TfaiQ confirms the split between the mission¬
aries and traders.*
Anderson, minute, 27th February, 1886, he
had hoard of efforts by the U,"!.C,A, to heal the quarrel botwcoa the Blaatyre Mission and the Lakes Company.
Doclosiastloal divisions in Scotland wore referred to by H. Mailer to R.
Laws, 23rd January, 1886, Shepporoon collection.
Stressing
the need for unity of action he said*
*2 know in Scotland ypi
live in -unhappy times with regard to Church matters, *
Treaty number I with J.M,*s Report on treaties, op. oit. II. Hol¬
ler to R. Laws, 22nd March, 1686, Shppporooa collection, and
H. Bailer to A.L.C., 20th February, 1806, (copy),
A.L.C. Minutes, 2nd February, 1886,
w. Ewing, (A.L.C.) to Sal¬
isbury, 5th February, 1886, and Anderoon minute, 9th February,
1886, F.O, 84/1781.
J# Mel&gan to
Fwing, 10th February,
15th February, 1886, MS 7548,
J. Moir to Anderson, 20th April, 22nd April, 34th April, 1886,
r.O.04/1784.
J. Moir was at the Foreign Office on the 10th
February, 1886,
J, McTartrie to

A.L.C, Minutes, Prospectus, 23rd February, 1886.
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the missionaries dislike the idea of "being ruled
"by the traders; and unless something unforeseen
occurs the question must be left in abeyance for
the moment „M
The

1

'unforeseen event* which Anderson contemplated proved to

be the outbreak of the Arab War at the north end of Lake Malawi
over

eighteen months later.

just

In the meanwhile the Foreign Office

attempted to obtain through their ambassador at Lisbon some sort of
guarantee of the position of the missions, and the revival of the
transit duties which had

lapsed after the Machinjlri war.

2

The

Company's secretary in Glasgow, William Ewing, who Anderson saw

frequently and described
tinued to be the
group

prime

as

mover

*aa honest and reasonable man,*

3

con¬

in the organisation of the pressure

which, after the demise of the Moir treaties, had more co¬

operation from the Established

Church.^

ersities' Hission representing

all the groups, saw Lord Salisbury in

March

180-7 to request the declaration of

A delegation of the Univ¬

a

protectorate but came away

1,
2,

Anderson Memorandum, February, 1886, Confidential Print, 5193.
There was another threat of a Portuguese advance against the
Makololo following the murder of Hinkelman, an Austrian trader,
and of a Portuguese trader in November, 1886.
See Axelson,

3.

Anderson minutes, 1st February, 7th February,

op.

Hanna, op. cit.,

p

68.

I887, P.O. 84/1751.
reports a meeting of himself, Lister, J. Moir, W» Ewing,
and Petre, the ambassador in Lisbon.
At this meeting Moir
and Swing were warned 'against the suicidal folly of getting
up meetings or deputations which -would excite the vanity or
the hostility of the Portuguese,
'They appeared to be convince
but have not been able to ajmiet the ardour of the men of Edinboro.'
Lister, minute, 14th February, 1887, on letter from
the Lord Provost of Edinburgh.
Moir and Ewing apologised in
advance for 'the strength of expression against Portugal* at
a meeting reported in that day's paper, Moir and Ewing to
Salisbury, 10th February, I887, P.O. 84/1858.
There had been
public meetings in Edinburgh and Glasgow under the aegis of the
three main churches and the Scottish Geographical Society.
See J.W, Jack, op, cit., p 291.
J. Molagan to Hctherwick, 24th November, 1886, MS 7548;
A.L.C.
Minutes, 21ot September, 26th November, end 13th December, 1886
the latter was a meeting of all the mission interests called
by the A.L.C, to organise a Memorial on the Portuguese position
He

4.

cit., pp 168-9?
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almost ompty
and in

-

handed, as was to be expected,

August 1837 the Hoirs came

up

1

Ho

progress was

made

with the despairing suggestion

that the Company should attempt to acquire from the Portuguese the

Maohinjiri praso, which was

a

tax farm, but control of which would

possibly prevent the Portuguese moving further

up

river.

This

suggestion was not taken very seriously by the directors, but it may
be taken

as

an

example of the fertility of the loirs' imagination.

The promoters of the
about the

future, showed

2

Company, in spite of the lack of certainty
some

oonfidenoe.

Between March 1886 and

August 1887 they raised £18,000 in capital some of which was used
for the construction of the

now

stem—wheel steamer capable of carry¬

ing thirty tons of cargo on the Zambesi and the Shire.
struction

1887.

was

begun during 1886 and it

An order for
This chapter

the

a new

came

Its

con¬

into service in August

lake steamer was also made.

began with the consideration of the relations of

Company with the people, both individuals and groups, with whom

it had to deal in its sphere of operation.

Inevitably the focus

changed from Africa to Europe and to brief consideration of the dip¬
lomatic background.
of these two
was

It has been difficult to unravel the interaction

spheres, and to show how one influenced the other,

It

equally difficult for contemporaries, and the history of the

abortive Moir treaties shows how

a

scheme which

originated in Europe

came

to

1.

Report by Waller and Penney of U.M.C.A, on meeting -with Salisbur.
2nd March, 1887.
Salisbury said that there could be no ques¬
tion of a protectorate owing to the problems of access which
were, he claimed, even greater than those involved in the Emin
Relief Expedition.
He pointed out that negotiatiohs with
Portugal were more difficult than those with greater powers
owing to her inflated pride.
He said that he would consider
the declaration of a British sphere of influence, asked for
a statement of the geographical position and assured the dep¬
utation that he had *a strong dosire to help the missions, if
possible.'
See also the printed Memorial from Waller and
Penney to Saleibury, 9th March, I887, and Waller's pamphlet,
The Title Deeds to ITvassa-Land.
MS 7873.
A.B.C. Minutes, 1st September, 1887.
J. Moir to Salisbury, 9th May, 1887, P.O. 84/1062.
Ho asks
about transit duties and reports that be is about to leave for
Africa.
Since his arrival in Brit in in January, 1886 he has
he says, nearly doubled the 'strength and efficiency* of the
Company.
See also, J. Stevenson,to Salisbury, 31st January,
1887, P.O. 84/1857.

2.

3.

nothing because of

a

series of failures in communication in

-
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both spheres.
The promoters
the

and managers of the African Lakes Company, and of

Livingston!a Mission were concerned at this time with two related

problems:

assumption of

British protectorate would, it was hoped, solve both

a

Of the two problems it was that of sovereignty

of those.

seemed to be the most

and it was dependent

existence, but in spite of

some

that the economic benefits which it
there would be

a

concerted

move

thorn for its

con¬

introduced made it unlikely

to stop

its activities.

that

There was

Portuguese annexation.

monopolies and attempted monopolies did not bode well

for the future of the

isation,

on

dangerous incidents it soemed

little certainty of survival in the event of
Their record of

which

The Company was vulnerable to inter¬

pressing.

ference from local powers,
tinued

The

that of administration, and that of sovereignty.

or as a

Gbmpany under their rule

missionary body.

as a

commercial

organ¬

It was fear of the Portuguese,

rather than fear of the political forces

operating in Malawi that made

the searob for the security of a protectorate most urgent.
So it came a3

a

shock that the Crisis which

final resolution of the

to

cause

the

Company*s position occurred not on the Shire,

but at the north end of the

at Karonga.

was

1eke, at the foot of the Stevenson road,

CHAPTER Y

War and Amalgamation

The
never

origins of what

"been

came

-

1687-1693.

to "be known as the * Arab War* have

satisfactorily explained.

Most commentators have sug¬

gested that the underlying cause was commercial rivalry between the
Arabs who settled at the north end of Lake Malawi

during the early

1880*3 and the African Lakes Company who established a station at

Karonga

as

It can,

according to this view, be seen as

the base of the Stevenson road in the same period,

between the exponents of

'legitimate* and 'illegitimate*

Attractive though this theory is,
of the

commerce.

it can not explain the outbreak

It is true that the European

war.

straight-forward clash

a

participants, and their

supporters in Britain, came to think of the war as a 'orusado* in
which

one

side was the

representative of good and the other of evil,
/

but there is

nothing so clear-cut about the bae'eground.

ationship which
1880*3

was

not

grow up
one

between the contestants in the

of commercial rivalry

but

one

The rel¬
course

of the

of partnership which

proved extremely profitable to the Company and which was presumably
also

advantageous to the Arabs themselves.
The north end of Lake Malawi had been visited

Robert Laws
voyage

their

on

by E.D. Young and

circumnavigation of the lake in 1875.

On this

they located and bought land at the Karabwe lagoon which was

thought to be

a

suitable site for

a

harbour.

?

The chief there,

Karonga, welcomed Br. James Stewart and his party on their visit in

1877* .giving them presents of food and
Rhodes
was

1,

2,

3,

was

a

small tusk.

Herbert

the first European to build a house in the vicinity;

reported to have established the 'nucleus of

a

ho

trading station*

E.g. R. Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa. London,
London, 1952, p 114; M. Perharo, Lnr-ard. The Years of Adventure.
London, 1956, P 96.
J. loir to A. Cunningham, Secretary to the B.C.A, Administration,
notes on the history of Karonga, 8t,b Movember, 1898, L.B. (3).
Br. J. Stewart to Br. A. Duff, 20tb October, 1877? Salisbury.
-
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there

early in 1879*

-

He used it

as a

base for his assault on the

untapped supplies of elephants and ivory in the marshes to the
north of the

Consul Elton had

Songwe.

hundred elephants there on his visit*

2

seen a

herd of over three

John Iloir and Janes Stewart,

9

C.E. established

1879*

a

station for the Company at Karonga in October

John Moir bought land there, but on account of the closing

of the Kaxnbwe

lagoon by silt he moved in December to the Mbasbi river

at the far north end which provided at
He

bought land and built

seasons

as

place has

up

an

excellent harbour.

house which was used in the next two

a

the base for the

Company's hunting operations.

This

to be known as Mwaya, the name is said to bo a cor¬

come

ruption of 'loir.
*skita

that time

Jfoyo.*^

Fred Moir

was

known there from

early date

an

as

After James Stewart, C.E. had been forced to give

the Songwe route for the Stevenson road at the end of 1881 he

moved his base south to

Tfarohga where he built 'a large house with
i

an

enclosed verandah'

Company's store.'

1882 Karonga became the headquarters of the Company at

From early in
the north end,
til

which became the nucleus of the

though there

was no

permanent agent settled there un¬

1884.
The

pre-existing political situation is obscure.

The first

visitors to the north end did not discriminate between the peoples
who have

cone

to be known

ferred to both

as

the

as

the

'Chungus',

Hgonde and the Nyakusa}
a name

paramount chief of the Kgonde, the
was

made between the

were

which was derived from the

ISyungu.

6

Later

'Wankonde* and the 'Mwamba*

or

on a

distinction

'Sankilis' who

thought to be separated by the river Songwe, which eventually

became the
ence,

they re¬

boundary between the British and German spheres of influ¬

and consequently betxreen Malawi end Tanzania.

There could be

1.

Diary of J. funn, gardener at Livingstonia, 4th April, "JVa August
1879» press cuttings from The Northern Ensign. Kick, in IS

2.

F.J.

J906.

Elton, The Lakes and Mountains of Eastern and Central Africa
cit., p 319,
J. Moir to A, Cunningham, 8th November, 1898, L.B.(3).
Dr. J, Stewart to Dr. A. Duff, 20th October, 1877, Salisbury;
R. Laws, Diary, 22nd October, 1877, E.U.L.
James Stewart, C.B., to Dr. James Stewart, 1st July, 1882,
Salsibury.
F.J. Elton, op. cit., p 324,
It seems likely that Elton visited
only the llyakuaa and not the Ng®nde.
op,

3.
4.

5.

6.
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little distinction between the two groups on the grounds of language

culture, as they were much inter-married and related.

or

It is

probable, though, that the Songwe marked the northern boundary of
the

sovereignty of the Kyungu.

acknowledged paramount though there were

the river there

was

three

chiefs,*"

important

formed
of

a

no

The so-called Elephant Marsh may have

barrier between the two groups;

Nyalcusa

sees

the largest concentrations

to have lived at the head of the lake and in the hills

behind rising towards
the

Among the Hyakusa to the north of,

Tukuyu,

It was,however, those who lived in

plains near the lake with whom the Company was most concerned.
♦Arabs* began to arrive in this vicinity almost simultaneously

with the Company.

They were attracted to the

area

by the abundant

supply of ivory, "by the possibilities of acquiring slaves which
were

presented by local feuds, and by the strategic importance of

the lake

crossing from Deep Bay to the east side which

at this time.

was

opened up

This crossing, which shortened the route from the

Senga country and the south end of Lake Tanganyika to K&lwa and Zan¬

zibar, was made possible by arrangements which appear to have been
made with the Songea

ITgoni

or

Owaagwara as they were known,

These

people who had been the scourge of most of the population of the east
coast of the lake
to have become

raiding as far south as the Shire Highlands seem

more

their cousins under

settled during the early

Tfbolwa,

evidence of Arabs at the north end until
at the Mbashi in

pany *s

he found the
ion dispute

X.

villages

no-one came

burnt.^'

2

There is

a

written

Wb® he reached the Com¬

out to greet the steamer and

There had apparently been

following the death of

no

enter

1881 when Fred Moir met

August of that year.

house there in July

like

were,

Cliikusi, and Kpeseni, beginning to

into diplomatic and commercial relationships.

some

1880*s and

chief, Malaseka.

a success¬

Two other

E.g. F. Moir to father, 14th August, i860, L.B.(l);
see also
F.B. Lugard, 'The fight against the slave traders on Hyassa,*
The Contemporary Review. fol.LVI, September, 1889, P 334, on
distinction between the Hgonde and the Hyakusa and on the re¬
cent political history of the Ngonde.

2.

3,

E.g. J. Buchanan to Salisbury, 14th March, 1888, F.O.
F. loir to father, 29th July, 1881, L.B.(l),

84/1883.
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chiefs, Mwakyuaa and Hanjawarra had called in
them with their guns

against

a

Arabs to help

third chief, Massewa,

evidence that the Arabs had obtained slaves
assistance.

some

as

a

There was

result of their

Fred Moir wrote!

"The Arabs have

kept very much out of my way, tho * I
sought to avoid a meeting.
One day they
met us on the road with several small tusks they
said they wanted to sell, as we were far from here
they said they would come some other time.
They
have not come since.
They have also been very care¬
ful to keep slaves away from here,
(Moir had seen
only one woman who had escaped in a goree stick.)
% boys on a road where they were not expected came
on a gang of slaves bound southwards in gorees - it
13 most aggravating to know that people, some of whom
have formerly welcomed us to their villages..,.are at the
present moment being driven away south in slave sticks."
have not

1

Moir felt that if he had arrived at the north end two months earlier
the

war

could have been avoided 'for this year at

"And when

came

we

the dosen

or

least.'

I would have undertaken to frighten out
two Arabs who wore here, probably without

but if there was a possibility of armed
might have had to use our guns.
X hear
today that they have all cleared out but I can not soy
firing a gun,
resistence we

if it is really the
It is
in

an

case."

probable that the

2

same group

of Arabs had been involved

Moir passed the burnt out remains of a village

Ngonde war,

■j

which
was

1hey had occupied north of Karonga;

said to have been killed by

Kyungu

nor

of all the people;

able to establish themselves in the

weakness of the
was

Arabs in this

Myungu.

implicated in

not clear,

year.^

Neither this

his successor, Mwabalambo, appears to have been able to

command the support
were

and the Kyungu, Mwafonga,

the ease with -which the Arabs
area was

attributed to the

Mlosi, the leader of this group of Arabs,

some way

in this dispute but his precise role is

He was able to persuade the Ugonde to allow him to

settle at Mpata about twelve

miles west of Karonga on the way to

2.

Moir, 14th August, 1881, L.B,(1).
Ibid., P.M. wrote 'two years earlier,' in the context he must

3.
4.

P.M., address illegible, 27th August, 1881, L.B.(l),
G» Wilson, The Constitution of Ifeonde. op. cit., p 67.

1.

F. Moir to Miss S.

have intended to write

'months,'
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He must have settled there between 1801 and 1883.

Tanganyika.
bad

from the Senga
1

come

-

He

Arabs to whom he continued to owe some

allegiance.

The situation

was

made

more

complicated by the settlement at

Kaporo, about fifteen miles north of Karonga, at approximately the
same

time of

a

His followers

group
were

of Henga people under the leadership of Kanyole.

Tumbuka speaking people who had been subjected

and partially assimilated
ful

by Mbelwa's Hgoni,

Following the success¬

Tonga revolt of about 1875 the true JTgoni began to fear that the

Tmabuka people might also rebell.

Mbelwa, who took

a

Mtwalo, the brother and rival of

consistently hard lino

on

military and diplomatic

questions, proposed that in order to prevent such
to consolidate the position of the

an occurrence

and

ITgoni, the mature Tumbuka speak¬

ing Henga and Hkamanga should be killed leaving the children and
youths to be brought up as true Hgoni.
this

plan

was

the Henga
guns

On hearing the news that

about to be put into practice there

was a

rebellion in

Mbelwa called in Mwase from Kasungu with his

valley.

to help him put the rebellion down but Kanyole and some of his

followers managed to escape. "
John Moir
bad been

was
a

This was in 1879 at the time that

travelling west towards the Luangwa.

commander in the

ITgoni

Kanyole, who

army,, and whose men were at least

partially trained in the regimental system, moved north where he was
called in to help Massewa against his rivals among the Hyalcusa.
was

allowed,

or

chose, to settle at Kaporo from where he oontinued

to make raids to the north

allowed to settle

as

a

were

refugee and bad been

favour, thus making more pointed his later

treachery, but it is probable that tbey
They

were

in

may

end Arabs and the

1.
2.

3.

position to argue

have been part of the explanation

for their reception of these otherwise unwelcome
no

no

said to have tried to persuade the Arabs to act

against him, and his presence

There is

Hgonde sources

especially for cattle.

stress that he had come to their country as a

with him.

He

guests.

3

evidence of commercial contact between the north

Company until July 1883 when James Stewart, C.E.

cit*, pp 06-705
November, 1898 r ^. c. ^ ■
Ibid, p 122.
Ibid, pp 66, 71, 124-5» 131.
T.C. Toting, op.

J. B?oir to Av. Cunningham, 8th

told James Stevenson:

stranger, the Arab visitors in the dis¬
well-disposed, and have been selling
supplies to Ilunro...and ivory to Monteith at the

"what is
trict

even

are

lake."

now

1

John loir reported to the Directors in January
erable trade had been done at Karonga

by Moateitk.

2

1384 that

a

consid¬

during the last year, chiefly

Low Monteith Fofcheringhara and J.L. Nicoll were

stationed at

Karonga continuously from the latter months of 1884.

e.w

They

were

aegaged alternately in leading caravans across to Lake

Tanganyika with the parts of the Good Hows, and goods and
for the

L.M.S., and in supervising the Karonga store and developing

the ivory trade there.

visited

He makes it clear that Arabs had been attracted to

the district in

large numbers by the opportunity given for exchanging
They were said to be building villages in the vicinity

ivory.

and to have many

types.

south.^
her and

Alexander Carson, the L.M.S, engineer,

Karonga in lay 1886 and left a detailed account of their

activities.

their

passengers

people attached to them,including slaves of various

The Hals
Carson

was

saw

art this time taking regular cargoes of ivory

her take

during the week I

saw

'a large

quantity of ivory down with

much more bought,1

He described the

business conducted at the stations
•Arabs arrive early in the day at the station with a string
of men following, who carry elephants* tusks, hippo
teeth, rhinocerus horns, guns etc.
The chief is some¬
times a tall and lanky man with cadaverous features, some¬
times a portly man with bright black eyes and flowing

beard.
some

Some look shabby in their calico robes and fes,
dress in fine linen with embroidery and have silver

jewelry.
Their followers are dressed according to their
rank, fes and robes or anything between that and a little
piece of dirty cloth.
They sit on the floor of the stare,
the chief in front, and followers behind according to rank,
with ivory beside tbem.
The agent of the A.L.C. sits in
front, with his bales of calico, bags of salt, and cases
of provisions around him.

A tusk is presented for ins¬

pection, which is weighed, then
owner

an offer is
who looks demure and shakes biG head,

figure.
1.
2.

3.
4.

made to the
and states hi3
The agent raises the amount offered, gradually,

Stewart, C.e. to J. Stevenson, 2nd July, 1883, in P.R.G.S.y
u.S., Vol.XV, 1883, p 689.
J. Moir to Directors, A.L.C. 21st January, 1884, L.B.(l),
L.M. Fotheringham, Adventures in Hyassaland, op. cit., pp 12-13.
Morrison diaries, 2?th January, 11th March, 1886.
J.
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and the Arab

gradually lowers his until after a
great deal of shaking of heads with downcast eyes
and a few words the bargain is struck and the cal¬
ico measured out, when another tusk is in like man¬
ner disposed of.
Sometimes beads, salt, soap or
vinegar are wanted as part payment when an equivalent
in calico is returned by the owner.
This goes on
for days together and generally stops not so much for
want of ivory as want of calico, for the Co. seems al¬
ways behind in the supply of their stations as they are
of the mission stations."
The latter comment

was

1

undoubtedly true;

Potheringham had made

a

special trip to Mandala in I885 to attempt to get more cloth to keep
the business

^oing, and

which the steamer

was

brought

constantly disappointed by the quantities
2

Carson makes no reference to powder-

up.

Lugard claimed that the Company

being given for ivory at this datef
had supplied some to
tities

Arabs raid there is evidence that limited

supplied at

were

a

later date.

fusal to 3e.ll powder and guns
must have been

a

3

Here as elsewhere the re¬

would have inhibited trade, and there

temptation to allow

some

sales, though the Company

would not sell powder to the Jumbe of llkhota Khota in
it

was

his most insistent

of the

2.

3.

as

the base for

organisation of caravans to the south end of Lake Tanganyika

along the Stevenson road

1.

1888, though

demand.^

The second function of the station at Katonga,

the

quan-

was

made

TJgcnde to work as porters

more

-

difficult by the unwillingness

they refused to carry loads

Carson, 'Prom Quelimane to Hlamkolo,' op, cit., L.K.S., C.A.,
Journals, box 3/35» ff 40-41.
E.C. Hore to Secretary, L.M.S., 7th September, I885, L.M.S. 6/2/a
P.D. Lugard, The Rise of Our East African Erapire. Edinburgh,
1893j Pol.I., pp 27, 53»
Peter Moore, an A.L.C. agent at
Karonga recorded in December 1890 that he was permitted to
A.

supply 5 lbs. of powder for every 35 lbs. of ivory bought from
traders, among them Mlosi and Kfopa Kbpa.
He personally
was reluctant to sell them powder but he agreed that it was
difficult to answer their complaint;
'If we can not get powder
how can we kill elephants to get ivory?*
'Extracts from the
letters and diaries of Peter Moore,* Part 2, 17th, 24th Decembe
1890, in !?.J. 1958, Vol.11, p 64.
The originals of these
diaries which were in the custody of the Society of Malawi, hav
Arab

now

4.

been lost.

'A visit to
uary,

a

I889,

slave-trading chief,* by *S*, press-cutting, Jan¬
unknown, in MS 7906.

paper

-
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further than the few miles "between the Barabwe
store

and

—

"by the unsettled political elate of the plateau over which

the route passed.

1

The first difficulty was

duction of workers from elsewhere.

tract
and

from

Mbala

near

many

some

Some of those

*Manganja.*

of them Manbwe who came

the south end of Lake

loads to carry back with them.
a

overcome

by the intro¬

were

men

on

con¬

Bandawe, and from the Shire Highlands including some Yao

according to Carson

volunteers,

lagoon and the Company

party of Mambwe who had

ted to carry

over

from the vicinity of

Tanganyika in the hope of getting
Carson was glad to be able to employ

come over

his loads all the

Others were unrecruited

-way

for this purpose as they contrac¬

to their destination while other

loads had to be carried in short stages across the plateau by diffor2
ent people.
On other occasions porters had to bo sent for from
a

Tfwoniwanda about

fifty miles

of the Stevenson road

as

a

up

Throughout the history

the road.

tonga—tonga route the vast majority of

those employed as porters came from the areas
and

which

are now

Tanzania, with the. exception of Tonga who came from over

apparently spontaneously at such

an

energetic labour

hundred
come

early date over two hundred miles

without any certainty of getting work.
as

a

It is remarkable that Mambwe should have

miles to the couth.

be known

in Zambia

Like the Tonga they came to

migrants.^

Carson left ICaroaga with

fifty-four carriers and four capitaos who had been supplied by the

Company.
another

1.
2.

3.
4.

One of these,

*Kolembo*,

was

'Bilali*,

described

was described as a

as a

Swahili, and

Blaatyre graduate 'who speaks

Carson, op. eit., f 63.
Ibid., ff 45-6.
Dr. Tonory to the Secretary, L.K.S., in L.T.S., C.A.
See W. Watson, Tribal Cohesion in a 'iloney Economy, a Study of
A.

the lambwe People of Northern Rhodesia. Manchester. 1956, p

10,
'The quest for wages,' pp 36-71.
He points
out that the need for a payment by men on marriage provided a
motive for Marabwe labour migrants.
He correctly points out
that the first Maobwe to work for wages were those employed on
the transport of 'The good Hews*3
he claims that a bridge built
by the A.L.C. over the Saisi river at that time 'is still stand¬
ing and in good repair.*
(p 38)
It would be pleasant to
think that this were true,1 but it seems unlikely.
and Chapter III,
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and writes good
tance

were

Porters who engaged to go the whole dis¬

English.5

to ho

-

paid nineteen yards for the journey, and casual

porters at the rate of

a

yard

a

day.

The former

were

allowed two

yards as 'posho* or food noncy, and four yards pay in advance.
The

the

political uncertainties

the plateau

were

due largely to

unpredictable nature of Bemba raids against which all the vill-

ages

beyond Mweniwanda

ween

the Mambwe and the

of

on

1

were

heavily stockaded;

Hyarawanga?

2

to conflicts bet¬

and to the anbivalent position

Kabunda, the most wealthy of the Arab traders in the area who was

settled

on

the Lofu river among

to have protected against the

the Lungu who

he appears alternately

ra

Bemba and to have raided for slaves,

and for carriers for his caravans to the coast.

The Bemba acted

as

suppliers of slaves to Kabunda and probably also to the Senga Arabs
of whom the loader

was

Salim bin

found much, evidence of recent
that

cache of tinned

a

teen months

Carson on his journey in 188£

Hasur;

raiding though he noticed;in one instanc

food,which had been left at the village eigh¬

previously by Fred Moir for the

been carefully set on

caravans; had

one

of future Company

use

side by the raiding

party.^

Fotheringham in 1885 had been much delayed on one of his journeys by
a

war

between

a

5renegade5 "Iambwe chief and

This leader had followed
to

Fotheringham for

down to attack the

come

Kgondoj

some

some

of the Hyamwanga.

distance threatening

Fotheringham discouraged him by

setting fire to the abandoned village in which he and his followers
were

which
local

staying.
a

This

incidentally(is the only recorded instance in

Company employee initiated violent action against any of the

population, though it is clear that the action

was

regarded as

defends.^
The precise role of Kabunda is difficult to analayse.
a

1.

cultivated

A.

man

from the Persian Gulf and received European

boxes of matches.

3.
4.

was

visitors

Carson, op. cit., ff 47-9.
Carson took with him from the
store at Karoaga for tho expenses of his journey from
Karonga to Hiaakolo: 1,565 yards of calico, 3 qailts, 6 scarve
3 feaes, 24 strings of large blue beads, 1?,- lbs. small white
beads, 1 lb. small red beads, 6 tin plates, 1 basket, and 12
A.L.C,

2.

He

Ibid., f 61.
Ibid., ff 71-2,
L.M. Fotheringham, op. cit., pp 17-19.

-

with considerable style.

September 1883
Sansibar with
were

near
a
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Fred loir and James Roxburgh met him in

the Lofu when he

caravan

of

said to be slaves in

over

was

many

Moir's description of the scene is 30

found that most of the

on

his way to

three thousand people most of whom

sticks,

ievable but it is confirmed less

sstting out

of them carrying loads.

Fred

graphic a3 to be almost unbel¬

dramatically by

Roxburgh.'*'

They

villages at the south east end of tho lake

including those at Uiamkolo, and Zorabe's (on the plateau above the
lake

near

troyed.

the present town of

Mbala, formerly Abercorn,) had been des¬

Moir attributed this destruction to Kabunda's preparations

departure, while Ho re of the L.m.S. thought that it was the work

for

of the Beraba.

2

Harry Johnston stayed with Kabunda for

a

week in

1889 and spent there according to his biographer, 'perhaps the most
■j

consciously enjoyed moment of his life.'
a

reformed

He regarded Kabunda as

character, though it is clear from A.J. Swann's account

that the Lungu were

being raided, presumably

on

Kabunda's instructions,

within weeks of Johnston's

departure.^

declared himself Sultan of

Ulungu in about 1887, and it may be that,

as

Kabunda is 3aid to have

Hore believed he provided some protection to the Lungu in

mediate
were

the im¬

vicinity of his settlement, but it would seem that the major it,"

at the mercy of
The successful

edly led to

an

his whim.

5

development of the ivory trade at Karonga undoubt¬

increase in the number of Arabs who

were

in the area,

although it had not attracted them there in the first place.

In

4-.

Moir, 'The eastern route to central Africa,' talk to the
Geographical Society, 3rd February, 1885, in S.G.ri.
Vol.1, 1885, PP 110-111,
Se also J. Roxburgh to Sooretary,
L.M.S., 14th October, 1883, L.M.S., C.A. 5/3/A.
B.C. Ilore, Tanganyika. Eleven Years in Central Africa, op. oit.,
PP 157, 232.
R. Oliver, Sir Harry Johnston aid the Scramble for Africa. London
1957, P 167: also B.H. Johnston, fee Story of My LifeT London,
1923, p 270.
A.J. Swann, Fighting the Slave Hunters In Cenral Africa. London,

5.

R. Oliver, The Missionary Factor in Bast Africa, p 112-113?

1.

F.

Scottish

2.

3.

i$id9

p

i$K

re.

the

given here to Lugard, The Rise of Our East African
op, oit., Vol.1, p 53, does not appear to be correct.

reference

-

addition to Mlosi who
were

was
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established at Mpata by

1883, villages

established in the next four years by Bfealemtt, at the point

where the Stevenson road crossed the Rukuru about five miles frop

Karonga, by Kopa Kopa about twelve miles to the south of Karonga
between there and Deep Bay from where there was a ferry to Capandonsero's

on

the east

coast, and by Salim bin llajim about one and a

half miles from the Company station along the lake shore.
latter left for the coast in about September
volved in the

1887, end

The

was

not in¬

He had left his valuables in the custody of

war.

Fothoringham and told his people to go to him in case of

trouble,"''

Ilosi, Kopa Kopa and Msalemo were the three most important of the
Arab

It should be clear from the above account that

protagonists.

♦commercial rivalry1 can not be a sufficient cause of the war which

eventually broke out5
and the

there was co-operation in the ivory trade,

Company's agents had never made any attempt to interfere with

the slave trade which these traders

line.
of

taidoubtedly carried

on as a

side¬

If this theory is excluded there remain tvra possible types

explanation;

that the

war was

the result of

local irritations between Arabs and the

a move

by Arabs all

series of minor

Ngonde, with the Company be¬

ing called in as the protector of the latter;
the result of

a

or

that the war was

central Africa to lay claim

over

to*effective occupation' of the interior after the European powers
had staked out their claims to

the coast-line of Africa.

An examination of the immediate

evidence to

or

war

provides

support both of these explanations, and it may appear at

this point in
one

background to the

time impossible to reach

the other.

Fothoringham gave

a

positive conclusion between

some

evidence to support the

former view when he wrote:
"One

great cause of trouble during the last two years at
Karonga has been shortness of supplies, thus causing
Arabs who have come long distances to wait in the dis¬
trict as long as three months before we could give them their goods.
The Arabs always bring great numbers of
people along with them: hence there have been continual

1.

Fotheringham, op. cit., pp 32y43s
see also map of the north end
in The Manchester Guardian. 25th February, 1880, with report
from the north end, dated 10th December, and probably wiitten
by Consul OTJeill or the Rev. Laurence Scott,

~
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quarrels between them and the natives about food, the
Arabs invariably helping themselves...'Raiathan, one of
the principal Arab leaders, a white Beloooh, came down
from Kabunda*s with 1,500 lbs., of ivory.
He could not
be supplied with goods, and as he had seventy people
with him and about fifty guns, the natives did not care
for his presence."
1
die first incident in the sequence

outbraalc of the

friction.
was

seems

A headman.

killed

eringham

war

by

to have fitted into this

Kasote, of

white Arab

a

of events which led

category of

trivial dispute.

a

Foth-

asked by Easote's superior, Kasingula, to recover the

was

body of the dead nan, which he did, and then met
thousand

to the

village to the south of Karonga,

a

result of

as a

up

a

deputation of two

Ilgonde from the Karonga area who wanted to attack Salim bin

Kajim*s village in retaliation.
might lead to

general

a

Fotheringham

was

afraid that this

in which the Ilgonde would bo at a dis¬

war

advantage, and attempted to find

a

peaceful solution to the dispute.

He was unable to

persuade Salim bin Najim to hand over the murderer

of Kasote to the

Ilgonde but he

to persuade Salira to

aticn,

This

able after four days of negotiation

give, and the Hgon&e chiefs to accept, compens-

in July

was

was

1887?

there was no further incident until

October, but in the meantime tension had been maintained by the con¬
tinued presence of

Ramathan, who

he had sold to the

Company® and by the arrival in September of

number of

was

awaiting payment for ivory which

one

It

village

large

*ruga-ruga*, presumably from the Senga Arabs, who, accord¬

ing to Mlozi, were going to be used in
killed

a

of his

was

on

near

an

attack

on

the Hgoni who had

brothers."^

the 4th

October, 1887, that

a

quarrel broke out at

Mpata, Mlozi's settlement twelve miles

up

the Tanganyika

road, as a result of which

a

the people

distance from the station and

there

were some

close contact with the

the

agent.

who

were

headman, Mwini-ltete, was killed.

Company there

were

As
not in

question of mediation by

was no

The Ugonde concerned attacked

a

some

of Mlosi's people

buying food at the tine of the murder, killing

some

and

capturing others, including several of Mlozi's wives, according to his
1.
2.

3.

Fotheringbara, op. cit», p 35® quoting
Ibid., pp 34-43.
Ibid., p 44.

a

letter of 23rd May® 1888,

«?
'

1

SKETCH MAP SHOWING DEVASTATION OF WA-NKONDP

COUNTRY, NORTH NYASSA,

•

^

Note.—All the people from these villages who wore not Rilled or captured as slaves wore driven
either to the hills or to the northern extremity of the lake, where thoy found temporary protection
in the country of the AVa-Mwamba, who are really a section of the Wa-N'konde tribe.
Only tho
names of the villages of the head chiefs are
given, but many of these names really represent four and
five villages.

i

j

!
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The Arabs retaliated with attacks

on

the

Mgonde villages

Mpata and. the destruction of all the villages between there and

Most of the inhabitants fled to Hgerenge, the headquarters

Karonga.
of the

^yungu, about twelve miles to the north of Karonga.

Fother-

ingham attempted to intercede with Mlosi to prevent the destruction
of the

villages of Karonga, Kasingula, and Mulilema which

to the station.

treaties;

built;
and

with

Karonga had sold the land

on

which the Company's store

was

people from these villages occasionally worked for the Company,

supplied food for its employees.

Potheringham who, together

Kiooll, had started missionary work
2

In

among

them, felt

a

special

to his messages Fotheringharn was

answer

by Ramathan that the fighting would not stop until all the Hgon.de

had been killed

and that Mlosi

or

was

workers he could

Arabs.';
shot

close

Kasingula and Karonga had both signed the Moir

obl.iga.tion to them.
told

were

driven out;

Sultan of

that 'the Country was now the Arabs'

that if Potheringham wanted

Konde';

employ Henga people who

were

'the children of the

and that if he ventured out from the station he might be
♦Ramathan

as

means

to have war,*

Mlosi

was

prepared in view

of their

friendship, and of the fact that Fotheringbam had been in

the

for

area

longer than, any of the Arabs but himself to allow Kas¬

ingula and Muliloma to stay in their villages
man*

if

as

'children of the white

Fotheringbam sent up 30 lbs. of powder, two thousand percuss¬

ion caps,

one

ham consulted

thousand fli&ts and

a

supply of red cloth,

Fothering-

Kasingula and they agreed to reject this demand

acceptance would have recognised ITlosi's assumed

as

position,^

Potheringham saw Ramathan for the second time on the 7th Oct¬
ober and
as

his

was

told that

Kasingula could stay if he recognised Mlosi

chief, sent men to hoe hie gardens, and women for his harem.

Fothoringham replied that Kasingula would not recognise Mlosi and
that the situation would be reported to the British Consul at Zoraba,
5
and to John Moir at Tlandala.
Mlosi then sent a message regretting

1.

L.l.
to

2.

3.

4.
5.

J,

Fothoringhara to Consul Hawes, 16th October, 1887, in Hawes
Salisbury, 16th November, 1887. P.O. 84/1829.

Moir to Directors, A.L.C.,
with J.M, to Anderson, 22nd

n.d., printed report on the treaties,
April, 1886. F.O. 84/1784; T.C.
Fotheringham, op. cit., p 26.
45-7» and Potheringham to Hawes, 16th

Young, op. cit., p 78;
Fothoringham,op. cit., pp
October, 1887, op. cit.
Potheringham, op, cit., pp 52-3.
Ibid., p 36.

his earlier demands and asking Fotberingban to arrange a "mirandu*

(conference) with

the Hyungu in order to settle his differences with

the %oade,.

fho fyvsxgn was sent for and cane to the of tioi: hut

T'Hoai did not

keep the appointment.

Jflosi suggested that the Kyungu

should at ay at the station while he went to attack the Ilgonde at

Potheringhom feared that if the l&xmgu stayed at the

%ci"onge.

station the rest of the Hgondo would coca© to bo with
station would he attacked, and the

him, that the

Company involved in the

war.

He

asked the I^yimgu to return to Hgeronge and at the same time began to
build

a

brick wall around the previously uastoelca&ed agent's house

ISo

and store,

was

careful to

warn

Hlosi that ho

tfewfc ha vp* io(bi» -'mmb-«

was

doing this#

Host replied that he had

no

objection, end Foikoriiighan learnt fron Sanathan that the attack

on

the llgondo had been delayed until reinforcements dame fron the
1

Senga Arabs.

Fothoringham net "Uosi and Salira bin Haeur, one of the Senna
Arabs, at Itseloao's village
athan end hie
as

a

on

lf>th October,

It was dgreed that Raia-

•rugp-ruga1 should leave their village

the station

near

preliminary to the- return of Haronya, HaairatuXa and Full lima.

Hanathsn left for Hpata's on the 16th but returned to Haronga on the

fho people of those throe chiefs were told by the

17th October.

Heaga at Fanoro that the way
.hones}

clear for then to return to their

they oame back as far as the Shnbua marshes a few miles to

the north of

Haronga, and from there became involved in skirmishes

with Arabs fro
was

was

m

ffnw|lftttliTl*> who

were

beginning to loot the food which

still stored in their villages.

On the 27th October the

Arabsj

together with the Henga attacked the ITgonde who were taking refuge
in the marsh,
came

out;

there.

sotting fire to the roods and shooting at those who

many were

also takes by the crocodiles which were numerous

Some escaped to the Songs?© river about twenty

north where they

yolo'o which

were

was a

miles to the

still liable to attack by the Henga from Han-

few miles to the south of that river.

2
.
VO-.

_

t t^v

On 2nd Hove cker the Arabs attacked toetobm Inovoago, K many prisoners
1.
2,

PotherIngham, op. cit.,
Ibid., pp 67-82.

pp

57-^2.

—

and

on

—

The rest of the Ngon&e then fled north

capturing many cattle.

to the

2.66

Kopa TCopa's victorious war party passed the station

Songwe.

its return and Kopa Kopa himself warned

his village at

that he intended to "build

Xaronga and that he would return to negotiate, which
>1

'

Fotheringham understood to mean dictate terms.
It

was

on

the evening of that day

that the steamer arrived with

enough goods to pay the Company's outstanding debts, and with a party
The party consisted of Consul Henry O'Neill,

of reinforcements,
from

Moaambique;

Alfred Sharpe,

lance ih connection with the

brother-in-law of
the "larcho~tor

3

who had boen hunting

Company;

as a

2

free¬

the Rev, Laurence Scott,

O'Neill, end brother of C,P, Scott, the editor of

Guard!an;

and Pr, Tomory of the L.I".8. who had recent¬

ly passed through Karonga on his way homefrom Lake Tanganyika but

Xaronga.^

felt it his

duty as

The steamer

brought little ammunition to add to the thirteen Cbasse-

a

doctor and missionary to return to

pot rifles and thirty-four cartridges which were all that were in the
c

Company's armoury.

On 6th November J.L. ITicoll returned from Tan¬

ganyika bringing with him about twenty
•

breech—loaders.

On the same

men

and eighteen guns, mainly

day about sirfey Henga people who had

formerly lived with chief Karonga came to ask for refuge;
to have been threatened with attack by
had nowhere else to go.

they claimoc

Xanyole, the Hanga chief, and

They wore allowed to stay at the station,

becoming the first refugees to be given protection by the Company.
IT
2.

Potheringham, op. cit., p $5.
H.E. O'Neill, entered Navy, 1862,

London, Sarsibar, 1875-9;
Mozambique, 1879-1889? Consul at Leghorn, and later
retired 1899•
Alfred Sharpe, bom 1853, solicitor, acting magistrate, Fiji,
1885-6, hunting on commission basic for the Lakes Company, 18$7
volunteer in Arab Mar, l887-9» engaged on treaty making for
H*H« Johnston and the A.L.C. and 3.S.A. Companies, 1889-91?
Vice-Consul,
1891; Consul, 1894, Commissioner end Com¬
mander in Chief, B.C.A., 1897?
Governor, Nyasalaud Protector¬
ate, 1907-10;
died, 1935.
J.SI. Tomory, to Hawea, 14th January, 1888, with Hawes to Salis¬
bury, 16th January, 1888, P.O. 84/1883.
Fotheringhaa to Hawes, 16th Ootobbr, 1887, op. cit.,
By the
date of the Arab attack the defenders of Xaronga had 32 breech—
loading rifles witbM.,339 cartridges, and 12 percussion guns,
together with a few sporting rifles and elephant guns.
Foth¬
eringham, op. cit., p 90.
Consul at
at Rouen,

3.

4.
5.
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They were starving and had no food.
to the station to settle his

came

1

outstanding account.

ham felt that the fact that the debt
favour of the
station

Company

as so

On 7th November Ramathan

was

outstanding had told in

long as it was unpaid an attack on the

unlikely and the Company had

was

Fothering-

hold

some

the Arabs.

on

Hie

eventual attack followed almost immediately after the settlement of
the last

account®, that With Salia bin Nasur.

2

Meanwhile Consul O'Neill made several attempts to enter into

negotiations but

was

unsuccessful.

The Arabs began to cut trees to

build stockades from which to attack the station.

Khronga, Kasing-

ula and Muliliaa sent repeated requests that they should be allowed
to return with their

from attacks

by Kanyole and where they had

17th November
the

people from Kaporo where they

a

with their cattle and goats,
attack

an

shelter.

Oa Ut

on

the

one

thousand five hundred people, together

when* Poiheringham was warned that there

following day.

Last minute preparations

made^ thorn bushes were piled up to extend the fort to the lake

were

which formed the en3t
on

or

suffering

party was 3ent to bring them back, they returned on

19th November with about

would be

food

no

were

side of

a

rectangle.

The first attack came

the 23rd November when J.L. Hicoll was sent to the north end to

summon

the

Nyakusa chiefs to the Company's

assistance.^

Potheringham was certain that the murder of Mwini Mtete in Oct¬
ober had been

premeditated, and that it had been done

on

the instruc¬

tions of Mlosi in order to precipitate a war in which the ITgondo could
be driven
A
Sultan.

out, the Ilenga put in their place, and Jflosi proclaimed
Mlosi himself argued that if the murder had been deliber¬

ate, he would have been careful to see than
out at the

Ngonde villages at the time.

none

of his wives

were

Even if Mlosi's word is

accepted it seems clear that he used the Ngonde reaction to the murder
as

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

an

excuse

for

a

bid to establish himself

as

a

political

power

in

Fotherlnghara, on. cit., p 87.
Ibid., pp 87-94.
Ibid., pp 89-92; L.M, Potheringham and the Rev, J.A. Bain to
Hawes, 17th October, to 4th December, in Hawes to Salisbury,
16th January, 1888.
P.O. 84/1883;
25th February, 1888.
Potheringham, op. cit., p 46.
Ibid,, p 71.

-

the

area

on
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the model of the Jujube at Bkbota Khota.

The fact that

by attacking the Company's station ho was prepared to sacrifice

an

apparently advantageous commercial connection suggests that political
considerations were uppermost in

his mind.

He presumably felt that

the eventual decision of the Europeans at Karonga to allow some of
the

ITgondo to take refuge at the station was

asserted

authority.

a

challenge to his newly

Fotbcriagbara was influenced in his decision to

allow the Hgonde to return partly by the knowledge that they were

likely to suffer extremely from starvation and attack by the Henga
if they did not

that he had
to the

return, and partly by liosi's repeated protestations
quarrel with the Company and that he would not object

no

people of the villages close to the station returning.

Fotheringhara had earlier shown his reluctance to become directly in¬
volved by

asking the Kyungu to leave the station when Mlosi threatened

to attack

Hgereage,

was

The offering of protection to some of the Hgonde

the only provocation which
In view of the

attack.

the Company provided for the Arab

Company's association

over

eight years with

the chiefs in question

it would have been very difficult to reject

their request.

so

foundations

which the

on

of course,

captured

To do

Company claimed to have been based.

as a

associates

result of the Arab attacks would find their way to the
While there could be

wore

doubt that Mlosi and his

no

slave traders it does not

seem

that the attacks

from the

Sultanate, the attempts to gain recognition

Company and the chiefs eider its protection, and •fete success¬

ful levying of tribute from the southern Hgonde
near

as

Kayuni

2

If it is
wore

chiefs such

Deep Bay, all suggest that the primary motives for the coup wore

politciai.

accepted that the attacks

on

the Hgonde and the Company

not simply the result of an accumulation of

commercial

2.

on

Hgonde fall into the category of straight-forward slave raids.

■Hie declaration of the

1.

It had,

to be presumed that at least some of the llgonde who wore

slave markets.

the

would have seemed to deny the humanitarian

friction,

or

of

rivalry, but rather of political design, it remains to be

op. cit., p 89.
On the position of the sotbern

Fotheringham,
son,

Ngonde, see letter from W.P. John¬
23rd April, 1888, in Central Africa. Vol.FI, 1888, p 97«

-

asked
as

an

mere

was

this design
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conceived and carried out by the Karonga Arabs

independent venture, or was it in the words of Robert Laws 'no
isoltated spurt, but part of a concerted scheme for resuscitat¬

ing the slave trade to more than its previous

vigour.'*

Laws,

O'Neill, Potheringham and B.C. Scott of Blantyr© all believed that
the outbreak at the north end

was

related to other manifestations of
2

Arab power in the Congo Free State, and

Uganda.

It preceded the

resistance to the imposition of German government on the east coast
but

was

thought to bo part of the same phenomenon.

O'Neill

was

certain that it had been inspired from Zanzibar and that pressure sboulc
3
be brought to bear on the north end Arabs from there.
There is
end may

they
of

evidence to

some

suggest that the attacks at the north

have been premeditated over

viere

a

fairly long period, and that

concerted with other powers in the area.

The active role

Ramthan, Xabunda's agent, in the attacks and the gradual build-up
A

of

'ruga-ruga* at the Arab settlements in the months before the att¬

acks, together with the declared delay in the attack on Ngerenge un¬
til reinforcements

came

from

Seaga Arabs were implicated.
of the war,, written

Senga, all suggest that Kabunda and the

The only independent African account

by a follower of Ifanyole, indicates that Mlozi

and the other Arab leaders

swore

blood brotherhood with Kanyole and

his headmen before the attack and that it had been

agreed in advance

that the Ngonde should be driven out and the Ilenga put

in their

place.^

Arpnduna of Mhalule, the chief of the Songea flgoni (told John Buchanan
and W.P.

Johnson in March 1888 that Mlozi bad sent messengers to

~

Quoted in O'Neill to S&lisbmy, 30tb May,

2.

3.

4.

1008, P.O. 84/1883.
cit., p 33? B.C. Scott to J. Robertson, 10th
May, 1889, E.U.L.
O'Neill to Salisbury, 3rd February, 1888, P.O. 84/1901, quoted
by A.J, Ilanna, op. cit., p 97.
Por fuller consideration of
this question, see R. Oliver, The "lissionary Factor in Past
Africa, op. cit., pp 96-116.
Andrew ITkonjera, 'History of the Kamanga tribe of Lake Uyasa,'
part 2, Journal of the African Society. Vol.11, 1911-1912, p231.
ITkonjera was a Henga living at Kanyole's during the war.
His
opinion was confirmed in T.G, Young, op. cit,. p ?0|
and in
Hawes to Salisbury, 10th January, 1G88, P.O. 84/1883.
Potheringham,

op.
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Mhalule

a

Mhalule

was

year

previously asking for help against *the English.*

said to have refused to co-operate and to

Mlozi not to attack them.
Mlosi to discuss

fell

-

a

A representative was however sent to

possible combined attack

through and the independent attack

the result.

1

existed between the Arabs and the Lo

execute

a

ground.5
Lakes

the Hyakuoaj

this

the Ifgonde was said to be

on

Mgoni'that

a

compact

Bemba, whereby the latter were

along the Luangwa valley, while the Arabs were to

corresponding

2

on

Robert Laws heard from ITbelwa's

to proceed south

have advised

move

along the lake shore and intervening

Laws never had any doubts as to the correctness of the

Company * s stand at Xaronga and wrote in 1889 that ho felt that
"the check thoy gave, and have kept up, on the Arabs, (has)
..been the means of preventing Arab combination and agg¬
ression which would have secured their dominance on the

lake, and which most probably Soniba, Blantyre and Mandala
would not have escaped."
On the other

3

hand, during the two years that the

war

lasted

~Hosi received very little overt diplomatic or practical help from
the other Arab powers

in the

Kabunda and the Senga Arabs,while

area,

they almost certainly gave some material assistance, were careful to
appear

strictly neutral;

impartial,^

Mlosi received

lake and

seems

he

mounted

never

.

1.
2.

some

supplies from the east coast of the

always to have been well provided with ammunition, but
a

serious offensive after his initial successes in

the latter months of
was

the Jurabe of Kfchota -Khota similarly remained

I887.

During 1888 there

were rumours

that he

bankrupt, and that he was unable to return to the Senga Arabs,
J.

Buchanan to

Salisbury, 14th

March,'

Quoted in O'Neill to Salisbury, 30th

188 J

F.'oJ 8471083.

May,A 1888,

P.O.

84/I846.

The ITgont had heard this from captives who>*k«wi. they/taken from
tho Beaba as a result of a joint attack that they had made on
the .Bemba with the Bisa cud the Senga.

3.
4.

1889, in J. Buchanan to Salis¬
bury, 4th July, 1889, P.O. 84/1942.
Fcthoringhara, op. oit., pp 135-6, 138, 140.
-By November 1888
there was a rumour that the Senga Arabs had *thrown in their
lot® with Nlosi, if this was true it could have been duo to
the news of the rising against the Germans on the east coast
which had begun by then, cf. 0. Perham, op. ext., p 130.
See
also J.A. Bain to R. Laws, 22nd August ,1888, MS 7891, on the
relations of lloai with the Senga Arabs, and J.A. Bain to Laws
14th August, 1888, MS 7891, on the risk of a junction between
Mlosi and the Arabs at "Jerore'o, (Tukuyu) this did not happen.
R. Laws to J. Buchanan, 30th May,
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presumably because he
would have followed

allow him to

was

-

in debt to them."

Owing to the Company's refusal to

success.

on

Probably recognition

subjugate the Hgonde, Mlozi was nevor able to claim

complete success even during tlic period of three months when the

Company had been forced to abandon its Karonga station.

It seems

probable that ICLoai had gambled on the Company's putting the valuable
business which he and hi3 fellow Arabs did with it before the inter¬

ests of the ITgonde.

When the Company, or its agent, seemed to be

taking the llgonde under its protection be may have hoped that
successful attack

the poorly armed Europeans and their

on

allies would compel1

recognition of his claims*

that he wanted the

ence

in the

area

which had

There is

a

refugee
no

evid¬

Company to cease its commercial operations

clearly been of benefit to him and to other

Arab merchants.
The

origins of the Arab Ear are of considerably greater interest

from the point

self.

■

of view of this study than the conduct of the

war

it¬

The question arises how did a company which was intended to

bring about ohange in central Africa through the peaceful influence
of trade become involved in

doctrine of 'commerce and

a

How does the

Christianity

had inspired the founders of
'war

war?

versus

the Company?

war

the slave trade* which

Does the outbreak of the

indicate the practical failure of the* doctrine?

remembered that the doctrine

rigorous analysis from either

was

an

never

one

economic

drives out bad'

osophy

as

it

was

was

clearly unjustified;

It will be

which would stand very
or a

commercial point of

The notion with which it was associated that

view.

fit with the

'good trade

but in terms of the phil¬

believed by the promoters of the Company the devel¬

opment of the trade with the Arabs at Karonga was probably as near
as

it

ever

came

to

practical

success.

From 1885 to 1387 "the Company's

agent at Karonga was,being offered more ivory than he could supply
goods to purchase.

The ivory was being offered by the type of Arab

trader who found the most difficulty in getting
1.

his goods transported

Bain to Elmslie, April 1888, MS7391» and Robert Laws, The
Scottish Leader. 27th January, 1888.
There was a fear that the

J,A.

Jurabe was trying to get a foothold among the Tonga at Chinteche
to the north of 'Bandawe,* there is., however, no evidence that he was
in contact with Mlosi about this, and he was unable to take actioi
on this front owing to the threat of a war with Makanjira with whe
ho had a quarrel.

to the coast and who was most

carrying work for him.
Yao

likely to raid for slaves to do the

That is the type of trader who unlike the

chiefs, the richer Zanzibar merchants,

Khota, had neither the political
command

or

or

the Jurabe of Ilkhota

power nor the wealth to "be able to

to hire professional porters.

1

by the Company to these traders had risen to

The price being offered
as

much as five shillings

pound of ivory wfaioh was evidently enough to attract traders frnwn

per
over

two hundred and fifty

Company had to turn

a

?

miles."

In dealing with these men the

blind eye to their slaving activities but this

justified to Carson at Karonga in 1886 in those terras:

was

(almost certainly by Fotberinghom) that in
dealing thus with the natives that slavery of the worst
kind is checked for it is agreed that when the Arabs
requite to carry their ivory to the coast that villages
are destroyed lay than for the purpose of making slaves
and that it is in these journeys that the slaves suffer."

"It is asserted

In contrast to the
the

Company's trade with the Mhkololo, the Yao# and

Jurabe, described in the last chapter, the trade at Karonga must

have been of

more

than marginal importance to the Arab participants.

•She faot that Ramathan,for

instance(was prepared to wait months for

his

goods is some indication of that.

sot

acquired

a

and in

ooomodity which were imported?

providing transport to the ooast for large quantities of ivory

at

a

of

transport;if not of trade.

2.

The Company had certainly

monopoly of their trade but it was doing enough to

have some influence over the types of

1.

3

competitive price it was doing something to change the nature

J. loir to Directors,

A.t.C,, and £,3.A. Company, 9th November,
1889, (h.B.(2)) *1 believe a new olcJt of Arab was beginning
to spring up who was proving a valuable feeder to the Company.'
J.Molr to Directors, A.L.C., 28th August, 1389, L.B,(2),
This
price would represent the value of goods exchanged including
the expenses
to offer six

of freight.
J.JI. thought that if they were able
shillings they would be able to take over the
whole trade and price out the Arab traders.
Of course the
Arabs were making a profit at five shillings, and so presumably
the Company could have bought at less than this price if they
had had

3.

A. Carson,

enough buyers in the far interior.
op. cit.
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If this commercial relationship was apparently
"both
the

As has been argued above

sides, why did it end in conflict?
causes

of the

war

"beneficial to

lay not in coaraefcial

rivalry, but in political

considerations, either local and peculiar to Mloai and his associates,
global and related to the activities of politicians and diplomats

or

in Europe.

It was, of course, the fundamental weakness of the

'commerce and Christianity'
for the fact that

central Africa

Finally it
Arab traders to
age

doctrine that it failed to make allowances

long distance trade in the nineteenth century in

was

as

much

political

a

as a

be asked did not the Company by encouraging

may
come

into the country for the purposes of trade dam¬

the interests of the Bgon&e people?

that their interests had
of the first of the
raids

the

on

Ugoni.

To this it nay be answered

already been damaged by the earlier arrival

Arabs, including I'floai, by the Henga, and by the

Without the

probable that they would have had
their

commercial activity.

presence
even

of the Company it is

less chance of preserving

identity than they did with the.assistance of the Company, and

later of the British Central African Administration.

—

The

ii

—

military history of the Arab War, though dramatic, is of

only marginal relevance to this history.
to

give

an

It is, however, necessary

outline of its salient features in order to be able to

appreciate its important political, diplomatic and commercial reper¬
cussions,

The siege of the hastily constructed fort at

lasted from 23rd to
the fort was under
men

with guns.

28th November, 1087•

steady fire from as many as five hundred armed

thirty cartridges per gun.

at from stockades which had been built
and between

on

guns

The fort

between

was

three sides of the

fifty and one hundred yards from it.

five hundred
on

For most of this time

The defenders had not more than fifty

them ,witb loss than

Earoaga

The

one

fired

fort,

thousand

NgonSLe refugees sheltered in pits which had been dug,

the instructions of 0*Heill in the sand on the beach which formed

the east side of the fort.

There

were

few casualties but the pos-
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probably have become untenable owing

ition of the defenders would
to

hunger, and disease following from lack of sanitation if it had

not been for the arrival of J.L. Hicoll with a

Hanjiwarra."*"

Nyakusa warriors provided by Makyusa and
warned of their approach

were

reputed five thousand

by the Henga from Hanyole's and had

withdrawn to Mpaia by the moment of their arrival.

Potheringham wanted to
stockade but after

use

The Arabs

them to launch

O'Heill and

counter attack

a

on

Mslerao's

burning the village which had been occupied by

Ramathan, the Nyakusa and the relieved Hgonde began to leave for the
north end thus

forcing Pothoringhaia to abandon the station.

idioie party then

2

The

withdrew to the IIses3i river to the north of the

Songwe from where they made a successful attack on Eanycle'o village
3
which had earlier been

a

3ource

of attack

on

the

Hgonde refugees.

Consul Iiawes and John Moir reached the north end

December, and Eawes was persuaded to lead
ade.

This took place on 23rd

death of the

an

on

the 10th

attack on Hlosi's stock¬

December, having been delayed by the

Nyakusa chief, I-Ianjiwarra.

&

An estimated four thousand

Nyakusa took part in the attack but they proved to bo undisciplined,
and

more

interested in

attack to
of the

a

loot, especially cattle, than in bringing the

successful conclusion.

village was destroyed.

during the attack.
comparative lack of

As

a

consequence

only

a

third

John Moir was wounded in the leg

Haweo seems to have been disillusioned by the
success

and advised the abandonment of the north

end and the withdrawal of all the

Europeans.

His instructions for¬

bade

hig to become involved in direct action, but he had allowed

1.
2.

Fotheringham, op. cit., pp 95-105*
Ibid., pp 105-110, Potheringham had to leave £300-400 worth of

<^«"oods behind as he could not find carriers for them.

3.

4.

Most

taken ax-Jay north by the Nyakusa, and in canoes.
Ibid., pp 112-1155 Andrew Skonjera, *History of the Kamanga
tribe..*, J.A.S.« op. cit., p 232.
According to Nkonjera
was

the
Ngonde pressed Potheringhain to attack Kanyole before attacking
Mlozi, because in the event of an unsuccessful attack on Mlosi,
Kanyole would be able to cut off their retreat•
After the
attack some of the Henga fled to Mloai*a and others returned
to the Hgoni.
Hawes to Salisbury, 16th January, 1808, P.O. 84/1883.

-

himself to "bo

-

persuaded into leadership of the attack by John loir,

O'Heill.*

and Consul
Ho
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now

expressed it

as

his opinion that

"it appeared an unwise step to receive distressed

fugitives into the fort and that in all probability
irritation." 2

would have provoked

Such
■was

han,

view, though possibly correct in terns of his instructions,

a

totally contrary to the philosophy of Moir, 0'IJeill, Fotheringor

Hicoll.

and that the

It

was

Company had

decided that the
an

could not be abandoned

obligation to its Matabwe employees who

would be left defenceless and to the
look to it for assistance in the

attacks.

area

Ilyakusa and Ugonde who "would

probable event of renewed Arab

Fotheringham and Hicoll were left at Mweniwanda*3

on

the

understanding that Moir 'would return with reinforcements within three
months,

Hawes warned Moir not to expect official support for any
3
renewed attack.
Hawes

health.^

was

anxious to leave the couhtry for the sake of his

O'Neill,

on

the other hand, was anxious to lead the

new

R

expedition.

He and the Moirs seem to have hoped that Hawes would

leave, giving them

a

free hand.

He became suspicious of their in¬

tentions, and by threatening to protest to the Poreigh Office against
O'Neill's 'breach of all official etiquette1 through intervening in
his district, finally
to
ors

had little

and the

impact;

invested in us.*

7.

John Moir assured him that 'we have great
7

Moir stressed the need for swift action,

Potberingham, op. cit., pp 114-123.
Hawes to Salisbury, 16th January, 1888, P.O.
Hawes and hia

84/1883.

'unaccountable

policy,'

For J.

see J.M.
Directors, A.L.C., 19th lay, 1888, L.B,(2).
Fotheringham, op. cit., pp 124-6,
Hawes to Salisbury, X6tb January, 1888, encloses Br, J.K, Tomory
to Hawes, 14th January, 1888, P.O. 84/1883.
O'Neill to Salisbury, 3rd February, 1888, P.O. 84/1846.
Hawes to O'Neill, 8th February, 1888, in Hawes to Salisbury, 10th
February, 1888, F.O. 84/1883,
Hawes to Salisbury, 10th February, 1888, ibid.

to

5.
6.

His attempt

danger to the Livingston!a Mission, to the L.M.S,, and to the

Moir's views

3.
4.

part.^

delay the loirs' action by advising them to consult their direct¬

powers

1.
2.

dissuaded him from talcing

on

-

27*5

»

ffgon&e, and asked Hawes, if he forbade action, to stay in the country
at this most dangerous time,.
he

appointed John Buchanan his Vice-Consul.
The Moirs

a

Hawas left the country in mid-February;
1

agreed with Buchanan that- he should attempt to reach

peaceful settlement with Ilosi before they took any further milit2

Buchanan met Mlosi south of Karonga on 20th Maroh,

action."

ary

Fred Moir had

iously,

They
but

re-occupied the ruined Karonga station four days prev¬

Buchanan

they would
were

1888.

remove

to an agreement with Mlosi and the others that

came

their stockades and withdraw to the Senga country.

to return the nerd: day to sign the agreement with Fred Moir,

they did not appear, end Mlosi later sent a message to say:
"We do not want
war

they

may

war

with the -white

men

but if they want

come."

Buchanan felt certain that they

would not make peace unless they were

allowed to keep their stockades which would leave them free to do
what

they liked with the Igonde, and would be a blow to 'English® pres•x

W.P. Johnson, the very pacific U.H.C.A. missionary who acted

tige.
as

interpreter, did not think that 'less could have been asked of

them with any hope of permanent

peace...Lugard, and the Moir3,

later

prolonged, the

alleged that Buchanan had

that the

5

2.

3.

4.
5.

a

any

attack

small isolated party to

with, who were unsupported at home and had not the sympathy

of the British nation.Buohanan

1.

by telling Mlosi

Company would not have the support of K.M.G. in

•inducing them to think that they had only
contend

war

replied that he had represented

J. Moir to Ilawes, 8th February, 1888, and further correspondence
between Ilawes, O'Beill and Moir enclosed with Hawes to Salis¬

bury, 10th February, 1888? also Hawes to Salisbury, 21st Feb¬
ruary, 1888, from Quelimane, F.O, 84/1883.
J, Buchanan to Salisbury, 15th February, 1888, encloses J. Moir
to Buchanan, 11th, 13th, 14th, 15th February, 1888, Buchanan
to Moir, 13th, 14th Fbbruary, and J. and F, Moir to Hawes, 10th
February, 1888, F.O. 84/1883.
Buchanan to Salisbury, 12th April, 1888, encloses Buchanan to
F. Moir, 23rd March, quotes Mlosi to Buchanan, n.d„, also F.
Moir to Buchanan, 24th March, 1808, F'.O, 34/1883.
23rd April, 1888, in Central Africa. Vol.VI, 1808, p 97.
Lugard to Buchanan, 1st March, 1889, in Buchanan to Salisbury,
8th April, 1889, F.O. 84/1942?
Buchanan to Salisbury, 27th
August, 1889, ibid.
See The Mail. 19th April, 1889, and The
Times., 29th May, 1889, for similar views.
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to rilosi
"a fat higher state of efficiency and fighting capacity
than the ©vents of the past year have shown that the

Company possess."
On the 10th
on

1

April, 1808, Fred Hoir led

an tin successful

attack

Mealemo'c stockade in the early moments of which he was severely

wounded, his right arm being shattered.

He had succeeded in sot¬

ting fire to the village with some fire darts of his
hut the attack was ended

by

ade about half a mile away*

in the

©are

a

am

counter-attack from Fopa Kopa's stocfeFred Iloir left Karonga on 27th April

of Br. Cross and returned

directly to Britain.

inghara remained in charge at ICaroaga until the arrival of
party under Captain F.D. Lugard and John Ifoir

Lugord# who

was

suffering from

trous affair in India* was

invention*

severe

on

Fothcra
P

large

28th '"fay,"

deprooaion after

a

disas¬

travelling down the east coast of Africa

in search of some action to relieve Mo

gloomj

at Hos&mbique he met

Q'Keill who sent him up to Blantyr© saying that he would 'he a Godsend to

them!*"'

he had been

north

Sine volunteers, or mercenaries# had heon

preparing.

recruited by the
of the

John Hoir asked him to lead the expedition which

Company's agents in Durban, in add!ton to eleven

Company's regular staff who

end.^

Buchanan

was

wore

available for service at the

reluctant to give fcagard permission to

lead the expedition hut eventually agreed on condition that he was
asked to go

by the British community in the Shire Highlandsj

a

meet¬

ing composed mainly of members of the I&antyre Mission formally
requested Mra to take the command# and Buchanan, relieved of some of
the

responsibility for the deoision#

his action

1,

on

the grounds

gave

his consent.

Ho justified

that bo could not prevent the expedition,

6th April," 1889* ^ '^cbanan to' Saliobi-ry,
1809# F.O, 64/1942.
Fotheringhaa, op. cit., pp 156-17?•
!!. Perhaa, op. cit., pp 71-72.
J« Hoir to Directors#
19th May, 1888, L.E. (2)1 cf. Sir
Buchanan to Lugard,

4th July#

2,

3.
4.

Philip Hitchell* African Afterthought0» London# 1954* P 24?
'
That admirable ooi^a«y*'s indent on its Durban agents for a
military commander and a cannon...crust surely be among the
curiosities of late nineteenth century commerce.*

£

»

2YP-

-

and

"trembled at what I thought might be tbo result of an

expedition whose avowed object was fightings carr¬
ied out under bis
He

(John I"oir*s) command."

judged Lugard

"qualified to keep the expedition within the limits of
legal warfare and prevent it assuming an aggressive
and desultory character and finally ending in disas¬
ter, aad further loos of prestige to the English."
Buchanan bad no doubt as to the aeeooeity of t' o defeat of Mlosi for

security of the Idvingstonia and Likoma missions.

the

Qto hi a arrival at

1

K&ronga Lugard started to introduce something

approaching military discipline and order into the Company's forces.
He was

surprised at the Company's informal approach to warfare.

He

insisted that he had found one of the staff smoking his pipe while

sitting among the powder kegs on tho steamer.

2

He sot about the

improvement of tho sanitation at the fort and tho segregation of the
European aad African quarters which he regarded as essential on
health

Be organised the Tonga, Hasibwe, Hong?., end Too troops,

grounds.

(about four hundred in all) into companies under European ♦officers1
attempted to institute some drill.

and

army were

Tonga from Bandawe, about one hundred and ninety of whom

overtand early in June by Alfred

§er© brought up
some

ade

roccmnaiseance he launched his first attack

on

3.

5.

Hbpa Kbpa*s stock¬

He

was

an

attempt to

shot through both arms and the chest.

It

John "loir left almost immediately for the coast to got a gun

Salisbury, 20th '"'ay, 138&, encloses hagnrd" "to 'ikiehonon
IPth, 16th May, 1888, Rev. B.C. Scott and others to Lu$ard, 17th
Hay, Buchanan to hugard, 18th Hay, 1888, P.O. 84/1883.
Lugard, Tbo flee of Cur 1'r.st African Janeiro. op. cit,, Vol,I, p $6,
Fotheringham, op. cit., pp 177-9? Bugard to Buchanan, 10th Sept¬
ember, i860, in Buchanan to Salisbury, 13th September, 1888,
Buchanan to

f.O.

4.

After

decided that the stockades. t*ere impregnable to attack by riflfe

fire.^

2.

on

Lugard himself was seriously wounded in

aoale the walls.

1.

Sharp©.^

It proved to be considerably stronger than had

15th June.

been thought?

was

The largest element in this

84/1883.

Fothorinyhan, op. cit., pp 182-3Lugard, »Tho fight against tho slave traders on Hyaeca,* The Coni;ex.voororrv Reviow». op. ©it., p 340}
Fotberinghara, op, oit. ppl68-
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Ho had reached Que11mane by

largo enoughs to breach the walls.

26th July, and went on to Dolagoa Bay.

1

Lugard stayed for

a

month

longer to prevent all the volunteers leaving, one had been killed,
two

died, and all had been 111.

2

After convalescence at Bandawe and

with John Moir to

Blantyre Lugard returned

Karonga at the end of October.

3

In the meanwhile

Fotberingbara had organised the harrasement of the Arab, lines of
munication.

abandoned

It

com¬

suggested at this time that Karonga should be

was

again and beep Bay occupied to prevent reinforcements

once

reaching Tdosi.

This plan was rejected but Hicoll did occupy

an

4
island at Beep Bay which commanded the crossing to Capandansaro* s •"
Late in. November
a

envoy

seen

again until after the end of the war.

1889 the long awaited
After
was

arrived from Zanzibar to attempt to reach

He went to stay in Kopa Kopa's

settlement.

peace

not

an

some

on

in

January,

pound Armstrong mountain gun arrived."

delay owing to the possibility of

21st February.

the gun was

Early

6

seven

used for the first time

ades

stockade^and was

It

a peace

settlement it

against Moalemo's and Kopa KOpa's stock¬
was

thought to have done some damage but

of such high velocity that the shells passed through the
r?

stockades 'without exploding, thus greatly reducing their
A further attack on

Karonga
1.
2.

3.
4.

5*

on

14th March

the next day.

was

effect.'

inconclusive, and Lugard left

He intended to

go

to the coast to order

26th July, find August, 1888, L.B.(2)
Lugard, The Contemporary Review, op. cit., p 344*
He doocribed
the situation at Karonga as he had left its
'♦Come with me into
one of our reed huts, plastorod with mud and thatched with grass
It is not quite proof to wind or "rain.
One man, perhaps, is
lying at death's door, with dysentery or jaundioe, four more
are 'down with fever,*
end are vomiting close by your bedside.
Two or three others are about who were only yesterday in the
same state,.•.Elsewhere they would be considered very ill...
Day after dry drags past.'1
Fotheringham, op. cit., ? 216.
Ibid., p a#*.
Ibid., pp 219-2271 the envoy who had been cent as a result of
J,

Moir to Directors, A.L.C.,

O'Neill's view that the root of the

zibar,

war

was

to bo found at Zan¬

0.

eventually rediscovered at Itkhota Khota in December,
I889, ibid, pp 294-5.
Ibid., p 224.

f,

Lugard, The Cont.caaporary Review,

was

op.

cit., p 34-0.

2<JG

—

—

rcinforeeaonto, and to Sansibar to cable the Company in Britain to
discover whether they intended to prosecute the war to the end.

reached Sansibar whore

a

cable woo sent in

that which he had intended;

as a

Britain for consultations.

He

Fotberinghara
of the

different

returned to Karonga.

was left at the north

from

I

end with the remaining five

original force of twenty-four Europeans.

troubled by shortage of food,

sense

result of this he was rooallod to

never

and Tonga had also boon withdrawn.
were

a

Ho

Sonic of the Yao

Both the Arabs and the Company

small—post, and dysentery.

Foth-

eringham continued to supervise attempts to out the Arabs* supply
lines, but with the reduction in. the Company's force and the illness
prevalent among its members, a -situation of {stalemate had boon
reached which could only have booh ended by the provision of roinforoononte which the
t-ica

ended,

or

2

Company could not afford to send."

rather confirmed, by the peace settlement which was

worked out by Consul Harry
fee Arabs
one

22nd

on

to be

no

was

not

claims for

was

to be removed,

there

compensation, and tic JIgondc wore to bo all¬
homes, and not to bo

removed, and

to cultivate their

According to the terms of the treaty

the Stevenson road

on

owed to return to their

ado

Johnston, and signed by the Company and

October, I8G9.

of the stockades

were

"he stalemate

as many

molested,"5

The stock—

of the IJgondc had already returned

gardens under the Company*s protection, the

gao/T

treaties amounted to

a

trsde

something approaching the old socle, and the

was

resumed

on

recognition of the status

Arabs continued to deal in

until Johnston's assault
a

on

slaves, though less openly than before,
the stockades in December,

result of that attack I-Hosi

the Hgonde chiefs under

The ivory

was

Johnston's

1895As

captured and hanged after trial by

supervision.0

Pothoringham who
Cv.

had been at the north end continuously for sis: years, in Africa

it.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

with-

bttgard, The Contemporary Review, op, cit., D 340,
Fotheringhara, op. sit,, pp 237-70,
Ibid., pp 277-9.
J.a. to directors, 21st KovembQV,l8G0, 8th April, 1889, L.B.(2).
Buchanan to Salisbury, 29th '"arob, X89I, P.O. 04/2115?
tugard
op. ext., Vol.1., p 164.
Johnston to Salisbury, 3rd January, 1396, encloses Edwards to
Johnston, lot January, 18965 P.O. 2.106, oral evidence to
author from an eye-witness, the Rev. Anon Tkiskaoungula, Hgorcnge, Sironga, 8th December, 1383.

-

out leave for almost
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eight years was relieved at the conclusion of

which had assumed the 'desultory character' which Buchanan
1
had feared,
Lugard, who had plans for putting an armed steamer on
the

war

the lake and

taking the stockades by force,

was

disappointed at the

terms -which Johnston had secured, hut there was no practical
2
ative at that date,
John Molr who in April had written:

"Much
no

altern-

as I would like to see the end of the war, I see
honourable or advantageous way out but by carry¬

ing it through to the hitter end,"
commented that it

to be conscious that
from the ravages

The

'an ending without oclat indeed;

was

we

of the

have done

military results of the

the

with.^
use

duty and saved whole tribes

slaver.'^

to fulfil the 'insane desire for
them

our

war

would not lave enabled the Moire

glory' which

Fred Moir had been invalided and

of his

1887»

the nest twelve months

Karonga, and the coast.
advised Moir to go

one

witness credited

never

fully recovered

John Moir had been strongly advised not to go

arm,

north in November

but we ought

account of his health, but travelled in

on
over

four thousand miles between Mandela and

In May, 1889, Dr. Bowie wrote that be had

homo in July and November, 1888, and that

"for

more than a year Mr. Moir has been working beyond
his strength, and has injured..end is injuring his
constitution very severely by the constant and sev¬
ere strain thrown upon him."
5

1.
2.

3.

4.

Fotheringham, op. cit., p 284; Buchanan to Salisbury, 20th May,
1880, F.O. 84/1883.
Lugard, op. bit., ?ol.I, pp 161-4.
J, Moir to Directors, A.L.C., 12th April, 1889, 19th November,
1889, L,B.(2).
Johnston had facilitated the malting of peace
with Mlosi by an agreement to subsidise the Jumbo of Nkhota
Khota.
Tue Conafphy were to pay him 3,000 rupees per annum
'on the understanding that the Company (as newly organised)
prefers to bribe rather than fight the Arabs.* Extract from
letter of Johnston to Moir, n.d. enclosed with Moir to Direc¬
tors,-^ 19th November.
J.A. Bain to W. Elraslio, 13th Hay, 1088, MS 789I.
He commented
♦It is strange that Fred Moir should have acted almost if not
imprudently than his brother and as a result has received
probably a severer wound.*
Medical report by Dr. Bowie of the Blantyre Mission, with J»M«
to Directors, pih June, 1889,
In May he had reported that
after 19 paces his pulse rate rose from 60 to 120, J.M, to
Directors, 24th May, 1889, L.B.(2).
more

5.

202

He himself wrote with
as

hard

as

my

-

justification in July, 1889 i

strength will allow.1

1

'I have worked

They had not achieved the

Victory for which, as hot—blooded philanthropists, they doubtless
They had brought their company to the

prayed.
but

verge

of bankruptcy,

they could claim that they had preserved the Hgonde and the

Nyakusa from subjugation, if not from annihilation.
3%onde remember Montisi, Mandala and Chindevu

with affection to the

present day, it is probable that the Arab War had
icance which should be sought
in its influence on

repercussions.

was

urgency

In several ways it may appear to be the event which,

iii

to the hunt for

frontier of the

a

Highlands J

British settlements

on

Lake Malawi,

Portuguese dominions*, which had been so carefully

on

the related problem of

the Zambesi, which would have been

Anglo-Portuguese treaty of 1884 had been ratified;

question of

mant in the

added

the *vexe& question of the interior

by both parties in the later I870*s;

resolved if the

gave

solution to the problems which had long

right of free navigation

and the

-

diplomatic level the outbreak of the Arab War

and in the Shire

the

*Scramble® around Lake

resolved.

threatened the security of the

shelved

greater signif¬

public opinion in Britain, and in its commercial

-

On the

a

elsewhere, in the diplomatic sphere,

above all others, determined the way that the
Malawi

Though the

a

protectorate

or

charter which had become dor¬

early months of 1886.

Following treaties with France and Germany which Portugal had
made in May and
to

a

continuous band of

The Foreign
were

December, 1886, she published

a map

which laid claim

territory from the west to the east coasts.

Office, at Salisbury*s instigation, pointed out that there

within this

area

"countries in which there

are British settlements in which
Great Britain takes an exceptional interest...Great
Britain considers that it has now been admitted in prin¬

ts
2.

J. Moir to Directors, 4th July, 1889, L.B.(2).
Sandala ■ John Moir;
Montisi » L. Monteith Fotheringham;
Chindevu » Fred loir, the bearded man.
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ciple by all the parties to the Act of Berlin that
a claim of sovereignty in Africa can only be main¬
tained by real occupation of the territory claimed.."

1

This, the principle of 'effective occupation,* was the primary con¬
sideration which influenced Salisbury in determining his attitude to
rival claims in east Africa at this time.

In spite of the statement

'effective occupation* was not the undisputed interpret¬

cited above

ation of the Berlin Act;

Germany maintained that the principle

applied only to the coast-line and that any power who had success¬

fully asserted it3 claim to the coast could claim the 'hinterland'
2
of that coast. '
would have

This

principle^ if applied to the Lake MalawiHSegion,

given the southern two thirds of the lake to Portugal,

and the northern third to
the division of their

Germany, who bad agreed with Portugal to

spheres of influence along the line of the

Salisbury

Revuraa river.

never

had any intention of accepting this

viewj

but for him to be in

it

clear that occupation had to be effectively maintained.

was

a

position to press the alternative theory
If

the Moirs had taken the advice of Consul Hawes and abandoned Karonga
and the Stevenson road at the end of
any

They would have necessitated the withdrawal of

Livingstonia Mission from Mweni-wanda, and almost certainly of

the L.M.S, from the south end of Lake
have been in

no

position to

of Lake Malawi which

only to
1.

2.

3.
4.

up

British claim to the north end of the lake, and to the Hyasa-

Tanganyika plateau.
the

1887, they would have given

an

was

oppose

Tanganyika.^

Salisbury would

the German claim to the north end

put forward in July,

I889, if he could point

unsuccessful bid to occupy the area.

The Moirs thought

Axelson, op. cit.» quotes, Foreign Office to Colonial Office,
13th July, 1887, Confidential Print, 5727*
There are maps
of the Portuguese claims in Axelson, p 189, and Hammond, op.
cit., p 104.
Lady
Cecil, Life of Robert. Harcruis of Salisbury. London, 1934,
Yol.IV, p 285.
Hammond, op. cit., pp 104-5*
Jane F. Moir (Mrs. F. loir) A Lady's Letters from Central Africa.
A Journey from Mandala. Shire Highlands, to U.ii.ii. Lake Tangan¬
yika. and Back. Glasgow, 1891, p 35J
see also the Pall Mall
Gasette. 23rd June, 1890.
They were already dependent on the

Company for the transport of their missionaries, and were cut
off from the east coast by the overland route from November,
1888, until early I89O owing to the rebellion 011 the coast.

of thai?

war

in terms of the suppression of the

slave trade, and the

defence of the Ugonde, but in funtional terras they wore performing
h.
a

holding operation of considerable diplomatic significance.
Lord

over

Sala&bury

had been inhibited from declaring

tbo mission settlements in

the fact that there was

which

an

for all

a

was

The first of these

known mouth of the Sambos! through

ocean-going ship could pass;

it was therefore necessary

goods destined for the interior to be landed

Portuguese soil*
of

no

protectorate

188?» and again when the request

repeated in April, 1068, by two considerations.
was

a

on

indisputably

Salisbury could not contemplate the assumption

protectorate access to which would bo dependent on

obstructive power.

a

possibly

The second objection was that a protectorato

would have to be paid for, and there was little possibility of get¬

ting either the Treasury
Liberals

wore

If those two

the largest

or

Parliament, in which the Gladotoniaa

party, to meet the expenses of Empire.

objections could have boon answered be would have dec¬

lared tbo protectorate at the earliest
tween

188? and 1890 did he show

any

opportunity?

at

no

time be¬

inclination to abandon what he

regarded as the legitimate interests of the Scottish missions.

-

It is probable

that, with

would have developed

iv

«

or

without the Arab Mar,

a

crisis

in connection with the Portuguese claim to the

Shir© Highlands and the lake .

The Arab War precipitated that crisis.

Beginning with m attempt early in 1888 to force the Company to
transfer the registration of its new steamer, the Jaraoo Stovonson.
to

a

Portuguese ownership aid to run it only with

captain, there

were a

the import of goods.

series of incidents

on the

a

Portuguese

river which impeded

These would have been irritating at

any

time

but when the Company was attempting to sustain a war effort It could
be argued that they were

1,

Aacoloon,

dangerous.^

An issue which occupied the

alt., pp 171-185$ Hammond, op. oit., pp 111-112;
oit., up 131-2.
On Jamas Stevenson, see A.L.C,
to F.0,, 10th Baroh, 1888, P.O. 84/l919, minutes by Lister
and Salisbury.

Banna,

op.
op,
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attention of the
was

the

-

Foreign Office and the Company from 1888 to 1890

question of the Company's right to import arms, and especially

artillery, into the interior.

Hie Portuguese had some excuse for

raising objections to these imports as the Company had, together with
the

missions, previously brought

at Quelimane to

interior.

pressure

to bear on the authorities

prevent the indiscriminate supply of arms to the

The question of

artillery for the

war

became

on

important

political issue in Portugal, decisions on which were taken at Cabinet
level. *
were

Hie request

called attention to the fact that non-Portuguese

well established in the

area

which

Portugal clidmed.

Salisbury

recognised the Portuguese right to prevent guns being carried over
land which

was

definitely theirs, but he was adamant in maintaining

the freedom of the
carry guns
2

Zambesi, and advised the A.L.C. that if they could

in through the Kongone mouth they would have his full sup-

Hie Admiralty were consulted

port.

on

the matter.

The Portuguese

eventually gave way in Hovomber 1888 after Salisbury had warned them
in very strong

language that they would be bold responsible for any

loss of British life which could be attributed to their obstructive

attitude.

Their officials at Quelimane, who were always slox-J to

respond to instructions from Lisbon, excelled themselves in March

I889 by arresting and sending for trial at Mozambique the British
Vice-Consul, A,C, Ross, who

was a

Lakes Company employee ,and had

asked for permission to import some war rockets.

with smuggling,

but

eign Office and to
Partly

as a

was

He

was

charged

rapidly released after telegrams to the For¬

Lisbon.^

tesult of the publicity which had been given in

Portugal to the war, the Portuguese government turned their attention
to the demonstration of the effective occupation

they claimed.

It

was

of the region which

in July 1888 that Lieutenant A.M. Cardoso

received his instructions for

a

journey to Lake Malawi to establish

3.

Axelson, op. cit», pp 173-5*
J* Stevenson to Salisbury, 11th
August, 1888; Anderson minute, 14th August, 1888, F.O, 84/1926
Slater, minute, 27th September, 1888, P.O. 84/1929; F*0. to
A.L.C,, (draft), 30th September, 1888, ibid.
Salisbury, min¬
ute, 13th September, 1888, C.f, 5727.
Salisbury, to Bonham, (draft, telegram) 18th October, 1888, F.O.8-

4.

1901
A.L.C, minutes, 27th May, I889.

1.
2.
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station close to the headman who had signed a

Cardoso in 1886,

This headman

was

treaty with another

follower of

a

Makaajira and was

driven out of his village before he could he reached, hut the exped¬
ition did roach the lake in December 1888 and treaties were made with
1
Mponda and Matapvirl•
This renewed Portuguese pressure on the

mission and Company's sphere had the effect of opening a second front.
Their

position was threatened by the Arabs in the north and the Port¬

in the south.

uguese

August 1888 John Moir wrote from Mandala that the Portuguese

In

fortunately busy with the suppression of the rebellious Bonga

were

family between Senna and Tete and that they
time to invade the Shire

in the south instead of

are

unlikely to have

Highlands, but ho thought it wise to stay
going up to the north end;

able to keep the Portuguese
Arabs

were

'at bay in

driven from the road.*

he stated that he intended to

that north of the Ruo is

a

The importanoe of the

'act

one way or

he hoped to be
another until the
£

With either presumption or

(if I can)

on

the understanding

sphere of British influence.'

IlaJfcololo

as

It

ate that this resurgence of Portuguese pressure should

death of
was

no

unfortun¬

have coincided

1888 of Raraakukan, who had since the

obvious

successor
was

to

to the paramountcy and the consequence

over

Mlauri

There

of

bring into the open rivalries which had been

suppressed by his personal influence.

as

was

Chipatuia in 1884 been their acknowledged paramount.

Ramakukan's death

passed

2

the barrier to Portuguese

expansion on the Shire has already been stressed.

with the death early in June

fo^sight

His eldest son, Kulepata, was

and the chieftaincy was given to Mlaurl, one of the headmen.'
was

unable to assert the

Ramakukan had done.

same

authority

over

In the north of the Makololo

the Makololo

area

Katunga,

Mulilima, and Hasea, the most important of the surviving followers
of

Livingston9, appear to have acted independently of him, and in

the 3outb he

was

-unable to control the people at the Ruo confluence

who had been followers of

1.
2.

3.

Chipatuia and Chikuse, and who now came

Axelson, op. cit., pp 183-5.
J. loir to Directors, 26th July, 1888, to 1. Walker, 15th August,
1888, and to Directors, 16th August, 1888, L.23.(2).
J, Buchanan to Salisbury, 5th June, 30th June, 1888, P.O. 84/
1883,

-
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Chitaonga.^

leadership of Chikuse's "brother

under the

down in the amity of the Makololo

This break¬

endangered the position of the

missions and of the Company in the Shire Highlands and on the rivers,
in the event of

a

Portuguese advance

the Shire.

on

It

that John loir went down river late in 1888 to

reason

against conceding anything.

for this

was

warn

the chiefs

He was careful to have his say

possible.
to the
chiefs' advantage to accept Portuguese rule hut not
to the peoples'...Most of the chiefs promised vol¬
untarily to consult me "before doing anything,
I
trust that they will remain firm,"
2

^before as many of the people and headmen as
I tried to make it clear that it might ho

There

were

two

concerned;

were

dangers so far as the missions and the Company

one was

that the Makololo might he persuaded "by the

Portuguese to make treaties with them;

the other was that they

might do something which would provide the
uese

had long

occurred in
ment

been seeking for invasion.

June, 1889.

in Makololo

excuse

which the Portug¬

Their first opportunity

The root of the trouble was the involve¬

politics of A.C. Simpson,

a

Company employee who

had been put in charge of a recently opened station at the Ruo, and

H« Petiitt, an Independent trader.
to be

Either

or

both of them

were

said

plotting with Chitaonga, Chikusi's brother, to assume the

chieftaincy

over

the Ruo people.

by this involvement
when she

was

one

land to

some

As

a

result of suspicions aroused

of hlauri*s sons fired

on

the Lady Hyassa

passing Mbewe with Simpson in command.

down river and asked the

camped

8

He returned

Portuguese commander, Cardoso, who was en¬

miles below the Ruo, for assistance in sending mails over¬

Mandala.'r

Cardoso apparent.ly construed this as

a

request

for military assistance and sent off 'secretly and hurriedly to Quel1.

J.

2.

J. loir to Directors, 14th December, 1888, I..B.(2).
John Buchanan was convinced that Simpson was trying to ingratiate
himself with the Portuguese in the hope of getting employment
with them, and that he was more than anyone responsible for
the troubles on the Shire with Mlauri,
He commented that if

3.

Buchanan to Salisbury, 4th July, 1889, P.O. 04/1942;
to Directors, A.L.C., 4th July, 1889, L,B.(2).

J. Moin

he had been manager of the Lakes Company he would not have
kept Simpson in his service any longer than it took to write

4.

his dismissal.
J. Buchanan to Salisbury, 4th

July, I889, P.O.

84/1942.

-
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asking for forces to avenge this outrage "by a Portuguese

subject."
pressure
to go

1

According to John Moir,Simpson resisted Cardoao*s

to put this request in writing, but Moir himself was forced

down to ?iconti*s

attack.

on

the lower Zambesi to prevent

a

Portuguese

On his return up river he held a long ralrandu with

and other Hokololo leaders

including Katunga who supported Moir in

demanding that those who fired
warned that Serpa Pinto

2

Mlauri,

the Lady Tlvassa be punished.

on

Moir

**

with three hundred Zulus and Manouel Antonio

with three thousand followers

were

attack them 'and asked....how

they would have liked that and pointed

out how foolish

said to have been

they were to give them

Mlauri claimed that

a

planning to

ohance to intervene."

they had "all been drunk that day* when they

attacked the steamer,

and promised to do his best to prevent any

•x

further attacks.
John Moir*s
advance for
at

journey to Vicenti's had prevented the Portuguese

time, but when Harry Johnston, the newly arrived Consul

a

Mosambique,

came up

river on his way to the Shire Highlands and

Karonga early in August 1889 he found Serpa Pinto with seven hundred
troops camped

on

the Shire just below the Hakololo frontier about
Pinto complained of the hostility

twenty miles south of the Rue.
of the Makololo and

spoke of forcing his way through to the lake.

Johnston warned him of the consequences for
of

an

attack

on

the Mafeololo.

leaving his troops
1.

2.

3.
4.

on

the

Anglo—Portuguese relations

Pinto then withdrew to the coast

Shire.^

Johnston, with Buchanan and Moir,

L.B.(2);

J. Moir to Directors, 4th. July, 1889,
the account of
these events in E, Axelson, Portugal and the Scramble for
Africa. 1878-1891. Johannesburg, 1967» is unreliable so far
as the Company and the Makololo are concerned.
Serpa Pinto was the most distinguished of late nineteenth century
Portuguese Africanistsj he had crossed Africa from Angola to
Mosarabique and published an accouiit of his journey in How I
6rossed Africa. London, 1881,
He was a leading member of the

Portuguese Colonial lobby and reached the Zambesi in about
April 1889 with the intention of leading a so-called scientific
expedition to the south end of Lake Malawi.
J, Moir to Directors, 4th July, 1889, L.B.(2).
J. Buchanan diary, 27th December, 1889, 5th January, 17th March,
I89O.
Johnston to Salisbury, 4tb August, 26th August., 1889,
P.O. 84/1969, and R. Oliver, Sir Harry Johnston and, the Scramble
for Africa, op. cit., pp 153-60. "

/

2

/

Agreement, Treaty, or arrangement with any 'Foreign Government except
through and with the consent of the Government of Iler Majesty the Queen
of England, &c., &c.
'

Hone at

>18^

r

^7

tllis

dav of
•

g/r'C

I

/

.

■

~-T~~

x

hsia^/p^

Signed in the presence of

Mxn^

We, the Undersigned, do sWear that

we

have truly and honestly

interpreted the terms of the foregoing Agreement to the Contracting Parties,
in the

(ytu^^ac<A^C(j

language,

Witness to signatures;

yfyUs
(7

-
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made pre-emptive treaties with the Makololo chiefs except for Mlauri
who would not

sign, before going on to the lake.

structions with Buchanan to declare
and the Shire

Almost

a

He also left in¬

protectorate over the Makololo

Highlands in the event of

a

renewed Portuguese advance.

immediately the Portuguese troops advanced to

below the Ruo and Buchanan wrote

declaring

British protectorate

a

Shire Hills

commencing at the

on

tho 19th August

over

point just

to Serpa Pinto

'the Makololo coimtry and the

Ruo.•^

8th September the James Stevenson

On the

a

by the Portuguese just below the Ruo.

was

stopped and searched

Buchanan and loir complained

that this had led Illauri to believe that the British and
wore

in

Portuguese

league, and that Moir had asked the Portuguese to come up to
?

punish him for the attack
1.

Buchanan to

on

the Lady Hyassa.

During September

Salisbury, 19th August, 1889, encloses Buchanan to

Serpa Pinto, 19th August;
Buchanan to Salisbury, 10th September
1889.
According to Harry Johnston, British Centred Africa.

1397, 3rd edition, I906, pp 85-6, he had originally intended
to make only treaties of friendship with the .Makololo ohiefs
but was influenced towards leaving instructions for the dec¬
laration of the protectorate by the presence of a trader of
German origins and British nationality who wa3 trying to use
the difficulty with Hlauri to get a treaty ceding sovemgn

rights to hira personally.
Johnston refers to him as f3' but
he was Eugene Sharrer, the twice bankrupt partner in the Zan¬
zibar firm of Sharrer and Tiede, and was financed by Hamburg
merchants.
It wa3 feared that he might attempt to sell his
rights, if he could obtain them, to Germany or Portugal.
He
had some connection with Karl Wiese, another concession hunter
of German origins who had established himself at the court of
the Ngonl chief, Hpeseni.
See Kirk to Cawston, 6th February,
IO92, Cawston papers, Vol.IV. J. Moir to Directors, A.L.C.,
2nd August, 1888, 2nd January, 1889, 4th July, I889.
Buchanan
to Salisbury, 1.0th January, I889, F.O. 84/1942}
l6tb March,
1090, F.O. 84/20515 2nd February, 1891, F.O. 34/2115, with
correspondence on a dispute between Buchanan and Sharrer on
land claims.
Johnston asked for permission to declare a pro¬
tectorate in a despatch to Salisbury, 9th August, 1889, F.O.

84/1969.
2.

Buchanan to

Salisbury, 13th September, I889, encloses Moir to

Buchanan, 13th September? Buchanan to Salisbury, 26tb Sept¬
ember, 1889, encloses Hoir to Buchanan, 25th September, 'loir
was

demanding £500 damages for delay to the steamer for 14
See also J.Moir to Directors, 8th October, 11th floveraber,

days.

1889, L.E.(2).

-

Buchanan and Moir negotiated
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protection treaties with the Makololo

before Buchanan made the formal declaration of the Protectorate on
the 25th of that month.

Tire;/ then went down stream to inform the

Portuguese of this at their encampment;
October

they

on

their return early in

able to persuade Mlauri to accept the British

were

flag which he had earlier refused.

1

He planted this

on

the right

bank of the Shire opposite the Portuguese encampment and left it up

It

day end night.

was

removed by the Portuguese troops causing

Mlauri to complain that he had been cheated as he had been promised
that the

flag would prevent the Portuguese from coming.

and Moir attempted to
but he
have

was

under

of the

pressure

on

from his headmen.

He appears to

about the 8th November when he attacked some

Portuguese at Mpassa's below the Ruo.

The Makololo were

easily repulsed and Mlauri took refuge on Mount Cholo.
who

Buchanan

discourage Mlauri from attacking the Portuguese

heavy

given into this

2

John Moir,

according to Portuguese sources had instigated the attack, com¬

mented that it

was

"the most stupid thing possible.

Buchanan and I tried
but Mlauri would not stand up
against his foolish headmen...He has done just what
the Portuguese desired,"
4
to prevent

loir

was

waiting for.

this

-

right, this was the moment that Serpa Pinto had been
He had returned from the coast and immediately set in

motion the invasion of the Makololo country.

With the help of two

armed steamers his troops advanced to Chiromo at the Ruo confluence,
which

they reached

Mlauri's

on

about the IJth November and were at Mb ewe,

headquarters, above the Elephant Harsh by the 8th December.

84/1942,

2.

Buchanan to Salisbury, 7th October, I889, P.O.
J. Moir to Directors, 8th October, I889, L?B.(2),
J. Buchanan to Salisbury, 8th November, I889, F.O. 84/1942;

3.

J. Moir to Directors, 21st October, I889, L.B.(2).
J. Buchanan to Salisbury, 11th November, I889, F.O, 84/1942;

1.

J.

encloses declaration of war

4.

5.

on

Makololo dated 24th October,

I889, this had been sent by the Portuguese to Moir and not to
Buchanan,
As it is agreed that Mlauri attacked after this
date it is not clear what the significance of this declaration
was.
See also J. Buchanan diary, 14th December, I889.
J. Moir to Directors, llth November, I889, L.B.(2).
Anelson, op. cit., pp 213-214.
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It was also the moment that Lord

for.

While

Salisbury bad been waiting

publicly denying that the government had any respons¬

ibility for the defence of the missions and the Company in the Nyaaa
region he had repeatedly assured them that they could rely

diplomatic support if they were prepared to act in their

his

on

defence.

own

1

This was the most that he could promise in view of the facts that
there

was

no

possibility of getting Treasury support for military

action in the area,

and that there was

no way

that

conveyed to the lake without Portuguese consent.

a

force could be

He had been

annoyed by the series of difficulties which the Portuguese had put

of the Lakes Company's conduct of the Arab War, and by

in the way

the free navigation of the Zambesi which he

their attempts to deny

considered to have been guaranteed by the Berlin Conference of
He was

I885.

prepared to support the Lakes Company if they undertook to

force the free passage of the Zambesi with an armed steamer,
he confessed in

October, 1888, that he had doubts about

the river to be

a

2

though

'declaring

highway of nations when there is only one fathom
"i

of water in it

-

persuaded to give

and not always that.'
way

in principle

on

The Portuguese had been

the introduction of

the Arab War after it had been pointed out that

1.

Karonga

arras

was

for

beyond

Sir .Tames Fergus son had made this point in the House of Commons

28tb February

1888 and bad caused an uproar among mission¬
lie had suggested that the Missionary settlements
had been made without the 'concurrence' of government.
noth¬
ing could have been better calculated to provoke a reaction,
on

ary

cirdles.

Waller to Ewing, 9th March, 1888, and Waller to G. Smith,
7873.
A meeting was held in the West¬
on the 24th April of members of both
Hyasa, it was well attended.
A similar
meeting was held in Manchester.
A deputation of all those
interested saw Lord Salisbury on the 27th April, 1888; he
repeated promises which he had made the year before on the free
navigation of the Zambqai, and the prevention of the Portuguese
assuming a protectorate.
He also made it clear that he would
be glad if the missions and Company would defend themselves.
See L.M.M. 26th July, 1888, IS 79-12? and J. MoMurtrie to Sir
J. Cuthbertson, 29th February, to B.C. Scott, 15th February,
14th March, 12th April, 10th May, 1888, in MS 7534.
Lister^ minute, 27th September, 1888, and F.O. to A.L.C., 30th
September, 1888, P.O. 84/1929? see also A.L.C. Minutes, 3rd
October, 1888, and Axelson, op. cit., pp 18041.
Salisbury to Lord Khutsford, (Colonial Secretary), 12th October,
1888, quoted fcy Lady G. Cecil, op. cit., Vol.IV, p 241.
e.g.

12th April, 1888, MS
minster Palace Hotel
Houses interested in

2*

3.

^

the latitude of the Rcvuraa, their declared northern frontier.

1

h-

While

cone

of the offioials in the

Foreign Office were still prepared

to negotiate

with Portugal

to the Shire

Highlands in exchange for

of the

that

the basis of recognition of her claims

on

missions, Salisbury had

come

warn

.guarantee of the security

to the conclusion late in 1888

*we shall get nothing out of this

his ambassador in Berlin to

a

government.*,

2

and had told

the German Government that

"if

Portugal interferes with the Lake Hyassa region we
some one of the Portuguese
possessions in India or the Atlantic coast as a mat¬
erial guarantee."
3
should be forced to take

The

news

to divert

of the departure of

Serpa Pinto for Africa had prompted him

Harry Johnston, whom ho had already appointed Consul at

Mozambique .to Lisbon in

a

last effort to find the basis for an agreed

settlement, but he bad rejected the plan which had been agreed between
Johnston and the Portuguese

Colonial Minister, Barros

had told Lord Harrowby, one of the missions* ITyasa
that in view of the fact that

a

they become troublesome again
you come

-

strong-arm tactics
to have been

the

a

on

Vice-Oonsul Ross it would

which will probably be by the time
5
grouse moors.

The invasion of the Shire proved to
He had been

be the occasion which he

Considering for

some time

conviction that

3.
4.

5.

use

of

public opinion there would not permit

government to make the concessions which he required through
was

prepared to exploit its

vulnerability to shame Britain into generosity.

2.

the

Portugal; his reason for this approach seems

negotiation, and that the government

1.

lobby in June 1889

projected lecture to Portugal 'until

back,' doubtless from the

bad foreseen.

He

they had recently climbed down on a

number of issues including the arrest of

probably be best to postpone

Gomes,^

It was necessary

Hanna, op» cit., pp 131-2.
Salisbury, minute, 25th September, 1888, F.O. 84/19OO, quoted
in Hammond, op. cit., pp 113-114.
Malet to Count Bismarck, 23rd December, 1888, in Maiat to Salis¬
bury, 28th December, 1888, quoted by Hammond, op. cit., p 112.
Oliver, op. cit., 146-151•
Salisbury to ITarrowhy, 3rd June, I889, quoted by Lady G, Cecil,
VolIV, pp 259-260.

-
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for him to settle with Portugal before going on to what he consid¬
ered to be the much more

with

important settlement of African boundaries

Germany, and he concluded that the Portuguese government would

'not be sorry for an earnest of British determination.He cal¬
culated that
the

an

ultimatum would, while painful, be quick and relieve

Portuguese government of the blame which would undoubtedly have

been attached to

negotiated concessions.

Following telegrams from

Buchanan and the acting Consul at

Mozambique, Salisbury set in motion

his

-

elaborately planned ultimatum

by naval movements

-

a

series of telegrams accompanied

which secured the withdrawal of the Portuguese

troops from the Shire and determined the present southern boundary
of Malawi.'"

mm

There

were

Marques, it
was

was

am

outstanding boundary disputes with Portugal in other

of southern

areas

"y

Africa, such as llatabele-Mashonaland, and Lourenco

the problem of the Scottish settlement in Malawi that

Salisbury's primary concern.

to the

This is made clear by his reaction

proposals which Harry Johnston brought back with him from

Lisbon in

April, I889.

Johnston had prophesied in August, 1883,

that
"if

our government only grants some measure of support to
the British agencies, commercial and evangelical, which
have obtained suoh a footing in the Lake region, our

possessions in South Africa may be linked some day to

sphere of influence in Eastern Africa and the
Egyptian Sudan by a continuous band of British dominion.
The day will come, let us hope, -when the African Lakes
Company will shake hands with the British East Africa
Company on the shores of Tanganyika." 3
our

In order to fulfil his dream of

1.

2.

3"

painting the map red from Cape to

Salisbury to Queen Victoria, 23rd December, I889, Letters of
'Queen Victoria. 3rd Series, Vol,I., p 538, quoted by Lady G.
Cecil, op. cit., p 263.
This interpretation is largely based on the account given by Lady
G. Cecil in Vol.IV of her father's life, pp 223-70* and on the
account in Hammond, op. cit., pp 100-132, though it differs
from the latter.
The Times. 22nd August, 1888,
by an African Explorer.*

'Great Britain's Policy in Africa,

Cairo it

was

essential to break through

continuous band of

the Portuguese claim for

territory from the west to the east coasts.

a

He

therefore pleased to have been able to persuade Barros Gomes to

ttfas

concede this in

principle in exchange for the Shire Highlands and the

southern end of Lake

Malawi,

parliament would

uguese

areas

ever

which, Gomes

yield."'"

was

Salisbury

certain, no Port¬

was not

so

pleased;

he commented
"I do not wish to have the appearance of putting pressure
on these Scotch people to abandon what they believe to

be their
He was

the Zambesi, he did not think that it

on

3

of their

one

plan, while at the same time making it clear

leading representatives in the House of Lords that

he did not intend that

they should give way, and that

of their opposition would be

diplomatically

useful.^

safe-guatding of the rights of the missions

than

been,

pattern of colour

a

as

Johnston's

south of the

was,

on

the

map.

demonstration

For Salisbury

was more

important

If his main preoccupation had

the Cape to Cario route, or as Shodes' was,

reject them.

5

Although Salisbury made it clear that
would be welcome there is
that he

was

his

diplomatic

own

a

Zambesi, he could have accepted the Portuguese proposals,

but he chose to

Shire

concession

was a

He sent Johnston to Scotland to attempt to persuade the

missions to accept his

the

nav¬

they had, in his view, no right to with-hold it in the first

plaoe.

to

2

equally unimpressed by the Portuguese concession of free

igation
since

rights..."

a

no

need to

a

suggest,

demonstration of protest
as

some writers

have,

puppet-master who manipulated public opinion to suit

ends.^

If he had agreed to the surrender of the

Highlands and the Blantyre Mission to Portugal he could

reason¬

ably have been accused of breaking his promises to the missions.

1.'
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Lister, 5th April, 1889, F.O. 84/I9^9Salisbury, minute, 7th May, 1889, F.O. 84/1994.
Salisbury, minute, 26th April, I889, F.O. 84/1969*
W.P. Livingstone, A Prince of Missionaries. London, 1931, the
Johnston to

peer in question was Lord Balfour of Burleigh.
It should perhaps be pointed out that Salisbury's rejection of
the Johnston - Gomes proposals was probably made on the assump¬
tion that it was extremely unlikely that the Portuguese Cortes
would ratify ouch concessions.
E.g. Hammond, op. cit., p 119;
Oliver, op. cit., p 150-1.

-

The fact that he had made the
to the effectiveness
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promises in the first place

of the pressure group

in which the African Lakes

Company played the leading and most vociferous part.
Churches had already been
which

wa3

was

not

a

petition for

The Scottish
a

protectorate,

eventually signed by eleven thousand ministers and elders,

fills five volumes of the

described

circulating

due

was

on

Foreign Office records, and was justifiably

its presentation as

*the voice of

Scotland.'*

something which Salisbury, the politician with

a

This

minority

government maintained only by the Irish vote, could afford to dis¬

There is not

regard.
sure

group or

space

here to dilate

ainly conscious of their
was

the role of the pres¬

of the press in the determining of British foreign

policy in the late nineteenth century.

Portugal

on

Salisbury himself

was

cert¬

..'bile the final settlement with

power.

being worked out he told the ambassador in Lisbon to

"point out to them that I have a public opinion as ex¬
acting and powerful as their own, and that I shall
not be allowed, even if I wished to do so, to sacri¬
fice the rights of British Companies."
2
John Iloir in Africa
pressure;
to

equally conscious of the importance of this

was

he implored his Directors to 'spare

no

Company

can

They sent

and exhortation to the

Foreign Office in London;

a

six

3

continual stream of information

188^and 1889 alone their representatives

were

in the two years

received there at least

times, and they sent at least twenty-eight letters and telegrams,

often

providing

government's

own

news

of the latest developments in Africa before the

representatives,^

least

twenty-two letters;

wrote

seven

vJ.P.

memoranda

on

The Foreign Office sent them at

Sir Perey Anderson and Sir Philip Currie
their affairs in addition to innumerable

Livingstone, op. cit, pp 51-2.
The petition is filed in
84, April, 1889,
Lady G. Cecil, op. cit., Vo3-.IV, p 270.
J. Moir to Directors, A.L.C., 13th December, 1889, L.B.(2).
A.L.C. Minutes, 1888 and 1089, passim.
The Livingstonia and
Blantyre Missions also kept up a fairly steady pressure on the
Foreign Office but in terms of volume of information the Com¬
pany was considerably more active.
F.O.

3.
4.

agitation

not be accused of dragging their

feet in this matter.

2.

or

prevent anything above the Ilwanza from becoming Portuguese..'

The Directors of the

1.

pains

John liiu.. " LOOK

HERE, MY LITTLE Fill END, I DON'T WANT TO IU'RT
BUT, COME OFF THAT FLAG.'.'!"

YOUR LITTLE FEELINGS,—
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contributions

Blaakwood*s

on

the

subject, and influential journals such as
The Contemporary Review,

f lagasine.

and Hurray' s Magazine.

the Company was an

introduction
or

at the most

It

was

Chamber's' Journal.

By the middle of 1889

published articles.

institution which could be referred to without

explanation,

or

-

'rather

a

2

while Cecil Rhodes

was

still unknown,

pro-Boei» 13.P. in Couth Africa, I fancy.'

3

the Arab War which created the first awareness of the Company

and the missions outside their own immediate circle and prepared a
'wider

public to take

bore fruit in the near
of Serpa

interest in their future welfare.

an

hysterical

Pinto's advance

ultimatum.

on

response

This

which followed the

news

the Shire, and accompanied Salisbury's

The browning glory was Sir John Tenniel's Punch cartoon

depicting the 'insult to the flag' at the Company's ICatunga's
station.

5

The decision that the Portuguese troops should withdraw below

the Ruo

was

made in Lisbon

Salisbury which

was

as

a

result of

an

ultimatum from Lord

in turn the result of what he considered to be

1,

E.g. P.D, Lugard, The Contemporary Review,

2,

Hurray's Ilagasine. op. cit.
This is made clear in a notice in The Pall Hall Casette.

op.

cit.} F.Moir,
29th.

Hay, 1889, which gives the first hint of a plan for a new
Chartered Company for centra}. Africa.
Of the companies which
were thought likely to be included in it, the A.L.C. took pride
of place.

3.

H.H. Johnston, The Qfory of "Ty Life, op. cit., p

238.;

in Febru¬
with¬

ary, I89O, Henry Labouchere could still refer apparently
out sarcasm to 'a Mr. Rhodes.'
Hansard, 13th February,

4.

1890,

3rd Series, Vol.CCCXLI, col.28.
This poiht was made explicitly by Lord Aberdeen in the Rouse of
Lords on the 25th March, 1889, Hansard, 3rd Series, Vol.CCCXXXIV,

col.680, where he stated:

'There is no doubt a very large
amount of interest has been attracted in this country towards
affairs in the Nyassa territory, and I think this interest has
been extended and increased owing to theation known as the African Lakes Company

fact that an associ¬
has been carrying on
operations in that region.
That company had its origins in
Cootland and is chiefly equipped by Scotchmen.'
Lord Balisbury commented that:
'The enterprise is one which we all re¬
gard with the greatest sympathy, and the progress of which vail
be advantageous not only to the progress of this country, but
to the civilisation of those who

9.

Punch, 15th January, I89O.

dwell in those

regions.'

-

the demands of British
is almost
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"bile this interpretation

public opinion.

certainly correct it

to the activities

-

appears

to leave little significance

of John Buchanan and John Iloir

This provides an example of the way

on

the Shire.

in which the slowness and unre¬

liability of communication between Africa and Europe frequently led
to situations where the

taking decisions in
their actions

that
matic

agents of an imperial power were acting and

very

dangerous circumstances in the knowledge

might already have been made irrelevant by diplo¬

negotiation.

This knowledge did not however make the position

which these agents found themselves in any
them from the need to make decisions.

concerned they were

were

uguese

easier, nor did it absolve

Go far

as

Buchanan end Moir

facing in the latter months of 1889

a

Port¬

invasion which, if allowed to continue unchecked, might lead

to the destruction of

over

ten years

work.

John IJoir

was

convinced

that
"if

they succeed in getting acknowledgement from Britain
conquest.. .the peace and seciirity
will be less than in the past and that a heavy blow
will have been struck at the prosperity of our Company
and the progress of the country."
1
of their claim of

Buchanan pointed out that
"of

if England

chooses to assert her right the mere
Portugal planting a flag will go for little, but
always tends to weaken our hands," 2

course

fact of
it

After lllauri had shot his bolt

the

and, ignoring all advice, attacked

Portuguese, Buchanan had little confidence in the steadiness under

pressure of

give

way

the Makololo.

When Masea panicked and threatened to

unless Buchanan himself drove the Portuguese from Kbewe he

commented that this had confirmed him in

an

opinion that he had long

held:
"vis:
that the natives in this country would sell them¬
selves to the highest bidder or the strongest power with¬
out any respect whatever to after result,
I do verily
believe that had I not arrived here at the time I did
arrive the Makololo chiefs would have accepted the Port¬
uguese

flag.

The people themselves do not want the

Portuguese but with strong pressure brought to bear upon
them they would all surrender."

3

Moir to Direotor's,'"l3t"h December, 1889,
Buchanan diary, 19th December, I089,

1.
2.

J.
J,

3.

Ibid., 13th December, 1889.

L.B.(2).

-
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strategy that Moir and Buchanan chose to adopt in the face

of the

Portuguese invasion

chiefs

were

that of ensuring that the Makololo

was

kept out of the hands of the Portuguese and were thus

unable to cede their territories.
could

Buchanan's view

that if he

was

get the Makololo chiefs
"to keep away

from their villages and not to accept any
planting of flags xri.ll not be much...
game that two can play at any day."
1

flags the
It is

a

Buchanan himself
uguese

mere

at Somba when Mb ewe

was

reached Uasea's village three miles below the Company's Kat-

unga's station.

John Moir

was

at Katunga's and

the three most important chiefs in the
and Mulilima to withdraw into

to compensate

their

captured and the Port¬

was

villages.

able to persuade

neighbourhood, Masea, Katunga,

the hills above

them for losses sustained as
2

was

a

He promised

Katunga's.

result of abandoning

On Buchanan's return to the river the Portuguese

withdrew to Mbewe and

Katunga went back with Koir to

Blantyre.^

When Buchanan returned to Zomba at the end of December the
advanced

once

this time

towards

more

succeeded in

Katunga's.

Moir

getting Masea and

villages and retire with him to

Ilandala.^

down at the river and

was

Tulilima to leave their
It

was on

1890 that the Portuguese formally took possession of
ing down the Union Jack to the accompaniment of

a

repeated

was

hauled down;thc red
at its

station.

to accept the

1.
2.

3.

4.

Katunga'sfhaul¬
gun

sal¬

previously;

the Portuguese flag was raised.

They also

ensign which flew with the Company's house flag

The three agents who had been left in

flag and handed in

a

written protest.

5

J. Buchanan diary, 12th December.
J.M. to Directors, 13th December, I889, L.B.(2);
9th~12th December, 1889;
see also Buchanan to

charge refused
Meanwhile at

Buchanan diary,
Salisbury, 11th

23rd, 24th December, 1889, P.O. 84/1942.
Buchananadiary, 10th, 11th December, 1889;
J.M. to Directors,
13th December, L.B.(2).
Buchanan diary, 2nd January, 1890;
J.M. to Directors, 10th Jan¬
uary,

5.

as

the 2nd January

twenty-one

ute from the pole which Buchanan had erected ten days

the salute

Portuguese

1890,

Buchanan diary, 3rd, 4th January, I89O; quoting accounts of Wil¬
son and Atwell, A.L.C. agents at Katunga's.
Buchanan had
raised the flag on 22nd December, see diary.
See also Buchanan
to Salisbury, 5tb January, I89O, enclosing C. Wilson to Buchanan
2nd January, I89O, P.O. 84/1021.

-

Blantyre Buchanan
of

event

that the

an

was

attack

on
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seriously considering armed resistance in the
the settlement there.

The difficulty was

Portuguese controlled the river and it would he

"hardly possible to do anything without the assurance of
support from home as there are too few of us here to
form a Republic and even then we should still have to
face the difficulty of obtaining supplies."
1
Fortunately the Portuguese did not advance beyond Katunga's and
Buchanan

called upon to 'nail the colour to the mast
2
them to do their best.'
John Moir felt that
not

was

and defy

"the chiefs could not

have behaved better than they have
invitation they have come up here and
living at Mandala and Blantyre.. .quietly waiting

done.
are

till

At

our

'words'

our

in the matter shall have reached

our

Queen and she shall command the Portuguese to retire."

They withdrew from Katunga's
bank of the Ruo at Chiromo

flying behind
to

see

tbern.^

the 8th February, and from the north

on

on

the 12th

March, leaving their flags

With the benefit of hindsight it is possible

that it would have made

no

difference to the eventual outcome

if the three Makololo chiefs whom Moir and Buchanan

so

tected had ceded their territories to the Portuguese.
ultimatum
x-jas

was

a

response

were

not themselves in the possession of this in¬

throw the Makololo overboard to

some

Portugal's -withdrawal.

maintain those limits of
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

than

'policy'
They

that "Britain will not

pray

or

were

'effective occupation'

other but manfully

doing their best to
which, at the Ruo in

diary, 6th January, 1890.
Ibid., 14th Beeember, 1890.
J. Moir to Directors, 10th January, 1890, L.3.(2).
J.M. to Directors, 26th February, 1890;
Buchanan diary, 9th
February, 7th and 12th March, 1890;
sec also Buchanan to Sal¬
isbury, 26th February, 11th March, 16th April, 10th May, 2nd
June, 1890, P.O. 84/2021.
The flag was raised again on 7th
March to a 21 gun salute.
Katunga himself died on 27th "%y,
1890.
Buchanan had applied for 81,311 damages for the I'akololo who had left their homes}
this included the value of crops
and of 116 guns and 43 canoes.
Lord Salisbury, 11th February, 1890, Hansard, 3rd Series, Vol.
CCGXLI, cols. 32-5} Lady G. Cecil, op. cit., Vol.IV, pp 261—8;
Buchanan

Hammond,
6.

Salisbury's
5

more

on

pro¬

capture of Katunga's village and store.J

formation, they could do little

insist

carefully

to Buchanan's telegram of 11th November, and

set in motion before the

Moir and Buchanan

3

J.

Moir to

cit., pp 126-32.
Directors, 10th January, 1890.

op,
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the south

as

on

boundaries of

the Stevenson road in the

new

and still

The Arab liar. and the

vi

possibility of

a

charter.

it

a

charter

ion attributed to it

as

commercial

once

that the

operations.

was

The struggle that they had to break

Company could not

the only way of

ruary,

the administration and make

carry on

a

charter if this

Dr. Charles Cameron,

were aware

an

M.P. for Glasgow,

Fergusson late in Feb¬

that the Company

"if empowered by "barter to enter into alliance with
tribes and assisted by Government, is prepared to
and maintain
on

a

preventing the area from being divided between

1888, if the Foreign Office

tribes

even on

together with their experience of the

friend of the missions asked Sir James

a

had any

involved in the Arab War led them to be almost certain

Portugal and Germany.
and

never

combining administration with their

They were, however, prepared to consider

profit.

in central

again, rather than the burning ambit¬

to the prospects of

expenses

always

was

by Harry Johnston 'that loir I be crowned king

the latter after ten years,

great

money

The Directors of the Lakes Company

IJyassaland,

illusions

It

this knowledge that induced the Company to begin think¬

was

ing in terms of

of

British

government would be extremely reluctant to undertake

anything which committed it to the expenditure of

Africa;

a

influence,raised once again the question

of administration and the
clear that the

-

campaign for the declaration of

sphere of

or

north, were to form the

existing states.

-

protectorate

-

an

Lake

armed police force among

friendly

equip

the friendly

Nyassa, and to place a gunboat on that lake
rapidly increasing slave trade

for the suppression of the
on its shores...."
2
It does not appear

probably
1.

an

that this

was

a

serious application;

attempt to sound the government on their attitude to the

Johnston to

eatherly,

(Secretary,

1892, Salisbury, CT/I/I6/4/I.
2.

it was more

E.G.A. Company), 3rd Parch,

I-Iansard, 3rd Series, Vol.CCCXXII, cols. 1648-9, 28th February,
1888.
Sir James Fergusson replied that the government were
not 'in a position to confer administrative power over a dis¬
trict which is not under their control,' and stated that he
had no knowledge of the Company's power to protect life and
property.

-

Aral) War

it received

-

a
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negative response.

The Company had simult¬

aneously "been sounding General Strauch of the Congo Free State admin¬
istration and

a

'gentlemen in Germany interested in East African

Peters.3"

affairs', possibly Karl

The latter were no more than infor¬

mal consultations but caused soraeeonstcrnation to Sir Percy Anderson
and to Horace Waller.

2

The Directors did however continue to give
the

their attention to

As might be expected from the analysis of their com¬

subject.

mercial principles attempted in an earlier chapter they were
that any administration should be as cheap as
in effect that

status quo.

it

should interfere

as

little

possible;
as

agreed

this meant

possible with the

So far as it can now be reconstructed it makes

an

ill¬

uminating comparison with the system of administration proposed and
eventually carried out by Harry Johnston the guiding principle of which
he declared to he

'divide et impera.John Stephen proposed'tbe

creation of

an

African

natives and

Europeans.^

would he necessary as
to the

setting

of way among

up

State,* to he governed by 'a mixed council of

it

James Stewart of Lovedale agreed that this
was

unlikely that the chiefs would consent

at first 'of

the people.'"^

government even in an informal sort

a

He felt certain that in ordor to avoid

later conflicts there must be

agreement with the chiefs

on

the out-

lawing of certain practices which British members ofKadministration
could not tolerate.
slave

raiding;

Change
power

2.

3.

slave trading;

witch-craft, and certain punishments,

poison ordeals;

bound to be slow;

was

it could be brought about partly by the

of the Gospel, by education, and by consultation, but it would

be hastened

T.

He mentioned particularly:

by the provision of

a

strong armed force for this

was

February',' 1888.'

A,B.C. Minutes, 15th
H. Waller to Dr. G. Smith,

14th April, 1888, MS 7873.

H.H. Johnston in a memorandum to the Directors of the B.S.A. Com¬
pany on 'The Administration of British Central Africa, by a
Chartered Company,' 17th July, 1890, printed copy enclosed with
Johnston to Salisbury, 7th Cotober, 1890,
In this he stated
that the 'general policy to he followed should he divide and
rule-divide et impera - though stopping short of incitement to
civil war.*

4.

Dr.

5.

Stewart to J, Stephen, 19th July, 1888, answering
Stephen's which is missing, Salisbury.

J.

of

Ibid.

a

letter

-

'the power
of

-

While supporting the idea

that impresses an African.1

mixed council he

a

303

was

clear that this would mean that

ly the white men become the real rulers of the

country.'

of the benefits which had been conferred on India by

'ultimate¬

He spoke

'John Company*

envisaged the gradual extension of the Lakes Company's adminis¬

and

tration

He felt that the main arguments in

along similar lines.

favour of the formation

of

a

state

were

country, had gained the confidence of

a

that the Company was in the

lar^e section of the popula¬

tion, and had done so much of the preliminary work that they were

practically in
Hast Africa

stronger position then Kackinnon's Imperial British

Company.

John Hoir
a

a

was

^

pressing at the,same time for an application for

charter in the hope that this

sphere of British influence.'
had made

son

from

'might hasten the declaration of

a

p

He complained that Sir Percy Ander¬

promises of help in 1885 but that they had been prevented

undertaking administration then by
"the

suspicion of Mr. Scott and Br. Rankin who would not
likely to occur, (ana) which
have nov? shaken us so severely,'
3
face the difficulties

In

a

long letter written in October 1339 he outlined his plans for

the administration of the oouhtry.

He

was

opposed to the

"buying up of the Sovereign Rights of the chiefs, as has
been done, I understand, on the Congo, not so much be¬
cause it appears to me an unnecessary expenditure of
capital, as because the subsequent relations with the
Eurouean rulers and administrators would, I think, be
unsatisfactory.
The natives are, on the whole, a
thoroughly law-abiding people, who are at present satis—K"»rily ruled at a minimum cost by their chiefs and
headmen.
Here is a large firm basis to build upon;
and I strongly believe that the Company will secure eff¬
iciency and economy by disturbing the existing state of
affairs as little as possible.
Still less would I advise anything approaching the
Military Occupation lately attempted by the German East
African Company.
I would rather urge the very greatest caution in

2.

J. Stewart to J. Stephen, 19th
J.M. to Directors, A.L.C., 8th

3.

Ibid., 21dt November, 1888,

1.

July, 1888, op. cit.
Sentebber, 1888,

assuming administration where it is not desired;
for unless

we

retain the good-will and trust of the

natives, already
the Company will

largely acquired, the force that
"become a source of weak¬
ness rather than of strength.
And I would impose no
direct taxation at first.
I believe that the policy I recommend would be
efficient yet inexpensive;
that the Company would thus
slowly but surely acquire a very strong hold on all the
country, would maintain peace, and become a backbone to
the detached tribes, (and) would be more and more called
in to

so

possess may

direct control...1

assume

•I would look upon our commercial deel ings with the
natives as ohe of our very best means of keeping in touch

with

them, and of securing

paramount influence over the

a

tribes,..."
He

thought that it would be

and another

on

Lake

necessary

Malawi, together with

for the defence of the Company and. its

such

to have-a gunboat on the Shire
a

well-armed, land force

allies;

but he felt that

force

a

"though kept constantly well drilled, should, in ordinary
times, be fully occupied in peaceful work ijj building,
transport eto,, and...in constructing strong defensible
forts on the Tanganyika road, to form an effective bar¬
rier

against the Arabs,

The great bulk of the

men

would

need...to be recruited from the natives here.
A nucleus
of Zulus or Basutos would certainly make the creation of
such a force quicker and easier.
But such natives suffer
nearly, or quite as much, as Europeans from fever.
I
would suggest, therefore, that merely a nucleus of foreign
natives be
John Moir

was

employed."

genuinely shocked by the plan for the administrat-

ion which Harry Johnston

annual expenditure of
much

as

end the

1

produced in July 1890.

£32,000 in the

new

the total capital of the Lakes

2

It envisaged the

protectorate.

This

was as

Company raised to that date

salary of £2,500 which. Johnston proposed for himself as Com¬

missioner

was

selves,

Although Johnston himself was confident that this administra¬

tion would

nearly ten times the

soon

pay

sum

that the Moirs had allowed them¬

for itself and would be showing

a

profit in ten

and the B.S.A. Companies, 9th
October, 1889, copies in L.B.(2) and enclosed with Dr. J, Hoir
to Salisbury, 25th December, 1889, P.O. 84/2009*
Another copy

1.

J.K, to Directors of the A.L.C.

2,

Charters, 3 A 59.
Memorandum, 17th July, I89O, op. cit.

enclosed with J.K«

to

Rhodes, 24th October, 1890, Rhodes House
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Moir

was

certain that the country could not finance such

structure without

a

He felt that

causing hardship to the people.

Johnston's scheme
"woxild

mean

thorough revolution in the Company's actions.

a

The Company has consistently tried to improve the con¬
dition of the natives and has found in so doing its own

As I trace Johnston's scheme in
imagination I seem to see the Company engaged in one
great struggle, ever vainly endeavouring to support a
huge system that would crush its very life out, or else
leave it powerless for the good it could otherwise do.
profit and advantage.

my

I believe in the administration of the country

through the native chiefs and headmen by means of con¬
stant contact with honest Christian traders.
You should
send out as soon as possible some better educated men to

put those there already on their metal.
would not

John Moir's

This would tend

standard all round.,.Otherwise the old lines

to raise the

serve

badly to extend, and

run

opposition to direct taxation

1

upon."

was

based

on

his know¬

ledge of the state of the economy and on his conviction that it
would be

impossible without resort to the 'German' methods which he

deplored to collect
out currency and

any

tax from the people who were entirely with¬

mainly without cloth.

He imagined that

a

minimal

administrative structure could be supported by the profits from the

ivory trade which he hoped by the institution of regular markets in
the interior and the

Arab traders?

payment of

higher price to wrest from the

a

by the extension of the Company's plantations and the

encouragement of independent planters, and by taxation on imports.
While he

was

keen to encourage

planters and industrial missions he

did not think that the country was
and insisted that

Europeans

2

were

suitable for white colonisation

wanted only to direct.

amental difference between Moir and Johnston's views

3

was

The fund¬
over

their

assessment of the scale of administration which the country could

1.
2.

J.M, to J. Stephen, 27th September,
J.M. to Directors, A.L.C. and B.S.A.

1889,
3.

op.

1890, L.E.(2).
Companies, 9th October,

cit.

Interview with J, Moir in the Pall Mall Gazette. July, IS90,
reprinted in the Anti-Slavery Reporter. Vol.X, 1890, p 162.
'I presume the country is not suited, for colonisation?'
♦Hot for white colonisation.
We only want white men to dir¬
ect. *
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support, and over the speed with which it was to "be introduced,
Johnston's contention that

administration

an

on

the scale he jiroposed

would pay for itself within ten years was wildly optimistic and "bore
no

relation to the then state of the economy,

John Moir

was

considerably better informed.

a

subject about which

The history of the

pro¬

tectorate under Johnston was to show that even starting with a much
less

grandiose apparatus than he envisaged in

raie.se the
duce

revenue

to meet his expenditure

,

concept, was also more demanding than

vii
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Company in this period

clearly influenced both the directors and the

tration

relying

decisive factor

was

of

break;

source

steamer
of the

itself

resources

almost

before the out¬

on men

and arms;

exclusively to its conduct, at the expense

Company's other trading and transport committments.
was

estimated to have cost

for the

losses which

£8,400 during

for the years

£12,000,

2

hut this made

It

was

1888,^

war

allow¬

no

thought to have turned
a

a

£10,083.^

It

was

probably

£5^0,^

loss of

and to have contributed to

1888 and 1889 combined of

See below, Chapter VI.
J. Stewart, draft letter

The

incurred due to the break in the normal

were

the Karonga account for I887 into

to have cost

5.

years

the diversion of the Company's meagre staff and

on

3.
4.

certainly been the Company's

of profit in the three

large profit

2.

The

it closed the market for ivory at the

activities of the Company.

1.

minimal adminis¬

This had three import¬

it called for much additional expenditure

and it made necessary

a

in their inclin¬

existing institutions.

end of Lake Malawi which had almost

greatest single

ance

on

the Arab War.

course

ant commercial consequences:
north

managers

gradual inauguration of

far as possible

as

1

-

The commercial history of the Lakes

ation towards the slow and

being undesirable in

reasonable.

was

unable to

was

and was compelled to intro¬

level of direct taxation which besides

a

1890( he

a

loss

clear that

to The Times. 20th January, I89I, Salisbury
6th June, 1889, L.B.(2).

J.M. to Directors, A.L.C.,

Ibid., 13th December, 188§,
Weatherley, (Secretary, B.S.A, Company), Memorandum
ancial Position of the

CT/l/ll/5/1.

on

the Fin¬

A.L.C., 19th August, 1892, Salisbury,
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military operations and profitable commercial activities could not
easily be combined.
At the

high point of the

war

in May and June 1888 there

twenty-six Europeans at Karonga of whom three
the remainder employed by the Company.
members of the staff

than

staff

the outbreak of the

thirty there had been

employed while many

were

the usual five year contracts and ten were

on

on

volunteers and

Of the latter thirteen

mercenaries who had been recruited by the
As the total

were

were

war

agents.^

had amounted to less

large increase in the number of

a

had been called

men

Company*s Durban

away

men

from their usual occup¬

ations.

The number of

result of

illness, death, dismissal and desertion until at the con¬

clusion of the

war

but this reduction
of staff
of the

so

there

men

there
was
was

at

were

Karonga

was

gradually reduced as.

less than half

accompanied by
little easing
2

a

a

dozen staff

a

there,

reduction in the total number

in the shortage in other parts

Company*s business.

In view of the strain which the
steamers it is

put

*?ar

upon

the staff and the

surprising that they were able to do anything else at

all during these two years.
at Mandala and considerable

Work continued on the coffee plantation
building operations

which extended the house and store into

a

were

fortified

undertaken there

square.^

Prob-

66,

1.

Lugard,

2.

J.M. comdained that of 25 men employed by the Company at the

op.

cit., Vol.1,

p

be¬
ginning of 1888 10 had left and none had been replaced by May,
I889, J.M. to Directors, A.L.C., l6th May 1889. In a typical
letter to the Directors of 8th April 1889, he reported that Stew¬
art had been invalided with 'incipient pthicis', Hector was suff¬
ering from 'shattered nerves' and must leave,
T. Morrison would
have to leave immediately, and Fred Morrison was recovering vjcII
from dysentery but was still very weak.
Four of the Company's
employees died during 1888 and 1889, on© of wounds and three from
the effects of the strain of the Arab War.

3.

J.M. to Directors, A.L.C., 8th September,

1888, L.B.(2).

At the

time Moir was attempting to organise mineral prospecting and
formed a ilyassa Cold Syndicate, with Alfred Sharp© and a Polish
same

prospector, A. Antonieski, (later known as Austin) who claimed to
have found gold near Bandawe.
This syndicate formed the basis
of the Scottish Exploration Company, which was registered in Edin¬
burgh in July I889. It had a capital of £2,000 and was later sai
to have been founded mainly with the object of preventing Antonie
ki from bringing in the Portuguese t-rhich he had threatened to do.
Two of the men employed in the defence of Karonga, Pigott who dieand Holfe who was wounded ,had been employed in the first place as
prospectors.
Dee J.M. to Directors, 16th August B88, 15th Januar;
I889, L.B.(2). See also Scottish Exploration Company file, no.l8(
2nd July I889, Companies Registry, George Street, Edinburgh; and
A.L.C. minutes, 24th 25th February 1891,
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ably the greatest single work undertaken at this time was the
the

Shire at Hatope of the

transport and construction

on

lake steamer the Domira.

She had been ordered in

upper

new

1887, and reached

the

Kongone mouth cf the Zambesi in parts in about June 1888.

was

84 ft. long, could steam at 9 m.p.h,, could carry 18 tons of
and weighed 68 tons.

cargo

She

was more

than twice

Charles Janson which had been put on the lake in
Moir with the

as

heavy

She

as

the

I885 and posed John

biggest transport problem that he had had to face since

the transport of the

Good Hews.

He foiuid it

very

difficult to get

porters owing to the difficult shapes and weights of the parts and
had to rely on

lands,

on

the Tonga who had been brought down to the Shire High¬

tenants on the Mandala estate,and
2

he had imported

specially."

on

delayed by the illness of thiAee of the

her all of whom had to leave the country.

The last of the parts reached
in

three ox waggons which

The work of construction also proved

to be very difficult.and was
'

engineers who worked

on

3

Matope in January 1889, she was launched

August and made her maiden voyage in November 1889 ia time to

bring Harry Johnston back south from his journey to Tanganyika in
January 1890.
fifteen years'

Her arrival
service was

badly in need of

nex*

on
worn

the lake

P.

engines, and after causing considerable delays

Morrison to F.D.

Brit. Emp.

2.

3.
4*

timelyfas the Ilala after

out by the strain of the war, was

had finally broken down in the same
1.

was

November.^

Lugard, 29th September

1888',

Rhodes House,

71*
Morrison had returned to Scotland in March,
I887 to supervise the construction of the steamer, its dismantling,
shipping to the Kongone and rebuilding at Matope. See also J.M.
to G. Cawston, testimonial on P. Morrison, 26th February 1890,L.B.I
J.M. to Directors, 8th September, 1888, 21st November 1888, 15th
January I889.
Several hundred men were said to he coming from
Lake Shirwa to assist in the transport of the parts.
By the 15th
January I889, 15 of 20 draught oxen had died of tsetse on their
way to "atope.
J.M. to Directors, 11th November, I889, L,B.(2).
J.M. to Directors, 19th November, 1889» L,B.(2)j
Johnston to Sal¬
s.

isbury, 1st February, 1890, F.G.84/2O5I5 F. Morrison to J. Buchan¬
an, 16th January 1890, with Buchanan to Salisbury, 27th January
1890, P.O.84/2021. Morrison pointed out that 'for many years the
A.L.C. have had their work hindered by the small carrying power of
their first lake steamer,
most deficient.'

the Ilala, whose accommodation

was

also

-
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On the lower Shire too there had "been difficulties with the

These

etearners.

were

which was to become

than it is now,
difficult and

1887

from then

river, which was already lower

began to fall to the point at which navigation became

on

the higher reaches of the lower Shire

capable of carrying 30 tons and

was

every year

Stevenson which had been launched at the

The Janes

the Lady Iferaasa but owing to

impossible.^

Xongone in July

infinite improvement

was an

the lowness of the river

involved

was

serious accidents in her first sir. months operations.

in two
was

increasingly serious almost

The level of the lake and the

on.

on

caused by the first onslaught of a problem

2

She

also extremely difficult to steer owing to her size and shallow

According to John Moir she needed to be steered by men of

draught.

♦strong firm nerve*
to bo without

-

fear.^

Harsh in August

an

alarming comment from

The Lady Hyassa

1888;and

was

a man

who was reputed

sunk in the Horambala

was thought to be beyohd salvage;

Fred Mor¬

rison, the ingenious engineer who had earlier raised the steel boat,
which had been sunk off Bandawe, succeeded in raising her

the Herga,

and she

running agin in November, though badly in need of

was

hull.^

a new

The inward freight rate continued to be .820 a ton from Quel-

inane to Mandala which John Moir regarded as
broken up
5

ulty. *

'low enough for the

nature of the voyage end too low in years of extra difficHe

was

reluctant to increase the rates owing to the pocsi#

bility of competition from Eugene Sharrer,
trader and land

twice bankrupt German

speculator, who had begun to import

boats and sell them at prices

1.

a

some

goods by

which Moir thought must be subsidised

J.M." to' Directors', '26th July, 1883, 21st February, 4th July, I889,
L.B.(2).
Moir felt that the fall in the lake and the rivers
was

accounted for

by the

very poor

rains,

'without the rash

statement that the Lake Districts are in the process of desication.'
He wasitold by Katunga, the Makololo chief, that
when they had first come into the country there were good rains
and much
year,

mapira, and that there would be good rains in the next
1890,
Directors, 6th June, I889, L.B.(2).

2.

J.M. to

3.
4-

F. Morrison to Lugard,

Ibid.

29th September, 1888, and J.M. to Directors
November, 1889, op. cit., and 8tb October, 1888.
J.M. to Directors, 19th August, 1839, L.B.(2).
11th

5.
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merchants,"'"

"by bis backers, a firm of Han,burg
The

shortage of staff showed itself most exbreraely in the

accounting side of the business;
of

the book-keeper proved incapable

working without supervision and John Moir had to do most of the

work

ho finished the accounts for 1887 in June 1889 and

himself;

the accounts for 1888 in December of that year."
grew worse

from 1891 when the staff

with the current accounts and
In

August 1892 they

fully employed keeping up

unable to cope with the

were

still tvio

were

were

The situation

years

behind and it

was

back-log.
not until

■5

1893 that they

late in

were up to date.

It is uncertain how the loss of
and

I889

was

financed.

over

£10,000 in the years 1888

About £?p00 had been subscribed in August

I887 but at least £3,000 of this must have been spent
and

shipment of the Pomira and her construction

other

£2,500

Fund which

on

the

the purchase

lake.^

An¬

subscribed to the Ryassa Anti-Slavery and Defence

was

launched by tbe directors in September

was

on

been hoped to raise

£10,000 by this

1888,

It had

means

"for the purpose of organising a small band of experienced
and efficiently equipped men to undertake the task of

repelling the Arab aggressors,*
but the notion of

charitable basis
further

a

was

commercial company appealing

unusual and the appeal was not a success,

£1,500 was subscribed

the nominal subscribed
overdraft of

more

than

£1,000,

December 1388.

T.
2.

3.
4.

5.
67,
8.

up

liabilities of £273.

remained almost

Q

static at

At the

on

Capital to

Company *s accounts drawn
over

for funds on a

7

S

5

A

capital account during 1888 bringing
over

£31*000

-

there was also an

An approximate balance of the

in October 1888 showed

an excess

of assets

The value of the stock of goods in Africa
£9*931 at the end of 1886 and £11,192 in

same

time remittances from Africa fell away

J»H» to Directors, 4th July, 1889, L.E.(2).
J.", to Directors, 6th June, 13th December,

1389, and to . Ewing
27th September, iSf&JHbid.
Weatberley memorandum, August, 1892, op.cit.
A.L.C. file, Companies Registry, Edinburgh, and A.L.C. minutes
23rd October, 1888, Annual Report,
A.L.C. minutes, 11th September, 1888, with printed prospectus.
A.L.C, file, Companies Registry.
A.L.C. Minutes, 12tb October,
Ibid., 9th August, 1889;
J.M. to Ewing, 2?th September, 1890,
L.B.

(2).
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dramatically owing to the interruption in the ivory trade and the

impossibility of developing
not quite

business.

The Company was

bankrupt,but it was clear that there would have to be a

large injection of
sound

any new

capital if the business

new

t?as

to be put onto a

footing,and the war brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

This need

was

emphasised by the encouragement which was given by Lord

Salisbury to the missions and the Company to defend themselves,and
by his indication to the Company that he would give diplomatic

sup¬

port to any attempt to demonstrate the free navigation of the Zambesi

by the entry of

armed vessel from the

an

Xongone( or .any other branch

From October 1883 onwards the

of the river delta.

templating some action of this sort to

ensure

Company

was con¬

the continued supply

2

of

and

arms

equipment for the

-

At about the

same

nephew of John Lloffat,
and

ionaire, at the

viii

date A.L.
a

-

Bruce, son-in-law of Livingstone,

share-holder in the Lakes Company since 13S7,
met Cecil

founder of

a

war.

Cape.^

Rhodes, the

rdiodes had earlier in the

Bamato in his battle for control of the

turning his attention and the
of bis

this

as

far

as

defeated

Kxmberley mines and

resources of

was

de Beer's to the execution

by the acquisition of 'the balance of Africa' at

the Stevenson

road.^

It is probable that it was at

meeting that Rhodes first began to consider the absorption of

the African Lakes

Company as

the north of the Zambesi

and

the Stevenson road.

came

1,

year

diamond mill¬

long contemplated drive into Kat&beleland which he expected

would be followed
least

young

A.L.C, Minutes.

He

a means

of extending his influence to

gaining control of the lakes route and
to London in "larch 1889 to organise the

9th August,

1889? J.M. to Swing, 27th oectember,

1390, L.B.(2).
2.

3.

A.L.C. Minutes, 1st October, 3rd October, 7th November, 1888.
A.L. Bruce to G. Cawston, 31st March, I89O, Salisbury, C.T. l/ll/

5/l/,

A.L, Bruce did not becoaie a director of the A.L.C.
November, 1889.
A.L.C. Minutes.
J.G, Lockhart and C.M. -loodhouse, whodes, London, 19&3» P 15$»
quoting Rhodes to Rudd, August, 1888:
'If we get Matabeleland,
we shall get the balance of Africa.*
until

4,

unification of the companies interested in Bechuanaland and Katabe-

1eland,and the application for
of the Zambesi.

•now is the time to carry out

our

certainty what those plans

any

charter over the area to the south

a

On his arrival he wrote to Bruce to inform him that

plans.''*'

It

can

not be said with

but before the 18th April

were,

I889(

George Cawaton,one of the leaders of the Bechuanaland Exploration

Company, which

member of the consortium which Rhodes had

was a

gathered together,had conversations with William lowing, the secretary
of the Lakes
the charter
of the

Company,

on

the possibility of including the Coopany in

application.

The attraction for Bruce and for the rest

Companjr's promoters of this suggestion

ortunity of tapping Rhodes' vast financial
also the possibility of co-operation with
uese

on

the Zambesi.

with Bruce

a

Perhaps

as a

was

(of course,the opp2

resources.

There was

Rhodes against the Portug¬

result of his earlier conversation

clause had been included in the Rudd concession

on

Rhodes' instructions providing for the launching of an armed atearner
on

this river."'

in his

besi

At the

3ame

time the Lakes Company was

interested

plans for the extension of the KLmberley railway to the Zam¬

(which might be the basis of

which would not be dependent

Portxiguese possessions

on

on

a

supply route to the Nyasisa missions

the passage through the settled

the east coast.

thinking in these terms since August,

John Stephen had been

1888.L'

By the 5th June 1889 agreement had been reached in principle
between

Rhodes, Cawston the directors of the Lakes Company and Lord

B&lfour of

Burleigh, the leading supporter of the Nyasa missions in

the House of

Lords, on the extension of the charter for which Rhodes

had formally applied on the
If the Charter

1.

2.

was

30th April to include the Nyasa region.

granted Lord Balfour of Burleigh was to be chair—

3bv.ee tbiOawston, 31st Ilarch, 1890, op. ctiL
The earliest evidence of contact between the Lakes Company and
Rhodes' interests is a letter (draft) from Cawston to Ewing
of 18th April, I889, referring to an earlier conversation and

stating 'that I and my friends are now maturing arrangements
respecting the proposed application for a Royal Central South
African Charter.
sion in

3.
4.

area

Would like to know if A.B.C. require inclu¬
Cawetoh papers, Vol.1,, Rhodes House.

of Charter.'

Lockhart and Woodbouse, Rhodes, p 146.
J. Stephen to Dr. J. .Stewart, 23rd August,

1888, Salisbury.
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man

of the

net-

company

Africa and Lakes

-

which would be known

Company.11

There

was

as

to be

'the British South
an

exchange of

f30,000 issued capital of the Lakes Company into shares in the
company;

the share-holders were to have the right to take

£20,000 in shares to bring their holding
of the

projected issue of £250,000 out of

and

£9>000

north of the

yika.'

from their
and the
ox

the

fifth

nominal capital of
on

capital

neighbourhood of Lakes ilyasea and Tangan-

on

the board of the

new

were

to be given a fair rep-

company as

they

were

'best fitted

long experience to deal with the affairs of Nyassaland,'

company was to

have

among

its principal objects the support

missions, the prohibition of the import of liquor and the

abolition of the slave trade.
Missions

1.

or one

Zambesi, especially with regard to the restoration and

The Lakes Company's directors

resentation

further

for 'the administration of the country

per annum

maintenance of order in the
2

a

£50,000

The new company was to provide £20,000

£1,000,000.
account

up to

a

new

3

Dr.

George Smith of the Foreign

Committee of the Free Church of Scotland vras present during

30th April, I889, with khutsford to
Salisbury, 16th. May, 1889, P.O. 84/1995*
Swing to Salisbury
3rd May, I889, F.O. 84/1994, referred to a meeting on the pre¬
vious day charted by Lord Saifour 'of a large number of the
most solid and influential men in the west of Scotland, when
it was unanimously agreed to take steps for the formation of
a new company on a wider basis...'
There does not seem to be
any other reference to this meeting but the association of Lord

Cawston to Lord ICrratsford,

Balfour with it and the fact that discussions
of the Lakes Company had been going on for at

on

the inclusion

least two weeks
Cawston make it almost certain that the new
company referred to was the projected British South Africa
Company.
Lord Balfour of Burleigh was forced to withdraw from
the chairmanship of the company because he took office in the
government.
The Duke of Abercorn replaced him.
Gee Cawston
to Herbert, 1st July, I889, F.O. 84/1994.
between Swing and

2.

3.

These terms

included in Rhodes and Cawston to

Evdng, 5th
June, 1889, with Swing to Salisbury, 14th April, I89O, F.O.
84/2079.
Printed copies of further correspondence and the
memorandum of an agreement of 29tl» October, I889, were sent by
Ewing to the Foreign Office at the same time.
A.L. Bruce wrote
to 'Isabella*, on the 6th June, 1889*
*1 have this afternoon
been taking part as a founder in what may be a great British
African Empire whose motto is Light and Liberty.
Agnes and I
drive with Cecil Rhodes....to discuss another Chartered Company
of one million and a half square miles,*
Shepperson collection.
IZhodes and Ca-wston to Dwing, 5th June, 1883, op, cit.
were
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•these negotiations and xfrote to tell
the company

if

chartered!would at once run

Zambesi

to the

Robert Laws of their hope that

and rule the

a

railway from Kinberley

country up to Tanganyika where they

'with the Company's very old friend Sir William

would shake hands

Maclcinnon,' and the I.B»E,A«,
settled government

and

your

so

that 'no-man's land

lives

may

be safe and

have

may

a

peaceful.'^

This close association between Rhodes and the missionary inter¬
ests is at first
who

A.L. Bruce,

according to his own account was asked three times to become

director of the
two

sight incongruous and needs explanation.

company,

seems

to have been the link between the

He had

sides.
"so

new

a

strongly urged the alliance believing that it would
advantageous for both companies and promote the

be

best interests of Africa."
He also

seems

to have

2

thought that the grant of

a

charter and the

association of Rhodes with other interests would be

'the best way to

keep his ambition in check.The Lakes Company were anxious to
procure

capital for the development of their business and for the

financing of the Arab War and the probable expedition to the Zambesi
which

they bad had in mind for

some

time and which they

were

urgently

pressed to undertake by P.D. Lugard who arrived back in Britain in
late May or

eat$y

June.^

They had often considered applying for

charter but their innate caution had

1.
2.

3.
4.

a

discouraged them from embarking

1889» MS "w:
March, 1S90, op. cit.
A.L. Bruce to Br. J. Stewart, 25th April, I889, Salisbury.
Lugard to Laws, 5th January, 1890, Shepperson collection, gives
an account of Lugard's attempts to have his plan for the supression of the slave trade on Lakes Malawi and Tanganyika put
into practice, and of his disillusionment as a result of his
treatment by the Lakes Company's directors who did not take him
into their confidence, and gave him only £100 for his expenses,

C. Smith to R. Laws, 5'th June,
A.L. Bruce to G. Cawston, 31st

and with Rhodes who showed an interest in his plan and then
left for South Africa without warning him.
The Lakes Company
directors may have been influenced by a letter from John Hoir
of 8th April, I889, reporting Lugard's departure for Zanzibar

probably home.
He had to leave Burma with shattered nerves
now suffering from the same again.
lie told Mr. Fred
Morrison that he had lost confidence in himself;
and on one occ¬
asion came over expressly to tell me this...I cannot think that
bis nerves would stand the strain of being in supreme command out
here, where one must often act on his own judgement, but I may be
wrong.'
L.B.(2). See also J. Stephen to Lugard, 2nd July I889,
'and

and is

Rhodes House.

-

on

a
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venture which common sense told them was

likely to involve

The arrival of Rhodes with a guarantee of

long series of losses.

£1,000,000 from Lord Rothschild must have seemed
and with Lord Balfour of

Burleigh,

a

board,

as

god-send to them,

chairman, with Company

fifth share of the capital, and

a one

that the interests of the missions would be

ances
can

the

on

a

leading member of the Established

Church, and respected Unionist politician,
directors

a

assur¬

safeguarded, there

have seemed to be little impediment to the accomplishment of the

scheme."1'
For Rhodes the plan

there

the

was

had several advantages:

on

the

one

hand

possibility of using the Zambesi expedition which had

already been apirroved by the Foreign Office in principle in connection
with his
the

own

planned

into Katabeleland and for cutting throtzgh

Portuguese claim to the interior;

with the

missionary

philanthropists such
the

move

granting of

a

pressure group
as

on

weakened the opposition of those

John Mackenzie who

charter to

a

the other hand his alliance

were

anxious to prevent

commercial company, ana to persuade

the government to assume a protectorate over

the area.

It also gave

the company an air of respectability in the person of Lord Balfour
of

Burleigh which Rhodes, Cawston and Lord Gifford,could not themselves

provide, as well
aroused

as

capturing the public interest which had been

by the Arab War.

The leading article in The Times

on

the

29th lay 1889 which, together with a notice in the Pall Hall Gazette
of the
was

almost

to the

date, first made public the plan for

same

a

chartered company

entirely devoted to the affairs of the Lakes Company and

fight against the slave trade, and made little

or no

reference

to the thrust into Kata-beleland and ITashonaland which was Rhodes1
2
primary objective.
These articles were almost certainly inspired

by Rhodes through W.T. Stead and Flora Shaw both of whom he had met
and impressed on this visit to

They make clear that he

was

Bwing, 5"&h June, 1889, op. cit.
30th Kay, 1889> made the point even more
clearly when it said that the A.L.C. 'would do for a nucleus
upon which the greater Company would be built.'
Lockhart and Woodhouse, Rhodes, op, cit., pp 162-3. W.T. Stead,

1.

Rhodes and Cawston to

2.

The Manchester Guardian,

3.

London."^

editor of the Pall Hall Gazette,

Reviews,

1912.

a

trustee of Rhodes*

and later of The Review of

will, went down with The Titanic

Flora Shaw, later Lady Lugard, a leader writer on col¬
onial questions for The Times.
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using the good—will of the Company and the missions as a cloak for
his

immediate

own

ends.

Rhodes visited Scotland at the end of June end had

a

meeting

with James Stevenson,

William Ewing, and Fred Koir on Stevenson's

steam

on

yacht, Fire Fay

Cawston made

As a result of this meeting

application to the Foreign Office for the extension

an

of the charter to

cover

the

of this extension not

event

Clyde.''"

the

area

to the north of the

Zambesi;

in the

being granted they would be willing to

"assist the

Lakes Company and the Scotch Missions pending
the settlement of the boundary cruestion with Portugal
and the ultimate extension of the Charter."
2

On the

day Swing wrot e on behalf of the Lakes Company in support

same

of Rhodes'

application and referring to plans for taking over the

administration of
in Cawston's

A

'Hyanaland'.

3

This had not been expressly mentioned

letter said led the officials in the

doubt whether the two applicants were

Foreign Office to

pulling together.

Sir Villiers

Lister commented that
"some who know Mr.

C. Rhodes well think that he has
serious intention of joining with the Lakes Co."

He certainly had no intention of
he had made with them to the letter.

the issue of

scribed.

The issue of the

effect of swamping

honouring the agreement which
The application referred to

was

given to understand would be sub—

larger sum would .of

course(have the

the Lakes Company and would have entailed the ab¬

sorption rather than the amalgamation of the Company.
clear

original capital and be denied the £20,000 addition¬

capital which they had been

gamator',
1.

This was made

by his instructions of the 9th October that the Company should

be confined to its

al

4

£700,000 of the nominal capital as opposed to the

£250,000 which the Lakes Company
5

no

was

promised.^

Rhodes, 'the great amal¬

trying out the well-tried technique which had earlier

26th July, 1889; F. Moir, After Livingstone.
116.
Herbert, 1st July, 1889, op. cit. F.O. 84/1998.

A.L.C. fiinutes,
op,

cit;

p

2.

Cawston to

3.
4.

Ewing to Salisbury, 1st July, F.O. 84/1998.
Lister, minute, on above, ibid.
Rhodes and Cawston to Ewing, 5th June, 1889, on. cit., F.O.

5.

84/

2079.

6.

Rhodes to

Cawston, 4th October, 1889, Cawston papers, Vol.1.,

Rhodes House,

capital,1

'The Lakes must be confined to their exact

-
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"brought him control of the South African diamond mining industry.
Whatever Rhodes'

that he

was

intentions the Lakes Company still "believed

The question was whether

acting in good faith.

or

the charter would he extended to the north of the Zambesi.
a

not

This

was

question of diplomacy and could only he answered "by the Foreign

Office and in the final

The Colonial

analysis by Lord Salisbury.

Secretary, Lord Khtttsford, had recommended the original application
for the charter to the south of the Zambesi

chartered company would
than

an

were

granted,

be

more

on

the grounds that a

amenable to government influence

ordinary company and suggested that it might, if the charter

"be

required to include within its sphere...such portion
be im¬
portant to control with a view to the security of com¬
munications with the Shire and Lake Hyassa, and the
protection of British missionary settlements.M
2
of the territory north of the Zambesi as it may

Lord Salisbury had rather different ideas.

favourably disposed towards the Scottish missions

Although he

was

the lake, and

on

was

certain that the

the

country 'between Eyassa and Barotse* he was not convinced that

Portuguese had

Britain had any claim to the latter

Harry Johnston's dreams of
as

power

was

politics.

as

which he

While he

was

claim to

amused by

his fundamental interest in

extension and complication of liuropean

an

The extension of the charter to the north of the

offhinterland^
was

nor any

Cape to Cairo route which he regarded

Zambesi would involve the risk of

the issue

area,^

possession',^

*a most inconvenient

African affairs

a

rights there

no

'not very

a

a

clash with Germany and would raise

word which had not been defined and about

anxious to

come

to

a

definition.He was,

however, certain that there could be no German claim to the interior

Woodhouse.'

Rhodes, op. cit.. p 126.
Salisbury, 16th May, 1889, F.O. 84/1995* Salisbury
commented, 27th May, 1889, 'In order to ease off the political
difficulty they might be extended up to the Zambesi in the first

1.
2.

Lochhart and
Knutsford to

3.

Cawston to Rhodes, 13th December,

instance,*
recent meeting
Rhodes House.

1889, quoting Salisbury at a
at the Foreign Office, Cawston papers, Vol.I,

283-4.

4.

Lady G, Cecil, op, cit,, VoLIV, pp

5.

Salisbury, minute, 3rd July, 1889* P.p. 84/1993, answering minute
by Lister of same date on Cawston to Herbert, 1st July, op. cit.

south of the line of the Ravuma river which had been

the coastal boundary of Germany and
the

Portugal.1

Portuguese claim because they could not
and free of

a

prove

as

He therefore regarded

north of the Zambesi but south of the Ravuma

area

the

recognised

as

free of

a

effective occupation,

German claim because it could not be the hinterland of

acknowledged German coast.

sphere of influence

access

He

saw

it

as

a

potentially British

to which would have to be assured by

a

Portuguese recognition of the free navigation of the Zambesi before
the northern boundary could be settled with Germany.
to

The ultimatum

Portugal which he war. already contemplating in July 1889, was the

instrument which he intended to

going

use

to settle this problem

before

to deal with Germany but in the meantime he told his ambas¬

on

sador in Berlin that he

"the

new

was

afraid that

Company which is to carry civilisation into the
startle people a little at Berlin.

midst of Africa will
I

have, however, strongly recommended them in the first
region of operations

instance to confine their proposed
to the south of the Zambesi."
2

Consequently the two companies

were

told in July 1889 that the

charter would not be extended to the north and that
finalise their plans for
made

on

amalgamation.^

the terms for the fihal

they should not

Arrangements

v/ere

bowever

amalgamation in the event of the char¬

ter

being extended, and when the charter to the south of the Zambesi

was

granted at the end of October, 1889, Br. George Smith told

Robert Law3 that

'its telescope will be pulled out north of Central

Zambesia

as

/

as

soon

possible.' '

This decision undermined the basis

of the alliance between the two companies which from the point
view of the Lakes
their

of

Company, at any rate, had been co-operation in

planned expedition to

open

the Zambesi and to bring

an

end to

the Arab bar.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Salisbury, minute, 3rd July, I889, P.O. 84/1998, answering minute
by Lister of same date on Cawston to Herbert, 1st July, op. cit.
Salisbury to Malet, 12th June, I889, auoted by Lady G, Cecil, op.
cit,, 7ol.IV, p 244.
Rhodes to Swing, 8th August, 1889, and Ewing to Secretary, B.S.A.
Company, 3rd December, I889, with Ewing to Salisbury, 14th
April, 1890, F.O. 84/2079.
Smith to Laws, 24tb October, I889, MS 7898;
the charter had been
passed by the Erivy Council before that date and received the
Great Seal on the 29th October, I889.
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Although he
Company, with
Rhodes

was

Zambesi,

-

was prepared to provide some capital for the Lakes

without the extended charter, it is not likely that

or

very concerned

He was

by its restriction to the south of the

anxious to stake out

as

large

a

claim

in southern and central Africa and believed that he

as

possible

had, through his

planned absorption of the Lakes Company, acquired the 'keys in the
lake connection,' that is the Stevenson road.
if not

a

less it

shrewd

was

But he was nothing

businessman, he did not believe in spending money un¬

absolutely

In the middle of May he had met

necessary.

Harry Johnston, shortly after the letter's return from his abortive
mission to

Lisbon, and

with instructions to
besi and to

investigate the Portuguese position

negotiate

of his plans to

few weeks before bis departure for Mozambique

a

take

a

settlement of the Arab War.

over

the Zam¬

Rhodes told him

the Lakes Company and gave him £2,000 to—

wards the expenses of treaty

making in the area,,

2

Pdiodes saw

point in 'armed expeditions and expensive whites' if
settlement

on

could be achieved without

them.^

a

no

satisfactory

While it would be

con¬

venient to have the country to the north of the Zambesi reserved for
future

occupation, and

he was

fully occupied with his plans for the occupation of iatabele-

suitable
to the

means

of

was

access

to reach Uashonaland

to the

3.

as

a

interior, and turned his attention
the base for the drive into Lobena

contract with

organisation of the pioneer column which was

by the end of September of that

year.^

Abercorn, 25th June, 1890, with Abercorn to Currie,

16th July, 1890, P.O.
2.

convinced by Zelous

On the 1st January ,1890 he signed

Frank Johnson for the

Rhodes to

wa3

not, owing to the difficulty of navigation,

south and Bechuanaland

gula's country.

1.

possible future extension of the charter,

Early in December 1839 he

land-Kasbonaland.
that the Zambesi

a

84/2086.

Johnston, The Story of !■';y Life, op. cit., pp 234-8;
S, Ol¬
iver, Sir Harry Johnston and the Scramble for Africa, pp 151-55.
Rhodes to Cawston, 30th August, 1889, Cawston papers, STol.I, re¬
ferring to Harry Johnston's journey to the north end of Lake

H.IL

Malawi,

4.

F.

Johnson, Great Lavs, the Autobiography of an Empire Builder.
London, 1940, p 102,
Cawston to Currie, 8th December, 1889,
quotes telegram from Rhodes, P.O. 84/2008.
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Meanwhile the pressure on
and the Lakes

-

the Zambesi ond Shire

Company*s secretary, William Fwing,

London Board of the British South Africa

Company

was

was

"building

up

pressing the

to organise

an

expedition to relieve the threatened mission and Company interests
there.

George Cawston and

some

other B.3.A. directors

Salisbury who warned them of the danger of
the Board nevertheless

advising
uguese

a

sent

a

any

saw Lord

such expedition but

tele,gram to Rhodes

on

the 20tb December

'strong Zambesi expedition to help A.L.C. and keep Port-

employed.'

2

They had consulted Lord

'Nile steamers and forwarded to the

olsley

Foreign Office

a

on

the

report which

they had had prepared by D.J. Rankin on the organisation of
expedition and

on

to the

interior,"^

by the

news

use of

a

Zambesi

the use of the Chinde mouth as the point of access
These schemes

were

finally rendered superfluous

of the ultimatum to Portugal and by Harry Johnston's

settlement of the Arab War.

-

It was at this

ix

-

point in time that the directors of the Lakes

Company began to suspect that Rhodes might have intended to doublecross

them.

Their

suspicions had first been aroused in October by

the reduction in the allotment of- additional shares in the British
South Africa

Company from £20,000 to £5,000;

1890 that they heard through
the issued share

1.

2.

an answer

it

was

not until March

in the House of Commons that

capital of the Chartered Company

was

already

Swing to Cawston, 3rd December, 1389, with Swing to Salisbury,
14th April, 1890, F.O. 84/2079*
Cawston to Rhodes, 13th December, 1889, reporting meeting with
Salisbury,
'It seems very dangerous for us to think of any
expedition to Nya3saland as that noble fellow Swing is trying
to warry us into at the present time.'
Weatherley to Cawston,
20th December, 1889, quoting telegram to Rhodes, Cawston papers
Vol.1.

3.

on the Suggested Zambesi Zxpedition, 6th
January, 1090, enclosed with Neatherley to Currie, 8th January,
1890, F.O. 2072.
Includes notes by Sir John Kirk on the nav¬
igation of the Zambesi.

Report by D.J. Rankin

-
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£750*000 and that they had consequently been reduced from an expected

20$ share in the issued capital to 5$«

This would clearly reduce

considerably the influence of the Lakes Company's shareholders

on

the

policy of the Company if the charter was extended and the amalgamation
went

through.

At the

£20,000 subscription

same

on

time they had received only £5*000 of the

capital account which had been promised

part of the amalgamation agreement,

2

as

and doubts were being expressed
t

by

some

of the missionaries

as

to the proriety
of the Company's
lr\

association with the South African interests.

Robert Laws writing

from Africa spoke of
"rumours that the same

morelity which had characterised

the life and conduct of the agents of the A.L.C. would
not be observed

by the agents of the B.S.A. Co., and
notably that native women would be kept by the agents
of the latter at the various stations."
3
D.C. Scott of the Established Church's Blantyre Mission was also
doubtful of the prospects of chartered company government and feared
that it would make

"land-grabbing certain, ousting of native chiefs certain,
(and) atrocities certain."
He had 'seen

enough even of the Lake Co. to know what to

expect.*^

A.L. Bruce protested to the South Africa Company on their man¬

ipulation of the share capital, and William Ewing told Sir Percy
Anderson that relations between the two

that the Lakes Company was contemplating
and

1.

companies

were

strained and

breaking off the negotiations

finding oapital for the development of the business from among
J.

Salisbury, 5th April, 1890, P.O.' 84/2079» J.
Bruce, 5th April, 1890* Salisbury, C? l/ll/5/lj
B.S.A, Minutes, 4th October, 1889, CT l/l6/l/j
Ewing to Beit,
3lst October, 1889, Hawksley to Ewing, 2nd December, 1889* A.L.C.
to B.S.A. Company* (through solicitors), 17th December, 1889,
5th February, 1890, CT l/l6/l/.
Hansard, 3rd Series, Vol.
CCCXLII, cols. 1141-2, Baron H. de Worms to H. Labouchere,
18th March, 1890, 'some time ago £750,000 of the share capital
Stevenson to

Stevenson to A.L,

2.

3.

4.

had been subscribed,*
Cawston to A.L. Bruce, 25th September, Cawoton papers, Vol.1,
Rhodes House,
A.L.C. Minutes, 20th September, 30th October,

1889.
L.M.M., 21st April, 1890, quotes letter of Laws, n.d.
Also
28th ITovember, 1889* quotes J.C. White to Ewing, MS 7912.
D.' 0. Scttt to J. Robert»sn, 18th August, 1890, also 16th August,
1839, 17th March, 1890. ^E.U.L.
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the

original

shareholders."^

—

The South Africa Company and Rhodes "by

telegram denied that the Lafces Company had
share in the issued
Lakes

Lakes

been promised

a

fifth

capital, and repudiated Brace's claim that the

Company's shareholders

total issue of

ever

2

were

entitled to

a

fifth share of the

"but after if had "boon hinted that the

£750,000,"

Company might ask the government to arrange for arbitration,

the London Board decided to agree

to

a

compromise whereby the manage¬

ment of the llyasaland business would be directed*by a northern Com¬
mittee elected

by the original shareholders of the Lakes Company, with

a

representative of the South Africa Company, while there would be

a

representative of the Lakes Company on the London Board of the South

Africa

The latter agreed to this arrangement

Company,

that if the matter

were

as

they felt

taken to arbitration

question as to whether they (the Lakes
a proportionate
allotment of the second issue, corresponding to the
number of shares given them in the first issue."
3

"there might

be

a

Company) would not be entitled to

In other words they

practice and

were

afraid that they might be caught out.

of the South Africa

their nominal
done very

to which
1.

admitted that they had been guilty of sharp

Company

3.

4.

at this time selling at four times

value, so the Lakes Company,s shareholders would have

well if they had been allotted the £150,000 shares at par
they thought themselves

entitled,^"

They waived all claim

31st March, I89O, with Weatherley to Harris,
also Cawston to Bruce, 1st April,
1890, Bruce to Cawston, 8th April, I89O,
Anderson, memorandum
on visit of Ewing, 23rd April, 18§0, F.O,
84/2080,
Weatherley to Harris, 8th April, 1890, ibid., lThis matter was
carefully considered and it was decided to repudiate the claim.*
Encloses Belt to Rhodes, *Advise Cecil Rhodes deny Lakes prom¬
ised fifth.
Refer Bruce London Board.*
Rhodes to Beit,
♦Telegraphed Bruce denying offer fifth.*
Weatherley to Harris, 2nd May, I89O, CT l/ll/5/l/.
Weatherley
to Harris, 8th May, 1890, CT /I/H/5/1/, encloses agreement of
29th April, I89O.
The agreement confirmed the terms origin¬
ally stated in Rhodes and Gawston to Ewing, 5th June, 1889,
with the addition of the northern Committee, and the represent¬
ation on the B.S.A. Company Board.
See also Anderson memor¬
andum on visit of Ewing, 29th April, 1890, F.O. 84/2080, 're¬
ported better relations between the L»C, and the S.A.Co.*
There is another copy of the agreement with Anderson memorandum
on a visit of Ilawksley, 1st November, 1890, F.O. 84/2094.
See also A.L.G. Minutes, 3rd April, 29tb April, 1890.
Hansard, 3rd Series, Fol.CCCXLI, col.224, H. Labouchere, 13th
February, 1890.
A,L. Bruce to Cawston,

8th April, I890, CT

2.

were

The shares

/l/ll/5/l,

-

to this share of the issue as
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-

quid

nro

cruo

for the agreement

which

appeared to ensure that the administration of ITyasaland and the

management of the Company's business would he kept in their hands
and out of the hands of the South Africa

In

Company.

spite of this revelation of the mailed fist "beneath the

gloved hand of the South Africa

Company, tfaero continued to he some

co-operation between the two interests to the north of the Zambesi.
This

was

directed towards the demonstration of the effective occup¬

ation of the area between the Zambesi and the Stevenson road in the
south and north and Lake Malawi and Barotseland in the east and west.
I
Tills

was

done

by the purchase of land and the negotiation of treaties

which could be used
settlements with

as

ammunition by the Foreign Office in their

Portugal and Germany.

ish protectorate over the Shire

was

of the

a

small invasion of

Eugene Sharrer, who was believed by Buchanan and

Johnston to be prepared to

Portuguese

Highlands led to

of these the most dangerous from the Company's

land speculators:

point of view

The declaration of the Brit¬

make

deal with either the British, the

a

the Germans and who had left the country at the time

or

Portuguese invasion of the Shire so as not to be put in

a pos¬

ition where he would be forced to commit himself before the outcome
certain.

was

February 1890 John Moir instructed

In

agents to buy from Kupata,

Raraakukaa's

of the Munchison cataracts as

rights over at least
make
be

one

possible.

prepared to

£50~£10Q for

pay

our
a

of his

son, as much land on both sides
It

was

large waterfall for 'we

electricity there to drive

one

important to get
may

in the future

steamers, who knows.*

He would

large piece of ground but if Sharrer

t

was

operating in the

agent

was

area

he

was

to be cut out 'at any price.'

The

to use the title deeds which had been obtained for the

Katanga's station

as a

model and

was

instructed to

"get anyone who

can write to sign and as many headmen as
possible.
Give the signatories a fathom (of cloth)
to keep it in memory."
2

At the

same

time the Buchanan brothers

were

staking out very large

Salisbury, 14th May, 1890, F.O. 84/2021.
Wilson, 27th February, 1890, L.B.(2).

1.

Buchanan to

2.

J.M. to

-
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claims for themselves and for A,L. Bruce, J, Rankin, of

Muthil,and

1

Horace Waller.

Among Lakes Company employees John Lindsay acquired

the Limbe estate near Blantyre, and A.C. Simpson made claims on the
2
lower Shire.
The latter were considered as fiiendly purchases and
to be

encouraged, but more threatening was

a

certain Louie Bowler

believed to be aiming for the north of the Zambesi and who

who

was

was

thought to be working for German interests.

He seems In the

end to have turned his attention to the south of the

threat of his arrival increased the pressure on

Zambesi) but the

the Company from

Harry Johnston and the London directors of the South Africa Company
to

buy

up

land. ^

Early in I89I Daniel Rankin, working for the inter¬

ests of V.L„ Cameron and the

King of the Belgians,arrived and began

attempts to undermine Lakes Company claims to the west of the Shire

by negotiations with the representatives of the Hangarja headmen,who
had been dispossessed

by the Hakololo from whom the Company had acqu¬

ired claims.

Beyond the already declared British protectorate
people
whose

were

and

on

number of

involved in making olains on behalf of the two companies

amalgamation

treaties

a

was

still espected.

Harry Johnston had made

the Stevenson road and at the south end of

following

up

his dream of

Swann of the L.M.S, to

a

Tanganyika,

Cape to Cairo route persuaded A.J.

disobey his missions instructions and make

an

expedition to the north end of Lake Tangnyika to secure treaties in

Burundi;
1.

Johnston himself would have attempted to obtain these if

J. Buchanan diary,

l6tb January,

lo907'"»The

agent's "have

ALC

been

purchasing land at various points along the east shore of
Jfyassa.
At the north end have bought one or two bays.
And
all Monkey Bay.*
20th Fsbruary, David Buchanan bought land,
22nd February, bought land for A.L. Bruce.
v

2.

3.

4.

J. Buchanan

diary, J. Lindsay, 17th January, A.C. Simpson, 17th
tferoh, J. Duncan of the Blantyre mission left'at the same time
to plant coffee, 28th February, 1890.
H.H# Johnston to Cawston, 7th July, 1890, Cawston papers, Vol.11,
Rhodes House.
A.L.C. Minutes, 7th July, 1890, telegram to
Africa following letter from B.S.A. Companyi
'Bey as hard as
you can all land west IJyassa, Shire Highlands, Upper Shire,
same manner as we have bought land north Hyassa under Johnston's
directions.
Expenses Caw3toa.♦
B.S. Krishnamurtby, Land and Labour In Hyasaland. 1891-1914. Lon¬
don
p

University,

105—6.

Ph.'lL thesis,' 1964,"" (shortly

to

'be published)

-
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he had not been summoned hack to the Shire
a

Highlands late in IO89 as

result of Serpa Pinto's invasion.Fred Moir and his

panied Swanh

on

wife,

accom¬

this expedition as far as Ujiji where loir did a

large trade in. ivory with Rnmalisa who had been cut off from the
?

Zanzibar market by the rebellion on the German coast.~

I890 Hicoll and Grant established
east corner of Lake

Pred Moir selected

retiredto

a

station at ICLtuta on the south

Tanganyika at the terminus of the Stevenson road.
a

site for

a

station above the lake which

if the lake station proved too

ually became the town of Aberoom, now

agents there to establish It as
the lakes.

Efbala.^

as

to

was

On his return he
Fife, and left

staging post about half

The directors of the Lakes

to be known

was

a

3

unhealthy, and which event¬

selected the site at Mwenso of what was to be known as

5

In April

way

between

Company announced that it

Bannookburn.but this must have been too much for

the directors of the South Africa
Johnston considerable

dismay.

Company and would have caused Harry
At the same time stations wore founded

by the Company at the Songwe river to the north of Karonga and at
Parumbira Bay on the north-east coast of the lake,

ingham had made

a

a

Harry Johnston at the end of
commercial

as

L.TT. Foiher-

treaty-making expedition to the north and of the

lake,and into t'-e Livingstone "fountains
of

7

well

as

a

1889.°

on

the east coast, on behalf

While Abercom and Fife had

diplomatic function the latter stations

function other than the demonstration of effective

had

no

and

were

occupation,

short-lived.

Johnston had also recruited Alfred Sharpe

itions to the west of Lake Malawi in the
the treaties which had been made

on

course

who made three exped¬
of which he confirmed

behalf of the Lakes Company in

I885 with Mwase Kaoungu, and acquired mineral rights from Undi, another
Cewa chief.

He was unable to come to terms with

chief to the southwest of

lT
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7„
8.

Ifpeseni, the Ngoni

Kasungutwho had living at his village

a

Oliver, op. cit,, pp 166-72.
Jane Moir, A Lady's Letters from Central Africa, on, cit., pp 3538.
Ibid., pp 31-2,
Ibid,, p 34.
Ibid., p 75.
A.L.C. Minutes, 19th May, 1890.
J. loir to Salisbury, 20th June, 1890, P.O. 84/2084.
Fotheringham, Adventurea in Hyassaland. pp 283-95? November, 1889.

-
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with Portuguese connections, Karl Wioso.

He

reached Katanga after a remarkably rapid journey but woo unable to

get Msiri'e signature to a treaty and did not choose to use the

strong-arm tactics which later gave Captain Stairs control of Katanga
j

at the cost of lairi's death®'

la larch 1891 Sharp© made a further

expedition at Fred loir's request to conclude minora! concessions in
what
2

came

la.

to be known

as

Central Angonilaad with Chiwere and fainbar.

Independently of Johnston, and much to his annoyance, Joseph

Thomson, one of the most distinguished living African esplorors had
been recruited

by the London Board of the South Africa Company on the

recommendation of A»L. Bruce and had bean instructed by Rhodes to

make the

same

the journey

journey to Katanga#

He agreed with Sharp© to attempt

from a different starting point

Khota in August

1890,while Sharp© left from

-

he left from Uhhota

Karonga.^

Thomson was

accompanied by J.A. Grant, son of Grant of the Nile, but he did not
reach Katanga,

including
Africa

lie did however make

some on

a

series of mineral treaties,

the Kafue which were to be the basis of the South

Company's claim to

a

royalty on production from the Ifrothem

Rhodesia® and later Zambia® copper-belt.
1.

A.J. Banna, op. cit., p

1890, CT /1/I6/5/,
2.

3*

Sh^pe'^o'^robnG^iT'^s-?;

August,

Sbarpe to Johnston, 3rd Jttne, 1891, in Johnston, to Salisbury,
7th July* 1891» P.O. 84/2114.
Sharpe'o allegation that Fred
Koir was in the. wrong in buying land in the name of the A.L.C,
alone was based on a misunderstanding of the relationship be¬
tween the two companies,
A.L, Bruce to Cawston, 19th September, 1889, Cawston papers,
Vol.1, J. Thomson to Cawston, 30th March, 1890, ibid,, Vol.11.
Johnston to Rhodes, 13th October, 1890, Rhodes papers, Charters,
3 A 52, Thomson to Rhodes, 18th August, 1890, Charters $ A 29.
Thomson, Johnston, J. loir and Rhodes met together at Kinberley
early in May, I89O, see photograph.
Johnston advised Thomson
to go overland to the Shire Highlands from Mosarabique and com¬
plained that he did not take his advice, while Thomson wrote
that he

4,
5.

196-61

8

was

thankful that he had not done

00»

Thomson to Rhodes, 18th August, 1890, op, cit.
See statement, of case Government of Zambia versus the British
South Africa Company, Lusaka, October, 1964* and Johnston to
Anderson, 14th October, 1893, P.O. 2/55.

Minerals

were

the

greatest single lure which attracted Rhodes

to the north of the Limpopoj

he was said to "believe that the Wit—

watersrand reef extended north to

Katanga,*"

"but he was at this date

surprisingly oaoual in his approach to the area beyond the Zambesi,
In

a

letter to the Duke of Abercorn in July

1890 he spoke of pushing

the Portuguese off the east coast of Africa and caused Lord
to remark that

'they

Salisbury

cfuite hopeless,1 but on TransZarabesia and

are

Katanga Rhodes commented:
'•there is still a piece of country left called Mwata
Iamvo's kingdom and I think the destination of this
can be well left alone,
Thomson nay bring some con¬
cession for this and if so there is no harm in mark¬

ing it red,
I have no desire at present that ire
should spend any large sums over the Zambesi but that
is no reason why now they are settling the partition
of Africa we should not try and get this narked for
us,"

It

was

2

Harry Johnston who made the running in the campaign for the

extension of the British protectorate as far north as

arranging treaties in
hinterland.

man

of the
as

areas

possible,

.which were acknowledged to be in the Ger¬

While Rhodes

was

pre-ocoupied with the organisation

pioneer column and with cutting the Portuguese out of as much

possible of the east coast and the south of the Zambesi, Johnston

reproached him:
"You only think of Africa south of the Zambesi,

I not
only consider our interests all over Africa but our
Imperial interests throughout the world." 3

As

a

result of pressure

did add his voice to the
son

1.
2.

3.

from the Lakes Company's directors Rhodes

campaign for the preservation of the Steven¬

road(which fell within the German hinterland(and was claimed by
Ewlhg to Weatherley, 3rd December, .1889, with Ewing to Salisbury,
14th April, 1890, F.O. 84/2079.
Rhodes to Abercorn, 25th June, 1890, with Abercorn to Currie,
16th July, 1890, and minute on by Salisbury, F.O. 84/2086.
Johnston to Rhodes, 13th October, Rhodes papers, Charters, 3 A 52.
Joseph Thomson made the same point to Cawston, 10th June, 1891,
Cawston papers, 7ol.II:
'I suppose you are all so much occup¬
ied with the more important events south of the Zambesi as to
forget ray existence.'

-

her.*'
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The missions and Company were vociferous in this agitation

and managed to preserve

the road.though they lost the Livingstone

Mountains and the ITyakusa at the north end in whom the Company were
interested, and the U.M.C.A# t»?ere unable to substantiate their claim
to the east coast of the lake in which they

evangelical work.
Stevenson

road?

^

2

Lord Salisbury took

a

had done almost ail their

personal interest in the

its inclusion in the British protectorate was

a

diplomatic victory for his principle of effective occupation over
that of hinterland.

In

a

Cabinet Memorandum

on

the subject he wrote:

"...a far more tenable ground
fact that, on the south of
lish originally discovered

of claim consists in the
Lake Tanganyika the Eng¬
and have nou for many years,
through the African Lakes Company, through Mr. Steven¬
son's road, and through the Scottish Missions, occupied
the territory which the Germans claim,.."
4

The settlement of

outstanding differences between Britain and Germany

in Africa was concluded

made easier

on

the 2nd

July, 1890, the path having been

by the cession to Germany of Heligoland.

In urging the

necessity of this exchange to Queen Victoria Salisbury made clear
the considerations which influenced him above all in his treatment
of African

questions:

"On the other hand
come

to

a

x«je could not without tils arrangement
favourable issue as to the Stevenson road,

and any indefinite postponement of a settlement would
render it very difficult to maintain terras of amity

with Germany, and would force us to change our system of
alliances in Europe.
The alliance of France instead of

Germany would involve the early evacuation of Ejypt under
unfavourable conditions." 5

very

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Weatherley to Harris, 9th May, 1890, quotes Rhodes1 telegram, 2nd
May, 1890 on Stevenson road: "This highway must remain Brit¬
ish...! will not work for Germans,* and B.S.A. Company's reply
'Board agrees your view and supports,'
Also J. Moir to
Salisbury, 20th June, 1890, F.O. 84/2084, and J.C. White, for
Livingstonia Mission, 27th June, I89O, ibid., J. Stevenson,
19th June, 1890, ibid., and other correspondence in same volume.
See also Weatherley to Harris, 23rd May, 1890, CT/l/l6/2:
'It
remains to be seen whether public opinion can be sufficiently
raised in Scotland to strengthen Lord Salisbury's bands in
resisting the demands of Germany.1
Quotes cable, Harris (for
Rhodes) 'Don't surrender Stevenson road Germany as required
Salisbury we have made bona fide occupation.'
B.H. Barnes, Johnson of Hvasaland, London, 1933, PP 88—92.
Lady G. Cecil, op. eit., Vol.IV, pp 283-4.
Cabinet Memorandum, 2nd June, 1890, quoted, Ibid.
Salisbury to Quoen Victoria, 10th June, 1090? quoted by Lady G.
Cecil, op. cit., Vol.IV, p 298.
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There is

no

evidence that Rhodes was very

of this agreement.

His fury

was

Anglo-Portuguese Convention which
same

year,

the Indian

dismayed by the terms

reserved for the terms of the
were

published late in July of the

which did not give Mm direct access from Masbonaland to

Ocean,"^conceded
K

parts of Hanicaland and C-asaland which he

Rhodes declared that

expected to incorporate in his new territory.
he had

no

intention of

abiding by these terras and the Portuguese

Cortes played into his hands by refusing to ratify the Convention and
thus

permitting hira to

areas.

go

ahead and establish himself in the disputed

Rhodes blamed Harry Johnston for this initial

setback, not

realising that the latter*s total contribution to the working out of
the agreements

with Portugal and Germany had been to extend the ITyasa

protectorate north to the Songwe

(from the Eaporo) in exchange

Mafia island at the mouth of the

Rufiji.^

-

for

x —

The settlement of the boundaries of the spheres of influence
in oentral Africa need not

necessarily have been followed by the

introduction of active administration.
Lord

Salisbury that Rhodes

was

When Harry Johnston

had told

prepared to pay the expenses of treaty

making to the north of the Zambesi in May 1889 Salisbury had commentedj
"It would be preferable that

the Foreign Office should pay
travelling and treaty-making expenses in Hyassarland, as we do not want to commit ourselves to handing
over the region to a Chartered Company,
Outside its
limits I see no objection to Mr. Rhodes paying your ex¬
penses and meeting the cost of negotiations."
2

your

Salisbury told
pany

be

some

representatives of the British South Africa Com¬

that it had always been understood that Imperial control should

more

marked to the north than to the south of the

Zambesi,

3

According to his daughter Lord Salisbury was in principle in favour
of direct Imperial

1.

administration in the whole of the British sphere

op, cit., pp
to secure from the
of the Zambesi.

Oliver,

176-8,
He also persuaded the Foreign Office
Portuguese a concession at the Chinde mouth

238.

2.

Johnston, The Story of llv Life,

3.

I-Iawksley to Cawston, 7th larch, 1891, reporting interview with

op.

oit.,

Salisbury, Cawston papers, Vol.III.

p

-
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to the north of the Zambesi and over Matabele-Sashonaland as

this

who

well,*"

was,of course.made impossible by the attitude of the Treasury
were

unlikely to sanction the spending of money in the area

most

and who refused late in

1890 to provide £10,000

direct administration of the
in spite of the

Africa

for the

to the north of the Zambesi.

position of the Treasury Salisbury does not

to have considered

istration of

area

per annum

seriously the granting of

Hyasaland.

a

2

But

appear

Charter for the admin¬

Sir Percy Anderson had told another South

Company deputation of the

"difference between fTyassaland and Matabeieland arising
from the existence in the former of the old Mission

settlements, which guard jealously their independence."
He made it clear that as

3

'the British settlers and the natives had

objected* to the granting of administrative

powers

to the Lakes Com¬

the most likely outcome was *Consular Administration* but that

pany

"this would not relieve the traders of the task of de¬

fending their stations, protecting their caravans,
opening trade roads, and so forth..." 4
In other words the official Foreign Office viex* came close to that
of John Moir that

and

run

cover

serve

badly to est end,

upon.*^

Johnston
would be

*the old lines would not

no

was

at this time

official

working

on

the assumption that there

objection to the extension of the charter to

the whole of British Central Africa.

He

was

convinced that

'no power or governing rights whatever should be given to the
The

Glasgow Board were in his opinion 'not capable of administering

7
Central Africa.*'

1.
2.

3.

3.
4.

5.
6.

A.L.C.*

Their directors

were

with perhaps one exception,

Lady G. Cecil, op. cit., Vol.IV, pp 242-3.
Oliver, op. cit., pp I85-7.
Anderson memorandum, 1st November, 1890, after a visit from
Hawksley of the B.S.A. Company and on seeing the agreement
between the Lakes Company and the B.S.A. Company of 29th April
1890 for the first time.
84/2094#
Anderson memorandum, 1st November, 1890, op. cit.
J.M. to directors, A.L.C. and B.S.A, Company, 9th October, I889,
with Dr. J, Moir to Salisbury, 25th December, 1889, F.O. 84/
2009.
Johnston to Anderson, 2nd October, 1890, F.O, 84/2052.
Johnston to

Cawston, 17th July, I89O, EaWston

papers,

Vol.11.

6

-
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A.L, Bruce,
"a act of

miserly, fanatical, uncultured Glasgow merch¬

ants and

shipbuilders whose interference in the aff¬

airs of Nyassaland would probably bring about another
Arab War and terrific quarrels between the Lakes Com¬
pany

He

and tbe Missionaries,"

1

pressed the B.S.A# Company to 'swallow up, digest, deglute the

African Lakes

Company,* and threatened to support direct Imperial

intervention in the
with the Lakes

told

a

area

if they did not bring their negotiations

Company to ass end as soon as possible.

2

While he

member of the Foreign Office that he had always been in

favour of direct administration and

aller*, he

was

regarded Company rule as

a

'pis

certain until November 1890 at least that the charter

would be extended to

cover

Hyasaland, and that he would

go

out for

the B.S.A. Company as administrator of the whole of the British Cen¬
tral African

sphere,^

Rhodes

was

said to have been prepared to

provide £25,000 per annum for the execution of his plan but the
London directors of the South Africa

Company

were

doubtful.^

George

Cawston told Sir John Kirk that
"the £25,000 north of the Zambesi Is a very large sum
and should only be spent in case of necessity and in
case the country proves itself worth developing."
5

Early In November Johnston realised that bis original scheme
not

was

likely to be realised.

He telegraphed Cawstons

(Salisbury) discourages my going as Company's
at present until administrative powers con¬
ferred. ..resistance of Lakes great hindrance,"
6

"Chief
man

He wrote next

day that he found himself

"debarred for the present from the fascinating scheme
of creating a great British Central African Province
under the aegis of the B.S.A, Co., but I feel sure it
is a matter for subsequent arrangement with Lord Sal¬

isbury."

7

It is not clear what form the resistance of the Lakes

to which Johnston referred had taken.

Company

He later wrote about this

1.
2.

Johnston to Anderson, 7th October, 1890, F.O. 84/2052.
Johnston to Casston, 8th October, 1890, Cawston papers,

3.
4.

Johnston to Barriggton, F.O, 84/2052.
Johnston to Rhodes, 7th June, 1893, quoted by Oliver, op. cit.

5.
6.
7.

.

Vol.11.

p 182.
Cawston to Kirk, 8th November, 1890, Cawston papers, Vol.III.
Johnston to Cawston, telegram, 8th November, 1890, Vol.II.
Johnston to Cawston, letter, 9th November, I890, ibid.

-
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period of negotiation that
"It is my

impression that the unofficial opinion at the
Foreign Office was not unfavourable hut on the news
of it reaching the a.L.c. through John Moir they in¬
cited the Missionaries and other's to raise

a

violent

objection to the settled portion of Hyasaland being
placed under the rule of the Company.
The government
finding that this opposition was strong, and that it had
this claim to consideration that it emanated from people
who had been the pioneers of British enterprise in lyasaland, decided that the Districts around hake lyasa and
the Shire should be placed under British protection,
while four fifths of the British sphere * should be placed
under the b.S.a. Co.* subject to the usual and reasonable
amount of Imperial control..."
1
There is

some

evidence to support Johnston's view in a letter of

Cawston to Rhodes of the 29th October in which he explained that
"there is some muddle about a letter he (Salisbury) has had
from Lord Balfour of Burleigh which Lord S. has misunder¬

to^that 'the

stood
African
have asked the
to allow the B.s.A. to interfere in Iiiyasaland.w

At the

same

Lakes

time the directors of the B.S.A.

Company

Gov. not
2

were

ahead with plane, for the completion of the amalgamation

pressing

of the two

companies presumably in the hope that this would facilitate the ex¬
tent ion of the charter to the north of the Zambesi.

The Duke of

Abcrcom, the chairman of the Company remarked languidly s
"I suppose that tire

must submit to a necessity and the amal¬
gamation must take place, together with the admission to
our Board of a Director of the Lakes Go.
It is most dis¬
tasteful to have all our dealings made known to one of
that lot."
3

Albert Grey insisted that amalgamation was desirable in
that it must go
their director

lunatic.*^
sealous and

1.
2.

3.
4.

through whether the Lakes Company chose to send as

Bruce, Balfour, Stevenson 'or

lie hoped that A.L, Bruce who was

any

other glass—'bottomed

'hard-working, honest,

capable* would be sent but feared that he would not

Johnston to Rhodes, 8th October,
8th October, I89O, P.O. 2/54.
Cawston to Rhodes, 29th October,

come

„

1893, with Johnston to Anderson,

I89O, Cawstan papers, Vol.11.
1890, ibid.
Grey to Cawston, 15th November, 1890, ibid.

Abercorn to Cawston, 15th November,
A.

itself and

-
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1London is too far off for the convenience of any of tbe Lakes lot'.

1

At this stage a new element was introduced into the discussions

"by A.L. Bruce*s suggestion, that the £9,000 per annum which the
B.S.A. Company had boon paying to the Lakes Company for administration
in ITy as aland should be paid to the government to enable them to under¬
take the direct administration of the district.

presumably prompted by
very

a

This suggestion was

realisation that administrative

unlikely to be conferred

on

the Lakes Company or

Northern Committee of the amalgamated Company.

2

on

powers were

the proposed

The proposal

was

warmly welcomed by Albert Grey who commenteds
"The difficulties of the action in Nyassaland because of
Scotch jealousies and cussedness, male© it in my opinion
most desirable that we should support Bruce*s proposal
to facilitate the Govt, taking over the administration

Nyassaland by paying over to the Govt, the £9,000 a
the Lakes - if the Govt, would consent
this of course gets us out of all the difficulties.
It rids us of all naeesslty of amalgamating with the
Lakes — it reduces the Lakes to nothing bigger than a
small trading concern, and it enables us to look forward
to the possible inheritance of Trans-Zambesia without the
incubus of a Scotch Director.
(MSS note by G. Cawston
*hear, hear I')
For if in course of time it should appear
that the Govt, were in need of a larger annual subsidy
than £9,000 a year in order to enable justice to be done
to Eyassaland it would always be open to us to make the
offer that we would find the moneys required if we were
allowed to add Hyassaland to Charterland, and this I think
is the answer to your objection that if the Govt, assumes
the administration of Nyassaland one of the Principal Parts
of our great idea when we first embarked upon the Charter
would be destroyed.
I discussed this suggestion confid¬
entially as my own personal opinion with both Currie and
Herbert, and from the way in which they both received it
I came away with a strong impression that the Govt, would
not be at all indisposed to accept the £9,000 a year in
of

year we now pay

order to enable them to become themselves the administration
of Hyassaland.w
3

1.

A. Grey to Cawston, 13th November, 1890, Cawston papers Vol.II.
On the 18th November, 1890, almost all the shares of the Lakes

Company

were

exchanged for shares in the B.S.A. Company which had

in the previous month provided the balance of the £20,000 which
had been promised under the original agreement.
This exchange

the immediate preliminary to the final amalgamation,
the hands of tho dir¬
legal purposes. AL.C.
Minutes, 28th October, 18th November, I890, A.L.C, File Gbmpanios
Registry, Edinburgh.
Johnston to B&rrington, 15th December, 1890, F.O, 84/2052.
A. Grey to Cawston, 29th November, 1890, Cawston papers, Vol.11.
was

regarded

as

and left only enough Lakes Company shares in
ectors to ensure its continued existence for

2.

3.

-

This

was

the "basis

on
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which the administration of the British

Central African sphere was arranged,
in

Harry Johnston was appointed

March, 18-91, to "be H.M, Commissioner and Consul General

the

over

Byasa protectorate, now Malawi, and the British South Africa Company1s
sphere, later Forth Eastern Rhodesia, and eastern Zambia,
to receive

£10,000

a year

He

was

from the B»S.A. Company xjhich could be

spent in either distrioi according to his judgement,
stated in his instructions that he would have the

use

It

was

also

of the Lakes

Company's steamers 'subject to trade not being unreasonably inter¬
fered with,'
a

year

The B.S.A,

for this service.

Company

was

to pay the Lakes Company £2,500

1

Although the plan bad been suggested by
the details

were

worked out between

Office early in February

Company
1.

84/2113,
2.

1891 without

the mission interests,~

Anderson to Johnston

Lakes Company director,

Johnston, Rhodes and the Foreign

2

or

a

any

consultation with the Lakes

Rhodes' attitude to them

was

(draft instructions,) 24th March, I89I, F,0,

Johnston to Currle, 9th February

I89I, outlines the plan as app¬
by Rhodes, F.O, 84/2114, The details were worked out at
disoussions between Rhodes, Johnston and the Forsegn Office off¬
icials at this date.
See Oliver, op.cit., pp 188-90,
The dir¬
ectors of the Lakes Company bad no knowledge of these discussions
nor of the arrangements for the use of the steamers which were
agreed then, Swing wrote to Salisbury on the 24th March 1891s
*% directors have reason to believe that certain engagements hav<
been entered into by H.I'I.G. concerning vitally the future conduct
of affairs in Hyassaland#
The Scottish interests in that region
being so dominant and so national, my directors ventured to hope
that they would have received some communication thereanent, en¬
abling them to assure those in Scotland who have so long laboured
for the development and best interests of Byassaland, that these
interests are being duly regarded,// % directors instruct me res¬
pectfully to submit the foregoing for your Lordship's considerate
and 'to crave your Lordship's usual kind attention therein.
They
venture to hope that your Lordship will kindly see your way to cor
raunicate to them the basis of the arrangements proposed, or concli
ded. // % directors mil also be glad to learn whether the Charter
roved

of the British South African Co. has been extended north of the

Zambesi, and if so what region it includes.'
The reply to this
letter, Currie to Swing, 9th April, 1891, is in Salisbury, CT
/l/n/5/1/.
The Lakes Company had already received warning from
Johnston that he would be arriving at the Chlnde mouth in June,
1891 with 100 tons of equipment and a party of soldiers and that
he would expect transport for these,
(A.L.C,Minutes, 24th March
I.89I)
They replied that agreement on the use of the steamers
had not been concluded and that they would do their best to carry
his goods, but that they had entered, into important contracts for

transport at that time. These letters are quoted in J. Stephen
to Br, J. Stewart, 25th March, 1891, Salisbury.

-
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clearly expressed?
"The steamers on the lakes should continue and if they
like let the Scotch, people continue to use them and

make their profits out of each other, it t-rii.ll amuse
them and not hurt us but give them no power and we
will instruct them to put their steamers at your dis¬

posal whenever required."
The Lakes

Company* s

1

directors

the role which their steamers

were informed of the plan and of

were

ejected to perform at

meeting with Rhodes at the Westminster Palace Hotel

1891.

Rhodes

gamation

on

to have intended to frighten them into amal¬

He accused them of fraud in connection with the setting

of the Scottish Exploration Company,

pecting

company

discovered

pros¬

Polish prospector who claimed to have

gold and who threatened to do

Rhodes' allegations of fraud and
he himself became

sent two

subsidiary mineral

a

which bad been established in July 1889 mainly with

the intention of buying out a

as

24th February

on

his terras, that is the absorption that he had originally

intended.
up

seems

stormy

a

a

a

deal with the Portuguese.

concealment

were

1889 and had been

shareholder in September

copies of the Articles of Association.

especially hollow

3

A further and

equally spefilous allegation was that the agreement of April 1890 had
been

'entered into

trative powers in

on

the understanding that the A.L.C, had adminis¬

its sphere and could make regulation for the main¬

tenance of order.As John

(the

Stephen pointed out 'Rhodes and they

other directors of the B.S.A.

Co.) knew

our powers

as

well

as

n

ourselves.'^

The Lalces

Company's directors refused to yield, and

rejected the agreement which was presented to them
1.
2.

on

the

Rhodes to Johnston, 7th March, 1891, Johnston papers,
A.L.C. Minutes, 24th,25th February, 1891.

use

of the

Salisbury.

3.

The allegations concerning the Scottish Exploration Co. were no
more than a smear but were taken seriously by Sir Percy Anderson
who commented after he had been told of them by Hawkoley:
'Would
it not be well that this story should get out?'
1st. November
I890, F.0, 84/2094. It had alrady been widely reported in the
papers, e.g. The Glasgow Herald. 20th October, 1890.
Thcy-jre ^ <
totally refutod by the Scottish Exploration Co. file, Companies
Registry, Edinburgh, and by the certificate of transfer of £100
shares from A.L.Bruce to Rhodes, 15th October, I889, and Swing
to Bruce, 20th August, I889, Bruce to Ewing, 31st August, 1.889,
Swing to Rhodes, 29th August, l6t-h October, I889, Shepporson

4.

Hawksley to Watt

Collection.

CT/l/ll/5/1.

5.

J. Stephen to

(A.L.C. solicitor) 23rd March 1891, Salisbury
J, Stewart, 25th March, 1891, Salisbury.
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they also demanded that the amalgamation on the liae3 of

steamers;

the agreement of April

1890 should

It might appear that
"been worked

go

through.'*"

these plans and the

way in

which they had

out, would have undermined the whole basis of the 1890

agreement which had been entered into on the assumption that the
charter would eventually be extended to include Nyasalaad.

Company's directors were,however, in a strong position:

The Lalces

the 1890

agreement had been conceded by the B.S.A. Company when it was dis¬
covered that Rhodes*
and there

was

a

plan to wwamp the Lakes Company had misfired,

risk that the Lalces Company night

arbitrator to be entitled to
a

result the

who

were

ector

on

a

the B.S.A. Company board,

business, and to have

ment left then free to

spend it

2

as

They were not anxious
as

.

the terms of the agree¬

they wished.

The B.S.A. Company,

having transferred their subsidy to the Foreign

Office had little further

of steamers

dir¬

£33,500 from the B.S.A. Company, £20,000 in

this source of capital especially

the other hand,

a

%• March 1891 the Lakes Company

subscribed capital and £13,500 in subsidy.

o-wner

As

agreement was extremely favourable to the Lakes Company

had already received

on

an

20^ share in the issued capital.

to retain control of the Malawi

to forego

be thought by

on

use

for the Lakes Company except as the

the Zambesi and Lake

land in the protectorate.

Malawi, and of claims to

The Lalces Company's solicitor learned in

May 1891 that the B.S.A. Company were not anxious for amalgamation
1.

(A.L.C. solicitor) to Hawksley, 31st March, 1891, CT/l/il/5/l.
of the 1890 agreement
posed by 'Johnston's
request, or rather intimation, that the whole available resour¬

Matt

He stated that amalgamation in the spirit
was the only solution to the difficulties

and steamers of the Company should be placed at his command
at once without the slightest reference to the present engage¬
ments of the Company, or to the possibly disastrous effect i#
would have on their business...I need not say my clients could
ces

permit

such interference with their business and cert¬
sum of £2,500.*
The £20,000 was for shares in the Lalces Company, the £13,500 was
18 months payment for 'administratioh' and went into the gen¬
eral expenses of the Company.
The B.S.A. Company also gave
£31,000 shares in exchange for the Lalces Company's shares. Their
total expenditure in connection with the Lakes Company 'was thus
£64,500. See Weatherley memorandum on The Financial Position of
the A.L.C., August, 1892, CT /l/ll/5/l/.
never

any

ainly not for the

2.

-
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"which would neon the working by them of a large commercial under™

The B.S.A. Company's financial and stock-market position

taking."
was

deteriorating and they were not prepared to find more money for

the development of transport and trade in Myasaland.
In spite of

this reluctance the B.S.A. Company continued to

negotiate for amalgamation
In December the Lakes

on

the original terms throughout 1891.

Company held

a

general meeting to elect the

members of the northern Committee and Sir John Kirk

cntative

on

1

a3

their repres-

Between then and May 1892

the B.S.A. Company Board.

the

negotiations broke down apparently over the question of whether

the

Company should be liquidated before

of the Northern Committee.

3

or

after the establishment

The B.S.A. Company wanted liquidation

first and the Lakes Company were unwilling to allow them this oppor¬

tunity to go back on the agreement.

A compromise wa3 suggested

whereby the Lakes Corapaay*3 directors would have found £25,000 capital
for preference

1.

shares secured

on

their Company's assets, but the B.S.A.

The £1 shares of the B.S.A. Company which

had been standing at

£4 early in 1890 were selling for about £2 in November, 1890,
Cawston to Kirk, 12th November, 1890, Cawston papers,
Alfred Beit x?as said to be prepared to sell Ms for

2.

3.

Vol.III.
12/- in
March, I892, Kirk to Cawston , 26th March, 1892, ibid, Vol.IV.
Kirk to Cawston, 8th February, 1892, ibid, referred to the B.S.A.
Company's shortage of money and their reluctance to raise more
capital for fear of causing a panic in the market.
A.L.C. Minutes, 8th December, 1891, also 7ih August and 27th Aug¬
ust on negotiations.
On tbo 21st December, the A.L.C. decided to fix June 1891 'as
date from which amalgamation with the B.S.A. Company shall be
held to have taken place.'
On the 14th January, 1892, Kirk told
Cawston that A.L, Bruce and Hawksley had agreed on terms for
liquidation at a meeting on that day, Cawston papers, Vol.IV,
Kirk makes clear that the reason for the break-down was Hawksley's
refusal to have the Lakes Company's director appointed to the
board before the liquidation.
As this was the only guarantee
that the Lakes Company could have that the Northern Committee
would e^er 3it it was reasonable for them to refuse as once the

Company had been liquidated there could be no redress. See Kirk
to Cawston, 6th February, 4th April, 2nd May, 14th May, 16th Sane
1892. He told Sir Percy Anderson, (26th May, 1892, minute, F.0.
84/2250) that both 3ides were in the wrong} 'the S.A. Company
for having made a bargain and then backed out of it|| the Lakes
Co. for talcing up a dog in the manger position, neither raising
money themselves nor letting others come in and spend it.
He
believes that it would be in the interests of Nyassaland to let

Mosenthal in, letting down the Lakes Co. as easily as possible.1
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Company ehtered into negotiations with Lord Gifford and Harry Mosonthal*s Bechuanaland
ared to invest
1

Malawi.
Lakes

Trading Association who were said to be prep¬

£100,000 in the development of trade and transport in

They then proceeded to demand that the directors of the

Company initiate the liquidation of the Company

assets could be handed

over

that its

to the Bechuanaland Association which

to be instructed to maintain the
In its

so

was

existing service to the missions.

reply the Lakes Company pointed out that the B.S.A.

Company could not fulfil its obligations uder the agreement through
p
a

third party."

and the Lakes

and

The B.S.A. Company then requisitioned liquidation,

Company retaliated by 'arresting' the former's shares

suing in the Scottish courts for

an

instrument of Suspension and

Interdict which would restrain the B.S.A.
to

liquidate.

that
any

Company from attempting

In court the B.S.A. Company's lawyers brasenly denied

they had ever intended to compel liquidation, and disclaimed

knowledge of negotiations with the Bechuanaland Trading Associ¬

ation.

As

a

result the Judge concluded that the Lakes Company's

action had been premature and

The

the proceedings were suspended.

3

action, however, forced both sides to reconsider their pos¬

itions and to look for
in Britain in

a

satisfactory compromise.

December, 1892, the final details of

When Rhodes was
a

plan for the

disentanglement of the two companies(which had been worked out through
their

solicitors(was

B.S.A. Company was

agreed.^

Owing to further delay for which the
responsible it was not until the 28th July, 1893

T.A,L.C. Minutes, 3rd May, 18925memorandum by Lord Gifford 'as
to the

development of the B.S.A. Company territory north of
Zambesi,' 24th August, 1891, CT/l/ll/5/1/.
Weathorley to
Ewing, 27th April, 1892, ibid., 4th May, ibid.
Ewing to Weatherley, 3rd Hay, 1892, ibid., Watt to Hawksley, 10th
May, ibid., Weatherley to Harris, 10th June, 1892, ibid,
also J. Stevenson to A.L. Bruce, 12tb May, 1892, brought in by
Bruce, 26th Iky, 1892, P.O. 84/2250, with Anderson minute, and
J. Stevenson to Anderson, with memorandum on 'Issues of nraoh
importance to the well being of the Ifyassa protectorate,' 5th
August, 1892, P.O. 84/2252.
Inventory of Productions and Report of the Case in Suspension
and Interdict - the A.L.C. versus the B.S.A. Company? /I892-I4/,
Register House, Sdihburgh.
Also The Glasgow Herald. 16th, 18th
July, 1892.
A.L.C. Minutes, 26th November, 20th December, 1892, 4th February,
1893, 22nd February, 1893, 7th June, 1893.
the

2.

3.

4.
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that this

It provided

agreement was finally signed and sealed."

for the transfer of the

trading and transport "business together with

the stations and stores to
the African Lakes
a

-

nominal share

a new

coiapany which was to "be known as

Trading Corporation.

The new company was to have

capital of £150,000 of which 12,500 ,A® voting

shares and 12,500

*B* non-voting shares

wore

to he allotted to the

B.S.A. Company in consideration for the transfer of the business and
the rest

were

to be open for

of the directors of the
James

new

public subscription at the discretion
who were in the first place

company

Stevenson, John Stephen, A.L. Bruce and William Ewing.

land and mineral claims of the Lakes

The

Company were transferred to the

B.S.A. Company on the understanding that all land surrounding existing
stations should be banded on to the

new

company, and that provision

should be made for its future requirements.

As a result of the

agreement on land which was worked out in Africa between Harry John¬
ston and L.M.

Fotheringbam in September 1893* the B.S.A. Company

retained the large land claims in the Horth Ilyasa Province, and on
the Stevenson road in the Ilyanwanga and
the road itself.

2

These claims

Company from 1805 onwards.
and

rights of pre-emption

Jumbe of ITkhota
as

well

as

the B.S.A.

1.

2.

acres

treaties made by the

They also retained the mineral claims
over

the lands of Mwase Kasungu, Undi, the

Company's sphere of Influence.

Sharpe's treaties in

The African Lakes Corpor¬

forty thousand acres including all but five

of the Mandala

six thousand acres at

at

on

the claims dependent on Thomson and

acres

thousand,

based

Khota, Chikusi, the Hgoni chief, Chi were and Tambala

ation received back about

hundred

were

Mambwe territories, including

estate, three thousand acres at Matope,

Karonga, two thousand

at Rivi-Rivi in Southern

Cbiromo, six thousand acres at Fife,

acros at

Ngoniland,

Usanje, four

on®

thousand aores

(Mwono,) and about thirty

S.L.C, file, Companies Registry, Edinburgh.

The African Lakes
Trading Corporation was incorporated on the 31st July, 1893.
The last board meeting of the Company and tho first board meet¬
ing of the Corporation were held on the 15th September, 1893*
Copy of agreement in A.L.C. file, Edinburgh.
Details of the
land transfers are in agreement of 28th September, between
Johnston and Potheringham.
Copy in the Zambian National
Archives, Lusaka, A 3 /8/5*
Another copy is the B.S.A. pap¬
ers, Salisbury, with A.L.C. to B.S.A. Co. 29th December, 1893*
CT

1/11/3/19.

.

smaller ©states.

1

In effect these terns involved the payment by the B.S.A. Com¬
pany

of £40,000 for most of the Lakes Company*s land claims in the

ITyasaland protectorate.
commercial value

no

2

These claims proved to he of little

although they might have proved

if payable ores had been discovered in Malawi.
the Lalees

very

or

lucrative

By conceding them

Company*s directors showed the fundamental difference in

philosophy which separated them from Rhodes and the directors of the
Chartered

Company.

investment of money

port

While the latter were not interested in the

in the 1-u:,>uilia u ely

were

to be able to meet their demands for

the export of their own
rewards of mineral

trans¬

of money on

able and

imported goods by

produce5 they looked for the more dramatic

Company was willing and able to spend very large

the invasion and subjection of areas in which it had

expectations of making

a

spectacular profit, the Lakes Company was

willing to spend only comparatively infinitesimal sums on

the slow development of trade and transport.

The attitudes of the

companies to the work they intended to do in Africa were so dif¬

ferent that there should

gamation
a

a

exploitation.

While the B.S.A.

two

provision of

service(the development of which was essential if the people of

Malawi

sums

re warding

time

-

was

never

have been any question of

they were incompatible.

That they did

duo partly to the desperate

come

their amal¬

together for

financial straits to which

the Lakes Company was reduced by the expense of the Arab Mar, and

partly to their calculated deception by Rhodes who intended to
whelm them

as

he had Barney Bamato, and who

misled them

as

over¬

to the

place that they were to have in his projected company.
That

they evaded the usual fate of Rhodes* take-over victims

1.

Agreement between Johnston and Fotheringham, September, 1893,

2.

The B.S.A, Company had provided
for the purchase of the Lakes

op.

was

ext.

51*000 shares in it3 own stock
Company, which together with the
£13,500 for administration made the total cost of their invol¬
vement with the Lakes Company about £64,900.
On the unscram¬
bling of the agreement they received £25,000 shares in the new
company and the land and mineral claims which were thus valued
at about £39*500.
The terms of the new agreement were not
finally exeexvted until the allotment of these shares to the
B.S.A, Company on 21st January, 1096, A.L.C. Minutes.
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due

partly to the fact that they were so small that he did not cars,

and

partly to that Scottish determination and caution which caused

Barry Johnston and the directors of the B.S.A. Company
cilious mirth.

It

Foreign Office who
did not
on

the

even

have the good manners to inform,

Their survival alone

as a

directors, that 'set of miserly, fanatical,

The exclusion of the B.S.A.

for which they had long prayed.

Company from the administration of Hyasa-

doubtless welcomed by James Stevenson,

of the B.S.A.

who saw the attempt

Company to liquidate the Lakes Company as the reaction

who had found their

over

un-

1

result of the impact of the Arab War the directors

had secured the British protectorate

was

small triumph for

was a

Glasgow merchants and shipbuilders.'

Largely

ence

let alone consult them,

disposition of their steamers and the division of the British

cultured

men

super¬

easily impressed by Rhodes' wealth, and who

were

the Lakes Company's

of

much

certainly not due to the officials of the

was

sphere of influence.

land

so

'policy of extending South African influ¬

ITyassaland thwarted by the proclamation of the protectorate,'

and condemned the reoent

"for

legislation in the Cape

depriving the natives...to a large extent of the
(which) also shows an intention of degrading

franchise

them in their material interests
social relations."
2.
In

as

well

spite of Harry Johnston's assertion to Rhodes,

as

3

in their

however, there is

little evidence to link this exclusion to the opposition of the Loires

Company,

There is

tention of

including Byusaland in the

no

evidence that Lord Salisbury
area

ever

had any in¬

of the charter though

Rhodes later claimed that he understood that he had acquired a rever¬

sionary interest in the protectorate through the payment of the sub¬
sidy for the Johnston

administration.^

Commerce and Christianity as agents of peaceful change
ceived

a

serious check

as

a

had re¬

result of the outbreak of the Arab War.

They received their quietus with the gradual establishment of the
British administration after 1891.

The reign of 'King Johnston over

1.
2.

Johnston to Cawston, 3th October, 1890, Cawston papers, Vol.II.
J. Stevenson to Salisbury, memorandum, 5th August, 1892, F.O.

3.

Johnston to Rhodes, 8th October,

84/2256.
8th October,
/

4.

1893, F.O. 2/54-

Oliver, op. cit,, p 249#

9

1893, with Johnston to Anderson,

-

the Zambesi*

was

-

to be very different from

envisaged Tagr John Hair.
and

342

anything that bad been

She .gradual involvement of the raiding

slaving chiefs with now forms of commerce and administration

abandoned in favour of that

deprecated*

Hlilitacy Occupation* which tloir had

Prora this time on the Company ceased to he its

politician and diplomat, and w©s no longer working in
where it

was

and people.

was

dependent for its survival

on

a

own

situation

the good-will of the chiefs

Its role became secondary to that of the

Administration,

and with the development of plantations and rival transport companies
its significance was

further diminished.

another transport and trading company,

conscious of the ideals which

had inspired its promoters end managers,
over

the

policy of those whose job it

It gradually became just

bat with little influence

wan

to maintain diplomatic end

political contact with the people, and to guide the
their resources

were

used and

developed*

way in

which

THE
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CENTURY AGO.

GHU-TAR

The Company under

frlio
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i-rotcotorntc#

IM1-19QG.

Harry Johnstun reached Chirorao, the southern boundary of the
protectorate s in the third week of July,

1891, with

a

party of

seventy Sikhs and Saasiborio, and 100 tons of stores and equipment 5
those

carried up

wore

Stevenson.

which, with two flat-bottomed gunboats, H.M.S. Herald
had met him at the Chinde mouth# ^

and IloscTuito

the 10th

on

river by the Company's steamer, the J'aues

Two months

earlier,

May, 1891 D.C#scott had completed and dedicated B1 on tyre

Church which has remained the most remarkable building in central
.

.urnca#

2

those present at the service were Joseph Thomson and

ijaong

&ve& Moir, both of whom must have

hoped that they might

occupy

Johnston*s position,. and both of whom left the country in June and

July, respectively# s

1890 after twelve
involving

an

John Moir had left Mandala

years

on

the 20th March

work in Malawi, the last three of them

extreme amount of travel

connection with the prosecution of the

ad physical suffering: in
Arab War end the threatened

Portuguese advance into the bhire Highlands.d-

On his departure

B.C.OGOtt, with idiom he had often disagreed, commented:
•He is

of the oldest in the

one

country next to Henderson.

like the passing away of an institution.
Hot a
of the old will remain in the Company when he goes.
is

work.*5

growing much older in the

John Moir himself expected to return as a manager of
*

British South Africa end lakes

for

a

further three years

director of the

1.

new

the amalgamated

Company1 and to stay in Africa

before returning to Britain to become

company.

It

tradition
I fool

a

He visited Hhcdes at Kimberley in

Johnston, British Centra,1 Africa# op. cit.,
cit., pp 195-5.

pp

97-9 J Oliver

op.

2.

L.iv.B.C.A.

,

1891.
t, 1891. Sred Moir left the country

huiie,

3. Ibid, end Augu

4. J. Buchanan, diary, 20th March,

on

the 12th Juno.

I89O.

5# D#C#Scott to J.Robertson, 17th March, 1890, B. u. L. The Blantyre
Mission paper later commented:
Much regret is expressed by the
natives that John Moir, their Maadala, is leaving the sphere of
influence in which he has exercised for so long hi. to them welcome

authority.
place wore

They had,
one

as we,

and the same.'

W

got to believe that ho and cue
L#h»b#C.a,, December, 1892.

s va

Moy, 1890 and mode

agreement with him

an

employment and t..at of his "brother.•*•

on

the terras of hie

As late as December, I891 it

was

expected that John Koir would return to Africa

the

Company though it

manager and
had taken
It was,

was

as manager

of

agreed that he should not be the solo

that he should work with L.lonteith ibtheringham who

over

as

acting

manager on

the departure

01

Jlrcd

iioir.2

however, decided by the end of August 1592 that the

management of the Company should never again 'be placed in the
hands of the Messrs.
to

Lugard:

Moir#'3

As Ebtheringhara had earlier written

'the reign of the Moire is ended.

Although they

can

not have realised it their reign had ended,

when itced Iloir left Haadala in
leave in

»4

Juno, 1891.

lie had expected to

August of that year and it is possible that he had brought

forward the date of his departure in order to avoid having to
live and work under the administration of
it

was

d

no

very
dliire
to

prob. bly

a

coincidence.

Johnston had attacked the

fairly frequently in his letters and despatches but there

heirs
w

more

Harry Johnston, though

evidence of personal

animosityf John Hoir had. written

cordially to Johnston after the letter's departure from the
Highlands in January,

1890 thanking aim for his invitation

stay at the Consulate at Moaambique and regretting that he had

been unable to do
came

so.5

nevertheless the Moirs must have felt

disappointment after 13 years work in Africa during which

they had laid .ho foundations of
hod star led

a

modern communications system,

plantations and experimental gardens, had trained a

large staff of Jlal'awiaa steamer end store assistants, as well as
a

comparatively large staff of European agents, and had extended

1*

Copy of agreement signed by C.J. Rhodes and J.W.Moir at Kimborley
12th -la/, 1890, in the possess ion of Miss fe.k.L. Mai t land Moir,
of Edinburgh.
Shore is another copy of this agreement in J. Moi
hand dated 14th May, 1890, but not signed by Rhodes in the B.S.A
Company papers, Salisbury, CT/l/i6/l.
2. A.L.Co -inutec, 1st December. 1591.
3. Uocvoherloy,

'Memorandum on the financial position of A.L.C.,»
August, 1892, 3.8.A. Company papers, Salisbury, CT/l/ll/p/l,
4. Fotheringham to Lugard, 2uth Juno, 1892, Rhodes House, Brit.
5* J» Moir to Joiuioton, 3lot March,

I890, L.D. (2).

^>G-<r

their sphere of operations

1,500 aileo from the Indian Ocoan to

UJiji, that they were removed from the direction
Africa at the moment when
of

the

pay,

'having borne the burden and the heat

day, it is quite possible that the Company is going to

,3Fred Moir

more

was

fort ..mate in this respect than his brother

Secretary in Glasgow of the African Lakes Corporation

for he became
on

of affairs in

its foundation and continued to work for the

capacity and

as a

director for over forty

Company in that

years*8

John iloir

returned to Africa late in 1892 at the Company's expense to

complete the bringing up to date of the accounts, but on the strict

'understanding that he was to play
Ho

piloted

co

moved in
he

no

part in the

management,^

the task that had been assigned to him and then

August 1093 seventy miles from Saadala to Mlanje whore

began again from scratch laying she foundations of the Lauderdale

estate, and becoming, together with Henry Brown of Thomwood, the
pioneer of She Malawian tea indue try.4
work truth his usual
the road from

He threw himself into the

impulsive energy, contracting to build part of

Bla&tyre to I-Hanjc, building Lauderdale House,

planting coffee and cocoa as well as tea, diverting
power a

mill for coffee cleaning

herd of 100 cattle i
well

as

atieo,

'not any

of money.

1,
2»

J.

stream to

nd hulling, and building up a

.proved with imported Jhorthora stock, as

ting to keep horses which suffered severely from

dir.cased,5

the climate and
wife

a

It was, however, according to his

love of the place which kept Jack here, but simply

'iJ

IclcU

He had received the estate from the Company at cost

loir to Pa

loir, February, 1839, ibid.
as well as Secretary of the African Lakes
Corpora,ticn in January, 1911, A,L*C,Minutes, 6th January, 1911*
He resigned as Secretary on 32nd April, 1912, ibid.
He became

He boca

e

a

Chairman of
12th

director

-the Company

.

nd sat

on

the board for the lust tine

October, 1938, ibid.

He died on the 2nd November, 1939
in his 08th year.
See Life and work, hecomber, 1939*
He had
paid a last visit to Malawi during 1921.
3. A.L.G.Hiautes, 23rd August, 1892,
4, Ho had finished the accounts by June, 1093, J.H. to F,M, 21st
June, 1893, -3.U.L. He moved to Mlan^e in August, 1893, Mrs. J.
M« to diss J. i'od, 13th August, 1893, ibid.
For an account of his
tea planting, and that of Henry Brown, See B#C«A,G., 1st October
I898*
5* Letters of Mrs. J,Moir in £.U,L« and Shepperson collection, IO931900.
Also, J.loir, Lauderdale estate ..otter-book, 1893-1930,
University of Uitwatererand Library Johannesburg,
.
6. Mrs. J.lloir to Hiss J, Tod, n.d., from Laudefr'™*®* Circa I099#
on

^

t. u

.

t-

.

l>d-4

price, but was constantly in debt to them.
shares in the Company

He bad to sell bis

in order to find cash to finance his

operations, and it was not until the death of his father
he inherited

enough money to pay off his mortgagee and to loavo the

country in 1%0, on doctor's
then consisted of about

orders.^

He sold the estate which

1,400 acres to the newly formed B1antyre

and Last Africa Company in lyQl for £4»pL0.
this in cash and half in shares and became

company,^
Africa in

IbpO before he received

of the By asaland
He died in

He received half of
a

director of the

It was almost forty years after his departure from

invited to the coronation of

was

that

Protectorate end

recognition of his work.

any

George VI in 1937
t.as

as a

representative

made a C.L.G. in that year.

March, 1940 in his ninetieth year.-'

The Heirs

left

no

Biantyre Church

as

their memorial.

They did

leave Handala House which is almost as remarkable in its way,

'the Maadalu* at Karonga,
£v.,t

Ho

a

end

twenty aero enclosure with a twelve

wallj ta< hicks were -used to build primary schools within the

1.

4300 for the Lauderdale estate 'which had been first
by J*od heir before April, 13>1, he paid a further
£300 for other estaboo totalling abcut 6,000 acres.
These
were allotted to the Lakes Company and transferred to him in
payment of debts outstanding to uita of £750.
J.ld. to F.H.,
lot March, 1693, whopperson collection,
also Mrs. J.il. to
Lies J.Tod, 9th February, 1093 (?j and 2.jih September, ld9o,
H.U.L.
His father who died in 1699 at the age of 90 loft him
£l,o00 strwight-auuy 'as he had not done as weil as the others,'
ibid, 4th August, 1©22* The Moirs left Lauderdale in March,
13do5 John Loir almost died on the way home.

2.

Biantyre and Last Africa Company, file, number 4070, Coupauiee

He paid
claimed

Registry, Bdinborgh.
3.

Papers in the possession of hiss M.L.Maitlond I-lcir, Edinburgh.
He devoted much of his time in retirement to bee-keeping, and
formed the Loir Library of the Scottish Beo-Kfeepers Association
which is kept in the Edinburgh City Library, and which is

thought tobo
in the world.

£7»1>3«

one

of the largest collections

He died

the subject

a tribute in Other Lanus. August, 1940, by
Hastings K. Banda, entitled 'The Loirs of I

1940, and
Br.

on

the 13th March, 1940, and left
-There is an obituary in fixe .»c toman. 14th March,
on

An African's

Tribute.'

3> 1+-T-

last

twenty yours,

lake#'*

l.„e

to which

aa

half

o

.

found -tioac

(«J«.hiu iw.tr avoid dwubiioro

ro a-,

spent

gave approved the use

on

th© churob building *as we

i.,xi x,\.rk than in buiidiiig ©expenses#

.

gre

e-

W |' s_d

our

*.o

bete.

>t iovo fwe the little old u: ns church so four con

bo transferred to

never

should

would scatter Ix.-ve
w

be,ve

uy

to© brieto wer© put j when sending a £4-' dun.-ti a to

Cxxsat in

money

the Moire

of

their aotiviti.

was

loader builaiug# •*>

a

aevortaelene very gro. t»

of

w

covered

dlaaiyro ..iosioa in 1UJ0 be baa specified that vu^

the
be

.

s

It is the wide rang©

both in teroe of variety and of distance

tioh is ooct impressive*

work w.:ich

£he achievement

Chen the practical result of tlx©

they did with their minute capital cad small stcfi

is

compared with vastly better financed cad manned operations ouch

as

^#3#h#/u

or

the early

io reciar. table# ^

success

while it

was

Belgian efforts

on

the Congo their

£Ved boir oould fairly point out that

said that whoa

a.

trading station was found«bn the Congo

♦the natives remove to a distance, where-over wo have a
strong otati -a cur difficulty it to rovont the poy 1©
Vfreemen, not slaves,} from settling around us in two great
numbers*
xhe

difficulty of acvcing

uiy

fair aseeseuont of

capacities? ho© air*; :hy been -pointed

cut#^

vue

fcoirs*

'JSie root of die

16th May, looy, L«B# (2)*
a.,;, ^taaley, -jfo^Qongo aaft the, g undine of its .Kroo ..tate#
2 volueses, London, Xbbgi#
fhe account of dtaaley*© offeree
with comparatively v..ct ree-'crooe of capital and man-power to
get steamers on to the upper Congo make a very illuminating
comparison with the effort
of the Lai coo Company in the eatae
.•eriod#
It took a staff of 11 iluropoaue with 113 oarriorr, 6o
>£ them fr-ma dansiabor, over a your
carry fcf.o parte of two
o'toaaors totalling fifty tons fcr ;;d milci, v- 1 1 p 24U
2fce Imperial British fleet Africa Cms a .y raise, dyyb, .(>• capital
in its first year and in its third year vao spending Ml- b,- .0
a year w. th no return#
:i#de iiowiei iJeaphi/.l, dhe history cf
X».'i#-j#A## Op# Olt# PP
dji, dob#
3» J?# iioir, ♦magiielimen sad Arabs in set Africa, 'tlurray *s
,a
cine# hovonber, 1-bob, p# 626.
boceph coared referring to
hie e.y. riencco .-a the Congo in IO90 aau© i-u® point to which
Srod n.ir aliudod in Phe heart g£ Jar.aees. lb^S,
do ur- to
of ♦paths spreading over the empty 1 ad##, end u- eoiituue, a
eolittue, nobody, not a hut# fhe popul -tioa had cleared out a
long tine ago# Lei.:, if a lot of qyotor. us niggere armed with
al
kinds ,i fearful voa-pom oudvxealy tto travel.ling -n t _o
rood bottJoea deal end Gravesen®, catcixiag the yokels right and
loft to carry heavy loads for thorn# I fancy every farts e«c!. cottage
thereabouts v
loo -. .iky vory
oxx# s
4# moo above, Chapter 3»
1* J# loir to l)»C»^oottp
2.

e.g#

.

.

.

problem is that they te ded
deficiencies which

be blamed quite unjustly for

-hoy were powerless to remedy, ouch as

shortage of steamer space, delays on the rivers due to lack of
water

V« v

navigat..on, and shortages of stock duo to the same

factors
that

to lack of capital#

>-:r

they and Ike Company were the victims of what oir Villiers

oister of the

foreign Office described as Uaxvgr Johns to n*e

♦horribly rhetorical *
wtA

as

despatches tthioh, while iateaaed to amuse,

record for truth and accuracy as the letters of

.ouch

air

They were also unfortunate in

Philip Francis

barren Hastings1 administration of India#

on

Joseph Thomson? though more capable of objectivity? was almost
as

prone to

He wrote of the Company in April, 1891s

hyperbole#

♦/id far as the direct rs at homo are concerned it must
be said that astounding folly has been their prevailing

characteristic raid if the Company exists today its
directors deserve

credit? for they acted especially in
like people beat on their own
destruction#
That this was not altogether accomplished
is due e tiroly to the unusual set of men they have in
their employ#
iuaong them of course stand out
prominently the lies rc I-Ioir#
Two more interesting r
remarkable men it would be difficult to find.
The very
beau-ideal of commercial and philanthropic pioneers in
wild country .hey have slaved and suffered with an
unselfish enthusiastic devotion#
But it is only as pioneers
that they have shone:
as managers of a going concern
requiring unusual business capacities and breadth of views
they have signally failed#
They could lay splendid
founds.tions but they could not build upon them and
however hard it may seem it was necessary for them to
no

those

latter years

leave

bin t to other hands and brain#

The weakness of this
heirs never had

the

line of

*2

argument is of course that the

opportunity of managing

a

going concern#

•Throughout their consociation with the Company in. Africa they
wore

doing work of

a

pioneering type, organising a line of

oomnualcations, oho sing the sites of stations, and attempting to
1# Que tod by Oliver, op#cit», p# 200#
2#

Thome

m

to

.Salisbury,

Shades, 26th April, 1C91, B#.o#A# Company

CT/l/16/6/#

papers,

trading relations with the various chiefs and people#

establish
In their
of the

organisation of the steamers

on

the rivers and lake, and

tonga-tonga between Katunga'E and Matope, and along the

dtevenson

road, they had laid the foundations of the system of

communications which

was

to continue in much the same,

greatly increased, form for most

though

In their

of twenty years.

laying out of plantations they had, together with the Buchanan

brothers, provided the basis of what was to be the first major
agricultural export from Malawi-coffee.

From their thirty

or

agents and engineers, about half the European population of

so

Malawi in July

I891,

civil

as well as

service,

were

provided the nucleus of Harry Johnston's

the leading staff of the rival

transport firms which were established two

or

three years later#

Joseph Thomson had been oxtroaely critical of the Company
his first arrival in the

on

for instance

the

country; much of this criticism,

allegations that the Arab War

outrageous conduct of the A#L#C.

rests,'
none

paid less than £120, was quite

modified his opinion,
and

a year

at

a

time when

unjustified."1"

lie later

regretted some of his earlier strictures,

pointed out that the Company was, despite its obvious

deficiencies,
the

whom the whole responsibility

that the staff wore paid £60

or

was

on

'the

due to

was

'an admirable basis to work from* without which

3#S«A#Company or

any

other administration 'would have

a

Vastly more difficult and expensive task if the intention of
obtaining

a

footing to the north of the iSambesi is still

■

maintained#*2
.lost

of

of his

criticism had been aimed at the very poor stock

goods which was available in the Company's stores on his

arrival in Africa in mid

1890®

This was due primarily to the

almost complete block on the river

between October, IO09 and

March, I89O which was the result of the conflict with the
Portuguese and Serpa Pinto's invasion of the Shire#

Thomson

1#

Ibid, and Thomson to Rhodes, luth August, 1889, Rhodes House,
Charters, 3A 29#

2#

Thomson to

Cawston, 10th June, 1091, Cawston

papers, vol 3#

•s so

himself had been fired tit by the Portuguese
«ri

the Jx-ei-

ot;

oievoaron. * c arrested at the

t;ton for trial

wore

Company's supply line®-

the

s

time

was

.mother cause
tlx shortage

and its

a

crot;

further break in

f the poor

c

a.to of

of capital in ,.>oct.iaad

only hp, ,.0 of the £2v,0tC promised 'by the British 3cnth

where

Africa,
agree

at this

Ruo

.'gaeiimaae, thus causing

to

the

t-eror.

early in July, IC^O

Company

as part of the terns

of the amalgamation

..cat A d boea paid} but this ran scocnd.. ry as ac amount of

capita,! tiouid have altered the situation so long as goods could

imported#^

not be
was

up

'Ike Cu^any 's competitor, Bug-one

at this time at

an

Bharrcr,

advantage because his goods acre br ught

in boats while tho Portuguese' only interfered uith the

running of the steamers.
coop falling

In March, I091 'Thomson was still

that there aac not a yard of calico in the

that the loaga porters who had go-no -with his. to
not boon

paid, and that the James otovonsoa

c tores,

the liafue had

was expected to

*3

'collapse at
It

t-u-o

trip.0

any

at this

clearly left

a

entered into

an

stage, when the state

d the Company in Africa

great deal to "be desired, that the B.o.A.Company

agreement uith the Foreign office, without

consulting the Lakes Company, for the handing over to Johnston of

Company*© steamers whenever lie needed them for the

die

£2,5<-C per annum.
thorn

on

the use of the Jones Lteveneon in June

transport of his troops and their hundred tons of

equipment.'*
out

Johnston wrote to the Likes Coopaay informing

Ghat he would require

for the

sum of

;£h© Company had aire dy committed itself to carry-

largo contracts for the L.M.c raid the white Fathers5 mission
Lake

-Tanganyika, and to

carry in

at about the same time the

first party of the Berlin mission who were to establish themselves

1. A,

C.Hoss to K.

Churchill, Vioe-Coneul, olesaabiq jlc, 24th July,

IO91, encloses J. Thomson to loss, 17th July, 1091, P.O. 84/202.
2. Bee above, chapter p.
3. ihorasca to iSiodec, 26th April, 189I, op. ext.
4. Anderson to Johnston, 24th March, 1891, P.O. 84/2113,

Stephen to Jr. J* Stewart, 24th March,
Jeanston to n.L#C.,

draft.

1891, Salisbury} ..-ad

2V»h March, I89I, cop^ in Bruco papers,

Chopperson collection.

J.

V5TI

at the north end of Lake Malawi among

the Hyakusa in the German

sphere of influenoe beyond the Songwe

river#*

the

time

same

o-vxiSl

They were at

trying to carry out the orders of the Livingston!a

Mission, to competo with Sharror in the Shire Highlands, where
he had succeeded in

They

trade#

were

taking over much of the Blantyr© Mission's
also under attack by Alfred Sharp© and

Joseph Thomson for what was regarded as their failure fully
to exploit the
which

opportunity of buying ivory
p

This criticism

the east cost#'"

Fred Moir had himself been to

was

somewhat unjust as

Ujiji in the latter months of 1890

ivory#^ la view of

and had returned with about three tons of

these varied committments it was reasonable
of the

Lake Tanganyika

presented by the closing of the land routes from that

was

lake to

on

that the directors

Company should have repudiated the agreement, and while

promising to do their best to transport Johnston's party,
should have pointed out
solo

uco

of

that they could not allow him to have

the steamers.

Johnston himself

was

not

aware

of the

complexity of the relations between the two companies and
found it difficult
be in

a

to understand that the hake Company should

position to aot independently of the South Africa Company

which he believed to have

acquired

a

controlling interest in

it#4

The question of the use of the steamers bedevilled relations
between the

Company and the Mminictrati

throe years

of the latter*s existence#

autocrat who could not

1.

.n

for the first two

Johnston

or

was an

tolerate dependence on any other power

Ibid, and heatherley to Harris, 8th hay, 1891,

CT/l/ll/p/l/.

26th April, 1891, op# cit. Sharps bo
Johnston, 26th December, 1690, with Johnston to Salisbury,
2nd March, 1891, TVs. 84f2114#

2# Thomson to Rhodes,

3, Mrs# F# Moir,
P

Lady's letters jroa Central Africa,, op# cit#,

86#

4# Johnston to Leatherley, 8th December,
papers,

1891, 3#S#A Company

microfilm, Rhodes house, Oxford#

3> S~L
within .hie protectorate ,
of the

Company's steamers

but there was
on

no

alternative to the use

the rivers and lake*-

It

was

bad

enough that those steamers were not directly under hie authority,
it

was

worse

that he had to wa.it his turn for

mission mid planting interests in the

provided by the
the

navy

goods with the

country#2

-The gunboats

for the 2ambesi proved unable to assist in

transport of goods and were under orders not to act as

carriers for the

which they did

Administration,

not#3

the latter months of

increased and
route

even

if they had the capacity

The situation on the rivers was eased by
lS.,4 when the Company's fleet had been

Jsugene Sharrcr had placed two steamers

relieving the pressure

on

on

the

the James Qtovenson and the

body Ifr/assa- which had until then to do almost ail the transport

work.^

Three

Shire and

were

gunboats were provided for the lake and the upper
launched in the latter months of

suffered from the same deficiencies

as

1893> but they

the river ones,

and wore,

according to Johnston, as suitable for use on the lake as a Thames
steamer would be in the English
of the

1.

Channel#3

Until the launching

350 ton vessel, h.11.6. Gwendolen# which was carried up

of# comments of Sir Percy Anderson on Johnston's dr.. ft licence

regulations, 13th June, 1891:
'This is very arbitrary,' and
'what should wo say of this if it wore made by the Portuguese ?'
P. u. o4/2114y and minute by Anderson of 19th Slay, 1895# ?uG
spent months#•# in trying to make him understand that his
autocracy must be kept within bounds#
I hoped that to some
extent we may have succeeded, bat no sooner has he got back
than he reverts to his old ways we may only hope to pull him
up at once, for we do not know what he may do if unchecked#'
P# 0#
2.

2/o8»

Johnston was certain that the 'loer 1 officials are under
orders from home when they thus put spokes in our wheels,
and protested 1 'as long as it rests with them to take or
refuse ray supplies so
with their favourable

administration#'
p,o# 64/2179.

3.

•

long shall I have to concern myself

unfavourable attitude to my
Johnston to Salisbury, 27th June, 1892,
or

Ibid, and Johnston to Salisbury, 20th February, 1892, P#0.

34/2179#

4# A. Sharp©, ho art on the Trade of Dritish Central Africa, for

1894, April, 1895? Consular reports, C.7584# % the 31st
December, 1694, the A.L#C. had increased its fleet by two
steamers of JO tons total capacity, and Sharrer had two steamers
and a steam launch of 58 tons total capacity.
5# Johnston, memorandum, 9th September, 1696, P.O. 2/107.

Adtainio tration continued to

by tho Company in ld98~9, the
dependent

the hotaira fox* all its transport work on the lake

on

and for the

oe

carriage of troops for tho expeditions against

Makanjira and Hlosi#

2

of

fhe

cause

/the torrent of abuse and invective,

A.

some

of it quite

amusing> which Harry Johnston aimed at the Company, its managers
and directors s
for the
their

was

running of his administration#

his dependence

protectorate, he

dearth of

His attacks reached

calico, which w .0 due not to the inefficiency of the
paper

pointed out, to the

unprecedented lowncos of the rivers which had caused
stop to imports.
that

no

ocean

The situation

can

that port, which had
It may

a

complete

not have been eased by the

no

regular service from kurope

been laid out by Johnston in June#

be worth quoting, as

letter which ho wrote to the

at this

a

going* steamer had called at Chinde for six

months, and that there was as yet
to

them

suffering from the effects of

was

Company, hut, as the Blantyre Mission

fact

on

high point in December I89I when, together with everyone

else in the
a

between IO9I .and 1694

a

specimen oi the genre, from

Secretary of the B.S.A#Company

time:

•There is nothing for it#
You must make up your minds to trust
me, for say one year, with the supreme direction of all things
In British Central Africa.
I must be able to say to one
of your

trading agents 'build a store here',
'Give six and
threepence a pound for ivory',
'You are selling that cloth
too dear',
'You must send an indent for twelve gross of
brass pans',
'oupply Crawehay instantly with one dozen child's
tops, 26 wax dolls, 3,000 yards of cotton, 30 packets of
fancy stationery, five bales of imitation cashmere shawls,
and send them off to Lake
ilweru tomorrow.'
I know as much
about your African trade as your Moire and your Swings#
It
is twelve years ago today since I landed in Tunis and I have
studied Africa ever since.
Besides, for the first year
or two in ray groat task of bringing five hundred thousand

miles of Central Africa under British control, the
shop is second only to the sword#
But it is a shop which
square

must be wisely and judiciously managed, and its shopboyo
must not bo allowed to baulk my efforts by cheating an
1, A#L#C.

Minutes, Oth April, IO9O, the Company contracted to

carry up the gunboat for £&>25C»
D.o also, 8#C.Williams,
•Homo old steamships of Uy as aland,' II# J., vol 10, part 2,

p. 42#
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African chief

over

damaged join or pretending the t half a

and a rupee are just the same value.
In plain word©
the African lakes Coapany is loathed by everyone in the
land.
Its policy has been idiotic because its silly little
frauds have not even profited it#
However enough on this
ooore#
If you start your Trading department in the way I
have sketched out, send out, with public or private
instructions to work under ay directions in all things,
crown

two

good men of the accountant typo, and for a change, just

for

a

change, send Englishmen#
The manager should,
say; reside at I-landala (if the Vampire is really
dead and a good heavy slab on its total}, and llonteith
Fotheringham, the present acting manager of the A#L.C.
should be transferred to Earanga, his old post on Hyassa#
But if the Vampire (poor old thing, I am half ashamed of
hustling it so,) is still stalking abroad as a Northern
Committee and you have a delicacy about displacing it,
then your general manager had bettor live at Eomba, near
me...they must be fairly young men, good book-keepers end
men of business, spruce, temperate, clean and pleasant
mannered, struggling with me to keep up a higher tone of
society in this embryo Colony by dressing for dinner in
nice white dinner-jackets and behaving like quiet lowvoiced gentlemen#
Potheringham is a good, honest, hardworking "chap" but he is pig-headed, quarrelsome and is

(lot

us

too much imbued with nfricaa Laoustriaa "nearness"
be fitted for

a

great commercial post#

to

He would do wo.ll

back at his old post at Karoaga#•« for goodness sake do
not saddle yourself with the Noire anymore#
Pensioning
them off would be cheaper#l
Ko\

It would have been
at the very

ironical, if itfc had been tragic, that

moment that Johnston was writingth this letter at

homba, the Company*s lake steamer, the Boaira. which had been
converted temporarily
sandbank under

been killed

engineers

of

ur

on

were

gunboat, was stranded on

a

heavy fire from the coast near flakaajira's town

the previous

day,

troops Captain kaguirc, had
.

seriously wounded#

ad where two of the Company's
A third, hchwen, was killed,

days Inter together with the Sikhs' doctor and several

the

Tonga steamer assistants when they went

to reclaim the

1.

a

the commander of Johnston's

where

f

into

captain's body#

on

shore to attempt

She steamer, and the

Johns ton to Leatherley, 16th Seoe.nber,
papers, microfilm idiocies House#

1621, B# 3#a#Company
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Administration's

"bravery of
wounds

one

of the engineers, Urquhort, who despite

organic,:d the shifting of the steamer under

darkness.
McLwea

pounder gon, were only caved by the

coven

severe

cover

of

Nothing would have been known of the fate of Naguire,
the other members of the party

or

the escape with

if it had not been for

equally severe wounds of one of the Tonga crew

members who managed

to return to the steamer in spite of heavy

fire.-*Johnston did
have

a

occasionally concede that the Company might

for

while pressing for the despatch of steamers

case,

tiie lake he urate

to Lord 3a isbury in

February, l8$2 •

the strain of relying on the A.L.C, steamers
longer.
They are not wli. lly unreasonable in the
objection to divert their vessels from their proper function.'2

'I can not stand
much

In

Leptembor, 1093, k© asked the directors of the B.8.A.

Company to bear in mind that however such he might have abused
Company's directors he had always boon on good terms

the Lakes

with their staff in

Africa, ©specially with Foiheringham who,

said, had been very reasonable over the settlement of the

ho

Company's land claimsHis attacks on the Lakes Company had,
amalgamation wen projected, caused considerable alarm

so

long

to

the directors of the

as

3.8. A. Company. ^

Sir John Kirk, who

would have become a director of that company
had gone

through, wrote to

attitude to the Lakes
w

3

say

if the amalgamation

that he could not understand his

Company 'whose whole property and interest'

involved with that of his

paymasters.-'

1.Johnston, British Central Africa. op. cit., pp 104-9.
to bailsbury, 26th December, 1891, F.0, 84/2114.
2.

Johnston to Salisbury, 20th Februazy,

3.

Johnston to

B.C.A.Compe

CT/1/16/4/1/.
4*

,

1892, F.O. 84/2179.

2nd September, 1093, oaliobuzy,

heatherley to Joanston, ilth March, 1892, draft,

desire

me

to remind you that whatever assists

Company assists

our

dhodes House.

3® Idrh to Caws ton, 6th

Johnston

'the directors

the Lakes

Company, 'B.3.A.Company minutes, microfilm,
February, l69u, Cav.-ston

papers, v lume 4.

3
%© fear that Joimcton

Company *e land claims
Rhodes in the

summer

wets

,f

woo

discriminating against the oakes
of the

one

1893«

causes ol

his quarrel with

Rhodes protested that Johnston

had sanctioned all 1. ad concessions in the protectorate except
tLoso of the Lakes
is

ajjsurd.

towards

Company end remarked:

'This

you

will admit

He tr..s, lie said, aware of Johnston's feelings

the

Company hut asked him to remember that s

•they

were in possession of the country and it was better
first to work with them than to oppose them.
They soy

at

they have been there since 1078,,and they have the

that

whole Scotch sentiment behind thorn*

Johnston acted judici usly in limiting the

Company's olairas in

the Shire Highlands

but it

to about

questionable whether he

v.as

36sOOO

was

highly

justified in giving comparatively

concessions to Bugene

enormous

acres,

Sharrer who had acquired his

claims by methods in comparison with which those of the Lakes

Company

were

A.L.Bruce

'She Buchanan brothers and

distinctly enlightened# •5

were

also allowed very

large claims over densely

populated load, with almost no provision made for the requirement
of
was

shifting cultivation.
illustrated

the Lakes

by the granting to the 3..J.A.Company, through

Company, of the whole of the North Hyaea district

the basis of
of

The arbitrary nature of the settlement

the

on

repudiated lo3p treaties and further treaties

l&'jQ which hod boon m.dp in the same form afc claims in the

iliaaje district which he described as
of course,

'outrageous. '4

He was,

under strong pressure from i&odee and the B.S.A.

Company to provide tuem with something to show their anxious

T.

Hhodos to

2.

Ibid.

Johnston, 4th April, 1893,

3» B.S# Krishnamurtfcy, hand

CT/I/16/4/l/«

.acl Labour in Hvasalaad, I-.91~19i4«
72-4. Buchanan to Balisbury, 14th Hay, 1390,
F»0» 34/2119.
Certificates of Claim, the British Central
Africa Company, Land Registry, Blantyre Malawi.
Oral
evidenoo to author by Lewis Baad&we, k.J.whose fatherin-law, Joseph Bismarck, worked for-Bharrer at this time.
Blantyre, 12th November, 1368.
4. This point is
ade by B»S* kriahaaraurthy, op. cit., p 120.
The North Hyasa treaties had never been repudi; ted by the
ilgontle, but they h d boon repudia ted by the Company.
op.

cit.,

pp
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share-holders for

administration,1
of the

the money

but there

was little consistency in the settlement

claims, and his remark that 'for £3,000 the Lakes Company

Could have had half
claims that

put

which had been given for ais

no

Byaoaland,

as

it is they spent £600 and have

lawyer could accept let alone defend,• did not
the protectorate.®*

a very

high valuation

He may

have hoped- that the- giving- of very large concessions

of land to

on

these interests would encourage

investment, and the

development of imports and exports from which he could raise
revenue.

He

certainly hoped that they could be induced to

the trade and transport business in

Company.
company

and hoped that the

transport business.

into

competition with the Lanes

He regretted that the Lake-- Company was not

'but the most miserable

go

grocery

a

trading

business you can imagine, ♦

B.S#A.Company itself would start

a

trading

He could not mderstend how it was that

they allowed the

'mismanagement to remain in the hands of the rotten Glasgow
directorate who send out

a

troop of the worst class of rowdy

a business which if properly
managed would become amazingly wealthy ad powerful. As it is
I feel so strongly against the present policy of the Lakes
Company that to maintain British interests and develop the
country I am coupe .lied to encourage every rival.
I am
forcing on the Buchanans, Sharrers and many others into
the Byasa trade, because left to the A.L.C. British trade
on
mm Lake Hyaoa will always be kept in a crippled condition
the riff-raff of Glasgow are not the best material with
which to develop the commerce of British Central Africa.*3

uncivilised, Beotcknoa to conduct

...

!•

Lao

33.B.A.Company^were1 by this stage standing at

a discount.
the division of
A.L.C. and
3.B.A,Company.
'I read it with amazement. I could not believe
that a grown nan like II. - whsley, and an experienced lawyer
should have been so easily let in.
I con only account for it
by again calling the L»C. a Vampire and supposing that the
B.B.A,Company lies .s much within its horrible spells as did
the poor Vampire haunted maidens of Mediaeval times.'
He was
'disguoteu with the whole agreement * and expected to hear that
he w s to 'hand over the decide... ey at homba to bo the home
of the n.ij.C. Manager. '
Johns t .-a to Weather ley, 23rd ouiy, 1893»
B.B.A. Company minutes, microfilm, Rhodes House.
2. Johnston to Weatherley, 22nd October, 1892, ibid.
3. Johnston to Anders ...n, 2lot January, 1&93» F.... 2/54»
Johnston

scornful of the draft agreement on
the land claims in the protectorate between the
was

is s

The

if it

latter comment

night have carried

net that more

were

little

a

more

than half of the first fifteen civilian

members of Johnston's administration had boon recruited
or

associated with* the ifrioaa Lakes Company.

became Vice-Consul for Couth ISyaea,
and served with the

John

weight

by,

J.L.Hicell, who

had been recruited by John lloir

Company for eight years, moot of thorn at Karonga.

Kydd, who founded Rhodesia station on Lake Maeru, had worked

for the Company

for four years and had played a prominent part in

the Arab

well

as

oar

rood.-*

the J t evens on
the Customs

H.A.Hiliier, who became the first hood of

department, at Chiromo hod been with the Company for

three years,

becoming traffic

hod also been

stati

making treaties in I09Q along the lino of

s

en

employee.

manager,

mad

is assistant, .D.Hallooh,

J.G.Baiabridg©, who founded J?-rt.itouebery

on

the

Luapula, end died chore in 11-94, hod been recruited

by the Com

any

but joined the administration almost

n

arrived in the

country.2

Alfred dharpe end Richard

ae 600n as

ho

Crawshay,3

both

...eat lemon hunters, would have been insulted by the suggestion

that

they had been employed by the Company, but they had shot

elephants

on

during the
the interim
as

contract for it and.,

-rab War,

'volunteers5

Both had worked for the C mpany

during

period, 1889-91, but would have regarded themselves

employees of the B,S.A*Corap?.?ny»

the 0o:.g any

has served as

in

A.C.Ross, who had joined

1882, left it in 1891 to become

of the Consular service as Vice-Consul at

combined the posts of

a

full—time member

uelimane where he had

B.C. agent and Vice-consul for four years.

1. He had died before April, 1894*
boo Johnston's Peart on
Duo first Phroc- Years Admirals t rat ion of British Central nlrioa9

Iarliaaeii'dsry Papers, lu94, Africa,
2.

L.H.B.C.A. May,

"(<o)» "

io34«

3. Cr,,-wshay wot probably the least outstanding ox Johnston's

appointments, Jose., h Thomson described him ao 'the laughing
stock of Ifcrasaland, '
Thomson to Cawaton, 10th June, I09I,
Cawstoa papers, vol 4.
Jdward Alston thought him 'a terrible
aee, quite mod. «
He
a Vice—Consul at Deep Bay for North
%-assa until 1^96.
Alston di«rios, 10th December, 1895 •

He

not strictly a member of Johnston's adrainistration as he

iJc-B

responsible to the Consul at Mosmabique but ho hod clone work

was

for Johnston

I890 • ^

steamer, die Charles Janson. before joining the A.L.C.

short

a

the baubesi and in the bhiro Highlands during

Ralph Be Ichor, who la J. been captain of the Universities

Hiesion
for

on

time, was employed in the B.C.A. Administration, and

later succeeded hoes

as

Vice-Consul at

uelimane.

the £sas® six

civilian members of the Adminis tration in the first two years of
its existence who had nevor been associated
John Buchanan v-ho neeus

wore

definitely hootch}

.

ith the Company,

introduction, but who ;.v8

no

H.C.Marshall, who had been recruited

by Buchanan on the lower dhire in I89O where he was

a

free-lance

O

hunter
a

trader

una

cousin

Comv.-cny

or

-

-

he

was

prooably Hootch}'"

nephew of James btevenson, the founder of the Lakes

re

obscure} Alexander

naturalist and gardener, who was
acc. on taut,

even

also Scotch, and Kill lata ..heeler,

who had worked fo

the Uai

iioiav1posts in the Adminio trati-n

without vhem it is clear

11

Steamship Company at

Administration continued to be

-

a

jArbuari.ag.uum4

they declined

that his debt to

terms of roan-power t;oe considerable.

the

but

Company in

The loss of good

problem to

-

men

to the

.he Company for many

In February, 1698 » the directors resolved to point out

years.

1.

byte, the

Johnston also offered both Monteith

.uel intone.
and John

ad probably came from Clasgow; 3

he was definitely boo tola

J*G.King, wh-so origins

the

Gilbert Stevenson,

Mrs. P. Heir, a
24th Hay, lopQ,

andy?s Letters fr..-a Ceatraf irica. op. eit.,
Ross arrived unexpectedly at Jfeuukila to do a
report on eke political situation in the bhiro Highianus at
tne Ruo for Johnston.
He \ as probably the '-~Iy member ox the
Company's staff in this period to hold a degree. He was an Dl.a.
f Aberdeen.
He did very well in the Consular service retiring
in IpuJ after eleven years as Consul at ban Francisco,

2. .Buchanan tc

BniASbary, 12th July, 1890, F« 0.

04/20..'. 1.

28th April, 1892.

He v. s Co.1.lector at Part netor
wounded in the attach ,a .iiwondo
early in 1693 --d was killed in Civ SiiOOt;ing accident in I690.
u,w.0..., oepteiiib. r, .L.i.'y0»
He
as .a.so u c ■..sun
k* a. btevcuiDGii.
4* Joh: .st n
British Central Africa, op. oit., p 97*
Johns ton to Hcsebery, 26th March, 1894, P. . . 2/66. J> tins ton said
that he had ofiored Moir <... post in the ..diuiuis truth
'being
sorry for the r ther ctbrupt way in which -he Lakes Coapany hod
3. A»L«C,;.iiauto&,
for

some

time.

He was severely

■

thrown him off. *
to be free
to

got

a

He addet.

to engage

post.

that bloir had refused bo cause he wanted

in planting, but that he k d la tor attempted

o

then Coiamissioner for the protectorate, the

to hlived oh; rpe,

difficulties which were caused
the beet men

by the continual *lur..ng oray' of

by tho Admini?: fcruticau
ii
k

Johnst

f,?

must have aeon

a

c nsci ,us

of the extent to

building upon foundations which h->d been laid by tho

which ho

was

aiisri

and the Company#

as

fully

It was unfortunate that in spite of

his dependence on people who-

hud wor ,.ed with the Company for

staffing his civil odmiiii'.'tr.-vtionf voll his dependence -xi vho
Company for tr:'asport fnoil •.tie© on tho rivers

.

policies which he at to.;:;, tod to effect from the

day

in

the

the lake, the
...

his arrival

country were diametrically opposed to those which had

His remark that Hhe shop is

the Company and the missions,

quided

second only to the
him fr

no.

men

-a

slave trade t.

sword,revcalca the wide gulf v ach seperatea

like John tloir who
.r u
.

.li

coped that they could combat the

the provision of alteram tive sources

imp .>rto-i goods for which there was an undoubted demand*
memorandum

on

the adminie;trat ion of

July 1890 he had spoken of

British Central

,

.;f

In his

frica of

.he necessity of adopting a policy of

♦divide end rule*, and 121 en curlier

or on
1i

his west African

i^-e- s

experience he hod stated that it was somettelaig necessary *to
educate
ue

ohe nc,pr

afterwards, when by

condit L.,4 tc do a

1.
0,

by f rce,

.noted

our

• *

leaving him to tmank

lis

and ugderstond

teaching we h. ve raised him to a

,

above} Johns ton to beat

Johnston Memorandum, 17th July,
*
British host f.f.rica nad the :v

or ley,

16th December, lf'91*

1890,
.

e

op, cit, j
and J..'.net n,
oi the Interior, • a paper

Hoyal Colonial Institute, ipth January, I0G9,
by j» vtojses, ♦tiai-.-wi i-uxitical systems,' in I'ae ■lambesisn
j.
p b
op, cit*, i> fpb*
Ai? ai analysis c* ike oppociti .a of
hie Blantyre - hit si a to Johnston^ Admiaistret- a, ece n,C»Boss,
♦fho
..roc ii ~ a Child or e ...an,' in the sae voir e, p 332.

road to
quo tea
-

.

the

sc. I

hithin two

at Chiromo in

his Sikhs

raalce

a.

days of his arrival with Captain JIaguiro -ad

punitive expedition against a Yao chief, Chihhumbu, who
causing trouble to two pleators

said to have been

was

July, I89I he hod despatched then to

on

tho

Mlanje.3-

Johnston r s in no position to know the

facts of the case,

end an offer of mediation by the Blaatyre

slopes of

Mission who were well

acquainted with Chiidiunbu,

fheir paper had earlier feared

part of one of the
in

a

'provocation to vi leace *'

state,3

land setlement he found

produced

on

the

>hen Johnston came to do his

luat Henry

Brown, the planter in question,

claim edited five months before he

country*4

rejected*2

L atere who had settled on Chikhumbu's frontier

'strongly fortified4

a

t-j s

(Brown; entered the

in other words this first 'punitive expedition* ...id

been mode in

support of a claim which Johnston himself conceded

to be fraudulent#
In the

chapter of his booh entitled

'JPounding the ire teotorato,1

Johnston rcferrs to thirty military expeditions carried out by nio

from lopl-G,^

forces in

the five years

many more

which he did not

record.0

There were-- undoubtedly
on

his arrival in the

country he woo determined to use hie- troops to bring about the
submission of ell those chiefs who retained independence of

action.

Uitli the oiecepti as of the Jumbe of iTkhota

had been

paid

a

Shote, who

subsidy since IG09, and the chiefs of the northern

ilgoni, who were protectee, by their close relationship with Dr. Laws
1.
0

n.

Johnston, British Central Africa, op, cit., pp 98-9.
L,

«B.C.A.. August,

xbi'-i.,

.'..px'X 1,

I89I.

1—31,

4. Johnston to P.O., 13th October,
B.3.

3«

6.

Itricluicaurthy,

op,

I8y2, P.O. 84/2197* anoted

cit., pp 74—5•

J has ton, British Centra,! Africa, op. cit., pp
.o.p:.

Alston diaries, Salisbury, 1895-7#

30-131.
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aad the

Livingstenia hi&sioa, there was not a single independent
who escaped 'punishment' in the years before

and powerful chief

Within six months of his arrival in the country his forces

1900,

experienced

a

disastrous reverse through the loss of Captain

Maguire who hod been attempting to destroy two of I&akanj ire's
dhows which hed escaped a previous unnanounced attack on his
m*n

town#1

Unsuccessful attacks on Kawinga and Zarafi, die

latter of v7.-j.i0h
very

was

repulsed with heavy loss, showed the Yao chiefs

clearly that the European

invulnerable*

ttach

An

on

tkdainictratios

Idwonde

on

was

far from

the upper zhire early in

1893 almost ended in dioasterf the loss of the borira w ich.
happened to bo passing down river at the time was only averted

Wissnaon'a German Auti-biavory

society

by the arrival of

v-n

expedition with

Hotohklse gun end twenty budaaese soldiers#'"

O

fhe.
a

c.

system.'tic attempt to destroy all Maktrnjira's

direct blow at

It

was

also calculated to

trade#
mm.

of

the base of ..is economic aad

fhis
the

was

Lakes

political power®

destroy the traditional pattern of

the antithesis of the policy of the

Company (

dhows woo

Moirs and

tiuieh hc.ti always been to at to apt to

gain influence end bring about change in the nature of the
trade through

participation in it with as

the local poners.

many as

possible of

w. I. Johnson, writing in the Eyas a a Hews

lamented that the policy of the Administration appeared to bo
to

undermine the basis of the Yao way

He

regretted that they wore

when they should have been
real talent
felt that

of life which was trade#

making perpetual enemies of the Yao
encouraging them to use their very

for, and love of, commerce

over a

wider sphere#

He

they Should be encouraged to trade to the west in

1.®

<1 OilTiL1

2#

Ibid., pp 116-117# 'Ihey were engaged at that time in tho
tranojjort of tho steeaaer, the Heawiag von licgmcuxi# on the
lake, and were on their way to the German sphere at the north
end.

ton, bp#

CJ.

. .%

p

10<^.

powder and guns for

ivoiy.i

Although .hey would have stopped

short at promotion of the arms trade, the Moire would certainly
have favoured

ositive approach to the problem which

..i-ro

poeed by the powerful slave trading Yao chiefs.

was

could be
but it
to

this

no

doubt

that

they were engaged in

there

he slave trade,

ecually oertui© that the traditional slave tro.de

-,:e>.

the coast was

dying

a

natural death by the early I09C*&•

The destruction of Arab power on

the German coast, the

bringing of Zanzibar under direct British control, and the
lucre.sea
to made

the

tine

same

Biiire

activity of the fortugusee on their coast all tended

carrying on of the trade more difficult,

the provision of

nt the

opportunities lor employment in the

Highlands was already, us

w. .e

pointed out in

an

earlier

chapter, beginning to draw people oat cf the troditi nal Yno
economy where

jouneys to the

the only means of acquiring cloth was through

coast.

Followers of Maleaia and fh.winga wore

1» h/us;:.:. he'i.'s (the journal of the G«h.C«..». in ual.Usi,)
•The Yaos - a defence
November, io93»
'Burn dhows and 1; Ice-side villages and Yaos will be united

and^suggestion,'

in

deadly hate... and thrown more and

estern,
their dhow*
building, lot them have powder to trade, with in the far interior.•
.iii

...

2.

nd hello red. influences...

acre

on

encourage

U.Churchill in Consular report on 'trade of Moea.abique
lcp3, 4th July, 1094s in far,! moatc-iy l-apcrs, 1095»
vol 99» on the overland trade in slave and ivory, and on
the; consequences of che. per freight to ..an;, from h...:e halawi.
e.g.
i

-r

oomiag down to work for the Church, of Scotland raise ion at Domasi
the

on

worked

boundary of Kaw*,inga *e area# ^
on

southern

of the

building of Blantyre Church

the

IJgoni on the upper Shire.1-

wrote three

Among taose wno had
wore men

from the

Captain Maguire, himself,

days before he was killed that but for the meanness

Lakes

Company, the people on the lake would have boon

stopped from sending goods to Kilwa and Qelimano overland long

before, and that 'Mponda's people for one lot strongly object to
going to the

coast.*3

He was wrong in attributing to meanness

the

price for ivory which the Company could give on the lake wuich

was

determined

that

a

into

the

1.

by the cost of freight, but he was probably right

higher price would

Company*s hands.

n, ve

lei

to the trade being diverted

Ironically the establishment of the

See

above, chapter 4, especially Hotherwick to B.C.Scott, both
June, lo>92,
7534* In this letter he gave an account of the
history of Kawinga, the ..art he had played in defeating the
Songea Hgoni invasion of the Shire Highlands in 1883, and the
visit to Mm in June, 1091, at his request, of Buchanan and
Br. II. Scott of the Domasi Hiss ion, during which he had signed
a treaty.
There had been no reports of slaving by Kawinga for
over a year, but in Uovember, 18$>1 Captain waguire approached
Kawingafs with a large party 'altogether in the face' of African
custom* to 'procure Kawinga*s promise to renounce slavery.*
The party was opposed and withdrew, burning villages and looting
ivory on the way.
Kawinga then sent a couple of tusks which
were accepted in lieu of gun taxes, which gave ground for
believing that the real object of the expediti a 'was for the
purpose of forcing Khwinga to submit to taxation. •
binee t .is
incident there had been reports >f
their loads.
Fotheriaghara had sent

TTn" r rii in..; cexoi^away
to ask for the loads but

hod been told that if he wanted them he could come and fight for
them.
Uetherwick feared the effects of a second repulse on the
domasi Mission, which had been on good terms with Eawinga for
some time.
He regretted the 'utterly unjust and unfair
treatment to which Kawinga has been subjected* and 'would not
have considered so arbitrary proceedings as possible even in

Portuguese colony. '
L.W.B.G.A*, October, 1880, report by J.HeIIwain on the building

a

2.

that date.
Of about a thousand men who hod already
woriced on the Church which had been begun only a few months

work to

fifty

before
Ilgoni from the upper .shire. There can be no doubt
Maguire intended to attack Kawinga at this tiao.
Johnston
were

that
referred to

B.C.A,,

'our abortive attack

on

Ms positions in

1891,*

cit., p 130.
3. C. Maguire to Johnston, 12th December, 1891, Johnston papers,
Salisbury. Maguire was killed on the 15th December.
op#

Administraiion which

reduced the

and

to

bring about

so

audi increased tho volume of

overheads
a

on

the running

imports,

of the steamers, was

situation in which the ,rices offered on the

lake could be very

considerably reduced, but the policy of the

Administration

at the

was

same

tine destroying

influence of the Yao and driving their moat
exile

over

the

then to
ohiofs
There

powerful chiefs into

Johnston's policy of 'shoot

Portuguese frontier.

first and ask questions

the commercial

later,• as applied first to Chikhumbu,

Makan&anji, Mponda and to Makaajira, led all tho Yao
to believe
no

was

that there

was

alternative to resistance.

no

diplomatic contact between the Administration and

Makanjira before his torn

was

attacked.

There was very little

between it and Mponda, and yet Johnston could express the

view that

liponda was quite pleased at the bombardment of his torn because
•now

they know it is

no use

to resist the white man.Maguire's

tho unsuccessful attack

death and

which resulted in the loss of the

the

the

men

been

so

pounder

otrategically the failure

%• 1894 Kawinga had gone over

offensive, and during 1895 the ouire Highlands were

subjected to
The

seven

the strongest card which he held,

myth of European invincibility,

of these attacks was disastrous.

to

Administration's

1Q&2,

broke down their fear and stiffened their will to

Johnston, had thrown away

resist.

Sarafi in February,

teaching the Yao that it was usclose to resist the

gun, far from
white man,

on

a

concerted attack by Kawiaga, bara.fi end Matapwiri.1"

who attacked Malemia's

confident of

people

near

homesi were said to have

victory that they tied cloths to the house to

1..Johnston to Salisbury, 24th
Sir Vxlliero Lister minuted

November, 1891, F.U
on

a

84/2114.

despatch of Johnston from

Uganda, 13th October, 1899» F.C. 2/204;

'Air H. Johnston's

method is simple:
treaty or compulsion, your money or your
life.
It answered well in Central Africa wuere all recalcitrant
chiefs wore japrovod away and where tho area was comparatively

2.

small:

but it

Oliver,

op.

was preceded by
cit., p 299*

Johnston, op. cit., pp 129-32.

many

small wars,*

quo ted

by

"V.G,

make claims rather than

them**

burning

attack marked the end of the Yao

as

,he Administration in the Shire

of

The repulse of this

major threat to the security

a

Highlands, but it is

questionable whether they need, ever have become

threat*6

further ground for criticism of Johnston's policy was

A

that it

was

should be

expensive than the

more

could at that
on

sta$o bear*
small

as

scale

a

'any

as

possible

was

of the protectorate
any

administration

shared by Joseph

Thomson could see

no

need

elaborate machinery, • it was very unlikely that

more

there would be
be .;ept in

resources

Moir's view that

Thomson and John Kirk among others.
for

a

a

rush of

Europeans into the country needing to

order, and

'the

Angoni who only a few years ago harried Blc.uity.ro with
fire and the spear now come down in thousands to cultivate
the plantations and work for the miss-.one.
She Yao live
peacefully with the Manganja they were slaughteringIf by
the thousands and soiling as slaves... there will not again

bo

He later heard that

•III*.

War'♦3

'North dad

a

Johnston

s

to launch into

costly system which the
for a generation to come.
From all we know of Nyasealand as .yet it is but a poor region.
Its wealth is. entirely prospective*'4
moans

country will not bo able to

a

manage

L.H.B.G.A., February, 1395* Boer
Mission and the at tec ice

on

ce of the danger to the Donasi
Halemia's people which acc .-mpaaied this

campaign,the Blantyre Kiealon were not opposed to the final
on Kawinga, though they would hove maintained that his

assault

alienation was avoidable.
It was said that in the event of their
attack being successful Kawinga intended to settle at the

Residency, Homba, and 3ara.fi intended to take over the Blantyre
Church.
B.C.P.Maugham, Africa As I Have Known It. London, 1929,
pp

127-v*

high opinion of the Yao as an enemy.
'The Yao is
He is a wily, skulking robber*
You fight with
great disadvantage in his own country, where there is

Johnston had
not

no

brave enemy.

a

him at

a

plenty of cover? in the open plains, he is to • cowardly to come
up within range of your guns.'
deport on the first 'Three Ye. rs
ndmiais l-rati n« op. cit., pp 23-4.
Thomson to
Thorns

.a

Rhodes, 26th April, 1091,

to Caws ton,

C2/1/16/6/, Salisbury.

loth June, 1O9I, Cawston papers, vol 4.

34,7-

Thomson
He

not surprised

was

to hear of the Makunjira disaster.

only wondered th: t "the fal

it will be

did not

come

sooner#13. rk,

remembered, had always distrusted 'Quixotic*

or

large

schemes in Africa and believed that all work there must be
slow and cautious.

Cm the news of the

i'lakanjiru affair he

commented:
•if Johnston it

to have

whose expense#

carried

war

on

He was certain that the
with

the

the

a war

policy

we shall have to know at

£10,000 will be nothing if
by Indian, troops# *2

we are

3#0#A.Company should come to

to have

an

agreement

Foreign Office on the question of who was to pay

overdrafts, for Johnston had

•no idea of

the vast amount of money it will take to force
government in Africa or of the difficulty there will be in
collecting a local revenue# *3

Kirk
of

was

£32,000

under the
was

not

right?

a year on

year

the administration of British Central Africa
when it became clear that the charter

B#d«A*Company?

going to be extended to include Hyasaiand he had reduced

his estimate to
a

Johnston had originally planned the spending

£10,000

a year.

during the first two years of the

the expenses

fuimiaictrationfexcluding;

of the gunboats on the rivor and lake which were

provided out of the Navy voto#^
up

In fact he spent about £30,000

After three years he had built

overdrafts of £30,000 which were eventually paid by the

Treasury which provided

a

grant in aid from l8<?4«"; la December

lu93 he had estimated his expenditure for the coming year at

£35*300 and his

revenue

at £7,000, In

a

typically rhetorical

despatch begging the Foreign Office to provide the money for
1* Thomson to Cawston, 2and January,
2#

Kirk to

3# Ibid#

1092, Cevasion papers, vol 4#

Cawstun, 14th January, 1892, ibid#

6th February, 1892.

4# Johnston, Report on Administration to B#d#A#Company,

March, 1094# F# o#
J.

Anderson, minute, 19th May, 1695* F#u# 2.

/8u,

10th

the continuation of Mo
made it clear that Ms

policy of slave trade suppression ho
heavy expenditure was the result of

strong-armed tactics which ho had attempted to employ against

the

the Yao

chiefs|

he came much closer to the truth than he intended

when he wrote that if this
lack of financial support

policy had to he ^abandoned owing to
'we might live here in perfect peace

with the

Ara'bJ the Yaoo and the other slave-trading people with

whom

quarrels have loin since the commencement of

op

our

.coition to the slave trade#

that if the active
revenue

by levying

*3-

policy were abandoned 'we might raise a large
an

export tax

on

Although tuie

slaves#

seriously, he

guilty of gross exaggeration ae to the virulence of the slave

trade#

years of
f

active

He went so far as to argue

remark could not have been intended to be taken
was

an

On his own

admiaojlon he had boon able in the first three

his administration during which the effective potior

tiakanjira and Mponda had been broken, to liberate

thanSol slaves, and of these probably only

a very

proportion wore in transit for sale on the coast#-5

expenditure of the
left the

fedainistsp&tion fr.un 1391-6

no more

small
The total

when John:-ton

country was estimated at £165,069, of this £123,6p4

1#

Johnston to

2#

Johnston to

Bosebory, 16th. Jocomber, I093, A. 0. 2/55#

Canning, Secretary, B„b#A#Company, 10th larch,
1394, F.C. 2/66#

3# Johnston, deport on First fhree Years Adminiv-trotion# op. cit#,
p 27#
dr. Wordsworth Poole, a doctor with the Administration
cast doubt on the

figure which Johnston quoted for released

slaves#
II© wrote8
'and we kill their men and bum their
houses and collar their cattle and ivory and cloth and
beads and their women whom we call slaves and to whom we

give papers of manumission, which papers are found again
afterwards thrown away

in heaps, for obviously a paper
saying 3° and so has been freed by me this day-signed so and
so, is not realy much use
to a free woman#* quoted by
H#a#C#Cairns, Arejudo to Imperialism# op. cit#, p 237#

spent on police and military expenditure,

was

almost all the naval expenditure#

Depending

as

and t lis excludes

1

ho did at first on the subsidy from the B.S.A.

Company, and latterly on the grants-in-aid provided by a
Sreaoury Johnston set about the levying of direct

reluctant

taxation
to

levy

Shire

on

was

the African population.
a

The first tax ho attern tod

ton ohil in,;, one on the possession of guns.

In the

Highlands, which visa only area where the tax could be

raised, guns

vjore owned by

for hunting.

In

a

most of the population who used them

country whore payment in cash was almost

unknown, and in which there was virtually no coin in'circulation
outside

the European

shillings

a

month,

From early in

shillings
This

a

community, and where

a

good wage was three

tax at this rate was clearly

1392 Johnston attempted to raise

a year

in the

which

areas

were

a

regarded

unjust.^

hut tax of six
as

settled.

strenuously opposed by the Blantyre Mission, and would

was

certainly have been opposed, if he had been in the country, by
John Heir who had recommended in
be raised from the people at
the rate which he

proposed

first.3

viae

or

hut

per year.

no

taxation should

iven Johnston realised that

beyond the capacity of the

people in the Shir© Highlands to
shillings

1889 that

pay

and he reduced it to three

He stated hie opinion that5

♦A gentle insistence that the native should contribute
his fair share to the revenue of the country by payinghie

hut-tax, is all that is

necessary on our

part to

his

taking that share of life's labour which no
human being should evade.'4
secure

1.

Hie Central African Planter.

2®

a.,

3.

July, i.896.

Uovemoer, Topi.

June, August, 1392, and February, 1893# The hut-tax
begun to be collected in June, 1392 at 6 shillings, and
reduced to three shillings by February, 1893®
Ibid.

was

4# Johnston to Salisbury, 29th April,

1896, F.0. 2/l06»

ST- &

A

'gentle insistence9

on

the payment of hut-tax may havo been

ideal, but it was far from belap the practice.

the

There is

inevitable
were

no

ample evidence of the devastation which was -he

accompaniment of punitive expeditions, many of which

more

than hut-tax

wars.

aftermath of the first attack

on

The Blantyro paper

Chikhunbu during which the diMis

in their enthusiasm burnt the houses of

Mian

je.*

described the

tae mission itself

on

Hetheruiok described the burning of tiitoche's near

Chiradaulo for hie refusal to hoo the Zomba road and to p. y gun
licences.

He commented:

•This procedure will be the rain of us all and can not fail
to alienate the native from the duropean, the old confidence
is

being broken down, the English used to be spoken of by
as the people who come with peace—now the
•war* :>i the
Jnglish is a. common phrase,
liar at Klanje, war on Tdirande,
a r on
the lake, where—ever the administrat.on has gone it
has been burning, plundering and destroying villages... we
are sowing a great crop of tr uble for the future which we
ourselves or our successors will have to reap.• • has Johnston
power to force taxes in this way ?•'all

Another member of the Bier tyre Mission reported in June,
the situation at

Mlunje was approaching

a

1893 th t

crisis, and prophesied

that:

•if the present policy of forced labour and tax-gathering by
fire and sword be peris ted in we shall have either a .race
w.iieh will sweep
exodus of the native

war

the country of Europeans, or a general
population of the blare Highlands.3

bhortiy after the Heirs moved to alaaje in August, 1893» Mrs
John Iloir reported the burning

collection, mid

a

retaliatory attack by Hkanda's

1.

L.W.B.C.A,, September,

2.

Ilotherwick to Dr.
to

f villages in the area for tax

A.boott, 13th June, IQ92,
Hocebery, 29th August, 1892, MB 7534*

3. a. Currie, Ivllanje,

12th June, 1593! MB 7534*

men

which w:.s

ith J. MctJurtrie

VM

repelled by some of the other Mlanje planters with the help
of their
of the

Tonga workers, some of whom were killed.

original

An oye-witaoss

attack,almost certainly John Moir himself,

writing under the pseudonym of 'Fro Bono aublic', described the
'natives rushing from their burning homos, the wall of the
distressed and flying women, the flames of burning huts

shooting into the sly with clouds of smoke and the crack
of rifles a scene scarcely worthy of ,ur boosted
cacoful
conquest end our suppression of slavery, our religious

profession,

our African. philanthropy and our boasted Christian
aims for Africa's redemption*
There is no need for all this
wreck and ruin to collect taxes. lc-

Johg&ir protested
the

to the Ibreiga Office about those raids in

iilaaje district, end Johnston was called upon to answer his

charges,

lis replied by accusing Moir of pretensions to be the

groat

of the neighbourhood to whom all ♦palavers1 must be

man

referred, and of taking advantage of his knowledge of the language
to

"meddle in native affairs."

'These little

remark that:

wars

lie dismissed the char., es with the
were

always forced on us by the

aggression of the native chiefs who always fired the first shot.'3
This

was

in direct and

flagrant contradiction of eye-witness

accounts which insisted that Mkanda *s attacks had been in
for attacks which hod been made

on

military under Johnston's supervisi
concern

to

the

hie.
a

re

tali, tion

The activities of the

continued t

be

a oaaee

of

Moire, who wore forced to stand by as spectators

while their years of work to

being undermined.

tin the goodwill cf the people

were

Mrs. .air commented in December, 1395:
O-V «-

'if they go on as

;

t \A *

theyywill hove no natives to do
It is all shooting and

work in any of their places#
burning.'
any

1.

Mrs.

J.Moir

:o

Miss J.Tod, 20th,27th

October, 1093,

ifdward Alston found Mkanda was still chained hand and foot in

(diary, 25th March, 1899)
Anderson, 23rd Maroh,
1*393, F.O. 2/94*
fI wish y.u would solve the matter lwjo j..friceno
by just having the rostaster-General exposed in chains for three
days at the main entrance of the Foreign office.
This is the way
the prison at fort ..later in ikircli, lo>p.
lie removed his hand-cuffs# of. Johnston,to

in which
2.

we

do MOT treat natives out here. 8

L.H.B.C.A,, September, 1893.

3# Johnston to Bosebery, 26th March, 1894, F.Q* 2/66,
4, Mrs. J,.loir to Miss J. hod, 27th December, 1895» o»#U*L#

^>7L

D»C»Scott wrote that there was

a,

•policy of steady conquest of the country- ad taxation#
•'.Chore is evidently a list ox proscribed individuals and
the government waits until it can overtake their
punishment# lakanji. la has been thus treated, his Village
or town rather, twelve miles lone by five miles wide burned,
and other chiefs on the lake in like manner#••*
He conceded that

t,.ore was

probably not much

chiefs like Makcuijilc. were not

.

loo-...saed,

tuut

blameless,

♦yet to

my mind the policy of force whoa one can succeed so
splendidly by a little trouble Aud personal influence seems
most unfortunate#
he make the natives
ay for the administration
not 'mowing the native ieaguage
nd being at the trouble of
dealing with the poo. le.
.ccounts of the devastation caused

only from people ouch

cam©

as

by these attacks do not

boott, Iletherwick end the noire

whom Johnston accused of unreasonable .and obstructive criticism
due

to

loss of the paramount influence which they held

the coming

of the administration#

sensitive members of the

m.-re

men

the tone of

to Chikala •where they are wanted

'3

chief

.he

would insist

he had killed in

one

his war uwico with it in his
,ich slave

licenced

iration#

soldier,with thirty

by Man., nig to do a bit of

on

showing

of his bat ties

hands.*4

me

the head of

He revealed the way

trade suppression had been made

a

last year and dancing

in

the excuse for

raiding with the observation that:

•btowart (was) busy liberating slaves (/II)
hand over the station to him as I wanted*

1#

ftdmini:

he described how one of the men on his return from

'a victorious raid###

xii

Mward dieton, one of the

Sergeant-Major Bandaw©, a noted Tonga

raiding#

before

military establishment, provides

am,.ie evidence in hie di. rles of
lie sent

P

ocott to

all day so I couldn't

Hobertson, 16th December, 1693, J#U#L#

2.

c#g# Johnston to Salisbury, loth March, 1692, P#0#
3# Alston diaries, Salisbury, 25th March, 1095#
4# Ibid, 9th April, 1895#

5# Ibid 23rd IJoveaer, 1895#

64/2127#

1>?3>

to be done away

is

for Chimberaaga *s » vuilage which

'we leave tonorro;

He wrote I

and

with,

tbat there was no-one at

remorse

'very pretty village,
pity to destroy it, but
to Atonga passing through
and as the A tonga, do taore

was

two days 1; tor added with

a

a

some

Chimberanga's, that it

a fairly big one, and it wee quite
lie hoe been so cruel and pugnacious
on their way to their own country,
work for the whi toman than anyone

else it had to be done.'2
Alston makes it clear that

in

themselves,

a

expeditions

soon

became

an

end

form of amusement for the military. officers,

and

a moans

of acquiring

Mas

pleased to hour that the B.G.A. medal hod been approved, and

medals.

Soon

iter his arrival he

hoped to get it himself before long:
*1

ought to
little

In

there are several rows on the tapis

ar

wars

no, throe
said to bo certain to take place this year.»3

are

January, 1896 he was disappointed in fambala 'not giving; ue

a

fight, as they might have kept the place some time before we got
in and
at

Kasuagu, as

find himself
enormous

>*pears

,

lost

should hove

we

a

an

a

few men.'4

of the attack

on

Hwase

result of watch he was somewhat aon—plussed to

Illustrated London hews

amount of

congratulatory ao.il he

nd arrows flew hb.,at

me.

hero and to receive
common tod:

'Several

I enjoyed it immensely,

*5

f..:-|or ddwarus, Johnst .a's commander, wrote that he hoped
that

(.-here w-aid be

suitable enemy

a

1.

Ibid.

14't-h Jana; zy,

2.

Ibid j

6 th Jonu. ry, iuy6.

3.

Ibiu.

luth i-iaroh,

.

Ibid 13-th

P. xOimCL.

be

.

AeC1.

,j

iepb#

iu>;p.
.

:

^

iedp.
...

'Ob

to try aut his trained

an

eomvenies.

He had Hopes if Hpeaeni and I-Iataka but he fexred

thut the others w-ul&
The attack

his

run

*

I-lXosi at the end of

on

1895» which resulted in

execution, was in view ox Mlosi'e record, ■-id of hie
terms of the agreement of 1809 which,

refusal to abide by the
had ended the Arab bar,
with the
nuaeri.

But

expedlt....mo

us

in

oven

Lake

or

to

en tor

into diplomatic negotiations

Administration,probably the most

this

case

with Beoba attacks

011

w

ach

the

were

justified of the

undertaxon in these

years.

ipmedi te excuje, an alleged involvement

villages near tue south c-nd of

Tanganyika which provided porters for the htevenson

rood,

far-fetched, -xui the real reason was that it was i possible

wax-

.

for the
as

away.

Administration to levy taxes in the north end area so long

Mlosi cad the other Arabs

wore

raised from the Hgonde as so n as

entrenched there.

the war

Under Sharps*s udministr. t..on from
lee.:

pretence th;.t the activities

than there x..4 be

11

was

Taxes

were

over. *

1896 there

u:.s oven

:£ the military wore justified

under Johnston.

?he attacks

on

Gomaai,

Ipeaoni, and the Luada Casombe, the lat.er of whom ofxered no

resistancej wore

do on the flimsiest

f excuses*

on

Goraani

1.

Jdwards

2.

kaliobury, 3rd January, 1896, F.G. 2/lo6. ,„lotoa
diaries, 2b th January, I096. The execution of Mlozi was
followed by a macabre incident which Johnston covered up with
a straight-forwarii. lie.
waiter Qordon-Cuoraiag, the eccentric
nephew of Houaleyn, the great hunter, served ax
volunteer in

was

made in the face of vociferous

The attack

to

opgositi

n

from the

Johnston, lot n^.ril, 1097» Johnston papers, Salisbury.

Johnston to

the at

*

-ck

on

Hlcsi endfc had the latter *e head removed

on

the

night after the exoution.
This ho carried round in a tin box
in which he kept his clothes .-ad socio other skulls which ho
had collected.

Alston who

travelled with him was rather

by Gumming1© habit of taking the head out for examination
during meals. Hows ox the incident re. died Britain and was roporte<
in Labouohoro's paper, Truth;
Johnston denied the allegations
that a member of the Administration had taken the head.
Ho
oust have known peifeotly well
-/hat the truth of .he matter was,
as oil* Hector Buff recorded that he reprimanded Cum. iag for the
sickened

de ed»

planting

iunity in the Shir© Highlands, who had tended to

corn

Administration'military**? activities, but

support the
witn son©

justification the effects on the supply of Itfgoni

labour to the Shire Highlands
on

who feared

of an

>vtack on them#

The attack

Hpezeni was also the object of opposition after the event

from the

in the

North Gharterland Company who had
i

their property. *
area

uired

a

concession

proteetod about the damage that hod. been done to

area, wuo
'K

ac.-

A.B.B.A. Company officio..! who visited the

nine months after the attack reported that all but o

villages had been destroyed by

of the

their former occupants wore
scat tered groups

feu

the troops, a-d that

still timid

cad living in snail

in *Ksasas, * (shelters.

probably the most authoritative condemnation of lie metnods
of the Adminis
•under

bharpe, oame from the leader oi

who survey.rd

then

tratx-.u, as pioneered by Johnston ajxd carried on

she Boundary Com -.iosi.-n

the btevanson rood, Captain Close, an officer

beginning

an

outstanding career:

'There is a custom
till in vogue of burning the
chiefs who give troubele to the Adminiotration.

villages of
In the last
case, th t of iho burning of . era's and Kaaembc *s in
November, IO98, the harvest was ever, nd the grain, viae in
,

and

was

burnt with the h

moes.

This barbarous

punishment in unworthy of the representatives
It moreover directly dimiy-acs the
embitters a whole community against
the Administration, and punishes the innocent with the
guilty#
duoii a punishment is, in fact, a confession of mo
inc .'petonce of the police.
*...
the burning of villages puts
of

oiviliocd country.
wealth of the country,
a.

hie British Mniuietratiun on
tie native minu, raid it would

1.

level wi th

the Awemba in

eot be surprising if the two

Manning defended the Adrairustr ticn against oharr.ee of
uaneoces cry devestatien and the looting of cat tie.
Hatming
to F.0 30th August, ItiyO, P.O. 2/148.
The North Charfcerlcnd
Com any oompleineu t
the Foreign office, 4th August lo9a,
P.O. 2/247, that the notion of the /idainis tration had been
'most arojudicial to British ooamercial enterprise in she
future, * it ware to o^-'the wholesale loot of cat tie and expulsion
of the natives,' and claimed that the number of cattie in the
.

.

area

2.

a

hod been reduced i'rea

24,000 to 12,000.

iielby to Codrington, loth March, lyOl, describing the situaii.n
in September, 18>8.
National Archives, Lusoica, II.B.R. A3/12.

villages .recently burnt, Sera's -nd it^embe*s went
over bodily to the German side of the border* J1
It is
for
in

perhaps slightly unfair to hi,-/so Joiinat-ri and diiarpe

everything viich vao c1.
these years*

They

ric-

in tie

certainly n t

wore

of Hie Administration

noon©
;

.

>?03ent ct every

expedition carried on by their officials*
be ok up
disc-.?

•

their men, end were careful not to report the snore

:ir. hie ovenir

not above

to

fie

foreign Cffiao#

Johnston

t-gr

terminological inexactitude? lie told lord

suae

fioaobexy in ifercli,
".

They did, h,. never,

185,14 that:

small proportion ox the froteotorato xhsre
levied it h.v been paid during the
I, ct yc r without xny coercion* «♦ it would be cm idiotic
policy to wring a snail revenue out f them which would
r.-ice them all in revolt against our rule. *2

:cJ.l at

:v

v

the native hut tar. is

Uhiie it would be difficult to
this

statement, the former assertion vscs sira:-ly untrue.
late

a-

cut

disagree with the latter part of

the

on

rfovembor, IS'

no

slightest pretext.

Htgaveny, took part in
which

:r;.s

expedition::- were still being Carried
Captain Janes Broader Dunbar, of

attack

an

alleged murder of

the

Although most of the opposition
bows and arrows
several

were

burned.-2

they

were

killed*

a

on

Tarabala's, the

to have boon armed with

appear

The villages in

c.

files, though

an

heavy fire in .-'hioh

the neighbourhood were all

expedition was ever sent to the

Foreign Office, and there appears to be
official

inquiry

was

no

Captain c.Close, deport

on

record of it in the

mode at the same time into

disturbances wnich had occurred in Central

1.

for

poet messenger, in that month.

subjected to

Ho report of this

excuse

Angoniland

as a

the luaganyiiur-Iyasr Boundary

Commies.. on,

ibbrv..ry, 1895* F.O* 2/246* Close, born loop,
died i992$ Jirect-r-Goneral, vrdnuaco h..rvey, 191--i.resident,
hv-yal Geographical Jociety, 1927-30.
3ecaoe hir Clurlos
Arden-Cloee*
idea both in

Be also reported that:
'Taere is a widespread
«
acl B..-.i» ,* that any white am hue the

B.C..

right to beat any black man if he i outs to, ad the result is
that a great .deal f indiscriminate* flogging goes on*** the
flogging oi carriers, personal servants and v.i. lingers is
usually sheer brutality on thepart of a. low bred white man
in

a

fit of temper or naif—drunk* *

2.

Johnston to

3*

J*

Stosebery, 26th March, 1354? F*0«

^^rqnilgr^Dunber, diary, iJovember, 19OO,

2/66*

-;iui conversations

"W

roault of
of
£

burnings which hud

Amaini.

du

hxes,

..fiiu

ox oil

carried v«t v.ith die connivance

ofhioiaiu i-i order

to

c\ac

l..»boiii reoruitment for tiie

Johnston*t- vlo;

th: &

friends of botU siuiG
-joro..a-a-n go

ueon

pi tali

:

-

virago

>hiro

die ^uymcni

ashl^ndr•~

die Administration should

ad introduce

die

a

live

i. L

a..ct

ex-

the-

_urei*

to

die

t'2 lied i.eu to the development of

a

c-yoto.u

by about lo9;>~£ under which tin- Cd-Hectors in th« districts
acted
a

labour

lore, -i

roeraiiin0 agonic

didor bharpe

the establishment

cii;; taisute
of

t.uc Libour

taxation

th©

.

as

the

aire hi,, .1:

a...,

s

ins oitut:d.a:v Icon by

Labour Bureau villi oil vaa Intended to

a

according to supply and:e;xniL*b

rfuaor t

o\

gro

the

pay..

..at

t convenience to die

total Led of money in

oiroul, -tiwi,

iiyaent of labour in yards of cloth .vnieh continued

until ..Iter
in the

n

h.v

this system v

by ;hc employer was

adnini. la Jj.„
and

of

...,.r

IJOOj meant that taxeo, if Auid by

the p-.o.lo tneat©Ives

early years, were almost invariably in hind*

1,

report

i*

John;:t

3»

L*W» B*C* A*

f enquiry, hationai .^rohives, Jamba,
n

to
5

the Bou-.;S

32/3/1*

Salisbury, 29th. April, .1396? F.0» 2/106.
June, 1895? A.C.dimpson of hlanje reports? that t o

'bitterness' had been taken out of hut-tax collection as a
result of co-operation between the Collector, G..Stevenson sad
the planters in the organisation, of payment of the tax throui ,h
lab'..ur service*

4* f.ie ... bcur Bureau use established in Iky, 1900.
Duncan .Beaton,
joint manager ,.f the African• Lakes Corporation,
■ the firs c
c icihuisah*
It was iatenueu to prevent the abuses unleh had
become fro; ueni ;s a result of the activities of independent
labour recruiters, especially

in southern ana central .iupyail ud«
good uork in regularising the cyotom
of recruitment
id
t to...;; ting to see that employers in the
shire h ghlauds observed the regulations tiiiich has. been issued
on
n.Liid. .no of service, ensuring for in:: boo.ee t st employers
provided
..fficiext food for .their -corkers*
iihe .labour Bureau
six at ie..;..:t to mske the best of an uaoc.tiofactoxy situation
which had been br night about by the atte::;:t to raise direct
taxation fr m the pen.'..'ie oefore they hod. money, • rid by the
ceocer.
i.doonnd for labour over supply '• aidi ,i-\d become apporent
by ldOO
» result of the increased: need for tenyn-feaga to
corry d © coffee export crop, as a result of the opening of many
aen
Iaat, f i.ens, end of the low uaL;er
ich *,:ere offered*
be trad
.f'- '.cen linos: 5th '.Icy, 23rd June, 27th July, l^OO*
doc also, B»d» Ilrishnonurtliy, op. cit*, pp 1U2—4.
It

Uid

;ubtod..y did do
.

a ue

9>7&

oubraer-cl .in

wore

re

: co

:

kick, cuinc "fee ha.

oca

fc _f te-iicu-te.*'^ ,e.

transport. Was almost valueless vaXeee it h d boon paid at
fh:ntyre
Lac

C'X

"by

vhori

or

Gi.il":.• ct

loyea'S5

o.

i

rifell l.:b

r:. ;•

recruit... s.c3

ur

reduced the kind of

in which the Labour Eure&h vaa

ooiil. tiori

hnc iuirmncic.L..n
:ore

in

.

ooeiti

k

.

.ur

'fke clone iny-Ivement

nil

ti

r.»

yuent of t

ad in

v no cc.i

s

mien had been conaoninm by"

la,:,a trey "bocane .marc .k: the any

rai&ft office ek eahcro,

bo circ',.,"

rket*-*-

m

forced labour siturti nc,

virtue.
the

re

there

operating they ordered th t it chould
or

to

n

direct t:ac. tiwa oof
.

a loo

in cam

ay

.re

foe

led to

e

.

ro:

th

of^lnxmnta system under which the unyo.-ean owners of estate*
if rot
a

miu the ioncc of resident;.: on i-hrir estates in return for

month'

ieucu.cn
date

1
.

of

...

-ne

hour, and then be men t
c

..id,. not

lint tioy In oi oocn there before the

;rovo

certifies ie of clc

cuitiv .tion since

proviaf.ai had

me;n,9

uecn

o

is,

-

r

inevitable

a_.

una. nvn

occurrence

credit of

the

only lor<..e lund-owners in the ••faxre hi;;

.

their

for rh.ich

in Jonnatan'c inn... oeailments

the

1,

tne

..

a:

'n& lebmir service area

uc

■

f'ricaa. Lakes

no

It

;

u

Corporation teat they were ai.notat

I mas uho never cnaryed

.-.vlczi, 1905, a 3yh.
levin... the
a. ,-nar: nee of foxn~yorhe, Qviiny to the ruantitica of produce
which had been brauyht to then.
I, ' aa not until XpOp that
any attempt was made to iiaforce the payment of wages in cashj
this <mn oniiir to the abuse ox" the cloth parent system by the
employers who sicac to pain
chc price or ciath an belt .•
II*

he

'uifj hyia-a'jaaa: under the Forgi,;,n

a

escribed, the J3os-

e

in

me

.hhice,

cur.a/ years

no

_...

a,roe

2.

to

acne:

,

the notion?..:, vain© of

y ra»

Srimnaaurthyj op. cit., pp 226-30. ,>ha.rpo to F.C., Ikik
Cotober9 ipOdj ait'. a/|47«
no Collect rs cc ccd to nay any
1

a^,

wonftd

71".:.

,

,

0^n*'

in

iVcr-h

October,
rtoborr I.9O5.
ua

^

.■

.,a.,v_.

xywp5 ..<.aie ...jL,, ea„

.i

O.n.?., Ifih ilovemocr, 1904,

"S?<?

rid never demanded labour service from

tenants,

rent to their

them.~

It might be tii ughi that the

lanters in

Highlands on the i-diaini--tr. tion for. the sntisfaot on

the Ghiro
of their

dependence of the

abour requirements world have led them to support the

.

military uothods which acre usei

o

incrc ve the tee: revenue.

opinion, however, ;.v expressed by the spokesman of

Planting
commercial

interest^ i'ho Central .frigan Planter,was often severely

critical of these activities of the Administrati a.
of this

At the root

criticism a s the knowledge from exporterce that tlie

devastation causea by punitive expeditions reduced, the flow of
labour to the plantations, and
and t ho fee line

discouraged voluntary recruit., .ant,

that there was on excessive expenditure on the

military while the interests of the planting community in public
v.'orke such

roads, and, in scientific reserve

:"s

It became clear early

ilgoni

u. 3

1.

belli could be found*

.Hie*i-lanter' requested
»punitive

action,

or

otherwise,1

might discourage Hgoni lab ur cooing down, and pointed

that many

I).

neglected.

in 1896 that an attach on Gomani's southern

the administration not to make any

cut

were

scheduled to take /lace sometime in th; t your if the

elightest casus

which

,

Beat

a

Ugoni were known to be staying at home that season

to

A»L#0., 4th fey, 1903, ietter-bo .--k I, SSandule,

' -iih regard tc Man&ala estate ae do not
at present exact rents from the natives but- it is understood
tii; t we have a first claim to their lab ur should w© require
Blaatyre, Halawl#

it, on payment of courso of current wages#

there ore a

greet miry who arc entitled to retain their /gardens independently
of us,

provided for in certificates of claim, but there
rights and ore merely
estate since the date

ae

gre, .i r.u-.ny more who have no such
tenants at will, having come onto the

are

a.

of the certificate
settler,:

they grow,
If food

our

on
.

of claim#

estate is

on

The rev son ue allow new
-unt
the quantity of fo.d

ate

--

hid: i;. readily cold to our
net available in this way

.

ngoni carriers.

should vol. I3y
at present doing in Ghind^
and thus considerably a* to our wcrking expenses.'
I-osb or
food money we# given, rather- than food itself. See for
analysis: of the t...u,; g in, system, Krishn:. raurthy, op. cit#,
PP 2 10-21; .
have

to

eas

provide food

ex. wo are

.

e

■9 so

for fear of

intention of

no

was

coming war* 1

the

nothing to deserve

and the spearing

of

voJ.ant.

tire;:

31 en tyre
ties

fhe

..

xter

shot

rij.y

thee©

: ;

me

lk—overs

ca

lie.

!*hr.:p

•

,r

ho

;

getting

re
h,

no

:

pre a fy

titer when wo

thc-.t if

.hey c. ulc not find the slave

Sergeant-Ilajor Bondage and

'uscaris(soldiers; for they

wore sure,

'nay,

>n

,\ad would tend to make

nailed by all with intense
'.ho .'ulminlo traction

a

little

popular than if at ,resent is',"

more

BiGsatisfw-cti

oemmunity

wo

Eferasalwnu.
under

vac

favour
fhe

.w

p.

■•.

>./ u.

Co

eonppuiy

oxtoneion of oharcored Gompeny rui© ef b
south

os

who nuaioos-i but usi-ieu*

that the s.ai® abuses (on

i vo

a

not shown themselves here?

smaller
Have f

sc..

lo

„o

i...Pell, lCgO«

e

.*G«, ipoh

g#

viie

the Administr tion led the "planting

lo-wtor admitted that there had been abuses

r

»ii..

furs..,.,/;

v.-:.#..,

with

a

'dill anyone soy

.{»

were
»IHIIM

I

satisfacti

C-F- p#

on

ur . mao'Ciad.

.

obovAufejtey sa..e that tuis w uld be

X.

a c

111

the idlminis tratioa should hang

a

u,ter in the month

of E*Ib-oting C noiss:'. nor paving
clutches of .he uagpui by promptly
-!e
vv
fr p :* '

from the

p' :;ahi

see re

n,

gapers

la.itor recommended

raider
.

le with tax receipts# 3

peo:

dJ.clly**# vo r-sidenfcs of B*C..-*
of

d in the '

re

iffy

«

;ut i

,:o

p

troops to the north in April 1697 the flonter.

the despatch of

'

attack, and that the Administr tion had

tion was :r»--de wad Garaani himself who had

the expected expedi

GOlChiOiA vGtr.

that they had." done-

villages of the fambesi Industrial Misc-

men on

surx^onaorow

the ITgoni,

Central .qfrioaa Gnaetto v:ae reporting at tacks

October the -uri tica

by Goaani's

on

interfering in their internal quarrels#

intention of

no

attook

an

an

Johnston as cured them that there

'

0fo.>pp169©*

4»

a de tailed ,.oc unf of
-he 'capture' of Go..: al, see .UG«I»V
..augham, ..fricc, on 1 nave known It. Condon, 19^99 VI 16b—79»
also 3.-•►. .G«j .ict li'oveuoer, IbyG,
.ad 0».-«
iith Becomber,
1904.

p.

0.

6.Ibid.

>,

..10.

.,-,pr.L1, ^.c>9^«

"i>M

Administration not farciod taxes?
police not oppressed the people?

Have our native

Have not

our

a.-tive

troops looted sad burned villages in tome of w..r, and
made prisoners of women .ad children?'1
fho Central -.fric.
attack

Br.

on

n

Times pointed out that the excuse for the

Hpoaeni early in 1098 had been the murder of

Soberts who

a,

proved not to Uo-ve boon harmed, and that the

followers of Mpezeni who were armed with assegais .ad spears
had been unable to

ailants any

co.

get close enough So the guns to cause their

damage.^

It was pressure from the 'limes

Chamber of Commerce which brought about
in

and the

She judicial enquiry early

1901 into the events in Central Angonil nd 1 te in the previous

ye-sr

wnioh were due to the activities of

together with Adrainistr' tion officials.
the

b or recradtors woriclng
.

„

Hie Judge who conducted

enquiry attempted to cover up the involvement of these officials

but ordered the exooution

■

after trial of five men, two of them

eajitaos from Ulan tyre 'whose seal in personal plunder and

rapine' had led them 'in the interests of their employers to
commit at loan t three- murders and innumerable raids. *J
reaction of the paper to v

'reign of terror' which

have seat the population of
hills in

was

The

seid to

Blantyro to the tops of neighbouring,

July, 1902 when porters tore being recruited by the

military to

carry

loads down to Chiromo

on

die departure of

a

battalion of the British Central African Hifles to com. wli laud,
led

to

the

temporary imprisonment of the paper's editor.

written that

the activities of the police

Ho had

'mean theft, they mean

personal violence, they mean rape, and in extreme eases they
mean

murder.••

nothing but

a

public example will show the

surrounding natives that such conduct is abhorred by the white
1,
is

C«.w,P» 15th September, 1697.
d.n,a,, iw hi unroll,
—js<C,._»v*», lptlr January, — oin dobr.w.ry,
1 ■:■■) j,
gives an account of the Hgoni fighting with assegais
versus

uaxims.

3. C.n.'i'., pth Janu. ry, 12th Janusxy, ..3rd Febra ry, -3rd February,
1901,
ihe Chamber of Commerce condemned the 'acdL- •.dmiaictro.ti ;u
of Centr i

Aagonilsnd wad the oppression of the natives.3

toler-.teu

;.a& will not bo

man

MAnec had commented that

in

ace

mat.'"

iUb.iJyado,

;he Chamber of Commerce, -wi proprietor of the

the Chairman of

the last few

on any

'from the state of matter.' during

days they might as well have boon in hem: iiiunri us

B«C,A.,' Het-.;eruick said that thc-re had a. c been ouch a p. ale

the^people since the iigoni raid of 1804, end Alan Kidney,

among

of the Bakes Corporation, pointed out that

then manager

the activities of the
1

but for

police the Company would have been able bo
"X

find porters and

.Clothing io
Johns t

...

do
re

and Sharp©

r:

■■he transport with no difficulty*

remarkable about the despatches of Commissioners
fan the absence of discussion on the

agricultural and economic problems of the country*

It would bo

practically impose able to write a coherent account of the rice of

^.

the vari

community,

export indue tries, of the ^rogre.
r

of the planting

f the prolisms of labour end transport from this

source*4

neither Johnston nor dharp© thought deeply about these

problems j

Johnston summarised hie views on the development

of British Central Africa:

'Hy idea is that hfrioa south of the Zambesi and north of the
a tlas
and the Mile cataracts must bo sett hi by tae white .-Aid
whitish races, and that Africa which is well within the
tropics must be ruled by whites, developed by Indians, end
worked bp bl.-'-cks, must be Black, Yellow
act bhito in fact*
Johnston, it is true, h d a deep interest in Botany, but the work
done

by hie gardener,

*4 Alexander Kayto, at Zuobo on die

itooidonoy garden,and on the collection
academic than practical latere;:

C».-»

2#

Iaid*

jt h>

JL r.5 X L.L «>

Johnston's deport

includes tw..
ilia

far Central

.

frican planter con t rex?

f», .'2nd august, 1002#

i.

4* e.g.

*

of specimens(was of more

on

fhe Ptr-'t ftiroo 3fo,.-,rs Admini tratBa*
of 42, pp 1;?—16.
h. s IV out of P44, PP 160—

pages on the eoon -my out
British toavv.il .^frica* op. cit»,

tin

Johnston to Anderson, 10th October, 1853, P«o* 2/p5*
6. Johnston, British Central .^frioa* op* cit«, pp 207-84*

p.

3>

the

Adaini

{-ration :>it.

ye: re

.v.

e:cj:enditure of tho

:ha £l,cH.C which h d

.

.-en

spent in

hreo

the kind of scientific rer.-oe.rch flut ■ a, r ec much nec-doc.

to assist

soil coi,

Jhey

Interest

was

c

h

without

resse

vet

.:.:h

f/t

.

re

planters all of whom were experiment!nL : ith crops

the

ilr-.l

en.

vj

enema:

r.-v.vc.!y

vj

...

;-v.

.1.1 for the a painlwoyt

A , i; or«<

vhc

ivh: i

.

f

a

a

symbolised sod perp©tua ted by the separation 'of the

cc.■

ite.1, hi. ntyre, fr.-ra she edmittiafcra.t-rfce
The directors of fx

c;,eyit,,...., .inf..

-

fixe, a

..

ee.::.

nd military

C,r_. 0:0..tioii

attempted without success to bring pressure to bear on the
Boroiyu Office to iu.vc the
1

.iff. rove., to 31 on tyre, 4

c.

f£hia

.tight h ve d ne something to broad down. the o2eava»„,o bott-een the

..•daiiii;rtr'v'..feiuii

J- .vio ton and

;.

it

i;

air

.

planting

tlae

ny

...

,

f

.:L-

ad ccrnerri: I community which

the snobbish contempt of

traced t

Ieast in port bo

could at

...a

ad

officio.?.:.- for men with *bectoh'

a

hie Commissi ncm

y

into or oat

rarely visited

opinion-?

fho -idainietrati• --n took

no

initi-tives in

development of the country in this period*

G*

-he oerraeroiai

i'hc fact that ezporiiaeatc

with different crops, cad that exportable con;nodi tea,

a ode

first coifec,

1.

ilu-atyre oxctyS on

t the country, and wore couso'ruontly out

of touch with coniooroiol

were

accents. 4

taon tobacco, cotton and tea, were produced vac

July lb.96»

,

soiontiet

as

oharpe avid the.'; he a:,: :a. need for coils? could be seat to Britain for analysis®

soil

G...VJ., loth decern oer, lo>7«
f r tilt- a me criticism of toe
sryiion, coo C»..,:4,, 26th Ihya .a'vh Bey tedder, ,;.>00.
Orpiie
( t-i. OOp yL ..iUSiO
1^0 #
3*
b.a. Minutes, 27th June, 16>o® Jh: rpe was in sympathy with the
move
co Blcatyre but said taat the decision would Go .... no by
the Foreign Office 011 ?_;x» untie of expense, C«...«a., roth December,
ndainis

C. %

...

lob?.
the

|

..he decision act to move

the capital

-

a

reported

an

C»ai.f., 7th .September, 1696*

4# a-,t

a

f-a vie:

McGlouaio.
f ob.

t

at.

a

on

ic tchmon euoul-.

diary, 20th May, 1895*
I

.fa

rd.

00

obvious. cf i.fotoa

an

"(ho) talks such dreadful

understand vraat he

said, ae »sir*d*
*'
5» e.g* • Sharps wac- reported by the G«/U:i.'» s being in Bl.:u%tyre once
on his return to the cauatxy, 6th ,-..pril3 1901, syain at the i^raea
.gricultural dhow, 3rd hay, 190b# ,nd on leaving the country on
the 2nd May, 1903.
„ie

c

.

the whole time which

was

as

it should be,

ciue

entirely to the enterprise of individual planters and the

feu

companies which begin to operate#

building of

a

ihe

roseur© for the

railway,which i-v,s to no the most important single

Issue confronting the protectorate in this period came
almost

entirely from the planters

at their

own

expense

the first

British Gentrai.

i'rica

admini.

by far the

•trati.'ns

ana

companies

surveys#*

.-ho

w r
.

.drainii'tr, ti..n of

throughout this period

was

greatest1 part

At

the risk of

■:

c:.\

labouring this pointjit does seem important
ad practice of the

Admiais oration under Johnston and Gharpe marked th.

While

the C- a;any

which surrounded
in one
Mas

their

riraarily miltary#*1

5to make clear thattthe tone, policy

antithesis of the

military

oi its expenditure mcq

military and the interests of its Commissioners,
despatches make clear, were

..ad to undertake

very

philosophy on which the Company had been founded#
had been forced in the poowiliar ciroumst-:aces
ho outbreak of the drab

military campaign,

they caw this as

..r

a

to become involved

failure though, as

pointed out above, the war was net itself the result of

commercial

Company

woe

should,

as

rivalry but of political or diplomatic factors which the

powerless to influence,

Johnston aid, mount

slave tr.de and

It was

on

aggressive assault en the

the whole pattern

then curried

on

hwV© been aaaathema to
bo both

on

hie notion that t c c. .a. any

of long distance tr- de us

by the Xao, tho JSgoni and. the Cewa.would

them, and would moreover have appeared to

unaeccessary and excessively expensive#

to estimate the extent of ihc

damage which

was

It is impossible

luaterial, let alone the spiritual,

done by the! looting and burning which "were the

characteristics of the British ndiaiaistratioa in these

1.

early

Johnston and Sharp© did support the campaign for ; railway
but the initiative came fr»ra elsewhere#
wee "b> low#

2# While Johnston and Giiar-

-e sore not full—tine soldiers.: moot of
their time i as taken up with military mutters#
oharpe mug
succeeded by '.illiam Manning, h tor a General, who re...wined
Governor until 191c*

3> Ssr

years9 bat the oppositi n

otherwise far from liberal

of fci;.

activities

pi. nting community of the ..hire Highlands to those

that their interests were not being

indicates that they felt
The ivory

served*

ad slave traded adich hvui formed iho basis of

the wealth ..ad poser

of the groat Yao chiefs .ad by tx.ie time

of the Hgoax

chiefs,

as

colonicorej

ore

»tr..do

rhe

s i

me

ivory ex*, do a.. e

ve

aa

of iae ..nab traders ..ad

ad dying,

already doomed

their pec; ,„e c. ti:.

oh, t

well

aus

fied their material

bound to

n'-*- ca..a;
;

bounu. 00 ixxc^

,

it. did in

the fur wye. a ecoa .roy w, .c

the xX.

00'

the vi

i.nco

.

end

4V accessible

1

The chiefs iipontva, XI, Idnjira,

were

d begun

0

iprobable

v

niii

rahaor then buweonob

idxwinga, darafi and

compelled to defend themselves against

attack,

encouraged by the demoo tr..«tiun of the woaiaiocu of the

..-ore

ixdminie ..ration in its first year
would almost
decline in

-ho si-, vo xaid

on

it waich they

nd

their

.my

of whoa

iho power

flic

ivory trades would have rapidly redaceg

following, while the attraction of the

in the Jhire Highlands would have

~.w

people3

to moke at vackc

oerfcaialy not have ox-do without provocatxen*

their wealth

-arc*

oho

the atLiini- <.-rat.i.ofc

ox

of the ass..ult on the Yau slowed

.rocosr«

tt

ox

the active ..oiicy against

which dbmisaon ^.asti uucod*

,0-w,

Katapwiri

e,

something vihioh

and would h ve continued with or uitfc.-ut

1

est

happen some years before the establishment

thic

«n<j c,, .re.,

The luring of the fol lowers of the Yuo sad hie dgoui

chiefs into
to

ante sere inevitable,

because of events on the ©o -st,

.;.ic

li>90's, because of the sir. >ting out .1 the
elej ir a to*1

od in the way

nere

encouraged their

only partly assimiluted Xionganja, to

of these chiefs was broken and

many

of their

people aid leave anyway,but their confidence in the benevolence
of

the ..tlni:.,i.

whiou

r

txen must have boon diminished

they hud been subjected*

xugard in July IS92,
'You will have

1.

fixe 0.

extincti

n

seen

Mcnteith fbtherighaa, writing to

rote of Johnston;
the fearful

moss

he 1,,

s

mode of the

2ct.ii Jx nuury, lfc»99 repartee. the
the elephant
n,
the nead for

.at

by the violence to

•
..

Makanjila

'.anger of the
roteoi.

business

just through, choor rashness,1 and lamented

to raise

a

six shilling

tliat_ attempt

*as had estranged the people, and that the

country was not as safe as it had been before the Administration,

established#^

had boon

The exam,.lee of the i' nga who were left

alone,cad only given an administrative official when they hod asked
for

one,

and agreed to pay a tax to support hitnj^ and of the northern

Efgoni who came under the protectorate by agreement in 1904 some
time after their people had begun to go to the Shire Highlands
and

as

far

Bhodosia for work, showed what might have boon done

as

throughout the protectorate if the policy of peaceful co-caristence,
and

pacific administration, as suggested by John Moir, had

more

been*, pursued#

It can not, of course, be said with certainty that

there would have been

no

conflicts with chiefs jealous of their

authority and of their right to trade in the
wore

accustomed, but it

unnocceen; ry

avoidod.
were

can.

manner

to which they

be assorted that it was both

and expensive to seek conflict which could have been

by diplomatic effort*

and that in many oases the military

guilty of fighting wars for their own sake and without

any

regard for their material, psychological, or spiritual consequences.
It

can

also bo assorted the t

the excessive scale of the Administration

military involvements led to the situation in which it

was

compelled to raise direct taxation from the people before they
were

able

to pay,

with forced labour

end.that the association of the Administration
recruiting

and for labour relations

labour,

no

was

bad both for its reputation

throughout the protectorate#

loot- than slave labour, is wasteful

Forced

nd inefficient.

1.

Fothoringhto to Lugard, 28th June, 1892, Lugard papers,
Hho&os House, oxford.

2.

hdwardo to

Salisbury.

Johnston, 31st larch, 1897, Johnstan papers,

With the gradual establishment of the Administration from

I89I the importance of the Company

was

perform

or

was

any

significant diplomatic

dependent

on

It ceased to

political functions, and

the initiatives, which wore taken by the Administratis

in these spheres•

founded to combat

The slave trade which the Company hod been
was

coming to

opposition to it which
extent

reduced#

end, and the policy of active

an

pursued by Johnston, end to a lessor

was

by Sharp©, made the Company*s policy of peaceful

competition redundant.

The flag had followed the Company and the

mist-ions, at their request, into Malawij trade
the flag.

Although there

was

such

a

now

had to follow

marked divergence between the

policies of the Company and the Adminis tratiorg, the former
benefited commercially from the exist-nee of the latter.
Administration provided the

The

security the look of which had

inhibited investment in the earlier years,

and generated

so

an

unproccdoatod amount of transport business which enable*.the

Company to operate profitably for the first time.
history of the Company under the protectorate is
which

success

can

be illustrated by the profits

and the dividends which

were

iacre.ee in the scale and

years,

There was

one

which
a

of comparative
wore

mode

considerable

profitability of the Company in these

but there was very little difference in the nature of its

activities which followed
down

paid.

The commercial

by the Moiro.

history
managers

can

closely the lines which had been laid

for this reason the Company's commercial

be more briefly stated, for the problems which the

faced, and the range of solutions which were

open

to

them, have already boon analysed.
en the

departure of Fred loir from Africa in June I89I the

management of the Company was token over by Low Manteith fotheringham,
the hero of the Arab War.

He remained ia sole charge of the

Company's operations until his death at Chindo in July 1695 while
on

his way to Britain to make arrangements for the transport of
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the material

required for the constructin by Hhodes' African

Trons-Contiaontal telegraph Company of the southern section
of the
he

line*1

Cape to Cairo

travelled

Following the example of the Hoirs

energetically in the pursuit of the Company*s business

between Tanganyika end the Indian Ocean*'"
Africa ho had boon
on

the

Clyde5

a

foreman in

a

Before coming out to

ship—building yard at

he was very far from Johnston's ideal of

spoken, and dinner-jacket wearing accountant .3
of

a man

wide

me
a

Govan

well-

He was however

groat courage and integrity and earned the respect of

cross

section of

corresponded*^

people including Lugard, with whom he

Johnston regarded ids death

the protectorate and wrote
the name of

spent sis

to

have been a considerable

major blow to

as

hi, t he was well-known and loved, by

'ISontiei', from Chiado to

he

ye .no,

ilituta.^

At Ehr. aga, where

he is still well-remembered*

iherc was said

improvement in the efficiency of tae

Company under his management*

It is probable that this apparent

improvement was duo to the stronger financial base and 1..
staff which the

a

i\;or

Company acquired at this time rather than to hie

personal qualities•

To

say

this is not to underestimate

Fotneringham but merely to suggest that with the same fuci.itioo
■and conditions of relative

security, the Moire could have

produced the earn© results*
on

Fotnoringhaa*o death the management

John Gibbs at

lo

w -s

divided between

Maadala, and Duncan Beaton at Chinde.

C*A*r*, September, lo95> i.>*i-*j3*C*A*, August, xo99,

Gibbs organised
nd a>*c*U»ii»,

Ibid*
2*

L*h.3,C*A., May, 1894* and letter of 3rd lay, 1894 in author's
possession from Fctheringham to on aunt in which he says that ho
is

returning from Chinde to Mandela, and that sine© September
Tanganyika end back*
3* Testimonial, ho, con's Court, free ht* Mary *0 Church, Gov an, 19th
November, 1895» in aut ,or*s pocooooion* Mrs* J*,loir, n.d., h,U*L.
'Fotheriagham was so decent and etraight-forw d. with his
bluntness that people forgave him* * * *
4* Lugard
pere, lihodeo House*
9* B,C*G*.u, August, 1395*
he has been to

^ 8^

the dhir©

Highlands and lakes trade and transport, and Beaton

organ iced

the shipping buoinoe- and. the lower river

transport#^

Loss is known of the personal char; -etoristios of these men}
had
a

joined the Company under the Moire in 1889#

both

John Gibbs mad©

pioneering journey in 1896-7 over the whole of the Company*e

extended line of business*

road to Kituta

lie travelled

from there to

ana

the utovensou

Ujiji and to the north of Lois©

Tanganyika; he also travelled at the
and

across

some

tine to Lakes Mweru

Buagwoolo, and visited Daniel Crawford's Gareng&ase hiesion

in the

Congo free btate.

His report

on

this journey, which

published in the British Central africa Gasotte. shows him

was

to h.

taiion

vo

an

intelligent and enterprising view of the

possibilities for development to the north oi the chire
Gibbs
over

left the
as

Company late in 19OO and Duncan Beaton then took

sole manager

at Handala, with Alan Kidney as assistant

also living at Handala# ^

manager,

Beaton vjus a Gaelic-speaking

highlsnder from dkye and seems also to have taken
and

reminiscent of the Moire1

are

of 001tun looms and
the

an

enterprising

optimistic view of the development possibilities#

letters

-

dome of his

he spoke of the introduction

9!lie, and saw the cultivation of cotton by

people as the likely salvation of the protectorate.

impatient,

Highlands#^

as the

Ho

was

Koirs had been, of the cautious polioy of the

directors and pressed them

cuntinously to raise

more

capital and

to press ahead in a variety of ways# *

Kidney joined the Company in 1900 with the very high salary
of d6tu

a

year.

lie had been recruited by the directors from

firm of Bast India
experience>#^

he

merchants, and had Indi

was

but

the first of the managers

1# A.B.C. Minutes, 29th July,
2.

n

no

a

African

not to have served

1895#

B.C.G./i., 1st, 19th March, 1897#

3« ii.L-.C. minutes, 22nd iky, 1900.

4# e.g. Beaton to directors, 9'th August, 1901, 4th October, 1901,

p.

1900 book, Handala} ibid., 21st august, lp03, 11th June, 1904
1903 bo k, Mandala#
A.B.C. Minutes, 22nd iky, 1900#

\°[ O

in the pre—pro tec torat©

Hoir—eliminated Coo-any, end scene to

have lacked the spark of

originality

Jbtheringhara, Gibbs end Beaton#
the hard-headed and cautious

the directors of the

which they hod shared with

He was more in sympathy

policy which had always characterised

Company*

From 1902 he served

Beaton who resigned in September

continued

solo manager until hie retirement in

All of

the managers

the Free Church*

Church end
who know

take

a

wore

joint
he then

1924*^

in this period were active member? of

Beaton and Kidney were elders of the Blontyre
described

them well

more

as

1906|^

manager with
s

ith

as

by

a

Malawian mom ber of the 6hurch

'just like missionaries.

'•*

-They tended to

liberal line than moot of the commercial community on

land and labour

questions*

Beaton was the first Chairman of the

Labour Bureau, end was axso a Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce.
As heads

of

of what

was

for most of this period the

largest employer

labour, both European and African, they were expected to speak

for the commercial interests and seem to have done so for the most
p

rt

on the

side of moderation,

nd to have acted with the

Blantyre Mission, who wore .he loading defenders in the Shire
Highlands of the people's interests*4
The practical and commercial difficulties which the managers
f cod wore,

as ha>s

had. been identified

made easier

been pointed out, no different from those which
by the Hairs#

Solutions to them wore, however,

by the resolution of the political and diplomatic

problems which hod caused them so much trouble, -.nd absorbed so
much of their time and onercy*

of

course

,tho.t of capital*

ihe fundamental difficulty was,

It will be remembered that the Moire'

plans for expansion and development were thwarted by the shortage

1«

Ibid., 28th September, 1906.

n#

Ibid., 30th November, 192*3*

3* era.! communication to author from Lewie

Bondnwe, 2UB.E., 28th

November, 1968*
4* e.g., Beaton to directors, 2nd July, 1901,

190J book, Handala.

M (

of funds which
end on

he

a

compelled them to reply on grossly inadequate steamers

minute staff.

--

The caution of the directors seemed to

justified.by the extremely precarious position of the Company

in the

Portuguese ,ad German hinterlands,

do rich

a man as

"William Mackizmon had decided not to risk his capital in the
and James dtevenoon
that

on

was

able to

claim, in

a

venture,

letter to Lord Granville,

river in Africa had commercial interests penetrated so

no

far in advance of diplomatic

settlement.2

hazards the directors had continued to

getting any return

on

fliey

it.

In spite of the obvious

supply some capital without

were prompted to clo this

fey their

committment to the support of the Liyingstonia mission, by their
belief in the role wuich Christian

commerce

could

play in the fight

against the slave trade, and by their desire to stake out
claim to what appeared to be one of
the interior of Africa.

British,

the most promising r.utes into

The settlement of the diplomatic

and the conclusion of the Arab

questions,

bar, followed by the establishment of (U«.

\T~

__

s.

a

British

Administation, greatly reduced the risk to wuich their

capital

was

running

a

exposed, and provide

them with the opportunity of

successful trading and transport business, but

time it ended their

:

t the came

special role an primary agents of change in

a

diplomatic no-man's land.
Hie directors had always hoped that their
at

profit, end had deprecated 'quixotic®

a

or

Company could be

run

'philanthropic* schemes;

the existence of the Administration allowed them to devote all

their attention to the running of the
commercial lilies * which had
the

business on 'the sound

always been their ideal, but which

exigiencies of the Company's situation had forced them at least

temporarily to disregard.
about
return

a

There was, of course, nothing remarkable

commercial company seeking to

on

the capital

employed.

maximise its profit, or the

In their insistence on the fastest

possible turn—over of the capital, on the keeping down of
stocks to

the most

economical level,

1.

dee

2.

Quoted above, chapter, 4*

above, chapter 3,

end on the

running;

of

-i,

department of she buoiaese at

every

according to the financial

a

.

rofit, they

were

acting

orthodoxyof their or any other day#

i'hey did, however, lay themselves open to the charge of hypocrisy
in these yearo
and
same

on

by apoearing to prido themselves on their poet,

the years

time

in which they had made

making very healthy p.refits.

profit, while at the

no

One of the Company'e

promoters. Lord overtown, remarked on the occasion of the twentieth
cL

ujp

anniversary in lQ$'& that most of the ohare«»holoro <asd more interest
in the

development of Africa than they had in the rate of profit

which the

Company

maintained.^

ihis

the dividend declared for that year
one

when Consols at
fhe increase in

and dividend

1.

can

bo

were

the
seen

may

have been true, but

of

standing at

was
a

hardly

a

philanthropic

prerairat.

Company's capital, the rate of profit
from the

A*L#C#Minutes, 2oth December,

following tables-

"bl 3>

Gross

Capital

profit

Hot

profit

Dividend

F ay~ou"

m

2,856

1893 13,785

6,459

4, 45 b

I894 49*056

10,623

5,623

10/D

4,108

1895 69,336

6,791

5,572

V

4,264

I896 106,877

8,091

5,783

V.&

5,847

L-.97 same

7,670

7,670

7,660

I898 " "

11,296

9,296

vz
V

1899 " "

19,804

16,224

10?

10,687

1900 " "

21,500

17,622

10?a

10,687

19©1 " "

24,470

10,351

10?

10,667

1902 113,203

25,913

13,936

10%

11,320

118,750

32,990

19,613

10?

11,675

1904 156,000

24,352

15,625

10?

15,625

1905 156,250

14,798

8,429

%

7,812

1906

18,412

11,607

1903

"

"

7,568

M
r~

.

11,700

*■}

7,812

1907

"

"

14,123

7, ©37

5.

1908

"

"

13,696

7,068

%

7,812

1909

"

"

14,416

8,568

5?

7,812

1910

"

"

12,939

V4

11,700

1911

"

"

1912

"

"

1913

"

The
of money

there

was

-

22,004
-

"

24,700

7U

13,065
16,092

10?,

15,600

13,570

7.-7

11,700

I XP

figures given for the capital employed

are

for the amount

subscribed rather than for the number of shares issued, as
a

variation in the amount which had been called

issued at different times.

fully paid shares which

'She total from 1694 includes

wore allotted to

qualify for

division of

a

shores

,i25»0'Qeia

These did

dividend until after the final settlement of the

property in Africa in 1896.

net and gross

on

the British Couth Africa

Company by the terms of the final agreement with them.
not

11,700

The difference between

profit is accounted for by transfer to reserve,

depreciation, and sums carried forward 'to the next year's accounts.
All these figures are taken from the annual reports and the
minute books.

Company

"M <+-

The Ghareo

quoted on the Glasgow Stock l&sohange from 1896

wore

which widened the range
drawn

of ehare-holdors who had until then been

largely from the same people who had invested in the Company

before 1893*

The directorate was very

earlier oompanyf
death in

sim.lar to that of the

James Stevenson was nominal chntenan until his

1903s and John Stephen was active chairman until then when
O

also*1*

he became chairman in name

"The Company suffered a severe Iocs

by the death in November 1093 of A,L»Bruce, who would, if he had lived,

probably hove taken

over

the chairmanship and, as

a

much respected,

enterprising and effective buBinoosman, would almost certainly have
ensured that the

Company was mure adventurous in its policies than

it proved to be*

William Awing, the former secretary, became a

director in

1093 and continued to be

very active as a

lobbyist

travelling frequently to London for interviews at the Foreign Of rice,
and with the B.S.A.Cora, any,

Bhodee, mid others with

the commercial affairs of central Africa*

an

interest in

He also travelled fairly

often to the continent especially to BrusoellG in connection with
the

Company*g business with the Congo Free State, and the Katanga

Company,^

How directors in this period included P.J. Stephen,

nephew of John Stephen, and his successor as chairman of the Company
and of the

family ship-building firmp a,S,Allan, of the shipping

lino of the

same

name; and Robert Hour lay, the Glasgow manager

the Bank of boot land,

who was also

a

of

director of Burraah Oil and of

e.

George outran and Co,, the
was

proprietors of The Glasgow Herald,

He

helpful to the Company in the establishment of its banking

business from

1, A,L,C«

1894*^

Fred Stoir was secretary of the Company from

file*: Companies Registry, iMinburgh, and A,L,C, Minutes,

4th November, 1895*
£•

Ibid, and obituary, Glasgow Herald, 29th January, 1903®

3, Ibid., and obituary, flic cCQtsnaa,

28th November, 1893*

4. A. L,C. Minutes, passim, and obituary, 1'ho Glasgow

January, 1919*
p,

Swing was born in Idpl.

The Glasgow Herald, ljth December, 1932,

6, Ibid#,

28th December, 1916.

Hera id, 11th

!>S5T

1893, and

able to give tho directors

woo

information

first-hand

position in Africa than thoy had readily available

the

on

more

beforo,
The

good dividends which were paid eased the difficulty of

In February

raising capitalj the shares changed hands at a promitaa,

1901 the Company's £1 shares, 15 shillings paid, wore said to bo

soiling for 24 shillings and sixpence,
issued in

1

fchon 50,000 shares were

1903 at 15 shillings paid,they were sold at a

three shillings and sixpence
9

by 15,000 shares»

premium of

eachr-ad the issue was over-subscribed

The directors were however slow to take

advantage of the opportunities for increasing tho capital which tU-e.
share price indicated,

go the table shows there was no significant

increase in tho capital between

period in which there
tho business in

was an

1896 end 1903,though this was a

unprecedented increase in the scale of

Africa, in the sice of the Company's fleet of

steamers, and in the profit which was earned,

This expansion

had been financed out of the profits which were made between
and

1900 on the lower river freight business, end on the transit

trade

through the# protectorate to tho Congo, North Eastern

1898 to 1903

Hhodesia. and Gorman hast .ifricaj and from
of

to

directors,

as

the export

ana

There

usually

was

in Africa had to fight

a

the Noirs had done,

the question of remittances

on

constant battle with

The factors of time and distance, which separated the

Glasgow,

directors

in

on

rubber from Lake ilworu and Baadawe*-'
The managers

tho

1893

tho managers,
a

led sometimes to strained relations.

time lag of a year or more between the receipt

Glasgow of on order from Africa and the receipt of payment from

Africa to

cover

it,^

This tied

up

the Company's capital and led

frequently to the building-up of large overdrafts.

The comparatively

A,C,Simpson, 4th February, 1901, 1900 book, Mandala.

1.

Beaton to

2.

a,L,C.Minutes, 14th December, 1903,

3,

bee below,

4, Beaton to directors,

18th Auguat, 1903, 1903 book, Mandala,

}><\ <o

rapid expansion of tr. do in Africa, at
that orders

were

always in excess of remittances, and the Company

to pay for the now orders often before it had

had to raise money

received payment

least until 1900,ensured

for orders which had been made long before,

raanagero were therefor© constantly pressing

for

an

fhe

increase in

capital, and protesting that" they could not send back more money
than they did, while
for

remittances,

profits.1
there

was

no

way

quicker turn-over, smaller stocks .nd higher

a

without

the directors were equally constantly proa:, ing

more

that the

opened in

woo

anything but emergency
was

undoubtedly

very

.

s too expensive for

frustrating for the managers to foci

expansion of the business

must of

1898^but it

messages.^

cauti.n of the directors.
we

fhe telegraph between

out of this dilemma,

Blontyro and London

It

rapid oommunications both for words and goods,

necessity risk

was

being inhibited "by the

Gibus protested
a

little,*3

that 'to create business

and that 'it will be found

in the long run that a sharp businesslike attitude does

not pay in

this

country.'4

gave

to the tiniest details of expenditure in Africa, querying even

the

sum

of

In view of the minute scrutiny which the directors

.15-10-0 which hod been spent

on

prises at the annual i-iandal

1.e.g. A.L.C.iJinutes, 3rd February, 12th July, 7th September, 1896,
16th September, 1897, 15th May, 1899, 30th July, 1901, 11th I-Ioy,
28th May, 15th June, 7th July, 1903 etc.
And Gibbs to directors,
10th September, 1897, Beaton to directors, 11th November, 1897»
Glasgow finance book, 1897-9, National archives, Somba. Beaton
and Kidney to directors, 22nd November, 1902, 1900 book, Man&alaf
Kidney, 20th-December, 1902, ibid. Beaton, 15th May, 1903,
Kidney, 28th June, 9th July, 1903, etc, I9O3 book, Mandala*
2.C.
T«, gbth April, 1898*
3.Gibbs to directors, 12th August, 1898, Glasgow. Finance book, fomba.
-,

4. Gibbs to directors, 28th October,

l89t'» ibid.

My

sports, it is easy to conclude that the policies of the directors
were

narrow

and

their caution

short-sighted#^
too often

was

However it can not be denied that

justified#

Gibbs u- o permitted to take

the risk whioh he spoke of and tho result was
of

£500,

an

irreoovorablo loss

expensive oourt case, and peripheral involvement in an

international incident

Administration and
of tho directors

a

was

on

Lake Mucru involving the Congo Free State

rubber trader#

The conservative approach

best illustrated by their attitude towards

competition on freight rates#
in

n

They wore not prepared to toko part

price-cutting wars, they preferred to lose business than to risk

losses#

Kidney wrote in answer to

a

letter from the directors

making this point;
U.<kV>< V/ *>_4uW-

•wo.so taken up with the fascination of trying to secure all
available transport to the Corporation that we have not

sufficiently weighed such points as that with which your
letter closes, vis:- that it may perhaps pay the Corporation
better to run steamers not well filled at full rates, than
to have full steamers running at reduced rates#*3
The directors insisted

on

vers,-

full details of all the Company's

activities being sent back to Glagow*
diatlos in
had to be

triplicate;
kept

up

was

said that the steamer returns which

employed three clerks at Ghindo and Fort Johnston,

and cost ££>(.<0 a year

1.

it

All the employees had to keep

to

prepare#4

The Company's business was

kidney to directors, 2bth Juno, 1901, Beaton to directors, 29th
June, 1901, 1900 book, laadala#
2#The risk involved was an agreement with G# I-t# Rabinek, a trader who
collected rubber in tho Congo Free state under a concession whioh
ho had obtained from Katanga Company, whioh was repudiated by the
Congo Free State government#
Ho was arrested by Congo Free State
officials on board the Com. any*s steamer, the ocotia# on Lake Mweru
in February, 1902, and died on his way to B.,raa where he was to be
tried for illegal rubber collecting#
The affair was exposed by
L# I)# Morel in an article entitled 'Another Stokes Affair, * in best
Africa.# 2bth July, 1902#
Tnero was diplomatic argument as to
whether the Scotia had. been in British or Belgian waters at the
time of the arrest#
Alfred Sharpe made a special journey to Lake
I-Iueru to try and settle this.
There is a volume of correspondence on
the affair, F#u# 2/972#
There are also letters from Beaton and
Kidney to the directors, 11th November, 24th November, 1902, and
28th nay, 1903, letter-books, iloadala#
3# Kidney to directors, 14th January, 1902, 1900 book, Man&ala
4# Ibid#, 19th August, 1903, 1903 book Ilaa&aia#

M a

divided from

1897 into four divisions, trading, transport,

banking, and

aganeie©**

he run at

a

It wo© insisted that each of these should

profit? this necessitated a very complex system of

internal costing and

accounting, with the different departments

making notional profits end losses at each other's expense,
consequence

The

of this system was that the Glasgow office must have

known eventually about the smallest• transaction which had occurred
in

Africa, but

a

groat deal of effort must have boon put into the

keeping of such elaborate accounts, which might hove boon better
used in the promotion of the

effect

on

the managers

business*

It must have had

a

in Africa who were conscious that they would

have to bo able to answer for the

slightest expenditure to the

directors, and, who were inhibited by what Kidney described
'the

restricting

bogey of capital expenditure' from embarking

as

ventures

on new

without consultation*"

Bearing in mind the caution of the directors, and
conservative views

on

their

accounting, and investment, it is perhaps

surprising that theArewas so much development in the Company's
activities
taan the

by

They did raise much more capital

Company had over had before*

The total of £156,000 reached

1904,which saw the Company through until the liirst world bar,
five

was
were

In

during these years#

times the total which had been achieved by

in addition other sums which were

1903 there

me-e"£32,000

1369*

There

being used by the Company*

employed in the business which had been

deposited by the public of British Central Africa and North Eastern
Rhodesia in the Saadala Bonk which
Bonk in the region, and was
at

was

from

1894 to 1901 the only

after the opening of the standard Bank

Blaatyre in the 1 ttor year the only bank with branch offices.

Mandala cheques could be cashed for goods at any of the Company's
*>

btatio&s#-2

inhere

was

also over

43c,000 in

a reserve

fund- which

A*L»C»Sinutes, 6th September, 1897*
Kidney to directors, 12th too, 1902, 1900 book, Mandala*
3* Ibid* 19th April, loth August, 1901*
The bank continued to operate
uhtii 1917 when «ho business was sold to the National Bank of
South Africa*
In the previous ton years it had mode average
profits of 41,362, iuL.C.ilinutee, 24th November, 1917*
1*

2*

yiq
hod been built up

during the 1890*e j

accumulated in

insurance fund,

on

£14,000 which had boon

3. G.Iad

a

Glasgow bank overdraft which

£38,000 and which

hod in 1903 been as- high ao

was frequently over

£20,GOO*2
In the

period from 3.893 to 1908 the Company paid an average

dividend of about

8,1$, and, by 1914 it had paid out

than had been invented in it.

There

can

have been

investment mode in the country at this timo#

planters

may

more in dividends
no

more

profitable

Although some of the

have made good profits from coffee between 1896 and 1900

they were very badly hit by the ensiling slump, end the alternative
crops-cott
two rival

n

and tobacco

~

not

were

very

successful by

1908.3

The

transport and trading cod anies, The African International

Flotilla and

Transport

Com.-any,4

and Sharror'c Zambesi Traffic

Company made profits during the late
abandoned the business

1890*8, but the former had

by 1903g and 4harrer*c- Company had boon

Kidney to directors, 26th .Juno, 1903, 1903 book, Mondala.
L.C.Minutes, 20th May, 1903, 29th January, 1904? 9th October, I90p«
3# Zee following table.
4o fhe African International Flotilla, and Transport Company was
founded in October 1892 with annomiaal capital of ££>0^000 and a
first call ox £29? 100®
Its directors included Vemey Lovett
Gaaeron, the explorer, cad it was connected through him :;ith
the Zarabesis.-Company,, the Central iifrican and Zoutspansberg
exploration Company, and the Oceana Development Company which
took over its operations from 1902.
The Flotilla Company staged
a transport service to Lakes Tanganyika and Hweru using the German
government steamer on dak© tlala/wi, but withdrew from all stations
north of Fort Jameston in 1902, and closed down its operations
in the area in 1$0§T
Joe prospectus, F.O. 34/2261}
Beaton to
directors, 29th September, 1902, 1900 book Mandala? C..i.T«,
11th November, 6th December, 1905.
1.

2.

A.

■ja

The business was established by Bugene Sharrer in 3-691? and was
registered in London, on 23rd April, 1895*
Ho shores wore
issued until December, 1897 when 76,000 shares of £1 each wore
offered for subscription.
The working capital up to that date
said to have amounted

to

£46,000.

It was claimed that a
this capital in the three years
from 1894-7*
The directors from 1897 included Lord Stanmore,
Sir Bradford Leslie, a railway engineer, ..ad
Schneider, a
financier who wtu? interested in the building of the ikirc Highlands
railway.
Leo prospectus.
F.O. 2/690.
was

profit of

15$ had been made

on

^0

British Central Africa Company which was founded

absorbed by the
in

1^023 and paid no dividodd until after the iooond "orld war#

The African Lake
year

Corporation, by contract, paid

a

dividend in

It must be

every

ncludod that the policy of the dirootoro

o

limiting investment,

•

ad refusing to take unnecooseury risks,

when refusal meant lose of

oven

1

wero,^tho

until 1933 when it was hit, as all other companies

dlump#2
in

o

business, was justified by the

.■*£**-

results*
The

policy woo justified if the Company is seen merely as an

investment of European capital,

but the rate of return which

was

derived provided no excuse for a claim that the Com, any was

performing

Zambia,

any

philanthropic service to the people of Malawi and

or even

The capital oould not

to the planting community.

easily havo been more profitably employed in Britain#

If the

welfare of the people had been the solo orltorion for investment
in the area the
would have

greatest service which could have been performed

boon, us the Muiro had hoped, the reduction of freight

rates from central Africa to

the level where

earned

cash from

It

the weakness of the criterion of

was

economic
for tho

the produce of their own labour in

theory as

their own fields#

profitability, and of

whole at tnis time, that it iae.de no provision

a

spending of money from which there oould be no guarunteed

short—terra return#
boon node at taiia

The moot beneficial investment which could havo
date would have boon

from tho Indian Ocean coast

ohiro

the people could have

Highlands#-* This

British government in

t

woo an

the construct:'',

hake Malawi

investment

w

a

railway

ioh was made

by tho

the case of tho *%onda railway w ioh linked

export from tho latter lake#

But in this

oase

not made for oommercial or eoon >mic reasons,

was

any

A#L»C# Annual reports,

agricultural

the expenditure was

but for reasons of

!• For the establishment of the British Central Africa
see below.

3# Th*

of

passing through the

tho Indian Ocean and Lake Victoria before there

2#

n

Company,

1903-1933*

question of the railway wi :.l be considered lator in the ohaptor#

0 I

strategy*-*-

Strategically the lino

was

worthless, but it made

possible the remarkable development between. 1904 and 1914 of
peasant-based Uganda cotton

cultivation*2

There wore, it io true,

factors in Bugan&a society which helped to explain this remarkable

*£ -torn development of the plantation

phenomenon, and the

uhite highlands of Kenya, as a result of the building

in the

economy

of the same

line,shows that peasant cropping was not the inevitable

consequence

of railway building#J

"3

however it is safe to say that

primary object of the Company, as it had boon conceived by

the

David

Livingstone, and by the Moire, was to stimulate cultivation

by the people of

which could be exported#

crops

Because of the

commercial and economic philosophy which guided the*
and which

woo

dominant

on

a

directors,

world scale until the 1930's,

the

Company was unable to make the investment which could alone have
m

do the

development of which they had dreamed possible#

17

The problem of river trans-port and

freight rates had during

1680*0 turned the attention .•£ the hairs and of John Buchanan

the

towards the cultivation of crops such as coffee

which involved

capital investment and technical skill and which could only be
grown

development of

a wage

be the basis of all
for

1#

a

This had led in the late l380*s to the

in plantations*

labour and migratory system which

agricultural exports during this period, and

long time to come#4

cf. Sir M*

was to

It is suggested here that

this was

a

Oramaaoy, Crown Agent, to bir C. Hill, 30th August,

1899, P#G# 2/690# 'The reasons for building that line (the Uganda
railway) were political rather than commercial. It was never
expected to have a
j^ring traffic within any period oi years which
could bo

guaged#*

2# Work began on the building of the Uganda railway in December,

1699•

doe

l#F#Hill, i oraaneat i.ay^ vol 1, Uairobi, 1949* F-r the
expansion of the Uganda cotton industry after the opening of the
railway see, C#%rlich, 'The Uganda demony, 1903-43,' in
The dietary of .^..y t ,.a'r.:.ca<, vol 2, od#
Harlow, Chilver and wraith,
Oxford, 1963? P 3p5» ©reduction of cotton increased from ail in
1903 to £369,000 by 1914, P 406#
3# C*6#Wrigley,

'Kenya:

the Patterns of economic life, 1902-43,* in
2, op# oil#, p 209*

the Hi: tury of -xirt .uCrioa# vol

4#

nee

above, chapter 4*
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Totals.

aexnpodrtf1Ptr9ot0e2cocl0sm--iaf,hGvedrninmgs.

FCoinmaanecrecd. iimtonhspehoaeduwrllt
Trade.
Total

Trade,

£

Miscel¬ laneous Un¬

and

Manu¬

IMPORTS.

factured Articles.

Raw

and

£

3,756 7,21 4,635 4,559 5,65 36,94 32,526 45,471 51,4 2 71,390 83,137 93,285

439,51

Miscel¬ laneous Un¬

85,8 7 16 , 03 195,87 230,SO 14S,035 1 0,653 140,6S5 260,719 217;S15 486,027 37 ,562 31 , 67

2,73 S8

£

Tobaco.

2,053 3,674 3,964 5,792 5,169 6,0 4 29,341 2 ,23

16,524 19,674 28,619 31,849 23,784 20,363 39,426 4 ,13 48,S35 85, 54 79,84 91,264

£

Raw

EXPORTS.

79,839

clasifed.

Materils.
and

Food,

5,143 2,402 2,920 1,583 10,8 3 5,445 10,525 12.S91 17,021 16,208 39,0 4

£

42,671 48,450 72,834 105,4 7 87,4 3 86,949 81,326 143, 18 52,704 172,849 81, 81

£

Tobaco.

49,68 61,298 75,706 67,481 102, 96 S9,8 9 106,15 13 ,059 75,02 315,683 30S.901

£

529,S69
Year.

.... .. .

trade under

Drink

97,502 14S,150 15 ,460 174,521 20 ,42 182, 83 198,0 6 2S0,2G8 14 ,74 504,740 420, S6

£

and

190- 1.0 190- 1. 19 - 12 192- 13 193- 14 194- 15 195-19.6 196- 1.7 197-198 198- 19 19 - 2.0 1920- 1.

Year.

The

3,78 057

Totals.

656 953

Materials.

Food, Drink

fol wing thoef thvarioeus exclud.

clasifed.

£

106,107 193,48 2 9,78 267,6 9 179,527 17 ,634 216, 01 356,1 5 32 ,261 648,975 569,S 4 519, 49

190- 10 190- 1 19 - 12 192- 13 193- 14 194- 15 195- 18 196- 17 197- 18 19S- 19 19 - 20
Total. 599 907 1,051 1,097 1,693 2,902 4,156 8,5S5 5,179 27,985 3 ,479 EAR
14,023
99

Total. 1,059

Value. 1/-

FCoinmaanecredc.

Trade,

426

1,619 1,172 2,208 2,160 3,4S6 3,301 3,0S3 4,261 10,659 9,154 1 ,0 3 9,598 3,423 3,801 5,342 2,639 S,9S8 9,619
.

"

V-

2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3

'

2/- 2/6 2/6 4/3 4/3 4/- 3/-

6,041

.

3/- 1/6

5/- 5/- 4/6 &1/6 &1/9 &1/9 &1/6 &1/6 &1/4

&3/6 &3/6 &
3/-

1/8 1/8 1/7 1/4 1/4 1/6

Rub er.

lbs.

Eixnports
Year.

172

10,267 13, 56 9,669

21,416 91,264 1 8,720

85,904 14,393 1 ,723 4,262 17,6 4 17,2S0 16,403 15, 3 15,414 27,14 59,472 47, 09 61, 12 65,083 36,707 46,0 2 69,851 61,3 6 35,30

1 9.S54 128.253

Value. 6d. 6d.■ 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. Sd. Sd. Sd.'

palarthioeusgtn,opbcuev.dd2wa.,itianrhnslooewstco-urdgeayplnios.

derouuxbpnoteryd4thawaouedrtsf.yDFithsaouerersftMohxpsefrt Pcuiucltbiveaesd. itnhpeg

1S97-0S 1S9 -9 1S9 -0 190 - 1 1901- )2 1902-03 1903-04 1904-05 1905- 6 1906-07 1907-08 190S-09 190 -10 19 0-1 19 1- 2 19 2-13 19 3-14 19 4-15 19 5-16 19 6-17 19 7-1S 19 8-19 19 -20 1920 Therisnoe

1913 presnt howev r. ayeraers extnsive
At

to

1a/-nd ]&l.O/-d. 7t.rnl
/—

9d.

1

9d.,

Tea.

lbs. 23,948 36,281 43,S76 16,074 16.248 28S,341 420,685 15,38 70,45 801,89 cor;
42,042 67,726

Eixpnorts
Acreage

on

a

598 518

1,190 2,593 2.S12 2,S70 3,338 4,141 4,2 8 4,523 4,433 4,840 0~

a

•

Year.

1908-09 190 -10 19 0-1 19 1- 2 19 2-13 19 3-14 19 4-15 19 5-16 19 6-17 19 7-18 19 8-19 19 -20 rwn
l

Tolal.

171

5S.687 4 ,09 80,939 65,4S7 72,068 6S.586 127.13 3 9, 47 156,031 5 ,475 86,483
5d. 8d.

Value.

&

& lOd.
8d.

1/4

Cotn—ciued. lbs.

1inexports ,7369 1,359 04 3,275 2.401,42 2,64850 3',065248 3,462.7S SCO,510 2,670S34 930, 48 913,718
Total

acreg.

12,752 23,3 2 23,75 25,697 24,0 6 29.57S, 27,342 28,372 18,141 12,658 IS.274

European
ear.

Y

113

25

418 293 481 947

.

.

1/2

1to/- lOd. 1to/- 1to/- lOd. /&1- 1/4,2 - 2to/Cd. 6d. Gd. 6d.

47

Total.

Value.

sqhuoawntiyTexr¬cklbnvaiytshowedr,cxftm

1 2,321 67,539 279,51 271,396

5d. 4d. 4d. 7d. 4d. 4d. 4d. 4d. 4d. 4d. Cd. Gd.

1/- 1/- /1- 1/- 1/- 1/- 8d. 1/- 1/- 1/-, 62

& Sd.
& 6d.& 6d.-& Gd.& 6d.& Cd.& 6d.
&&
lOd.

6d.

fbttoehopcrgoamatefn10yecxbopluo3mrutr.stdiintcnuwraoe4craa-essg5lunsitidteahbelTwphlarnaotensrst.,thuwcnehrdeoxp,fihicavmvawlasesobspacreg.

Tobaco. liEbxnpsor.ts

2,240 4,480 1,482 14,369 17,604 2S.914 56,826

69

Acreage.

grown of 19 -12 acres,

19 0-1 19 1- 2 19 2-13 19 3-14 19 4-15 19 5-16 19 6-17 19 7-18 19 8-19 19 -20 1920 Native the ordinary oupenpi g perincd 20, 0- 1904-05

Year.

the

in

3,317 6,889 9,239 14.253 27,120 42,627 53,690 50,59 94,168 82,735 92,657

—

24

19 ,02 413, 16 5 4.395 570,102 1,0S475

"1,704637 2.146 15 2,6.54 3,76 014 3,0894 3,70623 4,30 124 2,0532 5,SO,396 4,30 81 ti
>

r\n
a

8S

441 944 421 955

2,330 1,843 2.3S6 2.3S6 3,274 4,507 7,411 10,49 9,042 7,484 9.3S6 9,516 6,027 9,818

189 -9 189 -0 190 -01 1901-02 1902-03 1903-04 190-405 1905-06 1906-07 1907-0S 1908-09 190 -10 19 0-1 19 1- 2 19 2-13 19 3-14 19 4-15 19 5-16 19 6-17 19 7-18 19 8-19 19 -20

3

Total 2,997 4.133 7,136 16,426 2 ,412 23,756 62,245 26,576

thculie¬avsPftrrohotecnmeda,thexpr

i

170

shipment

fol wing of poorft crops threseult

The

vation the
the

of

7d. &6d. 6d. 6d. 7d. 7d. 7d. 6d. 6d.
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

6d.

&

5d.

5d.

,5d.

4,722 2,801 1,609

Total.

5d. 5d. 5d. 5d. 5d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d. 6d.

Value.

.

Gel. 5d. 5d. 5d. 5d. 5d. 5d. 5d. 5d.

FCionmaanecdrec, dtettavahoscbrloeegw qpvuxraponrtdiioruuscsts,, Icmnyoasoaecvsareierefsr.yt:hpou—•ltivvoofu'
Trade,

Value.

14,751 25,17 17,S69 27,159 16,123 9,461 16,253 19,472 15, 74 6.962 16,3S1 4,S6S 4,802 2,487. 2,562 3,285

70

are

ibs.

Cofe . Qiunantiy
Acreage.

93,1 8 165,320 32 ,0 762,3 2 861,034 S09,75S
—

—

—

—

2,148,160 1,248 02 69 ,03 1,07.92

714, 3

71,30 .65 3,91 45 ,1 780,13 934,896 748,410 3 4,16 7S6.304 194.704 192,076 9 ,47 106,081 13 ,390 2,774 18 ,865 1 2,05 64,362

.

13.29 1 .S16 12,191 16,917 10,713 1 .287 S.S67 4,SS0 5,273 5,565 '6.134 6,037 5,629 4,339 3,-735 2,600 1.976 1,559 1,331 1,460 1.237 1,194

492

—

Cot n.

libnesxpo.rts

1,7 7 5,914

parcels.

Experimntal
—

5d. 5d. 5d.

602

56.S 6 285,IS5

Total

acreg.

60

SO
5

7,000 21,90

European
Year.

1S93-94 1S94- 5 1S95-96 1896-97 1897-98 1S9R-9 189 -0 190 - 1 1901- 2 1902-03 1903-04 1904- 5 1905- 6 1906-07 1907- 8 1908-09 190 -10 19 0-1 19 1- 2 19 2-13 19 3-14 19 4-15 19 5-16 19 6-17 19 7-18 19 8-19 19 -20 1920

Year.

1901-02 1902-03 1903-04 1904-05

nm
i
-•

b°L.

second best in terae of the 'welfare of the

people, cad that

a ays tea

which would, have allowed people to produce for the world market
on

their

account, without leaving their hoses, would

own

been preferable#

Given that there

waich had for long

commodities

-

vain

a

nave

demand for imported goods

been satisfied by the export of the only two

slaves and ivory

which would boor the cost of

-

transport to the coast, it was, however, better that the people
should have been enabled to

satisfy this demand by working

on a

European plantation than that the old system should have oontined.
The incre:

products

can

cc

be

in the

seen

oultivat

...n

tables#1

coffee "was by far the most important

export until 1900 after which year,

dooiino#

export of agricultural

from the accompanying

These clearly show that

will be explained

and

for a variety of reasons which

later, there was a far. t 'dramatic and then gradual

This led to

the diversion of the energies of the small

planting community of the baire Highlands into the cultivation of
tobacco and cotton which in

Did to of early difiiculties wore to

continue to bo the most important export crops#
of these

tables with the

one

A comparison

which gives the Company's profit

figures and with the following table showing the total values of
oi

imports and exports (excluding goods in transit through the

proteotorate) shows that there

was a

cioso correlation at least until

1903.between the profit made by the Company and the level

of trade

to and from the

protectorate#

go

this tredd

duo for 1903 and

were

The profits from 1903 which
1904 to .he expand

n

against

of the

business into iforth Western and Uoth Eastern Rhodesia, und the

relatively low profits which
to the

from 1905 to 1908 were duo

Company's declining share of the river transport business,

and to difficulties

1#

were made

d# a# hurray,

in it which

were

caused

by the level of the waters#

IE/as aland Handbook# Aomba, 1922.

t+ G "3

idvPORT;

IMPORTS

Yd&R

6.965

1091

1393

49,142

21,588

1894-5

75,720

9,686

1395-6

82,760

19,377

1396-7

30,055

23,101

1897-3

81,528

25,764

1893-9

99,290

37,400

1899-1900

183,439

79,188

1900-1901

146,663

38,437

1901-2

116,791

21,739

1902-3

134,606

34,766

1903-4

169,309

27,409

1904-5

139,928

46,453

1905-6

177,485

56,735

1906-7

192,258

49,138

1907-8

125,242

94,371

1908-9

124,687

1909-10

106,167

97,902

1911-12

229,707

191,460

1912-13

267,669

174,921

1913-14

179,927

200,422

1914-15

171,634

182,203

.

61,791

It will be remembered that the factors which had prevented
the Moire from
to allow the

reducing freight rates to

a

sufficently low level

oxport of crops which were already grown wore.-the

problems of access to the dambeoi, and the payment of transit
duties to the

Portuguese, which had necessitated the use of

duelimaac, and the Ewa Kfra river and porterage?
siae end yay~lo d of their river steamer?

the inadequate

and the difficulties of

tonga-tonga transport in the Shire Highlands, and to take Malawi.
Considerable progress was made towards the solution

of some of these

problems in these years, and there was a significant reduction in

4 O S~

from

Blantyre to Ghindo including the coot of tengai-tenga at about

£2

ton from

a

Once a

Blantyre to Ka.tunga*s#

regular service of ocean ships h d been started to

Chinde there

was ao

boat service and

longer

need for the costly Ki-ia ICwa river

any

porterage, and this was a major footer in making

possible the reduction in rates

on

the rivers#

Fred Moir had in

1879 stressed that the future development of tho bhiro Highlands
was

dependent

the mouth

on

the opening of the Koagone mouth

opened was

that which he had

a

f the bambesi

-

different one, but the effect was similar to

envisaged#

'The Company also took up another

early suggestion of uis at this time by ohartoring sailing vessels
to carry

goods to Chiade from Britain "t this proved to be very

profitable#

p

The second factor that contributed, to the

lowering of the

freight rates was tho vastly increased volume of business which was
provided by the establishment of the Administration, and. the
increase in

planting activity*

steamers and

.This justified investment in now

barges, and by increasing turn-over greatly reduced
The lower river fleet of

overheads#

by the end of 1696 to

a

tho Company hod

been increased

total of 147 tons capacity with the

launching of tho Bruce# the -•oott9 and tho bir Harry Johnst
all stem-wheel shallow draft steamers of about 30 tons
o.

oh.

hired from the
was

v.-.b renamed the J-Am otepiien, and

Blontyre Mission their steamer, the liens?/ Henderson..

bought from them in

Lady ilvasaa

was

sunk in

a

1900.

Tho pioneer

storm at Chiade

steamor, the
early in 1897» and

tho Jcmos bteveason was retired in the same year,
was

capacity

Company had also bought from the Zambesi indue trial

The

fission* thoir steamor which
which

-n#

but the fleet

inero ;.oed in 1898 with the launching of the f-riaccss, a

two docker otem-wheoler*of Mississipi style which was the

largest

1#

C#A#T«, A6th October, 1901#

2#

A#L#C#Minutes', 13th Ms,/, 1895» 24th J'uno, 1895» 7th September, 1696,
23rd August, 1899#

6f-

the cost of

lb 4-

freight both for imports and exports,

The cost of

freight from (.uelimane to Blaatyre in 1889 by the Company was £20
a

ton.

bogus t 1093 the rate to Slaatyre or Mandala had boon

£0

reduced to

from £19 to

£6

a

ton, aad tho rate for down freights hud boon reduced

a

ton. 3.

in 1901 the standard rate for imports from

Chinde to Blantyre was

£7

and the export rat© from
£2

or

a

ton, Son Chindo to Katanga's £5

£2-10-0 per ton. *-

The first of these

Chinde,

a

possible by

the establishment fr

was

Anglo-rortuguese

acquired

i as

Convention.^

raid-1891 of the

.

ort
a

part of the terms of the

as

the difficulty of getting ships to

there, but from early 1892 there was a regular service to the

call
south

by Ronnie's line coasters to Louronco Marques, and to the north

by the Gorman Oast Africa line to

Kozambiqe.^

Union Lino service to tho s,uth but this

There

m a

no

<s

direct service to London, but

further British India Line service to the
discouraged from

wore

wrecked.

withdrawn in

a

1899*

there was from 1902

north.5

a

Larger ships

cross,and on which several even of

% 1901 the

from Chinde to London

There was also

using the port because of tho difficult bar,

which only small vessels could

1.

number of developments

Tho development of this port was

hindered in the first place by

them

-m

a

send bank on one of the mouths of the bambooi, where

British Concession

were

ton,

Katunga's to Chindo hod been reduced to

Those reductions hud been mode

at

a

wot:

average

£3-10-0

a

freight rate for goods

ton, slight iy more than tho rate

directors, 10th May, 1889s L«I3« (2); Fotheringhaa to
Johnston, 23rd August, 1893, with Johnston to Canning. 2nd
Ooptembor, 1893, Salisbury, CT /1/16/4/1/.
J.Moir to

2.C.A.i'.3 26th October, 1901.
3.

6th November, 1891, P.O. 64/2119, encloses
agreement and plans of Chiada Concession* For the development of
tho trade of Chinde see the Consular reports on trad© and
navigation for Chinde and Ilosambiqe*
Sharp© to Salisbury,

4. L.M.C*A., February, March,
9. Johnston to Kxmberley, 2nd

8

C.A.T.

11th October, 1902.

1692.

August, 1899, P»0. 2/69.

and

.2108

i oonfortablo of the steamers over

placed on the Zambesi-

guaranteed the Company a dominant share of the

Shire route and which

•passenger traffic even when it had lost first place among the freight
The floet

carriers.

and duchess.

and in

a

a

total capacity of 45 C tons, end

total capacity of

over

1,500 tons,

The steamers

usually went up river with a 58 ton barge lashed, to each
A third factor whioh led to

the establishment of the two
company

This

at

was

starved of ca.ital as

a

a

had

three steamers

the

occr

ion.

competing transport companies.

on

the

uncertainty surrounding the

3$r the end of 1894 8harrer,s Company

rivers, the John Bowie * the Centipede and

two, the Cameron

and the

Company, had increased its fleet to eight steamers of 521 tons
over

4C barges, and the Flotilla Company, then the

Company, had increased its fleet to fivo steamers of 155 tone

capacity, with twelve bageo.

it had tended to do

The

comparative

their share of the

It went out of business during that

more

the iSambesi than with the

Africa

ivor

1907 Jharrer's Company, then the British Central

capacity, with

on

3harrer,o

time when the lakes Company was temporarily

and the Flotilla Company had

Araonnut.

year?

the reduction in freight rates was

result of the

amalgamation negotiations.

oceaaa

side,i

nd the Flotilla. Company both put steamers on the

during 1093*

Africa

from the

This brought the fleet up to its

Company.

eight steamers with

40 barges with

1899 by the -inures...:

1902 by the purchase of the Jhinande

British Central Africa
maximum of

further increased in

was

success

business between Portuguese ports

protectorate.3
of the three

com

anies

as

regards

import and export trade of the British Central

protectorate, but exclusive of trade-between 2he Portuguese

ports,can be

1. Consular

seen

from the following tablet-

reports, Cninde, io94**19Co, ...uid A.b»C.i*linutes, passim.

2. Consular report,

Chinde, 1894.

3. Consular report, Chinde, 1907.

<+ OT-

Freighte carried#

1093

Imports

Exports

Total

A# L<.Gt

sharrer

1,500
645

1894

A # JL»* C a
Sharrer

2,500
1,275

1896

A.L«G»

Sharrer
Flotilla

1898

1901

1904

150

264
69

2,7 68
2,112
803

734

2,put

350

2,850

Sharrer
Flotilla

2,800
1,679

615

3,415

207

1,886

A« L«C 0

1,962
1,390
1,349

245

2,207

328
120

1,718
1,469

318
384

3,759
1,543

Flotilla

3,441
1,159
1,349

120

1,469

ItoOfl

'

A# L«C«

A.L.C*

3,183

108

Sharror

6,200

425

3,281
6,645

Flotilla

1,578

132

1,710

1,700
lv,5tG
1,375

2p0
550

1,950
11,560

212

1,566

3,183
6,200
1,601

108
425
135

3,291

11,300

520

3,880

1,264

1,620
4,144

ii.4

A# LoC«
Sharrer

A*L» 0#
Sharrer
teeana

1900

420

1,848

Flotilla

1906

917

2,618

Sharrer

1903

1,968

125
250

Sharrer

Sharrer
Flotilla

1902

428

295
6G 7

A# L»C#
Flotilla

1899

1,5^0

A# L»C»
sherrer

All those

figures

oomo

from the Consular rei arts

6,645
1,136

on

Chinde and the

British Central Africa xrotector te printed in the rariiaraentary

Beports,

They eocoludo trie carried between Prtuguese ports

the dambooi#
way

The

missing years

are

that the figures wore collooted#

on

due to inconsistencies in the

<-t o a

The Lakes

Company maintained its leading position in the

lower river transport

after then

was

business until 1903.

Ito declining share

duo to the British Central Africa

Company's

involvement in the building of the Shire Highlands Railway,
material for which accounted for most of the increase in goods
carried until
Lakes

I9O6, and to the refusal of the directors of the

Company to compete with the rates offered by that company*
It is probable

a

that the lower river freights had been

run

at

profit from 1893 until 1901, though there may have been losses in

1895 and I696 when the rivers

I89O, the only

year

steamers

run

wore

were

at

a

profit of £2,466, or 12

£19,000.

number of. steamers and staff
van

were

There

were

losses in 1902

cutting back of the

employed during 1904 when the Administrate

Company.J

From 1894 until lato in 1903

agreement between the three companies on the rates

to be

This very

receipts

gross

lost owing to the lower tender offered by the

British Central Africa

which

of

2

and 1903 due to the river level, and a

there hud been

During

for which there is precise information, five

which amounted to just under

freight contract

low**

exceptionally

charged, though discounts were given on

contracts*4

large development in the scale of the river transport

business

was

increase

in the number

matched in. other departments and made necessary an
.f staff employed.

.Europeans employed in Africa early in

1693,'" 73 by the end of

1896,'

There

1891,^

were

over

91 by the end of

about 40

6C by the end of

IO99,®

and 119

Reports, 1899 and I89S.
directors, 21st April, 1899, 1897 book Hat.;nal Archives,

1. A* L*C. annual
2. Gibbs to
.oomba.

3» Kidney to Agent, Chinde, 9th January, 1904, 1903 book homba*
4# A*L*C*Minutes, 10th Key, 1894*
5* Br* J*Stewart, draft letter to The Times * 20th January, 1391,
Salisbury*
6.F. loir to H*h..!.*Curapany, lath January, 1894, Salisbury, CT/l/ll/

3/19/.
7* A*L*C«Minutes, 21st December,
8. Ibid., 23rd August, 1900.

1896*

<40R

in

November, IJ02 , including the two

or

on

their way home,

There

were

staff

managers and

by this date

on

an average-

leave,
of 100

ataf£ employed in the different deportments of the business in
^
.
"I
iurxoa»-

This level probably remained fairly constant until the

First World War, as the contraction in the transport business w,,s

by expansion in the trading department*

matched

about 30 would be employed on the river sad
as

of the total of 100

lake steamers, about 25

agents at out stations, -ad about 3b as clerks and store¬

keepers at Chinde, Mandela and Fort Johnston*

The remainder

wore

O

oraf tsmen,

agrioulturis tc, and accountants• r~

Salaries

rose

loj3»l

£150 in

from

a

basic minimum of £120 in

1893 to about

The staff continued to be employed on five year

contracts until

1899 when they

wore

reduced to four after the

protectorate judge had strong;ay attacked the terms of the contracts
which made

African fiiiios felt that this
should

notice#4

pr.vision for the staff to give

no

was

a

contract which

210

fhc Central

sane man

sign and called on the directors to 'put on end to it if chey

wish to

save

the

good name of their Company and to protect the

pockets of their share-holders• *
and the public suffered
for their

dismissal#»5

The paper claimed that the Company

from the services of

men

hi practice the Company

does not appear to

have prevented men from taking up more lucrative

they suffered
South Africa

many

who *were working

employments, end

losses to the administration, to the British

Company, and to the mining companies which began to

operate in north has torn iihodeaia from 1900#

The Company had also

provided the two first managers of 3harrer,s trading company, the
Kubuls stores#

Although the pay and conditions of service wore not

1# Beaton to directors, 25th November, 1902,
Ibida

19O0 book, Mandala*

2#

3# a#L#c#

Minutes, 20th August, 1099*

4# C#a#f#, 5th November,

5# Ibid#

1898, 22nd July 1899*

<+l

good

as

could bo aad with other employers the Company did not

as

have any

o

difiiculty in getting
recruits.
5"QO
"y to v

1903 that there had boon .advertised in
a

^

$

Kidney claimed in October

ocotlcnd#*

There

was

howovor

problem with recruits woe absconded in Bout'h Africa 011 their way
This

out#
told

thought to be duo to the stories which they wore

was

by old hands on board ship of the unhealthineso of British

Central Africa#
out

The managers recommended that stof. should be sent

by the east coast, presumably because the ports of call on that

route

if

were

anything

The health of the

unhealthy#

employees continued to be

there was between 1889 end 1901

the managers,

of staff than

even more

during the earlier period# 300

in these years

put only thre*. stayed for

Although there

are no

health of the
water fever

detailed figures it

men

major problem for

higher turn-over
joined the Company

than ten years

scorns

lihely that tho

employees was worse than it had been before#

was

tho scourge which became endemic in the

but which hud not been identified
four of the

more

a

a

during the 1880*0.

Black-

lo90's,

At least

Company's employees died of the disease during- 1898,

and the directors

induced to ask the British government to

were

promote research into the disease, and contributed money for tint

purpose.^

they appointed Br# Herman leys, who joined the Administration

1901}
in

The Company employed a full-time doctor at Chinde from

1904 and became

Thoya also built

a

a

leading authority

on

east African

questions#^

recreation hall at Mandala with new bachelor's'

quarters,improving the living condition, of tho employees which
had previ

usly been

criticised.^

During the 1890*0 there appears to have been an increase ir¬

is

Kidney to Jones, Ipih October, 1903, 1903 book,Zomba.

directors, 25th August, 1900, 1900 book, Mandala.
1901, Mandala#
4# A#L»C# Minutes, 16th May, 27th Juno, 14th October, I09&#
2.

Beat

.-n

to

3. Beaton to directors, 25th October,

5# Ibid#, 4th Pebruii ry, 1901, 20th September, 1904#
6. C#A#T», 23rd August,

1902.

drunkenness among
the agent

the employees.

Bdward Alston complained that

at Karonga in 1895 wod always drunk®

and. Mrs. John Moir
O

said that deaths at Mandala

wore

OL_W<W -O 'ov

that Mandala had once been for

due to drink#*•

its drunkenness but claimed that

by 1901 this v. o no longer the case. 3

The Company still aimed to

employ tee-totallers only and Kidney

woo

the entire staff at Fort Johnston in

1903

goers./f

There

were

several

oases

agents taking the lax? into their

Charged With
1. hour
an

Beaton admitted

!>

pleased to note that
wore

temperate and church

during the 1390*8 of the Company's
own

oan-elug-liter.5 Qae,xiho

by Horry Johnston for such

hands, end at least two were
was given sin months hard

an

offence

was

later employed

assistant collector by the British South Africa

Company*^

the earlier years of

t .is century the situation seems to hove

become more,

.

settled,

of extreme misconduct

nd there do not appear to be

boon

the

one

I|y

examples

by the Company's staff.

.

If

any

as

~-~zi

problem of maintaining

which the Moire had

Vl

on

adequate and healthy staff had

constantly to fight, the question of

the level of the water in the lake which caused their successors so

much troublo had not seriously

of their managership.

years

worried them until the last few

The Lady Ily-asaa

which drew several

feet hod first been grounded a short distance below Katanga's in
7

1663•'

The J,

00s

otcvensvn which drew

even more

frequently in 1888-9 and the possibility of
of the

level of the rivers and the lake

was

a

stuck

farily

permanent lowering

then first considered.u

1. Alston diary, 10th December, 1895*
2. Mrs. J.Moir, n.d., circa 1893? 8.U.L.

3. Beaton to directors, 19th September, 1901, Mandala*.
4. Kidney, report on journey to the lake, April, 1903? 1903 book,
Ilandsla*

A.L.C. Minutes, 21st January, I896, 27th April, 1897•
£5. W.a#Johnston, acting Collector, Aborcorn, February? 1900, Lusain.
Archives, IUM/IMB./2/1/1/•
7. L.VJ.B.C.A., September, 1905.
0. J.Moir to directors, 26th July, 1888, h»3. (2).

p.

<4lW

The issue h;.?d become serious

steamer traffic

was

by 1893

the terminal point of the

as

pushed in the dry

gradually down stream

season

Chiroraoj then to Neanjo, (Fort Herald) and by 1895 to the Finda

to

rapid between there and Villa Booage in
rains

in

I896 and the steamers

wore

situation had deteriorated again
steamers

were

Ifosambique.^

There were good

able to reach Katanga's; the

by September 1901 when the larger

unable to reach Fort

Herald;

it was partly relieved

by good rains in 1903» but was so n causing great difficulty again,
with the steamers
of the

ensuing

being able to reach Chiromo in only

years.^

to cause delays

was

the

in imports, and to necessitate several trans¬

daoh trans-shipment increased the cost of

complications of getting the right

at the

river

Port

on

the way up

transport, and

steamers to the right place

fight time called for the diversion of

more

staff to the

This problem also affected the upper dhire, so

management*

that by

feu months

The effect of the shallowing of the rivers

shipments of goods to smaller steamers and barges
stream.

a

1908 goods for the lake had to be oarried from Blantyre to

Johnston.3

a further consequence

of the fali in the water

levels was,

therefore, to increase the demand for tonga-tanga.

The further

goods had to be carried the move porters were required.

'Tills reduced the

their
a

supply of labour to the plantations, and restricted

development, providing

a

strong argument fur the building of

railway from Chiramo.
Fred Moir had stressed

and the need for

an

the

inadequacy of tonga-tonga transport,

alternative in

1879*

®ie greatly increased

weights of goods which were imported and exported after the
establishment of the Administration worsened the difficulties to

L.W.B.C.A., January, 1895°
C.A.T., 8th August, 1903, 2nd Januaijcy, 1904.
3. C.A.T., 22nd February, 1908.
The state of the rivers
1.

2.

of many jokes,

of which

was the

fine example is the remark of an
A. L.C. skip, or whose steamer was stuck on a sand bank in the lower
dhire to a woman who had o me to draw water:
'Gin ye tak'
anither drop o5 madsi frae this burn afore I van ower this saum
bank I'll gie ye a daud. on the back 0' the neck wi* a sungwi
ye'11 no forget in a Irorry.* G.A.T., 17th November, 1906.
cause

a

Ms
which ho had. al tided.

From

1893 there

were

recurrent blocks at

Katunga's and Blaatyre when goods could not be forwarded owing to

shortage of carriers, especially during the planting
February 1893 there
Iditonga's.

were

lu95

was

in the

another

very

In

3d ,000 loads waiting for transport at

It was said that the depots

the thousands of loads

season.

a

piled high as

a

'were almost invisible for
house around them.

bod year, and as exports of coffee increased

following five years the situation worsened, until 19OO

when the thousand ton coffee crop of the previous season strained
the

resources

01

said to have been

labour well beyond their capacity.

60,000 loads awaiting movement at Katanga's in

January of that year, that is about 1,500 tons
were

coming to the Shire Highlands fr

and also from
to meet

300,o00

was

months,3

not

sufficient

men were

probably

a

Contracts wore generally for four

thought to work for longer than this time,
requirement for about 100,000 men to do

period of work in the Shire Highlands.

been

were

100,000 months of labour in 1900, and the planters who

over

there

out of

Labourers

all over the protectorate,

tortuguoso dost Africa, but there

months and few
so

m

weight.2

the demands of the transport companies who were thought to

need about

needed

There were

a

When it is considered that

total population of approximately

1,009,000 there can have

only about 200,000 men of working age t,.is was a high

1.

L.U.B.C.A#, February, li>93,

2.

Ibid., January, 19QQ,

3#

C.A.T., 19th May, 1900,

a

figure.^

4. The shortage of tenga-tenga and of agricultural labour nigjt have
been relieved if the Administration had provided a road suitable
for wheeled vehicles from Chiremo to Blantyre.
In fact virtually

nothing was d no to improve the road oven fr m Katunga's to
Blantyre which had been used by mure carts in the early 108o*s.
Mb 'wheeled vehicles, appear to have used the road during the 1090
Following Fred Heir's earlier recommendation the Company scat out
a traction engine in I096, but it was unable to climb the Katanga'
hill.
Two morg engine-: were seat out in 1900 but although they
were able to work for a few miles on the Matope road,
they proved

H-1 k-

to be more

expensive than tenga-tenga*

The Company introduced

steam lorry in 1902, but this was also a disa..ointment#
Sho
directors sent out in 1904 against the advice of the managers, the
first motor oar to enter the protectorate.
Beaton sent a report
of the trial run at Chiromo,
9th August, 1914, 1903 book Mandala:
a

♦Mr. Soulsby reports that the jolting was so bad. that the oil jumped
the coil,

with the result that the engine caught fire and burned

part of the engine cover.
This car is practically useless without
the accumulators, us, at present, only short runs of about 15
minutes are possible without having to stop end re-start the
engine.' For some account of the state of the roads see,

Krishnamurthy, op. oit., pp I46-6. The Company also experimented
oxen and donkeys.
Managers to direct rs, lith January, 1901,
12th March, 1901, 1900 book, Man&aia.

with

^i-iS

Tho

shortage of labour led to

an

increase in the wages of

tenga-»tonga who had always been paid at
than could be earned in

a

agricultural work#

Katunga*s to Blantyre at this date

rate which

higher

She standard rate for

between

was

was

no

shilling and

shilling and sixpence, but was higher at the tine of the greatest

one

difficulty#*

The planters complained that the transport companies

drew labour away

1399
and

season was
a

from them#

A shortage of agricultural labour in

said to have led to

a

loss of 40O tons of coffee,

lack of people to do weeding work led to
Ko-

of cultivation.The

.

any acres

going out

cotepse of the coffee industry after 1900

was, however? due more to tho fall in the price following the great

expansion in Brazilian

production.4

low at between throe and five

Agricultural wages were very

shillings

a

month, but with the

prevailing cost of freight for export they could not h. vo been greatly
increased with any hope

production#

of profits being made on agricultural

These factors all increased the pressure from the

gonters for the building of
from

a

railway which would both release men

tenga-tenga work, and by reducing freight rates, allow a

larger margin of profit on their produce#

Another bone of contention
the

planters

Sree

was

between the transport com anies and

the development of the transit trade to

the Congo

State, German hast Africa and North dastern Hhodaoia which

employed labour in the carriage of goods which, they argued, were
not contributing1

directly to the growth .f the

protectorate *s

1#

Kidney to directors, 20th larch, 190u, 1900 book, Mandala.

2•

C.A.T.? 19th A ril, 1099#

eoonuiiy.

1699* F*G# 2/690#
4# C.Saker, 'Malawi's exports - an economic history,® in Malawi i wt
and rresent# od. Paehai, smith, .»nd Tangri, Elantyre, 196O, p liO.
3. Sir St#Oramaney to F#Q«, pth June,

me

The

Company played

There
tlio

to

woo

a

leading part in the opening

of these areas#

competition in this sector also which helped to reduce

freight rate for the tr as port of

a

ton of goods from Chinde

1900.3"

Karoaga from about £§0 in 1889 to £2t- by

takjsn to Katuta a-t the south ond of Lake
in contrast to

the

a

Goods could bo

Tanganyika for dpO

it?

°f

up

on

Lais© Kalawi was increased

by the

launching in 1894 of the Li via?-:a tone» mtd in IL98 of the M
which were both shallow draft steamers used between

of the

-

Hatop©

a fcgith
on

the

Shir© and Fort Johnston, and by the launching also in 1898
oneen

Victoria,

the

which could carry up to
on

ton

ton which bad. teen charged for the carriage

the Good IleusThe fleet

upper

a

the lake which

worked in

largest vessel

9L tons of

cargo#3

on

the lake to that date,
a© only other steamer

opera/ted commercially was the

von

Uiccc;

oo~operation with the Flotilla Company until

That company put a

steamer, the Btairs „

on

n

which

1901#^

the upper shire in 1899

The volume of business expounded until about 1901 whoa the
transit trade was worth

for which there

arc

over

figures,

of these ail but 31 tone were
of ruboer from Lake

were

and

6

During 1900, the only year

-ad certainly one of th# busiest,

Company carried 108 tons of goods across the atevoaeon road,

the

on

£58,000#

this route

were:

the

imports, end almost all the exports

Mweru#7

The main customers of the Com. any

Congo Free State who sent all their officials

goods for Katanga by this route until 1903 when the western

route via

the Congo became foster and cheaper?

Company}

the government of Gormen Bast Africa who

the British South Africa

useithis

route for

aoces,.:

to what is now south eastern Tanzania until about

date?

end various missions including the Carenganzo Mission5

1.

the

sumo

Beaton to

and

directors, 17th December, 1900, 1900 book, Kaadaia#
directors, 17th December, 1900, 1900 book, Mandala#
3# A#L#C# deports, 1894 and 1898#
4# kidney to directors, 14th January, 1902.
5» C#.f«T#, 24th June, 1899*
2# Beaton to

6. iirisimamurthy, op# cit», p 177#
7# Beaton to directors, lot February, 1901, 1900 book, laadala#

*-h li¬
the White Fathers ,

and London Missionary Society

on

Lake Tanganyika# ^

Tho Company bought the Good h'euo from the latter mission in
she remained, the

only wtearner

the lake until 1901 when two

on

eteaaeaSjthiioh had boon carried ...cross the ..stevenson road,
launched for the

Lt&#->
as

The letter company was obliged
;,r.

cruo

for

intended to form

a

to put

a

steamer on the lake

mineral concession in the British

a

South Africa Company 'a territory.
was

wore

Katanga Company, and the Tanganyika Concessions

part of the quid

ffhodec.

1895|2

The steamer, named the Cecil

link in the Cape to Cairo route

connecting with the railway which was to hove been extended from
the Victoria Falls to the south end of Lake

Tanganyika. ^

The

launching of these steamers ended the Company's monopoly, and the
Good Hews

and her

was

little used after

engines

were

taken

1902f she was beached in 1906

before oho had done useful service
for the extension of

the Gape to

terminus at Ujiji in 1903.

1909»"> This

ut and stored in

was

not

by carrying much of the material

Cairo telegraph which reached its

Much of the material for the

telegraph which passed along the west coast of Lake Malawi and
followed the line of the btevonson rood had been carried

Company from
♦walk* fr

1.

>m

i<395»^

by the

The Good Hews also carried Bwart Grogen on his

Cape to Cairo in lo99«

Ho had come up

tyr the Company *s

Kidney to directors, 9th October, 1903s 1903 book, Mandela#

2. A#L.C* Minutes,

25th March, 1895*

Tho steamer was bought for

£1,750,
3»

Managers to directors, 29th December, 1902, 1900 book, Mandala.
The Good Hews

vias

then said to be out of

a

job.

4* C.A.T,, 2nd February, 1901, and L#H.Gann, A. History of northern
Bhodesia.

London, 1964, p 125#

5« A.L»C. Minutes, 21st March, 1906, 31st May, 190$. The Good Ngxjs
has now been covered by the rice of the lake, but she lies a
few inches below the surface aboutf50 yards from the shore at
the village of Kituta*
6. A*L#C# Minutes, passim, and reports of the African Trans-Continental
Telegraph Company, in The ^fricaa Heview, 1895~1904* The
telegraph poles which were carried by the Company not-; carry the
telephone wires#
They can still be seen
near Blantyre,
along the west side of lake Malawi, along the line of the
Stevenson road

as

far

as

Aberoorn,

now

Mbala#

(If IX
service from Chind© and
Lake

taken

was

as

far

the north end of

as

Tanganyika with throe tone of baggage mid 60 Tonga porters.

Ho amassed

bill of

a

£1,200 with the Company but there is

£7C0,^-

that he paid more than

mcompllxientaasy, and he

His comments

gave them

oviuence

no

the Company were

on

little credit for having carried

O

him

over

a

third of his

journey*

In addition to the

period

anxious, on the Moirs had 'been, to find commodities

were

which could be

profitably exported from the lake districts*

continued for

Company
«MRMb

carrying business the managers in this

tine to be the

some

Ivozy

only export from these areas*

The

pressed to take advantage of the blocking of the east

were

coast route from lake

Tanganyika to take

over

this trade,

Luring 1893 they bought about £20,000 of ivory, much of which hod
been

brought down from Ujiji by the Good

at the south end

I89O, bocamo for
this trade

was

it

an

to

cam©

could be

a

time the Company's most profitable station, but

short-lived, and gradually declined until in IO98
end after the directors had lowered the

an

kept there very long}

consignments,^

The

Gibbs found then that cloth could be
cheaply than the Company could carry it.

more

1,500 miles from Chinde the Company lost the cost advantage

which it had at least
An
he

price which

agent at Ujiji in 1897 but it is doubtful whether

brought there overload
At

iatuta, the station

lake, which hod been named Abercom in

paid there owing to losses on some

Company had
he was

of the

Hews,3

as

far

as

agent was seat to start

reported that there

were

Lake Ilweru,
a

store at Mweru late in 1894 but

few trading possiHlities*

1895 the Company advertised that it had
Chiengi*

It

\ma

5

not however until

a

%• October

store on that lake at

1897 that large profits began to

20th June. 1899, Glasgow finance book, Momba,
A,L,C»Minutes, 7th May, 1900,
2*
Grogan and A*H*oharp, from the Cape to Cairo, London, 1902^ ppSo-io
3« Johnston, .x ort on the First Three Years Administration of B,C,A,,
1, Gibbs to directors,

op,

4,

oit,

1898* Glasgow finance bo k, Zomba.
1897•
journey to Lake Tanganyika, B,C,A»G,, 15th March,

Gibbs to directors, 17th August,
Ho refers to losses

5* Gibbs, report on
6,

on

ivory exported during

IO97.
3»C,A,G,, 24th November, 1894, and C»A,P,, November, 1895,

<4 I °{

be

g,

,de from the export

Bandawe

Lake

on

of rubber from there, as well as from

Malawi, where Sired loir had started

fifteen years previously*

a

small trade

Purine l8<?8 the Company exported 28 tons

of rubber from these sources worth about

£9,000*3-

the directors reported a profit of almost

£5,000

^ yy-y x899
on

rubber,
o

presumably the profit
rubber

on

carried out

was

coast of Lake

the previous year's consignments*

by tenga-tenga to Bumbu on the south-west

Tanganyika, where there

was

..

Company station from

about 1900j

end from there by the Good Hews to Kituta.

steamer

carried up,

was

Named the boot la she
and

on

which

the

Luapula

as

A small

built and launched on Lake Ilweru during 1900.

was

capable of 6 »*p*h*, and ran on the lake

far

as

Johnston Falls*

exported from Iweru

was

The

oamo

3

Much of the rubber

from the Congo Free State?

people br ;ught it to the Company's store because they offered a

obtained on the Belgian side*'''

better price than could be

After

launching of another steamer on the lake by the Katanga Company

the

in 1901 the

Belgian officials attempted to prevent this practice.

The

Cjmpcay also had competition in 1900 from the Flotilla Company

who

opened

had

passed;

a

store

on

the lake, but the time of greatest profit

the world price began to fall in 1901, and the wild

landolphia rubber
collection

was

from April

1904?

was

banned

highly lucrative

becoming more difficult to find*

by the North hast Bhodesian Administration

this put

an

ceora

near

trade*'5

1.

rubber which

Nkata

Gibbs to

as

end to what Kidney had called 'this

Later exports of rubber from the
of

Its

was

grown on

protectorate were almost all

the Company's Chombe estate

Boy, where the first trees

were

planted in 1902*

5

This

directors, 11th March, 1899, Glasgow book, hoaba*

2* x*L»C. Minutes, 23rG .fey, IO93*
3. Managers to directors, 15th ~>e_torabcr, 1900, 1900 book, Maa&ala.
The construction of the steamer had begun in July, and she was

running on the 4th September*
4* Beaton to directors, 6th September, 1901, 1.000 book, Mandela*
9* Kidney to directors, 15th November, 1901, 10th March, 1902, 5th

February,1st March, 1904, Jfaadula*
6* Beaton to directors, 3th February, 1903, Maadala*
The estate which
was of 6,200 acres was leased from 1902, and purchased in 1908.
The rubber trees still

stand, but have not boon tapped for

some

Part Of "the estate w e sold in 1955 to Booker Brothers,
McConnell Ltd. who have established the very successful Choabo

years.

tea estate.

V

^ O

the only attempt at direct development in the present

was

northern

region of Malawi until after the Second World War.

The

failure first of ivory and then of wild rubber had demonstrated

again the difficulty of finding

once

grown

l89Q's in the number of

late

product which could be

in the far interior end exported to the world market.

this difficulty which led to

was

any

men

It

the rapid increase from the
who were prepared to travel not

just to the Shire Highlands, but to Hhodesia and to South Africa
in the pursuit of cash.

1

VIII

If the development of

export trades from the lakes proved

difficult? the Shire Highlands planters also had problems.
years

lo99*-1900 proved to be critical for the economic history of

the protectorate.
of coffee

was

The achievement of the first thousand ton

accompanied by

a

unlikely to be, as had been hoped, a staple crop.
companies

were

crop

slump in the world price, and.by

difficulties in the cultivation which indicated that coffee

the

The

was

The planters and

forced to turn their attention to other crops,

tobacco, cotton end tea.

At the

same

time the problems caused

by the moving of the coffee in the four months before the rains,
when the transit trade was also at its

peak, and the resulting

delays in the carriage of all types of goods, as well a® the shortage
of

agricultural labour which has been alluded to, brought to

climax the
of

1.

a

a

campaign for improved transport and for the building

railway*

The development of labour migration from Malawi, and especially
region, was uae of the most significant

from the northern

economic events in the years before the First World War;
it
is not considered here because it is not directly relevant
to

the

history of the Company except in

so

far

as

it contributed

the growth of retail trade$
it hoc been "dealt with in
detail by 3.3.Krishnamurthy, op. cit., pp 214-3o6.
to

til1
This campaign had. been launched by John Buchananin October,
X

1893.

He had written in June that with

sa railway connecting the Shir© at Chirorao with the lake
the whole

question of the opening upo of Central Africa

to Civilisation is settled.

At

an

earlier but uncertain date James Stevenson had offered

£60,000 for

a

light railway to link Katanga's and Blaatyre but
"5

Buchanan's scheme

nothing had cocao of this.

was

for

a

line from

Chirotao, further down the Shire, to pass by Cholo, Blaatyre, raid
Somba to
in

the lake.

the Shiro

He made the proposal to a meeting of residents

Highlands at the 31 en tyre Vice~0onsulate; among those
Alfred Sharp©, D.C.Scott and John Gibbs, then assistant

present

were

manager

of the Company.

Bugifine Sharror began to investigate she possibilities of

and

constructing the line.
in

Following this meeting both the Company

The directors discussed the proposal end

May 1894 formed the Shire Highlands Hallway Syndicate.

the promoters were Sir

Cowan.4

in

Among

William Arrol, the contractor, and Sir John

December, 1894 they resolved to send out

a surveyor

to make estimates for the cost and to select the best line for a
route frora

Chiromo, following the Kuo and Tuchila rivers.

They

appointed Grieve viaeCrone, who hud experience on the building of the
best

Highland line; he began work in Africa in June, 1893

Detailed plane for the
received in

1.

85 mile section from Chiromo to Blantyre

were

Glasgow in May, 1896 and forwarded to the Foreign Office

Minutes of a meeting held in the Vice-Consulate, Blantyre, B.C.A.,
regarding-a proposed railway to connect the upper and the lower
Shire, 13th October, 1893, F.O. 2/55»
Buchanan* correctly
prophesied that tenga-tenga would not be adequ. te to transport
the thousand ton coffee crop which he expected to be produced in
a. few years.
Buchanan himself did not live to sec this crop;
lie died at Chinde on his way to Britain in March, 1896, L.W.B.C.A.,
He had contributed more than any other individual to agricultural
development in British Central Africa, experimenting with coffee,
tobacco and cotton.

2. J# Buchanan to J, Bankin, 2pth June,
3. D.C.Scott, minutes of meeting, ibid.

4« A.Jj.C. Minutes, 10th May,

1893* private collection.

1894.

Ibid.j 27th December, 1894? Johnston to KLmberley, 7th June,
I895, F.O, 2/88.

<4 VI

in that

1

O^VA-

month#A

The plaas were for a narrow guege line

steep gradients and tight ourves}

it

was

Kith

estimated that this

O

would coot about

£200,000 to construct.'"

Further plane for the

continuation to the upper Shire were received in

July, and for &_

slightly cheaper alternative route via. Cholo in November, 1896.

Company made
to

a

formal application in December to build this line

Mpimbe for £300,000 end requested a

of interest

on

The

the

government guarantee

capital#3

Meanwhile Eugene Sharrer hod also been making proposals.
In

March, 1895 he had registered simultaneously with his Sharrer's

Zambesi Traffic Company a

'Shire Highlands Hailway

In May of that year he had

proposed the building of

Company.'4
a

railway

fr.m

Katunga's to Blantyre, passing entirely through his

This

was

not well received in

the Shire

modified his route to follow the

ZfacCrone.^

lie had not sent out an

could produce no detailed

l,nd.

Highlands and he then

which had been followed

engineer fir

a surveyor

by

and he

plans, but he had obtained, with the

the Established Church of

assistance of

backing.0

one

own

Scotland, some respectable

They had first persuaded Lord Balfour cf Burleigh to

become chairman of Sharrer's companies; when he resigned on taking

office under the Crown,
directors

Schneider,

were

a

Lord Btanmore took his place.

bin Bradford

financier.

Among the

Leslie, railway engineer, and H.M#

Although they had no plans for their

railway the financial terns which they offered in November, 1896
were

marginally more attractive.

Highlands ilailt

:y

It

proposed that the Shire

was

Company should be absorbed with Sharrer's

Zambesi Traffic Company, which at this date had no paid up capital,
1. A.L.C.

to

F.O., 28th May, 1896, P.O.

plans by C-.MaoCrone, 10th I-Iarch,
а.

2/689, encloses

report and

1896.

Iold.

P.O.r 1st December, I896, F.O. 2/689.
16th July, 1097, P.O. 2/690.
5. C.A.P., March, 18969
б. Ilcilurtrie to B.C.Scott, 'I have encouraged Lord Balfour of
Burleigh to become chairman of Sharrer's Hailway Company, •
14th February, 1895., MS 7535.
3. iilL.Ce

to

4. staamore to Salisbury,

<+13.

in

British Central Africa Railway and Naviagation Company which

a

to issue

was

£4t>0,000 in sharesj £100,000 in ordinary shores were

to bo allotted for the

purchase of the Traffic Company, and

4g$ cumulative preference shares, for

£300,000 was to be raised in
hich

2$$ guarantee

a

requested.1

was

Those two proposals were
their opinion*

first referred to the Crown Agents for

The Crown Agents had

many years

experience in the

building and financing of railways for the Colonial Office, and
showed

a

follow

on

remarkably shrewd
the acceptance of

them to the conclusion that

of the difficulties which might

awareness

either scheme*

Their experience had led

fioloaial railways should be built by

government, and that all schemes involving guarantees or land grants
were

suspect*

The senior Crown Agent at this time, bir M*F*Lmmaney,
p

put forward arguments for state enterprise with great cogency*4"
He maintained that
unless it

was

guarteatee would not be requested

a

going to be invoked.

or

granted

The consequence was that the

government would have to meet the losses

which were incurred in the

initial running of the railway without securing a share in any
future profits.
to

run

the line

The guarantee

was

not

by

rivate enterprise.

gilt-edged market was loss than
amounted to

the issue of

alternative of load
future before

incentive to the Company

efficiently, and the capital required for the

building of the line could be raised
it could

an

the

more

cheaply by government than

While the rate of interest in the

2j§5&

a

guarantee of

preference shares at

a

2-3$ interest

premium*

grants involved the mortgaging of

land's

In the six years

true value could be

a

The

country's

known*^

between 18<?6, when the proposals for the

railway were first considered, and 1902, when the con root was signed,
there was intermit tent

argument between the Foreign Office, the

1* i'leraorandura to P.O. from Shire
2*

Highlands Hallway Company, 10th
November, 1896* f.&.l (Gal.
Omraoney to F.O., 15th December, 1896, 6th April, 1097* ?•€•• 2/609*

3* Ibid*

<+Z-<+

Grown Agents and The Treasury on the method
be financed*

These discussions provide a fascinating side-light

the fiscal and economic theories of the

on

by whioh it should
time.

It has

already

"been pointed out

that the economic philosophy which guided the

directors of the

Company prevented thorn from making investments

from wnich

there could be

roduco business

make

a

on

whioh

immediate return,

no
a

but they

a

_ea

to

loss was made rather than to attempt to

profit through increased turn-over.

running

and led t

The Treasury

were not

business in which it u. s possible to make a profit,

held equally conservative views on investment.

They were

opposed to the spending of any government money on the building of

railway, and were only very reluctantly persuaded to sanction

the

land

grants-they at least did not involve any payment of money.

The Foreign office did not pretend to h,vo any

view

on

economic

theory, though they were anxious tho b the railway should be built
as

coon

as

possible and with the greatest advantage to the

The Crown Agents had

protectorate.

definite point of view.

a

They

expressed the opinion of the Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain,
that the colonics should

which money hod to

They were, however,
of The

be

regarded

as

'undeveloped estate's'

on

be spent before they could provide any return.
as

Chamberlain was, subject to the authority

Treasury.

The first

important decision

on

the railway question was taken

by Lord Salisbury himself in February, 1897 when he vetoed a

government
of the

guarantee.*

Foreign Office,

consider the
no

proposals,

direct assistance but

every

A committee was then formed with representatives

he Crown Agents and The Treasury to
on

the uaderctanding: that there c-uld be

that

'private enterprise should be given

legitimate encouragement#The Committee concluded that it

was-hopeless to try end unite the two schemes, but that on Ommaaey's

suggestion,

a

draft contract giving the specifications of the

railway to be built sh- uld be drawn
1.
2.

up

,..ad submitted to the two

Salisbury to Crown Agents, 3rd February, 1097» F.O. 2/689.
F.O. to Treasury, 23rd February, 1897, ibid.

hz
companies#
that

a

9

He also managed to persuade them that it was essential

government survey of the route should be made, and that it

preferable that the line should be built by government 'thus

was

securing the advantage of its hinh credit but also the full
of those benefits likely to be derived from the development

measure

of

the

country#

The Treasury were induced to agree to the sending cut of a
surveyor, th ugh they insisted that the expenses oh >uld be borne
O

by the protectorate Administration#

The surveyor began work in

beptembor, 1897 end his report, and that of the consultant

engineers,
The

was

surveyor's proposal

virtually the
technical
as

received at the Foreign Office in April, 1399#

same

woe

for

a

railway which would follow

route as MacCrone's but which would be of higher

specifications#

Gradients were to

oe

limited to 1 in 3c

opposed to 1 in >0, the tightest curve was to be of

radius

as

op

osed to 20G feet, and the rails of pb lb# weight per

foot instead of 30 lbs and the gmge
2 feet

363 feet

6 inches#

for the future

3 feet

6 inches instead of

The point of these speeifioe.tic.au: was to allow

linking of the line to the couth African rail net¬

work, and for a larger carrying Capacity than would be possible on
the narrow line#
in contrast to the

The estimated cost

was

hot;ever, £4,520 a mile

Company's proposed £,2,pu0

a

mile, and oharrer'e

£2,750.4
The

Treasury

'.-ere

cost and the permanent

shocked by this increase in the proposed

Secretary, air ~dward Hamilton, pointed out

that

•heavy end increasing liabilities in Africa sake it advisable
that the eonsiderevtiaa oven of this shorter line (ir-.. a
Chirorao to Blnatyr©) should be postponed#»* at the -resent
time, #-y Lords are not prepared to assent to any .action
in the natter which would impose a burthen on
the contraction of the line#*

the h-cchguer

for

railway to i#0., 14th April, 1897? ibid#
'Treasury to P«G., 13th July, 1897? 12th March, 1898, F.O# 2/690#
3# Ommaaey to 5*0*, 24th April, 1899? forwards surveyor's report,
1#

Conrait

eee

on

2.

F« 0#

'tij69O#

4# Hamilton to Bertie,

8th August, 1399? ibid#

Q-l G
In '<s*r The

Treasury *s viex* the arguments for delay were made even

stronger by the fact that Lord Salisbury had been converted to the
Croxaa Agents 8 view that the line should be built by government. 3At this
answer

the

point Fred Moir, on behalf of the Company, asked for an
to the

application of December, 1896* *•

before answering

Foreign Office asked for permission to offer land grants of

the Treasury agreed, but the outbreak of the

1,0'OOacres per mile;

South African War in October led to further
Ir

delay# 3

Bertie

e

suggested that the question a* shelved until after 'the end of
the Transvaal War* '
to wait still

The

war

moment of

Salisbury agreed but minutedi

longer*
and the consequent postponement coincide,

w

th the

greatest crisis regarding transport in the Shire Highlands*

Pressure from the

planting community, from the missions, from the

Commissioner, Alfred Shar-

e, and

in Britain combined to make
of the seriousness of

the

hie

from various Chambers of Commeroo
Foreign Office

situation*5

•wbeyenoe until early in 1901 when there
The

'you will have

than over aware

The question remained in
was a

Treasury, and the Chancellor of the Obcchc

remained adamant.

aoro

revival of a-otivity*
uer,

Hicks Beach,

The Chancellor uttered his 1.-st words

on

the

subject in July, 1901:
*1 have all

along declined a guarantee for the railway and could not
to it*** the history of the Uganda railway is enough to
prevent me from entrusting the Foreign Office with any
agree

similar work.*

Tr"lbic"»
2#

Moir to

-alisbuzy, 31ct August, 1899, ibid.
19th oeptembsr, 1899» Treasury to F*0., 27th
Oe,tember, 1099» ibid.
4® Bertie to Salisbury, 5th November, 1899 with minute by Salisbury,
3* F*0. to Treasury,

ibid.

5*

1895, reports
Commerce,'opinion railway
neoeeoary progress prosperity protectorate,' F.0* 2/690.
Memorial from Manchester Chamber of Commerce, 4th August, 109f»
Dundee, 5th September, 1899, ibid, Parliamentary question by
Sir Bampton Gurdoa, 20th July, 1900, F*0* 2/691.
Resolution of
4th Congress of Chambers of Commerce of the hmpire, 26th July,
1900, ibid.
Croaborne to Lansdowne on deputation f residents in
B*C*A*, loth January, 1901. 'This deputation included Dr. Laws,
Dr. G* Smith, John end Fred Loir, Dr. McMurtric, end William
Awing, F*0. 2/69I*
e*g.

Cable from Shor.

c

to Salisbury, 7th August,

resolution of the B*C.A*Chamber of

417
Ho did not think tin t the trade of .British Central nfrica would
he sufficient to pay

for the line, end ho had no confidence in

development of the transit trade "which ho said 'had failed in

the

Uganda#'

He concluded;

we want in our African protectorates is such (private)
enterprise; for they will never he developed 'by government
agency, which is totally alien to our' past Colonial history,
and in my opinion will end only in failures and loss to

'Chat

the

tax-payers.sl

The

Foreign Office was anxious to get the railway built

almost any

on

lyre Crowe conceded that their policy might be

terns,

short-sighted but claimed that it van forced upon them by The Treasury.
•If

we

rant

a

railway built at all now,* he wrote,

private capitalists build
fe.:....

'■■■

such terras

Lord Graaborae lamented:

hardly in

are

is

really intolerable.

local clamour for

a

as

'as

a., .-no
.

e

will make them

a

'•*

will contribute not

ing

uir Clement Mill commented that the

railway was getting very loud,1 and I urn getting
of the Protectorate if

anxious for the future

we

do not h ye one.

1899.

by the extra

of building to the government surveyor's

expense

specifications

a

It is probable that they were put off

which they may have thought .would involve excessive

expenditure.^

Henderson,^

Sharror, with the

backing oi oir Alexander

railway magnate, was prepared to find the money,

a

Cranbcrne, 26th July, 1901, F«G» 2/6%.
Crowe, minute, 16th Fcbru ry, 1001,' P.:. 2/591#
3. Cranbome, 29th iky, 1901, P.O. 2/692.
4. hil,, 3lot Ifey, 1901, ibid.
9. In a letter to the Foreign Office of 17th November, 190c, Fred
i'-Ioir on behalf of the Corn- any corral? ined. that they lAd not boon
fairly treated, us they had not been offered the siso of lend
grant that was proa- sou for the B«G. A. Company.
he added: 'only
1*

Hicte Beach to

2.

?

line promoted end oonstruotoa on m

business basis

6.

*4

Company do not seem to have pressed their bid to build the

line very hard after

capital

■come

position to dictate terms... tiny further delay

wo

The

en

'we must let

can

give satisfaction.'

Later the first Lore.

Faringdoa.

Gcon.aical and reasonable
F.O. 2/693#

preliminary contract for the construction
with his group in
made in this
somewhat
in

August,

1201*1

f the line

ho mention of land

was

grants

contract, .aid the Foreign Office appear to U

surprised when negotiations

wore

started

signed

on a

vo

ras

boon

final contract

Juno, 1902 that the British Central Africa Company, which

was
o

,

to build the

Land

grants were, however, the .nly inducement :;a..ch they could

offer*

fhey eventually agreed to

alio}

per

line, asked for a land grant of 6,400 acres per mile*'-

the 22nd

compromise grant of 3,200 acres

a

the contract incorporating those tome vc;o signed on

December, lg0:.VJ

•2ho Crown Agents had maintained their opposition to the scheme
until tho vory end*

dir Bdward 31ake, who had succeeded i mmoaey,

wrote that in their view 1. ad

grants without geological surveys were

*a leap in the dark in : liich the Government uero almoo t oertain to

get the worst of tho bargain*
'so-called private,

to

the

or

companies receiving concessions*,u

thoy therefore luxi

he cticetioned
a

'grant either direct

protectorate might be handed

that

Uiaaaney had- roforred scathingly

enterprise'D and Blake stated that it

Chamberlain's policy to
persons or

*4

the

an

over

not

indirect aid to
He pointed out that

to the Colonial office, and

interest in the arrangements made, and

government's right to make grants of Crown lend in

proteotorutej tho Foreign office's legal adviser also hod

Lord i.aasdoxme

was

doubts*I

put the Foreign offica view clearly?

'Grants of money are far preferable but we can't get then, and
as wo t.dsh to secure Bir A.Henderson
e must give him land* *°

1*

Crown -.goats to F*0» 2lot August,
2* F.O. to Groan Agents, 25th June,

1901, F.O* 2/69-*
1902, F.O. 2/693.

3* Crown Agents to F.O*, 30th December, 1902, ibid.
4* -uxcAwo jo F* 0*, 16 oil July 1>02, Jri.jj.ci.*

5« uamaaey to Hill, 3nth August, 1 opp, F.O*
6. Bl.ke

to

F.0«, 14th July, 1902,

op.

2/690*

oit.

7. Davidson, minute - 4th Hovonbor, .1202, F.O, 2/693»
8* iansdoxme, minute, lpth August, 1901, F.O. 2/692.
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So

the Shire

Highlands got their railway at

grant was very unpopular in the protectorate and

replaced by

a

price.

was

The land

eventually

payment of £180,000, which had to be borne by the

protectorate government,1

The Crown Agents

the difficulties which this

railway proved to be

the protectorate's

on

load which he had

vere proved right by

grant caused, end by the drain which the

iiugene Sharrer undoubtedly made
of the

a

money

resources.t

meagre

from the terras of the sale

acquired, and the business ■ which he had

founded, to the British Central Africa Company, but the share-holders
in that company

certainly did not# 3

Bhorrer's Zambesi Traffic Company which was valued at

had been in

a

very

bad

way

before the contract for the railway was

Beaton had commented:

signed,

get more capital seethe railway.
of

'nothing

»4

them unless they

can save

Kidney though Oharrer's prospectus

1901 'the most'mendacious document of the

hind

I have

lie believed that the valuation of the steamers included
a

1,

steamer which

over

seen.'

£5,000 for

'lies rotting at the bottom of the river at

Chinde,*5

The grant was- the iramedi. te cause of the set ting up of. a Land
Commission to investigate questions of tenure,
C.A.T., 9th ilay,

1903,
to

2nd

2,

£150,000

take

There
over

was increasing pressure on the Imperial government
the line,
C«A,T,, 27th October, 8th December, 1906,

February, 1907, 18in January, let February, 22nd February, 1908,

The payment in lieu of the land
from
on

I9H,

grant was made in three installement

The protector, to also agreed to guaruntoe the interest

the debentures raised to pay
The payment was

towards Beira,
the

protectorate5

for the esctenstion of the line
financed by a Colonial loan to

this was to prove

a constant

drain

on

the

revenue, and prevented expenditure on otherdevelopment projects.
I am indebted for this point to Mr. Louis Hthenda of ot.Antony'a

College, oxford, who is. working

on

ISyasaland and the Treasury

from i919*
3,

It is almost impose ible to unravel the extrci.ie.Ly complex transaction
which surrounded the establishment of the

B,C.A.Company.
£1,000,000 debentures at 4were issued. -£358,000 wore for cash
for the building of the line, and were to receive preference
income from profits of the Zharrer's Zambesi Traffic Company,
£650,000 were issued to Zharrer for his 372,000 acres of land,
and for the transport business.
until after the interest on the

clear how much of the £180,000
ho received,
~>ee C,a»T, , 30th

These

not to receive income
paid. It 1: not
component!<n fop the land grant
were

£350,000

was

August, 1902,

The B.C.A* Company

paid no dividend until the Second dorid Uar,
4, Beaton to directors, 27th September, 1901, 1900 book, Ilandala.
5, kidney to directors, 14th January, 1902, 1900 book Mandala.

<f?>o

In

October, 1902 Sharrer's

or

no

be

given

business, and there

notice.^

On the

company was
were rumours
news

said to be doing little
that the staff

to

were

of the land grant Beaton commented:

*It is

a well-known fact that natives
living on Sharrer's land
given to understand that they have got to work for him and
no-one else.
It is a shame that the rights of the people
should thus be alienated without tneir knowledge or consent,
or without giving them the opportunity of acquiring a few
acres for themselves, a thing which many of them would be only
too glad to do.*2

are

The managers
but there

seems

of the Company were of course partisan witnesses,

to be little doubt

that the valuation of the assets

of the British Central Africa Company was suspect,

end that the

project should not have been undertaken by private enterprise.
of

terns

In

their obligation to their share-holders the directors of the

African Lakes Corporation had

been wise not to pursue the scheme.

nevertheless the granting of the railway contract to

oharrer's

Company marked the beginning of the end of the Company as a
Chen material began to be imported for the

transport business.

railway in 1903 Sharrer was able to use the vastly increased turn¬
over

on

the river to reduce his

freight rates below the level at

which the directors considered it ..-refitable to operate.
result

was

that

the

Company hod from 1903

lower river transport
it necessary

business.3

a

The

declining share of the

The shallowing of the river made

for the railway to be started at fort Herald, about

30 miles below Chircmo, and after the opening of the Central

Haiiwag from there to Chindio

1915?

and

2.

the north side of

th<j£iarabesi in

nd of the Trans-2ambesia Railway from Bc-ira to the south sido

the barabesi in

of

1.

:

on

Africa

1922, the steamer service was finally abandoned

they were sold to the railway

company.4

Beaton, 9^h July, 17th cotober, 1902, 1900 book, ikuidala.
Beaton th-light that a fair valuatin of bharrer's business and land
would be £100,000, 2nd December, 1902, ibid.
Beaton to directors, 17th March, 1903, 1903 book, Maadala.

3. Bee table above.

13th December, 1922, Bhire Highlands Hallway
reports, at Malawi Hallways office, Limbe, Malawi.

4. A.L.C.Minutes,

w

Ivhile doubts

thus arising

were

ab ut the future of the

.aver

transport the managers were engaged from 1900 in the expansion of
the business in several directions,
the coffee

following the- collapse of

industry they were concerned to encourage experiments

in the cultivation of

new

i'hey had from IG96 employed two

oraps#

exports in coffee cultivation in addition to their gardener at
ir

>

Mandala#

1

From 1902 they employed a rubber expert who lead out the

Chombe estate, and a tobacco expert f rm Holland who attempted to
introduce Sumatra leaf at III an je where he

built two large curing barns#

•The experiments with Sumatra leaf proved to be a failure and from

1903 Virginia, leaf was introduced which was more successful, and
tx~

-)

became the basis of lasting export
IK

inuusbry*-5

Beaton did his best to encourage the cultivation of cotton

by of bring in 1901 to export any of the crop produced in the next
year

for 82

to grot.'

the

a

ton from Katunga*s to Chinde#*''

crop on

its

oxm

account;

The Company also began

the first crop was produced in

1903 and by 1904 there were 125 acres under cultivation at Kandala,
and it was hoped to have 500 acres

...Experiments

were

also

m,

by the end of the

year#*

do at Katunga's, Chiromo, and at Katope#

borne Indian cultivators had been

brought into the country but

they were convinced that the climate was not suitable for cotton,
and

they stayed only for

and

by 1905 there

steam traction

.ere

a

short time#"

1#
2#

were

sent out in 1903

24 at londala worked by one of the Company's

engines#'?

The Company had

British Cotton Grox/ero Association in

et

Gins

their Expense to many planters#

become agents for the

May, 1904 and provided seed
Beaton was convinced that

L#C.Minutes, 22nd June, 1896*
There were 51
to directors,

planted at Mlanje by April, 19°3? manager®
16th .april, 1903, 1903 book, Hcmdala# Kidney to
'ireotors, 2nd Ootobcr, 1903, and Beaton, 12th august, 1904, ibid#
3# jt#L#C#Ilinutes, loth April, 1905* Sidney to A# J#Williams, 1906 book,
acres

•

joiqi o

4# Beaton to directors, 4th .October, 1901, 1900 book, Mande la.

5. Ibid., 11th April, 25th April, 1904*
6,

Ibid., Kidney, 9th March, lot April, 1903#
A.L.C.Minutes, 8th March, 1905#
Q, Managers to directors, loth May, 1904, 1903 book, Mandela#

7# Ibid#, Beaton, 12th July, 1904}

<rVc
'if seed

was

supplied to the native?, and they could be
industry, it might in time prove

induced to take up this
the salvation of the
lt

was

and the
to

country.*i

agreed with Sharpe that taxes could be paid in cotton,
Com. any agreed to supply chiefs on the lake with seed, and

buy the

crop

from them for id per lb. unginned.

Beaton felt

that
'should the natives take
to the cultivation of cotton, and we
believe they will, as they are most anxious to pay their tax
in this way, rather than be obliged to leave their homes to
work for it elsewhere, we anticipate a very large acreage
will be put under cotton this year. e2
African cultivation increased

rapidly

so

that their production h..d

by 1914 passed 1,000 tons unginned, but the industry did
off

as

it did in

Uganda;

this was due largely to the difficulties of

transport and of freight#i
until 1911 when

Chitakali

near

not take

fscperiments with tee.

wore not begun

Kidney asked permission to plant 100 acres at

Mianje,4 but by 1900 the foundations at least had

boon laidcf two of the staple

exports, cotton and tobacco, v?hich in

spite of difficulties with disease were to prove a lasting
A further

economy was

attempt to stimulate the development of the protectorate

the founding by the Com any in 1901 of the Central African

Mining Company which employed
but without

success.

success#^ Mining

a

ro3sector from then until 1903,

was, however, to

be the basis of

a

1.

Ibid,, Beaton, 21st August, 1903#
Ibid., 11th June, 1904,
Krisiinamurtly, op. cit, p 3'-7«
4# A.B.C. Minutes, 6th April, 1911,
9, Central African Mining Company file, Companies Registry, Minburgh.
£2,000 in capital was raised by the directors of the Lakes
Corporation for this enterprise.
They employed a Cornish
prospector, Captain Williams# A.L#C.Minutes, 23rd January, Ipth
iiarcii, 8th May, 1901. Beaton to directors, 5th March, 1903,
1903 book, Mandela, reports the invaliding of Captain Williams.
The Company hod never pursued mineral prospecting very
energetically
2.
3.

it is sad to record that the Kitwe-Mkana mine on the Bambian
copper-belt 'was discovered by a former employee, J. doff at

Thomson, in 1910 when ho
A

was working for the 3# B#A» Company, Gaan,
History of northern Rhodesia, op® ext., p 122.

large

extension of the Company's trading sad transport business

between 1900 and

Rhodesia.

1908 into both Ilorth hast em and

In this development they followed

'on

North Western

the heels of the

Chartered Companywho established their first headquarters in
North hastern Rhodesia under Robert

Codrington at Fort Jameson in

O

1899.'

2h©

Company established

a

store there early in 1901, cad

undertook, at the Chartered Company's request, the organisation of
their

tenga-teaga route first from Nldiota Khota and then from Tete.

The latter r.ute

opened when the Company began to run a steamer,

was

the ilonrv Hoauorgoa.
After the making
this route

of

regularly to Tote and opened
a

a

store there.J

road of sorts between Tote and Fort Jameson

proved quicker and cheaper than the old

one

via the

lake.4

Very large profits were made out of the Fort Jameson store trade
between. 1901 and 1904 when competition reduced the
Fort Jameson was also

a

1905 to Kambove, the tin mine of the

Tanganyika Concessions in Katanga

homira

Bey

near

the supervision of George

Ja&otville, which was being

Grey.6

The route from

Lake Malawi via Fort Jameson, Beronje, Gakontwi, and

on

Chiaama

on

the

was

of

the most remarkable feasts of

one

margins.5

staging post on the route which was opened

and used between 1902 and

worked under

profit

Luapula

performed,

was

almost 5'-;G miles long, and its operation

organisation which the

Company

ever

carried

in, end ore carried out, in these years, and very considerable

profits

were

cwf.e.7

A station had also been started in 19*01, at

1* Beaton to directors,
2.

3»

4.

5.

6.

7.

Gann,

several hundred tons of equipment were

19th December, 1900, 1900 book, Zfendai'a.

cit., p 95«
b« Chamber lain to the directors, 1st March, 1901, 011 a
visit to Fort Jamoston, 1900 book, Mandala.
Report by C.P. chesnayo
on the c xiparative advantages of. the two routes to Fort Jameson,
Lusaka Archives, ^3/14/1/,
Beaton to directors, 21st June, 1901, 1900 book, Mandala.
Kidney to directors, 29th July, 1903? 1903 book Mandala. The
Com;any had made a profit at Fort Jameson in 1902 of £4,410 .grass)
011 a turn—ovor of £19
? 573"
Kidney to directors, 6th February, 17th April, 1902, on negotiations
with Holland and Grey of Tanganyika Concessions on the opening of
the route to Khmbovo, 1900 book, Kandala.
Kidney to directors, 30th October, 8th December, 1903, 1903 book,
Mandala, on re-negotiation of contracts. Grey was said to have
described the profit made by the Company as 'monstrous.'
Kidney
to directors, ibid., 7th June, 1904? the Company contracted to
carry 200 tons of tfin from Kambove to Chinde for £45 a ton.
op.

Hop-art b„

Kheoma which

was

on

on

alternative route to Lake

Ifweru, and in

1902 at Aberoora, the Adraialetration Soma above Lais® Tanganyika,
the cite of which had been chosen

did

by Lired Moir.

the Company also

transport work for the North Charter land Company's basari
1

rain©

near

Fort Jameson where another store was oetablishod»

In North tiestora Rhodesia the Com any
for the mines which wore worked

undortcok transport

by the Northern Concessions
O

Company in the vicinity of Broken Hill, now Kabwe.
the silver

king and Cable antelope mines in the Ifuinbwa district,

where stores were

remarkable

These included

Transport to them involved another

opened. •

feet., the launching

on

the upper dumbosi in Febru.

zy

and

June, 1903 of two steamers, the i-mdrea and the olivio, which had
been carried round the Ccbora Larsa
where
a

a

station

was

established.^

lower bambesi steamer -ad

Eaiue, goiji;_. about 30 miles

rapids ana built at Cachombo
They worked in conduction with

navigated
up

ac

far as the junction with the

that river to aj point close to the

present town of Eafue, and a. short distance from Lusaka.
These
a

operations proved to be the ex-ran song of the Com-any as

transport business.

The opening of the railway between the

Victoria Falls and Broken Hill in

1906 made all these

new

routes

redundant with the exception of the Fort Jameson—Tete one wuich
continued to be used for

some

time.4

The opening of the railway,

improvements in steamer navigation in the Congo, and railway

developments in German Last .'JPrica had virtually killed the
read

as

noire
woe

a

iv.c

means

of

access

to the interior.

straggled to put

on

5

The Good IJex.'s.

tow-onsen
which the

Lake Tanganyika twenty ye. rs e:.flier,

beached, and the half-way staging post at Fife,

x-w c

put into

1. Managers to
2.

directors, 14th November, 190.':, 1900 book, Mandala.
Managers to directors, 9th January, 1903* 1903 book, k^adala.
The Company hsd been asked to carry 200 tons from
Chi|^ to bilver
iangj
they offered £40 a ton from Chindo to Fafue, ibid., 17th
February, 190b.

xcm., Ibtn cj...—Ia. ry, .-ohx lux — -e , — a0u.~u , --p03.
4» Gana, op. oit., p 126 j iuh.C.IIinutee, 23rd November, 1905®
j.

5. C. .T., 1st April, 1905.

the hands of

service
it

doomed;

was

reduced

was

trade*

capitao in

a.

1906*^

The Company*s lower river transport

the Lake Malawi steamer service survived, "out

owing to the decline in the Stevenson road transit

p

The

begun#

era

of the steamer

was

ended;

that of the railway had

The outlook-for the Company might have seemed gloomy, if it

had not been for its

success-

as

trading ©ntepriee#

a

Without the

always difficult tonga-tonga business the Company was poised to take
f developments in the economies of Mala,' i and Zambia |

advantage
there

was

to be

no

spectacular development until the largo-scale

opening of the Zambian copper-belt in the 1920*s, but the Company
already the leading trading c

was

able to

profit from this#

the years

fr

m

:

-any

in the ores and

was

In Malawi the Company's major effort in

1905 was in the development of the small-scale

retail business in the

country areas*

It

was

not until after the

enforcement from about 1904 of regulati ns insisting on the payment
of labour in cash

that there

"as

any

real

.rican retail trade*

Until then trade had been mainly in provisi -ns for jsurogean

customers, and in wholesale barter goods#
of cash which was stimulated
men

who worked

the. money

on

the

The gradual introduction

by the higher wages which were paid to

construction of the railway

line, and by

which was brought back .by the rapidly increasing army of

migrant workers from Rhodesia end South Africa, where wages were
very

much higher than in the protectorate, made the establishment

of small

village stores worth-while#J

Hie first stores which had

1,

A.L#C»Minutes, 8th June, uth August, 1905#
hod been ma.king losses for three years*

2#

late in 1903 as the - ,uocn Victoria could
Managers to directors, 7th December, 1903,
1903 book, tlandala*
Both the steamers were much used for
troop transj ort during the first world wi:.r$
the t.ueoa Victoria
continued to'until she was wrecked in July 1924 off
•'lakanjiro 'a, ■•# L«G#Minutes, 31ct July, 1024.
The Dwmlra,

was

The Karonga store

laid up

carry all the trade.

3#

lobert Codrington of the 3.j. A. Company at fort Jameson oriticioed

Company in April, 1303 for not paying enough attention
he also criticised thorn for relegating
this trade to a corner of the iuropean store at Fort Jameson.
Kidney, at hie suggestion, separated the African from the
Juropecui business*
Kidney to .irectors, April, 1903, 1903 book,
the

to the .a'rioan trade,

Mandala#

A-"St

relied mainly on Afrioaa trade for their turn—over were at Baadawe,
and Kkhota Khota dialing the la,to
fr

came

a

founded at

by 1900 to 500

tons.-®*

inter stores were

dkaeadeni, in conjunction, with the Livings tenia disc ion,

Tonga, troops.*1-

All these stores were simple buildings selling:

commodities, and managed by Balawian on itaoc.J

basic

j-lea wore

employed to do hawking business, travelling from place to

place with a small selection of
at

at the first

cue torn

various Actoiaistration Somas where there wore Indian, Yao or

a-

also

'The

Tonga migrant workers, and at the latter from the sales

of rice which had groina

and

1890 *s.

Xc

31 >

of t'-ioso village stores in

with the Indian traders who
in the

wares.4

1912 the Com,.any had

:;i.^

They hod to compete

ad begun to enter the c-

1890*0, and who had caused the Company some

v: :ry

early

alarm*b

1. There had been a Company store at Hkhota Ehota since about I096.
the development of rice
redaction L..re h.;d boon : liraul ted by
the need to auspply JoJiai.iton's Indian troops.
Come ; r also

exported to Chinde.

Ilonagc-rs to direct;., re, find larch, 1901,

1900 book, Band Tie.

directors, 23rd July, 1904, 1..03 book, Baadaia.

2.

Beaton to

3.

Braall stores

were

Beaten wrote:

natives,

-

.

opened during 1904 at Bedza, Bo" . end Lilongwe.
try ad run these stores by into diligent

'ha should

the tre.de in Central .ngonilencl is not yet large

enough to warrant the employment of a, ,.hsn peon. * Beaton to
directors, Ipth JDecenbcr, 1903, 29th February, 1904, 1903 book,
daadala.

4» Beaton, 23rd July, 1904, op.

ext., 'Par out-door ca. itaco visit
periodically almost every village in Central Aagoailaad aid
dispose in this way of a considerable amount of goods.8

This is evident from a lend tax return for 1912 enong papero at
Mandela.
Also oral evidence from the late II. P. dm tell, she joined
the Com, .ay in 1>07»
13th Becemuar, 1969.
lie died c I.IacBuff,

B,;nffsuate, in March, 1>;Y0 in his 90th

year.

6. e.g. Beaton to directors, 27th September, 1901,
it is olear from this

19OQ bo

:t>ndc.la.

.letter that the ufric.-a retail trr.de of

Blantyro s. j 1;... t entirely in the hands d Indian traders in this
year.
However so ong 00 almost uix workers were aid in cloth
this trad© was comparatively'tapor tcarfe •
The Company held a strong
i..sition in t.le

v

1

.

1.,-

tr.de both t. Bar--, can ^Balers and

loyers, .-ad to the Indian traders who had very little capital.
'There are very few figures far the tum-ov r ,-f the vr ding business
From a letter from the .mangers to the directors, 2vth September,
on

1901, it seems likely that the turn-over
from £5CM>G» bo0 per year.

v ,s

t Mandala at that time

Presumably tlie employment of halation capitaos enabled it to compete
effectively with these traders who

are

still notiwrioue among European

traders, end com,;>anieo,for the olcaderaesu of their profit
%■ the 1930's there

were

margins.*

about 30u of these Village stores in the
O

country, one in almost
name

every

*I<iandala1 continued to be

it had been in the day;,
wore

village of any sis©.a

bye-word throughout the land

of John Soirj

uhen the first scheduled passenger

lurch, lyOo, it

w. s

It

Com

retail trade. ^

protectorate,

history of Nyasaiaad and
marked

a.xso

more

any'a hisioxy.

th

n

It

was

any

train reached Mantyre

red—letter day for Blaatyre.

a

other event

ceasing so

' the na.vigo.ti

*an epoch—making day

oe

e,

primarily

trans ort

a

of the rivers and lakes of central

bar ©a

J.irxca,-'

and

..wing tc

the ulaout total destruction of the Company *s kfr .con

u,.u.

becoming

records fr.m 1304 tn©
par. never

1.

I.

-

m

straight-forx :trd trading concern.

history.,in detail,of this trtsasforau.tion

bo writtei

Conversations with

P.Howard, Jsq», Chairman, Kaadoado i-td.

Diantyro November,

lp68.

Convert,

*4

turning point- in the

company

on

on

in the words of bir Alfred Charpe,

then Governor of the- iy asaland
in the

as

and the first Ikilawiuao

able to gain practical experience of

the 31-t

In this way the

time with

Ccrporati

11,

J.V.iiaynes, ma., manager, the
Maadala, Hovomber, 1968.

3« Interview, I'oter .lb is a, trader,

.

fricon haloes

haroiw : , md fur... or . . C. ©apitao,
Donald Gondwe, dkwendeni, 30th November,
l>-63.
she moat successful former i't.L.0. employee a c the Hgonde
lyungu, Peter, who worked for the Com.any fro® 1899-1912, nd
then ran stores on his own account, .nd grew cotton in the
her age. district,
dee G.Lllso. , The Constitution .i if made. op.
ci t., p. 60.

9th December,

i960.

4. C.A.T., 4th April,

1908.

p.

L.C.ii,Co. prospectus.

6.

See

bibliography#

POSfCRIPg.

In the

thirty

had boon revolution: ry

in this

of the Company*s existence to 1908 there

years

ohauges in iho nature of trad© and society

She slave trade hod

area.

to

come

ivory had been reduced to insignificance.

an

end, and the trade in

A system of transport had

been inaugurated which made possible the export of
end

tobacco, cotton

tea, the crops which have remained Malawi's largest earners of

In the remoter areas labour

foreign exchange.

commodity which could be exported, but
their homes

still the only

beginning to leave

volutarily in the knowledge that they eotild return, in

contrast to their
-'his

men were

was

predecessors who had left involuntarily

could be described

dreams of David

as

slaves.

as

progress, but in several ways the

Liningstone, of the promoters of the African Lakes

Company, and of the Moirs, had not been fulfilled.

Commerce and

Christianity had not been allowed to complete the transformation of
the economy

which there was some evidence by the late

least, that they had begun.
commercial ocntact at

a

1880*0, at

Military occupation had replaced

critical moment.

The development of peasant—

produced export commodities mti had been delayed by the early
difficulties of
the Shire

transport, and a plantation system had grown up in

Highlands.

..hile this

was

beneficial in that it provided

opportunities for employment, it was based on the payment of verylow wagoi.

f

ad was not the development which had been intended.

alienation of very large
the residents
soon

to erupt

on

tracts -f land, and inadequate provision for

it, had sown the seeds of discontent which -were

in John Chilembwe's Rising of 1915,

The central problem which the Company faced,
the cost of

could

The

of how to reduce

transport to the level where people throughout the area

profitably sell their

own

produce to the outside world, and pay

for what they imported from it without leaving their homes,
to be solved.

remains

The problems of transport still inhibit the

development of agricultural production in the more remote areas of
Malawi

t-jfd sambia.

The

completion of the railway from the Chire Highl; ndo to the

Indian Ocean by the opening of the

iSambesi bridge in 1935 *

the

development of motor transport since the Second world k.ur, the

completion in 1970 of the

mrw

<ys

railway from Kpimbe on the upper Shire

0-3°!

bo

the oocct at

Nacala, have all done something to further the

work which the loirs

began, but

a

great deal still remains to be

done.
It could

reasonably be argued that the rate of change and

development in the Malawion economy in the last sixty years had
been slower than in the

thirty

features of the economy

of today are recognisable in that of 1908.

years

considered here.

The main

In 1970 men still leave Bandawe on Lake Malawi for work in the south
on

the Ilala

Ilala,
an

in

II.

I085#

as

their

great-grandfathers did

on

the first

Remittances from Malawian workers abroad etil.;. make

important contribution to the country's balance of payments.

Zambia there have

been, thanks to mineral exploitation,

more

In

marked

changes, but men still leave the remoter areas and migrate to the
towns where

they hope to find more reward for their labours than

be found in subsistence

can

agriculture.

Much of the 0 untry remains

agriculturally and economically dead ground.
aocess

are as

acute

now

as

they ever were.

Zambia's problems of

It is ironical that the

projected railway from Dar-es-balaam to the Copper-belt, which may
bo

completed by 1977? is intended to fulfill precisely the same

function

1877

~

as

the road which the loirs

began from the

same

place in

the by-passing of the Portuguese coast*

Much has beon achieved since the Moire landed at (fuelinane

with the parts of the body iiyassa
wish that the pace

in

1878, but they would doubtless

of economic development, which they struggled to

start, should be more rapid in the future than it has been in the pas'

ota'tapta-it of

o

juac-b.

The records? of the African. Lakes
Ilote

on

nomenclature.

For the sake of clarity the subject of this
referred to

Company#5

throughout

Cogpany.

thesis has been

the African Lakes Company, or simply 'the

as

1870 and 1906 it operated under four

Between

names#

i; The Livingstenia Central Africa Company, from the 2nd July, 1873#

ii)

The African lanes Company, from the 21st June, 1881.

iii)

The African i.-nkes Trading; Corporation, from the 31st July, 1893®

ivj

The

.

1894 until

.fricon Lakes Corporation, from the 2nd May,

the present

day#

Tate has not been kind to the records of the Company.
directors

in this per.od insisted on the most detailed accounts

sent back to

diaries in triplicate.

sec .:u-

ps

One copy was kept

t A ndola, the

kept in Glasgow, and the third xras retained by the writer.

The Glasgow records survived intact until 1514 when on the
many were

destroyed, though a selection

important

was preserved.

remainder

were

in 1939®

war

which

give

being

Glasgow, and from 1884 all the Company's employees had

to keep

of nor,

The

.

sent

t

a,

These

were

the

outbreak

sort

thinned out in 1924, and the

store, and destroyed on the outbreak of

ivi.y the minuter' of the directors' meetings survive

How

skeletal account of the Company's activities.

The iUtauuia roc.rds survived intact until about 1333

when they were

destroyed.

These contain the

Two letter-bo ks survive at Kaadala#

letters of the managers,

Duncan Beaton one Alan

Kidney, to the directors from 1900-15©4, and h:
as

'1900 book, ' and

'1903 book. '

deeds, certificates of claim,
There
These

from
of

are

are

of

also

less

ana.

ve

There are also

been referred to
a

few letters,

land tap: returns#

three letter bo ks in the Male vi

im.. crt nee,

Archives, Zcmba#

and tire the Glasgow Finance book,

I897-9, which is raa.in.ly concerned with remittances and bills

exchange;

Alan Kidney's loop! business letterbook fr-ra October,

1903 to February, 1904;

March, 1906.

and the some from 3.6th February to the 8th

<+<+ i

For the earlier

with.

Company businoc

period two of the Moire» letterbaota dealing

between 1'OJQ and 1690 have Survived*

in the University of

are

They

the bitv- ...tersrand Library, Johannesburg#

They are on tissue and can not bo read on microfilm#
The

first, referred to above as L»B«(i;, contains:

a) i-rivate letters of Fred Heir, mainly to his parents from bopteobor,
1878 to 2nd October, 1881, ft 1-237*

b) Business letters of J im iloir from 13th mgust, I0G3 to the
25"th March, I084, ~t£ 239*™436#

o)

1879 to September,
i860, ad from May, 1681 t7th idip , 1863, ff 801-462 in reverse.
The second, referred to above re i, B. (2), contains:
a vie
business letters of John heir, from 19th Ihy, 1686, to 8th November,
1690j. ff 1-326*
•There iv a- third iettorbook, L.B. (3), containing business
borne business letters of Fred p.ir from 4th nay,

.f John hoir fr.u lopp to 1900, after he lad left the

correc, oau.on.ee
ij

ixx"'it

vCn

1

■

ma.xn.iy

oy a. unmoor ox

relevance

...ibh

uxl

mx-. caeoxt pem-pxe#

pivinGc

at

t.■ a

^..tic.,

ox

x>

only e~.iynt

to this vork.

iaaoa*0 e~o^

t> 1.arc.xoro, 1*0 o.0

bosinejo-

bot'L.oen

and

iraos

xor

.ftiCu

.■xixed account**.

I084 ond looo^ xopo ttucL IpOO^

ail

onC'

o u...ox

jaa--^

l-x. ^

Qvo-txcxoo

ox

the oompamy

ox* xpoxxo

vexy

..

1a

ud apco,
i...

^cu^y#

1.

Oral -.vidonco.

Lewis bandane.

I-1.33.J.

Blaatyre, 1-tii BOvember, 106o, son-in-law of

,

Joseph Bismarck, bora about I89O.
Malen&'a Chansi.

chiefj Hkhota Xhota, 21 st Hovetaber, I360, bom about

J, hie father roaeniberecl Livingstone.
fixe dev.

near loud--a, Halcswi, 25th IToveaber, i960.
teacher, bora about 1805? at overt an
Institute, Livingstonia, before 1900.

Charles Gaiaula,,
Minister and

Chief Chiicalaocy/cabe.

,

Bolero, Rumpi, Malawi, 29th November, i960.

Captain James ilrander Dunbar, of .16

Ho;no Jere.

bora 10til October, 1O75,
Cervod under the Foreign office

;::.voix/,

25th December, 1969*
in B. G*A., 1900—1901«

died

Jfe.-endeni, 26th November, i960, b

near

civil serve.'.ii

-ra

ab >ut 10-63,

and historian.

T»J.!lxlaiarr. HMicta Biota, 21 -t November, 1966, teacher.
JC'O \tIw-iXXC-, J-0 til X/OCe23OOP, ip63, b.■ Xai iSSGf
March, 1970, joined the A. .C., 1907®

.OjjlI— X ,

died
a uC'O

^xiear
.

.hie

..a-v.

..;«

iu.-ronga,

G.

e.

^

adiUj

Be-GQCI60r, X—00, ^p—a-cr,

x

..-ncP

itcio.

iirongu, 8th December, 1066, minister
historian, born about 1605, son of the !&amgu,
.kncduvsanguln, father of the present Ksruagu.

-xaan

.1 a.k.ire uua,

and

Chief it.ja.so.

..

fo

ix*

o

in4>

..

a.o

Lhsuagu, 24th November, I960.
»i.

-i.

p

ID a. xX {Vjii j

—

Chief :-tc alc, never
abous-

v.Ldt

0 diiii

£*«j«

— -*•

©

3fci:ondeni, Malawi, 25th Hove ber, i960, bom
10

Jj9

o---

--daw-ei

ex

tj-.

eagoaoccoa.

Yaoobi Kg. ai.

Hkoiaah, 16th November, 1966, bom about 1675, one of
Cowa who took refuge on xlkomah mountain x r. .11
i'lgoni raids.
' aa, Daadawe, Malawi, 27th Hoveaber, 1366, teacher and
flic .ox xan, x/GXzj.
tJ.-Un loop.
vie

Henoch

0,

.

6b.o dev.

1,

You-vof Livinretonia and Gordons^ un, bom
die

1969,

-as

at covin..ctenia xr-.r I3.ll.

16.-5,

2. 'Manuscript

sources.

■Edinburgh.
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